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indicating orientation
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Report of the
President and Director
I
began last year's report by discussing the
Laboratory's needs and reminding the Corporation of

the pressing need for a

new Marine Resources Center

capable of providing a reliable, healthy, and genetically
denned supply of marine organisms. I closed that
discussion of the long-awaited, many-times-planned
with the hope that this important facility would

MRC

become

a reality "before too
reports are filed."
I

many more

begin this director's report,

my

Laboratory's ninety-third (covering
third year) with the very

good news

director's

fourth, the
its

one-hundred

that the

new

MRC

indeed be a reality
very soon. As I write this
report (in the spring of 1991), the building is going up
outside my window. Where we used to have a
will

carpenters' shop

and a parking

lot,

we now have

pilings

on top of which the walls of a state-of-the-art facility for
holding marine animals are rising. The key step toward
the MRC in 1990 was the passage, in October, of a
Federal appropriation

toward the
this

bill

that included $4.75 million

MRC. Coupled

with earlier Federal support,

brought funding for the

MRC and

related projects

to a total of $8. 95 million.

MRC

Part of the planning for the new
involved
and
a
re-location
of
alternate
for
making
plans
parking
the carpenters' shop. The plan at the close of 1990 is to
carpenters' shop on the MBL campus next
the Broderick House and to put a new, off-site

build a
to

new

lot in

the

MBL Woods

off Oyster

Pond Road

parking
near Memorial Circle. In the next director's report,
fully expect to be able to report that these auxiliary
projects are completed

and

that the

new

MRC

I

up
and very close to going on-line.
While preparations for construction of the MRC
occupied much of our attention in 1990, we
simultaneously continued to plan for an Advanced
Studies Laboratory (ASL), which together with the
MRC will constitute the Marine Biomedical Institute

for

Advanced

ASL was

Studies. At the close of 1990, the

new

second of three design phases.
The construction of the new Marine Resources
Center and the progress toward a new Advanced
in the

Studies Laboratory are important steps toward ensuring
a bright future for the Laboratory, but other long-

standing and well-documented needs remain. To
address these additional needs, the Trustees at their

June 22 meeting initiated a long-range development
program. The Executive Committee approved the use
of a development consultant to help us review our
readiness for mounting a major fund raising campaign.
The consultant. Browning Associates, presented a
cogent analysis of the Laboratory, which will help us
greatly expand our development operation in 1991 and
beyond.

Research
At the urging of the External Scientific Advisory
Committee, we established in 1990 a Scientific Council

an advisory capacity to the Executive
Committee. The Council is charged with guiding the
to function in

Laboratory

in:

the development of scientific

and educational

programs
the use of scientific resources

the evaluation

and promotion of scientific

the recruitment of

new

staff

scientific positions

the initiation of institutional grant proposals.

is

The council is to work in conjunction with existing
committees, such as the Research Space Committee
and the Instruction Committee.
Council members are appointed by the director, with
the approval of the Executive Committee. The council
is to include up to three members of the year-round

2
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Aerial view of the

MBL's Marine

Resources Center. Photo by Robert

Colder.

community, up to three members of the
summer community, two non-MBL scientists, the
director who serves e.\ officio. and an c.\ officio
scientific

executive secretary.

The

first

council

LJniversity,

MBL

composed of:
John Hobbie (viceis

year-round MBL scientists Drs.
chairman), Mitchell Sogin, and Felix Strumwasser;

summer

MBL

scientists Drs.

Howard

Hiatt,

Barbara Ehrlich, Gerald

Brigham and Women's Hospital. Dr.

Leslie Garrick serves as

and, as director of the

ex

officio

MBL,

I

executive secretary,

serve as ex officio

chairman of the council.
The council met throughout 1990 to evaluate
scientists for appointment and promotion and to set
directions for future scientific development and
expansion. They completed a draft of one position
paper on Laboratory directions in cellular and
developmental biology. The council plans to prepare
additional position papers on environmental sciences/
ecology, microbiology, molecular evolution,
neurobiology, and plant sciences. These documents are
targeted for completion in 1991

and 1992.

instruction

cost of the courses.

The

containment

Instruction

Committee looked

in 1990, and, while there is as yet

no consensus on how to proceed, it is clear that we will
have to do something about spiraling cost increases in
this age of decreasing federal support for advanced
training.

New fellowships in 1990 included the Nikon
Fellowship: a Bernard Davis Fellowship for studies in
microbiology or molecular evolution; the Daniel S.
Grosch Scholarship Fund for studies in environmental
toxicology; and the Porter Fellowships for Minority
Students/Investigators for work in physiology. A list of
fellowship recipients appears later in this issue.

Library

The Library made continued progress toward
applying computing technology to library services. As
described in the Report of the Librarian, Jane

MBL

Librarian of 29 years, retired in
1990. In December, Dr. David Stonehill accepted the

Fessenden, the

Instruction

The

At the urging of the External Scientific Advisory
Committee, we have been taking a careful look at the
at cost

Fischbach, and Joseph Sanger, Dr. Holger Jannasch.
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and Dr.

and Byron H. Waksman, Harvard
New York University.

University and

program continued

in

1990 with

its

unanimously acclaimed courses. One new short course
was added: Pathogenesis of Neuroimmunologic
Diseases, co-directed b\

J.

Murdoch

Ritchie, Yale

Library and
Dr.
Stonehill
Scientific Information Research Center.
position of Director of the

MBL/WHOI

has been a national leader in the development of
modern information services, having worked for

Report of the President and Director
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the financial risks of growth have been properly

anticipated and planned

for.

The committee

is

to

include two at-large trustees, two corporate trustees,
and the treasurer, e.\ officio. Treasurer Robert Manz

new committee, which began by making a
comprehensive review of the new MRC. In August, the
Long Range Financial Planning Committee gave the

chaired the

Trustees a favorable report on the financial planning for
the MRC. That favorable report was an important part

of the briefing that led to the Trustees' decision to
proceed toward construction of the new MRC.
Personnel

A group of MBL employees, including service,
maintenance, and clerical workers, voted in February to
affiliate with the Hospital Workers Union, Local 767.
Collective bargaining negotiations began almost
Jelle

Atema, the new director of the Boston University Marine Program.

Photo by Judith Anderson.

NASA,

a

number of leading

universities,

the President of the United

recently

and

most

States.

immediately after the election, and with the union and
management both negotiating in a spirit of cooperation
and mutual respect, we were able to negotiate our first
contract in an impressively short time. A fair,
reasonable, and workable contract was signed in July,
and the work of the Laboratory proceeded without

Governance

disruption.

In August, Dr. Prosser GifTord announced his
intention to step down from the chairmanship of the

retired in

MBL

Board of Trustees. Dr. Gifford

led the

MBL

for

14 years, through a period of unprecedented change
and growth. In a little short of a decade and a half, he

directors the Laboratory has
worked with 4 of the
had in its 103 year existence. Under his leadership, the
1

1

Laboratory's facilities were significantly upgraded, the
year-round science program grew substantially, the
educational program maintained

its

character, the

Long-time manager of marine resources John Valois
November after 40 years at the MBL. In
addition to running the collecting operation, Mr. Valois
has served for years as a spokesman for marine biology
and has appeared regularly in newspapers and on
television extolling the virtues of marine animals as
models for research. On his departure, Edward Enos
was promoted to Superintendent of Marine Resources.
Mr. Enos has been a collector for many years and was

eminently well-prepared to take the reins of the
department.

and began an exciting modernization
and
the
administrative and development staffs
program,
library prospered

were strengthened.
Neurobiologist Dr. Jelle Atema assumed the
directorship of the Boston University Marine Program
in

August.

directed

plans for

He

replaces Dr.

BUMP since
BUMP's

programs, and

Rudi

1987. Dr.

Strickler.

Atema

who had

has energetic

graduate and undergraduate
acquaintance with the MBL

his long

bodes well for our partnership with Boston University.
In their

February meeting, the Trustees approved a

new Long Range Financial Planning Committee
charged with reporting to the Trustees and/or the
Executive Committee on the existence and
appropriateness of long-range financial planning
mechanisms of the laboratory. Responsibility for

planning remains with the administration of the
laboratory, while the new committee is to assure that

MBI,

Science Writing Fellows
Photo by James Hrynyshyn.

in

the Ilands-On Laboratory Course.

4
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The Biological

Bulletin

Under the editorship of Michael J. Greenberg, The
Biological Bulletin continued to publish well-presented
reports of outstanding research that

is

of general interest

to biologists throughout the world. In 1990, Dr.

Greenberg announced that all page charges would be
dropped, and that authors would be offered 100 free

Most

reprints for publishing in the journal.

importantly, he noted in his 1990 report to the
corporation, a carefully prepared manuscript can

now

appear in print as soon as 3.6 months after its
submission. In fact, some manuscripts meeting the
criteria of the new Research Notes section
which
features brief

communications of high quality and

in print even sooner. All of
these initiatives have been highlighted in the journal's

currency

may appear

newsletter.

The Biological Board. The

which

newsletter,

published "occasionally" by the editorial staff, was
created to highlight and promote the articles appearing
is

and the policies of, the journal.
Dr. Greenberg has also been attempting to adjust the
mix of papers appearing in the Bulletin so that the
in.

The Tokyo String Quartet. Pholo by

Christian Steiner.

journal more closely reflects research here at the MBL.
To assist in this effort. Dr. Greenberg has recruited
three Associate Editors to aid in the review
solicitation of manuscripts. Drs.

J.

Public programs

and

Malcolm Shick

(University of Maine, Orono), Peter A. V. Anderson

(The Whitney Laboratory), and David Epel (Hopkins
Marine Station) will serve four-year terms as Associate
Editors in their respective fields of physiology and

metabolism, neurobiology, and developmental biology.
Science Writing Fellowships

In

its fifth

year, the

MBL

We continued

modest programs

for

our

The keynote address was delivered by Massachusetts
Senator John Kerry, who urged the science community
to become more involved in the very political process
of forging a coherent national science policy. The
symposium was followed by the second annual MBL

Chamber Music

Science Writing

to offer a few

non-scientist neighbors on the Upper Cape. In July we
held a public symposium on Science and Public Policy.

Concert, featuring the

Tokyo

String

Fellowships Program evolved a one-week, hands-on
course in cellular and molecular biology for science

Quartet.

by Dr. Robert Goldman,
Northwestern University Medical School, and Boyce
Rensberger, The Washington Post, the course began
with an introduction to cells and a microscopy

1990 with presentations by Dr. Allen Counter on Black
Arctic explorer Matthew Henson, Anne Hawley on the
government as patron of the arts, a musical portrait of

demonstration, and ended

discussion on energy and the environment. The series
was well enough received by local audiences that the

writers. Co-directed

five

days later with the

and sequencing DNA. The course,
be expanded to include a neurobiology

writers cloning

which

will

component

in 1991,

is

open

to

serves as an orientation for the

all

science writers

MBL

and

Science Writing

Fellows.

Directorship of the Science Writing Program has
passed from founding director James Shreeve to Dr.

Byron Waksman. Mr. Shreeve
the program's advisory board.

will

The

first

annual Falmouth Forum concluded

in early

Harry Truman by David McCullough, and a panel

MBL

Associates brought

it

back for the winter of 1990-

Goldman began the second Falmouth
Forum series in November with a presentation on

9

1

.

Marshall

Perestroika, and in December actress Julie Harris read
from Lucifer's Child, her new one-woman play.

continue to serve on

Harlyn O. Halvorson

Report of the Treasurer
The year 1990 was one of building for the
Laboratory. Total support and revenues increased from
$16.2 to $17.1 million due primarily to the initiation of

very heartening, as we have almost doubled the amount
of scholarships, fellowships, and stipends from 1988.
The Current Unrestricted Fund ended the year with

construction of the Marine Resources Center,

supported by a grant from the federal government; $1.4

an excess of support and revenues over expenses of
$93,407. This combines the results of the Housing and

and expended on this project in
1990. Gifts received decreased approximately $1.6
million; 1989 was the last year of the receipt of

Dining Auxiliary with all other Operations. The
Housing and Dining Auxiliary had an excess of support
and revenues over expenses of $267,761, of which

million was received

significant funds

from the Howard Hughes Foundation

multi-year grant for the Library and the Education

programs. Dining

hall

revenues rose $170,000 due to

and meal
card prices. Investment income grew $200,000 from
1989 to 1990 due to increases of long- and short-term
investments and the length of time that they were
increases in food service functions, attendees,

available to the Laboratory during the respective years.

Recovery of indirect costs related to research and
instruction grew by approximately $150,000, all of
which was attributable to the growth of MBL sponsored
Other operating revenues were essentially
unchanged from 1989.
Total expenses grew approximately $700,000, from

research.

$15 million in 1989 to $15.7 million in 1990.

The most

were in Research Services and
Plant Operations; the former is due primarily to the
expansion of the operations of the Mass Spectrometry
significant increases

Laboratory, the Instrument Development Laboratory,
and the Protein and Nucleic Acid Chemistry Center

operated jointly with the

Woods Hole Oceanographic

is due primarily to increased
insurance, and labor costs, as well as significant

Institution; the latter
utility,

expenses involving the removal of asbestos and other
repairs and renovations of our housing. It is also worth
noting that the Laboratory

was able

to offer

approximately $100,000 more scholarships, fellowships,
and stipends in 1990 than in 1989, a 35% increase.

While our aim

is

to provide

much more,

the trend

is

$65,000 was used for scheduled repayment of debt
owed on the Memorial Circle cottages and $199,863
to the Repairs and Replacements
Reserve for housing. More sobering and troublesome,
however, is that the operations of the Laboratory
without the Housing and Dining operation experienced

was transferred

a deficiency of revenues to expenses of $174,354.
single greatest reason for this was our inability to

The
meet

budgeted goals for unrestricted current gifts.
The balance sheet shows that we ended 1990 with a

and short-term

significant degree of liquidity as cash

investments accounted for approximately two-thirds of
current assets. Investments at market grew by

approximately $400,000. Essentially
the market

all

of that was

as the net impact of

endowment,
on the valuation of our investments was a

attributable to gifts for

decline of less than $100,000.

Land, buildings and equipment, net of accumulated
depreciation, grew by almost $1 million due primarily
to the beginning of construction of the

Resources Center.
project

is

When

Marine

completed, the cost of this

expected to total $9 million.
for 1991 reflects a

The operating budget

determination to maintain the current level of services

Laboratory in the most cost-effective manner
possible, while we redouble our efforts to generate more

at the

funds to support operations.

Our

greatest single challenge

cost-effective

way

is still

the need to find a

to provide services that are primarily

Annual Report
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summer months. The

used during the

strategy of the
20 years has been to increase the

Laboratory for the last

do so

ability to

few

is

limited.

scientists, principally

We can
young

selectively support a

investigators,

and we

size

have had some success recently with the establishment

Center has been the most notable success to date, and

of two Nikon fellowships for young
but we need to do much more.

of the year-round program to provide a more stable
financial base for the Laboratory. The Ecosystems

we

model

trust that this will be a

sponsored programs. The

for other

MBL

It is

principal financial benefit of

this strategy is the potential to achieve efficiencies in the

cost of administration

and

across a broader base.

We

them

services by spreading

recognize that these will only
on
focusing
ways to be as efficient as

be achieved by
possible.

The

principal financial cost of this strategy

capital cost of the laboratory building

house the

scientists

and

endowment funds

scientists.

Through the

project,

we

the

necessary to attract

federal funding to date of the

are well

on our way towards

funding the necessary buildings. The next significant
challenge will be generating the necessary program

clear that increased attention needs to be paid to

summer

research

program

to continue

possible in offering
make a stay at the

and delivering the services that
the most productive scientific

Financially, your Laboratory lives on the edge. On
the positive side, we have continued to demonstrate our

funds from the federal government,
from foundations, and from individuals. We are in the
process of significantly upgrading our physical plant, to
make the Laboratory an even more attractive place to

ability to attract

do

science.

Our housing budget

is

education program shows many signs of health and
vitality. Courses are oversubscribed; we have had

side,

renewed success in obtaining grants, and funding
remains in place to support the overhead costs of the
program for the next few years. Our single greatest
is

endowment

either through

the renewal of this support
or renewed medium-term

Our summer

research program shows signs of

financial stress. Applications, occupancy,
flat

and revenues

to marginally declining for the last

couple of years. It is clear that reductions in federal
funding have placed a greater budgetary burden on
scientists seeking to

come

to the

MBL

in the

summer,

and some have had to withdraw.
The Laboratory has long subsidized the cost of a
summer stay for all scientists from its discretionary
resources

currently generating
will be able to

we

continue to maintain and upgrade those facilities. Our
endowment has continued to grow. On the negative

our endowment

is not large enough to provide a
any of our major programs with
the significant exception of the Ecosystems Center. We
have limited funds to recruit scientists whether for

financial cushion for

summer

or year-round programs.

Our support

services

do not cover their costs through charges for their
services, and operations aside from Housing and Dining
are in deficit.

funding.

have been

financial

MBL

the funds necessary to assure that

moment

its

We

need to attract more applicants; we need to
find more funds to allow young scientists to become
familiar with the MBL; and we need to be as efficient as

vitality.

support funds.
This strategy presumes the continued excellence of
the summer research and education programs. Our

challenge at the

scientists,

experience possible.
to

their science, as well as the

reserve or

MBIAS

is

and equipment

the

summer

the

To move

off the edge

we

will

need to do three things:

More clearly define, articulate, and communicate
MBL's special contribution to science and

the

society
Significantly improve our generation of capital
and operating support through fund raising
Redefine for ourselves what constitutes the most
effective delivery of services in the most efficient

manner.

summer

laboratory fee falls significantly
but our
short of the fully allocated cost of the space

Robert D.

Manz

Financial Statements

certified public

accountants

Coopers
&Lybrand
REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

To

the Trustees of

Marine Biological Laboratory

Woods

Hole. Massachusetts

We

have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Marine Biological Laboratory as of December 3
1990 and the related statement of support, revenues, expenses and changes in fund balances for the year
then ended. We previously examined and reported upon the financial statements of the Laboratory for the
1

December

,

which condensed statements are presented for comparative purposes only.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Laboratory's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
year ended

31, 1989,

We

conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

An

audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
An audit also includes assessing the
supporting the amounts and
estimates
made
by management, as well as evaluating the
accounting principles used and significant
our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our
believe
that
overall financial statement presentation.

statements are free of material misstatement.

disclosures in the financial statements.

We

opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
financial position of

Marine Biological Laboratory

expenses and changes

in

at

December

fund balances for the year then ended

in

all

and

material respects, the

support, revenues,
with
conformity
generally accepted

31, 1990,

its

accounting principles.

Our

audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken
The supplemental schedules of support, revenues, expense and changes in fund balances for

as a whole.

I), endowment funds (Schedule II) and plant funds (Schedule III) as of December
1990 are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial
statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the

current funds (Schedule
31,

basic financial statements and, in our opinion,

is

fairly stated, in all

material respects, in relation to the

basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Boston, Massachusetts
April 19. 1991
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The purpose of Marine
investigations,

B.

Statements

Biological Laboratory (the "Laboratory") is to establish
for instruction in biology and natural history.

and maintain a laboratory or

and a school

Significant accounting policies:

Basis of presentation

-fund accounting

and restrictions placed on the use of resources available to the Laboratory, the accounts of the
Laboratory' are maintained in accordance with the principles of fund accounting. This is the procedure by which resources are classified into
separate funds in accordance with specified activities or objectives. Separate accounts are maintained for each fund; however, in the accompanying
In order to ensure observance of limitations

financial statements, funds that have similar characteristics have been combined into fund groups. Accordingly,
been recorded and reported by fund group.

all

financial transactions

have

Externally restricted funds may only be utilized in accordance with the purposes established by the donor or grantor of such funds. However,
the Laboratory retains full control over the utilization of unrestricted funds. Restricted gifts, grants, and other restricted resources are accounted
for in the appropriate restricted funds. Restricted current funds are reported as revenue as the related costs are incurred (see Note K).
are subject to restrictions requiring that the principal be invested in perpetuity with income available for use for restricted or
unrestricted purposes by the Laboratory. Quasi-endowment funds have been established by the Laboratory for the same purposes as endowment
funds: however, the principal of these funds may be expended for various restricted and unrestricted purposes.

Endowment funds

Fixed assets
Fixed assets are recorded at

cost.

Depreciation

is

computed using

the straight-line

method over estimated

useful lives of fixed assets.

Contracts and grants

Revenues associated with contracts and grants are recognized in the statement of support, revenues, expenses and changes in fund balances as
Note K). The Laboratory reimbursement of indirect costs relating to government contracts and grants is based
on negotiated indirect cost rates with adjustments for actual indirect costs in future years. Any over or underrecovery of indirect costs is recognized
the related costs are incurred (see

through future adjustments of indirect cost

rates.

Money market securities are earned at cost which approximates market
donated to the Laboratory' are carried at fair market value at the date of the gift. For determination of gain or loss upon
disposal of investments, cost is determined based on the average cost method.
Investments purchased by the Laboratory are carried at market value.

value. Investments

is the beneficiary of certain endowment investments reported in the financial statements which are held in trust by others. Every
ten years the Laboratory's status as beneficiary of these funds is reviewed to determine that the Laboratory's use of these funds is in accordance
with the intent of the funds. The market values of these investments are $4, 125.093 and $4.039,803 at December 31. 1990, and 1989, respectively.

The Laboratory

Investment income ami distribution

The Laboratory
basis

follows the accrual basis of accounting except that investment income is recorded on a cash basis. The difference between such
basis does not have a material effect on the determination of investment income earned on a year-to-year basis.

and the accrual

Investment income includes income from the investments of specific funds and from the pooled investment account. Income from the pooled
investment account is distributed to the participating funds on the market value unit basis (Note L).

Annuities payable

Amounts due
return at 10%,

C.

to

donors

connection with gift annuities is determined based on remainder value calculations which generally assure a
payout terms of eighteen years, and interest payout rate of 8%.

in

maximum

rate

of

Land, buildings and equipment:

The

following

is

a

summary of the

unrestricted plant fund assets:

Land
Buildings

Equipment
Construction in progress
Less accumulated depreciation

$

1990
689,660

1989
$

689,660

16,955,015

16,926,715

2,819.202
1.969.713

2,672,838
580.598

22.433,590

20,869,811

(9.459.548)

$12,974,042

(8.858.047)

$12,011,764
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D. Retirement plan

The Laboratory

participates in the defined contribution pension program of the Teachers Insurance
Equities Fund. Contributions amounted to $451,665 in 1990 and $393,422 in 1989.

E.

Restricted pledges

and Annuity Association College Retirement

and grants.

As of December 31. 1990. the Laboratory reported active pledge and grant commitments outstanding of $492,939 (unaudited) to be received.
The restricted pledges are not included in the financial statements since it is not practicable to estimate the net realizable value of such pledges.
Restricted pledges of $467,337, and $14,151 and $1 1,451 are scheduled to be paid in 1991, 1992, and 1993, respectively.
F.

Intcrfiind borrowings:

Current fund interfund balances

at

December

31 are as follows:

1990

Due
Due

to restricted

endowment fund

to restricted

quasi-endowment funds

1

$(4,750)

989

$(2,190)

(1.650)

(200)

$(6.4001

$(2,390)

G. Mortgage and notes payable:
Long-term debt
is

at

December

31, 1990

amounted

to $1,265,000.

The

aggregate

amount of redemption due

for each of the next five fiscal years

as follows:

Amount
1991

65.000
60.000
60.000
60,000
60,000
960.000

$

1992
1993
1994
1995
Thereafter

1,265,000
Less current portion

65.000
$1.200.000

In 1989. the Laboratory issued $1,330,000 Massachusetts Industrial Finance Authority (MIFA) Series 1989 Bonds, which pay varying annual
interest rates and mature on October 31, 201 1. The Series 1989 bonds are collateralized by a first mortgage on certain Laboratory property.

The

interest rate is adjustable and was 7.25% and 6.5% at December 31, 1990 and 1989. In compliance with the Laboratory's MIFA bond
indenture, deposits with Shawmut Bank N.A., as trustee, represent investments in the debt service reserve fund of $143.006 in 1990 and $133.000
in 1989.

H. Investments:

The

following

and

distribution of investment

is

a

summary

of the cost and market value of investments at

income

for the years

ended December
Cost

1990

Endowment ami Quasi-Endowmenl
U.S. Government securities
Corporate fixed income

Common

stocks

Money market

securities

Real estate
Total
Less custodian and

management

Total
Restricted Current

Fund

Certificates of deposits

Money market

securities

Total
Total investments

fees

31.

December

31. 1990

and 1989 and the

related investment

income

1990 and 1989.

Market

Investment Income

Notes
I.

to Financial
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Gift support for instruction:

Current year unrestricted

gifts

includes $500,000 of

gifts for

the support of the Laboratory's instruction

program available

for indirect costs

attributable to the instruction program.

J.

Tax-exempt

status:

The Laboratory

is

exempt from

federal

income

tax

under Section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code.

K. Restricted current funds deterred support:

The Laboratory defers recognition of revenue on current restricted funds until the related costs are incurred. Amounts received in excess of
expenses are recorded as deferred support. The following summanzes the activity in the deferred support account for 1990 and 1989, respectively:
1990
Balance at beginning of year

$4,450,222

$2.951,662

8,499,360

9,382,212
30,672

Additions:
Gifts,

endowment income and

grants received

Unrealized gains
Realized gain
Deductions:

19,868
1,649

Funds expended under

gifts

and grants

Transfers

Balance

L.

at

end of vear

7,977,187

7,542.909

219.294

371.415

$4,774.618

$4,450.222

Accounting for pooled investments:

The major portion of investment
market value

at the

assets is pooled for investment purposes with each participating fund subscribing to, or disposing of. units at
beginning of the current quarter. The unit participation of the funds at December 31, 1990 and 1989, respectively, is as

follows:

1990

Endowment and

1989

similar funds:

3.887

3,909
7,436

Quasi-unrestricted
Quasi-restricted
Restricted endowment

39.401

7.416
36.488

50,746

47.791

Pooled investment activity on a per-unit basis was as follows:

Unit value
Unit value

at
at

beginning of year
end of year

$109.57
108.90

$100.00
109.57

Increase (decrease) in realized and unrealized appreciation

Total return on pooled investments

Investment income

is

distributed to individual funds as earned.

9.57

(.67)

Net income earned on pooled investments

5.99
$

5.32

5.73
$

15.30

SCHEDULE

I

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
STATEMENT OF SUPPORT, REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES

FUND BALANCES

IN

CURRENT FUNDS
for the year

ended December 31,1 990

Total

Auxiliary

Current

Current

Operating

Enterprises

I 'nres-tricted

Restricted

Fund

Fund

Fund

Fund

Total

SUPPORT AND REVENUES:
Grant reimbursement of direct costs
Recovery of indirect costs related to
research and instruction programs

$4,872,529

$3.136.240

$4,872,529

$3.136.240

Tuition

3,136,240

484,749

Support activities:
Dormitories
hall

Dining

4S4.749

906,292

906.292

906,292

802,447

802,447

802.447
273.475

Library

273.475

273.475

Biological Bulletin

172,085

172,085

Research services

491,642

491,642

172.085

236.366

728,008

Marine resources

149,555

149,555

Investment income

466,931

466.931

674.423

1.141.354

6.398.667

6.268.067

12.666.734

634,428

1,979,547

2.613,975

4.689.928
Gifts

1,708,739

634,428

Change

deferred support

in

149,555

(324.396)

Miscellaneous revenue
Total support and revenues

634.428

634,428

114.516

114.516

224.740

7.147,611

8.147,958

5.438,872

1,708,739

(324,396)

1.655.151

339.256
15,295,569

EXPENSES:
Instruction

1,370,282

1,370.282

Research

5,228,030

5,228.030

356,253

356,253

Scholarships, fellowships, and stipends

Support activities:
Dormitories
hall

Dining

638,531

638,531

690,644

690,644

638,531

690,644

Library

579,898

579,898

Biological Bulletin

141.118

141.118

Research services

658.115

658.1 15

347.996

Marine resources

443.676

443,676

6.791

450.467

1.979.541

35,014

2,014,555

1.645,469

Administration

1.867.738

Sponsored projects administration
Plant operations

1

111,803

1

1

278,221

.644.460

1.644.460

1,009

432.408

432.408

1.440.978

7.054.204

7.950.181

15.004.385

267.761

93,407

197.777

291.184

19,868

19,868

5.613.226

(deficit) of support and revenues
over expenses
Unrealized gain on investments

141,118
1.006.1

278,221

Other
Total expenses

752,296

172,398

278.221

Excess

(174.3541

Realized gain on investments
Total gain on investments

1.649

1.649

21,517

21,517

TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS:
Debt

service

(65,000)

To
To

(144,881)

unrestricted plant fund

Housing

(21,653)

transfer

2.898

support operations

1

Instruction

Total transfers
in

90,000

among

funds

fund balance

(144,881)

(21,653)

(21,653)

(196,965)

(196,965)

190.000
(5.045)

income

Other

Net change

(199.863)

(5,045)

Capitalize ecosystems

(65,000)

(65,000)

Acquisition of fixed assets

325.209

135.209
5,045

(215,764)
6.642

(2.898)

172.842

(267,761)

3.744
(94.919)

(215.764)
4.841

1.097

(314.213)

(219.294)

(1.512)

11.512)

(1.512)

21.030

21.030

Fund

balances, beginning of year

21.030

Fund

balances, end of year

19,518

$

19.518

$

19,518

SCHEDULE

II

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
STATEMENT OF SUPPORT, REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES

IN

FUND BALANCES

ENDOWMENT FUNDS
for the year

ended December 31,1 990

Restricted

Unrestricted

Endowment.
Income for

Endowment.
Income for

Qiiasi-

Unrestricted

Restricted

Quasi-

Total

Endowmenl

Purposes

Purposes

Endowment

Restricted

SUPPORT AND REVENUES:
Gifts

$

312.522

$

2,450

$

114,972

$

314.972

Total support and revenues

312.522

2.450

314.972

314,972

Excess of support and revenues over expenses

312.522

2.450

314,972

314,972

Realized gains on investments

Unrealized gain
Total gain

(lossl
(loss)

on investments
on investments

9,488

$

(11.451)

165,441

121,543

194.377

481,361

490,849

(110.737)

(113,465)

(204.872)

(429.074)

(440,525)

54.704

(1.963)

8.078

(10,495)

52,287

50.324

TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS:
Capitalize ecosystems

Endowment

income

transfers

(190,000)

Other transfers
Total transfers

Net change

in

2.260

among

funds

fund balances

Fund

balances, beginning of year

Fund

balances, end of vear

1.921

(187,740)

1.921

(189.703)

56.625

215.764

215.764

215.764

(135,209)

(135.209)

(325.209)

(2.158)

12.277

(2.158)

92.832

92.595

84,787

459,854

318.442

12.040

14.300
(95.145)

270.151

426.982

3.234.878

4.804.006

4.480.887

12.519.771

12.946.753

$237.279

$3.291.503

$5.122.448

$4,565.674

$12,979,625

$13,216,904
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SCHEDULE

III

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
STATEMENT OF SUPPORT, REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES

IN

FUND BALANCES

PLANT FUNDS
for the year

ended December

31,

1990

Unrestricted

Repairs and

Replacement
Reserve

Total
Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

SUPPORT AND REVENUES:
Grant

for capital additions

SI. 429.322

Total support and revenues

1,429.322

$

1.429,322

1,429,322

EXPENSES:
601,501

Depreciation
Plant operations

$111,922

Other

8.500

Total expenses

Excess

(deficit)

of support and revenues over expenses

601.501

601,501

111.922

111.922

8.500

8.500

721,923

610.001

111.922

721.923

(610.001)

(II 1,922)

(721,923)

1,429,322

707,399

TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS:
Debt service
Acquisition of fixed assets

65.000

65,000

65.000

180,662

180,662

180,662

Transfers to unrestricted plant fund

(14.128)

(14.128)

(14.128)

Housing transfers
Other transfers

199,863

199.863

199.863

Total transfers

Net change

in

among

funds

fund balances

Fund

balances, beginning ol year

Fund

balances,

end of year

227,892

227.892

(249.931)

(22.039)

245.662

413.627

659.289

(249,931)

409,358

(364.339)

301,705

(62,634)

1.179,391

1.1

16.757

10.272.954

148,820

10.421.774

790.322

11.212.096

$ 9,908,615

$450.525

$10,359,140

$1.969,713

$12,328.853
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Report of the Librarian
was a frenzy of equipment ordering and the installation
of cable and wires to extend the network out of the
library and into classrooms and labs in the Lillie and
Loeb buildings and the Ecosystems Center. Because of

Library directors
In 1990. Jane Fessenden,

and worked

MBL

at the

for

who had been
29 years,

the librarian

retired.

Jane

communicating over the network, some of
methods of the reference librarians

the Library a productive home for its users,
improved the collection whenever financially possible,

the ease of

and lead the Library through innumerable changes.
During her tenure, the Library was converted from the
Dewey Decimal System to Library of Congress, the first

moved into a new era during 1990. One advance.
Current Contents loaded onto the librarians'
computers, allowed us to send weekly up-dated

made

"stack

move" took

the reading

was

the traditional

place (after three years of planning),
the Rare Books Room

bibliographies to requesters over the

rooms were redone,

created, the

Copy

The

Service Center was developed in

electronic records,

was increased, and new
She will be best remembered,
was
initiated.
technology
however, for her unique ability to provide the services
and support most desired by our users.
In December. Dr. David Stonehill accepted the
position of Director of the MBL/WHOI Library and
its

and

States.

Under Dr.

who

are

on the

Library has studied the effect of rising book and
subscriptions costs beginning with the comprehensive

Our

Rockefeller Journal Use study. In 1990, the close to
30% projected journal price increase reduced our

for

Stonehill, the Library plans to launch

options and resulted in the cancellation of 338 current
subscriptions. Our User Panel worked throughout the

and we look

forward to his leadership as we meld the traditional
new methods of scientific information

summer

with the

with

lists

of journals targeted for cancellation,
by the Joint Users Committee,

criteria established

using
to insure the best possible preservation of our collection

management.

and

New

scientists in their laboratories,

Journal rates increase

the Executive offices of the President of the United

a Scientific Information Research Center,

the books in the library were

network, can connect to the catalog and
see whether the library holds the book they are seeking.

Information Research Center. Dr. Stonehill

Managements

all

Woods Hole

managed computer facilities on various NASA projects
and directed computing services at academic
institutions. From 1988 until his move to MBL, he was
Director of Information Resources

and

barcoded as part of the automation of library systems.
The CLAMS network of libraries came on-line in 1990,

present location, staff

Scientific

MBLnet.

Library's catalog has been converted to

services.

This was not the only journal

age information delivery

crisis

of 1990

the

space allocation for housing the journals had reached
saturation. For over a year, the creation of a design to

Hughes Committee,
implement some of
its recommendations. A network manager was hired,
and the network design was completed. What followed
Using the report created by the
the Library immediately began to

preserve our stack space has been developed and refined
and the periodical collection will be moved during the

beginning of 1991. The logical placement of the
17
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for users

who are not directly associated with the
Woods Hole institutions. We have also

contributing

changed our interlibrary loan policies and have
increased resource sharing with a

number of

Brandeis, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Wesleyan, University of Rhode Island
and the Pell Laboratory. Escalating costs and U. S.
institutions,

i.e..

postage rates drove the increase in interlibrary loan
and at the International Association of Marine

charges,

Science Libraries and Information Centers' conference

Washington, we were challenged, without ill
some concern from the international
community, about our rate increases. A solution to this
in Seattle,

will,

but with

problem may involve sharing the responsibility for
development at the national and

serials collection

international level during the 1990s.

Preservation

Two documents

that have been of historic

and

sentimental value to the scientists, staff, and visitors of
the
were appraised and declared endangered.

MBL

Study Nature Not Books the black charcoal,
handwritten sign of Louis Agassiz had adhered to

its

backing and tears, holes, stains, rust, scratches, and
smudges were evident everywhere. The same was true

two-page Last one to Go message to American
by Katsuma Dan. Both of these documents

collections according to the alphabet will be

ot the

maintained, albeit into two places. The A-Z
arrangement will be in the front part of the stacks for

soldiers

currently received journals
for the pre-1976 journals.

and

also in the

back wing

an attempt to recover some of the escalating costs
incurred in the Library, we have tried to create a model
In

were sent to the Northeast Document Conservation
Center for treatment and have been returned to the
library for display.

Cathy Norton
Acting Librarian

Educational Programs

Summer

Dickson Despommier, Columbia University
Paul Englund, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Don Harn, Harvard University
Stephanie James, NIH
Keith Joiner, Yale University School of Medicine

Courses

Biology of Parasitism (June 10

to

August 10)

Co-Directors

Patricia

John Donelson, University of Iowa College of

Hahnemann Medical

Technology,
Patrick Farley,

UK

Ruth Nussenzweig, New York University
Victor Nussenzweig, New York University
Richard Olds, Brown University
Bill Petri, University of Virginia

&

Robert Sauer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

UK
Hahnemann Medical

Alan Sher. NIH
Irwin Sherman, University of California, Riverside

College

Steven Hajduk, University of Alabama, Birmingham
Peter Ham, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,

Larry Simpson,

E. Harris,

UCLA

Mitch Sogin, MBL
Rick Tarleton. University of Georgia

UK
Michael

UCLA

St. Louis
Krogstad, Washington University,
Medicine
of
School
Yale
University
Ira Mellman,
School,
Nelson,
Liverpool
George

College

Faculty
Steven Anderson, University of Iowa
John Boothroyd. Stanford University
Ted Bianco. Imperial College of Science

Johnson,

Don

Medicine
Carole Long,

J.

University of Alabama,

Merv Turner, Merck Sharp

Birmingham
Mary Alice Hartman, University of Kentucky
Kwang S. Kim, University of Iowa
Peter Kima, Hahnemann Medical College
Yien Ming Kuo, Imperial College, UK

& Dohme

Research

Laboratory

Wang, University of California, San Francisco
Leon Weiss, University of Pennsylvania

C. C.

Don

Wiley, Harvard University
Dyann Wirth, Harvard University

Rick Martin. University of Iowa
David Moser, University of Iowa

Students

Wanida Asawanahasakda, Mahidol

Elonne Petrin, University of Cincinnati
David Russell, New York University
David Sachs, NIH

University,

Thailand

Fernanda R. Gadelha, University of

Illinois

Eileen S. Gruszynski, University of California,

Judy Sakanari, University of California,
San Francisco
Sam Turco. University of Kentucky

Los Angeles
Michael J. Howard, Vanderbilt University
Christopher A. Hunter, University of Glasgow,
Scotland

Lecturers

J. Jennings, Tulane University
Christopher L. Leptak, Yale University
Congjun Li, Worcester Foundation for Experimental

Gregory

Nina Agabian, University of California,
San Francisco
Steven Beverley, Harvard Medical School
Kent Campbell, Centers for Disease Control

Biology
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Leo X. Liu, Beth Israel Hospital/Harvard University
James J. McCoy, University of Virginia
Gloria I. Palma, Univ. del Valle. Colombia
Laura J. Rocco, Johns Hopkins University

Win

Nicola N. Schweitzer, Imperial College of Science,

Cambridge, UK
Kareen M. Guida, University of Paris, France
Nan Ho, University of California, Berkeley
Jon F. Kayyem, California Institute of Technology
Dangeruta Kersulyte, Acadamy of Sciences of

UK
Frank Seeber, Institiit fur Tropenhygeine, Germany
Philippe G. Vandekerckhove, University of Leuven,
Belgium
Gayl Wall, University of Dundee, Scotland

J.

Dictus, University of Utrecht,

The Netherlands

Anne D. Donaldson, MRC Laboratory, UK
Bruce W. Draper, University of Washington
Silvia B. Frenk, King's College,

Lithuania,

Daniel

Embryology: Cell Differentiation and Gene
Expression in Early Development

Mary

USSR

S. Kessler,

Ellen Lane,

Rockefeller University

Columbia University

Thierry Lepage, University of Nice, France
Donal T. Manahan. University of Southern

(June 21 to July 30)

California,

Los Angeles

Duke University
Anne Marie Murphy, Johns Hopkins

Jeffrey R. Miller,

University
Christof Niehrs, European Molecular Biology Lab.,

Directors
Eric Davidson, California Institute of
J.

Richard Whitaker,

Faculty
Michael

Amy

Akam,

MBL

Technology

(Assistant Director)

University of Cambridge,

Bejsovic, University of Cambridge,

UK
UK

Marianne Bronner-Fraser, University of California,
Irvine

Linda Huffer,

Wendy

UK
Director

MBL

Katz, California Institute of Technology

Robert Kingsbury, Carnegie Institution, Baltimore
Lallier, University of California, Irvine

Thomas

David McClay, Duke University
Steven McKnight. Carnegie Institution of
Washington
Robert Nickells, California Institute of Technology
Jerome Regier, University of Maryland
John Shuman, Carnegie Institution. Baltimore
Paul Sternberg, California Institute of Technology

UK

Nicholas Torpey, University of Cambridge,
Kellie Whittaker, California Institute of Technology
Christopher Wylie, University of Cambridge,

UK

University of Utah

Michael J. Bank, Columbia University
Peter B. Bokor, Rockefeller University
B. Castelli-Gair, University of Madrid, Spain
Robert A. Cornell. University of Washington
Maria G. Di Bernardo, Italian National Research

Council, Italv

Woodland

Hastings. Harvard University

Faculty

MA

Ann Bucklin, Marine Biological Laboratory
Thomas T. Chen, Center of Marine Biotechnology,
University of Maryland
Clara Cheng, University of Maryland

Toby

Cole,

Hopkins Marine

Station, Stanford

University

Lynna Hereford, Hopkins Marine

Station, Stanford

University

Chun-Mean

Lin, University of Maryland
Kenneth Nealson, Great Lakes Research Center,
LIniversity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Dennis Powers, Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford

University
T. Roenneberg, University of Munich,

Students

James

J.

Cheryl Booth, Falmouth,

Robert Leclerc, University of Maryland
Michael Levine, Columbia University

Kamran Ahmad,

Marine Ecology: Concepts, Techniques and
Applications of Molecular Probes
(June 17 to July 28)

Scott Fraser, University of California, Irvine

Katherine Harding, Columbia University
Janet Heasman, University of Cambridge,

Germany
Mary E. Pownall, University of Virginia
Inge J. Van Wijk, Max-Planck Institute, Germany
Tongweng Wang, University of Florida

Simona

Sorger,

Hopkins Marine

Germany

Station, Stanford

University

Keno Truper, Bonn, Germany
Barbara Wimpee, Great Lakes Research

Center,

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Charles Wimpee, University of Wisconsin,

Milwaukee
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Lecturers

Microbiology: Molecular Aspects of Cellular

David Caron

Diversity (June 10

Colleen Cavanaugh

Penny Chisholm
Ed De Long
Paul Dunlap

Co-Directors

Martin Dworkin, University of Minnesota
John Breznak, Michigan State University

Brian Fry

Linda Goff
John Kessler

Faculty
Richard Behmlander, University of Minnesota
Pamela Contag, University of Minnesota

Lynn Margulis
James McCarthy
Dan Morse

Christiane Dahl, University of Bonn,

Germany

Deborah Eastman. University of Minnesota
Andrew M. Kropinski, Queen's University, Canada
Hans Truper, University of Bonn, Germany
Stefan Wagener, Michigan State University

Rob Olsen
Hans

to July 26)

Paerl

Jack Palmer

Ned Ruby
G. Savior

Ann

Lecturers

Sesholz

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic

Bob Simon

Paul Dunlap,

Mitch Sogin
Felix Strumwasser
John Waterbury

Holger Jannasch,
Institution
J.

Waterbury.

Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution

Students
Students

Abdiel
Brian

Alvarez, University of Puerto Rico
Binder, Massachusetts Institute of

J.

J.

Technology
Alice F. Brown, Brown University
Ka Hou Chu, Chinese University of Hong Kong,

Edmunds, Northeastern University
Oivind Enger, University of Bergen, Norway
Jonathan B. Geller, University of Oregon
J.

Gregory

J.

Hinkle, University of Massachusetts,

Robert E. Hodson, University of Georgia

Whitman

College

M. Kann, University of Rhode
James S. Maki, Harvard University
Lisa

Tracie-Lynn Nadeau, University of Wisconsin
Martin Polz, University of Vienna, Austria

Michael C. Schmale, University of Miami
Robin M. Schneider, University of Southern
Louisiana
P. Shapiro, Bigelow
Laboratory for
Sciences

Robert

University

J. Orle, Colorado State
University
Mechthild Pohlschroder, University of

Elizabeth

Massachusetts, Amherst

Frank

J. Slack, Tufts University
Barth F. Smets, University of Illinois
Claire S. Ting, Cornell University

Mary

A.

Wyka, Merck

&

Co., Inc.

Ocean

Neural Systems

&

Behavior (June 10

to

L.

Sinsabaugh, Clarkson University
Erika Stephens. Harvard University
Stephen C. Tsoi, University of Hong Kong,

Hong Kong
Karl E.

New York

Shi Liu, University of Oklahoma
Lynn V. Mendelman, Harvard Medical School

Island

Kirk D. Malloy, University of Delaware
Adam G. Marsh. University of New Hampshire

Lynda

Canada
Judith A. Koskella,

Timothy C. Lilburn, University of British Columbia,
Canada

Holm, Duke University

Jerilyn Jewett-Smith,

Robert Huber, University of Regensburg, Germany
Jennifer B. Klenz, University of Saskatchewan,

Bridget E. Laue, University of Colorado
Jared R. Leadbetter, Goucher College

Amherst
Eric R.

Neena Din, University of British Columbia, Canada
Amis Druka, Latvian State University, USSR
Olivia T. Harriott, University of Connecticut

Hong Kong
Peter

Diane K. Arwood, University of Southern Mississippi
Joanna S. Brooke, University of Western Ontario,
Canada
Joseph P. Calabrese, West Virginia University

Wommack,

University of Maryland

Co-Directors

Ronald Calabrese, Emory University
Martha Constantine-Paton, Yale University

August

1)
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Tamara

Faculty

Arthur Arnold, University of California, Los Angeles
Alexander Borst, Max-Planck-Institut filr Biologisch
Kybernetick,

Germany

John Byrne, University of Texas Medical School

Thomas Carew, Yale

University

Leonard deary. University of Texas Medical School
at Houston
Robin Cloues, Harvard University
Michael Davis, Yale University
Robert M. Douglas, University of British Columbia,

L. Harris, University of Ottawa, Canada
Valerie L. Kilman, University of Illinois
Barlett W. Mel, California Institute of Technology

Brett D. Mensch, Baylor College of Medicine
Alison R. Mercer, University of Otago, New Zealand
Edward P. Monaghan, University of California,

Berkeley

Tanja Quenzer, Max-Planck-Institut, Germany
Adina L. Roskies, University of California,
San Diego
Hyunjune S. Seung, Harvard University

Deana

Canada
Lise Eliot, Center for Neurobiology
Russell Fernald, University of

&

Behavior

Oregon

Columbia University

Leslie Fischer,

L. Shackelford, University of Oklahoma
Petra Skiebe, Universitat Hamburg, Germany

John

of California, San Diego
Douglas Syme, University of California, Irvine
E. Spiro, University

William Frost, University of Texas Medical School
Cole Gilbert, University of Arizona

Neurobiology (June 10

Dennis Gorlick, Columbia University
Jon Hayashi, Arizona Research Laboratory

Co-Directors

Sally Hoskins, City College of

John Koester,
Richard

New York

CUNY

State Psychiatric Institute

B. Levine, University of

Arizona

Yurin Levy, Brandeis University
Margaret Livingstone, Harvard Medical School

Anne

Columbia University
Eduardo R. Macagno, Columbia University
Lohoff,

Emilie Marcus, Yale University

Eve Marder, Brandeis University
Michael

P.

Nusbaum, University of Alabama,

Poo, Columbia University
Sandstrom, University of California

Mu-Ming
David

J.

Patricia Steen,

Yale University

Nacita Tabti, Columbia University
Janis C. Weeks, University of Oregon

Angela Wenning, Universitat Konstanz, Germany
Michael Nitabach, Columbia University

Irwin Levitan, Brandeis University
Christopher Miller, Brandeis University

Faculty
Cecilia Armstrong, University of Pennsylvania

Gary Banker, LIniversity of Virginia
Synnove Beckh, Max-Planck-Institiit fur
Biophysikalische Chemie, Germany

Andrew

Czernik, Rockefeller University

De Weer, Duke

Judith Drazba,

University

NINDS/NIH

Keith Elmslie. Case Western Reserve University
Stuart Firestein, Yale University School of Medicine

Paul Forscher, Yale University

Robert French, University of Calgary, Canada
Sara Garber, University of Alabama, Birmingham
Allison Hall, Case Western Reserve University
Richard Horn. Roche Institute for Molecular Biology
Richard Huganir, HHMI, Johns Hopkins Medical

Lecturers

Catherine Carr, University of Rochester
Jr., University of California

Joe Martinez,
Students

Robert A. Berkowitz, Washington LJniversity

James

August 11)

Leonard Kaczmarek, Yale University

Jan

Birmingham

to

P.

Burke, University of Alabama, Birmingham

Chang, Harvard University
Miles G. Cunningham, Massachusetts Institute of
Belinda

S.

Technology

Graeme W.

Davis, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst

Mayra Garcia-Ruiz, University of Nat. Autonoma,
Mexico
John F. Hamilton, Meharry Medical College,
Nashville

School

Stephen Jones, Case Western Reserve University
Richard Kramer, Columbia University
Kyu-Ho Lee, Johns Hopkins Medical School

Andrew Matus,

Friedrich Meischer Institute,

Switzerland

Robert Miller, Case Western Reserve University

Angus Nairn, Rockefeller University
Randall Reed, HHMI, Johns Hopkins Medical
School

Thomas

Reese,

NINDS/NIH

Talvinder Sihra, Rockefeller University
Carolyn Smith, NINDS/NIH

Walter Stuhmer, Max-Planck-Institiit fur
Biophysikolische Chemie,

Germany
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Students

Ricardo C. Araneda, Albert Einstein Medical School
Sylwester Chyb, Wesleyan University
Dan H. Cox, Tufts University
Stuart D. Critz, University of Texas Medical School

Peter F. Drain,

MIT

Karen

University of Kansas

Li,

Helen McNeill, University of Pennsylvania
Michael E. Mendelsohn, Harvard/Brigham

J.

Women's

Heginbotham, Harvard University
Marc A. Post, University of Michigan
Lise R.

&

Hospital

S. Merzdorf, Harvard University
Robert Mirro, University of Tennessee

Christa

Haohua Qian, University of Illinois
Hanno M. Roder. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Maria A. Sosa, University of Florida

Karen M. Page, Dartmouth College
Alice P. Pentland, Washington University,

St.

Louis

Zhican Qu, Johns Hopkins University

and Molecular Biology

(June 10 to July 21)

W. Ramos,

University of Virginia
Jean F. Regal, University of Minnesota
Eric A. Shelden, University of Massachusetts,

Joe

Physiology: Cell

L. King, Florida State University

Qingwen

Edson, University of Minnesota
Julie A. Haack, University of Utah

Kathryn

Holly V. Goodson, Stanford University
Supriya Jayadev, Duke University
John R. Jordan, University of Utah
David L. Keefe, Yale University

Amherst
Director

Thomas

D. Pollard. Johns Hopkins University

Charles B. Shuster, Tufts University
Thomas W. Smith, Brigham & Women's/Harvard

Medical School
Faculty
Steven Almo, Johns Hopkins Medical School
Kerry Bloom, University of North Carolina

William Busa, Johns Hopkins University
Antony Galione, Johns Hopkins University
Neal R. Gliksman, University of North Carolina
Robert Jensen. Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Margaret Kenna, University of North Carolina

John Maslanski. Johns Hopkins University
Jonathan McMenamin-Balano, University of
Massachusetts, Boston

Ted Salmon, University of North Carolina

MD

Sue Schmidt, Glyndon,
John Simon, University of North Carolina
John Sinard, Johns Hopkins Medical School
Tammy Smith, University of North Carolina
Cynthia V. Stauffacher, Purdue University
Stewart, Medical Research Council,

Yingjian Wang, University of Miami
Christiane Wiese, Johns Hopkins Medical School
Elizabeth L. Winter, City College of
Vicki L. Wolff, Brandeis University

New York

Qi Yang, University of Connecticut
Guangwen Zhou, Oregon State University

Short Courses

Robert Palazzo, Marine Biological Laboratory
Katherine Pollard, Johns Hopkins Medical School

Murray

Robin L. Stears, SUNY, Stony Brook
Salme Taagepera, University of Virginia
Charlotte M. Vines, Harvard Medical School

UK

Elaine Yeh, University of North Carolina

Analytical and Quantitative Light Microscopy
in Biology, Medicine, and Materials Science

(May 10

to 18)

Co-Directors

Edward D. Salmon, University of North Carolina
Greenfield Sluder, Worcester Foundation for
Experimental Biology
E. Wolf, Worcester Foundation for

David
Students

Experimental Biology

Robert L. Bacallao, University of California,

Los Angeles
Sandra A. Brockman, Carnegie Mellon University
Thomas O. Carpenter, Yale University

Faculty and Course Assistants

Brad Amos,

MRC,

Cambridge,

UK

Orit Baha, Worcester Foundation for Experimental

Isabelle A. Carre, SUNY, Stony Brook
Joseph A. Cerro, Columbia University
Marc D. Coltrera, University of Washington

Biology
Steven M. Block, Rowland Institute for Science
Richard Cardullo, Worcester Foundation for

Tod

Experimental Biology
Walter Carrington, University of Massachusetts
Medical School

A. Critchlow, Scripps Institute of Oceanography
J. Danto, Cornell Medical College
I. Flatters, Tufts
University

Spencer
Michele
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Gordon

Ellis, University of Pennsylvania
Fred Fay, University of Massachusetts Medical
School

Julia

JeffGelles, Brandeis University

Richard Haugland, Molecular Probes, Eugene,
Linda Huffer. MBL

OR

James R.

Anna

Anthony Moss, Worcester Foundation for
Experimental Biology
Rudolf Oldenbourg,

Fei

Sellers.

NHLBI/NIH

Spudich, Stanford University

Wang, Syracuse University

MBL

Stephen Parsons, University of North Carolina
Robert V. Skibbens, University of North Carolina

Kenneth R. Spring,

Michael I. Lethem, University of North Carolina
Steve Paddock, University of Wisconsin
Shoshana Paglin, Boston University School of

Medicine

MBL

Shinya Inoue.

M. Lash, Indiana University School of

Medicine

NIH

Measurement and Control of Chemical
Stimuli

D. Lansing Taylor, Carnegie-Mellon University
Richard Walker, University of North Carolina

(April 25 to 30)

Director

Greg A. Gerhardt, University of Colorado
Students

Faculty and Course Assistants
Barry W. Ache, C.V. Whitney Laboratory, University
of Florida

NIDDK/NIH

Julia Barsony,

Harold G. Bohlen, Indiana University Medical
School
Daniel

John

J.

J.

Barry

Brat,

Mayo Graduate School
SUNY, Stony Brook

Jelle

P. Caufield,

Wendy Cheng,
Tuxedo,

Scott Brock, University of Colorado

Harvard Medical School

International Paper

Company,

NY
Co.,

OH

Paul Moore. Boston University Marine Program,

Diana M. Cordova, Alcon Laboratories, Inc.,
Worth. TX
Sascha Dho, The Hospital for Sick Children,

Ft.

Toronto, Canada
Ulrich Dirnagl, Forschungslabor,

MO

Ray S. Hartman, Children's Hospital of Los Angeles
Donald T. Haynie, The Johns Hopkins University
Walter

J.

Michael Parrish, University of Colorado
L. Silver,

Wake

Forest University

Germany

J. Forehand, LIniversity of Vermont
Freeman. Monsanto Co., St. Louis,
Jill Gemmill, University of Alabama, Birmingham
John A. Hammer. Ill, NHLBI/NIH
J.

MBL
Mike Palmer, University of Colorado

Wayne

Cynthia

John

Marilyne Friedemann, University of Colorado
New England Medical Center
S. Kauer, Tufts
Stuart Firestein, Yale University School of Medicine

John

Matthew H. Chestnut, The Procter and Gamble
Cincinnati,

Atema, Boston University Marine Program,

MBL

Burbach,

Koroshetz, Massachusetts General Hospital

Students
Carol E. Diebel,

Richard

L.

SUNY

Health Science Center

Doty, Hospital of the University of

Pennsylvania
Heather L. Eisthen, Indiana University
Tim Granata, Southeastern Massachusetts University
Kristina-Viveka Hillegaart, Astra Research Centre,

Sweden

Herman

K. Lehman, University of Arizona
Celia Marrase. Boston University Marine Program,

MBL
Purnick, Columbia University
John R. Welborn, University of Southern California
Pricilla E.

Methods

in

Computational Neuroscience

(August 5 to September 1)

Co-Directors
Dan Green

demonstrates a ratio imaging package from Universal
course session.
Imaging during an
(left)

AQLM

James M. Bower, California

Institute

of Technology

Christof Koch. California Institute of Technology
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Lecturers

Dietmar Rapf, MPI

and Instructors

SUNY,

Stony Brook
Edward Adelson, Massachusetts Institute of
Paul Adams,

Technology
Daniel Alkon,

N1H

Richard Anderson, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
David Beeman, University of Colorado, Boulder
Avis H. Cohen, Cornell University
Norberto Grzywacz, Massachusetts Institute of

fur biologische Kybernetik,

Germany
Walter Schneider, University of Pittsburgh
Nelson Spruston, Baylor College of Medicine
Christoph Staub, Brain Research Institute,
Switzerland

Fan-Gang Zeng, Syracuse University

Molecular Evolution

(August 19 to 31)

Technology

Nancy

Director

Kopell, Boston University

Rudolfo Llinas,

NYU

Mitchell L. Sogin,

Medical Center

Kevan Martin, MRC, Oxford,

UK

Michael Mascagni, Washington, DC
Kenneth Miller, University of California,

San Francisco

Mark

Nelson, California Institute of Technology
John Rinzel, NIH
David Rumelhart, Stanford University
Sylvia Ryckebusch, California Institute of

Technology
Terrence Sejnowski, Salk Institute
Allen I. Selverston, University of California,

San Diego
John Uhley, California Institute of Technology
David Van Essen, California Institute of Technology
Lucia Vaina, Boston University

Matthew

MBL

Wilson, California Institute of Technology

Faculty
Michael Clegg, University of California, Riverside
Daniel B. Davison, University of Houston
W. Ford Doolittle, Dalhousie University, Canada

Robert Dorit, Harvard University
John W. Drake, National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences
Joseph Felsenstein, University of Washington
Walter M. Fitch, University of California, Irvine
Barry G. Hall, University of Rochester

Andrew

Knoll, Botanical

Museum

of Harvard

University
David R. Maddison, Harvard University

The Johns Hopkins Medical School
Roger Milkman, The University of Iowa

Peter Maloney,

Gary Olsen, University of

Illinois

Norman

R. Pace, Indiana University
David Joseph Patterson, University of Bristol,

Students

Agmon, University of California, Irvine
Hagai Agmon, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,

Aric

Israel

Dale Anders, University of California, San Diego
Evyatar Av-Ron, The Weizmann Institute of Science,
Ellen Barton, University of Pennsylvania
Eyal Bartfeld, Rockefeller University
David Berkowicz, Yale University School of

Institute

Wheelis, University of California, Davis
Allan C. Wilson, University of California, Berkeley
Elizabeth A.

Zimmer, Smithsonian

Institution

Students

Medicine

Berman, Oxford University, UK
Peter J. Braam, University of Utah
Dennis Bray, Colorado State University
J.

Trevor Darrell, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Gyongyi Gaal, University of Pennsylvania
Kurt Haas, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Dirk Kautz, University of Oregon

Alexandra

L. Basolo, University of Texas,

Heidi G. Blair,

Anne

Judith

Austin

SUNY, Albany

Blake, Smithsonian Institution

Laura Blinderman, San Diego State University
David J. Bogler, University of Texas, Austin
Diane M. Bridge, Yale University
Henner Brinkmann, Technische Universitat,

Germany
James R. Brown, Simon Eraser University, Canada

Markus Lappe, NIH
Sean Marrett, Montreal Neurological

Amherst
David A. Shub, SUNY, Albany
Steve Smith, Harvard University
Temple F. Smith, Dana Farber Cancer

Mark

Israel

Neil

UK

Margaret Riley, University of Massachusetts,

Institute,

Canada
Douglas Morton, Case Western Reserve University

Bruce

E. Byers, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst
Robert

E.

Calhoon, Queens College
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Bruce

Cochrane, University of South Florida
De Sa, University of Texas, Austin

J.

Youngbae Suh, Louisiana

State University

Rafael O.

Thomas

Marcela Descalzi, University of Houston
Philippe Djian, Harvard Medical School

Cheryl L. Tarr, University of

James W. Edwards, Salem College
Bruce A. Eichhorst, University of North Dakota
William Fischer, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Charles G. Wray, Yale University

for Basic

Research
Sharon P. Gowan, Harvard University Herbaria

Radhey

S.

Raymond

I.

Grossman, Wayne State University

Gupta, McMaster University, Canada
W. Holton, University of Tennessee

NC

Optical Microscopy & Imaging in the
Biomedical Sciences (October 6 to 12)
Co-Directors

Nina Stromgren
Colin

S. Izzard,

Allen, Wake Forest
SUNY, Albany

University

Faculty and Course Associates
Steven M. Block, Rowland Institute for Science

Bradford E. James, Dartmouth College
Matthew D. Kane, University of Illinois
Jessica C. Kissinger, Indiana University
Kores, Tulane University
Maja Kricker, National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences

Paul

Triangle Park,

North Dakota

Richard N. Williams, Boise State University

Dean A. Glawe, University of Illinois
Robert M. Gould, New York State Institute

Lawrence

CUT, Research

R. Sutler,

J.

Joseph De Pasquale, SUNY, Albany
Alec Harootunian, HHMI, University of California,

San Diego
Fredric

S.

Fay, University of Massachusetts Medical

Center

Uri Ladror, Chicago Medical School

Heikki Lehvaslaiho, University of Helsinki, Finland

Kenneth A. Jacobson, University of North Carolina
John M. Murray, University of Pennsylvania
Kenneth Orndorff, Dartmouth College

Wayne

Julia S. Sizemore,

Laura Landweber, Harvard University

Bang-Ning Lee, University of Texas, Houston
S.

Leibel, Lafayette College

Enrique P. Lessa, University of California, Berkeley
Louise Ann Lewis, Ohio State University
Paul O. Lewis, Ohio State University
John M. Logsdon, Jr., Indiana University
Kenneth L. McNally, University of California
Linda K. Medlin, University of Bristol, UK
Thomas Mills, University of Houston

Wake

Forest University

Stephen J. Smith, Stanford University School of
Medicine

Kenneth R. Spring, NHLBI/NIH

Anna

Spudich. Stanford University School of

Medicine

Roger Tsien,
San Diego

HHMI,

University of California,

Judith Mongold, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst

Lecturers

Barbara Moore, Massachusetts Institute of

Rana Muzaffar. Florida State University
Lena M. Nielsen, University of Lund, Sweden
Elizabeth A. Oakenfull,

Oxford,

Jan Hinsch, Leica,
Shinya Inoue,

Technology

MRC

Rudolf Oldenbourg,

UK

D. Silberman, University of Miami

M.

McMaster

University,

Canada

NYU

Medical Center

Starkweather, University of

Nevada

Jeffrey L. Stein, University of California,

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Ridgefield, CT
Elikplimi K. Asem, Purdue University

Burke, City of Hope National Medical

Cole, Los

Alamos National Laboratory

R. Ford Denison,

USDA

Camille DiLullo, University of Pennsylvania
Harold F. Dvorak, Beth Israel Hospital

David H. Eidelman, McGill University, Canada
T. R. Gowrishankar, University of Chicago

Snella, Indiana University

Elizabeth T. Snow,
Peter L.

MBL

Center

Leo C. Schalkwyk, Dalhousie University, Canada
Michael Schloemann, Yale University

Elizabeth

NY

Lawrence W. Argenbright, Boehringer Ingelheim

Dean

Singh,

Thornwood,

Students

Bernardo Rudy, NYU Medical Center
Frank G. Salinas, University of Houston

S.

NJ

Haematology Unit,

Thomas G.

Rama

Rockleigh,

Ernst Keller, Carl Zeiss, Inc.,

Yves P. Quentin, Los Alamos National Laboratory
James Ramsay, University of Utah
Judith M. Rhymer, Smithsonian Institution
Kenneth A. Rice, Harvard University

Jeffrey

Inc.,

MBL

San Diego
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resources of the earth. In addition, the ecological expertise of

Laboratory ofJelle Atema
Organisms use chemical

signals as their

the staff

main channel of

information about the environment. These signals are
transported in the marine environment by turbulent currents,
viscous flow, and molecular diffusion. Receptor cells extract
the
signals through various filtering processes. Currently,
its exquisite sense of taste and smell, is our major
to study the signal filtering capabilities of the whole

made

is

available to public affairs groups

and

government agencies who deal with such problems as acid
rain, ground water contamination, and possible carbon
dioxide-caused climate change. Opportunities are available for
postdoctoral fellows.

lobster with

model

animal and

its

narrowly tuned receptor

on amino acids (food

signals)

cells.

Research focuses

and pheromones (courtship and

dominance) neurophysiology of receptor cells, behavior
guided or modulated by chemical signals, and computational
models of odor plumes and neural filters.

Laboratory of Arthur G.

Humes

Research interests include systematics, development, host
specificity, and geographical distribution of copepods
associated with marine invertebrates. Current research is on
taxonomic studies of copepods from invertebrates in the

and poecilostomatoid and
siphonostomatoid copepods from deep-sea hydrothermal
vents and cold seeps.

tropical Indo-Pacific area,

Project.

E.,

Co-Director

Banta, Gary

Laundre, James

Bauman, Carolyn

Michmerhuizen, Catherine

Berger, Laurel
Bowles, Francis

Miliefsky, Michelle

Bowles, Margaret

Nadelhoffer, Knute

Castro,

Moller, Bernard

Padien. Daniel

Nancy

Cochran, Wendy
Davis, Sarah

Pallant. Julie

Deegan. Linda

Peterson. Bruce

Dornblaser. Mark

Raich, James

Downs, Martha

Rastetter,

Giblin,

how human

activity in coastal watersheds (including
landscape use and urbanization) increases nutrient loading to
groundwater and streams. Nutrients in groundwater are

transported to the sea, and, after biogeochemical
transformation, enter coastal waters. There, increased

Gregg,

Parmentier. Nancy

Ricca,

Andrea

Russell,

Robert

Ann

Saupe. Susan
Schwamb, Carol

Anne
Tim

Helfrich,

Edward

Regan, Kathleen

Stephen

Schwarzman, Elisabeth
Semino. Suzanne
Shaver, Gaius
Shulman, Laura

Griffin, Elisabeth

John

Hopkinson, Charles
Hullar, Meredith
Jesse.

nutrients bring about a series of changes. The Waquoit Bay
is designed to help us to understand and model the

David

Kracko, Karen

Garritt,

Waquoit Bay Land
This work examines

Kicklighter,

Melillo, Jerry M., Co-Director

Fry. Brian

research activity involves the

Margin Ecosystems Research

Hobbie, John

Fafinski,

Laboratory of Ivan Valiela
Our major

Staff and consultants

Steudler, Paul

Martha

Tholke, Kristin

Tucker. Jane

Jordan, Marilyn

LMER

coupling of land use and consequences to receiving waters,

and

to study the processes involved.

Castro.

predation, herbivory. decomposition, and nutrient cycles.

McKane, Robert

The Ecosystems Center

rain affected forests) to the Alaskan Arctic (long-term studies

of the controls of tundra, lake, and stream biota) to the
Harvard Forest (long-term studies of the effects of disturbance

ecosystems) to Buzzards Bay (controls of anaerobic
decomposition). Many projects, such as those dealing with
in forest

forest floor, investigate the

and nitrogen cycling

movements

in the

of nutrients and

sulfur.

The

research results are applied wherever possible
management of the natural

to questions of the successful

Wainright.

Sam

'iMiinx scholars

Joyce, Linda, U.S.D.A. Forest Service
McGuire. David, U.S.D.A. Forest Service
Neill. Christopher. University

of Massachusetts, Amherst

Laboratory for Marine Animal Health
The laboratory provides

diagnostic, consultative research,

and educational services to the institutions and scientists of
the Woods Hole community concerned with marine animal
health. Diseases of wild, captive, and cultured animals are
investigated.

make

use of the Center's mass spectrometry laboratory (directed by
Brian Fry) to measure the stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen,

and

Ryan. Michael

Mark

Klmg, George

I

The Center was established in 1975 to promote research
and education in ecosystems ecology. Eleven senior scientific
staff and forty research assistants and support staff study the
terrestrial and aquatic ecology of a wide variety of ecosystems
ranging from northern Europe (trace gas emission from acid-

sulfur transformations in lakes

Peterjohn. William

Bowden. Richard

second long-term research topic is the structure and
function of salt marsh ecosystems, including the processes of

A

Staff

The Robert R. Marshak Term
Animal Medicine and Pathology,

Abt, Donald A., Director and
Professor of Aquatic

School of Veterinary Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
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A

view of Alaska's Brooks Range form the Ecosystems Center's Toolik
station. Photo by Mark Dornblaser.

Lake research

Bullis,

Robert A., Research Associate

in

Laboratory of Cell Biochemistry

Microbiology,

University of Pennsylvania
Leibovitz, Louis, Director Emeritus

McCafferty, Michelle, Histology Technician, University of

Pennsylvania

Moniz,

Priscilla C., Secretary

Smolowitz, Roxanna. Research Associate

in

Pathology,

University of Pennsylvania

Wadman.

Elizabeth A., Microbiology Technician, University

of Pennsylvania

This laboratory studies developmental, metabolic, and
environmental influences on the genetic regulation of cellular
enzymes. Current emphasis is on the gene products involved
in hepatic heme biosynthesis and utilization in marine fish.

These processes are responsive to hormonal and nutritional
signals as well as to environmental pollutants and
carcinogens. This work is being conducted with fish liver in
vivti, with primary cultures of normal hepatocytes. and with
cultured

Laboratory of Aquatic Biomedicine
This laboratory investigates leukemias of soft shell clams.
this laboratory and
techniques in molecular biology are used to investigate the

Monoclonal antibodies developed by

differences between

normal and leukemic

cells

and

their

ontogeny. The impact of pollutants on leukemogenesis
currently being studied with an emphasis on regional

superfund

hepatoma

cells isolated

from a

translocation of proteins between various subcellular
compartments both in fish hepatocytes and in invertebrate
eggs before

and

after fertilization.

Staff

Cornell, Neal W., Senior Scientist

Staff
Reinisch, Carol L., Investigator,

MBL, and

Chairperson

Department of Comparative Medicine, Tufts University
School of Veterinary Medicine
Miosky, Donna, Laboratory Technician
White. Marja. Postdoctoral Fellow

tumor. Gene

is

is

sites.

fish

quantitated with cDNA probes, and the relevant
genes are being cloned in bacteria to define better the actions
of chemical inducers. Other research is concerned with
activity

Bruning, Grace, Research Assistant
Foley. Kathleen, Research Assistant

I'tviting

Fox, T. O., Harvard Medical Center
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Laboratory of Developmental Genetics

Anderson, Porter, University of Rochester

This research group studies the early gene control of

Keynan, Alex, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
Kornberg, Hans, Christ's College, Cambridge. UK.
Vincent, Walter, University of Delaware

cellular differentiation
in the

isiting investigators

I

pathways (cell lineage determination)
embryos of tunicates and other marine invertebrate

species.

Yashphe. Jacob, Hebrew University, Jerusalem,

Israel

Staff

Whittaker,

J.

Laboratory of Shinya Inoue

Richard, Senior Scientist

Crowther, Robert, Research Assistant
Loescher, Jane

L.,

Thomas

Meedel,

Mechanism of mitosis and related motility. Development of
3-D video microscope systems. High

Research Assistant

high resolution

resolution polarized light microscopy of muscle

H.. Assistant Scientist

I

investigators

'isitint(

Collier,

Lee,

R.,

J.

James

J.,

fibrils.

and image formation

Physical origin of edge birefringence

in

the polarized light microscope.

Brooklyn College

Columbia University, College of Physicians

&

Staff

Surgeons

Inoue, Shinya, Distinguished Scientist

Laboratory* of Judith P. Grassle
Studies on the population genetics and ecology of marine
invertebrates living in disturbed environments, especially of
sibling species in the

Knudson, Robert. Instrument Development Engineer
Oldenbourg, Rudolf. Visiting Assistant Scientist
Stukey, Jetly, Research Assistant
Szent-Gyorgyi, David. Research Assistant
Taracka, Richard. Instrument Maker

genus Capilclla (Polychaeta).

Woodward. Bertha M., Laboratory Manager

Staff
I

Grassle, Judith

P.,

Inoue, Theodore, Universal Imaging Corporation, West

Feinsilber, Sigalit, Research Assistant
Mills,

'isiting investigators

Senior Scientist
Chester, Pennsylvania

Susan W.. Research Assistant

Silver,

Laboratory ofHaryln O. Halvorson
This laboratory is interested in the molecular process of
sporulation and germination in members of the genus
Bacillus. Our earlier work has involved characterization of the

B.,

Cornell University. Ithaca, New York
Lhiiversity of Basel, Switzerland

Laboratory of Alan
The

research explores the functional

mollusks.

The program

bacteria.

we

have isolated a large

number of

sporeformers from various marine environments like deep sea
cores and sediments. Our intention is to characterize these

facultative pathogens

morphologic

DNA

fingerprinting

hybridization data has

on genes
and germination. Protocols based

shown

that the bacterial isolates are not

The

to

physiologically interesting

be characterized by physical mapping
sporeformers
using rare-cutting restriction endonucleases.
will also

and

and development of
and juveniles. These
the ontogeny of neural and sensory

disease,

structures.

is

SEM by an in situ miniature ultramicrotome.
Additional collaborative research includes histochemical
on strontium's role in initiating calcification in
(shell and statoliths). as well as
immunocytochemical labelling of cell-surface and secretory
investigations

molluscan embryos

product antigens of neurosecretory neurons
.

Staff

l/'/r.v/fl.

Halvorson. Harlyn O., Principal Investigator
Chikarmane, Hemant, Assistant Scientist
Glick, Beatriz. Research Assistant
Pratt. Sara.

VanLoov.

Research Assistant

Lori.

Research Assistant

the development

of a new technique to obtain and reconstruct serial block face
images (SBFI) of epoxy embedded tissue actually sectioned
inside an

closely related to

cluster the various isolates.

emphasis on

criteria for staging larvae

morphologic studies stress
Concurrent with these studies

and quantitative hybridizations have

one another.
Numerical taxonomic methods are also being used

crassicornis, with

optimization of adult and larval nutrition, control of

associated with sporulation

been developed to differentiate these bacteria from one
another, as well from terrestrial sporeformers. The

morphology and

developing reliable culture methods for rearing and
maintaining the animal as a research resource. Studies include

bacteria at the molecular level, with emphasis

on

Ku^irian

includes mariculture of the

nudibranch, Hermissenda

the past year,

M.

ultrastructure of various organ systems in opisthobranch

and determination of the
ger.l gene
germination requirements of marine endospore-forming
in Bacillus subtilis,

Over

Robert

Stemmer, Andreas,

Staff

Alan M. Kuzirian. Assistant Scientist
Catherine T. Tamse, Research Assistant

in the

eye of
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that are triggered

by

it.

In another project, the laboratory has

continuing research on a novel second
messenger enzyme, an NADase, in the oocytes of Aplysia.

discovered and

is

that generates cyclic

ADPR,

a

Ca :+ -mobilizing

product.

Staff

Strumwasser, Felix, Director
Cox, Rachel L., Senior Research Assistant
Glick, David, Senior Postdoctoral Fellow
Hellmich, Mark, Postdoctoral Fellow
Rainville, Carol, Laboratory Assistant

Vogel, Jackie, Research Assistant

Laboratory of Robert E. Palazzo
This laboratory studies the biochemical regulation of

and mitosis. An integral part of
the design of reconstitution systems that
faithfully execute cell cycle dependent events under defined

cellular events during meiosis

the research effort

is

conditions. Current cell biological,

immunochemical,

biochemical, and microscopic methodologies are employed.
Using marine eggs as a material source, assays have been
Dr. Alan Kuzirian and Catherine

George

Tamse

in

the laboratory. Photo by

Liles.

developed that allow the study of germinal vesicle breakdown
(GVBD), aster formation, and reactivation of isolated mitotic
apparatus in

vitro.

Current focus of the laboratory

identification of cell cycle

Laboratory of Molecular Evolution
The major

research effort of this laboratory

analysis of ribosomal

subunit ribosomal

RNA.

RNA

Similarities

is

the structure

between small

sequences are used to infer the

is

on the

dependent regulatory events with

major emphasis on protein phosphorylation and other posttranslational modifications.
identification of key

involved

The

ultimate goal

enzymes and

in the regulation

is

the

target substrates that are

of cell division and are highly

conserved during evolution.

evolutionary history of eukaryotic microorganisms and to
design molecular probes for studies in marine ecology.

Staff
Sogin, Mitchell L., Director
Bhattacharya. Debashish, Postdoctoral Fellow

Bibeau, Claude, Research Technician
Bucklin, Ann, Visiting Scientist
Stickel,

Shawn, Research Technician

Wainwright, Patricia, Postdoctoral Fellow

Laboratory of Neuroendocrinology
This laboratory studies the molecular and cellular bases of

Laboratory of Monica Riley
Research in this laboratory focuses on the molecular
evolution and gene expression in the bacterium Escherichia
coli. In a collaborative effort, a database containing
information on the intermediary metabolism and biochemical
pathways of E. coli is being developed. When completed, this
database is expected to contain information on each
metabolic reaction, the enzyme, the reactants, products,
cofactors, activators, inhibitors, kinetics, equilibrium

constants, binding constants, etc.
Related research is on the evolution of the K. coli

DNA

and

organization of the genes in the chromosome. Comparative
nucleotide and amino acid sequence data provide information

two neural programs that regulate different important
behaviors in the model mollusk Aplysia. Research is
conducted on the mechanisms of the neuronal circadian
oscillators located in the eyes. These circadian oscillators drive
the circadian activity rhythm ot the animal, which is
concerned with the daily timing of food gathering and of
prolonged rest. Additional research is conducted on a group of

on the evolutionary relationships of E.
homologous genes in related bacteria.

neuroendocrine

photoreceptor cells, on their light-absorbing pigments, and on
their biochemical reactions initiated by light stimulation.

hormone,"

The

cells that

produce a peptide, "egg-laying
and associated behaviors.

that initiates egg laying

laboratory

is

interested in

how

the three-dimensional

peptide hormone allows a highly specific
interaction with its receptor and the intracellular processes

shape of

this

coli

genes to

Laboratory of Sensory Physiology
Since 1973, the laboratory has conducted research on
various aspects of vision. Current studies focus on

Microspectrophotometric and biochemical techniques are
used to study the receptors of both vertebrates (amphibia, fish,
and mammals) and invertebrates (horseshoe crab and squid).
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Staff

Staff
Harosi, Ferenc, Director, Associate Scientist,

MBL. and

Jaffe, Lionel,

Boston University School of Medicine
Szuts, Ete, Associate Scientist,

MBL, and Boston

University

School of Medicine
I

'isiting investigators

Evans, Barbara

I.,

Senior Scientist and Facility Director

Kuhtreiber, Willem, Physiologist

McLaughlin, Jane, Research Assistant
Miller, Andrew, Research Associate
Sanger, Richard, Technician
Shipley, Alan, Technician

University of Oregon, Eugene

Hawryshyn, Craig W., University of Victoria, Canada
Abner B., Johns Hopkins University

I

Lall,

ofOsamu Shimomura

Laboratory

'isiling investigators

Allen, Nina,

Wake

Forest College

Bates, William, Carleton University,

Biochemical studies of the various types of bioluminescent
systems. Preparation of the improved forms of aequorin for

measuring intracellular

free calcium.

Scientist,

MBL, and

Boston

Zoologique. Villefranche-sur-mer,

France

University School of Medicine

Isaacs,

Shimomura, Akemi, Research Assistant

Hugh, Brookhaven National Laboratories
Sue, Colorado State University

Kinnamon,

Koshian, Leon, Cornell University
Lucas, William, University of California, Davis

I'isiting investigator

McConnaughey, Ted, Marine Biological Laboratory
O'Donnell, Michael, McMaster University, Canada
Ripps, Harris, University of Illinois College of Medicine

Nakamura, Hideshi, Harvard University

Laboratory of Raquel Sussman
investigate the molecular

inducible functions in

Technology

Chrystal, Jane, University of Sidney, Australia

Gillot, Isabelle. Station

Shimomura, Osamu, Senior

Canada

Institute of

Cornwall, Carter, Boston University
Danilchik. Michael, Wesleyan University

Staff

We

Buonano, Mark. Massachusetts

E

culi.

mechanism of

DNA

Rubinacci, Allessandro, University of Milan, Italy

damage-

Present studies deal with novel

genes that affect radiation-induced mutagenesis and analysis
of RecA functions.

Sardet, Christian, Station Zoologique, Villefranche-sur-mer,

France
Saunders.

Mary

Jane, University of South Florida,

Tampa

Schiefelbein, John, University of

Michigan
Shapiro. James, University of Chicago

Staff

UK

Smith, Peter, Cambridge University,
Speksnijder, Johanna, University of Utrecht. The Netherlands

Sussman, Raquel, Associate Scientist
Hemant Chikarmane, Postdoctoral Research Associate
Dudley. Karen, Research Assistant

Other Year-Round Investigators and Staff

National Vibrating Probe Facility

We

are exploring the roles of ionic currents, gradients,

and

development. We focus on controls of
pattern and controls by calcium ions.

waves

in controlling

Stephens,

Raymond

E., Principal Investigator

Szent-Gyorgy, Gwen, Research Assistant
Warren, Lisa, Research Assistant

Honors
Friday Evening Lectures

Fellowships

Dennis Powers, Stanford University. Hopkins Marine
Station, 29 June "Adapting to a Changing
Environment: Genetic and Physiological

Robert

6 July
"Controlling Cell Division"
James Spudich, Stanford University School of

State University, 27 July
Pollutants by a

Jean and Ratsuma Dan Fellowship
Douglas

Dan

Sager,

Dana-Farber Cancer

Institute, 3

Koshland

E.

(financial support

by Japanese

Fellowship), Carnegie Institution of Washington

M.

New

Class of Anaerobic Sediment Microorganisms"

Ruth

USSR

Elaine Bearer, University of California, San Francisco

Ricardo Miledi, University of California, 19, 20 August
(Forbes Lectures) "How to Study the Brain Using

ofPCBs and Other

Institute,

Frederick B. Bang Fellowship Fund

Medicine, 13 July "Manifestation of a Molecular
Motor: From Muscle to Amoebae"

"Destruction

Allen Fellowship

Eugeni A. Vaisberg, Protein Research

Mechanisms"
Joan Ruderman, Harvard Medical School,

Frog Oocytes"
James Tiedje, Michigan

Day

G. F. Fuortes Fellowship

Joseph Charles Callaway, University of North Carolina,

August

Chapel Hill

"Tumor Represser Genes"
A. James Hudspeth, University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center, 10 August "How the Ear's Works

Stephen

W.

Kuffler Fellowship

IVork: Mechanoelectrical Transduction, Frequency

Joachim W. Deitmer, University of Kaiserslauten,

Tuning, and Synoptic Transmission by Hair Cells of

Zoologie, Germany
Dieter Swandulla, Max-Planck-Institiit,

the Internal

Ear"

Harvard Medical School, 17 August "Limb
Deformity: A Pleiotropic Mutation Governing
Embryonic Pattern Formation in the Mouse"
Brian Fry, MBL Ecosystems Center, 24 August
"Consumers and Carbon Isotopes: Good Chemistry in

Germany

Phil Leder,

Sea"
Thoru Pederson, Worcester Foundation

Hayden-Baille Fellowship

Neena Din, University of British Columbia, Canada
Anne Donaldson, MRC Laboratory of Molecular
Biology,

the

UK

for

Faith Miller Fellowship

August "Between Nucleus
and Cytoplasm: The Baroque Process of Making
mRNA as Studied from the Perspective of Cell

Elaine L. Bearer, University of California,
San Francisco

Biology"

Youngsook

Experimental Biology, 31

45

Lee, Harvard University
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Nikon Fellowship

Father Arsenius Boyer Scholarship Fund

Timothy Mitchison. University of California,

Haohua Qian.

University of Illinois

San Francisco
C. Lalor Burdick Scholarship

Science Writing Fellowships

Ann Marie Murphy, Johns Hopkins

University

Robin Henig. Freelance

Gary N. Calkins Memorial Scholarship

Bruce Jacobs. Freelance
Bill

Krasean, Kalamaioo Gazelle

Hanno M. Roder, Massachusetts

June Kinoshita, Freelance
Kerning Kuo, Voice of America

Technology

Beth Livermore, Freelance
Michael Skoler, National Public Radio

Frances S. Claff Memorial Scholarship

Pamela Weintraub, Omni

Ka Hou Chu, Chinese
Kong

Rick Weiss, Science News

H. Burr Steinbach Memorial Fellowship

Youngsook

Lee, Harvard University

Summer

Lucretia Crocker

Fellowship

College

The Netherlands
Institute,

Endowment Fund

Silvia E. Frenk, King's College,

Katherine Swenson, Harvard Medical School
Johanna E. Speksnijder, Utrecht University,

Eugeni Vaisberg, Protein Research

Hong Kong, Hong

Sylwester Chyb, Wesleyan University

Elaine Bearer, University of California, San Francisco
Robert Paul Malchow, University of Illinois

JoAnn Render, Hamilton

University of

Edwin Grant Conklin Memorial Scholarship

Steps Toward Independence

MBL

Institute of

USSR

Cambridge.

UK

Bernard Davis Scholarship

Diane K. Arwood, University of Southern Mississippi
Joanna S. Brooke, University of Western Ontario,
Canada
Joseph P. Calabrese, West Virginia University
Judith A. Koskella,

New York

University

Bridget E. Laue, University of Colorado
Jared R. Leadbetter, Goucher College

Shi Liu, University of Oklahoma
Lynn V. Mendelman, Harvard Medical School

Scholarships

Elizabeth

APA

J.

Ode, Colorado

State University

Mechthild Pohlschroder, University of Massachusetts,

Fellow

Amherst
Maria A. Sosa, University of Florida
John F. Hamilton, Meharry Medical College

ARCS
Daniel

S. Kessler,

Foundation Fellow

Robert

J.

Sylwester Chyb, Wesleyan University

Rockefeller University

ASCB
Abdiel

William F. and Irene Diller Scholarship Fund

Caswell Grave Scholarship

Ricardo Araneda. Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Fellows

Alvarez, University of Puerto Rico

Sylwester Chyb, Wesleyan University
Kareen M. Guida. University of Paris, France

of California,
Los Angeles
Miles G. Cunningham. Massachusetts Institute of
L. Bacallao, University

Anne Marie Murphy. Johns Hopkins

Technology
Charlotte

M.

Aline D. Gross Scholarship
University

Vines, Harvard Medical School

Arthur Klorfein Fund Scholarship
Biology Club of

CUNY

Elizabeth L. Winter, City College of

New York

Dangeruta Kersulyte, Academy of Science, Lithuania,

USSR
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Tod

Thierry Lepage, University of Nice, France
Kareen M. Guida. University of Paris, France

A. Critchlow, Scripps Institute of Oceanography
I. Flatters, Tufts
University

Michele

Holly Y. Goodson, Stanford University

Edwin

S. Linton

Memorial Scholarship

Peter

O. Mast Founders Scholarship

J.

Edmunds. Northeastern University

Ka Hou Chu, Chinese
Hong Kong

University of

Whitman

College

John R. Jordan, University of Utah
David L. Keefe, Yale University
Karen L. King, Florida State University
Qingwen Li, University of Kansas
Helen McNeill, University of Pennsylvania

Michael C. Schmale, University of Miami
S.

Jerilyn Jewett-Smith,

Hong Kong,

S. Merzdorf. Harvard University
Robert Mirro, University of Tennessee
Qi Yang, University of Connecticut

Christa

Center for Microbial Ecology,
Society for General Physiologists Scholarships

Michigan State Scholarship

Robert A. Berkowitz. Washington University
Daniel H. Cox, Tufts University

Olivia T. Harriott, University of Connecticut

Alberto

Maria G. DiBernardo, Institute
Sviluppo,

James

CNS,

Holly Y. Goodson, Stanford University
Daniel S. Kessler, Rockefeller University

Monroy Fellow
di Biologia dello

Italy

Marjorie

Mountain Memorial Fund Scholarship

S.

Haohua Qian.

Karen M. Page, Dartmouth College
Eric A. Shelden, University of Massachusetts,

W.

Stetten

Fund

University of Illinois

Surdna Foundation Scholarship

Amherst

Edmunds, Northeastern University

Salme Taagepera, University of Virginia

Peter

Sandra A. Brockman, Carnegie-Mellon University

Oivind Enger, University of Bergen, Norway
Robert E. Hodson, University of Georgia
James S. Maki, Harvard University
Martin Polz. University of Vienna. Austria

Tod

A. Critchlow, Scripps Institute of Oceanography

Planetary Biology Internship
Jennifer E. Klenz, University of Saskatchewan.

Canada

J.

Stephen C. Tsoi, University of

William Morton Wheeler Family

William Townsend Porter Foundation Fellowship
Abdiel

J. Alvarez, University of Puerto Rico
Robert L. Bacallao, University of California,
Los Angeles

Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Founders' Scholarship

Hanno M. Roder, Massachusetts

Institute of

Technology

Miles G. Cunningham, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Domingo

T. Rivera, Worcester Foundation for

Experimental Biology

M. Vines, Harvard Medical School
Ebenezer Yamoah, University of Alberta, Canada

Charlotte

Herbert \V. Rand Scholarship
Brian J. Binder, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sandra A. Brockman, Carnegie-Mellon University
Isabelle Carre, SUNY, Stony Brook

Joseph Cerro, Columbia University
Ka Hou Chu, Chinese University of

Hong Kong

Hong Kong,

Awards
Lewis Thomas Award
Natalie Angier,

The New York Times

MBL Tour Guides

Award

for

Outstanding Science

Presentation to the General Public

Nancy Rafferty, Northwestern University
Seymour Zigman, University of Rochester School of
Medicine

Board of Trustees and Committees
Neil Jacobs, Hale

Corporation Officers and Trustees

Ex

MA

DC

Stanley

President of the Corporation and Director. Harlyn O. Halvorson.

Marine Biological Laboratory. Woods Hole, MA
Manz. Helmer & Associates. Waltham.

Clerk of the Corporation, Kathleen Dunlap, Tufts University School

W. Watson.

Associates of

Cape Cod.

Barlow

B.

Jr..

Trustees

MD

Boston,

MA

Brian M. Salzberg, University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,
Sheldon J. Segal, The Rockefeller Foundation. New York,

MA

PA

NY

Joseph Sanger, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
Stuart,

NY
NY

Lionel I. Rebhun. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA
Carol L. Reinisch, Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine.

NY

Philadelphia,

Thornwood,

Wensley G. Haydon-Baillie, Porton, Int., London. UK
Laszlo Lorand, Northwestern University, Evanston. IL

Thomas D. Pollard, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
Joan V. Ruderman, Harvard University School of Medicine,

Ann

MA

James M. Clark, Palm Beach, FL

Robert D. Goldman, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL
Rodolfo R. Llinas. New York University Medical Center,

Boston,

Falmouth,

Syracuse University, Syracuse,

Dieter Blennemann, Carl Zeiss, Inc.,

York.

Inc..

Class of 1991

MA

Robert

New

NC

MA

Treasurer. Robert D.

Class of 1994

Hill.

MA

FL

Prosser Gifford. Washington.

Christ's College,

Evelyn Spiegel, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH
Andrew G. Szent-Gyorgyi. Brandeis University, Waltham,
Kensal E. VanHolde, Oregon State University, Corvallis. OR

Honorary Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Denis M. Robinson.

of Medicine. Boston,

Dorr, Boston.

Cambridge, UK
George Langford, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Jack Levin, V.A. Medical Center. San Francisco, CA

officio

Key Biscayne.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees,

&

Hans Kornberg,

Sir

PA

Marine Biological Laboratory. Woods Hole,

MA
Emeriti

Class of 1994

Trustees-at- Large

John

Snow Beekman & Bogue, New York.
Mary-Ellen Cunningham. Grosse Pointe Farms, MI
Robert W. Pierce, Boca Grande, FL
Frederick Bay. Gaston

NY

Irving Rabb, University Place at Harvard Square, Cambridge.

Buck, NIH, Bethesda.

B.

Seymour
Arthur

S.

L.

MD

Cohen. Woods Hole,

Colwin, Key Biscayne,

MA
FL

Laura Hunter Colwin, Key Biscayne.

FL

MA

D. Eugene Copeland. MBL, Woods Hole,
Sears Crowell. Indiana University, Bloomington, IN

MA

MA

Alexander T. Daignault, Boston,
William T. Golden, New York, NY

Class of 1993
Garland

E. Allen,

Washington University,

St.

Louis.

Teru Hayashi, Woods Hole, MA
Ruth Hubbard. Cambridge,
Lewis Kleinholz, Reed College. Portland.

MO

Atema, Manne Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,
William L. Brown, Weston, MA

Jelle

MA

MA

Maurice

Alexander W. Clowes, University of Washington School of Medicine.
Seattle,

Robert E. Mainer, The Boston Company, Boston,

M.

MA
MA

Melillo.

S.

Bernstein, Bernstein

Meryl Rose.

W.

MA

FL

E.

Falmouth,

MA

D. Russell-Hunter, Syracuse University, Syracuse,

MA
Mary Sears, Woods Hole. MA
Homer P. Smith, Woods Hole, MA

John Saunders,

Jr.,

Waquoit,

W. Randolph Taylor, Ann Arbor, MI
D. Thomas Tngg, Wellesley, MA

Class of 1992

Norman

Management,

Ellen R. Grass, Grass Foundation, Quincy,

Inc.,

Washington,

OR

AZ

Keith R. Porter, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
C. Ladd Prosser, University of Illinois. Urbana. IL

CT

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,
Roger D. Sloboda. Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

Jerry

Charles B. Metz, Miami,

WA

Barbara Ehrlich, University of Connecticut. Farmington,
Edward A. Kravitz, Harvard Medical School. Boston.

Tucson,

E. Krahl,

DC

Walter

MA

S.

Vincent,

Woods

George Wald, Cambridge,
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Hole,

MA

MA

NY

PA

Trustees and Committees 49

Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees
Prosser Gifford*.

Robert

Ray

B.

Barlow

Chairman
Jr..

1991

L. Epstein*

Robert D. Goldman, 1994

Harlyn O. Halvorson*
Robert E. Mainer. 1993
Robert D. Manz*
Jerry

M.

Irving

W. Rabb,

Sheldon
D.

J.

1991

Segal. 1992

Thomas Tngg, 1990

Melillo. 1992

Trustee Committees 1990
Audit

Compensation

Robert Mainer. Chairman

Prosser Gifford,

Ray

L. Epstein*

Robert D. Manz*

Sheldon

J.

Segal

Andrew G. Szent-Gyorgyi
D. Thomas Tngg
Kensal E. Van Holde
Stanley W. Watson

& Grounds

D.

Thomas

Trigg,

Chairman

Brown

Robert E. Mainer

William

Robert D.

Manz
W. Rabb
D. Thomas Tngg

Ray

Irving

William T. Golden

Standing Committees for the Year 1990
Buildings

Chairman

Investment

L.

L. Epstein*

Maunce Lazarus
Werner R. Loewenstein
Robert D. Manz*
Irving W. Rabb
W. Nicholas Thorndike
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Research Services
Brian Noe,

Robert Palazzo

Robert Silver

Paul Steadier

Steven Treistman

Chairman
,

Peter Armstrong

Robert B. Barlow

jr.

Research Space

Richard Cutler*
Barbara Ehrhch

Ken Forman
Ehud Kaplan
Samuel S Koide
Aimlee Laderman
Jack Levin

Andrew Mattox*

*c\v afficio

van Valie|a

Richard Va ,, ee

Jose P h San 8 er Chairman
'3au
^ e Wecr

Safety

-

'

Ra y L

J

nn Hobbie, Chairman

Epstein*
Leslie D. Garnck*

D. Eugene Copeland
Richard Cutler*

John Hildebrand
David Landowne
Hans Laufer

Edward Enos*
Alan Kuzirian

Jerry

Eduardo Macagno
M. Melillo

Andrew Mattox*

Joan V. Ruderman

Paul Steudler

-

Louis Kerr

Donald

B.

Lehy*

Laboratory Support Staff*
Biological Bulletin

Development Office

Library

Clapp. Pamela
Editor

Avers, Donald E.. Director

Norton, Catherine N., Acting

L.,

Managing

Berthel,

Dorothy

Puckett. Kathryn

Lessard, Kelley

Stone, Beth

Thimas, Lisa M.

Ready

J.

Librarian

Ashmore, Judith A.
Costa, Marguerite E.

Fessenden. Jane
Fisher,

Computer Services
Tollios,

Constantine D.. Manager

Schmidt. Valerie

Goux, Randal

Halvorson. Harlyn O., President
and Director

Huguenin. Sanders
Keenan, Patrick M.

Burrhus,

I.

Mirra, Anthon>

Elaine

Speer.

John W.. Controller

Kinneally. Kathleen R.

Tamm,

Watkins, Joan E.

Ghetti.

M.

Ingrid

deVeer. Joseph M.

Binda. Ellen F.

Campbell. Ruth
Davis. Doris C.

Pratson, Patricia G.

Showalter, Christine

Power. Linda M.

Accounting Services

J.

Nelson. Heidi

L.

Ray

Epstein,

J.

Mountford. Rebecca

Catania. Didia

Controller's Office

Susan

Director 's Office

Wnght. Rosemary

B.

Gray Museum

Pamela M,

Gilmore. Mary F.
Hobbs. Roger W..

Backus, Richard H., Curator
Jr.

Armstrong, Ellen
Montiero. Eva

MBL Associates Liaison

P.

Scanlon, Deborah

Hough, Rose A.
Oliver. Elizabeth

Poravas. Maria

Chein

Public Information Office

Housing

Riley, Janis E.

LouAnn

D..

Conference

King.
Center and Housing Manager

Room

Chisholm. Caroline G.
Miller. Lisa A.

Sadowski. Edward A.

M.
Bermee R.

Barnes. Susan

Kaye-Peterson,

Farrell,

Stone, Beth

I.

Kuil, Elisabeth

Mancevice, Denise M.

Hall. Lionel E.. Jr.

Schorer.

Timothy M.

Amy

Ready

Johnson, Frances N.
Krajewski. Viola

Purchasing

George W., Jr., Director
Anderson, Judith L.

Liles,

McNamara, Noreen

Safety Services
Mattox, Andrew H..

Safety

Officer

Sadovsky, Sebastian

Apparatus

Copy

Service Center

Mountlbrd. Rebecca

J..

Supervisor
Jackson. Jacquelyn F.
Ridley, Sherie

Telephone Office
Baker, Ida

Geggatt. Agnes L.
Ridley. Alberta W.

Human
Including persons who joined
or left I he staff during 1990.

M.

Barnes. Franklin D.

Haskins, William A.

Martin. Lowell V.
Nichols, Francis H.,

Jr.

Shipping and Receiving

Resources

Goux, Susan P., Manager
Donovan. Murcia H.

Geggatt. Richard E.
Illgen,

Robert

Monteiro,

F.

Dana
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Services, Projects,
Cutler. Richard D..

and

Facilities

Sylvia,

Manager

Enos, Joyce B.
Kurland. Charles

J.

and Grounds
Lehy, Donald B., Superintendent
David

Frank

E.

Clinard,

Nathan

Cullen,

Timothy

Cutler, Laura

Buildings

Baldic.

Machine Shop

Marine Resources Center
Valois, John J.. Manager
Enos. Edward G.. Jr.. Superintendent
Fisher,

T.. Jr.

Harry

Hanley. Janice

P.

S.

Demir, Oktay
Dias, John.

Ill

Donovan, Erin
Donovan, Jason
Ford, John.

P.

Ill

Thomas

Moniz, Pnscilla C.

Grassle,

Monteiro. Dana

Halpm. Michelle

Bourgoin, Lee E.

Revellese, Christopher

Hamilton, Elizabeth R.

Carini, Robert

Sullivan, Daniel A.

Hibhitt, Catherine

Blumsack. Jeffrey
Blunt,

Fish,

Hugh

David

J.

F.

J.

Tassinari,

L., Jr.

Fuglister, Charles K.

Gonsalves, Walter W.,

Eugene

Torres, Sophie

J.

Jr.

J.

Hrynyshyn, James
Hullum, Rebekah
Illgen, Robert C.

Hathaway, Peter
Jones, Leeland

Photolab

Kaplan. Liat

Colder, Linda M.

Justason. C. Scott

Colder, Robert

J.

Kinneally, Kara
Langton, Lori

Lochhead, William M.

Rugh, Douglas

E.

Leatherbee.

Herbert M.,

Ill

Stephen A.
Olive, Charles W.. Jr.
Rattacasa. Frank D.

Sponsored Programs
Garnck,

Leslie D.. Administrator

Northern, Marc D.
Peal, Jennifer

Peal, Richard

Dwane. Florence
Lynch, Kathleen

Phillips,

F.

Weeks, Gordon W.

Animal Care

Facility

Lab

Remsen, Andrew

Rosenkranz, Margalil
St.

Jean, Jeannette

Scherer,

Summer

Housekeeping Services
Jerry Phillabaum, General Supervisor

D.

Support

Shepherd. Jennifer
Shock, Duane

Avers,

Ashmore. Lynne

Snyder. Matthew

E.

Snyder, Rebecca
Sofferman. Rebecca

Andrew D.

Bolton.

Hugh

Swope. John G.

Gibbons. Roberto G.

Burke, Sean

Krajewski, Chester

Cadwalader. George,
Campbell, Robert E.

Lynch, Henry L.

Jr.

Capobianco, James A.
Instrument Development
Robert Knudson

I. til'

James

Sheffield.

Tyler C.

Collins, Paul

J.

Aimee

Sheetz, Jonathan

Amon,

Anderson, Penny

Conlin, Henry P.

Stall'

Albrecht, Helen

Anderson, Lewis B.
Boucher, Richard L.
J

S.

Roderick, Paul

Hanley. Janice S.
Shephard, Jennifer

M.

Wayne

Daniel

Piazza. Lucia

deVeer, Robert L.

Allen,

W.

Philbm, Linda M.

Huffer. Linda

Schoepf. Claude

Kerr. Louis

F.

Montroll, Charles

Mills,

Electron Microscopy

Amy

Marini. Michael

Lunn. Alan G.
MacLeod. John B

Me Adams.

J.

Child,

Malcolm

Cishek.

Dawn

S.

Tilghman. Alison
Varao. John
Vardac. Michael
Wetzel, Ernest D.
Wilkes, Jennifer

Members
Life

Hollaender, Alexander, Council for Research Planning, 1717

Members

Massachusetts Ave.

Abbott, Marie, c/o

Vaughn Abbott.

1

CT

Flyer Rd., East Hartland,

Beams, Harold W., Department of Biology, University of Iowa, Iowa
City, IA 52242

Bloomington. IL 61701
Bodian, David, 4100 North Charles

2025

Lincoln

E.

Washington,

DC

20036 (deceased)
MA 02138

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,

G.,

MA

NJ 08540

Princeton.

Home, Room

Kaan, Helen W., Royal Megansett Nursing
02556
Box 408. N. Falmouth.

St.,

St.,

#913, Baltimore,

MD 21218

205, P. O.

karush, Fred, Department of Microbiology. University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6076

12.

1

Kille,

MD 20892

Frank

R.,

1

1

1

1

S.

Lakemont Ave. #444, Winter

Park,

FL 32782

Kingsbury, John M., Department of Plant Biology, Cornell

GA 30333
GA 30333

Box 15134, Atlanta,

P.,

NW.

Ruth, 21 Lakeview Avenue, Cambridge,

MA

Bridgman, A. Josephine, 715 Kirk Rd., Decatur, GA 30030
Buck, John B., NIH, Laboratory of Physical Biology. Room
Building 6 Bethesda,

ul>l>:ir<l.

Johnson. Frank H., Department of Biology, Princeton University,

Bernheimer, Alan \V., Department of Microbiology, New York
University Medical Center, 550 First Ave., New York, NY 10016
Bertholf, Lloyd M., Westminster Village #2114,

1

Humes, Arthur
02543

06027

Burbanck, Madeline

of the Corporation'

Burbanck, William D., Box 15134. Atlanta.

University, Ithaca,

NY

14853

Department of Biology, Reed College. 3203 SE
Woodstock Blvd.. Portland, OR 97202

Kleinholz, Lewis,

MA

01890
Carpenter, Russell L., 60-H Lake St., Winchester,
Chase, Aurin, Department of Biology, Guyot Hall, Princeton
University, Princeton,

NJ 08544

Laderman, Ezra, Yale University, School of Music,
06520
Lauffer, Max A., Address unknown

(resigned)

Woods Hole, MA 02543
Woods Hole, MA 02543-1206
Colwin, Arthur, 320 Woodcrest Rd., Key Biscayne, FL 33149
Colwin, Laura Hunter, 320 Woodcrest, Key Biscayne, FL 33149
Copeland, D. E., 41 Fern Lane. Woods Hole. MA 02543

Clark, Arnold M., 53 Wilson Rd..

Cohen, Seymour

Costello,

Carrot Hill Rd.,

S., 10

Helen M., Carolina Meadows.

Villa 137.

Chapel

Hill,

LeFevre, Paul G., 15 Agassiz Road,

Lochhead, John H.,

UK

NC

Loewus, Frank

Kailla, Patricia

Institute of

Robert B., Department of Chemistry. LIniversity of New
Mexico School of Medicine. Albuquerque. NM 87131

unknown

Lofth'eld,

M., 2149 Loblolly Lane, Johns Island. SC 29455
K. \V.. 56 Clarkehaven St., Thornhill, Ontario L4J

Lynn, \V. Gardner, Department of Biology, Catholic University of
America, Washington, DC 20017 (deceased)

James
2B4 Canada

Ferguson,

Fries, Erik F., 41

High

Street,

Woods

Hole.

MA 02543

(deceased)

Magruder, Samuel

Hamburger, Viktor, Department of Biology, Washington
Louis,

L.,

Harding, Clifford V., Jr.,

Wayne

VA

1

Moore, John

SW

Riverside,

Virginia.

OR

A.,

1

MA

,

CA

MA 02536

LIniversity of California,

Department of Biology,
92521

MD

Nace, Paul

F., P.

O. Box 529, Cutchogue.

NY

1

1935 (deceased)

MA

02647
Page, Irving H., Box 516. Hyannisport,
Pollister, A. W., 8 Euclid Ave.. Belle Mead, NJ 08502

97330

Prosser, C. Ladd,

Including action of the 1990

Worcester,

.]., University of Maryland School of Medicine,
21201
Department of Biophysics, Baltimore.

MA

Corvallis,

42001

St..

Mullins, Lorin

State University School of Medicine.

Plymouth Drive,

KY

Moscona, Arthur A., University of Chicago, Department of Molecular
Genetics and Cell Biology, 920 East 58th Street, Chicago. IL 60637

22901

1

5925

130 Lincoln

Mathews, Rita W., Box 3 Southfield, MA 01259
James A., 307 Shorewood Drive, E. Falmouth,

Department of Ophthalmology, Detroit, MI 48201
Haschemeyer, Audrey E. V., 2 Glendon Road, Woods Hole,
02543
Hauschka, Theodore S., FD1, Box 781, Damariscotta. ME 04543
L.,

Inc..

Miller,

LIniversity.

Department of Biology, University of

238 Gilmer Hall. Charlottesville,

270 Cedar Lane, Paducah,

01609

MO 63 130

Hamilton, Howard

R..

Malkiel, Saul, Allergic Diseases,

Goldman, David, 63 Loop Rd., Falmouth, MA 02540
Graham, Herbert, 36 Wilson Rd.. Woods Hole, MA 02543
Green, James W., 409 Grant Ave., Highland Park, NJ 08904
Grosch, Daniel S., 1222 Duplin Road. Raleigh, NC 27607

*

Washington State University,
WA 99164

A.,

Biological Chemistry, Pullman,

Crouse, Helen, Address

Hisaw, F.

MA 02543

Hole,

Canyon Rd., Arcadia, CA 91006
49 Woodlawn Rd.. London SW6 6PS. England,

Levine, Rachmiel, 2024

27514

St.

Woods

New Haven, CT

Department of Physiology and Biophysics,

Hall 524. University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
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21025 Comerio (VA),

Provasoli, Luigi, Via Stazione 43,

Adelman, William

Italy

Margaret McDonald, Address unknown

Prytz,

Renn, Charles

Address unknown

E.,

Alberte, Randall S.,

Richards, A. Glenn, 942 Cromwell Ave.,

Burnham

Rice, Robert V., 30

St.

MN

Paul,

Falmouth, MA 02540
Way, Apt. 805. Coral Gables, FL

33134
Ronkin, Raphael R., 3212 McKinley

St.,

NW,

DC

Washington,

20015

MA 02536

Hole,

Woods

MA 02543
NY

Morns Park Avenue, Bronx.

Medicine, 1300

10461

Schlesinger, R. Walter, University of Medicine and Dentistry of

New

Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology,
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Piscataway, NJ 08854-5635

Jersey,

Room

Schmitt, F. O.,

MA

Cambridge,

Scott, Allan C..

16-512, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

St..

ME

Waterville,

04901

Shemin, David, 33 Lawrence Farm Rd., Woods Hole, MA 02543
Silverstein, Arthur M., The Johns Hopkins Hospital Wilmer Institute.

MD 21205

Baltimore,

Smith,

Homer

Smith, Paul

Sonnenblick, B.

Woods Hole. MA 02543
Woods Hole, MA 02543

Quissett Ave..

P., 8

O. Box 264.

F., P.

P.,

515A Heritage

Steinhardt, Jacinto, 1508 Spruce

Hill,

St.,

Taylor, Robert E., 20 Harbor Hill Rd..
Taylor, \V. Randolph.

Woods

CA

Hole,

Claude

Shattuck Street.

1

New

Haven.

CT

065

W ichterman,

Ralph.

Wiercinski, Floyd

3

J.,

I

Donald

J.,

York

Ave.,

New

Woods

B/Room

Woods

122. 25

Hole,

MA 02543

Webster

St.,

MA

W. Newton,

02165

NY

10803

MA

Anderson, J. M.,

1

10 Roat

St.,

Ithaca,

NY

14850

Armett-Kibel, Christine, Department of Biology, University of
Massachusetts, Boston,

MA 02125

Department of Zoology. University of
95616
Arnold. John M.. Pacific Biomedical Research Center. 209 Snyder
Hall, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Armstrong, Peter

B.,

California. Davis,

CA

Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Snow Beekman and Bogue. 666

C., Ill, P.

5th

O. Box 673,

Woods

Hole,

MA

02543

J.,

90089-0371

Ayers, Donald E., Marine Biological Laboratory,

Baccelti, Baccio, Institute of General Biology.

Wilbur Blvd.. Poughkeepsie.

Nottingham

NY

Place.

Woods

53100 Siena,

Italy

Island,

Jolla.

Thomas

A&M

Texas

92037

Woods

Hole.

MA

New

New

York,

NY

O.,

Jr., Institute for

Sensory Research. Syracuse

NY

Memll

3244-5290
Lane, Syracuse,
Barry, Daniel T., Department of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, ID204, University of Michigan Hospital.
1

Ann

MI 48109-0042

Barry, Susan R., Department of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation. 1D204. LIniversity of Michigan Hospital,

Ann

MI 48109-0042

2000 Lake Shore Drive. New Orleans. LA 70122
Department of Physics, Box 870324. University of
Alabama. Tuscaloosa. AL 35487-0324
Bass. Andrew H., Seely Mudd Hall, Department ol Neurobiology,
Bartell,

Clelmer

Bartlett,

James

K.,

H.,

Cornell University. Ithaca.

02543

First Ave.,

University. College Station.

Barlow, Robert B.,

Arbor.

CA

550

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics.
TX 77843
Bang, Betsy, 76 F R. Lillie Rd.. Woods Hole. MA 02543
Baldwin,

Battelle,

Abt, Donald A., Marine Biological Laboratory,

MA

Hole.

10016

Arbor.

12603

La

LIniversity Medical Center,

University.

Regular Members

NY

14853

Barbara-Anne, Whitney Laboratory. 9505 Ocean Shore

Blvd., St. Augustine.

FL 32086

Bauer, G. Eric. Department of Anatomy. LIniversity of Minnesota,

MA

02543
Acheson, George H., 25 Quissett Ave., Woods Hole,
Adams. James A., Department of Natural Sciences, University of
Maryland, Princess Anne.

MD 21853

AdelherR, Edward A., Provost's Office,

Yale University.

T., 155

Anderson, Everett, Department of Anatomy & Cell Biology. LHRBB.
Harvard Medical School. 45 Shattuck St., Boston,
021 15

York

Department of Zoology, University of Rhode

1

Suzanne

Baker. Robert G., Department of Physiology and Biophysics,

MA 02543

Hole.

Box

02543

Kingston, RI 02881
/.orzoli, Anita, 18

LIniversity,

Section of Neurobiology, Department of
Biological Sciences. LIniversity of Southern California, Los Angeles.

unknown

Zweifach, Benjamin W., 881

Department of Biology, Wake Forest
NC 27109

Augustine, George

Wilber. Charles G., Department of Biology, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins, CO 80523

/.inn,

LIniversity, St.

1

Buzzards Bay Ave..
St.,

S.,

Department of Biology, Washington

30

Atwood, Kimball

11

36 James

431.

02543

\\ald, George, 21 Lakeview Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138
Waterman, T. H., Yale University, Biology Department. Box 6666,

Weiss, Paul A., Address

Rm.

Bldg. Park.

Amatniek, Ernest, 4797 Boston Post Rd., Pelham Manor,

CA

Harvard Medical School. Parcel
5
Boston. MA 02

LMNC,

Bldg.,

MA 01060

A.,

Dept.

Avenue. 31st Floor, New York, NY 10103
Atema, Jelle, Boston University Marine Program. Marine Biological
Laboratory. Woods Hole. MA 02543

MA

The Herbarium, North University

Trager, William. The Rockefeller University. 1230
York. NY 10021

Villee,

Nina

1

Ashton, Robert W., Gaston

06488
94709

University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. MI 48109 (deceased)
TeWinkel, Lois E., Rockndge. 25 Coles Meadow Road.

Northampton.

Cell

103 E. 57th Street. Chicago, IL

Arnold, William A., 102 Balsam Rd..

CT

Southbury,

Berkeley,

1

Armstrong, Clay M., Department of Physiology, University of
Pennsylvania Medical School, Philadelphia, PA 14104

02139

Nudd

I

Stockholm,

7325, Winston-Salem.
Allen,

Scharrer, Berta, Department of Anatomy. Albert Einstein College of

MA 02540

Department of Molecular Genetics and

NINCDS/NIH,

MO 63

Louis,

Institution,

Falmouth.

MD 20852

Allen, Garland E.,

Allen,

Woods Hole Oceanographic

Sanders, Howard,

St..

Institute. University of

60637
Alkon, Daniel,
Bethesda,

Rose, S. Meryl, 32 Crosby Ln., E. Falmouth,

160 Locust

Biology, University of Chicago.

551 14

Dr.,

Rockstein, Morris, 600 Biltmore

J., Jr.,

Wenner-Gren
Stockholm, Sweden

Afzelius, Bjorn,

New Haven. CT

1

Minneapolis.

MN

55455

Bay, Frederick, Bay Foundation. Gaston Snow Beekman
666 5th Ave.. 31st Floor, New York.
10103

&

Bogue,

NY

15 Hall

(16520

of Graduate Studies,

Beauge, Luis Alberto, Department of Biophysics. Institute M.y.M.
Ferreyra. Casilla de Correo 389. 5000 Cordoba. Argentina

Members
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Beck, L. V., School of Experimental Medicine, Department of
Pharmacology, Indiana University. Bloomington. IN 47401

Brown, William L., Bank of Boston (01-23-1
02 106-20 6
Boston,

Begenisich, Ted, Department of Physiology, University of Rochester,

Bryant, Shirley H., Department of Pharmacology and Cell Biophysics.

Medical Center. Box 642. 601

Elmwood

Ave., Rochester.

MA

NY

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

14642

Bullis.

LHRRB. Harvard

Begg. David A.,
Boston,
Bell,

MA 02

1

1

Medical School. 45 Shattuck

St..

Inc..

83 Rogers

St.,

Cambridge.

MA

02142
Boston,

MA 02

1

1

Thomas

5

Department of Pathology. Harvard Medical
5
St.. Boston, MA 02

L.,

School. 25 Shattuck
Bennett,

M.

1

1

V. L., Albert Einstein College of Medicine. Department

of Neuroscience. 1410 Pelham Pkwy.
Bennett,

Miriam

Bronx,

NY

10461

Berg, Carl J., Jr., P. O.

Woods

Hole,

MA

02543

Department of Biology, Brooklyn College.
Avenue H. Brooklyn. NY 11210
Burger, Max, Freidnch Miesner Institut Bau 1060 Postfach 2543.
J.,

&

Bedford Avenue

Basel 4002, Switzerland

Burgos, Mario,

IHEM

Medical School,

UNC

5500 Mendoza,

Argentina

OH

45469

Burstyn, Harold Lewis. Melvin and Melvin. 700 Merchants Bank

Box 769, Kilauea, Kauai, HI 96754-0769

Norman, Diane and Norman Bernstein Foundation,
St.. N.W., #400, Washington, DC 20009

NY

Bldg.. Syracuse.

Berne, Robert M., Department of Physiology. University of Virginia.
School of Medicine. Charlottesville. VA 22908
Bernstein,

45267

Burky, Albert, Department of Biology. University of Dayton. Dayton,

Department of Biology, Colby College.
04901

F.,

ME

Waterville,

S.,

OH

Robert A., Marine Biological Laboratory.

Burdick, Carolyn

Benacerraf, Baruj, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. 44 Binney Street,

Benjamin,

St..

Burd, Gail Deerin, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology.
Llniversity of Arizona. Tucson. AZ 85721

5

Eugene, Organogenesis,

100 Federal

1),

1

Inc..

13202-1686

Bursztajn, Sherry, Harvard Medical School,

Center, 115 Mill

Bush, Louise,

7

St.,

Mailman Research

MA 02178
Falmouth. MA 02540

Belmont,

Snapper Lane,

2025 Eye

Department of Physiology, University of
CA 90024

Bezanilla, Francisco,

Calabrese, Ronald L., Department of Biology,

California. Los Angeles,

Biggers,

John

1555 Pierce Drive, Atlanta.

Department of Physiology. Harvard Medical

D.,

MA 02

School. Boston.

1

1

Ames, IA 50010
Mordecai

One

Thornwood,

Zeiss Drive,

Bloom, George S., Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience, The
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center. 5223 Harry

Hmes

Blvd.. Dallas,

TX

75235-9039

Bloom, Kerry S., Department of Biology. University of North
Carolina, Wilson Hall, CB#3280, Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3280
Bod/nick, David A., Department of Biology. Wesleyan University,

Lawn Avenue, Middletown, CT 06457
Edward G., 29 Juniper Point. Woods

Boettiger,

Hole,

Boolootian, Richard A., Science Software Systems,

Woodchff
Borgese,

Rd.,

Thomas

CUNY.

Sherman Oaks,

CA

3576

91403

Borisy, Gary G., Laboratory of Molecular Biology. University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

Department of Biological Sciences,

Illinois State

University. Normal. IL 61761-6901

Herman

F.,

Bowles, Francis

P..

Bosch,

Box 617. Woods Hole. MA 02543
P. O. Box 674. Woods Hole, MA 02543

Boyer, Barbara C., Department of Biology, Union College.

Schenectady.

NY

Brandhorst, Bruce

Department of Biological Sciences. Simon
BC V5A 156 Canada

Stony Brook, Stony Brook,

NY

1

Building. Bethesda.

Brown, Joel

E.,

SUNY

MD

11203
Case, James, Office of Research Development. Cheadle Hall,
LFniversity of California, Santa Barbara. CA 931 1 1
St. Stephen Priory, Spiritual Life Center, 20 Glen
Box 370. Dover. MA 02030-0370
Cebra, John J., Department of Biology, Leidy Labs. G-6. University

Cassidy, Rev. J. D.,
St..

Miami, FL 33101
Chang, Donald C., Department of Physiology. Baylor College of
Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, TX 77030
Chappell, Richard L., Department of Biological Sciences. Hunter
College. Box 210, 695 Park Ave., New York, NY 10021
Chauncey, Howard H., 30 Falmouth St.. Wellesley Hills. MA 02181
Child, Frank M., Ill, Department of Biology. Trinity College,
Hartford. CT 06 106

1

at

Federal

MD 20892
St.

Louis.

63110
Brown, Stephen C., Department of Biological Sciences.
Albany, NY 12222

SUNY,

1

MO

St.,

New

Haven.

CT

0651

1

Clark, Eloise E., Academic Affairs, Bowling Green State Llniversity,

OH

43403

CT 06830
James M., 210 Emerald Lane. Palm Beach. FL 33480

Clark, Hays, 26 Deer Park Drive, Greenwich,
Clark,

Department of Ophthalmology. Box 8096 Sciences

Center. Washington University, 660 S. Euclid Ave..

Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy,

L.,

Bowling Green.

NINCDS. 812

Department. Stazione Zoologica. Villa

Comunale. 80121 Naples, Italy
21209
Carlson, Francis D., 2302 W. Rogers Avenue. Baltimore.
Carriere, Rita M., Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Box 5,
SUNY Health Science Center. 450 Clarkson Ave.. Brooklyn, NY

Citkowitz, Elena. 410 Livingston

1794

Brinley, F. J., Neurological Disorders Program.

O.

Northwestern Llniversity Medical School. 303 E. Chicago Avenue.
Chicago. IL 606

Fraser University, Barnaby.

Brehm, Paul, Department of Neurobiology and Behavior.

P.

1

Chisholm, Rex

12308

P.,

00931

University of Miami. School of Medicine. P. O. Box 016430.

Department of Biology. Lehman College,
Bronx, NY 10468
A.,

Borst, David \\ "., Jr.,

PR

of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. PA 19174
Chaet, Alfred B., University of West Florida. Pensacola. FL 32504
Chambers, F.dward L., Department of Physiology and Biophysics.

MA 02543

Inc.,

Rico. Rio Piedras.

Cariello, Lucio, Biochemistry

MD

Zeiss, Inc.,

University,

Carew, Thomas J., Department of Psychology, Yale University,
Box
A, Yale Station. New Haven, CT 06520
1

Department of Physiology. School of
Medicine, University of Maryland, 655 W. Baltimore Street.
Baltimore.
21201
P.,

Blennemann, Dieter, Carl
NY 10594

Emory

30322

Candelas, Graciela C., Department of Biology. University of Puerto

5

Bishop, Stephen H., Department of Zoology, Iowa State University,
Blaustein.

GA

Clark, \\allis H., Jr., Bodega Marine Laboratory, P. O. Box 247,

Bodega Bay, CA 94923
Claude, Philippa, Primate Center, Capitol Court, Madison, WI 53706
Clay, John R., Laboratory of Biophysics, NIH, Building 9. Room 1E124. Bethesda.

MD 20892
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Clowes, Alexander

WA

Clutter,

Office of the Director.

Mary,

Room

518. National Science

Hall,

Cohen, Carolyn, Rosenstiel Basic Medical Sciences Research Center,

MA 02254
Department of Physiology. Yale
School of Medicine. 333 Cedar Street, New Haven,
Brandeis University, Waltham,

Cohen, Lawrence

B.,

LIniversity

CT

1

Department of Anatomy, University of
Chicago, IL 60612

S.,

Illinois,

Cooperstein, S.

&

Woods

Hole,

VA

22908

Medicine, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37127
Paul J., Department of Physiology, LIniversity of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Philadelphia, PA 19104-6085

Dixon, Keith

E.,

MA

02543

School of Biological Sciences. Rinders University.

Bedford Park. 5042, South Australia, Australia
Dowdall, Michael

J.,

Department of Zoology, School of Biological

Sciences, University of Nottingham, University Park.

England,

Dow ling, John

of Connecticut Health Center,

Department of Anatomy. Farmington Ave., Farmington. CT 06032
Corliss, John O.. P. O. Box 53008. Albuquerque. NM 87153
Cornell, Neal W., Marine Biological Laboratory,

5

DeSimone, Douglas W., Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology.
Box 439, Health Sciences Center, University of Virginia.

NG7 2RD,

10017

J., LIniversity

1

De Weer,

1

NY

1

Henry A., Jr., Department of Chemistry. Trinity College.
300 Summit Street, Hartford. CT 06106

Charlottesville,

Avenue H, Brooklyn. NY 1210
Collier, Marjorie McCann, Biology Department, Saint Peter's College,
2641 Kennedy Boulevard, Jersey City, NJ 07306
Cook, Joseph A., The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation. 250 Park
York,

MA 02

School, Boston.

Deltbarn. Wolf-Dietrich, Department of Pharmacology, School of
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02543
Smith, Ralph

St.,

NY

MA

Summers, William

Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Division, Oak Ridge. TN 37831

Skinner, Dorothy M.,

2009, Biology

2235 25th

Strickler, J. Rudi, Center for Great

Department of Ophthalmology, New York
University Medical Center, 550 First Avenue, New York. NY

Siegel, Irwin M.,

Silver,

St.

MO 63 110

Steinberg, Malcolm. Department of Biology, Princeton University,

19141

Shaver, Gaius R., Ecosystems Center, Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole,
02543

Shepard, David

Steinacker, Antoinette, Dept. of Otolaryngology, Washington
University. School of Medicine, Box 8115. 4566 Scott Avenue,
Louis,

Shapiro, Herbert, 6025 North 13th
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I.,

Sorenson, Martha M., Depto de Bioquimica-RFRJ. Centro de
Ciencias da Saude-I. C. B., Cidade Universitaria-Fundad, Rio de

Mary Anne, Department of
University, Ypsilanti, MI 48197

Sydlik,

Biology, Eastern Michigan

Szent-Gyorgyi, Andrew, Department of Biology. Brandeis University,
Bassine 244. 415 South Street. Waltham,
02254

MA

Szuts, Ete Z., Laboratory of Sensory Physiology, Marine Biological

Laboratory,

Woods

Hole.

MA 02543

Janeiro, Brasil 21.910

Speck, William

T.,

Department of Pediatrics. Case Western Reserve
OH 44106

University, Cleveland,

Spector, Abraham, College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Columbia
630 West 168th Street, New York, NY 10032
Speer, John W., Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA
02543
University,

Sperelakis, Nicholas, Department of Physiology & Biophysics,
45267-0576
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

OH

Spiegel, Evelyn,

Department of Biological Sciences, Dartmouth
NH 03755

College, Hanover,

Department of Biological Sciences. Dartmouth
College, Hanover, NH 03755

Spiegel, Melvin,

Spray, David C., Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Department of
Neurosciences. 1300 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx,
10461

NY

John Hyslop, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Hole, MA 02543

Steele,

Institution,

Woods

Tabares, Lucia,

411009

AVDA.

Department of Physiology, Sanchez, Pizjuan

Spain
Tamm, Sidney L., Boston University Marine Program. Marine
02543
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole.
4,

Seville,

MA

Tanzer, Marvin

Department of Oral Biology, Medical School,
University of Connecticut, Farmington, CT 06032

Tasaki,

Rm.

Ichiji,

L.,

Laboratory of Neurobiology,

2B-16. Bethesda,

NIMH/NIH,

Bldg. 36,

MD 20892

Taylor, Douglass L., Center for Fluorescence Research, Carnegie

Mellon University, 440 Fifth Avenue. Pittsburgh, PA 15213
John M., Department of Biology, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543

Teal,

Telfer, \\ illiam H.,

Department of Biology, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
Telzer, Bruce,

CA

9

1

7

1

I

PA

19104

Department of Biology, Pomona College, Claremont,
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Thorndike,
St.,

W.

Nicholas, Wellington

Management Company. 28

State

MA 02 109

Boston.

Trager, William, Rockefeller University, 1230 York Ave.,
10021

New

Webb, H. Marguerite, Marine

York,

Travis, D. M., Veterans Administration Medical Center, 2101

ND

Elm

Maple Avenue, Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Thomas, 25 Grove St.. Wellesley, MA 02 8
Trinkaus, J. Philip, Department of Biology. Box 6666, Yale
University, New Haven, CT 065
1

1

Weiss, Dieter G., Institut fur Zoologie. Technische Universitat

Department of Animal Biology, School of Veterinary

Weiss, Leon

Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine,
Boston University. 80 East Concord St., Boston. MA 02 8

Weiss, Paul A., Address

Tucker, Edward

B.,

1

CUNY,

17 Lexington Ave.,

New

York,

NY

of Comparative

Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46656

The

Westerfield, R. Monte,

Oregon, Eugene,

OR

Wigley, Roland

L.,
B.,

Woods

35 Wilson Road,

Medical Biology

Pines Road, La Jolla.

Ueno, Hiroshi, Department of Biochemistry. The Rockefeller
University. 1230 York Ave.. New York. NY 10021

CA

Hole,

Institute.

I

Laboratory,

MA

92037

1

1

University Medical Center, 550 First Ave.,

OR

Vincent, Walter S., 16 F. R. Lillie Road,

Vogel, Steven

S.,

LBM, NIDDK/NIH,

Woods

MA

Hole,

\\orgul, Basil V., Department of Ophthalmology,

02543
Bethesda.

West 168th

University, 630

W'u,

St.,

New

York,

LIniversity Medical School, Chicago, IL

New

NY

York,

300 East 54th

10032

6061

1

R.,

Cell Biology.

10022

MA

Yeh, Jay Z., Department of Pharmacology. Northwestern University
Medical School. Chicago. IL 6061

St.

1

FL 32086

Wang, Ching Chung, Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry,
University of California, San Francisco,

Warner, Robert

C.,

CA

Zigman, Seymour, School of Medicine and Dentistry. LIniversity of
Rochester. 260 Cnttenden Blvd., Rochester, NY 14620

94143

Department of Molecular Biology and
CA 92717

Zigmond, Richard E., Center for Neurosciences, School of Medicine,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland. OH 44106

Biochemistry. University of California, Irvine,

Warren, Kenneth S., Maxwell Communications Corp., 866 Third
Avenue. New York. NY 10022

Zimmerberg, Joshua
20892

Warren, Leonard, Wistar Institute, 36th and Spruce
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Zottoli,

\\aterbury, John B., Department of Biology.

Streets,

Woods Hole

J.,

J.,

NIH,

Bldg. 12A.

Room

2007, Bethesda,

MD

Department of Biology. Williams College,
01267

MA

S., Neurobiology Division, Department of Molecular
and Cellular Biology, University of California. Berkeley, CA 94720
Zukin, Ruth Suzanne, Department of Neuroscience, Albert Einstein

Zucker, Robert

MA

Woods

MA 02543

Associate

Steven

Williamstown,

02543
Oceanographtc Institution, Woods Hole,
Watson, Stanley, Associates of Cape Cod, Inc., P. O. Box 224,
Hole,

Columbia

Department of Physiology and
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045

St..

02543
Wall, Betty, 9 George St.. Woods Hole.
Wallace, Robin A., Whitney Laboratory, 9505 Ocean Shore Blvd.,
Augustine,

NY

Chau Hsiung, Department of Pharmacology. Northwestern

Wyttenbach, Charles
for Microbiology.

10016

J.. Department of Biological Sciences. Carnegie
Mellon University, 440 Fifth Ave.. Pittsburgh, PA 15213

MD 20894
Waksman, Byron, Foundation

NY

\\olken, Jerome

Biophysics.

Rm. 9B04.

York,

Wolfe, Ralph, Department of Microbiology, 131 Burrill Hall,
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801

97331-6503

Bldg. 10,

New York

NY

Group. Worcester Foundation for
Experimental Biology, Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Valois, John, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA 02543
State University. Corvallis,

New

Wittenberg, Jonathan B., Department of Physiology and Biophysics,
Albert Einstein College, 1300 Morris Park Ave.. Bronx,
01461

Vallee, Richard, Cell Biology

Oregon

02543

Wilson, T. Hastings. Department of Physiology, Harvard Medical
5
02
School, Boston,

Marine Program, Marine Biological
02543

Van Holde, kensal. Department of Biochemistry and

MA

1077 North Torrey

\\ilkovsky, Paul, Department of Ophthalmology,

MA

of

Institute of Neuroscience. LIniversity

97403

MA 02543
Wilson, Darcy

Hole,

First

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,

V\ hittaker, J. Richard,

Department of Anatomy, Bowman Gray School of
Medicine, Wake Forest University. Winston-Salem. NC 27103

Tytell. Michael.

Woods

19104

Jerusalem, Israel

MA

02138
Zoology. Harvard University. Cambridge.
Tvteedell, Kenyon S., Department of Biological Sciences, University of

Valiela, Ivan, Boston University

PA

unknown

Weissmann, Gerald, New York University Medical Center. 550
Avenue. New York, NY 10016
Werman, Robert, Neurobiology Unit, The Hebrew University,

1

10010

Museum

P.,

Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Department of Natural Sciences. Baruch College,

Turner, Ruth D., Mollusk Department,

FRG

Munchen. 8046 Garching,

1

Department of Environmental Medicine, College of
Medicine. New York University. New York, NY 10016
F.,

PA

Weidner, Earl, Department of Zoology and Physiology, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803

1

Troll, Walter,

Troxler, Robert

Hole.

School of Medicine. University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia.
19066

Biology, 222

1

Woods

Weber, Annemarie, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics,

58102

Treistman, Steven N., Worcester Foundation for Experimental
Trigg, D.

Biological Laboratory.

MA 02543

NY

Street, Fargo,

G., Department of Neurology, LCI 708. Yale
School of Medicine. 333 Cedar Street. New Haven. CT 06510

Waxman, Stephen

College of Medicine, 1300 Morris Park Ave., Bronx,

NY

10461

Members
Dean

Ackroyd, Dr. Frederick W.

Allard. Dr.

Adams, Dr. Paul
Adelberg, Mrs. Edward A.
Ahearn. Mr. and Mrs. David
Alden, Mr. John M.

Allen, Miss Camilla K.
Allen. Dr.

Nina

J. Gregory
Anderson. Drs. James L. and

Helene M.

S.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Amon. Mr. Carl H. Jr.
Allison.

Anderson, Mr.

C.. Jr.

F.

Antonucci. Dr. Robert V.

Armstrong. Dr. and Mrs. Samuel
C.

Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. Seneca

Arnold, Mrs. Lois

Andrews. Dr. Edwin

Arvin, Ms. Kara L.

J.

Members
Ashworth, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Aspinwall. Mr. and Mrs. Duncan

Buxton. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce E.

Crossley. Miss Helen

Buxton. Mr.

Crowell. Dr. and Mrs. Sears

Atwood. Dr. and Mrs. Kimball

Cadwalader, Mr. George
Calkins, Mr. G. N., Jr.

C

.

Ill

E.

Brewster

Eagles, Mr. Everett E.

Carlton, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow

Ball,

Ballantine, Dr.

and Mrs. H.

T.,

Jr.

Case. Mrs. James

Decker. Dr.

Chaet. Mrs. Alfred

DeMello, Mr. John

Banks. Ms. Jamie

Chevalier. Mr. Randall H.

Banks, Mr. and Mrs. William L.

Child. Dr.

Thomas

Chase. Mr.

and Mrs. Frank M.,

W.

W.

Sallie

Church. Dr. Wesley
Claff, Mr. and Mrs. Mark

Bator. Mrs. Frances B.

Baum. Mr. Richard T.
Baylor, Drs. Edward and Martha
Beckman. Mrs. Barbara

Clark, Dr. and Mrs. Arnold

Beers, Mrs. Yardley

Clark, Mr. and Mrs. John

Clark, Mr.

Bennett. Drs. Michael and Ruth

Bernheimer, Drs. Alan

W. and

Jr.

Clark. Dr. Peter L.

and Mrs. Norman

Bigelow. Mr. and Mrs. Robert O.
Bihrle, Dr. William

Clowes. Mr. Allen

Bishop, Mrs. John
Bleck. Dr.

Thomas

W.

B.

Blumefeld, Ms. Olga

Boche, Mr. Robert

Bodeen. Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Boettiger. Dr. and Mrs. Edward

G.
Bolton. Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas

Bonn. Mr. Theodore H.
Borg, Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
Borgese. Dr. and Mrs.

F.

Thomas

Bowles, Dr. and Mrs. Francis

P.

Bradley, Dr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Bradley, Mr. Richard

Brown. Mrs. Frank
Brown. Mr. James

Brown. Dr. and Mrs. Thornton
Broyles, Dr. Robert H.

Goldman. Mrs. Mary

A.
B.

Dudley, Dr. Patricia
Dugan, Mr. and Mrs. William

P.

Goldring. Mr. Michael
Goldstein, Dr. and Mrs. Moise
H., Jr.

Goodgal, Dr. Sol H.
Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Gould. Miss Edith

Ebert, Dr.

and Mrs. James D.

Grace, Miss

Egloff. Dr.

and Mrs.

Grant, Mrs. Philip
Grassle, Mrs. J. K.

F. R. L.

and Mrs. George

Priscilla B.

Greene, Mrs. Davis Crane

Jr.

and Mrs. Ray

Noah and Mosher,

Greenberg,

Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
Farley. Miss Joan

Griffin. Mrs.

Collum. Mrs. Peter

Farmer, Miss Mary
Faull. Mr. J. Horace.

Grosch, Dr. and Mrs. Daniel

LeBaron

Colt. Dr.

C.. Jr.

W.

Estabrooks. Mr.

Gordon

Diane

L.

Greer. Mr. and Mrs.

C.

Griffith. Dr.

Gross. Mrs.

Jr.

Fausch, Mr. David
J.

Ferguson. Dr. and Mrs. James

J..

Jr.

Cook. Dr. and Mrs. Paul W..
Copel, Mrs. Marcia N.

Jr.

Fisher,

Mr. Frederick

Fisher. Dr.

Eugene

S., Ill

and Mrs. Saul H.

Fluck, Mr. Richard A.

Copeland. Mr. Frederick C.
Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. Preston

Donald

P.
F.,

Ill

Cowan, Ms. Stacy
Cowling, Mr. John

Folino. Mr.

John W.,

and Mrs.

Hall,

Mr. Peter A.

Hall,

Mr. Warren C.

Jr.

O.

Hamstrom, Miss Mary Elizabeth

Ford. Mr. John H.

Harrington. Mr. Robert D.,

Fowlkes. Mr. Aaron
Francis, Mr. Lewis W., Jr.

Harrington. Mr. Robert B.
Harvey, Dr. and Mrs. Richard B.

Frenkel. Dr. Krystyna

Hassett, Mr.

Fnbourgh. Dr. James H.

Hastings. Dr. and Mrs.

Hathaway. Ms. Elizabeth

Frosch. Dr. and Mrs. Robert A.

Haubrich, Mr. Robert R.

Fye, Mrs. Paul M.

Hay, Mr. John
Hays, Dr. David

Bunts. Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.

Crane, Mrs. John O.

Gabriel, Dr. and Mrs. Mordecai

Heaney, Mr. John D.

Burt, Mrs. Charles E.

Crane, Josephine

Burwell, Dr. and Mrs. E.

Crane, Mr.

Crosby, Miss Carol

Langdon
Bush. Dr. Louise
Butler, Dr.

Foundation
S.

Dore

Cross, Mr.

and Mrs. Norman C.

Crossley, Miss

Dorothy

J.

Woodland
F. B.

J.

L.

Jr.

and Mrs. Charles

Funkhouser. Dr. John

B.,

S.

Halvorson. Dr. and Mrs. Harlyn

Cramer, Mr. and Mrs. Ian D. W.

Thomas

Herold

Gunning, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Haakonsen, Dr. Harry O.
Hadamard, Dr. Antoine F.

Crain. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C.

B.

B.

Mona

Buckely, Mr. George D.

Buck, Dr. and Mrs. John

H., Jr.

Forbes, Mr. John M.

Friendship Fund
Fries. Dr. and Mrs. E.
L.

W.

Robert W.

Haigh. Mr. and Mrs. Richard H.

Fisher, Mrs. B. C.

Copeland. Dr. and Mrs. D.

Cowling, Dr. Vincent
Crabb, Mr. and Mrs. David

Browne. Dr. John M.

Glenn, Mr. Gary
Gmeiner, Mr. and Mrs. John

Cohen, Mrs. Seymour S.
Coleman, Drs. John and Annette

Cowan, Mr. and Mrs. James

Brown. Mrs. Neil
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. T. A.

Mrs. Charles

Epstein, Mr.

Costello, Mrs.

A., Jr.

Glazebrook. Mrs. James R.

Drummey. Mr. and

S.

and Mrs. H. Bentley

Cobb, Dr. Jewel P.
Coburn, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence

S.

Brown. Ms. Cornelia

Dreyer. Mrs. Frank

Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Glazebrook, Mr. James G.

Eppel, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley

Jr.

Cook, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
C.

Glass. Dr.

Enos, Mr. Edward.

Connell. Mr. and Mrs.

Boettiger, Mrs. Julie

Donovan. Mr. David L.
Dorman. Dr. and Mrs. Craig

Engles. Mr.

W.

Clowes, Mrs. G. H. A..

Mr. William R.

Glad, Mr. Robert

L.

Bicker. Mr. Alvin

Bird,

Gillette.

Donnette, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

DuPont. Mr. A. Felix. Jr.
Dutton, Mr. and Mrs. Roderick

J.

Clowes Fund, Inc.
Clowes, Dr. and Mrs. Alexander

Bernstein. Mr.

Dierolf. Dr. Shirley H.

DuBois, Dr. and Mrs. Arthur

Clement. Mrs. Anthony C.
Cloud. Dr. Laurence P.

Harriet P.

Gildea, Dr. Margaret C. L.

Drummey, Mr. Todd

James McC.

Clarke, Dr. Barbara

and Mrs. C. John

Claire

Dickson. Dr. William A.

E.

Hays

Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy,

Mr. Tasos

Berg, Mr.

Clark. Mr. and Mrs.

M.

and Mrs. Cameron

and Mrs. Prosser
Gilbert, Drs. Daniel L. and
Gilford. Dr.

DiBerardino, Dr. Marie A.

Ill

Chisholm, Dr.

Jr.

Barrows. Mrs. Albert

H.
Giffbrd, Mr.

F.

DiCecca, Dr. and Mrs. Charles

H.

L.,

Gewecke, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas

Day. Mr. and Mrs. Pomeroy

Raymond

and Mrs. Sydney
Gephard. Mr. Stephen
Gerhard, Mrs. Sylvia K.
German. Dr. and Mrs. James
Gellis, Dr.

Ill

Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Joel P.

Chandler, Mr. Robert

Barlow, Dr. and Mrs. Robert B.

and Mrs. Bruce G.

Davidson. Dr. Morton

Case. Mrs. Barbara L.

Bang, Mrs. Frederik B.
Bang. Miss Molly

Belesir,

Daniels, Mr.

G.

Mrs. Enc G.

Gault, Ms. Christine
L.

Daignault, Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander T.

Campbell, Mrs. David G.
Carlson. Dr. and Mrs. Francis

Baker, Mrs. C. L.

Garfield, Miss Eleanor

Cumer, Mr. and Mrs. David

Backus, Mrs. Nell

Ayers. Mrs. Donald
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Hedberg. Mrs. Frances

Gagnon, Mr. Michael
Gaiser. Mrs. David W.

Hersey. Mrs. George L.

Gallagher. Mr. Robert O.

Hiatt. Dr.

Garcia, Dr. Ignacio

Hichar. Dr. Barbara

Hedberg, Dr. Mary

and Mrs. Howard
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Hill,

Mrs. Samuel E.

Mastroianni, Dr. and Mrs. Luigi,

Kroll, Dr. Peter

Stephen W.

Nathan B.
Hobble, Dr. and Mrs. John
Hocker, Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Hodge, Dr. and Mrs. Stuart

Kufller, Mrs.

Hodosh, Mrs. Helen

Lahner, Mrs. Alta

Hokin, Mr. Richard

Holmes, Mrs. George
Hornor, Mr. Townsend

Hirschfeld, Mrs.

Horwitz, Dr. and Mrs.

Laderman, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra

Norman

C. G.

Mauzerall. Mrs. Miriam

Pearce, Dr. John B.

Larmon, Mr. Jay
Lash, Ms. Rebecca
Laster, Dr. and Mrs. Leonard

McClane. Mrs. Louise
McCusker, Mr. and Mrs. Paul T.

Pearson, Mrs. Oscar H.

McElroy, Mrs. Nella W.
Mcllwain. Dr. Susan G.

Pendergast, Mrs. Claudia

S.

Marc

L. L.

Melillo, Dr.

Leach, Dr. and Mrs. Berton
Leatherbee, Mrs. John H.

Metz, Dr. and Mrs. Charles

LeBlond. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

J.

Hyde, Mr. and Mrs. Robinson
Hynes, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.,

LeFevre, Dr. Marian E.

Miller,

Inoue. Dr. and Mrs. Shinya

and Mrs.

Issokson, Mr.

Israel

Jackson, Miss Elizabeth B.
Jaffe,

F.

Charles

W.

Mills. Mrs.

Leprohon. Mr. Joseph
Levine, Mr. Joseph

Mizell, Dr.

Jewett, G. F.. Foundation

Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen R.

and Mrs. G. F., Jr.
Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

Libbin, Mr.

Jewett, Mr.

Light,

Jones, Mrs. Barbara
Jones, Mr.

W.

and Mrs. DeWitt

Robert

Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick,
Jones, Mr. Fredericks..

Jordan, Dr. and Mrs. Edwin
Juterbock, Mrs. Barbara

P.

J.

Kaan, Dr. Helen W.
Kahn. Dr. Harry S.
Kahler, Mrs. Robert W.

Karush, Dr. and Mrs. Fred

R

Kendall. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
E.

Keosian, Mrs. Jessie

Keoughan, Miss Patricia
Ketchum, Mrs. Paul
Richard

L.

Kirschenbaum, Mrs. Donald
Kissam, Mr. and Mrs. William

M.
Kivy. Dr. and Mrs. Peter
Roller. Dr. Lewis R.

Korgen, Dr. Ben

J.

Kraco, Ms. Karen

and Mrs. Edward

Montgomery, Mrs. Raymond
Moore, Drs. John and Betty

B.

Press, Dr.

Frank

Proskauer, Mr. Joseph H.

Proskauer, Mr. Richard

Amy

Prosser, Dr.

L.. Jr.

and Mrs. C. Ladd

Morse, Dr. M. Patricia

Psaledakis, Mr. Nicholas

Moul. Mrs. Edwin T.
Munson, Mr. William

Psychoyos, Dr. Alexandre
Putnam, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Ray
Putnam, Mr. and Mrs. William
A., Ill

Rankin, Mrs. John

Raymond,

Lovering, Mr. Richard C.
Low, Miss Doris

Nace, Mr. Paul

Reese. Miss Bonnie

MacLeish, Mrs. Margaret
MacNary, Mr. B. Glenn

Kavaru, Dr. Madhav

and Mrs. Keith R.
and Mrs. Aubrey

Pothier, Dr.

Nace, Dr. and Mrs. Paul

K.

Karplus. Mrs. Alan K.

Pointe, Mr. Charles
Porter, Dr.

Myles-Tochko, Drs. Christina
and John

LI.

MacNichol. Dr. and Mrs.

Edward

F.. Jr.

J.

F., Jr.

Regis. Ms. A.

Reingold, Mr. Stephen C.
Reynolds, Mrs. George

Nelson. Dr. and Mrs. Leonard
Nelson, Dr. Pamela

Newton. Mr. William E.
Nickerson. Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew

Norris, Mr.

Mahler, Mrs. Henry
Mahler. Mrs. Suzanne

Norton. Mrs.

Mansworth, Miss Marie

O'Connell, Dr. and Mrs. Clifford

Manual, Dr.

Offenback, Dr. Jack A.

and Mrs. Barry
and Mrs. John A.

Norris, Mr. William

Thomas

M.
Ricca. Dr.

and Mrs. Renato A.

O'Herron, Mr. and Mrs.

Marsh. Dr. and Mrs. Julian

Olszowka, Dr. Janice S.
O'Neil, Mr. and Mrs. Barry T.
O'Rand, Mr. and Mrs. Michael

and Mrs. Harold
John R.

Riley. Dr.

Monica

Robb, Mrs. Alison A.

Roberts, Mr. Mervin F.

Robertson, Mrs. C.

W.

Robinson. Dr. Denis M.
Robinson, Mr. John G.

Jonathan

O'Sullivan, Dr.

Riina, Mr.

Roberts, Miss Jean
J.

Maples, Dr. Philip B.
Marken, Mrs. Madeline

Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Appleton

Reynolds, Dr. John L.
Reynolds. Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Righter, Mr.

E.

Norris, Mr.

Kathy

Rezmkoff, Mrs. Paul

L.

Maher, Miss Anne Camille

C.

S.

Dr. Samuel

Neall, Mr. William G.

Norman Foundation

Martyna. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Raphael, Ms. Ellen

Naugle, Mr. John E.

Maddigan, Mrs. Thomas
Magee, Ms. Chris

Isabelle

F.

Mr. and Mrs. John

Edward
Londergan, Mr. Bob
Lovell. Mr. and Mrs. Holhs R.
Loessel, Mrs.

Lowengard, Mrs. Joseph
Mackey. Mr. and Mrs. William

Benjamin
Kanellopoulos, Mrs. Barbara

Kinnard, Mrs.

F.

Raymond W.

Pointe. Mr. Albert

Murchelano, Dr. Robert
Murray, Mr. David M.

Lloyd. Mr. and Mrs. James

Lowe, Dr. and Mrs. Charles

Kaminer, Dr. and Mrs.

Kelleher. Mr. and Mrs. Paul

II

Loeb, Mrs. Robert

Ill

S.

E.

Plough. Ms. Frances
Plough. Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Plough, Mrs. Harold H.

and Mrs. Merle
Monroy. Mrs. Alberto
Montgomery, Dr. and Mrs.

Morgan, Miss

and Mrs.

Mr. Richard

Pteiffer,

Mixer, Mrs. Florence E.

Morse, Mrs. Charles

P.

Livingstone, Mr. and Mrs.

C..

Ill

Kravilz. Dr.

Edwin M.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W.

Lindner, Mr. Timothy
Little. Mrs. Elbert

L.

Petty,

Charles H.

Mortimer

Levitz, Dr.

Wistar

Peterson, Mr.

Margaret A.

Mirro, Dr. Robert

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

Peterson, Mr.

Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. E. Joel

Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Lehman. Miss Robin
Lenher, Dr. and Mrs. Samuel

Levine, Dr. and Mrs. Rachmiel

Dr. and Mrs. Ernst R.
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Certificate of Organization

Articles of

Amendment

MBL

Bylaws of the

Certificate
(On

Articles

of Organization

File in the Office of the Secretary of the

(On

Commonwealth)

of Amendment

We, James D.

Commonweallh)

of the Secretary of the

File in the Office

Ebert. President,

and David Shepro. Clerk of the Marine Biological

the following

Woods Hole. Massachusetts 02543, do hereby certify that
amendment to the Articles of Organization of the Corporation was

duly adopted

at a

Laboratory, located at

No. 3170

We. Alpheus Hyatt. President. William Stanford Stevens. Treasurer, and William
T. Sedgwick. Edward G. Gardiner. Susan Mims and Charles Sedgwick Mmot being

meeting held on August

1975, by vote of 444

members, being

qualified to vote in the meeting of the corporation:

a majority of the Trustees of the Marine Biological Laboratory in compliance with
the requirements of the fourth section of chapter one hundred and fifteen of the

Voted: That the Certificate of Organization of this corporation be and
amended by the addition of the following provisions:

Public Statutes do hereby certify that the following is a true copy of the agreement
of association to constitute said Corporation, with the names of the subscribers

"No

thereto:

Officer, Trustee or
liable for the

Member

Corporate

payment

ments, activities or

it

hereby

is

of the corporation shall be personally

or satisfaction of any obligation or liabilities incurred

as a result of, or otherwise in connection with,

are hereto subscribed, do, by this agreement, associate ourselves
with the intention to constitute a Corporation according to the provisions of the

We. whose names

affairs

any commitments, agree-

of the corporation.

"Except as otherwise specifically provided by the Bylaws of the corporation, meetings
of the Corporate Members of the corporation may be held anywhere in

chapter of the Public Statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and the Acts in amendment thereof and in addition thereto.

one hundred and

adjourned to August 29.
of its members legally

15, 1975, as

at least two-thirds

fifteenth

the United States.

"The Trustees of the corporation may make, amend or
The name by which the Corporation

shall

known

be

repeal the Bylaws of the
thereof
corporation in whole or in part, except with respect to any provisions
which shall by law, this Certificate or the bylaws of the corporation, require

is

THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

action by the Corporate

The purpose

for

which the Corporation

is

constituted

is

to establish

and maintain

The foregoing amendment

a laboratory or station for scientific study and investigations, and a school for
instruction in biology and natural history.

The

place within which the Corporation

is

established or located

is

its

capital stock

is

become

effective

when

these articles of amendment

Chapter 180. Section 7 of the General Laws unless
these articles specify, in accordance with the vote adopting the amendment, a later
effective date not more than thirty days after such filing, in which event the amendare filed in accordance with

the city of

Boston within said Commonwealth.

The amount of

will

Members."

ment

will

become

effective

on such

later date.

none.

we have hereunto set our hands, this twenty seventh day of
Samuel
February in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, Alpheus Hyatt,
William
Mills. William T. Sedgwick, Edward G. Gardiner. Charles Sedgwick Minot.
G. Farlow, William Stanford Stevens, Anna D. Phillips, Susan Mims, B. H. Van
In Witness Whereof,

In Witness whereof ami

names

this

Under the Penalties of Perjury, we have hereto signed our
in the year 1975. James D. Ebert, President:

2nd day of September,

David Shepro, Clerk.
(Approved on October 24, 1975, as

follows:

of amendment and. the filing fee in the amount
of $10 having been paid, said articles are deemed to have been filed with me this

Vleck.

I

That the first meeting of the subscribers to said agreement was held on the thirteenth
day of March in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-eight.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto signed our names, this thirteenth day of

hereby approve the within

articles

24th day of October. 1975.

in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-eight. Alpheus Hyatt. President.
William Stanford Stevens, Treasurer, Edward G. Gardiner. William T. Sedgwick.

March

Paul Guzzi

Secrelan of the Commonwealth)

Susan Mims. Charles Sedgwick Minot.

(Approved on March 20. 1888 as follows:
/ hereby a-mfr that it appears upon an examination of the within written

certificate

Bylaws of the Corporation of the
Marine Biological Laboratory

and the records of the corporation duly submitted to my inspection, that the reand
quirements of sections one, two and three of chapter one hundred and fifteen,
sections eighteen, twenty and twenty-one of chapter one hundred and six, of the
Public Statutes, have been complied with and

twentieth day of

1

hereby approve said certificate

March A.D. eighteen hundred and

this

(Revised August 17, 1990)

eighty-eight.

are
(These Brians hem' been e.\lensirely amended by the Board ol Trustees and
not approved by
\ubieel lo approval br the Corporation II these amendments are
the Corporation, the existing Bylaws mil then remain in place.)

Charles Endicott

Commissioner

of Corporations)
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Bylaws of the Corporation 69
ARTICLE

annually elect a President of the Corporation who shall also be the Vice Chairman
of the Board and Vice Chairman of meetings of the Corporation. They shall annually

THE CORPORATION

I

Name ami Purpose. The name

of the Corporation shall be The Marine BioLaboratory The Corporation's purpose shall be to establish and maintain
laboratory or station for scientific study and investigation and a school for in-

A

logical
i

and natural

struction in biology

B

history.
shall not discriminate

on the basis of

in
age, religion, color, race, national or ethnic origin, sex or sexual preference

on employment and administration or

ARTICLE

in

its

its

educational and other programs.

MEMBERSHIP

II

in

They

shall elect a Clerk,

They

shall elect Trustees-at-Large as specified in this Article IV.

of 65 years prior to the dale of the appointment. They may choose such other
officers and agents as they shall think best. They may fix the compensation of all

and agents of the Corporation and may remove them at any time. They
vacancies occurring in any of the offices. The Board shall have the power

conditions and in accordance with such procedures, not inconsistent with law or
these Bylaws, as may be determined by the Board- At any regular or special meeting

V. and to delegate to such

new Members. Any Member may vote at any
person or by proxy executed no more than three

elect

meeting of the Members either in
months prior to the date of such meeting. Except as otherwise limited therein,
proxies shall entitle the persons named therein to vote at any adjournment of such
meeting, but shall not he valid after final adjournment of such meeting. Proxies
need not be sealed or attested and proxy purported to be executed by or on behalf

Member

of a

entitled to vote shall be

deemed

valid unless challenged at or

poor

death or resignation unless earlier
removed with or without cause by the affirmative vote of two-thirds ot the Trustees
then in office. Any Member who has retired from his or her home institution may.
to

its

Members

exercise.

shall serve until their

on written request to the Corporation, be designated a Life Member.
shall not have the right to vote and shall not be assessed for dues.

6 Meetings The annual meeting

of the

Members

shall

Life

Members

be held on the Friday

following the second Tuesday in August of each year, at the Laboratory of the
Corporation in Woods Hole. Massachusetts, at 9:30 a.m. If no annual meeting is
held in accordance with the foregoing provision, a special meeting

may be

held in

annual meeting, and in such case all references
in these Bylaws, except in this Article II. B., to the annual meeting of the Members
shall be deemed to refer to such special meeting. Members shall transact business
thereof with the

lieu

as

may

same

come

properly

effect as the

before the meeting. Special meetings of the

Chairman or

quorum

the smallest

the Trustees,

and

shall

of Members required for a vote

to

fill

upon any matter

at the

annual

meeting of the Members, to be held at such time and place as may be designated.
The Chairman of the Board shall preside at all meetings of the Corporation.

own number as provided in Article
Committee such of their own powers as they may deem

choose an Executive Committee from their

expedient

in

addition to those powers conferred by Article V.

They

shall,

from

Corporation upon such terms and conditions
as they shall have determined, not inconsistent with law or these Bylaws.
B Composition and Election. There shall be four groups of Trustees:
time to time,

Members

elect

to the

Trustees (the "Corporate Trustees") elected by the Members according to
such procedures, not inconsistent with these Bylaws, as the Trustees shall have
determined. Except as provided below, such Trustees shall be divided into four
classes of six, one class to be elected each year to serve for a term of four years.

Such

1

1

(

by the year of expiration of their respective terms.
Nominees for Trustees-at-Large shall be

classes shall be designated

(2) Trustees ("Trustees-at-Large").

introduced

annual meeting of the Corporation for subsequent election by

at the

the Board according to such procedures, not inconsistent with these Bylaws, as the
Trustees shall have determined. Such Trustees-at-Large shall be divided into four
classes of four Trustees,

Such

years.

one

class to be elected

for elections as

ol lour

shall

be individuals

who have

not been considered

Corporate Trustees.

Trustees e\ offiao shall be the Chairman, the President, the Treasurer,

(3)

and the Director of the Laboratory.

the Clerk

Trustees emeriti shall include any

(4)

her

each year to serve for a term

by the year of expiration of their respective
unless otherwise determined by the Trustees for

classes shall be designated

terms. It is contemplated that,
good reason. Trustees-at-Large.

Members may

be called by the Clerk, or in
the case of the death, absence, incapacity or refusal by the Clerk, by any other
officer, upon written application of Members representing at least ten percent of
be called by the

They

appoint a Director of the Laboratory for a term not to exceed five years,
provided the term shall not exceed one year, if the candidate has attained the age

may

may

of Massachusetts

shall

officers

of the Board, the Board

shall be a resident

shall serve a

Members. The Members of the Corporation ("Members") shall consist of
persons elected by the Board of Trustees (the "Board"), upon such terms and
I

who

term of four years. Eligibility for re-election of the Clerk shall be
accordance with the content of this Article IV as applied to Corporate or Board

and

Trustees.

Sondtscntninalion The Corporation

policies

elect a Treasurer.

home

institution

or she has served at

Member who

has retired from his or

and has requested to serve as a Trustee emeritus provided he
least two terms as a Trustee. A Trustee ex officio is eligible to

ementus provided he or she has served as Trustee e\ officio for
ex ofticio and emeriti shall have all the nghts of the

serve as a Trustee

at least eight years. Trustees

Trustees, except that Trustees emeriti shall not have the right to vote.

Notice of Meetings. Notice of any annual meeting or special meeting of
Members, if necessary, shall be given by the Clerk by mailing notice of the time

(5) The total number of Corporate Trustees and Trustees-at-Large elected in
any year (excluding Trustees elected to fill vacancies which do not result from
expiration of a term) shall not exceed ten. The number of Trustees-at-Large so

days before such meeting to

elected shall not exceed four and, unless otherwise determined by vote of the Trustees,

C

and place and purpose of such meeting
each

Member

D

at his or her address as

ll'u/ivr ol

Notice

Whenever

at least

1

5

shown on the records of the Corporation.

notice of a meeting

is

the

required to be given a

Member under any provision of the Articles or Organization or Bylaws of the
Corporation, a written waiver thereof, executed before of after the Meeting by such
Member,

or his or her duly authorized attorney, shall be

deemed equivalent

to

number of Corporate

shall

the

Trustees so elected shall not exceed

Newly

(6)

Board, but

may

elected Trustees shall take office at the February meeting of the
participate in discussions at intervening meetings following their

election, without voting rights.

E Adjournments Any meeting ot the Members may be adjourned to any other
time and place by the vote of a majority of those Members present or represented
at the meeting, whether or not such Members constitute a quorum, or by any officer

cessors are chosen

or represented.
unless no

which
II

E.

It

shall not

Member

is

be necessary to notify any

no Member

Members

is

present

of any adjournment

present or represented at the meeting which

is

adjourned, in

of the adjournment shall be given in accordance with Article
business which could have been transacted at any meeting of the Members

case, notice

Any

as originally called

may

be transacted

at

ARTICLE

III

C.
initial

shall be

an unincorporated group of persons (including associations and corporations)
and shall be organized and operated under the general

interested in the Laboratory

Laboratory

shall

The Associates of the Marine

Biological

have no voting nghts.

ARTICLE

IV

hold their respective offices until their suc-

Corporate Trustee or a Trustee-at-Large who has served an
two years' duration shall be eligible for re-election to a second

Eligibility

A

term of at

least

term, but shall be ineligible for re-election to any subsequent term until two years

have elapsed after he/she has
D Removal. Any Trustee

last

served as a Trustee.

may

be removed from

cause, by vote of a majority of the

all

Associates of the Marine Biological Laboratory

supervision and authority of the Trustees.

shall

Members

office at

any time without

entitled to vote in the election of

Trustees; or for cause, by vote of two-thirds of the Trustees then in office.

an adjournment thereof.

ASSOCIATES OF THE CORPORATION
The

The Trustees and officers
and quahfied.

(7)

may

l\\oiwies ol the Corporation.

Corporate Trustees

Members.

such notice.

entitled to preside at or to act as Clerk of such meeting, if

six.

always constitute a majority on the Board of those elected or approved by

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

be removed for cause only

of the Trustees or

Members

if

A

Trustee

notice of such action shall have been given to

entitled to vote, as the case

may

be. prior to the

meeting at which such action is to be taken and if the Trustee to be so removed
shall have been given reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard before the

body proposing

to

remove him or

her.

Board, unless and until filled by the Members
any annual or special meeting of the Members, may be filled by vote of a majority
of the remaining Trustees present at a meeting of Trustees at which a quorum is
present or by appointment of all of the Trustees if less than a quorum shall remain

E

I

'ticuncies

Any vacancy

in the

at

in office.

A

The Board of Trustees shall have the control and management of
the affairs of the Corporation. The Trustees shall annually elect a Chairman ot the
Board who shall serve until his or her successor is selected and qualified. They shall
Pon-ers

F.

Meetings.

The annual meeting of the Trustees shall be
Members at the Laboratory in Woods

the annual meeting of the

Special meetings of the Trustees

may

held promptly after
Hole, Massachusetts.

be called by the Chairman, the President or
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by any seven Trustees to be held

Chairman of the Board, when

Wntten

at

such time and place as

The

be designated.

may

present, shall preside overall meetings of the Trustees.

known

notice shall be sent to a Trustee's usual or last

place of residence

two weeks before the meeting. Notice of a meeting need not be given to

at least

any Trustee

if

a written waiver of notice executed by such Trustee before or after

the meeting

is

hied with the records of the meeting, or

the meeting without protesting prior thereto or at
notice given to

G Quorum

him or

if

such Trustee shall attend

commencement

its

be taken without a meeting

Members

shall constitute a

quorum

be permitted by law.

A

Enumeraiiiin The officers of the Corporation

transfer of title or long-term

Treasurer and Clerk as the Board

may

may determine, and

more

upon at a meeting of the Board only if presented and discussed at a pnor
meeting of the Board. Either meeting may be a special meeting and no less than
four weeks shall elapse between the two meetings. Any property acquired by the

of the Corporation.

Corporation after December I, 1989 may be sold with the pnor approval of not
less than two-thirds of the Trustees (other than any Trustee or Trustees with a
direct or indirect financial interest in the transaction being considered for approval)

are present at a regular or special meeting of the

Board

at

which there

is

a

and

a Director of the Laboratory.

assistant officers as the

Board

bond

Any two or more
Member or Trustee

Vice-Presidents, Assistant Treasurers or Assistant Clerks.

may

offices

a

officers

determine, including (without limitation) a Chairman of the Board, and one

or

acted

of a President, a

shall consist

Treasurer and a Clerk, and such other officers having the powers of President.

lease of real property held by the Corporation without pnor approval of not less
than two-thirds of the Trustees. Such real property transactions shall be finally

who

OFFICERS

VI

The Corporation may have such other
no

with the records of

of the Executive

at

(present in person or by proxy) shall consitute action on behalf of the

Transfers of Interests in Land. There shall be

filed

Committee or any other committee elected
by the Trustees may also participate in any meeting by means of a telephone conference call, or otherwise take action in such a manner as may. from time to time,
meetings.

ARTICLE
Members

Members of such committees consent

if all

wnting and such wntten consents are

her.

Twenty-five

Members.
//

may

to the action in

the lack of

any meeting.
Except as otherwise required by law or these Bylaws, the affirmative vole of a
majority of the Members voting in person or by proxy at a meeting attended by a

quorum

Trustees

same person. An

be held by the
If

officer

need not be a

required by the Trustees, any officer shall give the Corporation

performance of

lor the faithful

such amount and with

his or her duties in

such surety or sureties as shall be satisfactory to the Trustees.
B Tenure Except as otherwise provided by law. by the Articles of Organization
or by these Bylaws, the President. Treasurer,

and

all

other officers shall hold office

meeting of the Board following the annual meeting of Members and
thereafter, until his or her successor is chosen and qualified.
until the

first

Any officer may resign by delivenng his or her wntten resignation
Corporation at its principal office or to the President or Clerk and such
resignation shall be effective upon receipt unless it is specified to be effective at
some other time or upon the happening of some other event.
C.

quorum.

Resignation

to the

ARTICLE V

COMMITTEES

A Executive Committee The Executive Committee is hereby designated to consist
of not more than ten Trustees, including the t'.v n/licio Trustees (Chairman of the
Board. President. Treasurer, and Director of the Laboratory); and six additional
two of whom

Trustees,

shall

be elected by the Board each year, to serve for a three-

given, provided that an officer

Beginning with the
elected to serve

Members

elected for terms ending in 1990.

on the Executive Committee

Members

shall

one of the Trustees

is

E lummy A

be a Trustee-at-Large. Beginning

elected for terms ending in 1991. the Trustees will elect, to the

which a quorum

at

than a

The Chairman of the Board

shall act as

Chairman of the Executive Committee
shall

meet

at

such

times and places and upon such notice and appoint such subcommittees as the

Committee shall determine.
The Executive Committee

ha\e and

may

exercise

all

the powers of the

Board dunng the mter\als between meetings of the Board except those powers
from time to time, by vote of the Board or by law. The Executive
Committee may also appoint such committees, including persons who are not
specifically withheld,

Trustees, as

it

may. from time

respect to matters to be acted

The Executive Committee

to time,

shall

be reported to the Board.

shall also

keep appropnate minutes of its meetings, which
actions taken by the Executive Committee

Any

he reported to the Board.

terms of

office expire

(Chairman of the Board. President.

Committee-. Henerallv The Board shall have the power, by vote of a
majonty of the Trustees then in office, to elect an Investment Committee, a Nom-

Committee and any other committee and, by

or

all

of the Trustees

like vote, to delegate thereto

of the powers of the Board except those which by law. the Articles of

he Director shall be the chief operating officer and. unless otherwise

and a statement of

its affairs,

and

from time

shall,

require to be brought to

G.

Deputy

Direetor.

its

Director,

if

any. or

if

there shall be

//
in

may. from time to time, prescribe.
The President shall have the powers and duties

as the Trustees

r<e\ulenl

him or her by the Board.
/
Treasurer ami Assistant Treasurer The Treasurer

may be

shall, subject to

of the Trustees, have general charge of the financial
its

as

long-range financial planning, and shall

books of account. The Treasurer shall prepare a yearly report on the financial status
of the Corporation to be delivered at the annual meeting. The Treasurer shall also
prepare or oversee
Internal

Revenue

required by the

all filings

Service, or other Federal

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, the

and State Agencies. The account of the

from time

in the
(

conduct of its business, but, unless otherwise provided
be conducted as nearly as possible

rules, its business shall

same manner
Iciion',

as is provided by these Bylaws lor the Trustees
Without a Meeting Any action required or permitted to be taken

at

any meeting of the Executive Committee or any other committee elected by the

the direction

of the Corporation.
cause to be kept accurate

the Audit

Committee, together with such Trustees as may be required for not less
than two-thirds of the Investment Committee to consist of Trustees. Except as
otherwise provided by these Bylaws or determined by the Trustees, any such com-

vested

affairs

Treasurers in the order determined by the Trustees,

rules for the

more than

absence or disability of the Director, perform the duties and exercise the powers
of the Director and shall perform such other duties and shall have such other

The Investment Committee, which shall oversee the management of
the Corporation's endowment funds and marketable securities shall include as t'.v
n/fieio members, the Chairman of the Board, the Treasurer and the Chairman of

determine.

may make

all

may

notice.

The Deputy

Treasurer shall be audited annually by a certified public accountant.

mittee

Board

to time, report to the

matters within his or her knowledge which the interests of the Corporation

Organization or these Bylaws they are prohibited from delegating. The members
of any such committee shall have such tenure and duties as the Trustees shall

by the Trustees or in such

if less

and control of the business of the Corporation. At the annual meeting, the

including

B Board

some

T

all

office.

Director shall submit a report of the operations of the Corporation for such year

powers

Treasurer, Clerk and Director of the Laboratory).

inating

Dinrlor

present or by written consent of

one. the Deputy Directors in the order determined by the Trustees, shall, in the

the Board.

The elected Members of the Executive Committee shall constitute a Standing
Committee for the Nomination of Officers, responsible for making nominations
at each annual meeting of the Members and of the Board for candidates to rill each
office as the respective

F.

is

voted by the Trustees, the chief executive officer of the Corporation. The Director
shall, subject to the direction of the Trustees, have general supervision of the Lab-

approve to make recommendations with

upon by the Executive Committee or

which a quorum

at

in any office may be filled for the unexpired balance of
majonty of the Trustees present at any meeting of Trustees

of Trustees shall remain in

quorum

oratory
shall

meeting of the Board

vacancy

the term by vote of a

Executive Committee. Trustees to ensure that the Committee includes four Cor-

and the President as Vice Chairman. The Executive Committee

at a

personally present and voting.

porate Trustees and two Trustees-at-Large.

shall

be removed for cause only after having an

may

opportunity to be heard by the Board

year term.

with the

D Removal The Board may remove any officer with or without cause by a vote
of a majonty of the entire number of Trustees then in office, at a meeting of the
Board called for that purpose and for which notice of the purpose thereof has been

The

Assistant Treasurer,

if

any. or

if

there shall be

more than one. the

shall, in

Assistant

the absence or disability

of the Treasurer, perform the duties and exercise the powers of the Treasurer, shall
perform such other duties and shall have such other powers as the Trustees may,
to time,

J Clerk ami

prescnbe

Iwvwm

Clerk

The Clerk

shall

be a resident of the

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, unless the Corporation has designated a resident agent in the

manner provided by
and Members

shall

law.

The minutes or records of

be kept by the Clerk

who

all

shall record

meetings of the Trustees
upon the record book of

the Corporation minutes ol the proceedings at such meetings. He or she shall have
custody of the record books of the Corporation and shall have such other powers
and shall perform such other duties as the Trustees may. from time to time, prescnbe.
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The

Assistant Clerk,

any, or

if

more than

there shall be

if

one. the Assistant

Clerks in the order determined by the Trustees, shall, in the absence or disability

Corporation to serve as such for an employee benefit plan where the performance
by such person of his or her duties to the Corporation also imposes duties on or

of the Clerk, perform the duties and exercise the powers of the Clerk and shall
perform such other duties and shall have such other powers as the Trustees may.

otherwise involves services by, such person to the plan or participants or beneficiaries

from time to lime, prescribe.

to

In the absence of the Clerk

and an Assistant Clerk from any meeting, a temporary

A

Other Pim-ers and Duties- Each

officer shall

specifically set forth in these

customarily incident to his or her

office,

have in addition to the duties

Bylaws, such duties and powers as are

and such duties and powers as the Trustees

may, from time to time, designate.

ARTICLE

AMENDMENTS

VII

meeting, provided that notice of the substance of the proposed

amendment

is

at

any

stated

such meeting. As authorized by the Articles of Organization, the
Trustees, by a majority of their number then in office, may also make, amend or
repeal these Bylaws, in whole or in part, except with respect to the (a) the provisions
in the notice of

the removal of Trustees and

(i)

benefit plan in the

No

and

performance of such person's duties

for a

purpose reasonably

of the plan shall be

deemed

to be

fora purpose which

in the best interests of the

is

The right of indemnification provided in this Article VIII shall not be exclusive
of or affect any other rights to which any Trustee, director or officer may be entitled
under any agreement, statute, vote of Members or otherwise. The Corporation's

(ii)

the

extent of any other source of indemnification of any otherwise applicable insurance

coverage under a policy maintained by the Corporation or any other person. Nothing

contained in the Article

shall affect

any

rights to

which employees and corporate

personnel other than Trustees, directors or officers

amendment of

ARTICLE

may be

Committee or

vote of the Board or ol the Executive

IX

entitled by contract, by

otherwise.

DISSOLUTION

(b)

than the time of giving notice of meeting of Members next following
the making, amending or repealing by the Trustees of any Bylaw, notice thereof
later

stating the substance of such

shall

change

be given to

all

Members

entitled to vote

the Trustees

Any Bylaw adopted by

The consent of every Trustee

may be amended

or repealed by the

is

serving, or shall

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

A Fiscal Year Except as otherwise determined by the Trustees, the
of the Corporation shall end on December 31st of each year.

Except as otherwise provided below, the Corporation shall, to the extent legally
who is, or shall have been, a Trustee, director

who

have served

of the

of Massachusetts.

ARTICLE X

permissible, indemnify each person

or officer of the Corporation or

effect a dissolution

members

INDEMNITY

VIII

be necessary to

vole ol two-thirds of the Trustees then in office in accordance with the laws of the

on amending the Bylaws.

ARTICLE

shall

Marine Biological Laboratory. In case of dissolution, the property shall be disposed
of in such a manner and upon such terms as shall be determined by the affirmative

Commonwealth

on amending the Bylaws.
entitled to vote

any excise tax plan pursuant

Corporation.

any provisions of these Bylaws which by law, the Articles of
Organization or these Bylaws, requires action by the Members.
these Bylaws

to include

actions taken or omitted by a person with respect to an employee

(iv)

obligation to provide indemnification under this Article VIII shall be offset to the

These Bylaws may be amended by the affirmative vote of the Members

of these Bylaws governing

deemed

"fines" shall be

(iii)

ER1SA; and

believed by such person to be in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries

clerk shall be appointed at the meeting.

and powers

of the plan;

at the

B

C

request

year

Unless otherwise determined by the Trustees, the Corporation may
such form as the Trustees may determine, from time to time.

St'al

have a

fiscal

seal in

Execulum of Instruments

All checks, deed, leases, transfers, contracts, bonds,

of the Corporation as a Trustee, director or officer of another organization in which

notes and other obligations authorized to be executed by an officer of the Corporation

the Corporation directly or indirectly has

in its

otherwise, against

may

all liabilities

and reasonable attorneys'

fees

or such other organization, in

by any such person

in

any interest as a shareholder, creditor or
and expenses (including judgments, fines, penalties,
and all amounts paid, other than to the Corporation

compromise or settlement) imposed upon

connection with, or arising out

of,

or incurred

the defense or disposition

behalf shall be signed by the Director or the Treasurer except as the Trustees
generally or in particular cases otherwise determine.

A

certificate

by the Clerk

or an Assistant Clerk, or a temporary Clerk, as to any action taken by the

Board of Trustees or any
persons

who

rely

officer or representative

of the Corporation

Members.

shall as to all

thereon in good faith be conclusive evidence of such action.

may be threatened or otherwise

Corporuie Records. The onginal. or attested copies, of the Articles of Organization, Bylaws and records of all meetings of the Members shall be kept in Mas-

involved, directly or indirectly, by reason of his or her being or having been such

sachusetts at the principal office of the Corporation, or at an office of the Corpo-

a Trustee, director or officer.

ration's Clerk or resident agent. Said copies

of any action, suit or other proceeding, whether
she

may

be a defendant or with which he or she

The Corporation
to

which any such Trustee, director or

officer shall be finally adjudicated in

was

in the best interests

such

is

office.

Member

for

shall

They

be available at

all

and records need not

any proper purpose, but not to secure a

of the Corporation.

The Corporation
composed

the Corporation.

involved, by

(i)

a disinterested majority

a majority of the

(ii)

all

be kept in the

reasonable times for inspection by any

other than in the interest of the applicant, as a

unless such matter shall have been approved as in the best interests of the Cor-

of the Board of the Executive Committee, or

same

reasonable belief

good

provide no indemnification with respect to any matter settled or

poration, after notice that indemnification

D.

faith in the

action, suit or proceeding not to have acted in

shall

or criminal, in which he or

provide no indemnification with respect to any matter as

shall

that his or her action

civil

list

of

Member,

Members

for a

purpose
of

relative to the affairs

E Articles o! Organization. All references in these Bylaws to the Articles of
Organization shall be deemed to refer to the Articles of Organization of the Corporation, as amended and in effect, from time to time.
F

Members.

Tran.\ULiuw.

\\nli

Interested Ponies In the absence of fraud, no contract or

include payment by the Corporation of expenses in de-

other transaction between this Corporation and any other corporation or any firm,

fending a civil or criminal action or proceeding in advance of the final disposition
of such action or proceeding upon receipt of an undertaking by the person indemnified to repay such payment if it is ultimately determined that such person is not

association, partnership or person shall be affected or invalidated by the fact that

Indemnification

may

entitled to indemnification

under the provisions of this Article VIII, or under any

in the Article VIII. the

terms "Trustee," "director" and "officer" include

their respective heirs, executors, administrators

To assure

and

legal representatives,

and an

one against whom in such capacity the
question or another proceeding on the same or similar grounds is

"interested" Trustee, director or officer

proceeding in
then pending.

or

is

a director,

officer

of this Corporation

member

is

pecuniarily or otherwise interested in

sociation or partnership or

is

a party to or
is

in

is

pecuniarily or otherwise interested in

any way connected with any person or

persons, firm, association, partnership, or corporation pecuniarily or otherwise interested therein; provided that the fact that he or she individually or as a director,

member
party or

or officer of such corporation, firm, association or partnership
is

so interested shall be disclosed to or shall have been

known by

is

such a

the Board

Members thereof as shall be present at a meeting
of the Board of Trustees at which action upon any such contract or transaction
shall be taken; any Trustee may be counted in determining the existence of a
of Trustees or a majority of such

indemnification under this Article VIII of all persons

who are determined

by the Corporation or otherwise to be or to have been "fiduciaries" of any employee
benefits plan of the Corporation

is

or officer of such other corporation or of such firm, as-

such contract or other transaction or

applicable law.

As used

any Trustee or

which may exist, from time to time, this Article
(i) "another organization" shall be deemed to

quorum and may

vote at any meeting of the Board of Trustees for the purpose of

VIII shall be interpreted as follows:

authorizing any such contract or transaction with like force and effect as

include such an employee benefit plan, including without limitation, any plan of

were not so interested, or were not a director,

which is governed by the Act of Congress entitled "Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974," as amended, from time to time.
("ER1SA"); (ii) "Trustee" shall be deemed to include any person requested by the

corporation, firm, association or partnership, provided that any vole with respect

the Corporation

to such contract or transaction
in office

who have no

member

if

he/she

or officer of such other

must be adopted by a majority of the Trustees then

interest in

such contract or transaction.

Reference: Binl Bull 181: 72-80. (August,
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Abstract.

Ethel

some

miliar to

Browne Harvey
on

as a researcher

know

urchins. Few, however,

( 1

885- 965)
1

will

be

to deliver a prestigious Friday

fa-

MBL,

the embryology of sea
her as Ethel Browne who,

named "organization" by Spemann and
in a paper that led to Spemann's being
(1924)
Mangold
awarded the Nobel Prize. Why did the Nobel Committee,
process was later

that

matter,

not connect

Browne's discovery with that of Spemann and Mangold?
Did they consider the development of hydra as being too
remote from that occurring in embryos of vertebrates'?

selective fertilization with T. H.

Did the 1909 paper of Ethel Browne in any way influence
the thinking of Spemann or Mangold, although it was
never referred to in any of Spemann's papers? In light of
new information about Spemann's knowledge of Browne's
work,

we

also can ask a

number of questions about

Evening Lecture

Her husband was the Princeton

at the

physiol-

Newton Harvey, known for his pioneering work
on bioluminescence.
Ethel Browne received her graduate training at Columbia University (1906-1913). While there, she was very
productive, having published six papers, and was greatly
influenced by T. H. Morgan and E. B. Wilson. Her dissertation, under Wilson's guidance, was a cytological study
of the male gametes of the aquatic hemipteran, Noctonecta. She participated in and initiated a number of other
studies, and was a junior author on a short note about

paper demonstrating for the first time the induction by a
transplant of a secondary axis of polarity in the host. This

for

in 1944.

92717

ogist, E.

as a graduate student, published, in 1909. a remarkable

or other embryologists

Irvine, California

Morgan (Morgan

et al.,

1910).

Students of the biology of hydra, however, will think
of Ethel Browne as the first person to demonstrate that a
transplant could induce a secondary axis of polarity in a
host (Browne, 1909). A similar process in amphibian embryos was later named "organization" by Spemann and
Mangold (1924). The story of that work by Ethel Browne,

the

interplay of basic prejudices in the reception accorded

Browne's work.

and some unanswered questions about how her findings
were received, are the subject of

Introduction

Ethel

Browne Harvey (1885-1965)

The experiments reported

remarkable 1909 paper
were carried out during "the winters of 1906-1908," and
in the first paragraph of that paper she acknowledges T. H.
Morgan for his "kind interest and help." She then de-

perhaps
best known to biologists for her research on sea urchin
eggs, and especially for her use of the centrifuge to separate
(Fig. 1) is

the egg into nucleated and enucleated parts. These and
many of her other contributions are summarized in her
classic

planned and executed experiments on hydra. These experiments appear homologous
to the Nobel Prize experiments of Spemann and Mangold
scribes a series of carefully

volume. The American Arbacia and Other Sea Ur-

chins(\956).

(1924),

Long-time associates of the Marine Biological Labo-

hydra

(MBL) at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, may remember her as a summer researcher on sea urchins, as a

ratory

trustee of the Laboratory,

and

as only the third

this paper.

in her

if

we consider the mouth

tissue ofthediploblastic

to be developmentally like that of the lip of the

blastopore of the amphibian embryo. Why did the Nobel
Committee not recognize her discovery? Did it consider

woman

the hydra's development too remote from that occurring
in embryos of vertebrates? Although it was never referred
to in

Received 9 October 1990; accepted 30 April 1991.
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about the posthose of medical

Finally, this case study raises questions
sible interplay

of basic prejudices:

( 1 )

and the Nobel Committee

scientists in general,

criteria

ular, in using

in partic-

when

evaluating
anthropocentric
research in the biological sciences; and (2) those of male
scientists in evaluating the research of female scientists,
especially the

males

work of female graduate students or of

who have no

The Nobel

fe-

academic rank.

significant

Prize Experiment of

Spemann and Mangold

Mangold's experiment involved taking a piece of the
of the blastopore of the gastrula stage of the amphibian
embryo and grafting it to the wall (flank) of another gaslip

trula at a site distant

from the host blastopore (Fig. 2). In
the lip tissue, and in other

some cases, she actually grafted

cases simply slipped the lip tissue into the host's blastocoel.
Further, to prove that the transplanted tissue actually in-

duced changes in those of the host. Mangold took the
transplant from a pigmented embryo of one species and
grafted it to an unpigmented embryo of another species.
The results, of course, were remarkable and unexpected.

The small
'

next to

piece of grafted tissue "organized" the tissue
in the host, "inducing" it to develop a secondary

it

axis of polarity so that the original tissue of the host de-

veloped into two embryos rather than one (Fig. 2).
This discovery rocked the world of embryology. Hilde

Mangold,

in the laboratory

of Hans Spemann, had shown

that a piece of embryonic tissue was capable of inducing
adjacent tissue to develop in a specific manner. From that
Figure

1.

Ethel

Browne Harvey (1885-1965). Taken in 1928; from
Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,

moment,

the search for the nature of "the organizer" was
would carry out a variety of

the Archives of the Library,

on. and

Massachusetts.

imaginative experiments, hoping to identify the organizing

for years biologists

Hamburger.

principle (see

Browne

any way influence the thinking of Spemann or Mangold? These and related questions are quite
provocative in light of new information about Spemann's
knowledge of Browne's work.
I will first discuss the similarities between the Nobel
Ethel

in

Prize experiments of

Spemann and Mangold

(1924) in

which the process of embryonic induction (i.e. the organizer phenomenon) was demonstrated, and the 1909 work
of Ethel Browne, in which she showed that a piece of
hydra mouth tissue grafted to another hydra would induce
the formation of a secondary axis of polarity in the recip-

recently.
(e.g.,

findings

Mangold had worked on hydra
immediately before initiating her work on amphibian
embryos.

until

his associates

Altaba and Melton, 1989) have shown
growth factors affect homeobox genes. Their

may

i

provide a key to understanding the elusive

(

Key Discovery of Ethel Browne on Induction

in

Hydra

Browne (1909) described how the hypostomal
the tissue making up the mouth area of a hywhen grafted at a certain site in the body wall of

Ethel

dra),

ative information that

None succeeded

Melton and

What, then, were the experiments of Ethel Browne
1909), and how similar were they to those of Spemann
and Mangold (1924)?

Second, I will consider newly discovered evidence
showing that Spemann was aware of Browne's work long
before Hilde Mangold (nee Proescholdt) began her famous
the provoc-

1988).

appears that

"organizer" in frogs.

tissue

is

now

see Ruiz

that peptide

ient.

organizer experiments. In addition, there

It

(i.e..

another hydra, gave "the necessary stimulus to call forth
the development of a new hydranth" at that site (Fig. 3).

Although she did not use the word "organizer"

in re-

porting her findings, her experiments describe, for the first
time, the induction or "organization" of a secondary axis

of polarity. Furthermore,

if

we

consider the diploblastic.
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Primary
Axis

Primary Embryo

Induced

Secondary

Embryo
Induced

Secondary Axis

Figure 2.
Mangold-Spemann transplantation experiment. Mangold removed the dorsal lip of the blastopore from a donor amphibian embryo (stippled), grafted it to the flank of a host embryo, and thereby

induced a secondary axis of polarity

sac-like

in the host that eventually

hydra as a diploblastic gastrula with a ringlet of
emanating from the lips surrounding the "blas-

tentacles

topore," her results bear a remarkable resemblance to
those of the organizer experiments that Spemann and

Mangold 1924) reported
(

15 years later using

amphibian

embryos.
Structure and Development of the Diploblastic Hydras

developed into a secondary embryo.

separated by a thin basal membrane called the mesoglea (Fig. 4). At one end of the animal is the "hydranth," the part involved in feeding (the

derm and endoderm

capture and ingestion of prey). Between the ringlet of tentacles on the hydranth is the mouth, an opening made up

of tissue called the hypostome (Fig. 4).
The hydra can reproduce asexually, by producing a bud
at about the middle of its tubular body (Fig. 5 A). Once

Before reviewing Browne's key experiments in detail,
important to understand the basic structure and de-

it is

velopment of hydras. The hydra is a simple diploblastic
the ectoepithelial animal made up of two cell layers

Tentacles

-

Hydranth

Hypostome

-

Mesoglea

Digestive Cavity

Browne transplantation experiment with hydra. Browne
removed a piece of the hypostome (see Fig. 4) with a single tentacle (as
a label) from a donor hydra, grafted it to the flank of a host hydra (#1),
Figure

3.

and thereby induced a secondary axis of polarity

in the host (#2)

eventually developed into a secondary hydranth (see Fig.
are those of Browne (1909).

4).

The

;

.pi- Endoderm

Ectoderm

which
figures

Figure 4.

Diagram of a hydra

illustrating its

major

structures.
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Budding

About 2

-

3 days

Separation of Secondary Axis

B.

About 3
Figure

-

6 weeks

Difference between budding (A) and separation of a secondary axis of polarity (B) in hydra.
axis of polarity can be established by the induction method of Browne described in the text,

5.

The secondary

or by a kind of longitudinal fission, which can occur naturally or be initiated by cutting the upper half a
hydra partway down the middle of the body column.

this

bud

starts to

form,

it

body tube and

will

normally develop a basal
between the bud and parental

will

disc at the point of junction

detach from the parental body tube

as a small, fully developed hydra within 2-3 days.
Some species of hydra are diecious; others are monecious.

The gonads

are usually not present

when

the animal

serve as a marker,

and grafted

that tissue to various sites

along the body wall of another hydra of the same species.
She found that only when the hypostomal tissue (with
the tentacle) was grafted to about the center of the body
tube, a

"new hydranth regenerated

dranth

initially

had one long

there."

tentacle, the

That new hyone from the

is

reproducing asexually by budding, and they appear at
The zygote then deminiature
into
a
hydra that is strucdiploblastic
velops
of a number
a
to
diploblastic
gastrula
turally homologous

grafted tissue (Fig.

different times in different species.

Within a few days, this second hydranth developed a
mouth and tentacles and became a secondary axis of polarity to the body of the host hydra. This new hydranth,

of invertebrates (Fig. 6; Brien, 1965). Note, however, that
the embryo of hydra does not develop by the classically
described process of the invagination of a blastula, but

with
a

its

3).

accompanying body, was not a bud. Recall that
a basal disc ("foot") and detaches

new bud develops

from the parent

stalk within

2-3 days

rather by a process similar to a delamination of cell layers

(Fig.

(Brien, 1965).

Browne's experiment, to the contrary,

5A).

parental

Ethel Browne's Basic Experiments

induction experiments, Browne removed a
of
the
piece
hypostome with a tentacle attached to it to
In her

first

after

developing

The secondary hydranth induced

body tube

for

weeks before

by a sort of longitudinal

it

I

Ethel

eventually separated

fission (e.g., Fig. 5B).

experiment is simple to perform;
times with very little difficulty.

in

remained on the

have repeated

Browne's
it

several

H. M.
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Figure 3 shows clearly that a new hydranth was induced
that it developed a secondary axis of polarity by

and

drawing out with it some more parental tissue. Browne
asked the key question as to whether the transplanted
tissue actually induced the formation of a new hydranth,
or whether the cells of the transplanted tissue multiplied

and then, themselves, formed the new hydranth.
To test these two possibilities, Browne devised an

ele-

gant but simple experiment involving pigmented and
nonpigmented tissues. As a transplant, she used tissue
taken from a green hydra the intracellular algae of which
had been removed by a process described two years earlier
by Whitney (1907). Normally the endodermal cells of the
green Hvdra viridissima are laden with symbiotic green
algae. The host tissue in Browne's experiment was such
a green hydra of the same species. Through this experiment involving the use of a piece of nonpigmented tissue
transplanted to a pigmented host of the same species,
Browne showed conclusively that the pigmented host tissue was organized by the nonpigmented transplant to develop into a hydranth and a secondary axis of polarity
(Fig. 7).

Browne did numerous other experiments proving that
was only the hypostomal tissue (analogous to the lip of
the blastopore of a gastrula) that would induce the formation of both a hydranth and a secondary axis of poentirely on the diflarity. As she said, "it depends
it

.

.

Result of Browne's experiment in which she grafted, as
Figure 7.
donor, a piece of the hypostome and a tentacle taken from a "green"
hydra whose algae had been removed, to the flank of a green hydra that
still

contained

its

mented secondary

endosymbiotic algae. The transplant induced a pigThe figure is that of Browne.

axis of polarity in the host.

1909.

.

ferentiation of the grafted material." That is to say, only
the hypostomal tissue had this organizing capacity, not
other tissues of hydra, such as a tentacle. Since the pub-

Browne's paper (1909), a number of other investigators have used her findings in their experiments
describing the developmental capacities of hydra tissues
(e.g.. Yao. 1945; Webster and Wolpert, 1966).
lication of

Was

Either

Spemann

or

Mangold Aware of Browne's

Experiments Before Beginning Theirs?

The close analogies between the experiments of Browne
(1909) and the Nobel Prize experiments of Spemann and
Mangold (1924)
tissue taken

when

bryo,
tissue

are manifest. Both papers

from

specific regions

showed

that

of an organism or em-

transplanted, could organize the adjoining host
it to form a secondary axis of polarity

and induce

most respects, to the primary axis of
But more importantly, through the use of pigmented and nonpigmented tissues, both sets of experi-

that

is

similar, in

polarity.

ments proved conclusively that a true organization ocand not a growth and reorganization of the transplanted tissues. Browne's experiment was even more
conclusive because she used pigmented and nonpigmented tissues from organisms of the same species.
curred,

Figure6.
1965).

A young

hydra just as

it

emerged from the embryo (Bnen.
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( 1

924 used
)

tissues taken

Recently, in a roundabout way, I received conclusive
evidence that Hans Spemann was aware of Browne's paper
after its publication. The inforattention as a result of a paper on

months

mation came to

my

Abraham Trembley published

in

Scientific

American

(Lenhoffand Lenhoff, 1988). In response to that paper,
we received kind letters from a number of scholars, among
them Professor K. Sander of the Albert-Ludwigs-Universita't in Freiberg. Professor Sander is the current Director
of the University's Institute for Biology (Zoology), once
directed by
fessor

Spemann.

Sander stated

In his letter (30

that, at

i

1909

Cover page of reprint of Browne's 1909 paper found

whereas Spemann and Mangold
from two different species.

as early as a few

No.

May

1988), Pro-

Spemann's suggestion, Hilde

Mangold's original thesis topic was to repeat Trembley's
experiment of turning hydra inside out, then following
the fate of the ectoderm and endoderm in the inverted
animals. Spemann, we know, was a biologist of great

in

Spemann's

reprint collection.

breadth, and, as Viktor

Hamburger (1988) has

noted,

Spemann was aware of Trembley's famous inversion experiment and wanted to see if, after a hydra was inverted,
its ectoderm would be converted to endoderm, and vice
versa. Spemann apparently had no trouble in considering
hydra's two cell layers as analogous to the ectoderm and
endoderm of embryos. It was only after Mangold's attempts to invert hydra

failed that, according to Hamburger
suggested that she transplant the dorsal
of one newt gastrula to the flank of another newt gas-

(1988),
lip

Spemann

trula.

Responding to Sander's letter, I asked if he could find
any evidence that Spemann had been aware of Browne's
experiments on hydra (i.e.. those published in 1909). Professor Sander replied (1
July 1988) with two pages of
1

photocopied material. The first shows the cover page of
Browne's reprint found in Spemann's collection (Fig. 8).

Note

that the paper by

Browne had a published date of

LENHOFF

H. M.
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August 1909 and that Spemann. under his signed name,
wrote the date "October, '09." In the upper right corner
is Ethel Browne's signature after the courteous, sometimes
routine,

"Compliments

of."

Thus we know

that a reprint

of Ethel Browne's paper was in Spemann's possession soon
after her paper was published, and that it was in his reprint
collection.

From

Spemann

interested in

it,

of evidence,

we cannot

read the paper

and wrote

(or

first

say con-

in the journal,

had someone

write) for

hard to believe that, in 1909,
a graduate student, on her own, would send her reprint
unsolicited to a distinguished professor, that may have
a reprint. Although

I

find

it

case. Perhaps because her paper dealt with the
induction phenomenon, Browne may have sent the paper
to Spemann unsolicited because he had published in that
field earlier (Spemann, 1901). Or, because T. H. Morgan

been the

was acquainted with many European embryologists, she
may have sent the paper to Spemann at Morgan's suggestion. Another scenario would be more typical: Spemann saw the paper, read it (or parts of it), and wrote to
Browne for a reprint.

The other photocopied item
Sander

then

we also would have

we

accept that interpretation,
Spemann had read

to accept that

her paper and must have believed that Browne had truly
observed a case of induction, albeit a remarkable one in

which a secondary axis of polarity was induced.
From the evidence on hand, however, we can only conclude that:
Spemann was a man of some breadth who
( 1 )

this single piece

clusively that

was

lens induction (1901). If

sent to

me

by Professor

the only page of the article having any markings
Only one phrase is underlined one containing
and it is accompanied by an exclathe word "induced"
mation mark in the margin. This is the only place in
Browne's entire paper where she used the word "induced;"
is

(Fig. 9).

was familiar with the zoological, as

well as the

embryo-

he possessed a signed reprint of
Browne's paper and received it soon after it was published;
(3) someone underlined the only phrase in the paper that
logical

literature; (2)

contained the word "induced";

(4)

Spemann

considered

the freshwater hydra a suitable experimental system for
the study of development; and (5) at his suggestion, Hilde

Proescholdt (Mangold) had been working on hydra immediately before she began her research on the newt. All
else

remains speculation.

Was Spemann

Influenced in any way
by Browne's Findings?

We cannot be sure.

For the sake of argument, however,
influenced by Browne's
work, and that he saw the direct link between Browne's
findings and his own. If such was the case, was Spemann
us assume that

let

Spemann was

elsewhere she used such expressions as "stimulated to
form." (Interestingly, she used the word "induced" re-

who would acknowledge such a debt?
Horder and Weindling (1985, p. 204), in their article
titled "Hans Spemann and the Organiser," attempt to
analyze the complex nature of the man as a scientist and
as an individual who had "a strong sense of nationalism."

garding a case in which induction did not, and, as she
proved, could not occur.) Nonetheless, even the presence

They write, "Spemann confessed in moments of humility
that he was often prone to forget relevant literature which

not absolute proof that

Spemann
we have no way of
knowing with certainty whether it was Spemann himself
who entered the underlining, nor when the underlining
of

this

got

underlining

some

is

ideas from Browne, for

was done. But would a graduate student, postdoctoral fellow, or a visiting scholar have marked the Professor's re-

the sort of person

." From my limited search
earlier impressed him.
of the literature, I can find no reference to Ethel Browne

had

.

.

any of Spemann's publications (e.g., Spemann, 1938).
can get a little more insight into Spemann's personality from an interesting anecdote revealed by Viktor
Hamburger in his book on The Heritage of Experimental
in

We

word

Embryology: Hans Spemann and the Organizer (1988).

"induced," for he had been working on lens induction
since the turn of the century (Spemann, 1901).

Hamburger notes that Spemann did not put his name on
papers originating from the thesis research of his graduate
students, at least he did not in the cases of Hamburger

print?

More

As a

likely

Spemann himself underlined

related interpretation,

one

Spemann may have underlined

the

critic has suggested that
the phrase "induced to

form" and entered the exclamation mark because he was
peeved that Browne did not refer to his earlier work on

and

With Mangold, however, Spemann not
name on the publication that reported the

Holtfreter.

only put his
results of her thesis research, but, despite her protests (ac-

The insertion of a tentacle into the circlet of tentacles of a normal
hydra in no instance induced the formation of a new hydranth.
The tentacle either remained as grafted or instigated the outgrowth
Figure 9.

Only excerpt showing underlining

reprint collection.

in reprint

of Browne's 1909 paper found in Spe mann's

BROWNE. SPEMANN, AND THE ORGANIZER PHENOMENON
cording to Hamburger), he even insisted on putting his
name first. Some think he did the correct thing; Ham-

"Spemann was

burger (1988) writes that

perfectly right

[because] she apparently did
claiming precedence
not fully realize the significance of her results." I could
in

.

.

.

argue, however, that Mangold, who had been working on
hydra just a few years earlier (Hamburger, 1988), was

aware of the

literature

on hydra including Browne's 1909

paper, recognized the significance of Browne's experiment
using pigmented and nonpigmented tissues, and, inde-

pendently of Spemann, decided to conduct a similar experiment using her amphibian embryos. Mangold died in
an explosion of a gasoline heater in her kitchen in 1924,

same year

the

was published. She
work had led to a Nobel

that her classic paper

never lived to learn that her thesis

79

Great Britain. In both instances the paper polarized the
audiences, even though most agreed that the experiments
of Ethel Browne, like those of Hilde Proescholdt Mangold,
demonstrated the phenomenon of induction of a secondary axis of polarity.

Some

felt

tebrate embryo.

Opposing arguments went

as follows.

( 1 )

Her work was

ground-breaking, but she really did not understand the
significance of her findings. (2) If she did not use the word
"organizer," then she did not discover the phenomenon.
(3) She was a graduate student and did what a graduate

student

supposed to do: the work suggested by her men-

is

tor. (4) "I

knew her

for years at

once did she ever mention to

Prize.

that Ethel Browne's dis-

covery was neglected, either because she was a woman
graduate student, or because it was not made on a ver-

Woods

me

Hole, and not

her experiments on

hydra."

The Nobel
Mangold did not share

From

Prize

the Nobel Prize with

Spemann

never awarded posthumously. But
should not Ethel Browne have shared in the prize? I believe
so; her results were essentially the same as those of Spe-

because the Prize

is

mann and Mangold, and
theirs

5 years.

her published work preceded

How could the Nobel Committee have

by
known about Ethel Browne's work
1

ferred to

it?

The

usual

way

if

Spemann never

by reading the

by having as advisors scholars

who knew

re-

literature, or

the literature.

We happened to meet as she was leaving the MBL
Biological

seen graduate programs and books categorized as "developmental biology," rather than as embryology alone.)
Was Ethel Browne's work ignored because she was a

woman

with no significant station in academe?
have presented this story to one national meeting in
1

I

the United States

1

Historical Session of the

cisco. California,
:

and

December

to

one international congress

2

in

Historical Session of the Fifth International Congress of Coelenterate

Biology.

1

tation.

Southampton, England, July 1989.

I

the case.

Ethel

replied that
.

[Marine

.

I

the organizer." Not an exact quo-

did recognize that this was indeed

.

Browne Harvey died 2 September

1965. There

an obituary in The Biological Bulletin (Vol. 133:
3
does not mention her transplants with hydra.

11).

is
It
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re-

Laboratory] building where she had a lab.
out of the blue she said: "You know that it was

Somewhat
who first discovered

Browne's extraordinary findings.
Are there other reasons why Ethel Browne's discovery
was little heralded? Did the members of the Nobel Com-

important to embryology? (Only in recent times have we

re-

garding Ethel Browne Harvey that he subsequently repeated in a letter dated 3 August 1989:

(and thereafter) failed to recognize the significance of Ethel

of overspecialization, in that a developmental finding in
an organism past the embryonic state was not considered

seems abun-

ampton. England, Dr. Sears Crowell, a long-time
searcher on hydroids at the MBL, made a comment

if they

mittee selecting the awardee for the prize in physiology
and medicine at that time recognize primarily those discoveries that had obvious connections with human health
and development? As such, was research that had some
conspicuous anthropocentric connection more often recognized? Did this oversight reflect the regressive aspects

it

her paper to Spemann unsolicited, then this would be
evidence that she did understand that her findings dealt
with induction. When I presented this paper in South-

had read her paper, would they have recognized
significance? Probably not; most biologists of the time

But
its

reading Browne's paper closely,

dantly clear that she understood the significance of her
findings. In fact, if we accept the possibility that she sent

as

and

especially

my

wife

and

colleague,

last year that Ethel Browne Harvey was listed
Marine Biological Laboratory was 1962. He
the date of his conversation with her was in the "late summer

Crowell noted that the

an investigator

guessed that
of 1961 or 1962."

at the

H. M.
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Abstract.

Many

not influence the results.

species of the opisthobranch mollusk

egg-laying animals,

iana.

pheromonal
T-maze experiments showed

rived

and cordon-derived

A., fasciata (Susswein et

and

result

activity.

to play

al..

1983, 1984) indicate that these

simultaneous hermaphrodites are solitary animals during
most of the year. During the summer reproductive season,
they move into breeding aggregations or
"brothels." The aggregations are typically associated with
recently deposited egg cordons, often laid one on top of
another, and contain both mating and egg-laying animals.

however,

that both animal-de-

factors are attractive,

may

an important role in coordinating reproductive activities in the marine opisthobranch mollusk Aplysia. Field studies of both A. californica {Kupkrmann and Carew, 1974; Audesirk, 1979) and

Pheromones appear

activity in Aplysia brasil-

as sources of

lack of effect

Introduction

and are associated with egg cordons.

Although pheromones play a significant role in developing
and maintaining the aggregations, little is known about
the active factors. Behavioral studies have shown that egglaying animals are more attractive than nonlaying animals, have shorter latencies to mating, and induce conand
specifics to lay eggs. As a first step toward isolating
we
examactive
the
factors,
chemically characterizing
ined the relative importance of the egg layer and egg cor-

don

The

from the low-probability nature of egg-laying

Aplysia form breeding aggregations during the reproductive season. The aggregations contain both mating and

that

the animal-derived factors are specifically associated with

Most of the egg-laying animals simultaneously mate

an exocrine organ
egg layers. Extracts of the atrial gland
the attractiveness
increased
oviduct
into
the
secreting

females, even though mating does not cause reflex ovulation (A. brasiliana, Blankenship et al., 1983), suggesting

of nonlaying animals when placed in the surrounding
seawater, suggesting that the "cordon-derived" aggregation

that egg laying

pheromones may be products of the atrial gland. Mating
studies showed that both animal-derived and cordon-derived factors induce mating, and that the animal-derived

This sequence of activities is important because of the
reproductive physiology of Aplysia. Four characteristics
of the system are worth noting. First, Aplysia are non-

factors are associated with both egg layers

and nonlayers.

self-fertilizing

eggs

AGE.

atrial

gland extract;

seawater;

BCP,

AG-LE,

atrial gland-like ep-

bag-cell peptide;

ELH,

A. californica. MacGinitie, 1934; A. depi/ans
fasciata, Thompson and Bebbington, 1969; A.

dactylomela and A. Juliana, Switzer-Dunlap and Hadfield,
1977). In these species, a single bout of egg laying significantly reduces the amount of exogenous sperm stored,

Received 20 December 1990: accepted 16 April 1991.
artificial

hermaphrodites that store large amounts of

(e.g.,

and A.

ASW,

it.

exogenous sperm for future use (A. californica, MacGinitie, 1934). Second, many species of Aplysia lay egg
cordons containing from one to several million fertilized

Comparable results were obtained with either one or two animals in the chamber,
suggesting that the accessibility of a potential mate did
factors induced egg laying.

Abbreviations:

precede mating in the aggregations

rather than result from

In contrast, neither animal-derived nor cordon-derived

ithelium;

may

as

egg-laying

although the stores are not depleted. Third, animals lay

hormone.
81

82

S.

D.

PAINTER ET

eggs regardless of whether sperm are available to fertilize
them (.4. californica. MacGinitie, 1934), suggesting that

there

not a strong internal link between the

is

amount of

exogenous sperm stored and egg deposition. Finally,
sperm are transferred between animals in an immature
state, and cannot immediately fertilize the recipient's oocytes (A. depilans, A. fasciata. and A. punctata, Thompson

and Bebbington,

1969).

Mating

as a female during, or

shortly after, egg deposition thus ensures that mature and
capacitated sperm will be available to fertilize oocytes
during future egg-laying episodes.

its

Laboratory experiments suggest that the egg layer or
egg cordon are potential sources of pheromones that

and induce mating activity (A. brasilAspey and Blankenship, 1976; Jahan-Parwar, 1976;

AL.

ELH and one or more sequences homologous
BCP. Although the gene sequences are highly con-

ogous to
to

served

(ca.

90%

induce egg laying when injected into receptive animals
Arch et ai, 1978), the exocrine nature of

(A. californica.

secretory activity indicates that the atrial gland products

its

induce egg laying

(A. californica.

Audesirk, 1977) and

may

be responsible for the masses of egg cordons associated
with the aggregations. Since mating animals are no more
attractive than

derhendler

nonmating animals (A. dactylomela, Le1977) and mating does not cause reflex

et a/..

ovulation (A. brasilianu, Blankenship et a/.. 1983), the
layer-derived or cordon-derived factors are likely to be
responsible for developing

and maintaining the breeding

aggregations.

Although

relatively little

is

known about pheromonal

regulation of any component ofAplysia reproductive activity, a great deal is known about the neuroendocrine
regulation of one

two

component

egg laying.

The bag

of

Aplysia (A. californica. Arch et ai. 1980; Beard et ai,
1982; Painterrf ai. 1985). Although extracts of this organ

do not function

1989; A. californica, Jahan-Parwar, 1976;
Audesirk, 1977); there is also evidence suggesting that they

sets

Several ELH-related genes are expressed in the atrial
gland (A. californica, Scheller et ai, 1983; Mahon et ai,
1985), an exocrine organ secreting into the oviduct of

iana.

el a/..

homologous but nonidentical

peptides with similar pharmacological properties but different physiological functions.

attract conspecifics

Painter

identity), the resulting precursor proteins

are processed into

as hormones to induce egg laying. Recent
behavioral studies suggest that the atrial gland products
may function as sexual pheromones instead (Painter et

1989; also see Susswein and Benny, 1985). Peptide
products of a small family of structurally related genes
may thus act as nonsynaptic neurotransmitters, neurohormones, and pheromones to regulate and coordinate
ai,

both male and female reproductive

The

activities.

studies presented in this paper

contributions of the egg layer and

examine the relative
cordon to phero-

its

monal

attraction and to the pheromonal induction of both
mating and egg-laying activity. They demonstrate that the
egg cordon plays an important role in both attraction and

induction of mating, and suggest that products of the
may contribute to these activities.

atrial

gland

cells,

clusters of neurosecretory cells located at the rostral

margin of the abdominal ganglion (A. californica. Frazier
et ai. 1967; A. brasiliana. Blankenship and Coggeshall.
1976) are part of the final

common pathway

Kupfermann and Kandel,
Dudek and Blankenship, 1977) which

trical activity (A. californica.

releases several peptides into the connective tissue sheath

surrounding the bag-cell clusters and abdominal ganglion
(A. californica. Stuart et

at.,

1980); this activity

is

consis-

tently followed by egg laying (A. brasiliana, Dudek et ai,
1979). Most of the released peptides have been isolated
and chemically characterized, including the ovulation-in-

ducing egg-laying

Animals

leading to

egg deposition. These normally quiescent cells periodically
enter a prolonged phase of rapid and synchronous elec1970; A. brasiliana,

Materials, Methods, and Results

hormone (ELH)

(A. californica. Chiu
et
ai. 1988a) and the
Nagle

Specimens ofAplysia brasiliana (Rang), weighing from
g, were collected from South Padre Island,
Texas, and were used in experiments between June and
August, the normal reproductive season for this species.
Aplysia brasiliana was selected as the experimental animal
because it lays eggs and mates more frequently than A.
californica (Pinsker and Parsons, 1985), and can be collected in large numbers from the south Texas coast during
the reproductive season. The animals were housed in in100 to 400

dividual cages in one of five large aquaria containing recirculating artificial seawater (ASW; Instant Ocean,

(A. californica.

Aquarium Systems, Mentor, Ohio) at room temperature
2C); the salinity ranged from 30 to 32 ppt. A 14:
(20

bag-cell products that have been characterized to

10 light:dark cycle was maintained, with the light period
starting at 6 am; animals were fed dried laver in the late

date are

all encoded by the ELH gene, one member of a
small family of structurally related genes that are expressed
in a tissue-specific manner in Aplysia (A. californica,

afternoon (4-6 pm) after experiments were completed.
Specimens of Aplysia californica (Cooper) were purchased from Alacrity Marine Biological Services (Redondo

Mahon et ai, 1985). Each gene encodes a precursor protein containing a sequence homol-

Beach, California) and were used as a source of atrial
glands for extracts. They were maintained as described

et ai.

1979; A. brasiliana,

autocrine alpha bag-cell peptide

Rothman
The

et ai,

(BCP)

1983).

Scheller et ai, 1983;

SEXUAL PHEROMONES
above

ASW

for A. brasiliana, except that the

APLYSIA

IN

101

was cooled

142C.

to

At rial gland extracts
Sexually mature individuals ofAp/ysia californica were
used as sources of tissue for extracts because the atrial
is large and well-defined; the homologous organ in A. brasiliana [the atrial gland-like epithelium (AG-LE)] is a thin band of secretory tissue that
extends along the length of the oviduct and is difficult to

gland in this species

recognize except in fixed or sectioned material (Painter
el al,

1985). Both organs secrete into the oviduct (Painter

et at.,

1985),

and there

is

evidence that their peptide prod( 1 ) extracts of either organ in-

ucts are highly conserved:

duce egg laying when injected into receptive animals of
either species (Painter et

1985; also see Blankenship

al.,

1983); (2) secretory granules of either organ are
specifically labeled by antisera raised against low molecet al.,

from the A. californica

ular weight peptides isolated

atrial

gland (Painter et al., 1985); and (3) restriction enzyme
maps of the ELH-related genes in the two species suggest
a high degree of sequence identity (Nambu and Scheller,
1986).
In

most

cases, the extracts

egg laying

0.

1

ml of an

were used as a tool to induce
extract of the gland was

ASW

injected through the foot into the hemocoel, and egg deposition began within approximately 30 min. Extracts

were prepared by removing atrial glands (approximately
100 mg wet weight per gland) from 10 animals and ho-

mogenizing them in 10 ml of filtered ASW with a Brinkmann Polytron homogenizer (setting 4 for min at 4C).
The homogenate was centrifuged at 500 X g for 30 min
at 4C, the supernatant removed, and aliquots frozen at
1

1

-20C until

use.

Since previous studies have shown that acidic extracts
of the A. californica atrial gland induce A. brasiliana to

mate (Painter
fornica

atrial

et al.,

1989), acidic extracts of the A. cali-

gland were directly assayed

for

pheromonal

attractiveness in A. brasi liana. In this case, atrial glands
were removed from 10 animals and homogenized in 15

M

mM

ml of
acetic acid containing 20
HC1 with a
Brinkmann Polytron homogenizer (setting 4 for min at
4C). The homogenate was centrifuged at 48,000 X g for
20 min at 4C, the supernatant removed, and the pellet
rehomogenized in 5 ml of the acidic medium. After cen1

1

trifugation, the supernatants

were combined, distributed

and stored at -20C until
Each lyophilized aliquot was resuspended in ml of
ASW immediately before addition to the maze, and was
equivalent to approximately 50% of the material in one
into 20 aliquots, lyophilized,
use.

1

gland.

Pheromonal
Apparatus.

attraction

A T-maze (Fig.

Plexiglas (0.62

cm

thick)

A) was constructed of clear
and sealed with clear aquarium
1

83

1

1

1

1

1

1

cm
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A nonmature "test" animal was placed in the
base of the maze 5 min later. Both the stimulus and test
animals were briefly rinsed in non-conditioned ASW before being introduced into the maze. A response was con-

AL.

placed in a perforated plastic cage in one arm.

Positive

treated sexually

sidered to be positive if the test animal travelled to the
stimulus within 20 min and remained in contact with the

stimulus cage for 5 min, negative if it travelled to the
opposite arm and remained for 5 min, and no choice if
did neither. Animals were choosing between a stimulus
and no stimulus in these experiments, rather than between
two qualitatively or quantitatively different stimuli. Fifteen experiments were performed for each potential attractant, and the attractant was alternated between arms
in consecutive experiments. Statistical significance was

No choice
Negative

15
tc

E
(0

it

assessed by X

Animals.

were used

10
-Q

E

2

A

analyses.

of 183 Aplysia brasiliana individuals
were sexually mature

total

in these studies. All

they laid eggs spontaneously or in response to injections
of atrial gland extract and all had been observed mating
before they were separated into individual cages. Four

No animal
No eggs

were used to select animals for each experiment:
the animal must not have laid eggs during the preceding 24 h; (2) the animal must not have participated in a
behavioral experiment during the preceding 24 h; (3) the
criteria
(

1

Nonlayer

No eggs

Egg layer
Eggs

)

animal must not have been a
being studied; and (4) the

have been housed

in the

test

animal for the stimulus
and stimulus animals must

test

same aquarium. Egg

layers

were

animals that had been injected with atrial gland extract
to induce egg laying and, unless otherwise specified, had
completed laying eggs within the preceding 30 min; non-

were animals that had not laid eggs during the preceding 24 h. Only nonlayers were used as test animals;
both egg layers and nonlayers were used as stimulus anlayers

Stimulus
There is no directional bias in the T-maze, as indicated by
Figure 2.
the distribution of responses to the no-stimulus control (no animal, no
eggs): approximately equal numbers of animals travelled to the left and
nght arms of the maze. (Note:
left

for this quantification,

movement

was defined as a positive response and movement

negative response.)

Aplysm hnixilmna

is

to the

to the nght a

not attracted to nonlaying an-

imals without egg cordons: the response pattern did not differ significantly
2
from that observed with the no-stimulus control [X (2) = 0. 14; 0.90 < P

< 0.95]. A. brasiliana are attracted to egg-laying conspecifics with egg
cordons, however: the level of attraction and pattern of responses differed

levels of

from those observed when a nonlayer without eggs was the
2
stimulus [X (2) = 34.12;/><0.005]. This bar graph is based on 15 nostimulus control experiments and 30 single-arm experiments, 15 each

attraction in the maze, 15 experiments were performed
in which no stimulus was placed in either arm. Four of

no eggs" and "egg layer, eggs"; in the single-arm experiments, animals were choosing between a stimulus in one arm and no
stimulus in the other.

imals.

Results.

To

assess directional bias

the animals (26.7%)
three (20%)

moved

moved

and chance

no directional

levels

to the right

A

bias in the

of attraction

at

for "nonlayer.

left arm and remained,
arm and remained, while

to the

eight (53.3%) did neither (Fig. 2), demonstrating that there
is

significantly

maze and

establishing chance

3-4 animals (20-26.7%).

similar level of attraction (3 animals;

20%) and

pat-

:
without egg cordons [X (2) = 34. 12; P < 0.005], demonstrating that egg-laying animals are attractive.

Because the "egg-laying animal" stimulus has two
components the egg layer and its egg cordon subse-

was observed when a nonlaying conwithout
an
specific
egg cordon was the stimulus (Fig. 2).
The two sets of responses were not significantly different
2
= 0. 14; 0.90 < P < 0.95], demonstrating that non(2)

quent experiments focused on their relative contributions
to pheromonal attraction. More animals were attracted
to egg layers without egg cordons than had been attracted

layers without egg cordons are not attractive to Aplysia
brasiliana. A higher level of attraction (12 animals; 80%)

choice (Fig.

and lower level of no-choice responses (1 animal; 6.7%)
was observed when the stimulus was a conspecific that
was actively laying eggs (Fig. 2). This pattern of responses
was significantly different from that to nonlaying animals

onstrating that the egg layer

tern of responses

[X

to nonlayers without egg cordons,
3);

and fewer made no
was

the difference in response patterns
2

statistically significant [X (2)

=

15.38;

P<

0.005],

dem-

a source of aggregation
pheromones. Identical results were obtained when a nonlayer with a recently deposited egg cordon was used as

the stimulus (Fig.

3),

is

indicating that the egg cordon

is

also

SEXUAL PHEROMONES
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2
X (2) = 1.70;
0.25 < P < 0.50]. The differential responses to egg cordons
and sham cordons suggests that the attraction is chemi-

in no-stimulus control

Positive

No choice

experiments

[Fig. 4;

than visually mediated. The results of these
of experiments, in conjunction with those reported above, demonstrate that both egg layers and egg
cordons are sufficient to attract conspecifics, but that nei-

Negative

cally rather

15

0}

85

a
co

two

series

ther

is

As

10

a

uniquely required.
first step toward identifying tissue sources of the

n

cordon-derived aggregation pheromones, acidic extracts
of the atrial gland (equivalent to 50% of the material in

3

one gland) were assayed

for the ability to increase the

attractiveness of a nonlaying animal

when placed

in the

surrounding ASW. A higher level of attraction to nonlaying animals and lower level of no-choice responses was
observed when the extract was present

Nonlayer

No eggs

Egg layer Nonlayer
No eggs
Eggs

Egg layer
Eggs

Stimulus
Egg layers are

Figure 3.

number of animals was

Positive

No choice

attractive to Aplysia braxiliana: a larger

attracted to an egg layer without eggs than

was

and the patterns of responses to
2
= 15.38; P < 0.005].
different
(2)

Negative

attracted to a nonlayer without eggs,

the two stimuli are significantly

[X

Egg cordons are also attractive to A. brasiliana: a larger number of animals
was attracted to a nonlayer with eggs than was attracted to a nonlayer
:

without eggs, and the response patterns are significantly different [X (2)
= 15.38; P < 0.005]. The effects of egg layers and egg cordons are not

15

0)

a

E
c
ffl

10

additive at the concentrations tested: the response patterns for a nonlayer

with eggs and an egg layer without eggs are identical, and do not differ
2
significantly from the pattern obtained for an egg layer with eggs [X (2)

=

< P <

This bar graph is based on 60 single-arm
experiments, 5 per stimulus; in each experiment, animals were choosing
between a stimulus in one arm and no stimulus in the other.
2.83; 0.25

(Fig. 5); the dif-

0.50].

4)

n

1

pheromonal activity. Neither pattern differed
from that obtained for an egg-laying animal
2
with an egg cordon [X (2) = 2.83; 0. 10 < P < 0.25], demonstrating that the effects of the layer-derived and cordon-

a source of

significantly

No animal
No eggs

derived factors are not additive at the concentrations

No animal No animal
Sham eggs
Eggs

tested.

Stimulus

Subsequent experiments examined whether animalderived factors are required for the attractiveness of the
egg cordon and whether the attraction is visually mediated.

Two

of experiments were performed. In the first,
an egg cordon without any animal served as the stimulus.
The level of attraction and pattern of responses were
series

an egg layer and its cordon as the stimulus (Figs. 3, 4), demonstrating that egg
cordons are sufficient to attract conspecifics. In the second
series of experiments, a "sham" cordon (a tangled mass
identical to those obtained using

of silastic tubing; vol = 2 ml) served as the stimulus. The
level of attraction and pattern of responses differed sig-

Figure

4.

Animals are not required

to Aplysia brasiliana: a larger

for

an egg cordon to be attractive
attracted to an

number of animals was

egg cordon without an animal than was attracted to a sham cordon
without an animal, and the response pattern was significantly different
:
= 15.27; P < 0.005]. The sham cordon was a tangled mass of
[x (2)
tubing, 2 ml in volume. The attractiveness of an egg cordon is
not visually mediated: the pattern of responses to a sham cordon without
an animal did not differ significantly from the no-stimulus control (no
silastic

animals, no eggs) (X-(2) = 1.70; 0.25 < P < 0.50]. (Note: for the nostimulus control, movement to the left was defined as a positive response

and movement

to the right a negative response.) This bar graph

is

based

nificantly

on 15 no-stimulus control experiments and 30 single-arm experiments,
5 each for "no animal, sham eggs" and "no animal, eggs"; in the singlearm experiments, animals were choosing between a stimulus in one arm

=

and no stimulus

2

1

5.27;

from those observed with the egg cordon [X (2)
P < 0.005], but did not differ from those observed

1

in the other.
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Positive

behavioral experiment during the preceding 24 h; (3) the
animal must not have been tested with the stimulus; and

No choice

(4) all

of the animals in an experiment must have been
in the same aquarium. Once selected, the animals

housed

Negative

were randomly assigned to treatments. All experiments
were begun between 9 and 10 am, because there is evidence of a circadian rhythm in Aplysia mating behavior
(A.J'asciata. Susswein et al.. 1983, 1984).

15
CO

'c

Relative contributions of the egg layer

and

and egg cordon:

statistical analyses. Eight an-

experimental protocol
imals were used in each experiment (Fig. 6). One animal
was injected with 0. ml of atrial gland extract and placed

10

1

a

in a 4-1 plastic beaker containing 3

E

ASW;

1

of aerated non-con-

treatment induced egg laying, usually
within 30 min, and the egg layer conditioned the
in the beaker. A second animal was handled and placed

ditioned

z

this

ASW

in

an identical beaker;

this

treatment did not induce egg

laying, but the nonlayer conditioned the

ASW. When

4.1 min
injected animal finished laying eggs (70.3
in
it
was
rinsed
mean
removed,
S.E.M.),
injection;

Nonlayer

Nonlayer

Nonlayer

No eggs

AQE

Eggs

Stimulus
Figure

5.

AG-LE) may contribute to the attractiveness of an egg
cordon. The number of animals attracted to a nonlayer was increased
when an extract of the A. californica atrial gland (AGE) was placed in
the surrounding ASW. The pattern of responses differed significantly
(or A. brasiliana

for a nonlaying animal without eggs [X (2) = 10.58:
but
did
not differ significantly from that for a nonlaying
0.01],
animal with eggs [ V(2) = 0.44; 0.90 < P < 0.95]. This bar graph is based
2

from that observed

F <

5 per stimulus: in each experiment, animals were choosing between a stimulus in one arm and no stimulus in

on 45 single-arm experiments.

1

the other.

Terence in response patterns

P < 0.0

was

2

significant [X (2)

=

10.58;

and pattern
from those obtained when a recently deposited conspecific egg cordon
was placed in the same location [Fig. 5; X 2 (2) = 0.44; 0.75
1

].

Interestingly, the level of attraction

of responses did not

differ significantly

< P < 0.90],

suggesting that products of the A. californica
atrial gland (or A. brasiliana AG-LE) might significantly
contribute to the attractiveness of an egg cordon.

Induction of mating activity

Animals. A pool of 205 sexually mature Aplysia brasiliana individuals was used in these studies. Small plastic

mm

fish tags
in diameter; Howitt Plastics, Molalla,
Oregon) were sutured to the caudal region of the right
parapodium so that individuals could be identified. Four
( 1

criteria
( 1 )

1

were used to

ing 24 h; (2)

select

animals for each experiment:

must not have laid eggs during the precedthe animal must not have participated in a

the animal

fresh

ASW

and transferred to a third beaker;
the handled animal was treated in the same way and
transferred to a fourth beaker. Nontreated animals were
non-conditioned

then distributed

Secretory products of the Aply.iia californica atrial gland

the

after

among the

tained two animals.

The

four beakers so that each con-

resulting experimental conditions

two nonlayers in animal-conditioned ASW with
an egg cordon; (2) two nonlayers in animal-conditioned
ASW without an egg cordon; (3) one egg layer and one
are:

(

1 )

nonlayer in non-conditioned ASW without an egg cordon;
in non-conditioned ASW without

and (4) two nonlayers
an egg cordon.

each individual was as270 min. Three categories
of mating activity were recognized (male, female, and simultaneous hermaphrodite); egg-laying activity was also

The reproductive

activity of

sessed at 10-min intervals for

recorded, but courtship was not. For calculation purposes,

animals that did not mate or lay eggs during the observation period were assigned a 280-min latency for that
activity.

Although

itive

and

this

approach underestimates the

dif-

mean

latency to mating between strongly poscontrol conditions, the effect is relatively small

ference in

least 85% of the animals mated in every experimental condition tested. Statistical significance was
assessed by a one-way analysis of variance, followed by

because at

Duncan's multiple range test for pairwise comparisons.
time courses of mating activity were compared,
2
statistical significance was assessed by X analysis of individual time points. Egg cordon volume was measured

When

end of each experiment by ASW displacement in
0.2 ml;
and averaged 1.7 ml (1.7
mean S.E.M.). Twenty experiments were performed in

at the

a graduated cylinder

this series.

Results. Animal-conditioning the

ASW with a nonlay-

ing animal resulted in an increase in the percentage of

SEXUAL PHEROMONES
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Handle animal;

no injection

gland extract

inject atrial
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I

i

Conditions

ASW;

Conditions

ASW;

does not lay eggs

lays eggs

Transfer egg layer to

Conditioned

ASW

with eggs

Non-conditioned

1

Egg layer, nonlayer
non-conditioned

with eggs

without eggs

Figure

in

Add

2 nonlayers

1

nonlayer

2 nonlayers in
conditioned

2 nonlayers in
non-conditioned

without eggs

without eggs

ASW

ASW

Flow diagram of the protocol used

6.

without eggs

I

Add

nonlayer

2 nonlayers in
conditioned

ASW

ASW

Non-conditioned

without eggs

I

Add

2 nonlayers

ASW

Conditioned

without eggs

I

Add

Transfer nonlayer to

ASW

ASW

of mating experiments. One animal was
and placed in a beaker containing aerated

in the first series

injected with an extract of the atrial gland to induce egg laying

ASW; a second animal was handled and placed in a second beaker containing aerated nonASW. When egg deposition was complete, the egg layer was transferred to a third beaker and
nonlayer to a fourth beaker. Additional nontreated animals were then distributed among the

non-conditioned
conditioned
the handled

four beakers so that each contained a pair of Aplysia: the resulting experimental conditions are indicated at
the bottom of the diagram. Mating and egg-laying behaviors were scored at 10-min intervals for 270 min:

animals

failing to exhibit a

behavior during the observation period were assigned a 280-min latency for

calculations.

at early time periods relative to non-concontrols (Fig. 7A); the difference was sta-

animals mating
ditioned

ASW

tistically significant at

min

[X'(

1

)

>

P<

0.05].

and 60
latency

that the

(P = 0.29; one-way analysis of variance).

It is

im-

portant to note that these effects, although small, were
was animal-condiconsistently observed when the

ASW

Comparable

results

low under the conditions

40, 50,

mating was also reduced (Fig. 7B), but did not differ
significantly from that of the non-conditioned ASW con-

tioned.

relatively

The mean

to

trols

is

The

idea that animal-derived factors induce mating
in Aplysia is consistent with a recent report in the literature

three time periods

3.84 for each;

or concentration

were obtained

an indepenour laboratory
in

dent series of experiments performed in
(A. R. Gustavson, unpubl. data). The studies used a

dif-

tively

and animal-conditioned the
60 rather than 70 min, but produced quantitasimilar responses. A higher percentage of animals

mated

at early

tested.

amount of time that A. fasciata spend mating is
number of animals available as copu-

a function of the

latory partners (Ziv el al, 1989)

and

thus, presumably, a

function of the concentration of animal-derived factors
in the

ASW.

Similar, but quantitatively larger, effects

when

the

were observed

ASW was animal-conditioned by an egg layer and

contained an egg cordon (Fig. 7 A. B). The percentage of
animals mating at early time periods was increased relative

ASW

and the

ferent pool of A. brasiliana

to non-conditioned

ASW

statistically significant for every observation period

ASW
and

1

for

time periods relative to the non-conditioned

controls [X (l) > 3.84 at 30, 40, 70, 80. 90, 100,
10 min; P < 0.05 for each]; the mean latency to
2

through

1

10

min

2

[X (l)

controls,

>

3.84 for each;

difference

P <

was

from 10

0.05].

The

= 0.002;
significantly reduced (P
of
animal-conthat
variance).
one-way analysis
Assuming
with an egg layer is comparable to aniditioning the

mean

latency to

mating was

ASW

mating was reduced, but the change was not statistically
= 0.28; one-way analysis of variance). The
significant (P
consistency of these two sets of results suggests that ani-

mal-conditioning with a nonlayer (see below), these results
demonstrate that cordon-derived factors induce mating, and

mal-derived factors induce mating, but that their activity

derived factors

suggest that the effects of the animal-derived

may

be additive.

and cordon-
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100

-

Animals did not distinguish between recent egg layers
and nonlayers in non-conditioned ASW without an egg
cordon. There were no significant differences in the time

80

courses of mating activity (Fig. 8A), in the latencies to
mating (Fig. 8B), or in the sexual role first assumed by
the animals (Table I). These results suggest that there is

not a prolonged change in the motivational state of the
E
c

egg layer

an increase

in receptivity to courtship) that

persists in the

No eggs

o

Nonlayer,

01

Conditioned

20

5

(i.e..

absence of an egg cordon. More importantly,
they suggest that the egg cordon, rather than the egg layer,
may be primarily responsible for the relatively short la-

40

a

No eggs
Non-conditioned

ing eggs.

40

80

120

200

160

240

when animals are actively layThe experiments did not address the question

tencies to mating observed

Nonlayer,

Q.

280

of whether specific layer-derived or animal-derived factors
are required for the induction of mating by egg cordons,

however, and
Time

(mini

this issue

was examined

in the next series

of experiments.
Induction of mating by egg cordons in non-conditioned
experimental protocol and statistical analyses. Five

ASW

_
1

animals, selected as described above, were used in each

125

experiment (Fig. 9). One was injected with atrial gland
extract and placed in a beaker to lay eggs. When deposition
was complete, the egg cordon was removed, quickly
rinsed, and transferred to a second beaker containing non-

100

CD

':

150

ASW;

conditioned

a pair of animals was then placed in

this beaker and another pair placed in a third beaker that
contained only non-conditioned ASW. The resulting experimental conditions are: (1) two nonlayers in non-conditioned ASW with an egg cordon; and (2) two nonlayers

75

50

in

non-conditioned

ASW without an egg cordon.

Repro-

ductive behavior was assessed for each animal at 10-min

25

270 min and analyzed as in the preceding
experiments. Egg volume was measured after each ex0.3 ml; mean
periment and averaged 2.0 ml (2.0
were
S.E.M. Fifteen experiments
performed.
Results. Placing a recently deposited egg cordon in the
non-conditioned ASW surrounding two nonlaying aniintervals for

Nonlayer

No eggs
Non-cond.

Nonlayer
No eggs
Conditioned

Nonlayer

Eggs

).

Conditioned

Stimulus

Figure

Both animal-derived and cordon-derived factors induce

7.

The percentage of animals
time periods was increased by animal-conditioning the
mating
ASW with a nonlaying animal; the difference was significant at 40, 50,
mating

activity in Aplysia brasiliana. (A)

at early

and 60

mm [X

2
( 1 )

>

3.84;

P<

0.05].

The percentage was

further increased

by animal-conditioning the ASW with an egg-laying animal and leaving
the egg cordon in the ASW; the percentages were significantly higher
than those obtained in non-conditioned

ASW

every observation period from 10 through
each;

P<

0.05].

The experimental protocol

1

is

without an egg cordon at
min (X'U) > 3.84 for

10

shown

in Figure

6 (n = 20

mals significantly increased the percentage of animals

mating
X

:

<

(

1

)

>

in 9

of the

first

14 observation periods [Fig. 10A;

20-40 min, 70 min, and 100-140 min: P
each], and significantly reduced their mean

3.84 at

0.05 for

latency to mating relative to the control group (Fig. 10B;

P <

one-way analysis of variance). These results
demonstrate that cordon-derived factors alone are suffi0.01;

cient to induce mating.

experiments). Because Aplysia tend to mate in bouts lasting approximately

60 min and the bouts are often separated by periods during which no
mating occurs (Leonard and Lukowiak, 1987), it is not possible to read
a mean latency to mating directly from this graph. (B) The latency to
S.E.M.) was reduced by animal-conditioning the ASW
with a nonlaying animal, but the difference was not statistically significant
(P = 0.29; one-way analysis of variance). The latency was further reduced
in animal-conditioned ASW with an egg cordon, and differed significantly

mating (mean

from that obtained

<

for

non-conditioned

0.002; one-way analysis of variance).

ASW

without an egg cordon (P

Induction of egg-laying activity

Egg deposition was also monitored in the experiments
described above. Neither animal-derived nor cordon-derived factors significantly affected the percentage of animals laying eggs (Table II), and the low percentages made

mean latency to deposition meaningless.
Because Aplysia brasiliana lays eggs more frequently when

calculations of

SEXUAL PHEROMONES
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cordon (cordon-derived factors only); (3) animal-conditioned ASW without an egg cordon (animal-derived factors only); and (4) animal-conditioned ASW with an egg
cordon (both animal-derived and cordon-derived factors).
The conditions in each beaker were established as described in the section on mating (see Figs. 6 and 9). The
volumes of the stimulus egg cordons were measured at
Egg

layer,

the end of every experiment and averaged 3.2 ml (3.2
0.6 ml; mean
S.E.M.). In five experiments, all animals

No eggs

Non-conditioned
Nonlayer,

that were not induced to lay eggs were injected with atrial

No eggs

gland extract to verify that they were physiologically competent to do so; all laid egg cordons in response to the

Non-conditioned

40

80

160

120

200

240

280

injection, demonstrating that the experimental conditions
were not interfering with the activity.
Results. Neither animal-derived nor cordon-derived

factors

Time

(min)

ble

had a

significant effect

on egg deposition (Ta-

II).

150
Discussion

B
125

Pheromonal

100

These studies have shown that Aplysia brasiliana is not
attracted to nonlaying animals in the absence of an egg
cordon. The results contrast with those of Lederhendler

attraction

c

E
o>

75

and colleagues (1977), which showed

50

tylomela is attracted to nonlaying conspecifics and that
the magnitude of the attraction increases as the number

of stimulus animals increases.

Egg layer
No eggs
Non-cond.

Nonlayer

No eggs
Non-cond.

A. californica in

Aplysia brasiliana does not distinguish between recent egg
without an egg cordon.
in non-conditioned

ASW

and nonlayers

(A) Recent egg layers and nonlayers

non-conditioned

shown

mean

in

mated

at the

same frequency

ASW without an egg cordon. The experimental

in

protocol

= 20 experiments). (B) There
Figure 6 (n

latency to mating between recent egg layers

conditioned

ASW

from differences

it

re-

in experimental design (e.g.,

not examined the possibility that a group of nonlaying A.
brasiliana would be attractive. We have, however, tested

Stimulus

is

know whether

from
differences in concentration produced by using 5-min
rather than 60-min conditioning periods), and we have
sults

Figure 8.

not

the difference reflects species differences or whether

25

layers

We do

that Aplysia dac-

is no difference in
and nonlayers in non-

without an egg cordon.

T-maze experiments and have found

that

A. californica, like A. brasiliana, is not attracted to nonlaying conspecifics under these conditions (S. D. Painter,

unpubl. data). These results are consistent with earlier
studies by Audesirk (1977), which showed that A. californica

is

not attracted to nonlaying animals in

experiments. Although there

is

Y-maze

electrophysiological evi-

dence that A. californica detects the odors of nonlaying
caged alone rather than in pairs (Blankenship et a!., 1983),
the experiments were repeated with one animal in each

beaker rather than two.
Single-animal experiments: protocol. Four
selected as described in the

each experiment.

One was

mating

studies,

test

animals,

were used

in

placed in each of four beakers

and egg-laying activity assessed at 10-min intervals for
270 min. The ASW in each beaker contained a different
combination of animal-derived and cordon-derived fac1 ) non-conditioned ASW without an egg cordon
tors:
(

(negative control); (2) non-conditioned

ASW with an egg

conspecifics (Audesirk and Audesirk, 1977; Chase, 1979),
there is no evidence to date that the electrophysiological

response is to species-specific odors (Chase, 1979) and no
behavioral evidence that the odors are attractive.
Aplysia brasiliana is attracted to egg-laying animals with
egg cordons. The ability to distinguish egg-laying animals

with egg cordons from nonlaying animals without egg
cordons was previously described in burrowing studies in
this species

studies,

(Aspey and Blankenship, 1976). In those
a nonlaying animal was introduced into an

when

aquarium containing a burrowed conspecific, the introduced animal burrowed; when an egg-laying animal was

90
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Table

The

effects

of recent egg deposition on sexual role
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Aplysia brasiliana
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mains to be demonstrated whether the two sets of factors
There is extensive and prolonged
contact between the egg layer and its cordon, both during
and following oviposition, which would facilitate a transfer

differ biochemically.

*

80

OB

c

of activity between the two.

The attractiveness of a nonlaying animal was increased
by placing a recently deposited egg cordon in the same
arm of the T-maze, providing the basis for a simple bioas-

60

40

say system in which to identify potential tissue sources of
the "cordon-derived" pheromonal activity. Extracts of the

Nonlayer, Eggs

A. californica atrial gland were assayed in this system and
also increased the attractiveness of a nonlaying animal,

Non-conditioned

20

ra

Nonlayer, No eggs
Non- conditioned

CL

suggesting that secretory products of the A. californica
gland (or A. brasiliana AG-LE) may contribute to

atrial

80

40

Time

240

200

160

120

280

(min)

the cordon-derived activity. The extracts each contained
50% of the material in a single atrial gland and were as
attractive as A. brasiliana egg cordons, suggesting that the

A. brasiliana

200

and A.

californica aggregation

pheromones

be chemically similar or identical. This issue is currently being examined by HPLC analyses of egg cordon

may

and by compositional and microsequence analyses
of active fractions. It is worth noting that extracts of the

eluates,

150

A. californica atrial gland also induce copulatory activity
in A. brasiliana (Painter et ai. 1989), and that field studies

100

suggest that Aplysia aggregation

pheromones may not be

entirely species-specific (A. vaccaria, for example, has

been

observed in association with A. californica aggregations:
Kupfermann and Carew, 1974).

50

Mating

activity

The experiments showed
Nonlayer

Nonlayer

No eggs

Eggs
Non-cond.

Non-cond.

that both animal-derived

cordon-derived factors reduce the latency to

Table

mating

II

Stimulus

High concentrations of animal-denved factors are not
Figure 10.
required for the induction of mating activity by recently deposited egg
cordons. (A) A higher percentage of nonlaying .l/Vrau brasiliana mated
at early

Neither animals nor egg cordon', stimulated egg-laying activity
in

Aplysia brasiliana

%

time periods when an egg cordon was placed in the surrounding

non-conditioned

ASW;

the increase

was

statistically significant at 20,

2
30,40. 70, and 100-140 min [X (l)> 3.84 in each case;

experimental protocol is shown in Figure 9 (n
Placing an egg cordon in the non-conditioned

=

P<

0.05].

The

15 experiments). (B)

ASW

surrounding two

nonlaying animals significantly reduced their latency to mating relative
to nonlaying animals without an egg cordon (P < 0.0
one-way analysis
1 ;

of variance). The experimental protocol

is

shown

in Figure 9 (n

=

15

expenmentsl.

chains of A. californica, for example, are both more stable
and more attractive when the first animal in the chain is
laying eggs (Audesirk, 1977).

The present studies have shown that both egg-layerderived and cordon-derived factors contribute to the attractiveness of an egg-laying animal.

two apparent sources of

this

Although there are
pheromonal activity, it re-

Conditions

and

Animals laying eggs

in

S.

92

D.
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We

did
Ap/ysia, and suggest that their effects are additive.
not record courtship behavior in any of these experiments,

however, and do not

know whether the effect

from
an increase

results

a reduction in the latency to courtship (i.e.,
in male behaviors), a reduction in the duration of court-

female receptivity), or from some

ship (i.e.. an
combination of the two.
increase in

The experiments

also

showed

that the active animal-

derived factors are not uniquely associated with the egg
layer. Although the effect was small, animal-conditioning

ASW

with a handled nonlayer consistently reduced
the latency to mating, and animals did not distinguish

the

between recent egg layers and handled nonlayers in nonconditioned ASW without an egg cordon. These results
suggest that cordon-derived factors are primarily responsible for the relatively short latencies to mating observed

with egg-laying animals.

Although previous studies reported that 90% of egglaying animals initially mated as females (Painter et ai,
1989), only 45% did so in the present studies. The difference probably reflects differences in experimental protocol, two of which are particularly significant. First, the
animals in the previous studies were tested in animalconditioned ASW with an egg cordon rather than in nonconditioned

ASW

without an egg cordon. This suggests

that the increase in receptivity might have been due to
pheromonal factors rather than a persistent change in

motivational state caused by bag-cell activity, ovulation,
movement of eggs through the reproductive tract. It is

or

worth noting that bag-cell activity normally precedes
ovulation in vivo (A. hra.si/iana, Dudek el ai. 1977), that
bag-cell products affect neuronal activity (A. califomica,

Mayeri, 1979; Stuart and Strumwasser. 1980), and that
certain aspects of egg-laying behavior depend upon

movement

of eggs through the reproductive tract (A.
brasiliana, Cobbs and Pinsker, 1982). Second, the time

period between injecting atrial gland extract and adding
the second animal was held constant at 60 min in the

previous studies (Painter et ai. 1989), but varied depending upon the time required to complete egg deposition in
the present studies, averaging approximately 70 min. Al-

though the egg cordons were smaller

compared

to 1.7 ml),

it is

likely that

in the first

study (0.8

some proportion of

the animals were laying eggs when the second animal was
introduced. Because egg-laying animals cannot simulta-

neously mate as males (Leonard and Lukowiak, 1987),
these animals would skew the percentages toward mating
as a female. In either case, the experiments suggest that,
if

is increased by egg dedependent on cordon-derived pher-

the receptivity of the egg layer

position, the effect

is

omones.

they did not elicit egg deposition. Comparable results
were obtained with either one or two animals in the test
ies,

chamber, demonstrating that egg deposition was not being
influenced to a significant degree by the accessibility of a
potential mate.

Although both cordon-derived and animal-derived
and induced mating in our stud-

factors attracted animals

is

more

likely that the lack

of effect

that egg-laying Aplysia califomica induce egg laying in
conspecifics. In contrast to the present studies, however,

the A. califomica experiments were designed to detect low-

frequency events. An egg-laying animal was placed in one
of two aquaria, each of which contained four to five individually caged animals, and activity was monitored until

an animal in one of the two aquaria began to lay eggs; in
12 of the 15 trials, the first animal to lay eggs was in the
aquarium containing the egg-laying animal stimulus, and
egg deposition usually began within 3 h. Although the
two series of experiments are not identical in design, egglaying activity on a per-animal basis over a 3- to 3.5-h
period

is

similar: 4-5%. laid eggs in the negative control

aquarium and 16-20% in the aquarium containing the
egg-laying animal stimulus (Audesirk. 1977), compared

0% in our negative control (non-conditioned ASW
without an egg cordon) and 10-12.5% in the animal-conditioned ASW with an egg cordon. The low percentage
of animals responding to this stimulus may have physito

ological significance, allowing

some animals

to

mate

as

males and providing a mechanism by which the aggregation can be maintained over a relatively long period of
time (see Audesirk, 1977).

A comparison

of aggregation

and mating p/ieromones

These studies demonstrate that both animal-derived
and cordon-derived factors contribute to the development
and maintenance of breeding aggregations, by attracting
animals to the area and inducing them to mate. Animalderived and cordon-derived factors appear to be equally
attractive. There were no significant differences in levels
of attraction or patterns of responses to: ( ) an egg layer
without eggs; (2) an egg layer with eggs; (3) a nonlayer
with eggs; and (4) eggs without any animal. The animalderived pheromones appear to be uniquely associated with
1

the egg layer since nonlaying animals without egg cordons

were not

attractive.

Cordon-derived factors appear to be primarily responsible for the induction of mating by an animal that is
is supported by three sets
animals do not distinguish between
recent egg layers and nonlayers in non-conditioned ASW
without an egg cordon; there were no significant differ-

actively laying eggs. This idea

of observations.

Egg-laying activity

It

resulted from the small percentage of animals that are in
the correct motivational state to respond to pheromonal
stimulation. This suggestion is based on a comparison
with earlier studies by Audesirk (1977), which indicated

First,

ences in the time courses of mating activity or in the

mean

SEXUAL PHEROMONES
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man

and

them
Arch

our studies. Animals do distinguish
between recent egg layers with egg cordons and nonlayers
without egg cordons (Aspey and Blankenship, 1976;
Painter et ai. 1989), however, suggesting that the distinction is based on cordon-derived, rather than animal-de-

characteristics are consistent with the atrial gland being

Second, placing a recently deposited egg
non-conditioned ASW surrounding two

gland serves this function in the animal and whether the
"cordon-derived" pheromones are products of the ELH-

latencies to

mating

rived, factors.

cordon

in the

in

nonlaying animals significantly reduced their mean latency to mating relative to non-conditioned ASW controls.

Animal-conditioning the

mean

latency to

mating

this case, the reduction

ASW

was not

factors are likely to play the

statistically significant.

more

significant role in elic-

nonlayers, suggesting that they are not responsible for the
mating activity observed in the two groups

differences in

From

1989).

a behavioral point of view,

zling that an egg layer

is

more

response to de-

These

ai, 1980).

related genes expressed in the gland.
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ASW

environment. Egg-laying animals maintain
contact with their egg cordons for extended periods of
in the natural

time,

in
el

attractive than a nonlayer

nonconditioned
without an egg cordon, but does
not have a shorter latency to mating. It should be kept in
mind, however, that these conditions rarely, if ever, occur

in

releases

a tissue source of the "cordon-derived" pheromonal activity, but it remains to be determined whether the atrial

also reduced the

iting the activity. Finally, the animal-derived factors that
induce mating are associated with both egg layers and

(Painter

1986),

polarizing stimuli (A. californica.

relative to the controls but, in

Thus, although cordon-derived and animal-derived factors
are each sufficient to induce mating, the cordon-derived

et ai.

et ai.

and often begin mating before deposition

(A. brasiliana, Blankenship el

a/..

complete

is
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Introduction

The development of

a

number of

starfish species

has

been described (Oguro and Komatsu, 1988). Nevertheless,
hiththe embryos and larvae obtained from the sea have

and
ovaries, oocytes, morulae, blastulae, gastrulae,
walls,
ceca, body
bipinnariae. Brachiolariae, testes, pyloric
and tubefeet did not contain Kl -reactive antigenic mol-

of their
erto been unidentifiable, because the entire process
well
not
is
sufficiently
and

from

metamorphosis
development
known. Furthermore, the identification of individual spefeatures
cies by examination of external morphological
methods
Therefore,
specific
to
be
alone tends
equivocal.

ecules. Extracts of eggs of the starfish Asterias amurensis
and several sea urchin species did not react with the Kl

the genus Asterina, exantibody. Among the members of
minor were
tracts of brachiolariae of .1. bat her i and A.
of A.
brachiolariae
not reactive, whereas blastulae and

components present exclusively
one species are needed.
of
larvae
and
embryos

for detecting chemical

in

We

report the discovery of specific antigenic polypep,4stides that are present in eggs, embryos, and larvae of
beother
of
in
those
not
species
but
terina

an antigenic compopseudoexigua padfica did contain
nent. Unlike the antigenic peptides in A. pectinifera eggs,
in
the apparent molecular mass of the antigen molecule

pectinifera.

or larva in a
longing to the same genus. A single embryo
immunodetected
be
can
mixture
by
complex plankton

was 41
embryos and larvae of A. pseudoexigua padfica
variakDa, which represents a remarkable phylogenetic
Kl
the
antibody, we
tion of antigen molecules. Using
detects
that
embryos and
have developed an assay system

logical analysis with

an enzyme-linked immunosorbent

a monoassay (ELISA) or immunoblot procedure, using
molthe
antigen
that
unique
clonal antibody
recognizes

complex mixtures of biological

specimens obtained from the

930,

specifically rec-

molecular masses of
ognizes polypeptides with apparent
56 and 58 kDa, in the egg of the starfish Asterina pectinreacted with extracts prepared
ifera. The Kl antibody

larvae of A. pectinifera in

Toyama

ecules present in

embryos and

larvae.

sea.

Materials and Methods
Received 10 December 1990: accepted

CaFSW.

1

seawater,

BSA, bovine serum albumin;

calcium-free seawater;

D-MEM,

Dulbecco's modification of

ASW,

PCS,

Adults of the following starfish and sea urchin species
were collected, during their breeding seasons, along the
coast of the Japan Islands. The starfish were collected from

fetal

medium; EL1SA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay;
serum; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; HAT. hypoxanthine-ami-

Eagle
calf

Animals

April 1991.

artificial

Abbreviations:

kDa, kilodaltons; NSW.
nopterine-thymidine; IgG, immunoglobulin G;
normal seawater, PBS, phosphate buffered saline without divalent cations;

PMSF. phenylmethylsulfonyi
T- TBS,

0.5

M NaCl,

10

fluoride;

off Asamushi in
the following areas: A. pectinifera
Aomori Prefecture, off Otsuchi in Iwate Prefecture, off

SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate;
7.8) and 0.05% Tween 20.

Hashirimizu in Kanagawa Prefecture, off Sensui Island

mA/ Tns-HCl (pH

95

96
in

S.

Hiroshima Prefecture, and

off

Gogo

IKEGAMI ET

Ehime

Island in

from the

Prefecture; Asterina pseudoexigua pacifica

AL.

blotted onto nitrocellulose sheets (Bio-Rad), as described

below.

undersurface of stones at the intertidal zone of Kushimoto
in

Wakayama

Prefecture;

and Asterina minor and Asterina
Noto Peninsula in Ishi-

along the coast of the

batheri

Prefecture. The sea urchins, Scaphechinus mirabilis,
Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus, and Pseitdocentrotus depressus, were collected off Sensui Island in Hiroshima

Preparation of antigens

kawa

Kiwado in Yamaguchi Prefecture, and
Mie Prefecture, respectively.

Prefecture, off

off

Sugashima Island in

The plankton samples were collected by a diver
equipped with SCUBA, who towed plankton nets (100
^m-mesh; open mouth, 40 cm in diameter) horizontally
at discrete depths off Sensui Island in Hiroshima
50

m

Prefecture.

Mature eggs

(3

ml packed volume) from

A. pectinifera,

shed from the isolated ovaries of adults by application of
1-methyladenine at a final concentration of 150 ng/ml,
were collected
h after the hormone treatment had
1

They were washed, by settling, in 5 vol of ASW
and homogenized, in a Potter-Elvehjem glass homogein 12 ml 20 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer
nizer, at
started.

0C

with 0.1

mA/ phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride

subsequent procedures were carried out

(PMSF). The

at

4C,

unless

The homogenate was centrifuged at
8,000 X g for 20 min. The pellet was resuspended in 5
ml 20 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer with 0. mAl PMSF,
and the suspension was centrifuged again. The supernaotherwise stated.

1

1

Gametes, embryos, and larvae

1

Fertilizable eggs were induced to spawn from isolated
ovaries of female A. pectinifera and A. amurensis by ap-

tants were

combined, and

plication of 1-methyladenine at a final concentration of

to a final

150 ng/ml (Kanatani, 1973). Spawned A. pectinifera eggs
were washed several times with artificial seawater ASW),

(w/v).

The mixture was

at

(

Jamarin
at

U (Jamarin

40-60 min

Laboratory, Osaka), and inseminated
after the start of 1-methyladenine treatment.

Formed embryos were
and the

cultured in

early brachiolariae

ASW

were reared

at

23

2C,

in natural seawater

(NSW), which was kept in the sun and changed every two
or three days. Embryos of A. hathen were obtained similarly. Embryos and larvae of hermaphroditic A. minor
were obtained from a container of adult colonies collected
during the breeding season, during June at the Noto Peninsula in Ishikawa Prefecture. Embryos and larvae of A.

pseudoexigua pacifica were collected from the body cavity
of the adult during the breeding season, in July at Kushimoto in Wakayama Prefecture. Eggs of sea urchins

were obtained by introducing 0.5

M KC1 into the body

18,000

the

solid

ammonium

added

ammonium

sulfate

was

sulfate concentration of 20%

stirred for

1

h,

then centrifuged

X g for 20

ammonium

min. The supernatant was removed,
sulfate concentration was adjusted to 80%

h later,
(w/v) by adding solid ammonium sulfate, and
the mixture was centrifuged as before. The precipitate
1

was removed and dissolved

in 2

1

loading buffer, composed

mAl

Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) with 0.1 mA/ PMSF. The
solution was then loaded onto a Whatman DE-52 ion-

of 50

(2.5 X 3.3 cm), which had been
with
equilibrated
loading buffer. Step-wise elution was
with
solutions
of NaCl in loading buffer using
performed
50 ml each of 20, 150, 200, and 500 mAl concentrations.

exchange resin column

and 200 mA/ NaCl were
and
pooled
dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline
without divalent cations (PBS). The non-dialyzable fraction was frozen at -80C for future use.

The

fractions eluted with 150

cavity.

Eggs, embryos,

with

ASW

or

and larvae were washed

NSW

before being stored at

several times

~80C

until

Preparation oj nuclei

Two

required.

Protein detenu i nut ion

Protein was determined by the protein-dye binding asbovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard

say, with

thousand, five hundred (2500) A. pectinifera emwere
washed twice with calcium-free seawater
bryos
Jamarin
(CaFSW,
Laboratory, Osaka; 4C) and once with
buffer A (4C), which consisted of 250 mA/ sucrose, 5

mA/ MgCl : 40 mA/
,

7.5).

(Bradford, 1976).

100.

gel

electrophoresis

Discontinuous sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed with 5%
gel, as described by Laemmli (1970). The gels
were then stained with Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 or

stacking

4C in

5 ml buffer A containing 1% (w/v) Triton XThe homogenate was passed through a 40-/um stainless steel filter by gravity. The filtrate was centrifuged at
1000 X g at 4C for 5 min. The nuclear pellet was resus-

at

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide

NaCl, and 50 mA/ Tris-HCl (pH
were
homogenized with a Dounce homogenizer
They

ml

buffer A, followed by centrifugation at
min. This process was repeated once. The
washed nuclear preparations were frozen at -80C for

pended
1000

in 2.5

X g for

future use.
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Monoclonal antibody production

A

injected inprotein in complete Freund's
adjuvant. Four and then five weeks later, booster injections of 50 Mg protein were administered. And three days
jxg

second booster, the mouse was sacrificed, its
spleen was removed, and the cells allowed to fuse, for 8
8
min, with myeloma cells (SP-2) (at a ratio of 1 X 10 /1
after the

7

X

10 spleen cells/myeloma cells). The fusion was carried
out in 1 ml Dulbecco's modification of Eagle medium

(D-MEM), without serum, but containing 50% polyethylene glycol-6,000. To stop the fusion, 20 ml D-MEM
was added drop-wise, and cell pellets were precipitated by
centrifugation at 250 X g for 5 min. The cell pellets were
resuspended in 5 ml D-MEM containing 5% fetal calf
serum (FCS, Microbiological Associates), incubated for
12-18 h. then plated in 98-well microtiter dishes at 200

HAT

X

1

X

was removed from each well and replaced with fresh HAT
medium after 2, 4, 7, and 10 days. The supernatants were
harvested

when

the clones began to exhaust their

medium

and were screened by protein blotting, as described below.
Hybridomas that showed reactivity were expanded and
subcloned by limited dilution.

X 10 7 cells) were injected intraperitoBALB/c mouse which, 1-2 weeks previously,

Hybridomas
neally into a

(1

old, had received an injection of 0.5 ml
2,6, 0, 4-tetramethylpentadecane. One to two weeks after
the injection of hybridomas, the ascites were collected
and centrifuged at 500 X g for 30 min. The supernatant
ml) was dialyzed, at 4C, against 50 mA/Tris-HCl (pH
8.6) with 0.15 A/ NaCl. The non-dialyzable fraction was
at

8

1

weeks
1

1

(

each, in

at

two changes of excess 10 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),
20, and incubated for 2 h

NaCl and 0.05% Tween

0.5 A/

C with

37

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat antidiluted 1:3000 in the same buffer

mouse IgG (Bio-Rad)
that

was used

to block the nitrocellulose strips. After

washing again,

strips

were assayed

for peroxidase activity

H 2O2

and 4-chloro-l-naphthol. The reaction was
stopped by rinsing with water and strips were dried in air.
Protein blots of oocytes, eggs, embryos, and larvae were
obtained by electrophoretic transfer from SDS-polyacrylamide gel to nitrocellulose sheets and then treated as
using

specified above, except that the

IgG solutions, diluted

1:

1000 in PBS, were used for antibody incubations
instead of hybridoma culture supernatant.
100 to

1

:

D-MEM

medium (complete
containing
7
4
10~ A/hypoxanthine, 4 X 10~ A/aminopterin, 1.6
5
10~ A/thymidine, and 10% FCS). Half of the medium

l/l/well in

Rad) were incubated with undiluted culture supernatant
37 C for 2 h with gentle stirring. After a brief wash
with distilled water, they were then washed, for 10 min
at

BALB/c female mouse was

7-week-old

traperitoneally with 100

97

1

loaded onto a column (0.6

X

Immunofluorescence microscopy

Embryos were washed twice with ASW, fixed with 100%
methanol for 10 min, immersed in 100% ethanol for 10
min and then embedded in polyester wax (BDH). Sections
7 jim thick were placed onto 0.1% (w/v) amylopectincoated coverslips and incubated with IgG solution diluted
1:100 in PBS for
h, at room temperature, after which
1

they were washed in PBS for 30 min. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG
(Tago), diluted :200 in PBS containing 2% BSA was then
added and the sections were incubated, in the dark, at
room temperature, for h, after which they were washed
1

1

with

PBS

20%

lution of

a Nikon

were mounted in a soPBS, sealed, and viewed under
photomicroscope. Photographs were

for 30 min. Coverslips

glycerol in

TMD-EP2

then taken using

cm) of Protein-A cellulofine (Seikagaku Kogyo, Tokyo), which had been equilibrated with 50 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 8.6) with 0. 5 A/ NaCl.

ELISA assay

After washing with 30 ml 50 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 8.6) with
0.15 A/ NaCl, the immunoglobulin
(IgG) fraction was

boiled for 2

Kodak Tri-X pan ASA 400

film.

10

1

G

M

eluted out by 0.05
sodium acetate (pH 4.0) and 0.15
A/ NaCl. The pH of the IgG solution was adjusted to 7.2
A/ Tris-HCl (pH 9.0). The protein concenby adding
tration was adjusted to 500 Mg/ml, and then the IgG solution was frozen at -80C for future use.
1

Five thousand (5000) oocytes, eggs, or embryos were
62.5

ml SDS sample buffer containing
min in
mA/Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 2% SDS and 5% 2-mercap1

toethanol (Laemmli. 1970). One hundred microliters of
each of the extracts, at a dilution of 1:2000 in PBS, were
to a well of a microtiter plate for ELISA assay (Probind, Falcon), the content of the lysate in a well being
equivalent to 0.25 oocytes, eggs, or embryos, and absorbed

added

for 2

h

at

37C. The

solution

was removed, and the

wells

Immunoblotting

were treated

For screening hybridomas, nitrocellulose blots were
prepared by electrophoretic transfer from preparative
SDS-polyacrylamide gels of the 50 and 200 mA/ NaCl

PBS, a 100-^1 aliquot was added to each well and incubated for 2 h at 37C. The wells were washed twice

1

fractions obtained

by Whatman DE-52

ion-exchange

as described above, followed

chromatography, performed
by blocking in a solution of 10 mA/Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),
0.5 A/ NaCl and 3% gelatin. Nitrocellulose strips (Bio-

1% BSA

for

room temperature with 200 n\ PBS with
30 min. The IgG solution was diluted
1000
at

1

:

in

T-TBS buffer, composed of 0.5 A/ NaCl, 10 mA/
Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20, and then
three times with distilled water. One hundred microliters
with

of a solution of horseradish peroxidase linked to goat anti-

98
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components with molecular

against A. pectinifera egg

abcdef abcdef

(kDa)

masses of 188 or 133 kDa. All of these antibodies were

found to bind to some components of A. amurensis eggs.
clone produced an antibody that recognized components of .-1. pectinifera eggs, but not those of A. annirensis eggs, in an ELISA assay. This specific antibody, Kl,

One

bound

to A. pectinifera egg

kDa

masses of 58 and 56
1

).

components with molecular
an immunoblot assay (Fig.

in

The immunoreactive components were

in extracts of A. pectinifera oocytes

also present

and embryos

at the

32-cell morula, the 256-cell early blastula, mid-blastula

(10 h after fertilization), and early gastrula (24 h after
fertilization) stages. Protein A binding experiments in-

30-

Kl antibody was of the IgG class.
The minimum number of eggs detectable by immunoblot analysis was then determined as follows. Graded
amounts of egg lysate were loaded into slots of an SDS-

dicated that the

polyacrylamide
Immunoblots of.lMcnmi pectinifera extracts. The extracts
(5 Mg protein each) were electrophoresed on SDS-12.5% polyacrylamide
gels. Gels were either stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (A), or transblotted onto a nitrocellulose filter, which was probed with culture medium
conditioned by a Kl antibody-producing hybndoma cell line (B). Lanes
Figure

1

filter

that

was then probed

.

a, b, c. d, e.

and f correspond

to the extract

of oocyles, eggs, 32-cell-stage

morulae, 256-cell-stage blastulae. mid-blastulae (10 h after fertilization)

and

After electrophoresis, the gel was

gel.

blotted onto a nitrocellulose

early gastrulae (24 h after fertilization), respectively.

Kl antibody. The

lysate obtained from one sixteenth of an egg and loaded into a slot gave two bands at
molecular masses of 58 and 56 kDa. The intensity of the

with the

bands was close to the limit of detection (data not shown).
To determine whether the antigenic molecules were
polypeptides, we incubated 5 ^g egg extract protein with
for 30 min and
0.001 to 0.01 units of papain at

37C

PBS with 0.05% Tween 20
was added then incubated for 2 h at 37C.
then were washed twice with T TBS followed

mouse IgG,
and 1%

The

diluted 1:3000 in

gelatin,

wells

by three times with

Two hundred

HO

subjected the reaction mixture to SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. The gel was blotted onto a nitrocellulose
filter,

distilled water.

microliters of substrate solutions con-

and o-phenylenediamine were added, left
for 10-30 min, and then the reaction was stopped by the
addition of 100 ^1 4 N H : SO 4 The absorbance at 492
taining

:

which was probed with the Kl antibody. The 58-

(kDa)

:

abode abcde

.

nm

was measured within 30 min of the sulfuric acid ad-

dition.

When the primary antibody was replaced with preimmune serum, or was omitted, the result was a completely
negative one.

Results

Mice were immunized with the pooled 150 and 200
eluates obtained by Whatman DE-52 ion-exresin
change
chromatography to produce monoclonal antibodies that would react with components present in A.

mAl NaCl

pectinifera eggs, but not with

amitrensis eggs.
munized mice.

The
The

any components of A.

spleen was dissociated from the imcells were fused to myeloma cells

Figure

2.

Immunoblots of tissues of adult Aslerina

plated at a clonal dilution. From this fusion, 30 hybndoma
clones grew. Hybndoma clones were selected by screening
antibodies secreted in the media with the ELISA and im-

munoblot

of ovary, pyloric cecum,

assays. Thirteen clones

produced antibodies

gels.

pectinijera.

The

^g protei ns each were electrophoresed on SDS- 0% acrylamide
Gels were either stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (A) or blotted

extracts ( 5

)

1

onto nitrocellulose and probed with the Kl antibody (B), as described
in Materials and Methods. Lanes a, b, c, d, and e correspond to extracts
testis,

body-wall and tube-foot, respectively.
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B

A

analysis of these fractions

abcde abcde

(kDa)

showed

that

p58/56 were present

in the cytoplasmic, but not in the nuclear fraction, as

shown

in Figure 4.

fixed with methanol, embedded in polywax, sectioned, and the sections subjected to immunofluorescence staining. The Kl antibody stained the
cytoplasm, but not the nucleus of an 8-cell-stage embryo

Embryos were

ester

9467-

(Fig. 5a).

Figure 5b shows a section of a bipinnaria (4 days
was stained with the Kl antibody.

after fertilization) that

Almost

43-

all

of the embryonic

cells

contained some antigen

molecules.

Occurrence of antigen molecules

30-

in other

Asterina species

We attempted to survey the distribution

and starfish
and embryos of some
5".
of
mirabilis,
from
eggs
species. Lysates were prepared
and were
A.
amurensis
and
P. depressus. H. pulcherrimus,
of
10
lysate were
ng
subjected to immunoblot analysis;
no molthat
showed
The
loaded into each slot.
analysis

the eggs
Figure

3.

Immunoblots of extracts of Asterina

embryos- The extracts (5

10% polyacrylamide

gels.

pectinifera eggs

and

on SDSjig protein each) were electrophoresed
Gels were either stained with Coomassie brilliant

blue (A) or blotted onto nitrocellulose and probed with the Kl antibody
(B) as described in Materials and Methods. Lanes a. b, c. d. and e cor-

respond to the extract of eggs,

1

-day-old early gastrulae, 2-day-oId mid-

gastrulae. 3-day-old late gastrulae

and 4-day-old

early bipinnariae, re-

spectively.

ecules reactive with the
sea urchin

Next,

and 56-kDa forms were no longer detectable on the immunoblot, and prominent degradation products with
molecular masses of 49, 46, 43, and 40 kDa were observed
(data not shown). Treatment of an identical amount of
extract with a higher

amount

(0.

1

and

These

results

1

antibody were present in these

starfish eggs (Fig. 6).

genus Asterina: A. minor, A. pseudoexigua pacifica, and
A. batheri. Development of these species is direct, with

Whole embryo

Nucleus

abcdef bcde

demon-

components recognized by the antibody
were proteinaceous. The immunoreactive 58- and 56-kDa
strate that the

K

we examined embryos of species belonging to the

unit) of papain resulted

in total loss of immunoreactivity.

of antigens in

sea urchin

(kDa)

proteins were designated p58/56.

Distribution of the antigens in tissues, oocytes
embryos of A. pectinifera

and

58-L
56-T

Several tissues were excised from adult A. pectinifera,
and their extracts were examined, by immunoblot anal-

whether Kl -reactive antigens were
in
present. Antigenic p58/56 were found to be present
ceca,
whereas
testes, pyloric
ovarian extracts of ovaries,
ysis,

to determine

no antigenic components (Fig.
embryos and
2). Next, we
that p58/56
found
and
larvae by immunoblot analysis
the
amount of
in
the
all
were present
samples examined;
constant
almost
was
on
a
basis,
protein weight
p58/56,

and

tube-feet contained

surveyed extracts of hatched

throughout early embryonic development up to the early
bipinnaria stage (Fig.

3).

into

extracts of Asterina

and probed with the
a, b, c, d, e.

K.

1

and

antibody, as described in Materials
f correspond to the extracts at the

32-cell morulae, 256-cell early blastulae, 512-cell early blastulae, 1024-

extracts were separated,

nuclear and cytoplasmic

nitrocellulose

and Methods. Lanes

and embryos

Embryonic

Immunoblots of whole and nuclear

were electrophopectinifera embryos. The extracts (5 ng proteins each)
resed on an SDS-12.5% polyacrylamide gel. The gel was blotted onto

Subcellular localization of the antigens in A. pectinifera

eggs

Figure 4.

by centrifugation,

fractions.

Immunoblot

cell early blastulae,

mid-blastulae (10 h after fertilization) and early gas-

trulae (24 h after fertilization), respectively.
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Detection of A. pectinifera embryos in the ocean

As A. pseudoexigna pacifica never swims or drifts at
any stage of its life cycle (Komatsu el ai, 1990), its embryos and larvae should not be present in specimens collected from the sea with a plankton net. A. pectinifera,
however, starts its planktonic life at the late blastula stage
and then sinks to the bottom at the late brachiolaria stage.
Therefore, we would expect that an ELISA system, with

Kl monoclonal antibody as the detecting antibody,
could be used to quantify embryos and larvae of A. pec-

the

tinifera in a

complex planktonic sample.

We assessed

the sensitivity of the assay system for

em-

bryos of A. pectinifera by testing graded quantities of embryos. Five thousand (5000) embryos, at each develop-

mental
lysates

stage,

were

were boiled

in

1

ml SDS sample

diluted 1:5000 to 1:40,000 in

buffer, the

PBS, and a 100-

aliquot was added to a well of a microtiter plate for
ELISA. The absorbance decreased as development pro-

jul

on a per protein weight basis, the absorbance was nearly the same for all stages of the embryos

gressed, although

examined. The protein content of a single oocyte,

egg, or

embryo at the mid-blastula stage (9 h after fertilization)
was 0.30 /*g; that of a single embryo at the mid-gastrula
stage (24 h after fertilization)

was 0.21

^g;

and that of an

early bipinnaria (72 h after fertilization) or mid-bipinnaria
(96 h after fertilization) was 0. 10 ^g- The absorbance val-

ues changed linearly with concentration over the following
Immunotluorescence microscopy of sections of Astcrina
Figure 5.
embryos
using the K antibody. A and B correspond to a 32pectinifera
1

bipmnana. respectively. Bar indicates 100
The magnification of B is the same as that of A.
cell

morula and an

early

/jm.

A
a

(kDa)
no bipinnaria

stage, unlike that

bed

B

abed

of A. pectinifera. A. minor

hermaphroditic (Komatsu, 1976), and when spawning
occurs, the animals cling to one another along the margins
of their bodies, or they are imbricated with others (Kois

9467-

matsu el ai, 1979). Eggs that were spawned spontaneously
and fertilized were cultured in the laboratory and allowed
to develop into brachiolariae, which were then used for

immunoblot analysis.
viparous (Komatsu el
lect early blastulae,

wrinkled blastulae, and brachiolariae

from the adult ovary. Brachiolariae of A. batheri (Kano
and Komatsu, 1978) were obtained by rearing artificially
inseminated, spontaneously spawned eggs. These embryos
were boiled in SDS sample buffer and loaded onto a gel,
which was electrophoresed and immunoblotted as described above. None of the peptides from the brachiolariae
of A. minor or A. batheri reacted with the Kl antibody
(Fig. 7). But when lysates of early blastulae, wrinkled blastulae, or brachiolariae of A.

separated on a
blot (Fig. 8).

43-

A. pseudoexigna pacifica is ovovial.. 1990), and we were able to col-

gel, a

band

at

pseudoexigna pacifica were
4 kDa was detected on the
1

.
30-

Immunoblots of eggs of Scaphechinus

Figure 6.
(liiccnlroti/s

amurensis

(d),

mirahilix

(a),

Pseu-

Hemicentrotus pulclicrimits (c), Asterias
and Astcrina pectinifera (e). Eggs were solubilized in SDS

ilcprcxsus

(b),

and an aliquot of the sample solution equivalent to 10
was loaded onto each lane of SDS-10% polyacrylamide gel,
blue
electrophoresed, and then either stained with Coomassie brilliant
(A) or blotted onto nitrocellulose and probed with the K.1 antibody (B).
sample
/ug

buffer,

protein

as described in Materials

and Methods.
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A
b

a

(kDa)

c

B
a

b

c
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embryos or larvae present in a sample. We collected
planktonic samples from 6 tons of water from the sublittoral zone of Hikonoura
or 3.5 m above the bottom of
( 1

m offSensui Island, ca.

the sea, ca. 100
at

34 23TV,

1

33 24T)

November 22, 1987. The samples were
1000 X g for 10 min, and the precipitate

high tide on

spun down at
was lysed in SDS sample buffer. Aliquots of the lysates
were diluted
1000 in PBS, added to wells of a microtiter
plate, and assayed by the ELISA system. The observed
values were corrected with reference to a preparation con1

94-

taining a

:

known number of A.

pectinifera

embryos

at the

mid-gastrula stage mixed with a standard amount of
plankton lysate. The estimated numbers of A. pectinifera

67-

embryos or larvae

in the three

plankton samples collected

separately from 6 tons each of water were 30, 130, and
130, assuming that the planktonic embryos were all mid-

43-

gastrulae.

As described above, these figures are the minof embryos and larvae present in the

imum numbers

specimens, since the response of lysed larvae at later developmental stages was low compared with that of the
mid-gastrulae, as

shown

in Figure 9.

30Discussion
Immunoblots ofAstcriiiti batheri hrachiolariae (a), Asterina
Figure 7.
minor brachiolariae (b), and Asterina pectinifera oocytes (c). Embryos
and oocytes were solubilized in SDS sample buffer and an aliquot of the

Mochizuki and Hori (1980) examined the phylogenetic
relationship between five Asterina species by the enzyme

sample solution, equivalent to 5 ng protein, was loaded onto each lane
of SDS-10% polyacrylamide gel, electrophoresed, and then stained with

Coomassie

brilliant blue

(A) or blotted onto a nitrocellulose sheet (B).
the K.1 antibody, as described in Materials

The sheet was probed with
and Methods.

A
(kDa)

B

a

ranges: 0.0125 to 0.05 individuals per well for oocytes,

and mid-gastrulae (24 h

eggs,

to 0.

after fertilization);

and 0.025

individuals per well for early bipinnariae (72 h after
fertilization) and mid-bipinnariae (92 h after fertilization).
It is

1

not

known

at

9467-

which stage of development the amount

of the antigenic p58/56 in an embryo or larva becomes
lower than the detection limit of the ELISA system with

43-

Kl antibody. However, we succeeded in rearing five
early brachiolaria of A. pectinifera (12 days after fertilizathe

by feeding bipinnariae in the laboratory. They were
loaded into a slot of an SDS-polyacrylamide gel, which

tion)
all

30-

was subjected, after electrophoresis, to immunoblot analysis. The sensitivity of the immunoblot analysis is approximately

tem used

five

times lower than that of the

in this study.

bands on the

ELISA

sys-

There were no immunoreactive

not shown), suggesting that the
present in a larva at the mid-bipinnaria
stage decreased to less than 10% as development proslot (data

amount of p58/56

gressed to the early brachiolaria stage.
Although neither embryos nor larvae at various devel-

opmental stages could be quantified by the ELISA system,
it could be used to estimate the minimum number of

Immunoblots of Asterina pectinifera oocytes (a), and AsFigure 8.
terina pseudoexigua pacifica early blastulae (b), wrinkled blastulae (c).
and brachiolariae

(d). Embryos and oocytes were solubilized in SDS
and an aliquot of the sample solution, equivalent to five
oocytes or embryos, was loaded onto each lane of SDS-10% polyacrylamide gel, electrophoresed, and then stained with Coomassie brilliant
blue (A) or blotted onto a nitrocellulose sheet (B). The sheet was probed
with the Kl antibody, as described in Materials and Methods.

sample

buffer,
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25

time as members of the plankton community before
moving into the benthic environment and undergoing

20

metamorphosis.

components

Therefore,

detected by the

the Kl antibody-reactive
ELISA assay in the plankton

specimen were very unlikely to have been derived from
embryos or larvae of A. pseudoexigua pacifica. Although
we did not analyze the plankton specimens collected in

c

10

nj

n

the field by

immunoblot

assay, this assay

can discriminate

between embryos of A. pseudoexigua pacifica and those
of A. pectinifera. according to the differences between

05

molecular masses of the immunoreactive components.
This enables A. pectinifera embryos and larvae in the
mixed planktonic specimens to be identified unambigu0025

0013

Number

0050
of

0100

ously.

A. pectinifera differs from the other Asterina species in
and yolk content of its eggs are small, and

individuals per well

that the size

Measurement of antigen content in extracts of Asterma
eggs(), -day-old early gastrulae (A), 3-day-old
late gastrulae (A), and 4-day-old early hipinnariae (D) using an ELISA
system with the Kl antibody. The method of measurement of antigen
Figure 9.

peclinifera oocytes (O),

content

is

described in Materials and Methods.

and brachio(Oguro and Komatsu, 1988).

that larval development, at both bipinnaria

1

laria

stages,

is

indirect

Therefore, this species can usually be identified accurately
by microscopic examination of a larval specimen. How-

huge numbers of diatoms in planktonic
samples collected from water along the Japan Islands, and
these make the detection of small numbers of starfish embryos and larvae almost impossible. Therefore, an im-

ever, there are

inhibition

using rabbit

test,

anti-.-l.

pectinij'era

hexokinase

from hexokinase of A. bat/ieri, Asterina coronata japonica, and A.
pseudoexigua pacifica by 50-54% and that of A. minor
by 30%. In light of these results, Mochizuki and Hori
suggested that A. pectinij'era and A. minor, but not the
other Astrina species, belong to convergent lineages. Mat-

The

antisera.

antisera inhibited the activity

suoka (1981) arrived

at a similar

conclusion as a result of

electrophoretic analysis of hexokinase and six other enzymes from five Asterina species. In our study, a peptide

capable of recognizing the Kl

which
in

is

monoclonal antibody,
was found only

reactive to A. pectinifera p58/56,

embryos and larvae of A. pseudoexigua pacifica among

the Asterina species examined. Since little information is
available regarding the function and structure of the pep-

K

epitope, the reason for the phylogenetic variation of the peptides in these two species

tides containing the

1

remains unclear.

So

far,

A. pseudoexigua pacifica has been found only
ofFKushimoto in Wakayama Prefecture (Ko-

in Sabiura,

mm

matsu el a!., 1990). It is tiny (its body is only 5
long)
and ovo viviparous. Development of this species, from
fertilization to the

completion of metamorphosis, occurs

within the gonad. The juveniles, measuring approximately
in total length, crawl out of the gonad and pass
0.5

mm

through the gonoduct. According to the observation of
Komatsu and Kano, made in July and August of 1972,
the maximum number of juveniles released from a single
adult was 1288

(Komatsu

el al, 1990).

On

the other hand,

extremely abundant along the Japan Islands; an individual spawns more than 100,000 eggs, and
it has embryonic and larval forms that live for a short

A. pectinifera

is

munological search for embryos and larvae in a complex
plankton sample is particularly useful when their population

is

thin.

This study was aimed at determining the spawning season of A. pectinifera at specified regions along the coast
of the Japan Islands. Ten percent of the total number of
adult A. pectinifera caught

konoura

on 29 October 1987,

at

Hi-

off Sensui Island, contained ripe ovaries with

full-grown oocytes. This fell to 3% on 5 November and
on 19 December. These observations suggest that,
1

to 1.7%
at this

sampling

site,

many

adult A. pectinifera spawned

beginning of November. For three years, spawning
this location has been observed to occur in November.

at the
at

Our results, obtained by immunological detection using
an ELISA system, for A. pectinifera embryos or larvae in
plankton samples collected at this location on 22 November 1987, agree well with these observations. However,
inspection of the ovaries of adults collected from other
areas along the coast of the Japan Islands revealed that
the breeding season of this species is quite diverse, oc-

Tokyo Bay in Kanagawa Prefecture,
Mie Prefecture, July and August in
the south-western part of the Inland Sea of Japan in Ehime
Prefecture. September in Mutsu Bay in Aomori Prefecture, and November in the Sea of Yatsushiro in Kumamoto Prefecture. The spawning season in most other parts
of Japan is, as yet, unknown. The spawning season in a
curring in

June

in

May

in

Ago Bay

in

specified region of the sea could be predicted

by analyzing
plankton specimens, sampled periodically, with the immunological assay method as described

in this paper.
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Maturation-inducing substance
253-298.

summary, we have developed an assay system that
detects embryos and larvae of A. pectinifera in complex
biological specimens. The results of the this investigation

Kanatani, H. 1973.

suggest that immunological techniques are useful tools
for taxonomic identification of eggs, embryos, or larvae

komatsu, M. 1976. Wrinkled blastula of the
Hayashi. Dev. Growth Differ. 18: 435-438.

in

komatsu, M., Y. T. kano, and C. Oguro. 1990.

In

plankton populations.

Rev

Cytol. 35:

Kano, Y. T., and M. komatsu. 1978.
krnia halheriGolo. Dt-v, Growth

ovoviviparous sea

star,

in starfishes. Int.

Development of the
Differ. 20:

107-1

sea-star,

As-

14.

sea-star. Asterina

minor

Development of a true

Asterina pseudoexigua pacifica Hayashi. Biol.

Bull 179: 254-263.
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Abstract.

Larvae of the

common

ian coral, Agaricia hitniilis.

Caribbean scleractinare induced to settle and me-

tamorphose by contact with

and galactose
complex

may

thus be related to lectins.

uifolia larvae

seem

to have

on clean polystyrene surfaces, and the larvae
no other requirement. This effect is appar-

are not induced by this chemical, or by the intact algal

A

wide variety of other natural and synthetic suland related polymers have little or
no inductive effect on the A. humilis larvae, suggesting
that the larval receptors involved in substratum recogsurface.

recruit-

fated polysaccharides

is

shown

to be associated

with an insoluble macromolecular carbohydrate. This
molecule is found with the partially purified cell walls

nition are highly specific.

and

A

similar high specificity of lee-

obtained from a morphogenetic crustose red alga, Hydrolithon bocrgesenii. or its associated microflora. Because

tin-

two non-inductive crustose red algal species also lack the
cell wall-associated inducer, the substratum specificity of

served in a wide variety of biological systems.

is

and the

resulting control of differentiation, has

Agaricia Immilis

is a shallow-water scleractinian coral
throughout much of the central and southern
Caribbean. A. humilis releases copious planula larvae
throughout the year (van Moorsel, 1983). Recruitment of

common

sociated polysaccharides and to solubilize the active morphogen. Enzymes were also used as probes with which to
identify essential structural features required for the

and closely related congeneric species dominates patterns of scleractinian recruitment in many areas within
this

mor-

phogenetic activity. These enzymatic and related biochemical studies show that the morphogen is associated

1

99

1 ;

HPLC,

their range (Dustan, 1977;

Bak and Engel, 1979; Rylaars-

dam, 1983; Rogers et ai, 1984; Hughes, 1985; Hughes
and Jackson, 1985; van Moorsel, 1989).
The recruitment of Agaricia humilis is determined, in
part, by larval selection of specific settlement sites, and is

accepted 30 April 1991.

Abbreviations: Tris, tris-hydroxymethylaminomethane;

been ob-

Introduction

applicable to other systems, purified and highly specific
enzymes were used to cleave the inductive cell wall-as-

ethylaminoethyl;

sulfated polysaccharide-mediated recognition,

probably the result of larval recognition

of this molecule. In procedures that should prove widely

Received 18 January

sol-

ently specific for larvae of species induced to settle by the
intact alga; larvae of the sympatric coral Tubastraea aurea

planktonic release of the brooded larvae, thus enhancing
both the capacity for dispersal of the larvae and the sub-

metamorphosis

The

morphogen induces normal settlement, attachand
the metamorphosis of A. humilis and A. tenment,

ubilized

environment. Results reported here demonstrate that the stringency and specificity of this larval
requirement persist for at least 30 days following the

The inducer of metamorphosis

contain, a sulfated glycosaminoglycan

larval receptors that recognize this

carbohydrate cue

an ex-

in the natural

stratum specificity of their
ment.

The

residues.

ogenous trigger of settlement and metamorphosis has been
shown to control the distribution of recruits of this coral

metamorphosis and

itself

that includes multiple N-acetylglucosamine

specific crustose (nongeni-

culate) coralline red algae. This requirement for

and may

with,

DEAE, diCCA.

thus not a wholly stochastic or lottery-like process (Morse
et ai, 1988; van Moorsel, 1989). The substratum-speci-

high-pressure liquid chromatography;

crustose (nongeniculate) coralline red alga/algae.

104
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ficity of these larvae is governed by their recognition, upon
contact, of particular nongeniculate encrusting coralline
red algae; the principal factor controlling this recognition

a non-diffusing chemical cue associated with the algal
surface (Morse et ai, 1988). The molecule responsible is
insoluble and apparently associated with the cell walls of
is

the recruiting algae or their microbial symbionts (Morse
et ai, 1988). Instability of the molecule has further complicated efforts to characterize the inducer.
To overcome these difficulties, we have taken advantage

of the specificities of purified enzymes in analyzing and
solubilizing the morphogen recognized by Agaricia hnmilis larvae.

The

results reported here

the molecule, which

is

a behavioral change.

105

Under

the conditions of the assay

employed, metamorphosis of the agariciid larvae is density-independent and unaffected by the presence or absence of newly metamorphosed conspecifics (Morse et al.,
1988).

For the analysis of DEAE binding of the inducer (presented in Table V), a scale for quantitation of units of
inducer activity was employed. Units are defined in the
section describing the DEAE binding experiments.

Coralline red algae, and preparation of cell wallassociated morphogen

demonstrate that

biologically specific in

its

action

as a morphogen, is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan. This
result further suggests that the larval receptors involved
in the recognition of this inducer may be related to lectins.

Agaricia humilis larvae can be induced to metamorphose by only certain specific nongeniculate coralline red
algae (Morse et
prep.).

Where

al.,

1988; A.

Morse and R. Steneck, in
was measured,

responsiveness to such algae

small, repeatedly rinsed chips (approx. 50/assay, ca.

mm

Larvae,

and assays of metamorphosis

The procedures used

are

minor modifications of those
1988). Adult colonies

described previously (Morse
of Agaricia humilis, A. temiifolia, and
et al.,

.4. agaricites agarcriteria of Wells
the
taxonomic
icites were identified by
of these
Colonies
(1973) and van Moorsel (1983, 1989).

species and of the sympatric ahermatype, Tubastraea aitin Bonaire,
rea, were collected from depths of 1-5

m

Netherlands Antilles,
1

of seawater at

28C.

and incubated

1

3

) of an inductive species, Hydrolithon boergesenii,
or the non-inductive species Neogoniolithon megacarpum
and Porolithon pachydermum (A. Morse and R. Steneck,

Materials and Methods

in the

Planula larvae (0.4-2

dark

in

20-60

mm in length,

depending on species; van Moorsel, 1983) were released
copiously between 1800 and 2300 h, collected from the
surface with a Pasteur pipet, and maintained at densities

in prep. collected from the habitat of the adult A. humilis,
were used. All crustose red algae were carefully cleaned
of macroscopic epibionts before use in these and all other
),

experiments.
Preparation of the decalcified,

cell

wall-associated

mor-

phogen from Hydrolithon boergesenii (and its associated
microbial symbionts) was performed at 28C as follows.
The fresh coralline alga was cleaned of macroscopic epibionts, rinsed with distilled water, scraped from its substratum, blotted dry, and ground with a mortar and pestle
For each

1
g of the resulting homog^m-filtered seawater containing 2 ^g/

to a viscous paste.

enate. 10

ml of 0.2

of <0.5 larva/ml in 600 ml polystyrene containers of 0.2
jim-filtered seawater containing 2 jug/ml of the antibac-

ml rifampicin was added, and homogenization was continued with the mortar and pestle until an extremely vis-

rifampicin, at 28C, under continuous
from a 40-W incandescent bulb

cous and very finely ground consistency was achieved.
This material was forced by compressed air (10 p.s.i.)
diam.) in
through a nitrocellulose filter (0.2 urn, 47
a Nalgene filter apparatus. The resulting filter cake was

terial antibiotic,

indirect illumination
at 3

m.

Assays for the induction

of larval attachment and

metamorphosis were (unless otherwise noted) performed
in duplicate samples of 5 larvae/sample, in 10 ml of seawater (0.2 ^m-filtered) containing 2 /ug/ml rifampicin and
other additions as noted, in 20

breakers incubated at

ml polystyrene disposable

28C with indirect illumination (as

mm

washed successively with 5-7 portions (20 ml each) of
rifampicin-containing seawater, the filtrand being resuspended as necessary, until the last filtrate was colorless
(i.e.,

all

of the available red phycobiliproteins had been
and certain other organics then

extracted). Chlorophyll

Results (except those in Table
S.D. of larvae
percentage

were extracted with 8-10 successive washes of the filtrand,
as above, with 50 ml portions of 95% ethanol; these washes

metamorphosed; where no deviation is shown, there was
no variation between duplicate assays. Metamorphosis,
defined as the differentiation and calcification of the septal
ridges following permanent attachment and cellular differentiation, was quantified by examination with a binocular microscope. This transition is thus an unequivo-

were continued until the filtrate was colorless. The remaining filter cake was light tan. The filtrand then was

described above) for 24

V) are presented as the

(and in these species, irreversible; cf.
ai. 1988) developmental event, and not simply

cally recognized

Morse

et

h.

mean

decalcified
acid.

by uniform dispersion

This slurry was incubated for

netic stirring, after

which

it

was

1

100 ml of

on the

filter,

with

1

acetic

The

through a nitroresulting decalci-

insoluble crude cell wall preparation was

tensively,

5%

h with vigorous mag-

filtered

cellulose filter as described above.
fied,

in

50 ml of

washed ex-

distilled water.
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resuspended in 4 ml

distilled

mogenizer), adjusted on a
3 drops of 0.

1

pH

MORSE AND

water (using a Dounce hopH 8.2 (with about

meter to

N NaOH), assayed for morphogenic activity,

and stored frozen. The
stable

when

activity of this material remained
frozen for at least several weeks.

C MORSE

A. N.

in

each incubation, unless otherwise noted. Incubations

of this paniculate inducer (substrate) alone, with no added

enzymes, were always conducted

zyme

with the en-

in parallel

digestions.

Two methods

were used to separate the enzymes and
from the paniculate

to solubilize the inducing molecules

wall fraction that was used as substrate.
In the first
method, the samples were filtered (and washed) on nitro-

cell

Treatment with periodate and eniytnes; assays for
sulfate

(

cellulose

Periodate oxidation was performed under standard
conditions (Hassid and Abraham, 1957) as a test for the
possible

dependence of morphogenetic

activity

on

vic-

ml aliquots
glycols typical of carbohydrates. Duplicate
of the decalcified cell wall-associated morphogen (see
1

above) were incubated with an equal volume of 0.37

sodium m-periodate

for

1

h at

28C.

In

M

one sample, the

remaining periodate then was consumed by the addition
of a 20-fold molar excess of glycerol; in the control sample,
the periodate had been inactivated with this quantity of
glycerol prior to its addition to the cell wall fraction. Both

paniculate samples then were washed free of the added
chemicals by filtration on nitrocellulose filters (0.2 ^m,

25

mm diam.), rinsed with rifampicin-containing filtered

seawater, resuspended in this

medium, and assayed

in

duplicate, in their entirety, for

morphogenetic activity.
The following purified enzymes were used to analyze
the structural determinants of morphogenetic activity, and
to solubilize morphogens from the decalcified cell wall
fraction. The quantities indicated in parentheses are the
amounts used in each separate incubation: sulfatase purified from Aerohacter aerogenes 10 units), from Patella
vulgata (200 units), and from Haliotis cracherodii (200
(

units, except

where indicated otherwise

in Fig. 5); trypsin

(from bovine pancreas, 100 /ug); papain (100 jug); /3-galactosidase (from Escherichia coli, 1000 units);
-galactosidase (from E.

coli.

10 units); /3-glucuronidase (from

hyaluronidase (from bovine
testes, 100Mg);agarase(from Pseudomonas atlantica. 1000
units); lysozyme (from chicken egg white, 10,000 units);

Helix aspersa, 10,000

and

units);

endo-,tf-galactosidase (from Bacteroides fragilis, 0.1

membrane

filters;

1

)

the remaining paniculate cell

and assayed for retention of morphogenic activity. Assays with the chrowall fractions were then resuspended

mogenic substrate, p-nitrophenylsulfate, showed that this
method removed all detectable traces of sulfatase from
the treated paniculate fraction. This method has the further advantage that most of the enzyme proteins were
adsorbed to the nitrocellulose
assays of soluble

morphogen

filters,

so that preliminary

released into the filtrate could

be performed (cf. Fig. 7). (2) In the second method, designed to ensure complete separation of the solubilized

morphogens from any

possible traces of the

to assay, the

digestions were performed inside

enzyme

enzymes

prior

closed dialysis tubing, and the small soluble morphogens
were collected in the external dialysate (20 ml of 0.2 /urnfiltered seawater containing 2 ng/m\ rifampicin); the morphogens could then be assayed directly, in duplicate 10
ml portions. The use of dialysis membranes with calibrated retention limits of 2,000 Da, 6,000-8,000 Da, and
10,000-14,000 Da (Spectrapor, from Spectrum Medical
Industries, Los Angeles) allowed us to estimate the mo-

lecular weights of the soluble

In

morphogens thus obtained.

one additional enzymatic technique, insoluble forms

of trypsin and of papain (each covalently conjugated to
agarose beads) were used to probe the structural determinants of a soluble, low molecular weight morphogen.
This procedure, which affords rapid separation (by filtration) of the

by the

morphogen from

instability

the enzyme,

was

necessitated

of the low molecular weight morphogen.

The conjugated enzymes were from Sigma.
Sulfate was assayed turbidimetrically by precipitation
with barium, after strong acid hydrolysis (Beeley, 1985).

commercially available;

Each of these enzymes was of the highest purity
all were obtained from Sigma (St.
Louis), with the exception of endo-|tJ-galactosidase, which
was from Boehringer Mannheim (Mannheim). In addition

Partial alkaline hydrolysis

to these highly purified enzymes, a crude preparation of

mg

unit).

enzymes partially purified from Haliotis crachwas obtained from Sigma; this mixture, principally

digestive

erodii

containing sulfatase, with lesser amounts of /3-glucuronidase and other enzymes, was used in one experiment

amounts of 100 jug per incubation.
enzyme incubations were carried out at

(Fig. 4) in

All

h in 0.2

/urn-filtered

picin, with 0.5-1.0
cell

final

decalcified, cell-wall associated inducer

from 100

of Hydrolithon boergesenii was incubated in 14 ml
H 2 O, after adjustment with NaOH to pH 2.0, in a sealed
1

tube with vigorous magnetic stirring at 28C. As a function of time, .5 ml aliquots were withdrawn, diluted with
1

a 20-fold excess of 0.2 /urn-filtered seawater containing 2

and adjusted carefully with HC1 to pH
neutralized samples then were filtered

/ug/ml rifampicin,

28C for

1

seawater containing 2 jug/ml rifam-

ml of the

The

resuspended decalcified,
wall-associated inducer (see above) used as substrate

8.2 (.05).

The

mm

filters (0.2 /*m, 47
diam.) and
the soluble fraction assayed (in duplicate 10 ml samples)
under the standard conditions.

through nitrocellulose
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have proven quantitatively
Table V).
(c;/.'

Molecular weight estimation

The molecular weight of

the small

morphogen

solu-

by partial alkaline hydrolysis was estimated by
three independent methods: (1) Gel-filtration through
= ca. 2000 Da) in a colSephadex G-10 (exclusion limit
bilized

umn

phogenetic activity. After chromatography, samples of the

ml

ml

14

cm

length) calibrated with the

fractions of the

picin) in the standard assay for

morphogenic

activity.

Amicon YM-5 calibrated ul= 5000 Da) in a
membranes
trafiltration
(retention limit
Amicon
low-volume
pressure filtration cell. Duplicate
of
2
ml
0.2
(in
^m-filtered seawater containing
samples
(2)

Ultrafiltration through

2 Mg/ml rifampicin) were filtered, and the resulting filtrates
each analyzed in duplicate. Retained molecules were
eluted from the upper face of the filters and assayed in
duplicate. Molecules adsorbed or trapped on the filters
also were assayed directly, finely cut fragments of the entire
filters

were immersed

in the

standard assay beakers.

through Spectrapor calibrated dialysis
= 2000 Da). Duplicate 2 ml samples
tubing (retention limit
seawater
0.2
containing 2 jig/ml rifampi(in
^m-nltered
(3)

cin)

A 3-ml bed-volume column of DEAE-Sephadex A-50
was loaded with 1000 units of the low molecular weight

(0.2 ^in-filtered seawater containing 2 iug/ml rifam-

cm diam X

assayed in duplicate 0.5
10

purposes

same buffer. Each fraction was
ml aliquots in a final volume of

(0.9

1

reliable for inventory

morphogen obtained by mild alkaline hydrolysis. The
mA/ Tris-Cl, pH 8.2;
sample was applied in 18 ml of
the column then was successively eluted with an additional
10 ml of this buffer, followed by 30 ml of the same buffer
containing 0.4 A/NaCl. Fractions of 5 ml were collected,
and each was assayed in duplicate portions (of 0.2, 0.5,
and 1.0 ml each), in a final volume of 10 ml, for mor-

excluded dye. Blue Dextran. The sample was applied in
2 ml ( 10 mA/ Tris-Cl, 40 mA/ NaCl, pH 8.2), and eluted
in

107

Dialysis

1

were assayed as well.
DEAE-nitrocellulose filters were pre-washed (with 1
mA/ Tris-Cl, pH 8.2), loaded with 640 units of the low

resin

molecular weight morphogen in 4 ml of the same buffer,

and then eluted with a syringe. After application of the
sample, the filters were washed successively with additional 4 ml portions of: (a) the same buffer; (b) the same
buffer containing 0.4
NaCl; and (c) cold 0.4 N HC1, at
an apparent pH = 0.53. The acid eluate was immediately
mA/ Tris-Cl and neutralized with NaOH to
adjusted to
pH 8.2. Each eluate then was assayed in duplicate 0.5 ml
aliquots for morphogenetic activity; the filters were cut
into fine segments, rinsed in distilled water, and assayed

M

1

directly as well.

were dialyzed against 20 ml of the same medium

membrane. After the first dialysis for 5 h, the
external dialysate was removed, and a second portion of
20 ml was placed outside the membrane for a further 5h dialysis. At the end of the 10-h period, assays were performed on duplicate 10-ml aliquots of the two external
dialysates from each sample and on the sample remaining

Results

outside the

inside the

a final

membrane

volume of 10

(duplicate 1-ml aliquots assayed in
performed on a sample

ml). Assays

incubated in parallel with no dialysis controlled for loss
of activity resulting from inactivation during the 10-h experiment.

Binding

to

and specificity

We had previously found that larvae ofAgaricia humi/is
maintain their competence to undergo metamorphosis
for at least 12 days following planulation (Morse el a!.,
extend those obser1988). The results shown in Figure
1

vations, demonstrating that

morphogenetic competence,
and the stringency of the larval dependence on an exogenous morphogenetic inducer, are maintained for at least
30 days following larval release. The specificity of the larvae for only certain species of CCA as morphogenetic
inducers also persists for this time. Surfaces of the alga

DEAE

Adsorption to the diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-based
anion exchanger was investigated with two different types
of DEAE-substituted adsorbant,

Persistence of larval competence, stringency

DEAE-Sephadex

(A-50,

from Pharmacia, Piscattaway) and DEAE-nitrocellulose
filters (NA-45, from Schliecher and Schuell, Keene). For
the purpose of these experiments, units of morphogenetic
activity were defined as the mean percentage of larvae

metamorphosed (in duplicate standard assays after 24 h)
per ml of sample (in the linear, concentration-dependent
range of the assay below saturation), multiplied by the
number of ml in the sample -H 1%. When care has been
in the linear

taken to ensure that assays are performed
range, results with the low molecular weight morphogen

Hydro/ithon boergesenii are recognized as morphogenetic
stimuli by larvae 30 days after release, as well as by larvae
only hours after release, while surfaces of Neogoniolithon

megacarpuin are not inductive throughout this period
However, the initial rate of response of the larvae
to the Hydrolithon inducer declines after about 2 weeks
following larval release (Morse and Morse, in prep.). For
(Fig.

1

).

all subsequent experiments were performed
with larvae within the first 5 days following release.

that reason,

Morphogen

is

associated with alga-specific

cell

wall

carbohydrate

The morphogen

associated with surfaces of Hydrolithon

boergesenii was found previously

to be detectable in ho-
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Hydrolithon
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O
40

20

f Neogoniolithon
\ None

Figure

1.

30

20

10

Age

at

Challenge

Persistence of stringency

and

(d)

specificity

ofAgaricia Inimilis larvae for specific nongeniculate coralline red algae,
induce settlement and metamore.g.. Hydrolithon hoergescnii (), to

megacarpum
n = 2-4

phosis. Larvae exposed to non-inductive Neogoniolithon

(A) or to no inducer (O)
trials

each; 36

h).

fail

Where no

to

metamorphose.

(5 larvae/trial;

20

10

of the requirement

Duration Larval Exposure
Figure

(hr)

Inducer of larval attachment and metamorphosis

2.

is

asso-

ciated with cell wall fraction purified from Hydrolithon boergesenii (and

associated microsymbionts). Results

error bars are shown, variation = 0.

30

metamorphosis by

1

show time-dependent induction of
amounts of cell wall fraction;

x, 10X, or 16X relative

IX = 0.02 ml of decalcified cell wall fraction. Standard assay conditions
and Methods.

as described in Materials

mogenates prepared from the intact alga in seawater, but
little or no activity could be found in the soluble nitrates
of such homogenates; activity remained associated with
the washed, insoluble fraction (Morse

morphogen was

el al..

insoluble in water (tested

The
60C),

1988).

up

to

organic solvents (ethanol, methanol, acetone, and ether),
and 5% acetic acid. Preparation of a cell wall fraction

from Hydrolithon boergesenii (and its associated microsymbionts) by sequential homogenization, extraction of
the water-soluble cytoplasmic fraction, removal of chlorophyll and lipids by extraction with ethanol, and decalcification with dilute acetic acid, as described in Materials

and Methods, yielded material containing the inducer.
The acetic acid decalcification increased the morphogenetic activity of the preparation by about 60-100% relative
to that in the seawater-extracted crude

not shown).

The

homogenate (data

resulting crude cell wall preparation

shows strong morphogenetic activity that is both doseand time-dependent (Fig. 2), with lower amounts of the

3). Activity also could not be detected in the filtrate of
the periodate-treated sample. As seen in Figure 3, a control
sample treated in parallel, but receiving "periodate" only

been inactivated with glycerol,
morphogenetic activity. The observed senof
the
morphogen, and the known specificity of
sitivity
the oxidant under the conditions used (Hassid and Abraafter the oxidant

retained

had

first

full

ham, 1957), suggest

that the

Enzyme probes

reveal essential features of morphogen

structure

The

crude cell wall preparation (Fig. 2)

Table
Non-inductive algae lack the

The

decalcified, cell wall-associated

morphogen from

Hyi/rolithon hoergesenii was tested for its sensitivity to
inactivation by exposure to the mild chemical oxidant,
h at
sodium-/n-periodate. Exposure to periodate for
28C, followed by inactivation of the remaining periodate
1

with glycerol, and washing of the treated sample by ultrafiltration,

completely inactivated the morphogen

(Fig.

cell

a decalcified
sensitivity to

I

wall-associated chemical inducer

Metamorphosis (%)

Addition
specificity.

morphogen with
and its

association of the

or metamorphose lack the chemical inducer associated
with the cell wall fraction (Table I). Thus the recognition
of this chemical inducer is likely to be the basis for the

observed algal substratum

its

activity.

material exhibiting a pronounced lag in the induction of
larval metamorphosis. Two species of nongeniculate red
algae (Porolithan pachydermum and Neogoniolithon mezacarpum) that do not induce A. Inimilis larvae to settle

morphogen may contain a

carbohydrate or other v/c-glycol moiety essential for
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(+CCA)

o

o
Q.

.c
Q.

O

O

.c

40 -

-T

r-

ra

IE

20 -

20

Periodate-Treated
No Addition

Enzyme-Treated

-/->-

No

Addition

i

12

6

Duration Larval Exposure

in parallel) differed

only

time

at

which the penodate was inactivated

with glycerol. In the control sample, the penodate was inactivated prior
to its addition to the inducer; in the treated sample, the penodate was
inactivated
terials

1

h after exposure to the inducer. Further details are in

and Methods.

24

Duration Larval Exposure

metamorphosis by oxidation with penodate. The control and periodatetreated samples of cell wall-associated inducer (equal amounts, incubated
in the

18

48
(hr)

(hr)

Inaetivation of the cell wall-associated inducer of larval

Figure 3.

I

12

6

24

18

'

/

Ma-

Inaetivation of the cell wall-associated inducer by treatment
Figure 4.
with digestive enzymes from abalone. Equivalent amounts of inducer
were incubated in parallel
h, 28C) with or without exposure to en(

I

ultrafiltration. Assays with the
chromogenic substrate for sulfatase. p-nitrophenylsulfate. confirmed that
all of the enzyme was removed from the paniculate samples by this
washing procedure. The washed samples then were assayed in quadru-

zymes. Samples then were washed by

remaining morphogenic activity (in parallel with assays with
no addition). After 24 h of exposure of the larvae to each of the three
plicate for

All assays in duplicate.

assay conditions, fresh samples of the inductive crustose coralline red

periodate (Fig. 3) strongly suggest the presence of a carbohydrate, and possibly a polysaccharide, component.

This suggestion has been confirmed, and essential features
of the morphogenic polysaccharide have been revealed,

through the use of enzymes as structural probes.
The morphogenic activity of the cell wall preparation

proved

sensitive to a crude mixture of sulfatase

and other

enzymes from the gut of the herbivorous gastroHal
Unix crachcroddi (black abalone). Equivalent
pod.
amounts of the inducer were incubated in the presence
and absence of the abalone digestive enzymes for h at
28C; after this incubation, the enzymes were removed
and the cell wall fractions washed by ultrafiltration.

digestive

alga

Hydmlithon boergesenii (CCA) were added

pet. Patella vulgata (Table

ment completely

inactivated the cell wall-associated

phogen. Assays of the

filtrate

the active moiety had been destroyed, and not simply
solubilized. In the experiment illustrated in Figure 4, small

samples of untreated Hydmlithon boergesenii -were added
to duplicate groups of larvae that had been incubated for
24 h in the presence of the treated or untreated inducer,

or incubated for that period in the absence of inducer.
All of these larvae (100%.

0%) metamorphosed

in re-

added coralline alga, indicating that the prior
treatment
had in no way affected the larvae; i.e..
enzyme
the enzyme had inactivated the morphogen, and not the
sponse to the

larvae.

Similar results were obtained

when

the

morphogen was

treated with the digestive sulfatase purified

from the lim-

II).

Table
Effect

on

A

significant reduction in

II

of sulfatase purified from Patella vulgata

cell

wall-associated

morphogen

Inducer (equivalents)'

mor-

(not shown) confirmed that

samples of

the dose-dependent activity of the cell wall-associated
morphogen resulted from this enzyme treatment. When

1

Equivalent portions then were assayed, in quadruplicate,
with Agaricia humilis larvae (Fig. 4). This enzyme treat-

to duplicate

each assay type (open symbols), to assess the remaining responsiveness
of the larvae.

Untreated

10

D. E.

100

_
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strongly suggest that a sulfated polysaccharide is an essential component of the morphogen recognized by the

,-

80 -

Agaricia humilis larvae.

Enzymes
Four

release

and degrade

soluble

morphogen

purified endopolysaccharidases, including agarase,

and hyaluronidase, remorphogen from the insoluble cell wall

endo-/i-galactosidase, lysozyme,
None

Trps.

Papn

|3-Gal.

c-Gal

0-Glu

Wu

Patella

Haiiotis

Bactri

Hyal

JOOu

leased a soluble

200u

200u

The subsequent time-dependent demorphogen activity seen with prolonged
agarase suggests that this enzyme may con-

preparation (Fig.
Sulfatase

Effects of purified enzymes used as probes for structural
Figure 5.
determinants of the cell wall-associated inducer of larval metamorphosis.

Trps.

=

trypsin; Papn.

galactosidase; fi-Glu.

=

= papain;

/J-Gal.

/i-galactosidase;

=

/j-glucuronidase; Hyal.

purified

from the bacterium Acrohuctcr

vitlgiild.

and the abalone Haliolis

(enzyme

=

=

-

hyaluromdase; sulfatases

acrnt;cne.t, the

craclierndii.

-Gal.

were used

units) indicated. Assays, after treatment

paniculate samples, were performed in duplicate;
Figure 4 and Materials and Methods.

limpet Piilclln
in the

amounts

and washing of the
all

6).

cline in soluble

other details as in

exposure to

tinue to attack the solubilized inducer; this suggestion

is

confirmed by experiments presented below. None of the
other enzymes tested in the experiment shown in Figure
5 released

any detectable soluble

activity.

The enzyme-solubilized morphogen was a potent

in-

ducer, causing the Agaricia humilis larvae to quickly attach either to the sides or bottoms of the clean polystyrene
assay beakers, and to undergo rapid and normal meta-

equivalent amounts of the enzyme-treated and the un-

morphogen were mixed and assayed together, no
reduction in the activity of the untreated morphogen was

treated

observed, thus confirming the conclusion that the molluscan enzymes inactivated the inducer, and not the
larvae.

Larvae exposed to molluscan digestive enzyme-

treated inducer,

and

either subsequently (Fig. 4) or

si-

multaneously (Table II) exposed to untreated inducer, responded normally and completed metamorphosis.
The digestive enzyme preparation from Haiiotis that
inactivated the coral

morphogen

morphosis and post-metamorphic growth (cf. Fig. 10).
These results, and those with the alkali-solubilized material

discussed below, prove that the larvae

specific tactile

do not require

stimulus from the morphogen, but
chemical structure.

reany
to
its
spond solely
Experiments in which aliquots of the cell wall-associated
morphogen were incubated in the presence and absence

of purified enzymes, inside dialysis tubing, confirmed that
agarase and other endosaccharidases continue to attack

and subsequently degrade the soluble morphogenic molecules they first release (as suggested by the data in Fig.

(Fig. 4) is a relatively

crude mixture containing high quantities of a sulfatase
(Spaulding and Morse, 1991) and lower quantities of /3glucuronidase and several other enzymes.

When

100 -

purified

molluscan sulfatase and /i-glucuronidase were tested separately, the sulfatase was a potent inactivator of the cell

morphogen, whereas jtf-glucuronidase had
any significant activity (Fig. 5). The data show that
sulfatases purified from Haliolis, Patella, and from a bacterium all inactivate the morphogen, and that the effect
wall-associated
little if

of the Haiiotis sulfatase

is

concentration-dependent. (The

slight inactivation caused by treatment with the /3-gluc-

uronidase preparation is likely to reflect the activity of
amount of sulfatase known to still contaminate

the small

this preparation.)

enzymes were used
morphogen structure.

In similar tests, five other purified
to probe for essential features of the

Of these,

only hyaluronidase, which cleaves sulfated polysaccharide chains, reduced the activity of the insoluble,

morphogen (Fig. 5). The proteolytic
and
enzymes trypsin
papain, and the exosaccharidases aand
galactosidase
0-galactosidase, were completely without effect. These results, and those presented above.
cell

wall-associated

Digestion
Figure 6.

Solubilization of

(hr)

morphogen by treatment with

purified

endopolysaccharidases. Agarase (squares): endo-/3-galactosidase
circles);

(filled

hyaluronidase (upward triangles); lysozyme (downward triangles);

no enzyme controls (open circles). Other procedures similar to experiment
shown in Figure 5. Details are in Materials and Methods.
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morphogen. We therefore conclude that agarase,
which cleaves sulfated polysaccharides, particularly at 0active

100 +

_

80 -

tn

60 -

1,4-linked galactose residues, not only releases the active

Agarase

morphogen from

a sulfated polysaccharide parent molemorphogen itself, as well. Therefore,

cule, but degrades the

the structure of the

O

morphogen would seem

to contain a

sulfated polysaccharide with galactose residues.
In similar experiments, we compared dialysis membranes with calibrated porosites ofca. 10,000-14,000 Da
and ca. 6.000-8,000 Da, and two other endosaccharidases

9-

o
E

3QJ

+ Agarase,

1

sample)

we again saw
No Enzyme!
No Inducer

0246

10

12

Digestion

14

16

18

a time-dependent increase

M

"j

J

When

lysozyme was used
and subsequent
decline in the rate of accumulation of dialyzable mor< 14,000 Da. There was a similar, but
phogen with
displaced, rise and fall in the accumulation of smaller
morphogen (M < 8000 Da), suggesting that these smaller
in addition to agarase (Fig. 8).

20 22

(hr)

purification of small
Enzymatic solubilization
Figure 7.
morphogen. The insoluble, cell wall-associated inducer of larval meta= 4,000
morphosis was digested inside a dialysis tubing retention limit

and further

molecules may be derived, in part, by enzymatic cleavage
of the larger dialyzable inducers. With the 8-h intervals

1

(

Da) with purified agarase. Small morphogens released from the insoluble
inducer were allowed to accumulate in the external dialysate, which was

100

removed and assayed, and replaced with fresh external medium, every
two hours. An otherwise identical sample was digested in parallel with
no change of dialysate for 22 h, after which the external medium was
removed and assayed (dotted line). Other details as described in the text;
all assays were performed in duplicate under standard conditions. Con-

80

Agarase

M< 14,000
60
40

M

included assays of dialysates changed every
trols conducted
2 h from a sample incubated with no enzyme, and larvae incubated with
0% metamorphosis. Results show metano additions; these gave
in parallel

< 8,000

20

morphosis induced by the dialysates.

Lysozyme

The

external dialysates (including the permeant small
morphogens released) were allowed to diffuse and accu-

6).

mulate outside of the membranes for a fixed

interval, after

which they were removed for assay, and replaced with
fresh external liquid for the next interval of incubation.

With

purified agarase,

and 2-h

intervals for accumulation,

removal, and replacement of the external dialysates. we
observed a time-dependent increase and subsequent decline in the rate of appearance of dialyzable

morphogenic
However, far less
of the total morphogenic activity could be detected in an
otherwise identical incubation, in which only one sample

activity with

M

<

14,000

Da

(Fig. 7).

of dialysate was collected and assayed after prolonged incubation (24 h). All of the dialysates were held at

28C

end of the experiment (24 h) and assayed simultaneously, to control for any time-dependent decay
of activity. Because the difference between the two parallel
until the

incubations thus was in the limitation (2 h interval) or

prolongation (24 h interval) of the opportunity for the
small dialyzable morphogen to diffuse back and forth be-

tween the outside and inside of the

dialysis tubing,

we

conclude that prolonged exposure of released, dialyzable
morphogen to the agarase resulted in degradation of the

0-8

16-24

8-16
Digestion

(hr)

Enzymatic solubilization and further purification of small
dialysis membranes of two different porosities. Experiment performed as in Figure 7, except that: agarase, lysozyme and
endo-i-galactosidase were compared; the digestions were performed in
Figure 8.

morphogen through

parallel in dialysis tubings with retention limits of 14.000

bars)

and 8,000 Da (solid

saved for assays every 8

bars); the external dialysates

h.

Da

(hatched

were changed and

12
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Table
Specificities

and

effects <>l'en:yinc

A. N. C.

MORSE

III

probes ;<</ to \nlubili:e and characterize the morphogen
Effect

Enzvme
Proteases

Lysozyme
E ndo/i-galactosidase

Cleaves specifically

2

Inactivates

Solubilizes

of morphogen

M

<

3

14,000

M

<

8,000
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and unstable. Estimates of the apparent
molecular weight were made by three independent meth-

loop

fate-containing,

membrane, dimembrane, and Seph-

ods: ultrafiltration through a calibrated
alysis through a calibrated dialysis

adex

of the

gel filtration (Table IV). In ultrafiltration, all

was recovered

applied activity
ultrafiltrates, consistent with

YM-5 membrane

in the

M

< 5000 Da.

through a calibrated membrane,

all

In dialysis

of the recovered ac-

non-dialyzed control) was found
external dialysate, (see Materials and Methods),

tivity (equal to that in the

in the first

consistent with
4

(hr)

drolithtm huert>csenii was incubated with vigorous stirring at pH 12.0.
At the times indicated, aliquots were withdrawn, neutralized to pH 8.2.

through nitrocellulose

filters

(0.2

were con-

results

M

Time-course of solubilization of morphogen by mild alkaline hydrolysis. The decalcified, cell wall-associated inducer from HyFigure 9.

filtered

< 2000 Da. These

firmed by gel-filtration through Sephadex G-10, in which
all of the applied activity was eluted at the end of the
< 2000 Da. These findings
included volume, indicating

6

Hydrolysis

M

^m. 47

mm

all

alkaline hydrolysis

S.D. Results of a parallel and otherwise identical
the soluble fractions,
incubation held continuously at pH 8.2 are included for comparison.

may

morphogen

solubilized by

be as small as 2000

Da

or less

(Table IV).

diam.), and the

ml samples) under the standard
conditions. Details are in Materials and Methods. Results shown are the
average percentages of larvae induced to attach and metamorphose by
soluble fractions assayed (in duplicate 10

indicate, therefore, that the

This low molecular weight material
it

binds tightly to

cellulose (Table V).
to

is

strongly anionic;

DEAE

Sephadex and to DEAE-nitroBecause the material does not bind

Sephadex or nitrocellulose alone, without DEAE subbinding is most likely dependent on ionic

stitution, the

interaction. This binding proves to be very strong;

polysaccharide (cleaved by hyaluronidase, agarase, and
sulfatase), with multiple, substituted residues of N-ace-

tylglucosamine (linkages cleaved by lysozyme and endoitf-galactosidase) and multiple residues of galactose (linkages cleaved by agarase and endo-/3-galactosidase). Protein
(or peptide) does not appear to be an essential component,

nor do several specific

free or terminal sugars or saccharide

units.

Hydrolysis with dilute alkali releases small anionic

morphogen containing

sulfate

The

finding that specific endopolysaccharidases can release a soluble morphogen from the insoluble cell wall-

associated fraction suggested that non-enzymatic, partial
hydrolysis under mild conditions might yield similar re-

While some desulfation also would occur, hydrolysis
with sufficiently dilute alkali would be expected to yield
sults.

M

activity was found still adsorbed to the resin (Table V).
13% of the activity applied to a DEAESimilarly, 63%
nitrocellulose filter was found still adsorbed to the filter,
even after elution with 0.4 N HC1. That the morphogen

was not eluted from DEAE by 0.4 TV HC1 indicates that
its ionic binding was dependent on more strongly anionic
groups than uronic acids or other simple carboxylates (pK
ca. 2). These results are consistent with the conclusion,
based on sulfatase sensitivity (cf. Figs. 4, 5; Table II). that

morphogen contains sulfate groups (see Discussion).
The presence of sulfate esters in this solubilized mor-

the

phogen was confirmed independently by turbidimetric
barium after strong acid hydrolysis (method

analysis with

according to Beeley, 1985). The yields obtained indicate

oligosaccharide fragments with retention of at least some
of the original sulfate groups (Percival and McDowell,
1967).

As

predicted, exposure of the decalcified, partic(pH 11-12) released

ulate cell wall fraction to dilute alkali

Table IV
Estimation of molecular weight of the small morphogen solubilized

by partial alkaline hydrolysis

morphogen. The increase in
morphogenic activity as a function of the

a soluble, sulfate-containing
yield of soluble

at pH 12 is shown in Figure 9. The
apparent decline in yield after 6 h suggests that the mor-

time of incubation

phogen

itself is

strong acid (4

slowly inactivated at pH 12. Exposure to
HC1) or strong base (4 TV NaOH) causes

N

more rapid inactivation.
The morphogen released by mild
of relatively low molecular

alkaline hydrolysis

is

weight, strongly anionic, sul-

little

activity could be removed from the DEAE Sephadex by
elution with 0.4
NaCl, and 75% of the initially applied

Method
Ultrafiltration

Dialysis

Sephadex

gel filtration

Details are as described in Materials

M

Estimate (Da)

<5000
<2000
<2000
and Methods. Independent

ex-

periments verified that there was no significant adsorption of the morphogen to the gel-filtration matrix or to the ultrafiltration or dialysis

membranes.

D. E.

114
Table
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Adsorption of the small morphoxen. xolubilizeil by partial alkaline
hydrolysis, to

DEAE
Recovery

Adsorbant

DEAE Sephadex

Eluant or fraction

Units

A. N. C.
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Normal attachment and metamorphosis of Agaricia humilis larva induced by the soluble
Figure 10.
morphogen. Scanning electron micrographs of the endoskeleton of a post-metamorphic corallite attached
to polystyrene, dorsolateral (a) and dorsal (b) views, and for comparison, a pre-metamorphic planula larva
(c).

The pronounced

corallite.

calcified septa

Diameter of the

and the attachment plaque are clearly

corallite ca. 1.5

morphogen was obtained by

0.1

mm;

red algae contain the inducing morphogen (Fig. 1: Table
I: cf. Morse et ai.
1988; A. Morse and R. Steneck, in
prep.).

We have extended our previous finding that Agaricia
humilis larvae maintain both the stringency of their de-

soluble

Tissue-

and electron microscopy were by standard procedures.

rison et ai. 1984; Scheltema, 1986;

Morse

et ai.

1988;

Richmond and Hunter,

1990) are capable of distant disas
well.
Indeed,
temporal pulses of scleractinian
persal
recruitment at certain sites on the Great Barrier Reef are

graphic features for the control of larval dispersal and
consequent recruitment (e.g.. Frith et ai. 1986; Rough-

1 ).

morphogen, and the

in less

environment, this capacity to delay metamorphosis in the
absence of the required morphogen can enhance both the

and the substratum-specificity of
the final distribution of recruits. Although much of scleractinian recruitment may be locally seeded (Bak and Endispersal of the larvae,

1979; Rylaarsdam, 1983; Baggett and Bright, 1985;
1988), the larvae of A. humilis

Sammarco and Andrews,
(cf.

8.

While most larvae probably settle
than 30 days in the natural

and metamorphose

(cf.Fig.

mm. The

of this requirement, for at least 30 days follow-

the alga-associated

ing their release (Fig.

1 ;

0.1

dependent on the settlement of larvae produced at distant
locations (Wallace, 1985; Babcock, 1988). In addition to
the importance of hydrodynamic, topographic, and geo-

pendence upon

gle,

2-day post-metamorphic

digestion with endo-ff-galactosidase. followed by dialysis, as in Figure

digestion, fixation, dehydration, critical-point drying,

specificity

visible in the

length of the planula ca. 0.7

also

Morse

etal.,

1988) and certain other species

Harrigan, 1972; Richmond, 1981, 1985, 1987; Har-

garden

et ai,

1988;

and the

Sammarco and Andrews,

effects

and those reported here) indicate that for some
and specificity of the larval
requirements for the induction of settlement and meta-

ai. 1988;

coral species, the stringency

morphosis also can be important
distribution of recruits.

A

in controlling the spatial
similar larval requirement for

a substratum-specific biochemical inducer of settlement

Table VI
Induction oj metamorphosis of Agaricia humilis
by the low molecular weight (LA/H'J morphogen

Treatment

LMW

morphogen

Seawater control

and A.

tenuifolia /an'ae.

1988; Black,

of predation, nutrition, competition,
and other biotic factors, studies of A. humilis (Morse et
1988),

and absence of induction o/'Tubastraea

Metamorphosis

at

24 h (X

S.D.)

aurea,
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and metamorphosis, and

tection of the resolved monosaccharides by pulsed

ical

perometry have independently confirmed that glucosamine (derived from N-acetylglucosamine) and galactose

shown

to

determine the fine-scale spatial distribution of

recruitment of the polychaete,

Phragmatopoma califomica

(Jensen and Morse, 1990).

are indeed principal

components of this solubilized small
morphogen (M. Hardy, Dionex Corp., pers. comm.). Sulfated polysaccharides that contain amino sugars and are

rich in galactose, similar to those in foliose red algae (cf,

Chemical nature ofihe inducer

Percival

The inducer of Agaricia humilis settlement and metamorphosis that

is

coralline red algae

1988). This

el a/..

associated with specific nongeniculate
chemical in nature (Table I; cf. Morse

is

morphogenic substance

is

a wide range of solvents, apparently because

with
is

cell

wall polysaccharides (with

partially purified;

cf.

insoluble in

it is

associated

which the morphogen

Fig. 2). Solubilized fractions

of the

inducer can be generated, however, by hydrolysis with

enzymes or mild

alkali.

The

fact that these solubilized

normal attachment and
metamorphosis of A. humilis larvae on clean polystyrene
fractions are sufficient to trigger

surfaces (Fig. 10) proves that the requirement of the larvae
for a

morphogenetic inducer

is

satisfied

by a chemical

substance from the inductive algal substratum. Non-recruiting algal substrata do not yield this activity (Table
I).

These

larval

confirm and extend the finding that
recognition of the inductive but insoluble paniculate
results thus

fraction, partially purified

from the settlement-inducing

dependent upon the integrity of a periodate-sensitive (Fig. 3) and sulfatase-sensitive (Fig. 5; Table
II) chemical structure. These sensitivities, the insolubility
of the crude inducer, and its insensitivity to proteolytic
algal surface,

is

enzymes, suggested that the inducer

is

associated with a

sulfated polysaccharide.

Consistent with this suggestion,

we have found

that the

inducer can be solubilized by cleavage with purified endoglycosidases that can act on sulfated polysaccharides
(Figs. 6-8).

As summarized

in

Table

III.

the cleavage by

agarase and by endo-0-galactosidase indicates that the
substrate polymer contains galactose units; cleavage by
lysozyme and by endo-0-galactosidase indicates that this

polymer

also contains 0-1,4 linked N-acetylglucosamine

or N-acetylglucosamine sulfate units (cf. Li el a/.. 1982;
Kitamikadocfa/., 1982; Scudder et at.. 1983, 1984; Morat.. 1983a, b; Usov and Ivanova, 1987). Because
continued hydrolysis by each of these enzymes leads first
to solubilization. and then to progressive inactivation of

rice et

the inducer, the inductive moiety itself probably contains
the above-mentioned sites of hydrolysis. The morphogenetic inducer

is

thus associated with, and

may

itself

contain, a sulfated glycosaminoglycan, i.e., a sulfated
polysaccharide that includes multiple N-acetylglucos-

amine and galactose

units.

The

finding that partial alkaline

hydrolysis liberates a sulfate-containing, strongly anionic,

small

morphogen

cently, hydrolysis,

is

am-

consistent with this conclusion. Re-

ion-exchange HPLC, and

sensitive de-

and McDowell,

1967;

Percival,

1978;

Mc-

Candless, 1981; Yaphe, 1984), previously were found in
other coralline red algae (Turvey and Simpson, 1965).

Keratan sulfate, which proved to be slightly active as a
morphogen, has three characteristics that make it unique

among

the

same

known

sulfated glycosaminoglycans tested. In

it also, to some degree, resembles
morphogen recognized by Agaricia humilis larvae:

these

features,

the

( 1 )

contains

it

multiple

galactose-/3-l,4-N-acetylglucosamine
units (whereas heparin, heparan sulfate, and the three dif-

ferent chondroitin sulfates all contain glucuronic acid or
other uronic acid units in place of galactose); (2) it is
readily cleaved by endo-0-galactosidase (Scudder el at..

1983), whereas the other
not;

and

known compounds

(3) the keratan sulfates

be eluted from anion exchangers at

below 3-4

M

(Roden

et

til.,

tested are

from some sources cannot
1972;

salt
cf.

concentrations

our

results with

DEAF,

Table V), whereas the other sulfated glycosaminoglycans are readily eluted at significantly lower concentrations

(Roden et at.. 1972). Very highly sulfated galactans from red algae also are not eluted from DEAF, or
else are eluted only at high concentrations of urea or at
high temperature (Yaphe, 1984). However, the weak
morphogenetic activity evident at only high concentrations of keratan sulfate, carrageenan, and fucoidan indicates that although these substances

may

be somewhat

similar to the natural inducer, they differ in structural
features (possibly including positions of the sulfate groups
or other linkages) from those of the natural morphogen.
The morphogenetic activity of the natural inducer sol-

ubilized

from the

cell wall fraction

drolithon boergesenii or

its

obtained from Hy-

associated microflora

logically specific (Table VI). This

is

bio-

molecule induces normal

attachment and metamorphosis in larvae of two species
of Agaricia that are also induced by the intact alga from
which the morphogen was obtained. However, the molecule

fails to

induce these reactions

patric Tubastraea aurea.

in larvae of the symwhich are not induced by the

intact alga.

The

high specificity of the Agaricia humilis larvae for
morphogens associated with only certain nongeniculate
coralline red algae (Fig.

Morse and R. Steneck,

1;

Table

I;

Morse

et a/..

1988; A.

in prep.) is apparently a reflection

of the chemical specificity of the larval receptors for only
some unique sulfated glycosaminoglycans. This suggestion
is

supported by the finding that a wide variety of synthetic

natural sulfated polysaccharides. glycosaminoglycans,

and
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structurally related

polymers have either little or no morphogenetic activity. A better understanding of the chemical basis for the high specificity of the larval receptors

1973; Turner and Burger, 1973; Jumblatt et ai, 1980;
Conrad et ai, 1984; Diehl-Seifert et ai, 1985, 1989; Margoliash et ai, 1965; Coombe et ai, 1987; Coombe and

awaits further information about the stereochemistry and
structure of the organic sulfate esters and other substitu-

Parish, 1988; Schroder et ai,

ents in the natural

1988;Gramzowe/a/.. 1989).
and
of
sulfated glycosaminoglycan
Recognition
binding

moieties of cell surface proteoglycans also controls adheand growth in a wide

morphogen.

sion, tissue-specific differentiation

variety of mammalian

Relation to other systems

and other higher systems (Edelman,

1985; Fransson, 1987; Ruoslahti, 1989).
Sulfated glycosaminoglycans and other sulfated polysaccharides have been widely implicated in other highly
specific cell recognition

phenomena

that control differ-

entiation, including inter-phyletic symbiosis, fertilization,

"homing" of circulating
lymph nodes, pattern
formation in the developing nervous system, and the metastasis and invasiveness of tumors. The number of structural permutations of such molecules, and hence the
aggregation of sponge

cells,

mammalian lymphocytes

the

into the

complexity of coding of cell recognition ideotypes, far exceed those of the proteins, which are more fully understood (Drickamer, 1988; Sharon and Lis, 1989).
Recent evidence has shown that the host specificity for

nodule induction in leguminous plants by the nitrogenfixing symbiotic bacterium, Rliiiobium meliloti, is deter-

and positions of the

sulfate esters

The

can be

structures

critically

im-

portant in the control of these functions as well (Fransson,
1987). Sulfated glycosaminoglycans

and other

sulfated

polysaccharides bind to lectin-like receptors on the surfaces of lymphocytes (Parish et ai, 1984; Parish and

Snowden, 1985; Chong and Parish, 1985, 1986; Thurn
and Underbill, 1986; Brenan and Parish, 1986; Brandley
et ai. 1987). Recently, the genes coding for two distinct
"homing receptors" from the surfaces of mammalian
lymphocytes have been cloned and sequenced (Gallatin
et ai,

1986;

Holzmann

Yednock
et ai,

et ai,

1987a; Goldstein

1989; Siegelman

et ai.

et

ai, 1989;

1989; Stamen-

kovic et ai, 1989; Stoolman, 1989). Lectin-like recognition of specific sulfated or other anionic carbohydrates in

sulfated glycosamino-

the target lymphoid tissues, mediated by these receptors,
is thought to direct the homing of specific subsets of lym-

glycan signal (a tetrasaccharide containing one sulfate and
one acylamino group) produced by the bacterium (Ler-

phocytes from the circulation to adhere to the blood vessel
endothelia of their target lymphoid organs (lymph nodes.

mined by recognition of a unique

ouge

el al..

by the host
and the resulting

1990). Recognition,

inducing bacterial signal,

plant, of this
specificity

of

the inter-phyletic symbiosis, has long been thought to be
governed by a class of receptors known as lectins, present

on the plant root hair surfaces (Kijne et ai. 1989). Recently, this suggestion was strongly confirmed when the
intergeneric transfer between plants of the DNA coding
for one such root lectin resulted in the transfer of host

Peyer's patches,

etc.),

where the recruited lymphocytes

then differentiate to produce antibodies (Brenan and Parish, 1986; Gallatin et ai, 1986; Yednock et ai, 1987a, b;
Jalkanenc/a/.. 1988; Stoolman, 1989;

Coombe and

Rider,

1989).

The parallels between this lymphocyte homing reaction
and the settlement and metamorphosis ofAgaricia humilis
larvae are potentially interesting. In both, substratumand differentiation are

nodulation induced by the bacterium (Diaz
et ai. 1989). Recognition of specific sulfated polysaccharides at the surface of Strongylocentrotus pwpiiratus sea

specific "recruitment," attachment,

urchin eggs by conspecific sperm has been demonstrated
to be essential for fertilization (Rossignol et al., 1984;

observation that the partially purified sulfated polysaccharide that induces A. humilis larvae to attach and me-

DeAngelis and Glabe, 1987). In this reaction (DeAngelis
and Glabe, 1987), and in the binding of heparin to antithrombin (Atha et ai, 1985), the locations of the sulfate
esters on the sugars have been found to be of critical importance; in the latter case, removal of one specific sulfate

tamorphose also induces murine lymphocytes to undergo
mitosis (Morse and Eardley, unpub. obs.), may therefore
be worth further investigation. The specificity of this latter
reaction is unclear, however, as a wide variety of sulfated
polysaccharides and related polymers, including several
carrageenans, fucoidan, and ascophylan, induce lympho-

specificity for

reduced the

affinity

10,000-fold (Atha

et

of specific binding by as much as
The lengths of the sulfated

ai, 1985).

polysaccharides are also critical determinants of the
strength (and hence, the specificity) of these binding reactions (Hoylaerts et ai, 1984; DeAngelis and Glabe,
1987). Evidence also suggests that lectin-like recognition
of cell surface sulfated glycosaminoglycans controls an
essential phase in the species-specific reaggregation

subsequent differentiation of sponge

cells

(Henkart

and

et ai.

apparently induced by recognition of a non-diffusing,
substratum-specific sulfated polysaccharide.

Our

further

cyte mitosis. Whether the same subset of lymphocytes
responds to each of these compounds has not yet been

determined. In contrast, the A. humilis larvae respond
only slightly and incompletely to carrageenan and fucoidan, and only at very high concentrations.
Cell-surface recognition of polysaccharides and other

complex carbohydrates

in such

generally considered to be

non-immune systems

mediated by

is

lectins, a broad
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MORSE

his colleagues

molecules as potassium or calcium salts, fatty acids, cyclic
nucleotides, or other widely active effectors of depolarization, protein phosphorylation, or signal transduction

demonstrated that the settlement and metamorphosis
of larvae of the polychaete, Janua brasiliensis, are mediated by a lectin-like recognition of inductive exopoly-

pathways: these all have been shown to induce metamorphosis of larvae without species- or substratum-specificity (eg., Baloun and Morse, 1984; Morse, 1985, 1990;

saccharides produced by specific bacteria (Kirchman el
a/., 1982a, b; Mitchell and Kirchman, 1984; Maki and

Yool et al.. 1986; Pechenik and Heyman, 1987; Jensen
and Morse, 1990; Jensen et al., 1990)]. The inducer of

Mitchell, 1985, 1986). These authors

Agaricia humilis metamorphosis described here is in its
native form associated with a substratum-specific insol-

of ubiquitous, carbohydrate-specific receptors that
recently has been redefined (Barondes, 1988; Drickamer,
class

1988; Sharon and Lis, 1989). Mitchell

and

first

similarities

between

first

pointed out the

this larval settlement reaction

and

other lectin-mediated recognition phenomena, including
the root nodule-bacteria symbiosis discussed above. Wei-

ner

(1985) and Bonar

et al.

el al.

(

1986) also have shown

that specific bacterial exopolysaccharides
in the induction of settlement

may

play a role

and metamorphosis of

Crassostrea virginica and C. gigas oyster larvae, although
induction in those systems is complex, and more than

uble polymer. Partial hydrolysis with either enzymes or

and strongly
markedly unstable. This instability has hindered analyses of the active morphogen. The
use of highly purified enzymes, and employment of their
specificities for selective cleavage, solubilization, and as
dilute alkali releases a smaller, water-soluble

anionic inducer which

is

one

class of

probes of the structural determinants of morphogenetic
activity, may prove widely useful in further studies of such

al.,

1985;

otherwise intractable molecules.

et al.,

The

compound is known to be involved (Coon et
Coon and Bonar, 1987; Fitt el al., 1989; Bonar

The

1990).
results reported here,

demonstrating sensitivity of

the Agaricia humilis

morphogen to cleavage by endo-/3galactosidase and agarase, (and resistance to the exoglycosidic /3-galactosidase), indicate that the morphogen
contains essential internal /3-galactoside units. This finding
may be of particular interest in view of the suggested im-

portance of j3-galactoside-specific lectins in controlling
animal systems (Barondes et al.,

inductive molecule that

we have

described

is

ob-

tained from homogenates of the nongeniculate coralline
red alga, Hydrolithon boergesenii. Larvae of Agaricia humilis are induced to

specimens of that

on

preferentially

metamorphose by contact with intact
and recruits of the coral are found

alga,

that alga in the field

(Morse

et al.,

1988;

A. Morse and R. Steneck, in prep.). Three other species
of anthozoan, including the scleractinian Agaricia ten-

(Morse

differentiation in higher

iiifo/ia

1988; Sharon and Lis. 1989).

cyonnim

et al.,

1988), the temperate octocoral Al-

sidcriiim (Sebens, 1983a. b),

and a

tropical gor-

gonian, Plexanra sp. (Lasker, 1990), also have been found
to settle and metamorphose in response to crustose red

Remaining problems

algal surfaces.

But

in

each of these cases, the inductive

Two problems remaining are the determination of the
complete chemical structure of the inducing molecule

molecule could have been produced by bacteria or other

recognized by the Agaricia humilis larvae, and the unequivocal identification of the biological source of this

or bacterial films have been implicated in the control of
larval settlement and metamorphosis in a few other cni-

inducer.

A number of compounds

that induce

metamor-

phosis of various marine invertebrate larvae have been
partially purified from the respective inductive substrata,

and the

compounds have been partially
characterized. But we are aware of only two natural instructures of these

ductive molecules that have been completely characterized. These include the algal molecules that induce meta-

morphosis of the scallop, Pecten ma.\imits (Yvin
1985), and the hydrozoan, Corync uchidai (Kato

and thus amenable

Highsmith,
1

986; Hadfield and Pennington,

al..

1

metamorphose

in response to films of the bacterium, Al-

teromonas sp., on shells inhabited by hermit crabs (Spindler and Miiller, 1972). Cassiopea andromeda (scyphozoan) larvae also are induced to settle and metamorphose
by bacteria, apparently

in

response to soluble peptides

et al.,

(Fitt

to gas-

1985; Burke,

990), or polymeric and
and
Jensen
Morse,
1984. 1990; Morse et
(e.g.,
1988). [We are not including in this discussion such

insoluble

darians in which these processes are chemically induced.
Larvae of the hydroid, Hydractinia echinata. settle and

produced by the action of bacterial degradative

chromatography and mass spectroscopy. In a large number of the other cases investigated, however, the native
inducers have proved to be either water soluble (e.g.,
1982; Hadfield and Scheuer,

algal surfaces. Bacteria

et al.,

1975). Significantly, both of these are small molecules

soluble in organic solvents,

microorganisms associated with the

and Hofmann, 1985;

Fitt et a/., 1987;

enzymes

Hofmann and

Brand, 1987). Bacterial films have been widely implicated
of larval settlement and metamorphosis in

in the control

many other kinds of invertebrates as well (Wilson, 1955;
Cameron and Hinegardner, 1974; Brancato and Woolacott,

1982;

Kirchman

1984; Bonar

et al.

et at..

1986;

1982; Mitchell

Maki and

and Kirchman,

Mitchell. 1986; Fitt

1989; Maki et al., 1990). Moreover, as Maki et al.
1990) have suggested in the case of barnacle larvae, the
larval response may depend in a complex way on the

et al..
(
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interaction between bacteria

and the surface on which

be a sulfated glycosaminoglycan, would be equally consistent with a molecule of the red algal cell wall and of a
cell wall or other exopolymer produced by an associated

bacterium (Percival and McDowell, 1967; Mackie and
Preston, 1974; Sanford et a/., 1977; McCandless, 1981;

Drews and Weckesser, 1982; Boyle and Reed,

1983).

We

have found, however, that the activity of crude homogenates appears markedly enhanced following decalcification, consistent with the unmasking of constituents of
the algal cell wall. Attempts to culture the algal cells axenically from isolated protoplasts, by the methods of

Polne-Fuller and Gibor (1984) and Kloareg et al. (1989),
and attempts to culture the alga-associated microbial

The relationship of reef hydrodynamics to
numbers of planktonic larvae on and around coral reefs.

variation

Black, K. P. 1988.
in

they are attached.
The structure of the morphogen recognized by Agaricia
hunulis larvae, suggested by the results reported here to
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Proc. 6th

Coral Reef Symp. 2: 125-130.
Microbial-inBonar, D. B., R. M. Weiner, and R. R. Colwell. 1986.
vertebrate interactions and potential for biotechnology. Microb. Ecol.
Intl.

101-110.

12:

M. Walsh,

Bonar, D. B., S. L. Coon,

R.

M. Weiner, W.

K. Fitt.

Control of oyster settlement and metamorphosis by endogenous and exogenous chemical cues. Bull Mar. Sci. 46: 484-498.
1990.

Characterization of two extra-

Boyle, C. D., and A. E. Reade. 1983.

polysacchandes from marine bacteria. Appl. Env. Micro. 46:
392-399.

cellular

Brancato,

M.

and R.

S.,

M.

B

inrrila).

Mar

Effect of microbial films

Woolacott. 1982.

on settlement of bryozoan

larvae (Biigu/a simplex. B. sto/inifera

and

51-56.

Biol. 71:

Multiple carBrandley, B. K., T. S. Ross, and R. L. Schnaar. 1987.
bohydrate receptors on lymphocytes revealed by adhesion to im-

mobilized polysacchandes. J. Cell. Biol 105: 991-997.
Modification of lymphocyte miBrenan, M.. and C. R. Parish. 1986.
gration by sulfated polysacchandes. Eur. J Immunol. 16: 423-430.
Pheromones and the gregarious settlement of marine

Burke, R. D. 1986.

symbionts, may help further resolve the source of the inducer. Mass-cultivation of the producing cells would also

Cameron, R.

help provide sufficient quantities of the inducer and thus
facilitate its complete structural characterization.

phosis in laboratory cultured sea urchins. Biol. Bull. 146: 335-342.
Chong, A. S.-F., and C. R. Parish. 1985. Nonimmune lymphocyte-

invertebrate larvae. Bull. Mar. Sci. 39: 323-331.

interaction.

macrophage
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Outbreeding Depression as a Cost of Dispersal in the
Harpacticoid Copepod, Tigriopus californicus
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Providence.

The

F.

Rhode Island 02912

costs of dispersing can be evaluated in

within

a

terms of genetic expenses. These costs are associated with
outbreeding depression. In the supralittoral zone of the

population are closely related, inbreeding
depression may be a cost of not dispersing (e.g., Greenwood et ai, 1978; Packer, 1979; Hoogland, 1982; Hole-

rocky shore, both outbreeding depression and inbreeding
depression may be important in determining whether an

Gaines, 1990). Inbreeding depression will be most signif-

Abstract.

kamp and Sherman,

1989; reviewed by Johnson

and

icant in small, isolated populations; populations that were

organism should disperse. These genetic costs were investigated in the harpacticoid copepod, Tigriopus californicus. which inhabits supralittoral pools. Matings between
individuals from different pools were performed in the
The results suggest high costs to dispersing.

founded by only a few individuals; or populations that
have suffered an extreme bottleneck in size.
Here, I examine a habitat in which both inbreeding
depression and outbreeding depression may play impor-

Introduction

tant roles in determining dispersal. This habitat is that
part of the rocky supralittoral zone that holds small pools

lab.

In dispersing, any organism will

most

of water. Because these pools are above the high tide line,
introductions by marine organisms are probably rare.

likely experience

some costs. Many of these costs, such as loss of energy
while moving, production of dispersal mechanisms, or
risk of not reaching a suitable habitat, are ecological in
nature and have been fairly well examined

(e.g..

Colonizations occur during relatively uncommon events,
such as extreme wave splash or exceptionally heavy rains,

which may create channels among pools and access to

Palmer

the ocean.

and Strathmann, 1981; Strathmann et ai. 1981; Cohen
and Motro, 1989). There are also genetic costs of dis-

The pools

persing that are associated with outbreeding depression.
Individuals choosing mates from different populations

changes

lower fitness than individuals choosing mates
from the same population (e.g.. Price and Waser, 1979;

selective pressures,

factors

may have

Shields, 1982; review

by Waldman, 1988). Outbreeding

(i.e.,

ppt with a range from
varied from 12 to

dramatically different

The

selective pressures affect different populations).

Howe and Smallwood.

rience genetic costs

Received 15 February

if

1

they

99

1 ;

1982), individuals
fail

may

in

harpacticoid

and mean temperature
with a range from 8 to 30C.

to 45 ppt

17C

copepod

(hereafter called Tigriopus)

In some circumstances, the costs of dispersing must be
evaluated relative to the costs of not dispersing. In addition
to losing the ecological benefits of dispersing (reviewed

by

in pool shape, tidal height, orientation, or other

and may generate considerable heterogeneity

such as temperature or salinity, among
pools. For example, for 22 pools surveyed on the Oregon
coast over 4 months, mean salinity varied from 0.8 to 17

depression will be strongest for individuals in populations
that normally have limited gene flow and that live in a

heterogeneous environment

are discrete microhabitats differing

from one another in many potentially important characters. These differences are caused often by only small

is

a

Tigriopus

common

californicus

inhabitant of

supralittoral pools of the eastern Pacific coast. This or-

ganism

is

ideal for testing hypotheses regarding outbreed-

and inbreeding depression. There appears
among pools. Migration has been documented in streams of water (Cooper,
unpub.), which are rare in the supralittoral zone except
during storms. Migration has also been observed on the
ing depression

expe-

to be limited migration of Tigriopus

to disperse. If individuals

accepted 29 April 1991.
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culture

crevices (pers. obs). Limited migration, coupled with

flaked fish

abiotic

and

among pools,
among Tighopits

biotic differences

mote adaptive

differences

in different pools. Therefore,

from

should propopulations

matings between individuals

non-poolmates) may
result in outbreeding depression. Because migrations are
probably rare, any pool may be colonized by only a few
different pools (hereafter called

gravid females, causing
pool.

many

close relatives to be in each

The consequences of this founder

effect are inten-

because of the copepod's breeding system. A female
Tigriopus will mate only once and can potentially produce
12-14 broods, each with up to 150 eggs (Vittor. 1971;
pers. obs.). Therefore, matings between individuals from
sified

the

same pool (poolmates) may

in

result

inbreeding

investigated the genetic costs to Tigriopus
of dispersing versus staying in one pool by assaying for

depression.

I

an incubator at 20C and at a 16:8
They were fed a mixture of Tetramin
food and nutritional yeast.

chambers

of the shore crab Pachygrapsus sp. (Egloff, 1966),
which are presumably uncommon on bare rock away from
legs

in

light:dark schedule.

I performed three types of crosses to estimate outbreeding depression and inbreeding depression. The crosses

were female X non-poolmate, female x poolmate, and
female X sibling. Poolmate matings represent the normal
breeding situation for non-dispersing Tigriopus. Nonpoolmate matings should represent the breeding situation
for dispersing

copepods; any reduction in

non-poolmate matings

reflects

fitness in the

outbreeding depression.

Similarly, sibling matings should represent the worst-case
result

of not dispersing; any reduction in

matings

reflects

fitness in sibling

inbreeding depression. However,

are full of close relatives,

and therefore

if

pools

close inbreeding

represents the normal breeding situation, then sibling
matings and poolmate matings should have similar results.

outbreeding depression and inbreeding depression in lab-

Furthermore, inbreeding depression is expected to be
minimized in this case because many of the deleterious

oratory populations.

alleles will

have been eliminated from the pool population.
After mating occurred in the lab test pairs, I removed
the males and placed each female in a large (50 ml) vial

Methods and Results
collected Tigriopus 5 km north of Newport, Oregon,
from a basalt outcrop near Yaquina Head. I chose six
pools from which to collect populations for laboratory
I

mating

studies. In

choosing pools,

I

tried to

span the range

with excess food to minimize cannibalism following
hatching of the juveniles. From the single mating, females

then produced continuous broods. At the end of three
weeks (approximately one generation), I counted the total

of physical variation to maximize the potential for genetic
among pools, if its exists. Therefore, the

number of

differentiation

in

pools chosen were different from one another in a maximum number of physical and biotic parameters and
should have rarely, if ever, had water flow among them.

The

The pools spanned

a horizontal range of

distinct outcrops, separated

>70

by a rock gully.

by which pools differed were

salinity,

m and two

The

characters

from each of the

populations to set up family
lines and to assure virginity of the test individuals. The
isolated

six

copepods were maintained

in 2

ml

clear plastic

Table
Characteristics

<>/ PI><I/\

in>i>i

which lab populations were taken

Salinity (ppl)

Pool

mean

(range)

vial

individuals (nauplii, copepidites, and adults)
and used this number as a measure of fitness.

rationale for using this

that Tigriopus probably

effectively

offspring.

number

as

maximize

an index of fitness
their fitness

most

by producing the greatest possible number of
The high fecundity of Tigriopus may support

this hypothesis.

The number of offspring produced

temperature, pool

substratum, and pool size (Table 1 and Brown, 1985). In
the lab, I isolated gravid females and their juveniles (as
released)

is

each

cross (Fig.

1).

varies with type of

Females mated with random poolmates

produced significantly more offspring than did either females mated with non-poolmates or females mated with
2
was
(Ei = 0.061, P = 0.02). Number of

siblings

compared by

I

offspring
isotonic regression (see Gaines and Rice,

OUTBREEDING DEPRESSION
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IN

result in similar

lation

offspring produced. The resize in each pool popupool
gene

numbers of

sults suggest that the
is fairly large.

Mate choice

studies in the lab further support the hy-

(3

z

pothesis that inbreeding in pools

<r
0-

is

not an important sewere a strong

lective pressure for Tigriopus. If inbreeding

tn

selective pressure, then identification

and avoidance of

mates might be expected. However, when
I presented virgin female Tigriopus with pairwise choices
of males (sibling + poolmate, sibling + non-poolmate, or
poolmate + non-poolmate), they never chose mates sig-

close relatives as
ir
111

CD

s
Z
POOLMATE

SIBLING

NONPOOLMATE

RELATIONSHIP
Effect of mate relationship on the number of offspring
Figure 1.
in
produced. Columns show the mean number of offspring produced
three weeks by females mated with siblings, poolmates. and non-poolmates. Sample sizes are 30, 37, and 35 females, respectively. Bars represent

one standard

error.

from random (Table II). Nonrandom
mate choice probably hasn't evolved because there is no
nificantly different

selective advantage to chosing mates in a pool nonrandomly. Pool populations appear to be large enough that
siblings are rare as potential mates. A random mate chosen

most likely be a non-sib poolmate. Nonrandom mate choice or increased frequency of dispersal
might evolve when inbreeding depression becomes sig-

in the pool will

nificant.

1990) because the direction of change was specified a
priori.

In conclusion, dispersal in Tigriopus
a

genetic

due

perspective

to

may be costly from
outbreeding

significant

depression. Lack of dispersal (staying in the native pool)
does not seem to impose serious genetic costs. These re-

Discussion

The

results suggest that there are high costs to dispersal

in Tigriopus associated with outbreeding depression. This
result reflects the heterogeneous habitat in which Tigrio-

pus live and supports the assumption of limited movement
among pools. However, these results are somewhat different from the results of previous studies of Tigriopus
(Burton and Feldman, 1981; Burton and Swisher. 1984),

which demonstrated limited movement among rocky
outcrops but high dispersal within any outcrop. The pools
I studied are probably most similar to Burton's pools on
different outcrops in that there was little or no potential
for migration among the pools. Burton (1986, 1990) did
by a decrease
developmental time with

Table

mate choice

Results nl

F2

survival

and an increase

crosses between populations.
in

my

sion,

in

The

costs of dispersal

1.

Sibling

S
stained

study are so great, indeed, that outbreeding depresto mating with a non-poolmate, is not signifi-

cantly different from inbreeding depression

due

to

Sibling

mating

Stain effect

P

3

13

26

9
11

5

14

18

40

1

unstained

2.

Relation effect

and Poolmate

3.60

0.40

P>

P>

.50

.05

and Non-poolmate
S

P

stained

15

18

unstained

13

I

y

28

shown

due

tests

Female Choice

find similar costs to outbreeding as evidenced
in

II

1

29

33

24

1.41

0.02

P>

P>

.90

.05

57

with a sibling.

primary benefit of not
dispersing is remaining in the proximity of poolmates,
which are apparently better mates than non-poolmates.
Traditional theory implies that in not dispersing, an in-

The

results also suggest that a

may suffer inbreeding depression. However, inbreeding depression is not an important cost in the pools
because matings between random poolmates result in sig-

3.

Poolmate and Non-poolmate
P

N

stained

12

11

23

unstained

10

7

17

18

40

dividual

more offspring than matings between siblings.
As previously discussed, if inbreeding were common in
pools, then poolmate matings and sibling matings would
nificantly

In each test, the female

+ poolmate,

sibling

was given

+ non-poolmate,

1.40

0.40

P>

P>.05

.50

a choice of

two males

or poolmate

sibling

+ non-poolmate.

Sample sizes were 40, 57, and 40, respectively. "Stained" males were
tor
dyed red with carmine powder to facilitate individual recognition
P = poolmate, and N = non-poolmate.
S =
testing.

sibling,
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Egloff, D. A. 1966.

Ecological aspects of sex ratio and reproduction in

experimental and

the most adaptive reproductive strategy.

field

califomicus (Baker).

./

populations of the marine eopepod Tigriopus
Exp. Mar. Biol Ecol 42: 99-1 1.
1

Gaines, S. D., and VV. R. Rice. 1990.

Analysis of biological data
there are ordered expectations. Am. Nat. 135: 310-317.
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Abstract.

This study of histocompatibility demonstrates

with phagocytosis and encapsulation, were thought to lack

Antho-

sharp specificity. We now know that at least some metazoan invertebrates, ranging from sponges to protochor-

that the gorgonian Swiftia exserta (Coelenterata,

zoan)

fulfills

the minimal functional criteria of cytotox-

icity, specificity,

dates, possess a well-developed capacity for allogeneic

that characterize

recognition followed by incompatibility reactions (see

and altered secondary response (memory)
an adaptive immune response. All autografts (self grafts) fused, and all allografts (intraspecific
grafts) underwent rejection, which is characterized by
rapid and progressive blanching, necrosis, and loss of tissue
in the

immediate contact

same reaction

in

intervals of up to

Some

area. Initial reactions required

at a

new

is

the

first

et ai, 1980a), but a longer term memory was
reported for allograft rejection in the sea urchin, Lytechinus pictus (6 months; Coffaro, 1980). Specific immune

tissue area yielded the

report of an adaptive

demann

memory, however, has not been found in all invertebrates
even within the same class or phylum. For example, immune memory has been reported to be absent in some
sponges (e.g.. Van de Vyver, 1980; Smith and Hildemann,
1984) and earthworms (Parry, 1978). Therefore, without

al-

in gorgonians.

testing,

Introduction

memory

that specificity

immune

are the hallmarks of adaptive

According to some authors (Hildemann

el ai,

1979), only

dor's extensive studies (Theodor, 1966, 1969, 1970, 1976;

and Theodor, 1967; Theodor and Carriere, 1975;
Theodor and Senelar, 1975) of Eunicella stricta and Lophogorgia sarmentosa, and the preliminary work of Bigger
and Runyan 1979) on Leptogorgia virgulata, Pseudopterogorgia elisabethae and Plexuraflexulosa, have identified
Serre

reactivity,

and

(3) inducible

1 )

memory,

tered (positive or negative) reactivity

i.e..

immune
members

The gorgonians (Anthozoa; Alcyonaria) are an Order
of soft corals that includes sea fans and sea whips. Theo-

reactivity.

antagonistic or cytotoxic reaction after sensitization; (2) selective or specific
(

an

to other

that the details of

one species are transferable

of the phylum.

and

the following functional criteria are necessary to define

such immunological competence:

we cannot assume

response in

Most immunologists would agree

in-

memories were found

sponge Callyspongia dijfusa (4 weeks; Bigger et al.,
1982) and the coral Montipora verrucosa (8 weeks; Hil-

accelerated secondary response. Significant differences
between the reaction times of second set and third party
allografts demonstrated recognition specificity in these

loimmune response

have been carried out on

in the

3-4 days. After primary sensitization,
eight weeks still produced a significantly

responses. Thus, this

definitive studies

vertebrates. Relatively short-term

mm of necrosis, but after a resting

7-9 days to produce
period, a second contact
1

Bigger. 1988).

selectively al-

on secondary con-

(

tact.

system, into
selectively induccluding immunorecognition leading
ible responses with a memory component, was, until re-

some of the major characteristics of histocompatibility in
the Order. Naturally occurring grafts within the same colony (autografts) occur in field, and all experimentally in-

be restricted to vertebrates (Klein,

duced autografts rapidly fuse within 24 h. (Theodor, 1970;
Bigger and Runyan, 1979). Rapid xenogeneic reactions
(between two individuals of different species) were the
focus of Theodor' s study of gorgonian histocompatibility;
he hypothesized a system of "induced suicide" underlying

Possession of a specific adaptive

cently, considered to

1989). Invertebrate defense

Received 2

May

Abbreviations:
first

mechanisms, often associated

1990; accepted

RT

(primary) graft, 2

immune

1

April 1991.

reaction time,

secondary

MRT

graft,

3P

mean

reaction time.

1-

third party graft.

graft rejection.
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The

delay in the cytotoxic responses of
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(between two individuals of the same species)

suggested, to Theodor, fundamental differences in the
mechanisms operative in xenogeneic versus allogeneic

cytotoxic incompatibilities. Gorgonian histoincompatibility mechanisms have not been characterized at the cellular

and molecular

levels.

As

for

immunocompetence,

the gorgonians certainly fulfilled the first criterion of cytotoxic alloincompatibility; but prior to this study, the
parameters of rejection and other aspects, such as those

of

memory and

specificity,

had not been

tested or

were

not found.

The purpose of this

project

was

to study tissue

incom-

between different colonies of the gorgonian coral Swift ia exserta (Fig. 1). We asked whether
the corals possess attributes of an adaptive immune
patibility reactions

system.

AND

C,

H.

BIGGER

were performed after a sensitization period of three days;
i.e., the tissues were put in contact for three days and then

some given length of time before regrafting.
three-day period of sensitization was chosen to assure
full maturation of the immune response; i.e., at this time

separated for

A

cytotoxic reactions were

in similar

second set and third-party
would be demonstrated if the

The

in a naive fashion.

Swiftia exserta individuals were purchased from various
Florida, at depths of approximately 30 m. The animals
were transported to Florida International University,
where they were maintained in 25 or 100 gallon seawater

and

fed

mm diameter

X 5-6 cm length of
"v" shape. The ends of the glass
tube were covered with Nalgene 8000 plastic tubing

glass tube bent into a

sources and were collected in the waters off Southeast

filters,

rejection times.

third party grafts

coral branches were immobilized in small holders,

each consisting of a 4

aquaria with sub-gravel

It

grafted with each of the test tissues for the second interaction. A lack of specificity should result in all allogeneic
tissue being treated the same, and that would be reflected

were treated

Animal colled ion and maintenance

test

was performed
like the secondary graft except that tissue from an allogeneic animal not used in the sensitization was separately
for specificity in the allograft response.

Specificity

Materials and Methods

in all graft pairs but

underway

not completed.
A system of third-party grafting (3P) was used to

newly hatched Ar-

lemia.
All aquaria were subjected to alternating periods of 12
hours of light and dark. The water temperature was gen-

(1/8"IDX
were made

I/ 16" wall) 1-1. 5

cm

in the plastic into

long. Small cuts (2

mm)

which the coral branches

mm

(Fig. 2). A 2-3
long section of tissue
was removed from the axial skeleton at the cut end of the
branch that was inserted into the tubing; this operation

were inserted

precluded the necrosis that is induced when the tissue is
pinched. Contact was between intact surfaces rather than
the cut-ends of the branch.

though during the summer, the temperatures occasionally
rose to 25C. Individual experiments were confined to a

Tip to side, side to side, and tip to tip cytotoxic reactions
were similar in direction and appearance, and paired /tests between reaction times showed no significant differ-

C or less. Salinity values ranged from
range of about
31 to 34 0/00. Because all treatments in an experiment

ences between the rates (data not shown). Therefore, the
reaction is independent of the site chosen for pairing. In

erally

maintained

at

20-22C

with aquarium heaters,

al-

1

were run concurrently

in the

same aquarium,

all

were

same general conditions. Although there
were several colonies in each aquarium, they were not in
contact. The animals were acclimated for at least 4 days
subjected to the

before being placed in experimental contact. As opposed
many other gorgonians, Swiftia exserta lives well under

to

laboratory conditions. Also, as we report in this study, its
rapid allogenic reactions make it especially attractive for

immunological

and some tip to side grafts, the support was
and the individual pieces separated before the
reaction endpoint was reached. No response would occur
in such cases, because rejection seems to depend on unbroken physical contact. Because no significant influence
of tissue locality was observed, side to side grafting was
used in all the subsequent experiments and technical
tip to tip,

unstable,

problems were minimized.
After grafting, the individuals were examined daily un-

studies.

der a dissecting microscope at

two responses occurred:

Techniques of grafting and scoring
Small branches, 2-3 cm, were clipped from a gorgonian
colony with surgical scissors and immediately placed in
either allogeneic (intraspecific) or isogeneic (= autograft)

To

eliminate any influence of size on the
pairings involved tissue pieces of about the

combinations.
reactions,

all

same

The two

size.

pieces were gently placed

in close

con-

without traumatizing the cell surfaces. We call this
grafting. Unless otherwise stated, secondary grafts (2)
tact

40X

magnification.

One

o''

complete gr
together of the tissues of the two branches (Fi^ _\\ or
tissue necrosis of one or both individuals 2*
rejection
either fusion

the contact zone between the

two colonies

(Fig. 4).

Cytoxic reactions were arbitrarily scored as definitive
or more to
when soft tissue destruction extended .0
1

either side of an interface.

The time

mm

required, in days, to

reach that point was called the reaction time (RT). The
reaction is easy to score for this species because the white
necrotic tissue stands out in

marked

contrast to the orange
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Colony of Swift ia exseria.
Technique of pair grafting. Coral pieces cut from the same or separate colonies of S exseria
are immobilized by the holders with their contact surfaces intimately opposed (between arrows).
Figure

1.

Figure

2.

Intracolony autografts of 5. exseria showing compatible fusion at interface (arrows).
the immediate
Intracolony allografts of .5 exseria showing cytotoxic incompatibility restricted to
Figure 4.
contact zone. Note blanching and soft tissue death at interface (arrows) and exposed axial skeleton.

Figure 3.

mm

one day after grafting. Neither tissue bleaching
nor necrosis accompanied fusion in any of the ten pairs

color of the living soft tissues. Because as little as 0. 1
of necrosis can usually be discriminated, end points can

early as

be determined quantitatively.

tested (Fig. 3).

The
Data analysis

Mean

reaction times

Compatible fusion persisted

indefinitely.

fused branches could not be pulled apart easily; the

always tore before separating.
Rejection of initial allografts was preceded by a lag of
3-5 days; during this time intimate tissue contact was

tissues

(MRT)

and their standard devia-

tions in days were determined. Paired /-tests were used to
determine the significance of the differences between the

experimental and control data because the animals, in
both cases, were genetically identical.
Results

required. Progressive allograft rejection occurred in the
following sequence: (1) tissue blanching caused by the

disappearance of pigmentation in the immediate contact
zone; (2) loss of spicules from the tissues; and (3) tissue
death eventually leading to exposure of the hard axial

(more rapid and

Pathology

skeleton (Fig.

Grafts between parts of the same colony were always
compatible. Soft tissues fused in the area of contact as

mucus
acute necrosis) was accompanied
one
colof
two
occasions, overgrowth
at the interface. On

4). Intensified reactivity

by secretion of
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Timing of initial allosensitization or

immune

induction

in Swiftia exserta
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ration, the accelerated reaction started to fade, as

is

shown

by the MRT of 6.4 and the individual reaction times of
5-8 days, but is still significant (P < 0.001 This fading
of alloimmune memory was still more accentuated at the
0.9 and an individual
8-weeks period, with a MRT of 6.9
).

range of 6-9 days. Although there is some degree of overlapping in the values of the control and test grafts from
the 8-week group, the difference between the primary and
secondary RTs is still significant (P < 0.00 1 ); the response
gets progressively

weaker

in all

combinations approaching

the timing of a naive response.

fills

131

the three criteria for an adaptive immunological re-

sponse, described by Hildemann ct al. 1979).
Among other coelenterates, allogeneic incompatibilities
(

have been documented for hydrozoans (e.g., Ivker, 1972;
Buss et a!.. 1984) and anthozoans, including gorgonians
(e.g.,

Theodor, 1970), sea anemones

(e.g..

Bigger, 1980),

(e.g., Hildemann et al., 1977).
for
the
coral
Montipora vcmicosa (Hildemann et
Except
ul.. 1980a), however, no substantial data bearing on the

and

scleractinian corals

existence or persistence of immune
lum has heretofore been available.

memory

in this

phy-

In the gorgonian coral, Swiftia exserta, autografts fuse
compatibly, but allografts were invariably incompatible.
The pattern of necrosis (Fig. 4) suggests that the response

Discussion

This study demonstrates that the anthozoan gorgonian
Swiftia exserta displays: (a) cytotoxic reactivity

accom-

is

triggered by a cellular process rather than a diffusible
i.e., because tissue destruction was limited to the

factor;

and vigorous

graft interface, either cell contact or a very short-range

primary allograft rejection, and (c) selective alloimmunity
with a specific memory component. Thus, S exserta ful-

cytotoxic molecule was responsible for the cytotoxic response. Swiftia exserta is an attractive model for tissue

panying allogeneic incompatibility,

(b) early

1

.

Grafting Protocol
Third Party

Second set

First set

Third Party
Controls

B

graft on
day six

together for
3 days

together for
3 days

separated for
3 days

separated for
3 days

graft on
day six

00 @
regraft at new
interface with
naive partner

regraft at new
interface with
third party

Experimental protocols used in the specificity study (Table II). A, B, and C stand for naive
Figure 5.
from colonies (clones). A, B, and C. A' and B' denote presensitized individuals from the same respective

tissue

colonies.

1

"first-set; 2

second-set;

3P

third party; ctl

third-party controls.
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GORGONIAN ALLOIMMUNITY
but starts to fade at 6 weeks in the gorgonian coral 5".
exserta (Table III). As with similar short-term immune

C

diffma (Bigger ct a/.. 1982),
memory in the sponge
annelids (Dales, 1978), and echinoderms (Coffaro, 1980),
this appears to constitute a major difference from the long-

term alloimmune memory found in mammals (Hildemann, 1984). In mice and rats, immune memory de-
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This study supports the hypothesis (e.g., Burnet, 1976)
may be capable of anticipatory immune

that invertebrates

responses, as opposed to suggestions (Klein, 1989) that,
whereas vertebrate immune responses are based on rec-

ognition of not-self, invertebrate responses are not anticipatory and are non-specific. Unfortunately, the study of
immunity in invertebrates has been restricted so far to

monstratable by accelerated rejection of test skin allografts
lymphocytes and persists more than one year

very few animals, and most of these have been investigated

after sensitization (Billingham et ai, 1963).

to note however, that in this study,

swered. Swift ia exserta provides a very good model in
which to study these invertebrate defense mechanisms,

after

which need

resides in

It is

important

no tests were performed
prolonged sensitization (> 3 days) and that there
was no investigation of environmental factors such as

in little detail; therefore,

many

questions remain unan-

clarification.

temperature, light, and salinity, which may affect the effectiveness of sensitization and the cytotoxic reaction
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Restriction

Fragment Length Polymorphism Analysis
Reveals High Levels of Genetic Divergence Among
the Light Organ Symbionts of Flashlight Fish
CONNIE

WOLFE AND MARGO

J.

HAYGOOD

G.

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California,

Restriction fragment length

Abstract.

within the

lu.\

and 6S ribosomal
1

anomalopid

polymorphisms

RNA gene regions were

tron,

San Diego.

California 92093

fishes contain five species:

Anomalops katop-

Photoblepharon palpebratus, Photoblepharon

stein-

Kryptophanaron alfredi, and Phthanophaneron
vevi. Evidence from comparative morphology and

har-

used to compare unculturable bacterial light organ symbionts of several anomalopid fish species. The method of

il:i,

Nei and Li (1979) was used to calculate phylogenetic distance from the patterns of restriction fragment lengths of

phylogeny
geography
(Johnson and Rosenblatt, 1988). The anomalopids appear
to have branched off of the Trachithyid lineage during

the lux A. and 16S

rRNA

regions. Phylogenetic trees con-

rDNA

structed from each distance matrix (luxA.

and 16S

data) have similar branching orders. The

levels of diver-

gence

among

luminous

symbionts

and the symbionts do not appear
of common, free-living, luminous bacteria.

bio-

familial

from the other genera. Phthanophaneron diverged in the
Miocene with Kryptophanaron. and Photoblepharon diverged most recently, in the Pliocene.

differ at

the level of species among host fish genera. Symbiont relatedness and host geographic location do not seem to be
correlated,

following

the Cretaceous period. The genus Anomalops probably
diverged later in the Cretaceous and is radically different

the symbionts, relative to other culturable

bacteria, suggests that the

the

suggests

Luminous

bacterial

symbionts

in several other families

of fishes have been cultured. In these instances, a single
species of symbiont is associated with an entire family of

to be strains
In addition,

fish. These bacteria belong to species that have also
been isolated directly from seawater, and the juvenile host
may acquire its symbionts from the surrounding water at

number of hybridizing fragments within the 16S
rRNA region of the symbionts, compared with that of the
free-living species, suggests a decrease in copy number of

host

rRNA

each generation (Ruby and Nealson, 1976; Fitzgerald,

the small

operons relative to free-living species. At

this level

of investigation, the symbiont phylogeny is consistent with
the proposed phylogeny of the host fish family and suggests
that each

symbiont

strain

coevolved with

its

1977; Reichelt

and Young,

1977; Leis and Bullock, 1986;

Wei

and pyrosomes, contain unculturable symand the identity of the symbionts is unknown in
those cases. The anomalopid symbionts have, as yet, defied
all of our attempts to culture them in laboratory media.
Our inability to culture the symbionts, combined with

host fish spe-

atioid fishes

cies.

bionts,

Introduction

Members of the

teleost fish family

Anomalopidae

har-

the extensive morphological adaptations of the host
suggest an obligate symbiosis in which the bacteria

bor luminous bacterial symbionts in specialized light organs, located under each eye. Light is produced continuously by the bacteria through the action of bacterial luciferase; but depending on the species, the light may be

have coevolved with the

We

November

1990: accepted 18

March

fish,

may

fish host.

have compared the symbionts

in four species

analyzing restriction

anomalopid
by
polymorphisms (RFLPs) of fragments containing
fish

occluded, either by rotation of the entire light organ, or
by a shutter mechanism (Kessel, 1977; Leisman el a!.,
1980; Johnson and Rosenblatt, 1988). The four genera of

Received 20

el al.

1989). Other light organ symbioses, in cer-

of

fragment length
either

the luciferase structural genes (/j/.vAB), or the 16S ribosomal
genes. RFLPs of other structural genes have

RNA

frequently been used to compare species and populations
of bacteria (Stanley el al.. 1985; Franche and Cohen-Ba-

1991.
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136
zire,

C.

1987;

Denny

RNA

el a!.,

1988; Lindblad

J.

WOLFE AND

el at.,

1989).

and comparisons of rRNA gene restriction patterns had previously
been used to differentiate between species, as well as subspecies, of bacteria (Gottlieb and Rudner, 1985; Grimont
and Grimont, 1986; Saunders et a/., 1988; Stull el a/.,
1988; Buyser cl al, 1989). Our goal was to analyze both
Ribosomal

HAYGOOD

M. G.

genes are very conserved,

palpebratus # 1 is dark, has the white area on the opercle
characteristic of the species, and the white reflecting scales

and

edgings shared with P. steinitii. P. palpebratus #2
grey, and lacks contrasted white areas on the body and
fins (R. H. Rosenblatt, pers. comm.). The P. steinitzi
fin

is

specimen was obtained

at Eilat, Israel,

certainly P. steinitii, although the

gene regions to determine: ( 1 whether the symbionts are
the same species in all of the anomalopids or are specific

available for positive identification.

to fish species, genus, or geographic location; (2) the in-

DNA preparation

)

terrelationships of the symbionts

logeny of the host

fish,

compared with the phy-

to support or refute the coevolution

hypothesis; and (3) the broader phylogenetic affiliations
of the symbionts within the luminous bacteria.

DNA

luminescent strains were grown in comseawater
broth
(SWC: Ruby and Nealson, 1978) at
plex

25C.

DNA
and Neil

Fish collection

Table

SCUBA

divers in the lo-

Samples of four species of fish
were obtained, including two species (.-1. katoptron and
P. palpebratus) from two genera collected at the same
location in Papua New Guinea. Both specimens of Photoblepharon from Papua New Guinea would be identified
as P. palpebratus on the criteria given by McCosker and
Rosenblatt (1986). The two specimens are similar in meristics and overall morphology, but differ in coloration. P.
in

I.

Table
Origins ol D.\.l

.si/m/>/c.v

Bacterial species

Ditta et

al.

(1980).

DNA concen-

and hybridization

samples were digested with the following en-

Hpal Seal

Sphl for lu\

shown

method of

digestion, electrophoresis,

zymes:

Fish were hand-collected by

no longer

Samples of DNA were prepared from single, entire, fish
organs as in Haygood and Cohn (1986). Total DNA
yield per light organ ranged from 5 to 63 ^g of DNA.
DNA from the other luminous bacterial strains was iso-

free-living

cations

is

was determined spectrophotometrically by absorbance at 260 nm.

Bacterial strains used in this study are described in Table

The

thus virtually

tration

Bacterial strains

I.

is

light

lated by the

Materials and Methods

and

specimen

RFLP

for the 16S

Bglll, Kpnl, Pst\, C/al,
analysis;

rRNA

and EcoRl,

Hindi and

Bglll, Hindlll

gene comparison. Each digest

consisted of about 200 ng of DNA. The digests were separated by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis in 40 mA/ Tris
acetate/
at

1

60C,

mA/ EDTA pH 8.0. The agarose gels were dried
denatured, neutralized (Tsao et al., 1983), and

60C

in 6 X SSC (sodium chloride/soprehybridized at
dium citrate; Maniatis et al.. 1982), 2.5 mA/ EDTA. 200

yug/ml denatured

salmon sperm

DNA and 0.5 mg/ml dried

milk. In previous work, the A', alfredi symbiont lux region
was cloned into pDR720 (Haygood and Cohn, 1986). A
1.73

I

kb Hpa\/Kpn\ fragment containing

ln.\A

and half of

FLASHLIGHT FISH SYMBIONT RFLPS
Table

II

Pairwise comparisons of the percentage conserved fragments and the genetic distances (see Materials and Methods) within the lux gene regions
<>/ Vibrio harveyi and the anomalopid symbionts

Strain

137

138

C.

Kpn\

12345

J.

WOLFE AND

M. G.

HAYGOOD

izing fragments in the lux

Hpa\

Bgl\\

12345

12345

comparisons are consistent with

the presence of a single copy of the lux genes, in both the
symbionts and the culturable strain. In the 16S compar-

low number of symbiont fragments indicates
mixed symbiont culture is unlikely. As shown by

isons, the

kb

that a

the fractions of conserved hybridizing fragments (Table
III. lower left), the 16S probe generally yielded a higher
number of conserved fragments than the lux probe. Dis-

23.13

tances calculated from hybridization patterns among culturable species range from 0.062 to 0.216, with a mean

9.42

0.040 (the standard deviation was calculated
from values in Table III). As in Table II, the d values
shown in Table III have been multiplied by 100 to ease
visual comparison. The symbionts differ from the culturable species with distances ranging from 0.099 to >0. 80.
Distances among symbionts from fish of different genera
of 0.1 13

6.68

1

range from >0. 17 to >0. 151, contrasting strongly with
the level of difference seen between strains of culturable

4.36-

1

species (0.029

1!

Kigure

Autoradiogram obtained from hybridization of the Pkb /H.V probe to DNA extracted from I'ihrio harveyi B392

I.

labeled 1.73
(

1

)

and the

organs of Anomafaps katoptnm #1

(2), Kryptophanaron
(3). Pholohlcpharon palpehratus #2 (4), and PholMepharon
(5). DNA was digested with Kpn\. Hpa\ and B,?/II.

light

alfrcdi #1
xlcinil:i

are

most

similar, with a distance of 0.109.

The

0.02

1 ).

Thus, the symbionts in

this family

do not appear to be members of a single species.
In two instances, a strain-level relationship was seen
between symbionts. The two specimens of A. katoptron
were indistinguishable, and distance values for symbiont
DNAs from P. steinitzi and P. palpebratus #1 are also
close, with a calculated distance

of 0.023. Thus, because

we have seen when
comparing strains of the same species of Vibrio (Table
III), these two symbiont strains should be considered as
these values are within the range that

A. katop-

no conserved hybridizing fragments
with any of the other anomalopid symbionts; thus the
calculated distances are underestimates of an unknown
distance. The divergence (d) among symbionts and between symbionts and I". han>eyi ranges from 0.109 to
>(). 78 when calculated with Nei and Li's method (Table
II, upper right). Values for (/have been multiplied by 100
tron specimen has

^Vibrio

harveyi

B392

1

in

Table

II,

sensus tree

to facilitate easy visual comparison.
is

shown

in

Figure

The con-

2.

Comparison ofRFLPs detected by the 16S rRNA
gene probe
In

DNA digests of every bacterial strain tested, the 568

bp 16S

rRNA

gene probe hybridized with between 1 and
by enzymes with six-

12 restriction fragments generated

base-pair recognition sequences (Fig. 3). Digestion of the
1
liarveyi strains generated the highest number of hy'.

bridizing fragments (~9/digest), while digestion of the

symbiont DNAs, particularly from Anomalops and Kryploplumaron, resulted in fewer hybridizing fragments (~2/
both the lux and 16S comparisons, the number

digest). In

of hybridizing fragments indicates that a single symbiont
inhabits each light organ or that any additional symbionts
are present at undetectable levels.

The number of hybrid-

2.
Phylogenetic tree for anomalopid symbiont strains and
harveyi constructed from the lux region genetic distance data in
Table II. The tree is a majority rule consensus tree derived from the

Figure

I

'ibrio

CONSENSE

program of PHYLIP

(see Materials

and Methods). Branch

lengths were obtained from the data in Table II using the FITCH program
of PHYLIP. The arrow indicates that the following branch lengths are

minimum

estimates: there were few or

ments between

this

no conserved hybridizing

group of strains and the others compared.

frag-

FLASHLIGHT FISH SYMBIONT RFLPS

EcoR!

139

H/ndlll

Sg/ll

12345678910111213

12345678910111213

12345678910111213

kb

-21.23
21 .23-

DNA

32
Figure 3.
Autoradiogram obtained from hybridization of the P-labeled 16S rRNA gene probe to
extracted from the light organs of Krypti iphanaron allrcdi #16(1). Anomalops kaloplron #2(2). Anomalops

katoptron #1
steinit:i (6),

#2

(9).

with

I

(3),

Photoblepharon palpebratus #2

and from laboratory cultures of

'ibrio orienialis

f<)RI.

#\

(

10).

I

'ibrio

I

Imn-eyi

BB7

symbionts(P. p. #1, P. p. #2, and P. s. #1) are more similar
to each other than to A", alfredi and A. katoptron. However,

two samples from different individuals of P. palpebratus
(P. p. #1 and P. p. #2) collected in the same geographic
location showed considerable differences in their restriction patterns. Moreover, one P. palpebratus sample (P. p.
is

more

(

1

1

),

and

%/II and Hind\\\. Molecular weight markers

belonging to the same species. All of the Photoblephanm

#1)

Photoblepharon palpebratus #\
B61 (7), Vibrio fischeri MJ1

(4),

'ibrio tischcri

closely related to the

sample of

P. steinitzi

I

'ibrio

are the

(5).

(8),

Photoblepharon
I

'ibrio oricnhili\

B392 (12). DNA was digested
both EcoR] and fi.tf/II.

han-eyi

same

for

than to the other P. palpebratus sample (P. p. #2). The
degree of difference between the symbionts of the P. palpebratus specimens is even more anomalous when compared to the total conservation of restriction fragments

from the

DNA of two Anomalops specimens from differ-

The possibility of inadvertent
exchange of samples was investigated and it does not appear to have occurred; the experiments were repeated with
ent geographic locations.
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identical results.
in

Figure

The consensus

VO

"5

%

Our

p p

ON
OO od \C

*

shown

data indicate that the bacterial symbionts differ

dramatically within the family Anomalopidae. Based on
RFLP analysis within the /.v gene region, the symbionts

C

il

'<

is

Discussion

^

<,--

tree generated

4.

from different genera are almost as different from one
another as the Kryptophanaron symbiont is from I', harveyi. Comparison of the symbiont restriction patterns with
,

those of

Ef
o

drawn from the lux

.-

in
ON ON
v->

v

v

p
O

known

sia

16S

rRNA

species of

luminous bacteria within the

gene region strongly supports the conclusion,
data, that the symbionts differ at

o^

greater than strain level between genera within the family

Anomalopidae.

2

In other light organ symbioses, in which the symbionts
have been cultured, all members of the fish family contain
ON

o

od od

same bacterial species. RFLP analysis supports this
assertion for Photobacterium phosphoreum, a bacterial
species that inhabits light organs of several families of
the

o o

r-j

V V V

i!
s
r
!

v~>

"!

~T

~ O O

*"""":

~

'J "^

.

o-'

rn

-d

r-'

J

fishes.

The

genetic distances between three strains of P.

phosphort'iim from two species of opisthoproctid fishes

o "!""'
O O
*-?

V V V

i

(Opisthoproctus gnnuildii and Opisthoproctus soleatus)

3

NZ D, a symbiont from a macrowere
determined
fish,
using the same 16S RFLP
and
analysis method,
ranged from 0.002 to 0.006 (data
not shown). The small genetic distances observed for the
and

P.

phosphoreum

1

1

urid

opisthoproctid symbionts contrast greatly with the large
among the anomalopid symbionts.

differences observed

anomalopids do not appear to host a single
species. Symbionts from different anomalopid genera differ at least as much as species of culturable luminous bacClearly, the

F i
00

13

=

e
N

so"

r-'

r--'

od

<

teria. In

^

-c

s

r

the 16S

rRNA

analysis, the observed distances

between the anomalopid symbionts are considerably
greater than the distance between
harveyi and ( orienI

talis,
":

"";

P

"*

P

"O

P P ^

fischeri,

el a/..

r*- (

.

'.

1980). In contrast, there

of conservation
species,

'.

I

harveyi and

two highly divergent members of the genus

(Baumann

,

'.

approaching the distance between

even

I

".

'ibrio

a high level
Vibrio

strains of characterized

among
among the

strains of

is

I

and monocentrid
from different locations
and Fig. 4).

free-living

symbiont
(strains B61 and MJ1, Table I
Within the anomalopid family, equivalent strain levels
of similarity are found only within genera, in two of the
three samples from the genus Photoblepharon (P. p. #1
and P. s. #1) and the samples from different specimens

_

1
S!

S

I

'.

fischeri

of A. katoptmn. In addition, we recently collected several
specimens of Kryptophanaron alfredi from Roatan, Hon-

and compared five light organ samples, using the
16S probe and the same restriction enzymes previously
used in this study. The specimens were indistinguishable,
duras,

\f:

Si

S
'-<

t/i

-o

all fragments conserved. Thus, although we do not
have additional samples of each fish species within the
anomalopid family, it seems likely that symbionts within

with
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60 million years before the divergence of Krypto-

plmnawn and Photoblepharon (<5

million years ago).

The

Kryptophanaron symbiont also differs from the Photoblepharon symbionts, but does share some conserved hybridizing fragments with Photoblepharon symbionts in
both the lux and rRNA analyses. These data suggest that

may have coevolved with the host fish.
However, the divergence between the two P. palpebratus

the symbionts
P

f^lfrbrolul

fl

2

samples raises the possibility that the apparent correspondence between symbiont and host trees could disappear when more samples are examined; i.e., that extreme divergence may occur in symbionts within host
species as well as between host genera.

However, this hynot
the
pothesis
supported by
identity observed between
the two Anomalops samples from different locations, the
is

similarity of P. palpebratus #1

anomalopid symbionts and several
luminous bacteria constructed from the 16S rRNA gene region
genetic distance data in Table III. The tree is a majority rule consensus
tree derived from theCONSENSE program of PHYLIP. Branch
lengths
were obtained from the data in Table III using the FITCH program of
Figure

4.

Phylogenetic tree for

free-living

PHYLIP. Arrows on two of the branches
are

minimum

indicate that the branch lengths

estimates; there were few or

no conserved hybridizing

fragments between these strains and the others compared.

comparison of

five K. alfredi

ternatives are that

(

1

)

and

P. steinitzi,

and our

samples. Equally likely

the genus Photoblepharon

al-

more
and that
is

complex than current systematics would suggest,
more than one type of Photoblepharon may occur

at

our

and Methods) or (2) a gene
rearrangement in the P. palpebratus #2 symbiont relative
to the other anomalopid symbionts could give an overcollection site (see Materials

estimate of genetic distance. Unfortunately, the additional
specimens needed to resolve this anomaly are not cur-

each host species comprise a single species. The anomalous
result with P. palpebratus #2 is discussed below.

The observed

diversity

among symbionts

within the

not associated with geographical
location, and this might be expected if the symbionts engage in genetic exchange with bacterial populations in the
family Anomalopidae

environment.

is

DNA from specimens of P. palpebratus and

A. katoptron collected from the

New Guinea are no more
is

to the K. alfredi

same

location in

symbiont from the Caribbean.

they are considerably

Papua

similar to each other than each
In fact,

than the symbionts from
Photoblepharon specimens from the Red Sea and Papua
New Guinea (P. p. #1 and P. s. #1 ). In addition, symbionts
less similar

from two samples of A. katoptron, collected from
locations in

Papua New Guinea (~800 miles

pear identical within the 16S

different

apart) ap-

rRNA

gene region. Thus,
the genetic similarity of symbionts seems to correlate more
with host phylogeny than geographic location.
Precise comparisons of the symbiont branching order

rently available and will be difficult to obtain. Further
study of both the systematics of Photoblepharon and the
genetic relatedness of the symbionts is required.

Another interesting aspect of the 16S
analysis

is

the variation in

tion fragments

the light organ. In addition, these data could indicate a

copy number of the rRNA genes; i.e., the
symbionts have a lower number of operons than the freeliving luminescent strains. Similar studies on pea-aphid

endosymbionts revealed that the endosymbionts have only

and possibly the generic, level. Anomalops is very different from
the other genera in the family Anomalopidae and is
thought to have diverged from the ancestral lineage at
at the specific,

operon, while related free-living

organisms have several (Unterman and Baumann, 1990).
Restriction fragment analyses of mycobacteria
DNA
have shown that the number of rRNA copies correlates
1

studies of

from the other symbionts

rRNA

a single copy of the

mates. However, the branching order, is similar in both
analyses and is consistent with that of the fish host (John-

differs

restric-

free-living bacterial

difference in

with growth
copies of the

son and Rosenblatt, 1988). These highly conservative estimates of distance indicate that the Anomalops symbiont

between symbiont and

DNA. In all cases, the symbionts show fewer hybridizing
fragments to the 16S probe than the free-living strains.
The low number of hybridizing fragments revealed in this
study suggests the presence of a bacterial monoculture in

proposed evolutionary history of the host fish are
difficult because the branch lengths are very rough esti-

to the

rRNA RFLP

number of hybridizing

rate,

idly (Bercovier et

light

slow growing species have fewer
operon than those growing more rap-

i.e..

rRNA

a!.,

1986; Suzuki

et al, 1987).

Previous

anomalopids suggested that symbionts in the
organ have slow growth rates [doubling times of 8-

23 hours: (Haygood

et al.,

eron copy number

in the

1984)].

A

reduced

rRNA

op-

anomalopid symbionts may

represent a permanent adaptation to light organ condisuch that the growth rate is inherently low in the

tions,

anomalopid symbionts.
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The taxonomic identity of the anomalopid symbionts
remains unknown. None of the luminous species included
in the 16S rRNA region analysis appear to be the same
somewhere between
The 6S rRNA region analysis
symbionts are more closely related to V.

species as the symbionts,
I

'.

orientalis

and

suggests that the

which

fall

iisi-lieri.

F

orientalis than to

1

harveyi. Ln.\A nucleotide sequence

I

fischeri, and the Kryptophanaron
symbiont reveal a closer relationship between V.
harveyi and the A", aljredi symbiont (75% identity) than

data for

I

'.

I

harveyi,

'.

HAYGOOD

M. G.

The number of symbiont samples examined

in this

study is sub-optimal, due to the difficulty and expense
involved in obtaining specimens, but we have attempted
to compensate for the small sample size. The large intergeneric differences

the

among

anomalopid symbionts is
independent comparisons, i.e., each
symbiont sample compared to each sample from a different fish genus. Even iff. palpebratus #2 were excluded
supported by

17

aljredi

due

between the symbiont and

independent comparisons
support of our conclusion.
the
limitations
of
the
Despite
analysis, several conclusions can be drawn. First, the symbionts are obviously

1990)]. This relationship

is

[63% (Haygood,

fischeri

I',

not observed in the 16S data,

which indicate that the symbionts are equally related to
both r. harveyi and ('. fischeri. This discrepancy could
'

indicate that the similarity of the
is

symbiont with

found only within the lux region and

able at the

rRNA

I

harveyi

not distinguish-

is

level.

limitations,

due

These errors

in the estimation of distance.

to errors

result

from

small, undetected fragments, or fragments of slightly different lengths, that are indistinguishable at the level of gel

is

that

The major

many samples can

multaneously. The

virtue of the

RFLP

approach

be analyzed directly and

si-

calculations of genetic distance are

based on assumptions about the substitution rate and frequency of the four nucleotides within a sequence (Nei,
1987).

The

errors in these assumptions are negligible

the estimated nucleotide substitution (d)
(Nei, 1987)], but have
increases, resulting in

is

when

small [>0.

an increasingly large

effect as

1;

d

an underestimation of the distances

and a corresponding decrease in accuracy. The distances
between the symbionts in this study are large, approaching, and in some cases exceeding, the upper limit of acDifferences in copy

16S

RFLP

not the same species in
alopidae.

The

number

are also a

problem

15

all

members of the

family

Anom-

differences are so extreme that even the

largest possible estimates

of variance cannot obscure them.

This result stands in distinct contrast to

all

those symbioses

which symbiont identity has
organs
been studied. In addition, no geographical connection between host location and symbiont species is apparent, implying that no significant genetic exchange occurs between
symbionts from different hosts via free-living populations.
in

Furthermore, the symbiont branching order

is

consistent

with the proposed sequence of evolution within the family
Anomalopidae. Thus, at this level of analysis, the symbionts appear to have coevolved with the host

fish.

The

large difference between P. pa/pehratus #1 and #2 could
be due to a rearrangement or unrecognized difference in

the host fishes. Finally, the apparent low copy number of
the 16S rRNA operon in the symbionts may represent
genetic adaptation to the light organ environment. In any
case, the symbiont divergence observed in the association

between these luminescent bacteria and the anomalopid
appears to be novel

fishes
light

curacy for this method.

still

in

in other fish light

The RFLP approach has some

electrophoresis.

to a possible gene rearrangement, there are

among

previously characterized

organ symbioses.

in the
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Fine Structure of Photophores in Gonostoma
elongatum: Detail of a Dual Gland Complex
D.

EUGENE COPELAND

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Abstract.

of warm, actively mixed surface water and the colder,

Gonostoma elongatum Gunther 878 is a menumerous light-bearing organs (the
1

sopelagic fish that has

photophores).

Some

that they incorporate

active deeper waters.

different glands: glands

D

less

specific gravity difference at that

interface permits trapping of material that provides

of the photophores are unusual in

two

The

and

an

ecological niche.

One

very interesting adaptation of mesopelagic fishes
is the presence of photo-

V. These dual gland photophores are found: (1) in the
upper serial row on the body, (2) among the suborbital

to the darkness of their habitat

photophores, and (3) in the caudal photophores. In a ventral serial row of photophores, each organ possesses one

phores (bioluminescent organs). The photophores are
usually distributed in a characteristic order over the body,

gland only: gland D. Glands D and V in the upper serial
photophores have secretory ducts that fuse to form a

so

common

of the photophores ranges from the huge, complex organs
in Argyropelecus to the simple skin photophores ofCliau-

duct that empties to the surface. Gland D, which
produces a bluish light, has dioptric material that could
provide both spectral reflection and filter transmission.

Gland V

also has dioptric material associated with

entire glandular

complex

is

it.

covered by a shield of

Gonostoma elongatum

upper

phores from the upper

serial

and Morin.

1978).

a relatively large mesopelagic
of the various types of photo-

is

lateral serial

row were chosen

for

study.

is presented and briefly compared to some of the
other photophores on the fish. Noteworthy are the various
arrangements of materials that can efficiently guide the

Attention was drawn to the upper serial photophores
because each has two parts, a dorsal spherical unit and a

row

D and,

The anatomical morphology

fish that possesses many
phores, such as lateral serial, orbital, opercular, branchiostegal, and caudal (sternchase). Representative photo-

alter-

gland D. Immediately beneath the shield are slanted,
overlapping rows of dioptric material. The detailed morin the

so that the pattern can be used for taxonomic

liodus (Bassott, 1966; Herring

The

nately layered collagen, which has a lens-like bulge over

phology of the dual gland photophore

much

identification (Grey, 1964).

closely associated ventral unit, plate-like, silvery,

The upper

and

re-

from gland V. The result
would be a diffuse glow suitable for counter illumination.

accepted as a glandular photophore in the usual sense and used for taxonomic purposes (Grey, 1964; Badcock, 1984), but there is no general

Introduction

agreement as to the nature of the lower unit. One of the
first to describe it was Brauer ( 1908) who called it a "sack

light

from gland

flective.

possibly,

Throughout the oceans there is a large population of
mesopelagic fishes, the so-called midwater fishes. The term
"midwater" is somewhat misleading in that, even in the

unit

is

formigen Organ." In the more recent
ferred to as "glandular" (Grey, 1964,
I

find

literature,

it

and Badcock,

is re-

1984).

no cytological descriptions of the lower gland or

deepest of oceans, the average habitat depth is within the
range of 300 to 1500 meters, and at night some of the fish

estimates as to

migrate to the surface. The primary concentration is usually associated with a thermocline marking the junction

cussion of bioluminescence as linked to counterillumi-

its

function.

Buck (1978) and Young (1983) provide extensive
nation, species

and sex recognition,

flashes or clouds to distract predators,

searchlights, lures,

and

so forth. Clarke

(1963) observed that most photophores in
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dis-

fish

provide a
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matching the blue spectral value (478 nm) of
down-dwelling light from the ocean surface. Thus,
the light from the photophores could "camouflage" the
fish from the sight of predators, and especially from below.
light nearly

residual

This possibility

is

described in

some

detail

by McAllister

(1967), Herring (1982), and Denton el at. (1985). Details
as to the spectral values of photophore light, as compared
to those of the

environment

at

oceanic depths, are pro-

vided by Denton and Herring (1978) and Herring (1984).
Evidence that fish can adjust the strength of their pho-

tophore emissions to match the intensity of down-dwelling
light is

provided by Case

Young and Roper

(1977), Lawry (1974), and
As an additional comment

el al.

(1977).

about spectral values and their ecological import, it should
be noted that the eyes of deep sea fishes have a chrysopin
pigment that absorbs maximally at about 480 nm, virtually the

same

photophores

as the down-dwelling light

(see discussion

and

that of the

by Nicol, 1989).

Gonostoma might be an exceptional

fish, in

that Swift

(1977) have reported a photophore spectral value
of 503 nm for it, but this observation of Gonostoma was
ct al.

based on a single photophore on a single specimen that
was so badly damaged the species could not be identified
with certainty.

More

significantly. Swift ct al.

used an

145

from 350 to 900 meters. The specimens were between
in length.
150 and 225
The retrieved fish were moribund by the time they
reached the decks (hearts fibrillating and weak reflexes),

mm

but showed

little

trauma compared

Benthosema. Air emboli

to others, such as

in the circulatory

probable cause of morbidity. Whole

fish

systems was a

were fixed im-

mediately after retrieval by total immersion in cold 3%
sodium
glutaraldehyde buffered to 7.4 pH with 0.1

M

4.0C). Speccacodylate
imens were stored in a refrigerator, and the fixative was
replaced with fresh fixative after about 12 h. After 2-3
at refrigerator

temperature

(ca.

days, the fish were finally stored in 1% glutaraldehyde in
0. 1
cacodylate. Dissection of photophores, post os-

M

mication, and

embedment in epoxy resin of tissues for
made shortly after returning to port.

future study were

Thick

micron) epoxy sections for

light microscopy
were stained with methylene blue-azure II. The light micrographs in Figures 3. 11, 15, and 17 were made with a
(

1

Zeiss Axiophot microscope.

Thin sections

for electron

microscopy were stained with uranyl acetate, followed by
Reynolds lead citrate, and were studied with a Zeiss 10
electron microscope.

early spectrometric system requiring slow point by point

measurement, which could lead to uncertainty. The observation need not be discarded, but it should always be
qualified. Widder ct al. (1983) used the more sophisticated
optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) and surveyed spec-

some 70 marine
mostly ranged from 470 to 480 nm.

tral

values emitted by

This

species; the values

article describes in detail the histological

and

cy-

tological morphology of the two units in the upper serial
row of photophores in G. elongatum and the connection
between the two. Also of note is the associated array of

may guide light emission. Brief commade between the upper serial photophore

dioptric tissues that

parisons are

and three others in the same
and caudal photophores.

fish:

lower

serial, suborbital.

Materials and Methods

The largest collections of Gonostoma elongatum were
made on two cruises: the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) RV Knorr cruise #118-4 on a transect
from San Juan, Puerto Rico, to Woods Hole, Massachusetts; and the WHOI RV Oceanus cruise #183. On both
2
trips, a 10-ft. MocNess midwater trawl was used, and the

made

near the outer edge of the continental shelf in the general area of the Hudson Canyon

best collections were

or slightly south thereof. On other trips, few random G.
elongatum individuals were otherwise collected by using
less efficient

meter

nets.

Estimated collection depth ranged

1.
Diagram of an entire photophore complex [from the upper
row (OA)] as viewed through the surface of the fish. (1) Joint se-

Figure
serial

cretory duct orifice to external surface. (2) Secretory duct of gland

with attached clusters of secretory

cells. (3)

Lateral hemispheric

D

canopy

of gland D. (4) Gland D. (5) Transparent collagen covering shield. (6)
Secretory duct of gland V. 7) Gland V. Dashed lines indicate the pattern
of overlapping rows of dioptric material (see Fig. 1 7) that He immediately
(

under the

shield.
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2.
Canopy with outer connective tissue
Diagram of gland D, same orientation as in Figure
middle layer of indosomes and an inner layer of thin platelets composed of laminations of dioptric
material. (2) Radiating spindle shaped cluster of secretory cells arranged in packets of five or six cells. (3)

Figure

1 .

(

1

)

layer, a

Thin layer of connective tissue. (4) Layer of thin dioptric platelets similar to the layer in the canopy. (5)
Beaded layers of oriented iridosomes (see Fig. 7a). (6) Layer of connective tissue that encompasses both
gland D and its canopy. (7) Blood vessel. (8) Thick laminated dioptric facet (see Figs. 3. 10, 1). (9) Location
1

of a continuation of the platelet layer that drops down in hack of gland D forming a cup-like shelf that
terminates near the plane of section. / <
the free edge faces the surface of the fish (see 4 in Fig. 3). (10)
.

Oriented layers of sparse, flattened connective tissue cells (see Fig. 8) embedded in finely granular lucent
material that extends from under the canopy to form a lenticular bulge. (11) Cluster of secretory cells similar
to those within the gland proper but

arranged iridosomes.

Figure 3.

(

1

on a smaller

3) Epithelial layer

scale. (12) Small clusters of cells containing irregularly
of secretory duct. (14) Connective tissue sheath of secretory duct.

Light micrograph of gland D. Plane of section

at right angle to the surface
like iridosomes. (3)

of the

fish.

(

I

)

Thick dioptric plates or

posterior-ventral edge of layer

1 ;

its

is

at right angle to the

Thin laminated dioptric

diagram in Figure 1, i.e..
Sheets of beaded melanin-

Shelf of thin dioptric platelets continuing from the

facets. (4)

out of plane position

platelets. (2)

is

dioptric material, closely packed. (6) Dioptric material,

indicated in Figure 2 b\ dashed

more dense, and

line. (5)

Overlapping

oriented at right angle to the lens

of the shield. (7) Lens-like thickening of the shield. (8) Cross section of overlapping dioptric ribbons that
range on down to the level of gland V (see dashed lines in Fig. ). (9) The main bulge of lenticular material.
The curving layers of connective tissue help to maintain the symmetry of the bulge. Collecting channels of
1

the secretory cell packets are indicated by arrows (also see Figs.

5. 6).

Scale bar

= 20 ^m.
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Light microscope studies of whole mounts were made
by two methods. First, reasonable detail could be seen
when the flat, embedded epoxy blocks were placed on a
slide and observed through the upper (shiny) surface with
the 10X and 40X objectives of a compound microscope.

gland has a duct that joins the other, and the common
duct exits by an orifice to the surface of the fish. The
whole glandular complex is covered by a transparent shield
of multilayered collagen.

The common

secretory duct

empties to the external surface close to the posterior
edge of the shield. For convenience, the dorsal gland is re-

The osmium

tetroxide in the post osmication process
acted as a stain. However, the best whole mount prepa-

ferred to as "gland

D," and the ventral gland

is

called

rations were obtained after the melanin

"gland V."

bleached away (1% chromic acid in
6 to 12 h at room temperature). The tissues were then
stained in Lynch's precipitated borax carmine, followed

was observed along the ventroof several G. elongatum in a darkened room
aboard ship, but I did not have equipment to localize or

by dehydration and mounting on slides with Permount.
An additional effort was made to reveal the internal

enhance the
concern was

pigment had been
1% calcium chloride,

fine structure

more potent

1963) to the point of tissue

chromic

Treatment
and Anderson,
maceration produced no
acid.

admittedly,

my

primary

D

Gland

made

Several attempts were

Gland

D

is

cells radiating

(grey)

The

is

cavity

and composed of long secretory
from a central collecting cavity (Fig. 2).

spherical

ultra-

lined with epithelial cells that continue

to

nerves with Protargol (Winthrop Chemical Co.), but the
were not successful. Because silver stains for nerves

are notoriously capricious, the failure does not indicate
that nerves are absent.

surfaces of each spindle-like cluster of cells borders

Results

areas

photophores of Gonostoma elongatum are
two
rows on the ventro-lateral side of the
arranged
The
serial
row (OA) runs from the operculum
body.
upper
to the anal level, and each photophore includes two glandular structures. The lower row (IV, VAV, AC) runs the
full length of the body and each has only one structure.
(For diagrams and keys to the photophores of Gonostoma
see pp. 284 and 300 in Badcock, 1984.) Each of the upper
serial photophores has two distinct glands (Fig. 1). Each
serial

Each glandular

an oriented fashand multiple layers of rough
endoplasmic reticulum (RER). The RER is layered parcell is filled tightly, in

ion, with secretory granules

allel to

that part of the cell adjacent to the connective

tissue space (Fig. 4)

of the

cell.

of the

and

The

and

fills

lies parallel

away from

common

channels

that association persists to the point

to the cell surfaces facing the connective tissue. Large secretory granules (S) are

and are found adjacent to the secretory channels in the
middle of the packets (see Fig. 5). Scale bar =
fim
Cross section near the midpoint of a radiating packet of secretory cells in gland D. Secretory
Figure 5.
the connective tissue layers
1

granules (S) are packed about a central collecting channel (C). There

is no tubular epithelium but the
junctions (twin arrows) and desmosomes (single arrow). Scale bar = I ^m
Section closely parallel to the central collecting cavity of gland D cutting through the epithelium
Figure 6.
lining which has dense nuclei (Nu) and dense cytoplasm. Each packet ot radiating glandular cells (G) narrows

glandular

cells

do have

tight

and penetrates the epithelium so
secretory granules are

that the collecting channels (C) connect to the central cavity. At this level,

predominant

in the secretory cells. Scale

bar =

1

fim

by parallel membranes having cross
bridges. They are quite dense, and both chromic acid and peracetic acid treatment failed to bleach the
melanm-appeanng granules. Scale bar = 0.27 ^m.

indosomes held

in orderly fashion

Figure 7a.

Flattened, oval-shaped

Figure 7b.

Higher magnification of Figure 7a (which

is

an extremely thin section) with enhanced contrast
bounding membranes of the indosomes.

to reveal the faint laminations that are registered parallel to the

more broad end

secretory granules are found in that part

adjacent to the

cells

the outer,

Figure 4.
Longitudinal section along a radius of gland D, including the surfaces of two cells from adjoining
packets of cells, and together with intervening connective tissue and vascular supply (C). Rough endoplasmic
located

on

with connective tissue and blood vessels

filled

(Fig. 4).

in

reticulum (R)

on

form the lining of the secretory duct. The radiating
cells are grouped in clusters of 5 or 6 in such a way that
the central adjoining membranes of the cluster form a
channel (Figs. 5, 6) that connects to the central collecting
cavity. (The term "channel" is preferred over "duct" because there is no epithelial lining present.) The lateral

to demonstrate

efforts

The

light source. Also,

to initiate fixation as quickly as possible.

peracetic acid (Barka

marked bleaching. Some visualization of internal
structure was obtained only by use of very thin
sections.

faint, bluish light

of the iridosomes, which, although "mela-

nin-like," resisted bleaching with

with the

A

lateral aspects

(Fig. 5),

where the chan-
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penetrating the epithelial lining (Fig. 6).

such material. The pigment of the bead-like iridosomes
is quite resistant to chromatic acid digestion and responds

The secretory duct immediately adjacent to gland D
has small clusters of cells attached to it. The cells are se-

only slightly to the more corrosive peracetic acid. It probably is not representative of the usual melanin. A multiple

nels

empty

into the central secretory collecting cavity after

and similar

cretory

main

to those in the

part of the gland

RER and secretory granules.

layering of material can be seen within the matrix of the

They
more rounded and having very short
collecting channels (Fig. 2). The base of the secretory duct

ovoid iridosome

and

sections.

in

having plentiful

fer

dif-

only in being

attached cluster cells

its

"canopy"

hemispheric

spherical gland (Fig. 2).

is

covered by a cup-like

extending

The dorsal

[structures in this article that respond to polarized

arrangement of loose connective
oriented, flattened cells (Figs.

random

D (Figs.

similar double layer also extends over

8, 9),

supported by some

the cavity and extend ventrally. The
collagen,
ventral extension expands into a bulge underneath gland
a better designation

A

orderly

tissue (Fig. 2). Sparse,

fill

is

(Figs. 2. 3, 7).

layers are parallel to the

The space covered by the canopy is filled with an

light are called "dioptric" (see Fig. 12)].

The outer layer
composed of beaded rows of melanin-like iridosomes

The

particle.

of the beaded sheets of iridosomes and can

be visualized only in very thin (grey in color) ultratome

from the

laterally

three quarters of gland

D is covered by a double layer, the innermost being composed of a thin layer of laminated, dioptric platelets (Figs.
2, 3);

free surface

2, 3).

Because of its spherical shape, and because
is

call

I

lacking,

has a fine glandular matrix that

it

a "lenticula."

It

completely transparent
the lenticula adjoins the
is

the inner surface of the canopy. Irregular cellular clusters
of iridosomes are found at the free edge of the canopy

in preserved material. Where
covering shield the concentration of collagen in the matrix

(Fig. 2).

markedly increases

The

dioptric platelet layer covering gland

down on

all sides, slightly

more

D

The

extends

so on the ventro-medial

(Fig. 9).

secretory cavity of gland

D

that also connects to a similar duct

is emptied by a duct
from gland V (Fig. 1).

forms a narrow shelf or band (out of plane
but seen in Fig. 3). The lower surface

The common duct then exits through the epithelial surface
of the fish (Fig. 12). The cavity and the ducts are lined

of the gland D lacks iridosomes and has a circular pattern
of dioptric material forming thickened, multilayered plates

with a distinct epithelium characterized by dense nuclei
(Fig. 6). A layer of connective tissue surrounds both ducts,

side

where

it

of section in

or facets.

Fig. 2,

The

facets slightly overlap

each other inward to

the central dorso- ventral axis of the gland (Figs. 2, 3). The
facets, when viewed with transmitted light in epoxy
embedded material, can be seen to form a brilliant blue

pattern resembling that of mosaic

composed of orderly, multiple

layers

The facets are
of membrane-bound

are small, flattened, lozenge-shaped

particles with their long axes held in register

branes.

The

result

is

section looks like a

by

mem-

a sheet of iridosomes that in cross

beaded necklace

layer covering gland

D

is

Figure 8.

Gland V

tile.

material (Figs. 10, 11), which presumably accounts for
the response to polarized light. All of the other dioptric
materials mentioned in this article have similar layering.

The iridosomes

and the lumen of each duct contains a glandular nondescript material.

(Fig. 7).

The outer

composed of many

sheets of

The plate-shaped gland V

is anatomically and cytologfrom gland D. The secretory cells form a
single layer adherent to a network of thin-walled interconnecting capillaries. The labyrinthic space between the

ically different

capillaries (with their

adherent

cretory material (Fig. 1
and the duct for gland

3).

this magnification.

Matrix

is

is

cells) is

is

no

collecting

upper (dorsal) arms of the sprawling labyrinth that contains secreted material. The cells of gland V have obvious

Cross section of flattened connective tissue

below gland D. Note oriented

V

packed with sechamber,
attached directly to one of the

There

cells in the

transparent bulge (lenticula) located

Small clusters of collagen fibers (arrow) are barely visible
of fine amorphous material. Scale bar = 20 ^m.
parallel array.

at

Higher magnification of the lenticula as it adjoins the covering shield. Collagen fibers (asterisk)
the connective tissue cells are larger and more irregular. Arrow points in the
direction of the attachment to the covering shield. Scale bar = 5.0 iim.
Cross section of a multilayered dioptric facet of gland D. Note the regular periodicity of the
Figure 10.
from a
cell (arrow). Scale bar =
j<ni.
Figure 9.

are

much more numerous and

layer being sequestered

parent
Figure 11.
Multilayered dioptric facets of gland D illuminated by polarized light. Strong response is
obtained. Also, note the overlapping arrangement of the plates (see Figs. 2, 3). Scale bar =
^m.
Figure 12.
Longitudinal section of the lips of the common secretory duct as it exits to the externum of
the fish. Scale bar = 10
I

I

/um.
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secretory elements such as granules

plasmic reticulum (Fig.
granules and the

and rough endo-

The number of

14).

number of

cells

COPELAND

secretory

having the granules

is

proached, the rows increasingly bulge upward (Fig. 1).
is a regional change in the orientation of the shingles

There

where the connective

tissue

of the lenticula adheres to the

more coarse
3). The
of the shield and

quite variable. Cells possessing granules are usually dis-

shield. In that region, the dioptric material

tributed in a gradient, the cells having the highest concentration of granules being found at the upper (dorsal)

and oriented

end of the gland.

Gland

V

has dioptric material in a layer immediately
(Fig. 15). It is in the form of thin rec-

under that organ

tangular ribbons overlapping and randomly disposed with
no prevailing orientation when viewed in embedded material

Mm

by

light

microscopy. Each ribbon

and has four or

five layers

ilar to that in

10.

is

about 20

X 100

of laminated material sim-

The ribbons probably provide

Figure
the whiteish, silvery reflection seen in the living, though
moribund, animal. Sometimes the reflection has a faint

yellow color in fixed material.

Shield

The

entire dual gland

complex

is

covered by a trans-

of collagen orientated in alternating
layers that are at right angles to each other (Fig. 16). Fifteen
or so of the layers form a lens-like thickening at the level
parent shield (Fig.

D (Fig.

1

)

The number of layers drops off in all
directions until there is only one layer of amorphous material at the edge of the shield. That periphery is embedded
in a rod-like rim of cellular material (Fig. 18). The free
of gland

3).

surface of the shield

epithelium that

is

is

angles to the shield (Fig.

modified shingles lie between the lens
the lenticula of gland D. Above that region, the dioptric
material again slants downward, is more compact, and
ends. Although the light microscope cross sections of the
shingles responded to polarized light, at no time was color

or reflection evident in the intact animal, living or fixed.
The dioptric material is transparent and can easily be

overlooked

at the light level unless differential interference

contrast (DIG) lighting of

embedded

material

is

used.

Comparison with some other types ofphotophore
in G. elongatum

The lower serial row, the suborbital, and the caudal
photophores each have a gland that, in size and cytology,
is similar to gland D. However, the lower serial photophores have no gland V; the singular gland D connects
Both the suborbital

directly to the surface via a single duct.

and caudal photophores have gland V type tissue, but
noteworthy in each case, the glands V and D are connected
directly to each other

by a duct that does not approach

the surface.

Discussion

covered by a thin layer of epidermal

frequently lost during collection and

is

at right

Gland

D and its dioptric material

preparation.

Immediately beneath the shield is oriented dioptric
material arranged in rows parallel to each other (dotted
lines in Fig. 1). The rows of ribbons overlap in a steeply
pitched, shingle-like fashion (Fig. 17).
pitch

The

is

downward,

i.e..

and

laterally

The

angle of the

ventrally to the body.

region of layered shingles reaches from about the
level of gland
(Fig. 3), down to the upper edge

D

median

of gland V (i.e., it does not cover gland V). The parallel
rows of dioptric material extend straight across the shield
just

above gland V

level,

but as the gland

Figure 13.

D

level

is

ap-

Herring and Morin

1978, p. 306) have provided (afdrawing of gland D in Gonostoma at
the light histology level. They diagram the radiating
arrangement of secretory cells focussed on a central
collecting cavity and say that a duct connects to the
surface of the fish, but do not show a clearly organized
(

ter Bassott) a line

duct or associated cluster

cells.

Also, items such as can-

opy, facets, and lenticula are not depicted, and gland
V is not mentioned. Gland
of Gonostoma is better

D

illustrated in a

micrograph by Nicol (1969,

Cross section of several thin-walled capillaries (arrows) in gland V. The capillaries form a
network of vessels and are covered by a single layer of glandular cells (G).

flattened irregularly branching,

The

labyrinthic space between the capillaries

and the lumen (L)
Scale bar = 10

is

is filled

with secretory material

empty of red blood corpuscles because of ernboli

The capillaries are distended,
somewhere else in the system.

(S).

located

^m.

Detail of a secretory cell in gland V. Note usual glandular characteristics such as rough
endoplasmic reticulum (R). Golgi apparatus (G), and secretory granules (S) and secreted material (asterisk).
Also, note the irregular protrusions of the cell surface that may aid in secretory release. Scale bar =
^m.

Figure 14.

1

I

Figure 15.
Light micrograph of a section through the layer of dioptric ribbons that lay beneath gland
V. The ribbons are thin (4 or 5 laminations), rectangular (about 20 X 100 ^m), and randomly disposed
within the layer. Cross section of a ribbon (single arrow) and longitudinal section (twin arrows). Scale bar

= 20 Mm.

p. 365).

The
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photophore is from the "lower trunk." If trunk is denned as post-anal, then the photophore is one of the
lower serial row that has no gland V (the upper serial
row of dual gland photophores is on the abdomen anterior to the anus). However, because gland D in the
upper and lower serial rows are quite similar, the photograph by Nicol is comparable to the gland D described
here (but not in as much detail). The secretory cells of
gland D are equivalent in all respects to the A photocytes
of Bassott 1966). However, I found no cells equivalent
to his type B photocytes. The lack of type B cells in the
(

photophores of gonostomids has been noted by Bassott
(1966) and Nicol (1969).
Gland D is capped with a layer of dioptric platelets
backed by a layer of iridosomes in such a manner that
light can be reflected ventrally and laterally toward the
external surface, a

located laterally
reflect spectral

as

common phenomenon

an auxiliary structure,

role.

The

have a

photophores

may have

a light concentrating

layer of dioptric platelets, plus iridosomes, could

and

reflective

concentrating

light

position suited to reflect

much

in

on the body. These layers may selectively
light (Denton el til., 1985). The canopy,

some

light

of the light from the cluster

effect. It is in

from gland

cells at

D

a

and

the base of the

sphere could have a concentrating effect as well as a possible light filter effect similar to that described by Denton
(1985). Furthermore, the shelf of dioptric platelets

et at.

I

and

its

dioptric material

Although gland

D

in

Gonostoma has been repeatedly

photophore and considered
taxonomic pattern (Grey, 1964), the as-

identified in the literature as a

as furnishing a

sociated gland V has received little attention. One of the
first to identify it was Brauer (1908), who referred to it as

a "sack formigen Organ."

It

has been referred to as being

glandular and having a direct connection to gland D, but
there is no description of the two secretory ducts fusing

common

into a

no

duct to empty to the surface. Also,

(Figs. 2, 3) that slopes

toward the shield could provide a

deflecting effect, guiding

more

light

through the lenticula

into the lens.

secretory cells of gland V have little or nothing in
with the secretory cells in gland D, either ana-

The

tomically or cytologically.

The type

ever, granules
in

of gland

V

has a

do not approach the dense population seen

gland D.

There

is

no evidence

in the literature suggesting that

V

produces luminescence. Most certainly it has no
category "A" photocytes as found by Bassott (1966) in a

gland

broad spectrum of photophore types in
dioptric ribbon-like material beneath gland
as a reflector,

and account

teleosts.

The

V must

serve

for the silvery appearance.

The shield and

The

shield

dioptric material

composed of multiple

lenticular tissue

with the

tail

is

in the

shape of an inverted

under the canopy and the spherical

bulge positioned below the gland proper (Fig. 2). The
highly oriented loose connective tissue and amorphous

matrix could allow for an optically clear structure with
an index of refraction suitable for concentrating light. The

might also act as a

light filter

(Denton

et a!.. 1985).

Bassott (1960) describes a photophore in the closely related

layers of collagen,

each arranged at right angles to the neighboring layers.
Thus, maximum stiffening is obtained. The shield is further strengthened at the tapering circumferences by a rodlike

rim of cells. The thin overlying cutaneous epithelium
and probably does not

easily displaced in dissection

The

and anchor

is

its

much strength to the system.
may be involved in two aspects

shield

lease. First, the shield itself is

tissue

cell

well-developed Golgi apparatus and associated granules
that indicate the usual merocrine type of secretion. How-

is

Lenticula as a light collector

comma

find

common

contribute

The

I

cytological descriptions of the gland V.

The

slightly overlapping, concentric arof
the
dioptric facets on the ventral side of the
rangement

collecting duct.

Gland

albeit

it

may

of

light re-

thickened to form a

be weak. That lens

is

lens,

positioned directly

opposite and attached to the lenticula of gland D, so that
light passing from the lenticula may be collected by it.

Second, the oriented rows of dioptric material associated
with the shield may have indices of refraction that would

downward from gland

D

(with a possible exception at the level of the lenticula). The rather
complicated orientation of the rows in relation to gland

help to guide light

nous, transparent, homogeneous, and refractive; and suggests that it may act as a lens. The oriented collagenous

D, straight rows transitioning to curved, supports this interpretation. Moreover, there is no such dioptric material
accompanying the shield over gland V. Whatever the

attachment of the lenticular apparatus to the shield could
serve two purposes. The most obvious would be to pass

function of the dioptric material associated with the shield,
it must be in reference to gland D.

gonostomatid Maurolicus that has a body that

light to the lens

of the shield

in a registered fashion.

other purpose, in lack of other
in place.

The

connective tissue, would

be to serve as an anchor for gland D, keeping

and

is gelati-

it

oriented

Iridosomes
(1966) describes the photophores found
throughout the stomiatoidei (which includes Gonostoma)
Bassott

V

c

5j&r

<_-

:-~^ij5r

,

18
Figure 16.

Cross section of the shield, median between

the alternating layers of parallel collagen fibers are at 90

its free

edge and the lens thickening. Note that

angles to each other, thus adding strength to the

=
urn.
Collagen (C). Skin epithelium (E). Scale bar
17.
a
of the dioptric ribbons that lay in overlapping fashion
of
cross
section
Figure
Light micrograph
immediately under the shield. (See Fig. 1 for their distribution). Ventral direction (V). Collagen shield (S).

shield.

Dioptric material (arrow). External

1

medium

(asterisk). Scale

bar = 10 ^m.

Cross section of the edge of the collagen shield. The shield proper tapers peripherally to a
narrow flange of dense material (D), almost devoid of collagen fibers, and is finally bordered by a rod of
= t^m.
supporting cells that may have participated in the growth of the shield. Scale bar
Figure 18.

1
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The wall of the sphere
which, in turn, are coated

as "urn, sphere or retort shaped."
is

always formed of reflector

cells

with a "layer of iridocytes of melanine" (Bassott, 1966,
p. 566). The particles in Figure 7 could be called "mela-

nosomes" because they look melanin-like and have no
proven iridescence. However, the particles, by reason of
their

laminated substructure, their

rigid orientation

within

chromic acid and peracetic
acid digestion, may not be usual melanin granules. For
example, Nicol 1989) describes two kinds of "melanoid
substances" to be found as chemical components in the
reflectors of fishes. He uses the term "melanoid" because
the two are chemically derived in part from tyrosine by
tryosinase catalysis and exhibit certain parallels to melanin
synthesis. By precedent, the term "iridosome" is chosen
sheets,

and

their resistance to

(

gland that

is

cytologically akin to the lower serial pho-

tophore that has been

proven to luminesce (as stated
D and V may produce light.
Buck's
in mind, one would add that
admonition
Keeping
for
a
for gland V is faint.
luminescent
function
proof
The possibility that luminescence may occur other than
above). Thus, both glands

D

in gland
or gland V (i.e.. in surface slime) cannot be
discounted. Bassott (1966) says of Gonostoma that the
absence of clearly characterized B cells in association with

the

A

A

cells

could be explained by the possibility that the

secretion

cell

is

secreted to the outside

and there mixed

with other agents. Also, Swift et al. (1977, p. 822) quote
Brauer 1908) and say "the light organs in G. elongatum
have ducts leading externally which suggests along with
the large value of
(Table 1) that its spectra show
(

FWHM

idocyte" of Bassott.
The sheets of iridosomes are ideally located about gland
and under the ribbons of gland V for a possible light

D

from the masking of overlying tissue." The
implication is that the ducts bring the luminescence to
the surface, where it is more easily seen. My own observations of the faint bluish luminescence in G. elongatum

modifying function. The hitherto unreported laminations

were not

in the particle, plus their orientation to the long axis of

hazard no thoughts regarding the function of a direct ductal connection between glands D and V in the suborbital

in this article as representing the particles

within the

the sheets, suggests that such could be true.

hand, they

may be

"ir-

(On the other

exceptionally efficient light suppres-

little

effect

sufficient for a specific localization

and caudal photophores.
G. e/ongatum. gland

sors.)

Functional aspects

approach the discussion of possible functions with
and I quote Buck (1978, p. 420): "At least
20 functions of bioluminescence in one animal or another
have been proposed Though often quite plausible, most
I

trepidation,

later

and there has been an unfortunate tendency

authors

minescence

who

in their

a

without adducing any additional support." This
is

comment

when

considering the mesowhich are difficult to observe or to test in

particularly appropriate

pelagic fish,

any way.

D

Doubtless, type
gland photophore luminesces. Swift
(1977) recorded luminescence in a Gonostoma pho-

c/ al.

It is

interesting that, at least in

always associated with a gland
not necessarily associated with

way

as to

produce a downward, evenly diffused lighting

for the fish, that could function as counterillumination.
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tophore, "about 2/3 of the distance from the head to the
tail." That distance would locate it in the area of the body

photophores with gland D (see
illustration. Badcock, 1984. p. 300). Furthermore, Anctil
(1972) has stimulated luminescence in the photophores
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Introduction

Shrimps of the family Alpheidae are commonly referred
snapping shrimp, or pistol shrimp, because of the
audible popping sound they make when closing their major cheliped. The major or snapper cheliped is highly specialized both morphologically and physiologically, to
to as

homologs. The greater length and flexibility is largely
one of the limb segments viz., the carpus which
consists of five separate segments, rather than the single

serial

to

segment typical of the other limbs. Externally, the multisegmented carpus is relatively free of cuticular projections
except for scattered simple setae.
ments the merus and the propus

The adjoining
are also

smooth

produce

mann,

seg-

as the

ex-

a bender, stretcher

and

rotator

all

this defensive

1974).

response (Prizbram, 1901; Ritz-

The opposite cheliped or

minor or pincer claw,

is

claw, referred to

smaller, less elaborate,

and

used primarily in burrowing behaviors. Although these
of
paired claws have attracted much attention, because

cept for clusters of long simple setae on the pollex and
has three
dactyl. Internally, each of the carpal segments

muscles

1A4

thoracic limb in the snapping

shrimp. Alpheus heterochelis. is much thinner, more
elongated and flexible, and has a larger ganglion than its

due

MIC

asymmetry and

their capacity to reverse this asym1901;
Wilson, 1903), the next pair of
(Prizbram,
metry

their

restricted

to the distal half of the segment. In keeping with the sen-

thoracic limbs, which are also highly specialized in form

sillum-free exterior of the multisegmented carpus, only

and function, have been somewhat

about 1000 axon profiles originate in the carpus out of a
total of 6000 counted at the base of the ganglion. This
total number is roughly half that found in the first thoracic
limbs. Conversely, the

number of axon

The second

and very thin compared

profiles in the lon-

partly account for the size difference

between

The most striking

limb a high degree of flexibility. Indeed, in another
snapping shrimp, Alpheus pachychirus, these second thoracic limbs are used as needles with which to stitch algal
racic

ganglia.

In terms of their behavior, the second thoracic limbs

are almost constantly active, mostly probing the substrate,
and occasionally grooming various body parts. Part of the

mats into a temporary

probing behavior consists of food foraging and retrieval,
especially from concealed and hard-to-reach locations.
Because of their flexibility, these limbs are particularly

this type

1

of behavior

is

retreat (Schmitt, 1975).

Although

not seen in Alpheus heterochelis.

the second thoracic limbs are, nevertheless, strikingly
flexible in their movements. Moreover, these movements
are not associated with walking, which is performed by
the remaining three pairs of thoracic limbs, but with ex-

adept at such movements.

Received 22 January

to the chelipeds.

morphological specialization is, however, the multisegmented carpus, which is made up of five separate segments
rather than the single segment characteristic of all the other
thoracic limbs in the shrimp and of crustacean limbs in
the second thogeneral. The multisegmented carpus gives

is
gitudinal connectives to the second thoracic ganglion
thoracic
about 25% greater than that to the first
ganglion

and may
these two

neglected.

thoracic limbs are bilaterally symmetrical

ploring the environment, feeding, and grooming.

991; accepted 8 April 1991.
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Thus

SHRIMP FLEXIBLE LIMB
the second thoracic limbs

movements, by which

make almost

their distal

constant searching

ends delicately explore

fixation of

159
1

the tissues were further dissected, and sewere removed and allowed to fix for an ad-

h,

lected pieces
ditional hour.

the surrounding substrate.

Another interesting point about these highly

flexible

second thoracic limbs is that their ganglion appears to be
larger than that of any of the other thoracic ganglia. This
would imply that the volume of neural tissue concerned
with the behavior of the second thoracic limb

is

greater

than that of any other thoracic limb. We have therefore
investigated the morphology and behavior of these limbs.

A

rinse in buffer solution for 0.5 h followed,

and the pieces of tissue were then post fixed in 2% O O 4
for
h. Next, the tissue was briefly rinsed in buffer soV

1

dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, cleared in
propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon-Araldite (Pearce
etai. 1986).
Thin 75- 1 00 nm) cross-sections of the nerve were taken
lution,

(

close to the ganglion to capture

all

the axons between the

hemiganglion. These sections were mounted
on Formvar-coated single-slot grids, stained with uranyl

limb and
Materials and Methods

its

and lead citrate, and examined with a Zeiss 9S
Siemens 102 electron microscope.
Cross-sections of the ganglionic nerves were photo-

acetate

Adult snapping shrimps, Alpheus heterochelis (Say),
were collected from tidal pools around Beaufort, North
Carolina, and shipped to our laboratory in Scarborough,
Ontario. In the laboratory, the animals were held in 25
glass aquaria equipped with a bottom gravel filter and
partitioned into 12 compartments with fiberglass screens.

and

a

graphed

in their entirety via a series

1

The aquaria were filled with artificial seawater that was
kept at room temperature (22 C). A specially prepared
a blended mash of chicken livers and hearts and
diet
commercial dog food was fed to the animals daily. The
shrimps were sexed on arrival in the laboratory, and their
molt history during captivity was recorded. Behavioral
and morphological observations were made on adult animals obtained from the wild, and a few juveniles reared
in our laboratory were used to supplement the mor-

posures at 1800X.
to

The

6000X and assembled

into a

smallest, usually unmyelinated,

were

distinct,

of overlapping ex-

resulting negatives were printed

and could be

montage

axons (0.2

easily counted.

in

which the

^m diameter)
A similar pro-

cedure was followed for the ventral nerve cord connecexcept that the initial exposures were at 500X and
the final prints were at 3500X. At this magnification, individual axon profiles were easily recognized, as the overtives,

whelming majority were myelinated and therefore

rela-

tively large.

Behavior

phology.

Observations were carried out on animals acclimated

Morphology
Scanning electron microscopy. The second thoracic
limbs of adult shrimps were removed by a gentle pinch,
which induces the animal to autotomize the limb at its
base. These isolated limbs (or in the case of juvenile
shrimps, whole animals) were fixed for 1-3 h in a 0.15
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 0.2% formaldehyde, 2 mAI CaCl 2 0.06 AI

M

,

was washed
M sucrose. Next, the
0.15 M cacodylate
containing 2 mAf CaCl 0.06
with several changes.
A/ NaCl, and 0.3 M sucrose for
NaCl, and 0.3

in

tissue

buffer,

2

1

,

h,

Following dehydration in a graded ethanol

series,

the

tis-

sue was transferred into acetone, before being critical point

SEM

and mounted with silver paste on Cambridge
The tissue was sputter-coated with gold-palladium
and examined with a Hitachi S-530 scanning electron mi-

dried,
stubs.

croscope.

limb. Isolated limbs were pinned out in a dish

and

su-

perfused with the fixative described previously. When the
nerves at the base of the ganglion were to be studied, the

was exposed on its ventral side
and superfused with fixative. Following an initial

thoracic nervous system

L:D photoperiod)

for at least

lighting.

Time budget. The focus of our reconnaissance observation was the flexible limb, and our ethogram was constructed with this in mind.

We

then determined the per-

centage of time occupied by the cataloged behavioral states
using instantaneous sampling (Lehner, 1979). Behavioral
states
1

Transmission electron microscopy. The focus of this
study was the muscles and nerves within the 2nd thoracic

in situ

(room temperature, 10: 14
one month. Two small observation tanks (32 cm X 9 cm X 16 cm) were set up as
follows: the sides and back were covered with opaque paper, and the inside was partially filled with sloped gravel
or sand, and half-filled with artificial seawater. The animals to be observed were placed in the observation tanks
and allowed to acclimate overnight. Observations were
carried out in the morning and afternoon, under artificial

to conditions in the laboratory

were scored

at 20-s interval points

throughout an

1-min observation period.

Foraging experiments. An experiment was designed to
importance of the flexible limb in foraging, specifically for concealed food; i.e., the foraging behavior of
test the

shrimp with

intact flexible limbs (control)

was compared
Males rang-

to that of shrimp with missing flexible limbs.

mm

were
ing in length (rostrum to telson) from 28 to 34
used. The flexible limbs were autotomized and the shrimp

160

A. T.

allowed at
to cause

week

least a

to recover.
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The procedure appeared
autotomy is a

as expected, because

little stress,

defensive adaptation and. indeed, shrimp are frequently
found with missing limbs. Their general behavior ap-

peared normal.

The

trials for

observing the foraging behavior were

set

was confined to
up
one end of the tank with a piece of screen and, at the
other end, a small piece of coral was partially buried. Into
one of the corralites (approximately 5 mm deep X 2 mm
wide) was placed a previously frozen brine shrimp, along
as follows: the individual to be tested

with a generous squirt of "brine-shrimp water." The
shrimp was released from confinement by removal of the
dividing screen,

and the time taken

actually retrieve

it

to locate the food

and

were both recorded. In order for the

be valid, the animal had to demonstrate foraging
behavior; i.e., frantic crawling around with intense subtrial to

strate probing. If the

food was not located or found within

was terminated. Each animal was
the morning and afternoon.

10 min, the trial

twice daily, in

tested

these simple setae are specialized into a sheath (Fig. D).
The propus is also relatively free of cuticular projections
1

IB) except for its most distal parts, the pollex and
the dactyl (Fig. IE). Situated at the distal end of the pollex
and dactyl, on each of the medial and lateral aspects, are
(Fig.

clusters of long setae. Scattered more proximally are one or two smaller clusters. These long setae
are serrulate in form and have an apical pore (Fig. IF).

prominent

Others have their

A

row of short

dactyl (Fig. IE)

pore

tip elaborated into a

sheath (Fig. 1G).

setae occur along the closing edge of the

and these are

and have an

serrulate

apical

(Fig. 1H).

An

opportunity to examine juvenile shrimps arose in
our laboratory when a berried female hatched its eggs and
we were able to rear these developing shrimps into juvenile
forms. In the early juvenile stages,

when

the paired che-

lipeds have not yet differentiated into snapper
types, the carpus in the

and pincer

second thoracic limb was

differentiated with five segments

four on the other (Fig. 2A).

Of

on the one

fully

side but only

these four segments, the

were matched in shape, size, and location to
their counterparts on the opposite limb, while the fourth,
distal three

Results

most proximal segment had not

External morphology
Alp/ieiis heterochelis bears five pairs of thoracic limbs:
the first two pairs are chelated, and the remaining three

pairs are not (Fig. 1A).

The

first

pair of limbs

is

elaborated

one
and the other a minor

into chelipeds; they are bilaterally asymmetrical,

bearing a

major

(snapper) chela,

(pincer) chela, both held in front of the animal.

The

re-

maining four pairs of thoracic limbs are not as elaborate,
are much smaller, and are held to the side of the animal.

The second
in that

pair of thoracic limbs differ

they are

much

each of the segments is in the same orientation as that
between the most proximal segment and the merus (Fig.
IB).

Consequently, at each joint the distal segment can
with its proximal partner, or it can be bent to

in line

almost touch

its

proximal partner through an angle of

130-140. This degree of bending at each of the four intercarpal joints makes this limb extremely flexible, allowing
the

its

chelated propus-dactyl segment to reach parts of
inaccessible to a limb with a single

body otherwise
segmented carpus.

The multisegmented nature of

the carpus also

makes

the longest segment of this limb, much longer than its
counterpart in the other three posterior limbs. In contrast,
the propus is much shorter in the second limb than in the
it

remaining limbs.
Each of the carpal segments, as well as the more proximal merus. is smooth and bare (Fig. B) except for a few
1

scattered short simple setae (Fig. 1C).

mark

its

ventral side (Fig.

new segment.
This observation suggests that the segmentation of the
carpus may occur in a distal to proximal direction; pos2B, C) seemed

to

the formation of a

initially and subbecomes
sequently
segmented.
No sensilla occur on the carpal segments at this juvenile
stage; only a single cluster of long setae was present at the
distal tip of the pollex and dactyl (Fig. 2A).

sibly the

carpus arises as a single unit

from the others

thinner and have a multisegmented

carpus. There are five carpal segments; the proximal two
are much longer than the distal three, but the joint between

lie

yet subdivided into two.

Indeed, a short, shallow furrow on

The

apical

end of

Internal morphology

Muscle elements. The musculature in the propus and
carpus was examined in thick and thin cross-sections of
these segments. The propus typically has two muscles, a
small opener and a large closer muscle. Both originate on
the exoskeleton and insert via apodemes to the dactyl,
which opens and closes in response to contraction of the
respective muscles.

The

fine structure

of these muscles

is

typical of other crustacean striated muscles (Govind and
Atwood, 1982) and of the snapping shrimp claw closer
muscle (Mellon and Stephens, 1980); vi:.. myofibrils
composed of serially repeating sarcomeres, in which thick

filaments are surrounded by thin filaments. We did not
further characterize these muscles into fiber types. Mi-

tochondria were found typically around the periphery of
the fiber, where they

formed a

relatively thick rind.

They

also occurred occasionally interspersed within the fiber,

usually in a single row separating myofibrils.
Both muscles also occasionally displayed nerve ter-

minals that resembled those previously described in the

SHRIMP FLEXIBLE LIMB

Figure

1

.

External morphology of the second thoracic limb of the snapping shrimp viewed with scanning

electron microscopy. (A) Line drawing of the intact animal showing the five pairs of thoracic limbs, of which
the first pair is the enlarged, bilaterally asymmetric chelipeds. and the second pair is the thin, elongated,

and highly flexible limb. (B) The second thoracic limb with dactyl (d) and propus (p), 5-segmented
and merus (m). Morphology and distribution of setae on this limb are shown in the accompanying figures. (C) A typical carpal segment with few sensilla which are of the setal type (D). (E) Distal end
of the propus and dactyl with several clusters of long setae and a single row of short setae along the apposing
chelated,

(1

to 5) carpus

edge of the dactyl. (F) Typical long setae showing serrulate nature and an apical pore. (G) Long setae with
a sheath-like tip. (H) Typical short setae with serrulate form and apical pore. Scale bars: B. C. 500 pm; E,

250 M m; D,

F,

G, H, 2 M m.
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(A) External morphology of the paired second thoracic limbs in a juvenile shrimp. The carpus
Figure 2.
of the right limb is differentiated into five segments (1 to 5), while the left limb shows the most distal three
(3 to 5) differentiated but not the most proximal two. (B) High power views of the most proximal
segments (1.2) of the right carpus while the corresponding region of the left carpus (C) is a single segment
with a furrow (arrow) marking the beginning of segmentation into two. Scale bars: A, 200 pm; B, C. 50 jjm.

segments

closer

muscle of the

1982).

The nerve terminals were

first

thoracic limb (Phillips el al,
characterized by a pop-

ulation of clear synaptic vesicles that were spherical in

most

cases; occasionally, terminals with

more

irregularly

shaped vesicles were encountered. The shape of these syni.e.. spherical or
aptic vesicles with aldehyde fixation
irregular
effectively denotes excitatory or inhibitory
nerve terminals (Atwood

The most

el al.,

1972).

segment contains three muscles,
a large stretcher muscle, a small bender muscle, and an
even smaller rotator muscle (Fig. 3). The latter two muscles are closely juxtaposed and are situated in one compartment while the stretcher muscle lies by itself in the
distal carpal

other compartment.

The apodemes of

these muscles at-

tach to the next distal segment, although the muscles
themselves do not traverse the full length of the segment

but are restricted to the distal

half. In fine structure these

carpal muscles are similar to those in the propus, and they
also display neuromuscular terminals indicative of in-

nervation by both excitatory and inhibitory axons.
The musculature in each of the other segments of the

carpus resembles that found in the most distal segment.
Neural elements. The second thoracic ganglion is con-

Differences in the input to the ganglia might account
for the size differences

between them. Hence we examined

the nerves and connectives belonging to these ganglia.
A. Nerve. Each of the thoracic limbs is served by two
first and second nerve (Fig. 5A), which
from the hemiganglion. Each nerve is mixed,
composed of sensory and motor axons. The majority of
axons within crustacean nerves are sensory, with their cell
bodies located at the periphery (Bullock and Horridge,
1964). These sensory axons enter the ganglion and ramify

separate nerves, the
originate

in the neuropil, the integrative region of the ganglion. In
crustaceans, relatively few (<60) motor axons innervate
the limb musculature (Wiersma, 1961; Govind and At-

wood, 1982).

The nerves of the snapping shrimp

are unusual in that

they have myelinated axons (Ritzmann, 1974), although

peneid shrimp also have this feature (Heuser and Doggenweiler, 1966). Usually, however, crustacean nerves
have only unmyelinated axons (Bullock and Horridge,
1964). Consequently in cross-sections, snapping

shrimp

nerves prominently display numerous, large Schwann cell
nuclei characteristic of myelinated axons (Fig. 5A). At a

higher magnification, myelinated axons are readily dis-

In freshly dissected

tinguishable from their unmyelinated counterparts, be-

preparations from three adult shrimps, the surface area
of the second ganglion was 25 to 30% larger than the first

cause the myelin forms a dense sheath around the axon

ganglion.

sheaths to different degrees, depending on their

sistently larger than the

first

(Fig. 4).

(Fig. 5B).

The unmyelinated axons

are

wrapped by
size.

glial

The
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Cross-section through the first carpal segment with an exoskeleton (e) boundary and the interior
Figure 3.
separated into two compartments (asterisks) by a thin septum (arrow). One compartment has the stretcher
(s) muscle and a large branch of the limb nerve (n) while the other compartment has the bender (b) and
rotator

(r)

muscles and two smaller nerve (n) branches. Scale bar: 50 ^m.

smaller axons are naked, whereas the larger axons have
several layers of glial covering.

Because most of the axons in the nerves are sensory,
estimate the sensory innervation from the limbs

we can

number of axons close to the ganSuch
were
made in two animals, and the
counts
glion.
results were similar in both cases (Table I). The total
by counting the total

numbers of axons on the

right

and

left

sides are almost

an equal distribution between myelinated and unmyelinated axons on the right and left
sides in each of the two animals.
To determine how the numbers of axons in the second
equal. There

is

also

limbs compare to those of the highly specialized and
asymmetrical first thoracic limbs or chelipeds, counts were

made

of the nerves to the pincer and snapper che(Table
I). The present counts of numbers of axons
lipeds
to the snapper and pincer nerves confirms previous findalso

ings; the

snapper side has more axons than the pincer side

(Govind and Pearce, 1988).
Comparison between the first and second limbs reveals
that the second limb has a much smaller number of axons
than either the pincer or the snapper (Table

I).

In

shrimp

1
for example, the second thoracic limb has 6000 axons,
whereas the snapper on the first limb has over 13,000
axons and the pincer has 10,000 axons. In terms of total

#

,

numbers of axons, the snapper has the largest number,
followed by the pincer, and then the second thoracic limbs,
which have the smallest number. The distribution of unmyelinated and myelinated axons is interesting; the first
thoracic limbs (both the pincer and the snapper) have
more (60-70%) unmyelinated than myelinated axons,
whereas the second limbs have an equal number of my-

and unmyelinated axons.
The above counts of axons taken close to the ganglion
represented the total number to the limb, including those
to the thorax at the base of the limb. Because we were
interested largely in the multisegmented carpus, we

elinated

counted the axons in the nerve running through the distal
segments of a second thoracic limb. In all cases, counts
were made from the most distal end of each segment. As

axon number increased progressively, be700 in the fourth carpal
segment, to 2000 in the second carpal segment, to 2400
in the merus. The difference in number between the proanticipated, the

ginning at

1

500

in the propus, to

1
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ganglion had a higher

number than

the

first,

approxi-

mately 4000 versus 3000 axons, suggesting that the neural
input is greater to the second thoracic ganglion than to
the

first.

Behavior

Both casual and formal observations of adult snapping
shrimps in glass aquaria show the second thoracic limbs
to be almost constantly active, primarily in probing the
environment and, to a lesser degree, in grooming body
Probing is the rapid, jerky touching of the substrate
or other objects by the chelae of the flexible limb. This is
greatly facilitated by the multi-segmented carpus, which
parts.

enhanced flexibility, allowing it to probe
deeply into the benthic crevices.
Probing occurs when the shrimp are crawling (backwards and forwards), burrowing (shovelling substrate with

gives the limb

pereiopods, pleopod beating of substrate), or just standing
still (including pleopod beating of the water).

Grooming involves picking at various parts of the body
with the rapidly opening and closing chelae of the flexible
limbs. Although virtually every part of the body is accessible,
Figure 4.

Photomicrograph of the thoracic nervous system

in a freshly

second
shnmp, showing the paired hemiganglia to the first
and fourth (4) thoracic limbs, the nerves (arrows) from
these hemiganglia and the opening (asterisk) for the dorsal artery in the
connective between the third and fourth ganglia. Note the larger size of
the second ganglia compared to the first or third. Scale bar: 250 /im.
dissected

(

1

pus and merus of 1000 represents the number of sensory
axons originating in the multisegmented carpus.
Connectives. Apart from the nerves, the only other

external source of neural input to the ganglia is via the
connectives (Fig. 4). Therefore the number of axons that

enter the ganglia via the connectives may be estimated
by counting axon profiles in both the anterior and posterior connectives to the ganglion, as this

would encom-

pass both ascending and descending inputs. Consequently,
counts were made in two animals, of the connectives anfirst, second, and third thoracic ganglia to
estimate the anterior and posterior inputs to the first and
second thoracic ganglia (Table II). The number of axons
in the paired, left and right connectives at each of the

terior to the

three sampling stations were highly symmetrical. But the
number in each of the three sampling stations was distinct,
indicative of the relative degree of neural traffic to

from each of the

first

and second thoracic

the direction of the neural traffic

i.e..

the most frequently groomed areas include the rosgills, ventral thorax and abdomen (including pleo-

),

(2), third (3),

B.

trum,

and

ganglia. Because
whether it is as-

cending, descending or through-going cannot be distinguished in these cross-sections of the connectives, the

numbers from the anterior and posterior connectives were
simply added as an estimate of the input into each of the
first and second thoracic ganglia. The second thoracic

pods),

and the

The

flexible

large chelae.

limb also retrieves and brings food to the
mouth. Occasionally these limbs lifted and carried relatively heavy objects, such as large pebbles.
Time budget. As mentioned previously, one of the most
striking aspects of the flexible limbs was their almost constant activity. This

is reflected in the time budget analysis
which
shows
these limbs as being active 95%
(Table III),
of the time and inactive only 5%. The majority (77%) of
this activity was devoted to probing the substrate, be it
sand or gravel. Moreover, immobilizing the carpal segments, by gluing them, had little effect on the probing
activity. Probing occurred whether the shrimp was stationary, crawling, or burrowing, and the time devoted to
this activity was approximately similar for each of the

three states.

Grooming was the only other activity that occupied a
significant amount of the time of the flexible limbs, although the time occupied (13%) was considerably smaller
than that spent in probing. Grooming was confined principally to the head region.
Foraging experiments. The

flexible

limbs were actively

in foraging for food, the introduction of

engaged
caused very intense probing

was

retrieved

by the

and brought

flexible limbs.

the pincer while bits
chelae, and the pincer

activity.

When

which

found, food

to the

mouthparts exclusively
Sometimes, the food was held by
were torn off by the flexible limb

was occasionally used

to push the

food into the sand. Rarely, jets of water produced by closure of the snapper were used to uncover food.
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Figure 5.

(A) Cross-section of the small

first

( 1

)

and

large

second

(2)

nerves at the base of the hemiganglion

packed axons and prominent nuclei of Schwann cells. (B)
Representative area of the nerve cross-section showing clusters of small unmyelinated axons which are naked
while myelinated axons have a densely stained sheath and scattered dense staining nuclei. Scale bars: A. 50
to a second thoracic limb: each nerve has tightly

Mm;

B. 5

^m.
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Table

Number of axon
and second

profiles in the

Table

I

paired (right and

left)

thoracic limbs in two snapping shrimps

Thoracic limbs
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nerves to the first

Number

of

to the first

axon

profiles in the paired

and second

II

(left

and

right) connectives

thoracic ganglia in two snapping shrimps

SHRIMP FLEXIBLE LIMB
Morphology

The features of the second thoracic limb in the snapping
shrimp. Alpheus heterochelis. that prompted this study
were: its multisegmented carpus, its unusual flexibility,
and

The

ganglion, which is larger than that of its neighbors.
first two are directly related, in that division of the

its

167

receives a minimum of two axons, the extra segments
would add an additional 24 motor axons. Because each
motor axon extends a dendritic tree within the neuropil,
it is likely that the addition of 24 motor axons would

increase the size of the neuropil.

Numbers of axom

five segments makes the limb highly flexible.
The extent to which this specialization in the structure
and function of the second thoracic limb regulates the
size of its ganglion is somewhat more difficult to resolve.

ganglion; ascending

A

distinguished.

carpus into

simple possibility was that the input to the ganglion

would

regulate

and we

its size,

tested this possibility

by

counting the number of axon in the limb nerve and the
longitudinal connectives to this ganglion.

Numbers of axons

in nerves. Cross-sections

of nerves

to the thoracic ganglia in several crustaceans reveal thou-

sands of axon profiles of varying diameters, with the ma(<5 M) (Sutherland and Nunnemacher,
1968; Govind and Pearce, 1985). Some of the large profiles

jority being small

are presumably

motor axons. and

these are comparatively

few because crustacean limb muscles are innervated by
only a few ( -5 ) motor axons (Govind and Atwood, 1982).
1

For each of the

and propus

carpus,

segments of the limb

distal

there are typically

muscles, and each muscle

the merus,

two antagonistic

in the connectives.

Apart from pe-

ripheral nerves, the only other source of nerve input to
the ganglia is via the connectives. The total input to each

of the ganglia was estimated by simply adding the numbers
of axons in the connectives anterior and posterior to each

A

and descending input could not be
was seen between

positive correlation

axon numbers and the size of the ganglia, as there were
4000 axons to the second thoracic ganglion, and 3000
axons to the first ganglion. This 25% difference is close to
the

25-30%

In

difference in the size of the hemiganglia.
greater size of the second thoracic

summary, the

ganglion, relative to its first thoracic counterpart, is not
simply due to differences in the number of sensory axons

from the periphery to the ganglion. Consequently, it must
be due to central factors. Finding a greater number of
axons in the ventral connectives to the second thoracic
ganglion, compared to the first, is consistent with this
conclusion. The exact nature of these central features is

unknown, but they may be

related to the specialized na-

innervated by 2-5 axons:
thus there are altogether about 30 axons. Another 30 motor axons would account for the more proximal muscles

ture of the second thoracic limb as a highly flexible mechanosensory "arm" capable of delicate movements.

of the limb, making a total of 60 motor axons. This number is a very small percentage of the thousands of axons

as in the extra carpal segments, a higher concentration of

counted

The

is

in the nerves.

vast majority of axons in these nerves are

presum-

ably sensory. Consequently, counting axon profiles in
these nerves provides an index of the sensory input to the
ganglion. Furthermore, because the size of the ganglion
will, in part, be governed by the sensory input, differences
in the

limbs

axonal counts between the

may

first

and second thoracic

underlie the differences in size of the respective

ganglia.

The

correlation

we

find

between axon numbers and

snapping shrimp hemiganglia is a negative one,
however. The chelipeds, both of which have a substantially
larger number of axons (9,000 and 13,000), are each as-

size in the

sociated with a smaller ganglion than that of the second
thoracic limbs. Therefore, as a first approximation, the

cannot explain the
and second ganglia.

peripheral input to the ganglia
differences between the

first

Alternatively, the size differences

size

between the ganglia

might be attributed to the extra carpal segments in the
second thoracic limb; there are five of these, compared

one carpal segment in the chelipeds. Each of the
five carpal segments in the second thoracic limb has at
least three muscles, and they may receive their own motor
axons. If this were the case, and assuming that each muscle

to only

Consequently,

we may

anticipate additional

motor axons,

proprioceptors and, perhaps, a higher concentration of
interneurons emanating from the ganglion. All of these

would contribute

features

to increasing the size of the

ganglion.

Behavior

Nolan and Salmon (1970) observed
spent most of

its

that A. heterochelis

active time grooming. In contrast,

we

found that the overwhelming majority of time was spent
probing. Undoubtedly though, the flexible limbs are vitally
important in both functions and are in almost constant
motion, whether the shrimp is burrowing, crawling
(walking), cleaning, feeding, or stationary.
effectively

"put them away" during

The

ability to

agonistic encounters

perhaps underscores their importance.

Food foraging. Animals
limbs were

that had autotomized their

a great disadvantage in foraging for
food. The ability to find concealed and hard-to-get-at food
would obviously be beneficial in the coral reefs, oyster
flexible

at

and sponges frequently inhabited by A. heterochelis
(Brooks and Herrick, 1892). Since alpheid shrimps spend

beds,

much time

actively browsing across the substrate, using

limb chelae as probes and micromanipulalikely an important means of foraging. In this

their flexible
tors, this

is

A. T.
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prawns (Hindley and Alexander,

Bauer, R. T. 1979.

However, alpheid shrimps are reported to stun prey
such as other shrimps (McLaughlin, 1982) or to crack
open clam shells by means of their snap. This would be
another means of foraging, although the availability of

poda: Candea):

respect they are similar to
1978).

such large prey would likely be insufficient to support a
dense population of shrimps (Dahl, 1968).
Autotomized shrimp easily located concealed food,
suggesting that the limbs are not important for olfaction.
Indeed, the flexible limb has relatively few external sensilla, even taking into account their small size. Those seen

were similar to sensilla observed on the chelipeds Read
and Govind, 1990). Functions of the flexible limb sensilla,
(

probably related to foraging,

may

include contact che-

opposed to olfaction), contact
mechanoreception, and perhaps texture sensitivity.
moreception

(i.e..

taste as

Grooming. Grooming reduces the incidence of epizoic
and sediment fouling, which could seriously affect the
health and sensory and locomotory abilities of individuals

and increase the mortality of brooding embryos (Bauer.
1975, 1979). A. helemchelis, in particular,

parasitized

by a conspicuous epicaridean isopod. Seen in about

2%

of captured specimens, this parasite lodges in the ventral
surface of the abdomen (pers. obs.), undoubtedly impairing the reproduction, if not the health and the molt cycle
of affected animals. Obviously, grooming would be im-

portant in discouraging this parasite. In addition, A. het-

which was a sac-like organism filled with eggs and which lodges beneath the carapace in the thoracic region, an area which is subject to
very frequent grooming. Molting, which occurs every 1825 days, does not rid the shrimp of either the abdominal
erochelis hosts another parasite

or thoracic parasites, thereby underscoring the importance
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Ecdysteroid Treatment Delays Ecdysis in the Lobster,

Homarus americanus
CHENG AND ERNEST S. CHANG
University of California, P. O Box 247, Bodega

JIN-HUA
Bodega Marine Laboratory,

Abstract.

Premolt stage

D

3

of juvenile lobsters,

americanus. was further divided into

2

1

Homarus

increase in

cording to the degree of cuticle digestion along the dorsal
midline of the carapace and on the dorsal surface of the
merus of the chelipeds. The mean times to ecdysis for
intact lobsters (5.5
57.7, 30.0, 16.1,

and

1.1

(Mykles,

each substage were 71.4,
respectively. The level of ec-

1 ,

substages 3 or 4, but not

1,

2,

or

5.

The

staging

hemolymph of lobsters
and

is

method

a prerequisite to the

pliable

The enlarged space

at lale stage

many

olher cruslaceans, Ihe ecdysteand reaches its peak

D

:

,

or early D,, then drops lo a low level

of ecdysteroids initiate Ihe cascade of evenls lhal
culminate in ecdysis (Skinner, 1985; Chang, 1989). In
addilion, decreasing tilers of ecdysteroids in lale premolt
liters

ini-

are necessary for Ihe inilialion of ecdysial behavior in

some insecls (Slama, 980; Truman eta/..
1986; Zdarek and Denlinger, 1987).

liters.

ecdysis in

1

time of ecdysis is controlled in lobsters
through the regulation of the rate of decline of ecdysteroid

some amphipods (Graf. 1972a, b). Similar reIhough, have not been oblained in olher cruslacean

species (Skinner. 1985, for review).

Introduction

size

1983; Reynolds,

Injections of ecdysteroids during late premolt inhibit

sulls.

body

for

has been found in insects (Steel and Vafopoulou, 1989,
for review). In bolh insecls and cruslaceans, Ihe rising

that rates of

Like most olher crustaceans, lobsters

needed

immediately before ecdysis (Chang and Bruce, 1 980, 1981;
Chang and O'Connor, 1988). A similar ecdysteroid profile

development during
D, are regulated negatively by ecdysteroids. We sug-

icanus) increase iheir

is

made

cuticle syn-

for review).

gest that the

stage

new

roid level rises during early premolt

at

development (based on the degree of cuticle digestion) in
both intact and ESX lobsters was decreased by injections
of 20-HE. We conclude that decreased ecdysteroid tilers
in the

and more

growth prior to Ihe nexl moll. This cyclic

In lobslers, as in

can be applied to eyestalk-ablated (ESX) lobsters as well;
but those animals complete stage D, and molt much more
rapidly. In addition to the time of ecdysis, the rate of

tiation of ecdysis,

lissue

mones) (Chang, 1989,

1

animals receiving an injection

This waler occupies Ihe space

event which is repeated throughoul Ihe life of many crustaceans, is under the control of ecdysteroids (moiling hor-

Injections of 20-hydroxyecdysone (20-HE) (1.0 or 5.0

Mg/g) delayed ecdysis in

1980).

subsequenl

dysteroids dropped continuously during stage D,, from
0.5 Mg/rnl at substage
to less than 0. Mg/ml at substage
5.

al ecdysis is

available by the larger
thesized before molt.

g) at

6.6 h,

accompanied by a sudden
body weighl because of rapid waler uplake

ding Ihe culicle

five substages ac-

Bay. California 94923

One

possible expla-

nation for these negalive resulls is lhat injections were
not made al Ihe right time. In an insect, Manduca sexta.

(Homarus amer-

injeclions made before or after Ihe crilical period have no
on Ihe lime of ecdysis (Truman el a/.. 1983). The

by moiling. Before each

moll, Ihe inner layers of Ihe old culicle are reabsorbed,
and Ihe ouler layers of the new cuticle are synthesized
underneath the old one (Skinner. 1985, for review). Shed-

effecl

lack of a precise slaging

premoll

melhod

may have prevented

for cruslaceans in lale

Ihe discovery of an analogous

crilical period.

In insecls, decreasing liters of ecdysteroids prior to molt

Received 20 December 1990; accepted 8 April 1991.
Present address: Tungkang Marine Laboratory, Tungkang, Pingtung,
Taiwan 928, Republic of China.

not only regulate Ihe time of ecdysis itself, but also modulate Ihe rate of premolt developmenl (Schwartz and

1

2

To whom

all

Truman,

correspondence should be addressed.
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1983). Although crustaceans can regulate the
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time of ecdysis to varying degrees (Skinner, 1985), a study
comparable to that in insects has not yet been conducted.
few days before ecdysis, certain regions
of the cuticle are digested to a greater extent than others,

During the

last

enabling the lobster to shed

its

old exoskeleton. In our

study, we developed precise staging criteria for stage D,
lobsters. The time of ecdysis during the last three days of

E. S.

CHANG

Endogenous ecdysteroid determination
Before injection, a hemolymph sample (25 n\) was taken
from each animal and the content of its endogenous ecdysteroids determined quantitatively by radioimmunoassay (Chang and O'Connor, 1979); the IB-4 antiserum from
Dr.

W.

E.

Bollenbacher was used (University of North

the molt cycle could be predicted on the basis of these
criteria. In addition, the effect of injecting 20-hydroxyec-

Carolina, Chapel Hill).

dysone on the rate of cuticle digestion and the time of
ecdysis was investigated.

Rate of development

The

liters on the rate of progression
was
D, substages
investigated. Lobsters (5.5
g for both intact and ESX animals) received an injection
of 20-HE
.0 Mg/g). once per day, starting from substage

effect

of ecdysteroid

through the

Materials and Methods

( 1

Maintenance of animals

of stage D, The rates of development were recorded
twice daily based on criteria described in detail below.
1

Two

families of full-sibling juvenile

Hoinams

ameri-

.

1.1 and 3.2
0.7 g wet weight; mean
canns(5.5
S.D.)
were used for these experiments. The lobsters were raised

in a semi-recirculating

of

live adult

Conklin

at

system

20.0

0.5

C on

brine shrimp (Chang and Conklin, 1983;

and

Chang,

The photoperiod

1983).

Results

a diet

was

Stage D, was divided into five substages according to
the degree of the cuticular digestion in the regions shown
1. At
substage 1, only the posterior region of
the dorsal midline of the carapace shows signs of digestion.
This is manifested as a narrow crack that starts at the

in Figure

16L:8D.

Molt prediction

posterior

end of the midline and proceeds anteriorly about

Before stage D,, intact and eyestalk-ablated (ESX) lobsters (5.5 g) were staged based on the setal development

one-third of

of the pleopods (Aiken, 1973). Stage D, lobsters, about
three days before molt, were further subdivided into five

from the anterior of
the carapace and proceeds posteriorly to about one-third

on the degree of cuticle breakdown along
the dorsal midline of the carapace, and on the dorsal surface of the merus of the chelipeds (Table I). These are
areas where extensive cuticle digestion occurs prior to ecdysis. For staging, the lobster's dorsal carapace was wiped
dry and evaluated with a dissecting microscope.

of the

substages, based

Exogenous ecdysteroid

received a single injection (0.2,

D

3

or 5.0 ^g/g wet weight)
of 20-hydroxyecdysone (20-HE; Rohto Pharmaceutical;
1

.0,

purity checked by high-performance liquid chromatography before use). Control animals received vehicle only
(lobster saline; Mykles, 1981).

ESX

total length

At substage

It

in the dor-

starts

of the dorsal

line.

the narrow crack forms along the entire
dorsal midline. At substage 4, the crack widens to occupy
3,

the entire width of the dorsal midline along the posterior
two-thirds of its length. At substage 5, the crack widens

along the entire length of the midline. Also, the dorsal
surface of the merus of each cheliped becomes soft (TaI).

The times

Intact lobsters (5.5 g) at various substages of stage

length.

another narrow crack appears

2,

midline of the carapace.

sal

ble

injection

its total

At substage

to ecdysis for animals in substages

Table

1

to 5 are

Although the molt-staging technique can
be applied to ESX lobsters, these animals spend much
given in
less

time

in

I.

each substage (Table I). The levels of the echemolymph of intact lobsters drop con-

dysteroids in the

tinuously during stage D,, from 0.55 /ug/ml at substage
1.

to less than 0.1 /jg/ml at substage 5 (Fig. 2).

were used for one injection study.
Both eyestalks were removed from stage B-C animals,
with fine scissors, about 5-10 days after molting. When
animals were approaching the first postoperative molt,
they were staged by the same method described above

The role of ecdysteroids in regulating the time of ecdysis
was examined by injecting stage D, lobsters with various

and

Mg/g) of 20-HE did not significantly delay ecdysis in animals receiving the 20-HE injection at any substage (Fig.
3). High doses ( .0 and 5.0 ng/g) delayed ecdysis in ani-

lobsters (3.2 g)

injected with lobster saline, either containing 20-HE
or not. Only one dose of 20-HE (1.0 ^g/g wet wt.) was

used per animal in these experiments. The time between
and ecdysis was recorded on time-lapse video

injection

with a time stamp.

doses of 20-HE. Lobsters were divided into the five substages as described.

Each animal received a

of lobster saline, with or without 20-HE.

single injection

A

low dose (0.2

1

mals receiving an injection
1, 2. or 5 of stage D,.

at

substages 3 and

4,

but not
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Figure 1.
Carapace of juvenile lobsters, Homanis americanus. showing the progress of cuticular digestion
along the dorsal midhne. Single arrow indicates slight digestion. Double arrows indicate heavy digestion (see
Table I). The numbers indicate the substages of D, Field of view is approximately 7 x 20 mm.
.

Ecdysis of

ESX

an injection of 20in all

0.28 Mg/ml) than the other seven animals (range of 0.35
to 0.66 Mg/ml). These two animals may have been ap-

20-HE injection at substages 1 or 2,
seven of nine lobsters at substage 3, but in none
of the lobsters at substages 4 and 5. The unresponsiveness

proaching substage 4.
Injection of 20-HE not only delayed ecdysis, but also
depressed the rate of development. This was assayed by

HE

was

lobsters receiving

also delayed (Fig. 4). Ecdysis

was delayed

lobsters receiving a

and

in

of the two lobsters

(at

substage 3) to the

20-HE

might have been due to lower ecdysteroid

injections
1 8 and

liters (0.

Table

the degree of cuticle digestion over time in both intact

and

ESX

I

Siibsiugn ofDj based upon cuticle digestion in both intact and eyestalk-ablated juvenile

Cuticle digestion at

lobsters (Fig. 5).

Homarus americanus

(5.5 g) at

20C
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50

0.8

E

<>

0.6

Q
a

5"
to
rr

0.2

I

O

UJ

0.0

Figure

|

1.0ug/g

'o

2.

20

10

12345

12345

SUBSTAGE OF D 3

SUBSTAGE OF D 3

Ecdystcroid

tilers in

plotted against substage of
resents

control

1

tr
UJ

Q

D
40

the

hemolymph of intact 5.5 g lobsters,
S.D.). Each datum point rep-

D, (means

1

Figure

The

4.

effect

of 20-HE injection (1.0 Mg/g) on time of ecdysis

in eyestalk-ablated 3.2 g lobsters

(means

single injection of saline with or without

10-19 animals.

The time of ecdysis was recorded

1

S.D.).

20-HE

Animals received

a

at the stage indicated.

using time-lapse video. Asterisks (**

and ***) indicate significant differences (P < 0.0 and 0.001
Each group contained 6-12 animals.
1

,

respectively).

Discussion
Intensive cuticle digestion along the dorsal midline of
the carapace starts about three days before ecdysis and

permits lateral expansion of the carapace at ecdysis. The
intensive cuticle digestion on the dorsal surface of the

ner, 198

1

)

and

active water uptake (Mykles, 1980;

Our molt-staging technique, based on

merus of the chelipeds permits lobsters to withdraw their
large chelipeds through the narrow basiischial joints.

reliably predicted the

Cheliped withdrawal is also facilitated by the differential
degeneration of cheliped muscle tissue (Mykles and Skin-

to other species, for research

1

C.U

Cheng,

1990).
cuticle digestion,

time of ecdysis, which was critical
for this study. This technique should also be applicable

and

duction of soft-shell crustaceans.

for the

commercial pro-

LOBSTER MOLT STAGING AND REGULATION

We observed that ecdysteroid tilers continued to decline
during the last three days of the molt cycle. Similar results
have been reported for juvenile lobsters in our laboratory

(Chang and Bruce, 1980, 1981). The mechanisms

re-

sponsible for the decline are not clear, but a decrease in
the rate of production of ecdysteroid by the Y-organ

may

be the predominant means of controlling the declining
hormone liters. Evidence for this is Ihe observalion lhat
Ihe secrelory rale of ecdysleroids by Ihe Y-organs of
Pachygrapsus crassipes in vitro was correlaled wilh circulating ecdysteroid concenlralions (Chang and O'Connor, 1978). Both negalive and posilive short-loop feedback

mechanisms have been demonslraled in Ihe prolhoracic
glands of Manduca sexta (Sakurai and Williams, 1989).
and similar mechanisms may operale in Y-organs of
cruslaceans as well. In addilion, increased rales of degradalion of ecdysleroids in lale premoll may play an importanl role in regulaling Ihe declining lilers of ecdysleroids (Snyder and Chang, 1991 ).

High doses of 20-HE

(

1

.0

or 5.0 Mg/g) delayed moll in

inlacl lobslers receiving injeclions al subslages 3 or 4.

This observalion

consislenl with Ihe observalion in in-

is

secls lhal Ihe decline in circulating ecdysteroids

cede Ihe occurrence of ecdysis (Slama, 1980;
a!..

musl pre-

Truman

et

1983; Reynolds, 1986; Zdarek and Denlinger, 1987).

In addition, the delay of ecdysis
in lobslers

is

by exogenous ecdysteroid
similar lo observalions in insecls, where Ihere

when animals are mosl sensilive lo
hormonal Irealmenl (Truman et al., 1983; Zdarek and
is

a crilical period

initiate ecdysis,
liters

173

but instead direclly rely on Ihe declining

of ecdysteroids lo Irigger ecdysial behavior.

The declining ecdysteroid lilers al lale premoll influence
olher aspecls of developmenl, in addilion lo the lime of
ecdysis. As shown in Figure 5, culicular digestion was
delayed by multiple injeclions of 20-HE. These resulls
suggest lhal Ihe events in late premolt are negatively mod-

ulated by ecdysteroids. This

is

consistenl wilh observalions

(Schwartz and Truman, 1983). In M. sexta,

in insecls

however, morphological developmenl was completely
suspended by continuous ecdysteroid infusion. The negalive effecl of ecdysleroids

on

conlrasl lo Iheir posilive effecl

moll slages

on developmenl

ful discussions. The gifts of lobslers from M. Syslo (Massachusetts State Lobster Halchery and Research Slalion)
and ecdysteroid anlisera from Dr. W. E. Bollenbacher

(Universily of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) are gratefully

acknowledged. The Aquacullure and Fisheries Program
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declines lo

and

ils

level (less
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fornia Sea

and

Irigger includes Ihe acquisilion of Ihe sensitivily lo

1985). Allhough
in insects
tified

il

from

wilh a

hormone (EH), which coordinale

and

related physiological evenls

Truman

five

et al.

(1981) found

non-lepidopleran orders,

Manduca

ec-

(Truman,

EH

activity

and quan-

bioassay, direcl demonslralion

EH

In crustaceans, an exuviation factor analogous lo
has been proposed, based on Ihe observalion lhal ecdyinjection blocked ecdysis in

(Graf, 1972a, b;

no

Charmanlier and

direcl evidence, however, for

some amphipods

Trilles, 1976).

EH

There

in cruslaceans.

is

Pep-

from brains and Ihoracic ganglions of preand poslmoll crabs were assayed for EH activily, all wilh
lide exlracls

negalive resulls (Cameron, 1989). Cruslaceans

lepidopleran insecls

may

a resull of

(lo E.S.C.).
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Long-Term Culture of Freshwater Mussel Gill Strips:
Use of Serotonin to Affect Aseptic Conditions
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Abstract.

derived from several tissues: ganglia, gills, heart, digestive
tract, foot, mantle, oviduct, connective tissue, and gonad

Serotonin relaxes the musculature and in-

creases epithelial ciliary activity in freshwater mussel

gills.

(BurchandCuadros, 1965; Cheng and Arndt, 1973; Hansen, 1975; Kaczmarek et al.. 1979; Sengal, 1961a,b; Stephens and Hetrick, 1979; Vago and Chastang, 1958). Un-

This results in greater than normal water flow through
the labyrinth of water canals and channels of the gill. These
water spaces harbor significant microbial populations that
make aseptic culture of freshwater mussel gills difficult.

fortunately, attempts at culturing freshwater mussel tissue

have

High concentrations of antibiotics can maintain shortterm cultures, but are toxic to the tissue and reduce the
lifespan of the culture.

Moderate

mA/

levels of antibiotics

failed

due to fungal and bacterial contamination
and the lack of well-defined maintenance

(Sengel, 1964),

media.

used

short pretreatment produces aseptic cultures. These cultures can now be established routinely and are viable for

The gills of freshwater mussels are complex organs that
function in ion transport, respiration, food capture and
sorting, storage and maintenance of embryos during re-

month as assayed by gill structural integrity, trypan
blue exclusion, leucine incorporation into TCA precipi-

production, calcium storage, and water movement. Several different cell types are associated with the gill, but

in

combination with

0.

1

serotonin during a single,

over a

table protein,

and normal physiological responsiveness

culturing gill explants or sub-culturing specific cell lines
allows the study of tissue- and cell-specific responses of

to

serotonin re-exposure.

the

tebrate Ringer's solutions enriched with peptone.
snail

Having

viable

the range

Mantle

rest

of the organism. Previ-

excised from the animal im-

gill

explants functioning in culture expands

and duration of experiments

that can be

accom-

Here we report the successful long-term culture of
freshwater mussel gills under aseptic conditions. A suitable

Helix aspersa (Ga-

medium, methods

for reducing antibiotic exposure,

and

culture viability (as judged by normal appearance and
physiological responses in gill tissue) are documented.

Cultured explants of the heart, lungs, and foot of various
Helix species have also been reported (Konicek, 1933).
Unfortunately, these organ cultures remained functional
for only a few days.

Materials and Methods

and tissues, particularly of
pulmonate gastropods and some marine organisms, have
been successfully cultured. The cell lines cultured were
recently, certain cells

Received 12 December 1990; accepted

1

Artificial

mussel

Animals and maintenance
Freshwater mussels Anodonta grandis and Ligumia
subrostrata were collected from shallow ponds near Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. The animals were maintained in aer-

April 1991.

Abbreviations: Penicillin (Pen); streptomycin (Strep); amphotericin

(Am-B);

gills

plished.

tenby, 1 93 l;Gatenby etai, 1934) and the marine bivalve
Pinctata (Bevelander and Martin. 1949), were cultured.

More

from the

studied

mediately before use (Dietz and Findley, 1980; Dietz et
al., 1982; Dietz and Hagar, 1990; Silverman etai, 1991).

Attempts at establishing molluscan organ cultures have
been made since the mid-1920's. Zweibaum (1925) tried
to culture freshwater mussel gills in various diluted ver-

from the land

in isolation

ously we have

Introduction

tissue explants,

gill

B

ated

hemolymph (AMH).
175

artificial

pond water (Table

I)

at

22-25C, and were

D. B.
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medium (Table Ham's F-12 dilution II) or artificial
hemolymph (AMH, Table I). Both media were

allowed to acclimate to laboratory conditions for a week

12

before use.

mussel

I,

U

ml" penicillin G, 0.5 mg ml strepand
5
ml
tomycin,
Mg
chlortetracycline, pH 7.8. To some
of these cultures, 250 U ml
nystatin also was added.
The pH was adjusted to 7.8, and the osmolality adjusted
to 60 mosm (Precision System Micro Osmometer), as
needed. The explants were maintained at 20-23C, and
the explant was placed in a new well with fresh medium
every two days.
fortified

with 500

1

'

'

methods

Initial short-term culture

'

were washed

Gills

X 20 min)

(3

mA/ Tns-HCl, pH

or 30

pondwater

containing up to 1500

G

U

(Pen) and 1.5 mg ml" streptomycin
The preliminary media we tested contained mul-

ml"' penicillin
(Strep).

1

components chosen

tiple

7.8.

in sterile

for their presence in diluted ver-

tebrate culture media, or in mussel

hemolymph

(Table

As the major source of the denned nutrients, we selected
either a medium based on vertebrate Ham's F- 2 (Gibco)
(dilution I), or artificial mussel hemolymph (AMH). All
I).

1

cultures contained

mg

1

'

1

phenol red, which allowed

us to monitor pH. Cultures in each medium appeared
normal and were viable for 1-4 days, but microbial and
fungal contamination remained a problem.

Assessment of tissue

The

viability

assessment of viability was by observation,
with an inverted microscope, of explant integrity, periodic
initial

muscular contractions, and

ciliary activity.

Trypan blue

exclusion was used to determine cellular viability (Freshney, 1987). Cells detached from the explant were placed
in a

0.2% trypan blue

in mussel Ringer's for 5 min. Cells

light microscope, and dying ones
were identified by their uptake of trypan blue.
5
Serotonin 10 A/) increases the gill ciliary activity and

were viewed under a
Antibiotic treatments

To

reduce fungal contamination, we exposed gill strips
B (Am-B) in concentrations ranging from

to amphotericin

25 to 500 Mg ml

and

exposure times of from 1 to 24
h. We also pretreated intact animals in solutions of antibiotics at concentrations patterned after those used by
'

for

Stephens and Hetrick (1979) to decontaminate oyster tisFor such whole animal treatment, the following an-

sues.

were added to mussel Ringer's or pondwater
1000 U ml" penicillin G and mg ml
strepchlortetra100
tomycin,
^/g ml"
neomycin, 50 Mg ml
tibiotics

1

(Table

'

1

I):

1

'

25 Mg nil" gentamicin, 500 Mg ml
kanamycin
sulfate, 500 Mg ml"' polymyxin B sulfate, 100 Mg ml"
amphotericin B, and 250 U
erythromycin, 25 Mg
'

'

cycline,

1

1

m

'

'

nystatin. The mussels were immersed in this solution
3-4 days. Gills were removed from both pretreated
and non-pretreated clams, cut into 3-5
strips, and

ml"

1

for

mm

(

relaxes

gill

musculature.

We used these responses to assay

for the proper physiological response of the explants.

The

explants were placed into fresh medium containing serotonin and observed for 5 min for muscular reflex activity
and changes in the pattern of ciliary motion (Gardiner et
1991).

al.,

Several cultures were assayed for their ability to incorporate 'H-leucine into a trichloroacetic acid (TCA) pre3

nCi ml"' Hleucine (specific activity
mCi MA/"' leucine) was added
to
culture medium in which the leucine concentration had been reduced to
nAI. After a 1-h exposure,
cipitable protein fraction.

Approximately

1

1

AMH

1

gills were denatured with 10% TCA, rinsed in pondwater, blotted, and their wet tissue weights recorded. The

the

were homogenized in ml 10% TCA and centrifuged
5000 X g for 5 min. The pellet was twice resuspended
and centrifuged in 10%. TCA. The pellet was dissolved in
A/ NaOH, and the radioactivity was determined in a
liquid scintillation counter. Protein concentration was
determined by the method of Bradford (1976).
1

gills

at

cultured as described above.

1

Serotonin application

Serotonin enhances the ciliary activity and relaxes the
gills in freshwater mussels (Gardiner et al.,

muscles of the
1991), so

we used

it

as

an aid

were isolated and placed

M serotonin

in

decontamination. Gills

in sterile tubes containing 10~

mussel Ringer's, pH 7.8. The
solution was changed every 5 min for 20 min. The gills
were removed and placed in sterile tubes containing
in freshwater

freshwater mussel Ringer's with 500
0.5

mg

ml"

1

U

ml"' penicillin G,

streptomycin, 500 Mg ml"

1

colistin,

Analysis of microbial contaminants

4

10 /ug

4
ml" chlortetracycline, 250 U ml
A/
nystatin, and 10
serotonin, pH 7.8. This solution was replaced every 15
min for a total incubation period of 45 min. Gills were
cut into 3-5
strips that were distributed in 24-well

Fungi growing

in the cultures

were identified only by
no attempt was made

the appearance of structural hyphae;
to identify the species.

The

bacterial

contaminants sur-

viving antibiotic treatment were cultured in antibioticfree Ham's F-12 dilution II (Table I) and sent to Louisiana
State Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory for iden-

'

1

mm

Corning culture

plates containing an enriched

Ham's

F-

tification.

Results

Our

initial

attempts to establish

sterile gill

explants in

culture, using a variety of antibiotics, were unsuccessful.

MUSSEL GILL CULTURE
Table

Composition of media used for culturing freshwater mussel

gills

I

177
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remained functional for several days,
were
contaminated
but
by predominantly gram-negative
All of the explants

a

bacteria of the genus Leukothrix,

commonly

associated

with freshwater mussels and shrimp (Louisiana State Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory). In addition, the
gill cultures treated with Am-B at concentrations up to

500

us,

ml"' for 12 h had fungi within a few days. High
Am-B caused copious mucus secretion and in-

doses of

hibition of ciliary activity.

With the growth of fungi and

medium rapidly acidified
medium changes.

bacteria, the culture

in spite

of

frequent (1-2 days)
Treatment with high concentrations of antibiotics was
ineffective;

75% of the

tamination, and

cultures

still

contained fungal con-

contained 2-3 strains of bacteria. Ex-

all

plants not contaminated with fungus remained viable for

10-14 days, but

all

had

bacterial contamination. Pre-

treatment of the intact animal with antibiotics did not

reduce microbial contamination. The microorganisms
resistant to the wide spectrum of an-

were unlikely to be
tibiotics

we

we conclude

used;

rather that the

gill

was

harboring the microorganisms in the extensive branchial
canals and channels, isolating them from the antibiotics
in the

medium.

Serotonin prctrcatmenl oj

gill

explants

Explants treated with serotonin rarely exhibited bacor fungal contamination. When nystatin was only
present in the initial wash, 15-25% of the explants had

terial

fungi. If nystatin

dium, only

were present continuously in the methe cultures were infected. The se-

4-8% of

rotonin pretreatment, in combination with moderate levof antimicrobial agents, resulted in cultures that were

els

visibly free

of bacterial and fungal contamination. After
96% of the explants remained free of

38 days in culture,
bacteria.

Once
viable

pretreated with serotonin, gill explants remained
free of bacteria for over a month. Neither the

and

cells in the

explant nor detached cells showed any uptake
gill explant is lined with a ciliated

of trypan blue. The

epithelium organized into filaments. Filament organization remained

unchanged

(Fig.

1),

and

cular activity continued throughout the

Both muscular and

ciliary activity

ciliary

life

and mus-

of the explant.

were altered by

re-in-

Higher magnification micrograph of (a) showing filaments (F) and active
cilia

(arrows) indicated by the retractile halo pattern,

of Anodonta grandis
(F) and active cilia

Figure

1.

in culture less

(a)

Light micrograph of Ligiimin

than 24

h,

.tiihro.slrala gill

explant.

showing normal filament (F) organization,

(b)

(c)

Light micrograph

explant cultured for 30 days, showing filaments
(arrows) as indicated by the halo pattern, (d) Light
gill

micrograph of Anodonla grandis gill explant maintained in culture for
40 days. Gill integrity has been compromised and cells have detached
from explant. This detachment is mostly observable at the filaments (F).
Bars (a) = 137 /xm; (b) = 3? ^m; (c) = 37 M m; (d) = 77 jim.

MUSSEL GILL CULTURE
traducing serotonin into the culture medium, and the effects were the same as those seen in freshly isolated gills.
That is, ciliary activity increased and was more coordi-

and the gill musculature was relaxed by serotonin
treatment. Such treatment dilates the openings to the wanated,

ter canals in the gills

(Gardiner

known

iological responses to a

occur

in

et a/., 1991).

Thus, phys-

effector of gill activity

still

long-term explant culture.

Media development
Various media and supplements to those media have
been examined for their ability to improve short-term gill
culture (Table I). Osmolarity, mussel blood, vitamin so-

and insulin are important factors in such considerations. For maintenance of gill explants for a week or
less, both diluted Ham's F-12 and AMH were acceptable.
At 10 days, some explants in Ham's F-12 showed increased cellular detachment, and at two weeks, ciliary activity was reduced or non-existent. AMH medium maintained explants for over 30 days in culture, and explants
exhibited coordinated ciliary activity and periodic muscular contractions. In addition, few cells detached from
the explants cultured in AMH. Those explants continulutions,

ously cultured with nystatin in the

AMH

could not be

distinguished from those exposed only initially to nystatin.

After 40 days in

AMH

culture,

integrity; epithelial cells
(Fig.

some explants

lost their

began to detach from explants

1).

viability

of the cultured explants

1982).

exogenous sero-

gill,

tonin relaxes the branchial musculature, dilating the water
canals leading into the central water channels. This effect,

combined with an increased and more synchronous ciliary
beat, maximizes fluid flow through the gill. These physiological effects of serotonin on gill explants occur within
seconds (Gardiner et al, 1991). Incubating gills in a combination of serotonin and moderate concentrations of an
antibiotic mixture for 45 min virtually eliminates all microbial and fungal contamination. This suggests that many
microbes are normally sheltered within the water spaces
gill. One of the advantages of the serotonin treat-

of the

ment

is

that aseptic cultures can be established at lower

concentrations of antibiotic and antifungal agents. These
cultures can be maintained in an aseptic state with low
levels of antibiotics, or

founding

results

even none. Freedom from the con-

of antibiotics makes

gill

cultures far

more

suitable for physiological study.

Our initial attempts to achieve aseptic cultures of freshwater mussel

were mainly directed

gills

at

elimination of

the microorganisms by increasing the variety of antibiotics

and elevating their concentrations. The assumption in this
approach is that microorganisms are "resistant" to the
antibiotics being used. This is not the case. As observed
in this study, our initial failure to establish sterile cultures
was due to the tissue harboring microorganisms and fungal
spores in compartments that were partially isolated from

architecture of the organ, which provides microenviron3

of the cultures to incorporate H-leucine
into TCA-precipitable protein was maintained at stable

ments

relatively free of antibiotics.

ability

levels for

30 days in culture. In a representative series of

A. grandis

gill

tissues cultured for 10, 24, or 31 days, in-

corporation of ^H leucine was 5.73

0.41 (n

=

17)

CPM

h)~ ', and there was no significant difference
(^g protein
between the three groups of gills (ANOVA, P > 0.05).

Beyond 30

days, the viability of the gill explants declined
in both A. grandis and L. subrostrata, as indicated by

reduced leucine incorporation. In another study of A.
grandis gills, leucine incorporation remained essentially
constant through 44 days of culture, but declined 50% in
gills

1959; Kobayashi and Hasimoto,

applied to freshwater mussel

the antibiotics. Perhaps a principal reason for difficulty
in establishing any aseptic organ culture is the complex

Metabolic

The

ai.

et

bridge

When
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cultured for 54 days.

Elevating the concentration of antibiotics

proved ineffective

gill

in the initial

in controlling fungal

and higher concentrations were

B

contamination,

toxic to the

gill

explants.

High concentrations of Am-B resulted in abnormally high
mucous secretion and cessation of ciliary activity. Thus,
while fungal contamination

an important consideration
mussel

is

in establishing long-term explants of freshwater
gill,

Am-B

We

can

should be avoided.

now

routinely culture viable

gills

for over a

month. Freshwater mussel gills will survive in a variety
of media for short periods. Several functions, including

of serotonin,
Explants of freshwater mussel gill can be cultured under
aseptic conditions, with minimal exposure to antimicro-

by treating the

actually

explant structural integrity, ciliary beat, muscular reflex
activity, and a continued ability to respond to re-addition

Discussion

bial agents,

may

be detrimental to the tissue explant. Amphotericin

decontami-

in

all

indicate that the explants are functioning

organ culture.

Trypan blue

is

excluded from the ma-

jority of cells associated with the explant whether in place

or detached. However, longer-term

nation stage with serotonin in combination with antibiotic

ently affected

and antifungal agents. Serotonin relaxes musculature in
a number of molluscan systems (Twarog, 1954; Cam-

known

gill

by medium composition

deficiencies.

The

useful for the study of

culture

is

appar-

and, as yet, un-

established explant cultures are

many

events associated with

gill

D. B.
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calcium concretion synthesis,
membrane ion channel characteristics).

cellular activity (e.g..
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common
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J., J. Hill,

structure of cells
culture.
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Bioluminescence Maintenance

in

Juvenile

Porichthys notatus
ALLEN
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Bioluminescence

Abstract.

in

the

midshipman

waters to 400

fish.

m

on the

coastal shelf except during the

Porichthys notatus from the Santa Barbara coastal region,
was quantified from onset through the first two years of

breeding season. Then, during late spring and early summer, sexually mature adults migrate inshore to spawn in

X 10 9 photons s~'
upon leaving the nest and reached 2.0 X 10' photons s~"
within the first year. These intensities may be sufficient
for counterillumination in moon or starlight over most

the intertidal to 80

life.

Maximum

emission was 2.5

light

of the depth range of the

fish.

in

A

luciferin-free diet also

The bioluminescence of

the bioluminescent marine ostracod

I

I

".

Males

eggs,

and multiple

1

and southern divisions (Warner and Case,

1980). Al-

though the photophores of both groups are ultrastructurally indistinguishable, the northern fish are non-lumines-

specimens of

'argula hilgendorfti.

cent (Strum, 1969). Both populations contain luciferase,
but the northern population lacks luciferin (Tsuji et al.,

light

tsujii also restored

1974).

acoustically attract

notatus ranges from southeastern Alaskan waters to
Baja California (Wilimovski, 1954) with a discontinuity
along the coast of Oregon dividing the group into northern

emission capacity was correlated with the
amount consumed. Predation by second year fish (18
months) upon juvenile P. notatus (3 months) or upon live

and

to

et al.

P.

exhausted luminescence

after feeding depleted fish with dried

up

and
400

matings may result in the male guarding nests containing
more than 000 eggs.

10-18 months. Bioluminescence was restored within

24 h

depths (Feder

females. Females deposit

juveniles recently detached from the nest was depleted by
multiple topical applications of a dilute noradrenalin solution.

m

establish sheltered nesting sites

1972; Barnes

et al..

1973). Administration of the biolu-

minescent marine ostracod

luminescence. After restoration, lu-

I

'argula hilgendorfti, induces

minescence gradually disappeared within several months.
Consumption of luciferin-containing organisms by al-

luminescence in Puget Sound
Barnes et al.. 1973).

ready competent fish did not increase light intensity. Juvenile P. notatus from the Santa Barbara coastal region

are uniformly luminescent, while the central population,

fish (Tsuji

et al..

1972;

Fish of the southern division, south of Monterey Bay,

north of Monterey to Cape Mendocino, includes luminescent and non-luminescent fish (Warner and Case,

require exogenous luciferin to remain luminescent.

1980;

Introduction

Thompson and

Tsuji, 1989).

The analog of

V. hil-

gendorfii along the western North American coast is I
tsujii, whose distribution coincides with the southern
'.

The midshipman
subject of

many

fish,

Porichthys notatus. has been the

investigations since

Greene

(

1899)

first

midshipman population (Kornickerand Baker, 1977).
absence from northern waters led to speculation that

bioluminescence originating from hundreds of
dermal photophores, primarily confined to the ventral
noted

its

tsujii is

been reviewed by Hubbs
Arora
and
Ibara
(1920),
(1948)
(1967). A nocturnal predator, it remains buried in the sand during the day and
ascends at night to feed. The habitat is moderately deep
surface. Its natural history has

Its
I

'.

the luciferin source for the southern population

(Warner and Case, 1980).

The
in

inability to experimentally deplete luminescence
luminous adults despite long periods of captivity and

repeated challenges with noradrenalin suggested that adult
P. notatus have already acquired large luciferin reserves

from the

Received 17 December 1990; accepted 21 March 1991.
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diet or that there

is

a luciferin recycling or syn-

182
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mechanism (Barnes el a/., 1973). Ingestion of small
numbers of luminescent ostracods rendered northern
adults capable of luminescence for up to two years, with
light yield greater than was considered theoretically possible for the amount of luciferin consumed, suggesting
thesis

that

de novo synthesis

or that there
1988a).

A

is

is

triggered by

exogenous

luciferin

mechanism (Thompson el al,
mechanism for rapid uptake of lu-

a recycling

preferential

from the digestive system has also been reported

ciferin

in P. notatus

(Thompson el al., 1988b).
The purpose of our study was to observe

a luciferin-free diet

the effects of

on the development of biolumines-

cence in P. notatus juveniles of the southern population
and to ascertain whether the fish of this population need

exogenous sources of luciferin to remain luminescent. To
this end, light emission was quantified from its onset in
larval fish through the first two years in laboratory-reared
and in locally collected individuals of P. notatus. The effects of multiple challenges with noradrenalin on the depletion of luminescence in the fish are described as are

experiments that contributed to the evaluation of the

lu-

ciferin recycling hypothesis.

Materials,

Methods and Results

Collection

Breeding pairs of P. notatus were collected intertidally
along the Pacific Coast, just north of Santa Barbara, California. They were maintained in large aquaria with sand
filtered,

running seawater

(

1

6-20C). Masonry and

large,

inverted abalone shells provided nesting sites. Mating
usually ensued during the first night in captivity and pro-

duced between

00-400 eggs. Females were removed after
spawning and males were retained to maintain the nests.
Additional nests with guardian males were obtained by
divers. After larval detachment (35-50 days post-fertilization), juveniles were placed in aquaria with sand-covered bottoms sufficient for burrowing.
1

Free-living juveniles were collected with a twenty-five
semi-balloon otter trawl from October to May. Min-

foot,

imum

m

depth of capture of first year fish ranged from 30
in late spring. All fish were main80

in the fall to

m

tained on a luciferin-free diet consisting of \\v\ngArteniia
and kelp mysids and frozen squid.

Laboratory reared and trawled

fish

of the same year

had similar growth rates (Fig. 1A). Photophore diameter increased directly with standard length (Fig. IB).
class

Light meaxnrenicni

Bioluminescence was quantified with an integrating
sphere quantum counting photometer (Latz et al.. 1987).
Small fish, less than 4 cm si (standard length) were placed
individually in a head

down

position in a clear plastic test

1

J.

W.V

F.

CASE

BIOLUMINESCENCE
1E1

IN

NOTATVS

P.

mately 40 min

1

*r
o
o
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V

Exposure to fresh noradrenalin

later.

lutions during the

trial

so-

did not appreciably raise intensity

levels.

A

1

nm

365

emitting ultraviolet (UV) lamp (UVSL 25,
was used to qualitatively test

Ultraviolet Products Inc.)
for luciferin in

photophores by observing fluorescence

sually (Barnes et

vi-

1973).

a/..

1E09

Bioluminescence depletion and induction

Luminescence was
1E08

in 1.7

III!,

200

100

300

TIME
Figure

2.

500

400

(DAYS)

Bioluminescence induction and depletion.

tensity (photons s~') versus time (days) after fertilization.

laboratory raised (circles) and captured (squares)
fish

fish.

Maximum

in-

Data represent

Laboratory raised
fish were tested

received no exogenous luciferin in the diet. Trawled

two weeks
Dotted

For each group tested, mean values are shown;
of mean. Sample size ranged from 10 to 25.

after capture.

error bars represent

on

600

one

SD

line represents noise

line are to

background of integrating sphere and points

of 0.005

was supplemented with

phores.

The

many

non-isotrophically radiating photodetector signal was processed through a dis-

criminator calibrated at -0.315

V and

the resulting fre-

luciferin as described

The remaining untreated population was

bimonthly
sample of the

tested

luminescence with noradrenalin. For each
latter

group, the tests represented the

first

exposure to noradrenalin.
fish

Noradrenalin-depleted

Bioluminescence was recorded for 5 min with a RCA
8850 photomultiplier tube operated at -1700 V and baffled so that only light reflected from the sphere internal
surface was measured. This procedure is essential to accurately measure total emission from large organisms

detected about 30 days after
still attached to the nest.

larval fish

M

their diet

M noradrenalin.

containing

si

0.005
noradrenalin for approximately 5 min every
other day until no luminescent response was elicited (Fig.
3). Depleted animals remained nonluminescent unless
in

for

sphere. Larger fish were placed in a 7.0 cm diameter circular plexiglass chamber, 3.5 cm high, containing 40 ml

initially

spawning
Bioluminescence capacity in the laboratory population
maintained on a luciferin-free diet increased for 6 months,
before gradually declining (Fig. 2). Loss of luminescence
capacity occurred from 10 to 18 months after spawning.
Laboratory reared and trawled fish showed indistinguishable luminescence levels up to approximately 300 days.
Recently detached juvenile fish (2.5-3.5 cm si) were
exhausted of luminescence capacity by immersing them

below.

be considered nonluminescent.

cm

to luminescence

1E-HO

invariably could be restored

competence by the administration of

p-

o
LU
cn

O
o

1E+09

CONTROL

quency signal was counted with an Ortec No. 776 counter/
timer and displayed on a Norland No. 5400 multichannel

,

SV

\ ;"*-*

analyzer (MCA). Radiometric calibration of the detection
system involved determination of the combined spectral

%

PN

1

PN

2

N

----

''

PN

o

3

',

and photomultitube
an
plier
using
Optronic Laboratory Model 310 calibration source. Light absorbance by fish within the sphere
responsitivity of the integrating sphere

was checked against a
to be negligible.

C 14 activated

MCA

The

trace

phosphore and found
was stored on film or

floppy disk.

Immersion

s

by transcutaneous absorption as

effectiveness of topical application in air,

thus avoiding mouth and gills. Luminescence was not
observed prior noradrenalin application.

Maximum

5

emission was usually attained within
min and gradually declined until exhaustion approxilight

20

30

TIME (DAYS)
Figure

in noradrenalin solution elicited biolumi-

nescence within 20

shown by the

10

Maximum

3.

Noradrenalin

intensity (photons

induced depletion of bioluminescence.
s ') versus time (days) after first challenge

with noradrenalin. For control group tested (squares),

mean

values are

SD ot

mean. Data points represent time
of first challenge with noradrenalin. Control fish received only one challenge. For the three experimental fish (circles and triangles), each point
shown; error bars represent one

represents a challenge.

Sample

size

of each control group was 10. Solid
of intensity

line represents calculated least-squares logarithmic regression

on time according to equation y = 2.3 X 10 9 + 0.02x,

r-

=

0.61.
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dried Vargula hilgendorfii (0.7 to 4.0 mg). Depleted fish
were anesthetized in tricaine methane sulfonate (MS 222,

ICN-K&K

Laboratories), 100 mg/1 filtered seawater,

fed 6- 1 2 whole, dried

I

and

'argula hilgendorfii via intramedic

tubing (PE 190) slipped into the anterior gut. Controls
were anesthetized but not fed. To guard against regurgitation, fish were monitored for 15 min after regaining
their ability to swim. The few ostracods expelled were
dried and their weight subtracted from the total.

Restored luminescence neared but never exceeded premaximum output. Restoration was evident within

vious

24

h,

but maximal light output was usually not attained

was

for several weeks. Total light emission

amount of

]'argitla

administered

related to the

(Fig. 4).

Naturally depleted, second year P. notatus (9.0
also

cm

si)

had luminescence capacity restored by ingestion of

dried Vargitla hilgendorfii (5.0-9.0 mg), live I', tsujii (n
= 3) and recently detached juvenile P. notatus (n = 3 to
5) (Fig. 5).

For the

live feedings, fish

were placed

in small

r

aquaria containing either three live

J

.

tsujii.

or five re-

cm si) and monconsumed. Restored luminescence

cently detached juvenile P. notatus (2.5
itored until prey were

neared but never exceeded previous
Living

I

maximum

output.

and greatest
Reinduction was not permanent, and lumi-

'argula produced the most rapid onset

intensities.

nescence capacity gradually disappeared with time

The

(Fig.

indicated after day 90 in Figure 5 for juvenile
P. notatus feeding on other P. notatus is an aberration
5).

rise

representing one fish that had been gradually losing its
capacity for luminescence. The other three fish were de-

on day 120. Ingestion of
by already competent juveniles did not result

pleted, but died before testing
live

I

'.

tsujii

in increased light output.

O
I

2E-I-08

ffi +
MAXIMUM

O ~g

J.

F.

CASE
LIVE

VAHGULA

PORICHTHYS FREEZE DRIED CONTROL
JUVENILES
VAHGULA

BIOLUMINESCENCE

o
o
O

11/85
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illumination. Although the P. notatus emission spectrum
al.. 1975) does not exactly match nocturnal as-

(Tsuji el

tronomic

light

(Munz and MacFarland, 1977). this may
many of the California nearshore

be unimportant because

fishes that feed primarily at night lack the visual

pigments

J.

CASE

F.

Although it has long been speculated that I tsujii is
the source of P. notatus luminescence, this is the first study
'.

which

in

were found to actively prey on (". tsujii,
Cannibalism was also observed
time in P. notatus. First year fish are easy prey

fish

albeit in laboratory tanks.
for the first

necessary to detect hue differences (Hobson el al.. 198 ).
Additionally, the variability in water quality of nearshore

fish, and small conspecifics have been noted in
the stomach of the closely related species, P. myriaster

waters can alter the apparent emission spectrum. Luminescence intensity is sufficient to counterilluminate moon

(Allen, 1982). Previously

1

or starlight throughout most of the normal depth range.
4
Upon leaving the nest, fish emit at 2.0 X 10 photons s~'
cirT

:
,

which

is

sufficient to counterilluminate starlight at

of older

it had been thought that young
must accumulate adequate life-time luciferin reserves
before reaching maturity (Warner and Case, 1980), because it seemed unlikely that larger fish would consume
small ostracods and would, at any rate, occupy deeper

fish

m depth and full moonlight at 70 m
1A
oceanic
water (Jerlov, 1976) on clouddepth
less nights. The fish probably could match intensities at
somewhat shallower depths because the nests are found
in water usually less clear than class IA and the effects of

water outside the range of 1'argula. Clearly, such is not
the case and the overlapping ranges of first and second

kelp canopies or clouds are considerable.
Although counterillumination in fish has not been

allow the larger

approximately 30
in Class

demonstrated

in captivity, its

year

Santa Barbara

fish off

make

it

possible for younger

be an additional exogenous source of luciferin for
older conspecifics. thus establishing a link which would
fish to

fish effective indirect

access to

I

'argula

luciferin.

presumed importance may

It

was calculated using the methods of Thompson

et

explain the early onset of luminescence in larval fish that
become competent to luminesce weeks before detach-

al..

ment. Given the inverted position of the larvae, low reflectivity of the substrate and presence of a guardian male,
it is doubtful that luminescence has much functional sig-

I'argiila ingested. Although light emission was only
quantified for 5 min, none of the induced fish emitted

nificance

on the

nest.

However,

it

may

be

vital to

counter-

illuminate immediately after detachment.
This study shows, for the first time, depletion of luin previously competent fish. Other investihad
been
unable to deplete naturally luminous adult
gators

minescence

or ostracod-induced northern fish despite long periods
of captivity or multiple challenges with noradrenalin
(Tsuji et til.. 1972; Barnes ct al.. 1973; Thompson et al.,
fish

1987). In our study, luminescence

was depleted by

fre-

quent challenges with topically applied noradrenalin or
by maintenance on a luciferin-free diet. Noradrenalin
treatment depleted luminescence within three weeks in
recently detached

fish,

southern

fish,

lack of exogenous luciferin also depleted

luciferin reserves within

may

have been the

10-18 months. The depletion
spontaneous luminescence

result of

or metabolic elimination of luciferin. Loss of luminescent

capacity by whatever

imately 2

light for

means was not detrimental

to the

The

induced luminescence between 20 and 48

h,

5

photons

over 40 min and

for the

s~'

many

amount of

dried

displays lasted less than

of multiplying the

maximum

intensity attained during the run by 40 min to derive photon yield, and then summing the trials for each fish, the
13

produced 2 X 10 photons s (range
2 X 10
to 2 X 10" photons s '), a value two orders of
magnitude below the theoretical yield. Thompson et al.
brightest fish only

'

i:

(

1988) report that the

luciferin ingested.

fish retain

Even

approximately 1% of the

after estimating the luciferin re-

tention rate at two orders of magnitude less than actually
ingested, the majority of the induced fish fall short of attaining theoretical values.

These experiments do not support either a

luciferin

synthesis or recycling mechanism for juveniles of the
southern population. Luminescence could be depleted by
continual challenges with noradrenalin or maintenance

on a

luciferin-free diet.

Although luminescence could be

restored with exogenous sources of luciferin, the effect
was not prolonged and emission values fell short of theoretical values.

These
al.

three luciferin sources used in our experiments

10'

liberal calculation

tremely

photophores as luminescence could be restored by luciferin administration.

X

20 min towards the end of the study. Even using the ex-

thus leading to the conclusions that

frequent stimulation expends maternally acquired reserves
and that a regeneration process is not present. In juvenile

(

1987) that the fish should theoretically yield approx-

results contrast with the reports

(1987; 1988a,b)

who found

of Thompson

et

that the persistence of T.

l4

all

more than

twice as quickly as reported in previous studies (Tsuji et
al.. 1972; Barnes ct al.. 1973). This is attributed to the

C]luciferin in the photophores and long
luminescence
after feeding small amounts of lulasting
ciferin suggested an active recycling mechanism in Puget
hilgenclorfii

Sound

[

adults

(Thompson

et al..

1988b). Furthermore,

which presumably allowed
quicker substrate transport to the photophores, and im-

they reported I'argula feeding to previously non-luminescent fish, yielded more light than was theoretically

proved instrumentation.

possible for

smaller body size of the

fish,

amount of luciferin

ingested.

B1OLUMINESCENCE

A major difference between our investigations and those
(1987; 1988a,b) was our use of southern juveniles instead of northern adults. These populations
may have evolved different luciferin pathways in response

of Thompson

el al.

to availability of exogenous luciferin in the diet of adults.

The southern habitat includes two luciferin sources, V.
tsujii and young P. notatus. Perhaps owing to this, they
have

lost

or have never evolved an alternative mechanism,

or possibly
stage

it

does not function until their

when they

later,

deep water

are out of range of exogenous sources. If

IN

NOTATVS

P.

187

Whether this is due to smaller reserves in posterior
photophores or a transport mechanism that gives the anterior sites higher priority remains unknown. A mechanism favoring supply of luciferin to anterior ventral phopub.).

tophores during luciferin limitation would have adaptive
value in preserving counterillumination capability for the
larger

and therefore more conspicuous, anterior

regions.

If the latter is true,

however, the localized anterior noradrenalin injection sites used in Thompson et al. (1987)
may have disproportionately depleted luciferin reserves

\
'argula disappeared gradually from the northern range,
the northern fish might have evolved mechanisms to
maximize the effects of increasingly rare encounters with

from the anterior series, thus resulting in the transport of
luciferin from the more distal sites. Whatever the mechanism, extrapolating intensities from anterior photophores

Another possibility is that the pathways
minimal
amounts
of luciferin to function. Once
require
levels drop below a critical concentration, enzymes needed
for synthesis or recycling are no longer produced.

would, therefore,

luciferin sources.

A

second difference in these investigations is that the
use of the integrating sphere photometer allowed us to
quantify more accurately the total light emission per fish
and avoid the assumptions concerning total light emitted,
average intensity, and differential photophore emission

made

in previous reports

(Thompson

el al.,

1987). For

result in erroneously higher emission
estimates and thereby induce error into calculations of

luciferin use.

We found no evidence of a mechanism for long-term
maintenance of luminescence capacity in southern fish.
Eventual loss of luminescence in animals without previous
noradrenalin exposure rules out the possible deleterious
of repeated noradrenalin challenges in the fish used
loss of luminescence capacity
after induction with luciferin showed that there was no
effects

in

our investigation. The

mechanism dependent on priming with nonluciferin. The loss of maternally or

(1987) multiplied the directly
example, Thompson
measured intensity of 127 photophores mostly from the

synthesis

branchiostegal and gular series (Greene, 1899) by 4.3 to
light emission from the whole fish, with the

naturally acquired reserves through spontaneous luminescence, diffusion, or autoxidation may have decreased

el al.

determine

underlying assumption that
intensities.

However, we

all

photophores emit equal

find that the branchiostegal

and

gular series contain the most intensely emitting photocalculated emission
phores of the entire fish (Table I).

We

based on photophore average intensity by dividing the

maternal sources of

luciferin

below recyclable

yields cast

However, the relatively
months) and low photon

levels.

short reinduction periods (3-6

doubt on the presence of a recycling mechanism

in second year southern fish.

We conclude that

three areas: ventral photophores inside the light
capture geometry of the Thompson et al. (1987) photo-

of the southern population must
continually acquire exogenous sources of luciferin, at least
during their early life history, to remain luminescent.

= 127), remultiplier (branchiostegal and gular series; n
ventral
and
lateral
(mandibular,
maining
photophores

Acknowledgments

fish into

ventral,

and

lateral series;

photophores (scapular

n

= 397) and head and

series;

n = 150).

We

dorsal

determined

output by taking the average intensity of the
photophores contained within representative series (listed
above for each area) and multiplying the average photototal light

phore intensity by the approximate number of photophores contained within each area. Our values indicate
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L.

that quantification of light intensity for the whole animal
by extrapolating from only the branchiostegal and gular
photophores overestimates light emission by at least a

M.

J. 1982.

Functional structure of soft-bottom communities

of the southern California

Another factor not considered by Thompson

et al..

(1987) in arguing for luciferin recycling is that, in the
course of losing luminescence capability, fish initially lose
luminescence capacity in posterior photophores. Fish low

luminescence capacity were noted by dark adapted observers to have many posterior photophores unresponsive
in

to noradrenalin application
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Abstract.

Ascidians specifically accumulate high levels

of vanadium from seawater in their blood
of the vanadium

all

present in

is

Frank

Almost
a reduced form in the

et al..

1986; Lee etui., 1988; Hirata and Michibata,

1990), even though the vanadium dissolved in seawater
seems to be present as vanadate(V) anions in the +5 ox-

cells.

although the metal exists in a +5 oxidation
state in seawater. It has, therefore, been assumed that

assumed

agents that cause the reduction of vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV) must be present within ascidian blood cells. In

vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV) must be present in ascidian
blood cells because they accumulate the metal from sea-

we have extracted a vanadium-binding subwhich we have called vanadobin, from the vanadocytes of ascidians. We examined whether vanadobin is

water.

blood

idation state

cells,

this regard,

1975). Therefore,

it

has been

that causes the reduction of

chibata and

Uyama, 1990; Michibata et al.. 1990a). Vanadium incorporated into vanadobin is maintained in the
reduced form and, therefore, vanadobin seems to be able

ESR

spectrometry revealed that not only a crude homogenate of vanadium-rich blood cells but also a purer form
of vanadobin eluted from a column of Sephadex G-15
could reduce vanadate(V). Our experiments demonstrate

to reduce vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV). In the present ex-

periments, the metal-reducing ability of vanadobin was
examined by spectrophotometry and ESR (electron spin

that vanadobin, a vanadium-binding substance extracted
from ascidian blood cells, can reduce vanadate( V) to vanin the

et al.,

some agent

binding substance, which we have called vanadobin, from
the vanadocytes of ascidians (Michibata et al., 1986; Mi-

involved in the reduction of vanadate(V) accumulated
from seawater. Data obtained by spectrophotometry and

it

McLeod

We have already reported the extraction of a vanadium-

stance,

adyl(IV) and maintain

(

that

resonance) spectrometry, after we demonstrated that the
supernatant of a homogenate of the blood cells could re-

reduced form.

duce the vanadate(V).
Introduction

Vanadium,

a multivalent metal,

is

and +3 oxidation

(Chasteen, 1983; Kustin

1983).

et a!.,

Materials and Methods

generally present in

the biosphere in the +5, +4,

Among

all

states

Homogenates of blood

isms examined, ascidians appear to be the only ones that
contain high levels of vanadium. High levels of specifically
accumulated vanadium in the blood cells of ascidians are

Specimens of Ascidia gemmata were collected at the
Asamushi Marine Biological Station of Tohoku University
in Asamushi, Aomori, Japan. The animals were transported to our laboratory and maintained in an aerated
aquarium at 12C until use. Blood was collected by cardiac puncture under an anaerobic atmosphere of nitrogen

reduced predominantly to the +3 oxidation state, with a
small amount of vanadium also present in the +4 oxidation state (Tullius

Received 16 January
*

Present address:

1

el al.,

99

1 ;

1980; Dingley

et a/.,

1981;

gas to preclude oxidation by air; subsequent manipulations were also carried out under the same conditions.

accepted 18 March 1991.

Mukaishima Marine

cells

organ-

The blood cells were separated from the blood plasma by
centrifugation at 3000 X g for 10 min at 4C. About

Biological Laboratory, Hiro-

shima University, Mukaishima-cho. Hiroshima 122, Japan.
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10 g wet weight of the pellet of blood cells were resuspended in 3 ml of acidified, deionized, and distilled water
(acidic

DDW)

had been degassed, bubbled with niand adjusted to pH 2.3 with 2 A/ HC1. We
that

trogen gas,
feared that the buffer solution, such as HCl-glycine buffer,
might interfere with ESR spectrometry; therefore, no
buffer solution

was used

in these experiments.

The

sus-

pension was then ground in a glass-Teflon homogenizer
2 ml of acidic DDW, the homogat 4C. After adding
1

enate obtained was centrifuged
to

remove the

An

cell debris.

at

1

1,500

Xg

for 10 min,

aliquot of the supernatant
for its ability to reduce

homogenate was examined

of the

AL.

Electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements of the
reduction ofvanadate(V)

ESR

spectrometry was carried out as described previously (Hirata and Michibata, 1990). Briefly, 100 n\ of a
mixture of two volumes of sample and one volume of 4

M H SO
;

were put into a quartz tube.

4

We

used a JES-

RE1X ESR

spectrometer (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo) for ESR
spectrometry. The instrument conditions were adjusted

microwave frequency, 9.2 GHz; magnetic field,
330
mT; microwave power, 5 mW; field modulation frequency, 100 kHz; field modulation width, 0.63
mT; and sweep time for recording, 4 min.
as follows:

100

vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV).

Chemicals
Extraction ofvanadobin (vanadium-binding substance)

The

was carried out as deml
of supernatant obtained as
scribed previously using
el
described above (Michibata
ai, 990a). The supernatant
X 56 cm long) of
was loaded onto a column (3.6 cm
Fine
Chemicals, Uppsala,
Sephadex G-15 (Pharmacia
Sweden) and eluted with acidic DDW in 5 ml.
The peak fractions, monitored at 254 nm, were separately pooled and lyophilized, and then were redissolved
in 10 ml of acidic DDW and kept in anaerobic atmosphere
extraction of vanadobin
7

All chemicals used were obtained

from commercial

sources and were of special grade, except for V 2 (SO 4 ),,
which was prepared according to the literature (Claunch

and Jones,

1963).

1

Results

<f>

Reduction ofvanadate(l') by a homogenate
of blood cells

As shown

in

enate of blood

Figure

1,

the supernatant of the

cells exhibits

homogtwo absorption maxima at

before use.
B

0.8i

08-i

Spectrophotometric measurements of the reduction

ofvanadate(V)

Aqueous solutions of vanadium(III) sulfate [V : (SO 4 h]
and vanadium(IV) oxide sulfate (VOSO 4 at low pH exhibit absorption maxima at 420 nm and 620 nm, and at
760 nm with a shoulder around 625 nm, respectively,
whereas an aqueous solution of sodium vanadium(V)
(Na,VO 4 exhibits no absorption maximum in the visible
)

0.4

)

range.

We

have already demonstrated that the ratio of
ions in the +3 state to those in the +4 oxidation

vanadium
state, which are associated with vanadobin. can be calculated from the respective molar absorption coefficients
(t)

(Michibata

el ai,

1990a), using the following formulae:

D 620

= A[M] X

D 760

= A[M] X

"

760

,

400 500 600 700 800 900

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Reduction of vanadate(V) by the supernatant of a hocells from Ascidia gemmata, as monitored by spectrophotometry. A. Immediately after the start of the reaction. B. ThirtyFigure

1.

mogenate of blood

after the start of the reaction. Absorption spectrum of the
supernatant of the homogenate of blood cells (a), of 8 m.M vanadate(V)
of vanadate( V)
(b), and of 8 roA/ vanadyl(IV) (c). When an 8 mA/ solution

one hours
,iv
760

and D 76I) are the observed absorbance of
vanadobin at 620 nm and 760 nm, respectively and e'" 6 2oIV
m
IV
t
1M e 62r> and c 76 o are the molar absorption coefficients of inorganic vanadium(lll) and vanadium(lV) in
water at each wavelength. Molar concentrations of vanadium(III) and vanadium(IV) associated with vanadobin, A[M] and B[M], can be calculated from the observed absorbance at 620 nm and 760 nm.
Here,

D 620

B[M] X

t

400 500 600 700 800 900

was added

to the supernatant, absorbance in the vicinity of

to vanadyl(IV) increased (d). Thirty-one

bance

at the shorter

wavelength than 530

creased and that at 760

nm

became

760

nm

due

hours after the reaction, absor-

nm

due

to vanadate(V) de-

clear (d), suggesting that the

added

vanadate(V) was reduced to vanadyl(IV) by the supernatant. By contrast,
addition of an 8 m.A/ solution of vanadyK IV ) to the supernatant resulted
in little

and

change

in the absorption

spectrum

31 hours after the start of the reaction.

(e)

both immediately after

The higher base

line in the

absorption spectrum of (d) than the others caused turbidity appeared
when vanadate(V) solution was added to the sample.
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Reduction ofvanadate(V) hy vunadobin; observations bv

Peak 2

spectrophotometry

1.50

When the supernatant of the homogenate of blood cells
was eluted from Sephadex G-15, five peaks were obtained
(Fig. 2). Amounts of vanadium contained in each peak
of material are illustrated as shaded squares in Figure 2.
Reduction experiments were performed with samples
of elutant that had been lyophilized and redissolved in 10
ml of acidic DDW. From the ratio of absorbance at 620

Peak 5

nm to that at

760 nm, it was calculated that the material
peak 2 contained vanadium in the +3 and +4 oxidation
states at a ratio of 1:25. When 0.8 ml of a solution of
in

CJ.2

mg

40

v

mM

vanadyl(IV) or vanadate(V) at concentrations from 4
mA/was added to each peak fraction, reduction of

=

to 16

~~60
Fraction

80

100

140

120

number

vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV) was significant in the case of
2, when monitored by spectropho-

the material in peak

2.
Elution profile of the supernatant of a homogenate of blood
from Ascidia gemmata from a column of Sephadex G-15. The
X 56 cm long)
supernatant (7 ml) was loaded onto a column (3.6 cm
of Sephadex G-15 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals) and eluted with

Figure

cells

<t>

DDW

pH

0.2

2.3 in 5 ml. Fractions

composing each peak were separately pooled, and amounts of vanadium in individual aliquots were
measured by ESR spectrometry. Then, the material under each peak
was lyophilized and kept under anaerobic conditions. The material in
(see text) at

the second peak contained the highest

ml,

V

:

V

226 ml, and

c

:

amount of vanadium.

V,:

570

280ml.

620 nm and 760 nm, which are assignable to vanadium(III) and vanadyl(IV), respectively. Comparing the
corresponding spectra observed in inorganic vanadium
complexes, as demonstrated previously (Michibata et ai,
1990a), we calculated that the supernatant of the homogenate of the blood cells intrinsically contained 25 mAf
vanadium in the +3 and +4 oxidation states at a ratio of
30:70.
.2 ml of an 8 mAf solution of vanadate( V)
an equal volume of the supernatant, spectral changes
were recorded. Figures 1A and IB show the spectra im-

After adding

1

to

mediately after mixing and after 3

760

1

h.

The absorbance

nm due to vanadyl(IV) became conspicuous,

accom-

added vanadate(V) was reduced to van-

adyl(IV) by the supernatant. By contrast, the addition of
the same amount of an 8 mAf solution of vanadyl(IV)
resulted

in

little

change. These observations indicate

some reducing agent is present in the supernatant of homogenate of blood cells from Ascidia gemmat a, which can reduce vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV). As

clearly that

shown

in Figure

1

B, the spectral

change with time reveals

that reduction of vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV) occurred

very slowly over the course of 3
reaction.

1

h

after the onset

Wavelength (nm)

at

panying the decrease of the absorbance at the wavelength
shorter than 530 nm due to vanadate(V) with time, suggesting that the

400 500 600 700 800 900

of the

Reduction of vanadate(V) by vanadobin from Ascidia
monitored by spectrophotometry. The samples of lyophilized
material (described in the legend to Fig. 2) were redissolved in 10 ml of
Figure

3.

Kcmmata

as

DDW

and reacted with an equal volume of either vanadate(IV)
or vanadylf V), both solutions were at 8 mA/ to examine their ability to
reduce vanadium. Absorption spectra of: (a) vanadobin; (b) an 8 mA/
acidic

solution of vanadate(V);

and

(c)

an 8

mA/

solution of vanadyl(IV). (d)

When

vanadate(V) (8 mA/) was reacted with vanadobin, a marked increased in absorbance at about 760 nm due to vanadyl(IV) was observed,
indicating that vanadate(V)
(e)

By

was reduced

to vanadyl(IV) by vanadobin.

contrast, addition of vanadyl(IV) (8

in little

change

mA/)

to

vanadobin resulted

in the absorption spectrum, indicating that

no further

reduction of vanadyl(IV) to vanadium(lll) had occurred. Unlike the results obtained with the supernatant of the homogenate of blood cells
1, the above changes in absorbance were observed
immediately after the start of the reaction, and the reduction was maintained for at least 24 h.

depicted in Figure
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Amounts of reduced vanadium lot
amounts of added vanadium (mM)

given

Amounts

of

5.0

Peak 2

4

mM

.

8

mM

16

mM

V(V)

mM

(100'/.|

mM

(65.5V.)

10.0

mM

mM

(345*.)

10.78

mM

(67 4V

(326''.)

Reduction of vanadate(V)

5.

276

.................... .......

522

Figure

5.0

V(V>

5.24

Peak 2

for

VI VI

4 00

Peak 2

non-reduced vanadium

given amounts of added vanadium (mM)

concentrations by

at different

material from peak 2 contained vanadobin, as measured by

ESR

spec-

trometry. All vanadate(V) was reduced to vanadyl(lV) at a concentration

of 4

mM vanadate(V).

However,

at 8

mM and

mM.

16

a part of the

vanadate(V) added was reduced by vanadobin. Thus, 0.8 ml of solution
of vanadate. In
of vanadobin could completely reduce about 5.2

mM

ml of the solution of vanadobin, the concentration of vanadium was
mole of vanadobin contains mole of vanadium
intrinsically 25 mM. If
mole of vanadate(V)
ions, then 5 moles of vanadobin readily reduce

0.8

250

410

I

I

1

ESR spectra of vanadobin and of a mixture of vanadobin
Figure -4.
with an 8 m.U solution of vanadate(V) at 77 K under anaerobic atmosphere of nitrogen gas.
8

mM

vanadate(V).

(a)

Vanadobin,

m.U

solution

mixture of vanadobin and

Oxovanadium [VO 2+ (IV)J

ESR

that

was

intrinsically

The addition of
of vanadate(V), which alone gave no ESR signal, to

present in the vanadobin gave typical

an 8

(b) a

to vanadvl(IV).

signals (a).

an equal volume of vanadobin increased the signal intensity to about
1. 2 times that generated by vanadobin alone.

mM

vanadium

vanadate(V) and 32.6% of that in 16

mM
mM vanadate(V)

was reduced,

respectively, after

clear that 0.8

ml of vanadobin prepared by us can reduce

5.2

tometry. Figure 3 shows the rapid reduction of vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV) that followed the addition of the

obtained are summarized in Figure 5: all of the
in 4
vanadate(V), 65.5% of that in 8

results

mM vanadate(V)

adding vanadobin.

to vanadyl(IV).

An

It

is

aliquot of 0.8

ml of vanadobin contained 25 mAf intrinsic vanadium.
If
mole of vanadobin contains mole of vanadium, 5
moles of vanadobin readily reduce mole of vanadate(V)
1

1

material in peak 2 (vanadobin). Although vanadate(V) in
solution exhibits no absorption in the vicinity of 760 nm,

to vanadyl(IV). This assumption, however, needs further

the addition of vanadobin induced a drastic increase in

investigation.

760 nm, which indicates the reduction of
vanadate(V) to vanadyl(IV). This spectral change was observed immediately after the start of the reaction, and the
reduction was maintained for at least 24 h.

absorbance

at

Reduction ofvanadote(V) by vanadobin: observation by

ESR

1

When
tected, as

same experiments were

Amounts

shown

,

reduced vanadium

ol

(Of

(mM)

Amounts

1.4

spectrometry was used to confirm the above reThe oxovanadyl chemical species [VO 2+ (IV)] is the

only species of vanadium that

is

detectable with an

ESR

spectrometer. Because the intensity of the ESR signal due
24
to
(IV) depends on the pH, the pH of samples was

VO

mM

Peak

8

I

mM

non-reduced vanadium

50

V( V)

069 mM

ot

for

given amounts of added vanadium (mM)

50

spectrometry

carried out with the

a decrease in reducing ability was dein Figure 6. The material in peak 1 re1

given amounts of added vanadium

ESR
sults.

the

material in peak

10.0

3 31

mM

(82 7V.)

751

mM

(939'.)

1548

mM

(967V.)

150

(173V.)

VI VI

049mM(61V.)
Peak

16

I

mM

V(VI

which the highest intensity of
signals was obtained) by the adding one half volume of 4
H : SO 4 Figure 4 shows the ESR spectra derived from
(a) vanadobin and (b) from a mixture of vanadobin and
8
vanadate(V). The signal intensity of the latter was
about 1.2 times as strong as that of the former solution,
suggesting that a portion of the added vanadate(V) was

spectrometry as described in the legend to Figure 5. Less reducing ability
was observed in this case, unlike that shown in Figure 5. The material
in peak
reduced a solution of about 0.5
vanadate(V) which cor-

reduced to the vanadyl(IV) species by vanadobin. The

responded to between 17.3% and 3.3% of the added metal.

adjusted to 0.21 (the

M

pH

at

052 mM (33V.

.

mM

Figure

6.

Reduction of vanadate(V) at different concentrations by
which contained no vanadobin, measured by ESR

material in peak

I

I

mM

VANADATE REDUCTION BY VANADOBIN

mM

duced about 0.5
vanadate(V), which corresponded
to 17.3% to 3.3% of the added metal. The material in the
other peaks eluted from the column showed little reducing
ability.

show

Among

the

rest,

the material in peak 3 did not

a reducing ability, although

it

contained the second

highest level of vanadium.
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they proposed that it was involved in both the accumulation and the reduction of vanadium in the blood cells

(Macara

et ai,

1979a, b: Bruening et ai. 1985). However,
no fluorescence due to the

in addition to the fact that

tunichrome was observed from the vanadocytes (Michibata

1988; 1990b), Bulls et ai (1990) pointed out
tunichrome were barely able to re-

et ai,

that analogues of the

duce vanadium(V) to vanadium(IV). Moreover, specific
binding of vanadium has not yet been observed within

Discussion

Because almost

dobin

is

all

the

vanadium contained

in

vana-

kept in a reduced chemical form (Michibata

et

1990a), it seems clear that vanadobin cannot only
reduce the metal but also maintain in the reduced form.
a!..

The

present results have demonstrated that vanadobin,
extracted from the vanadium-rich blood cells of Ascidia

gemmala by

elution from a

can reduce vanadate(V) to

column of Sephadex G-15,
vanadyl(IV), as shown both

by spectrophotometry and ESR spectrometry. We have
confirmed that no reduction of vanadate(V) occurred
when inorganic vanadate(V) and vanadyl(IV) (8 mM)
were mixed together under the same conditions as those
used in the experiments described here (data not shown).
It is therefore clear that vanadobin reduces vanadate(V)
to vanadyl(IV).

Except for the vanadobin eluted

in

peak 2

(Fig. 2), the

the tunichrome. Therefore,
that

as

it is noteworthy that the agent
combines with vanadium can reduce vanadate(V),

shown

in the present experiments.

We

have already demonstrated that the vanadiumcontaining blood cells the vanadocytes are the signet
ring cells, and not the morula cells as previously thought
(Michibata et ai, 1987); we have also shown that vanadobin is contained in the signet ring cells (Michibata and

Uyama, 1990) and we have demonstrated

may

well be a universal
role in the

prominent
cells

and

chibata

in the

complex

vanadobin
playing a
in blood

accumulation of vanadium

maintenance of

1990a). Therefore,

et ai,

that

in ascidians,

concentration (Mithat van-

its

we conclude

reduced by vanadobin in the vanadocytes of
vanadium-containing ascidians, even though details of the

adate(V)

is

mechanism remain unresolved. The

physiological ability,

materials in the other peaks showed little ability to reduce
the metal. Unexpectedly, the material in peak 3, which

observed uniquely in ascidian blood cells, to reduce and
maintain vanadium in the low-oxidation state attracts

contained the second highest amount of vanadium (Fig.
2), did not show a reducing ability. Although its absorption

many

spectrum was different from that of peak 2, which was
the typical spectrum of vanadobin, it closely resembled
that of the inorganic vanadium complex in the +4 oxidation state, as reported previously (Michibata et ai,
1990a). In other words, it may be that peak 3 did not
contain vanadobin but inorganic vanadium released from
vanadobin; therefore, no reducing ability would be observed.

A

crude supernatant, obtained from a homogenate of
gemmata, was also able to reduce

the blood cells of A.

vanadatef V). This result

is

not surprising. In living blood

various reducing agents, such as ascorbic acid, glutathione, and cysteine, are generally present. In fact, the
cells,

investigators in a variety of fields.
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Breeding Population of the Western Pacific Crab
Hemigrapsus sanguineus (Crustacea: Decapoda:
Grapsidae) Established on the Atlantic Coast
of North America
JOHN

J.

McDERMOTT

Department of Biology, Franklin and Marshall College. Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604

The west Pacific grapsid crab Hemigrapsus sanguineus
was found in the United States for the first time in 198S.
Additional crabs were recovered in 1990 from Townsends

grapsid crabs that live

among

rocks, individuals of H.

sanguineus are secretive and swift, and one must turn
rocks over rapidly and snatch them quickly in order to

females),

and Cape May Harbor, New Jersey (22 males, 16
and four of the females collected from June

catch them; otherwise, they retreat among the lower inaccessible rocks. All crabs were transported to the Franklin

through September were ovigerous. Thus, H. sanguineus
has now established itself in southern New Jersey, the first

and Marshall laboratory where they were easily maintained individually in 2 cm of unaerated seawater (tem-

well-documented case of an exotic brachyuran becoming

perature 19C, salinity ~30%o); they subsisted on pieces
of the macroscopic algae Enteromorpha sp. and Ulva lac-

Inlet

established along the east coast of the United States.

and otherwise required minimal care, except for a
water
daily
change. Crabs were measured with a dial calto
the
nearest 0.1 mm. The 22 males ranged from
ipers
tuca.

The marine

grapsid crab Hemigrapsus sanguineus (de
Haan, 1853), native to the western Pacific Ocean, was
first

recovered in the eastern United States in September

mm CW (mean 17.2 4.6), and from 7.3 to
mm CL (mean 15.2 4.1); 15 females ranged from
3.6 to 24.4 mm CW (mean 17.6
5.1), and from 3.3 to
21.3 mm CL (mean 15.3
4.4). The greater range in
8.3 to 24.1

1988; a single ovigerous female was found in a rocky intertidal zone under a bridge at Townsends Inlet, Cape

21.0

County, New Jersey (1) (Fig. 1). The site was not
reinvestigated until 20 months later (28 May 1990), and

May

females was due to one juvenile (3.6 mm), resulting from
the 1990 spawning season, collected 15 October. The next

time an immature female H. sanguineus was recovered [carapace width (CW) X carapace length (CL)
= 12.8 X 10.8
mm]. This second finding suggested that
at that

smallest female

was the

mm

The discovery also provided
document a potentially major in-

specimen collected 28
was collected 26 June.
These and other juveniles were probably from the 1989
spawning season.
Ovigerous females (n == 4) were found from June

Subsequently, 36 additional mature and immature

through September (not in July collections). One ovigerous crab, obtained on 26 June (CW X CL = 24.4 X 21.3

the original record of the crab in

New

simply fortuitous, but that this Pacific

May;

Jersey was not
brachyuran was

established in Atlantic waters.

a rare opportunity to
troduction.

and 14 females) (Fig. 2) were collected
and 6 July, 22 August, 2 September, 5 and
28 October 1990) at the same site. Crabs were usually
located in the mid to upper intertidal zone under rocks
covered with Fucus vesiculosus, but at low tide some
moved below the mid intertidal. As with many intertidal
1

mm)

mm), carried embryos half filled with yolk but with no
apparent pigment or eye development. The crab was preserved three days later, and the embryos were counted (n

crabs (22 males
(26 June, 3

12.8

the smallest male (8.3

1

=

Two ovigerous crabs (CW X CL = 5.2 X 3.2
X 19.8 mm) were collected on 22 August. The
smaller of them released its zoeae (n = 6328) two days
later, and on 27 August it had another brood. Although
28,702).

mm,

Received 15 November 1990; accepted 30 April 1991.

the crab aborted
195

1

1

23.2

many undeveloped

eggs from this brood.

196

J.

J.

McDERMOTT
was maintained in the aquarium
on 18 June 1990.

until

it

was preserved

H. sanguineus has become established on the ocean
May County, New Jersey, and likely will be

side of Cape

found

environmentally suitable locations elsewhere in
in the upper intertidal levels of rocky areas

in

the state

(i.e.,

or possibly on

artificial substrates suspended near the waThis crab was probably introduced into the
United States before 1988, because its presence could have

ter line).

New Jersey may not be the focal
or
the
focal
point
only
point of its introduction, and perin adjoining mid-Atlantic
it
is
established
haps
already
been easily overlooked.

states.

H. sanguineus

now

is

the only other

member

of the

genus found in the Atlantic Ocean (2,3,4), except for H.
affinis Dana, 1851, which ranges from Cape St. Roque,
Brazil, to the Gulf of San Matias, Patagonia (5). The genus
is

represented in the northern hemisphere of the eastern

by H. niulus (Dana, 1851) and H. oregonensis
(Dana, 1851) (5,6), and by //. creniilatus (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) in the southern hemisphere (5).
Pacific

A

-CMH
CAPE MAY

7C50'

Sites on the Atlantic coast of the Cape May peninsula, New Jersey,
Figure 1.
where Hfmigrupsus sanguineus has been discovered. TI = Townsends Inlet (the
=
main
location;
Harbor, which is inside of Cape May Inlet

CMH

study

Cape May

brief

resume of

its life

intertidal

lantic seaboard. In Japan, at

about the same latitude as

might have on the

New Jersey, H. sanguineus is one of the largest and most
common grapsid crabs living in rocky intertidal habitats
(7). It is

tertidal

at least one other abundant
Haan, 1835). In the rocky in-

sympatric there with
of

New

Jersey,

it

may

be competitive with the

native brachyurans found in the

= 3360) hatched from the remaining eggs 25
days later. The larger of the two crabs had nearly the full
complement of yolk in its embryos, and released its zoeae
the zoeae (n

7 days. Many zoeae were eaten by the crab, so the
brood was not counted. One of the two females collected
on 21 September (CW X CL = 19.3 X 16.8 mm) was
ovigerous, and it released its zoeae the next day (n
=
13,090). The first female H. sanguineus collected 24
after

1

(1) was also ovigerous. Thus the eggbearing period extends from at least June through September.

September 1988

A

(CW X CL
mm) was collected by Lisa Wargo sometime

non-ovigerous female H. sanguineus

= 18. 5

X

16.2

during January or February 1990, in Cape May Harbor
57' 12" N, 74
53' 20" W), 23.4 km south of the
(38
Townsends Inlet site (Fig. 1 ). This crab was one of at least

same species; they were
recovered from small clumps of mussels (Mylilus editlis
L.) obtained in the Harbor and were maintained in an

three specimens, of apparently the

aquarium, with

May

fish

and other invertebrates, at the Cape
The crabs must have been very

Point State Park.

when collected, because they were only noticed later
when they were ~ 10 mm CW. The crab delivered to me
small

may

impact that this grapsid
environment along the At-

grapsid, H. penicillatus (de

(indicated).

history characteristics

give insight into the potential

same

habitat;

xanthids, Eurypanopeus depressus (Smith,

panope sayi (Smith,

and Panopeus

three

herbstii H.

834; juveniles of the portunid, Carcinus
(Linnaeus, 1758); and juveniles of the cancrid,

Milne Edwards,

maenas

1869),

i.e..

1869), Neo-

1

Cancer irroratus Say, 1817.
Fukui's studies (8) on the fecundity of H. sanguineus
in

Japan, along with

my

observations in

New

Jersey, in-

rapid increase in Atlantic waters.
Fukui determined that females may live for at least three

dicate the potential for

its

the largest capable of producing more than 5
broods/year, with as many as 56,000 eggs/brood. Using
Fukui's regression equation for the correlation between
the number of eggs/brood and carapace width, the 35.8
years,

mm ovigerous crab collected in

1988

(

1 )

may have

carried

more than 52,000 embryos. My preliminary data, however, on brood size versus carapace width from the other
New Jersey specimens give values somewhat greater than
those predicted by Fukui's equation. In Japan, the crab's
breeding season is from March to October, with the main
in May-June (8), a period longer than the fourmonth season suggested by my preliminary information
from New Jersey. The 25-day developmental period at
19C, recorded for the second brood of the 15.2 mm H.

peak

EXOTIC CRAB ESTABLISHED IN

U.S.

197

B

Figure

Three

2.

living

Hemigrapsus sanguineus collected 26 June 1990 at Townsends Inlet,
= 20 mm; B. mature male, 14.2
CW and immature female. 8.3

mm CW. scale

female. 18.5

sanguineus mentioned above,

is

mm

predicted by Fukui's
between incuba-

for the relationship

regression equation

and water temperature for embryos raised in
Water
Japan.
temperatures in New Jersey from June
through September would be conducive to the production
of about four broods during this period. Fukui found that
females reach maturity at 14.0
CW, and have a maxtion period

mm

imum

CW

of 39.0

female collected in

imum

size

mm. Thus, the 35.8 mm ovigerous
New Jersey in 1988 is near the max-

recorded for Japan, and the smallest mature

Townsends

crab found at

Inlet

(CW

=

15.2

mm)

is

close

New

Jersey: A.

mature

mm CW.

Erie,

but seems never to have established a breeding pop( 14). A single specimen of Er-

ulation in the Great Lakes

loc/icir was reported from Louisiana's Mississippi River
Delta region in 1987(15,16), but has not been found again

since.

H. sanguineus could have a great impact on the normal
rocky intertidal environment. Therefore, the latitudinal
extent of the species must be determined, its spread monitored, and its community interactions studied. Research

on

its

further distribution in

Atlantic states

is

New

Jersey and other mid-

now underway.

to Fukui's value.

H. sanguineus has not been recorded from the west
coast of the United States (6,9,10,1
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Social Control of

Sex Change

in the

Bluehead Wrasse,

Thalassoma bifasciatum (Pisces: Labridae)
ROBERT

R.

WARNER* AND STEPHEN

E.

SWEARER

f

*Department of Biological Sciences and Marine Science Institute. University of California,
Santa Barbara, California 93106, and ^ Division of Biology and Medicine,
Box G, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912

(Warner et al.. 1975; Warner and Hoffman, 1980;
Charnov, 1982a,b; Warner, 1984; Hoffman et al.. 1985;
Shapiro, 1989). An assumption made in many of these

While the bluehead wrasse has long been used
is no published evidence that sex change in this species is socially
controlled. Here we show that removal of large terminal
color phase (TP) males from local populations leads to
sex and color change in the largest initial color phase (IP)
Abstract.

tested

as a test species in sex allocation theory, there

studies

no sex changes occurred in control
which the TP males were handled but replaced, and in which only the IP males were removed.
The response to removals was quite precise, resulting in
populations in

TP

that the bluehead wrasse changes sex in response

Here we show that T. bifasciatum does indeed demonstrate rather precise social control
of sex change and give data as well on the time course of
sex and color change.

females. In contrast,

a nearly one-to-one replacement of

is

to local social conditions.

Background and Methods

males.

Adult bluehead wrasses occur in two major color phases
(Warner and Robertson, 1978). Smaller males and all fe-

Large individuals that had been seen spawning as females on the day prior to the manipulation, initiated male

TP males
and spawned in the male role the same day. Color changes
were noted within a day and were distinct within four
days. Sex change was verified by histological examination
of the gonads of the changing individuals. All had functional testes, and all showed evidence of recent transition
from the ovarian condition. Mature sperm can be produced in as little as eight days after the initiation of sex

males are

behaviors within minutes of the removal of the

stripe

in the initial color (IP) phase: a yellow dorsal

surmounts a

lateral series

IP to the TP phase, the head becomes suffused with blue,
the two most anterior green blotches intensify, darken,
and lengthen vertically, while the other blotches fade. In-

change.

dividuals with blue heads

wrasse,

Thalassoma bifasciatum, has

1975; Victor, 1986,
1990,

therein).

Warner

et al,

change.

to distinguish

TP

result of sex change (termed secondary
males) from those that originated as IP males (primary
males; see Reinboth, 1967).

protogynous hermaphrodites (Warner
and Robertson, 1978), and the species has served as a
model against which the sex allocation theory has been

May

Gonad anatomy can be used

males that are the

The majority of individuals

in this species are

Received 29

re-

pattern (Warner and Robertson, 1978). Both IP males
and females can become TP males, the latter through sex

and references therein; Warner, 1988a,

and references

still

manent: individuals cannot temporarily revert to the IP

been the subject of intensive study in behavior and ecology
for nearly 60 years (e.g.. Tee- Van, 1932; Stoll, 1955; Feddern, 1965; Roede, 1972; Reinboth, 1973;

and green bodies, but

taining remnants of the posterior blotches, are termed
intermediate (INT). The change to TP coloration is per-

Introduction

The bluehead

of green blotches separated

by white bars. The largest individuals are in the terminal
color phase (TP): a bright blue head is separated from a
green body by three vertical bars, two of which are black
and the other white. As an individual changes from the

All fieldwork

was carried out on patch

reefs in

Tague

S. Virgin Islands, near the West Indies
Bay,
Laboratory. Manipulations of population structure on
small reefs were carried out in June-August, 1989, while
St.

1991; accepted 9 July 1991.
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the larger reef experiments were performed during the
same period in 1990.

S
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ovarian cavity) into which the gonadal lamellae protrude
(Reinboth, 1967; Sadovy and Shapiro, 1987). Recently
sex-changed labrid fishes also have large amounts of de-

For the small reef manipulations, we chose five isolated
than 100 nr in area) ranging in adult population size from 24 to 57 individuals. After three days

generating oocytes scattered throughout the lamellae (see
Warner, 1975). In contrast, primary males have a solid

of observation of mating on these reefs, all individuals
were captured, sexed through examination of their genital
(S.L.). Fepapillae, and measured to the nearest 0.1

generating oocytes (Reinboth, 1967).
When the sex-changed individuals were removed from

reefs (all less

mm

males have a blunt genital papilla that protrudes over the
broad genital opening, while males have a pointed papilla
that terminates in a small genital aperture. In addition,

sperm can always be expressed from functional males. All
IP males were removed from the reefs, and on the randomly chosen experimental reefs (n = 3) all TP and INT
individuals were
larger than

60

removed

mm

as well.

On

all reefs,

females

were tatooed with unique com-

S.L.

binations of spots of a vital stain (Alcian Blue) before they
were returned to the reef. On the control reefs (n = 2),

we removed

TP and INT

males and then replaced
then monitored the reproductive
activity and coloration of the females on all reefs, intensively for two days after the removal, and on a weekly

them

after

basis for a

the

30 min.

month

We

thereafter.

The

identity of individuals

showing male courtship behavior and transition to TP
coloration was confirmed by noting the markings that
had been applied.
Reproductive behavior was monitored during the daily
mating period, which begins in the early afternoon and
lasts for an average of
10 min (Warner and Hoffman,
Male
1980).
reproductive behavior consists primarily of
and
courtship. Males vigorously chase all conaggression
from
the mating site, except females arriving
specifics away
to spawn. When a ripe female arrives, the male positions
1

himself in the water column over the female,

swimming

in tight circles while rapidly vibrating his pectoral fins.

He may

then descend to the female and touch her dorsal

area, or

may swim

rapidly

upwards and back down

in a

movement

reminiscent of the actual spawning rush. Females are never seen to perform these behaviors. To in-

testis,

with no evidence of either a central cavity or de-

we continued to monitor the remaining residents. In addition, the TP and INT males
were removed from the control reefs once the initial twoweek observation period was over; subsequent monitoring
ensured that the initial lack of response seen on these
reefs was not due to some inherent quality of the reef
itself. After the initial two-week period, we also verified
sexual function of the remaining IP individuals on all
the experimental reefs,

reefs by capturing them before the spawning period began
and holding them in nets until after spawning on nearby
reefs had ended. Females who were to spawn that day

could then be stripped of ripe eggs with gentle pressure
applied in the dorsal area of the body cavity; on average,
females spawn on two out of every three days (Warner,
1985; Schultz and Warner, 1989). Functional males ex-

sperm under the same treatment.
Most populations of the bluehead wrasse are much
larger than those present on the small patch reefs used in
the experiment. To determine the precision of TP male
replacement in larger populations, in 1990 we removed
all TP and INT individuals from four larger reefs (3002600 m 2 total population sizes ranging between 256 and
422 individuals), and returned two weeks later to monitor
press

;

number of

individuals in the remaining population
had undertaken the shift toward TP male status. Past
tagging studies have shown that adults do not move from
reef to reef (Warner and Hoffman, 1980; Warner, 1984,
1987), so that new TP and INT individuals could be reliably assumed to have arisen from the resident populathe

that

tion.

dicate their readiness to spawn, females will turn their

head upwards, and soon after will dash upwards about a
meter toward the surface, accompanied by the male. At
the apex of the spawning rush, the female will flip upside
down, release her eggs, and then rapidly descend.

Individuals showing evidence of sex change (that
prior females

who had

initiated

oration) were later collected.

male behavior and

The markings and

is,

col-

length

were rechecked, and the individuals were dissected to determine gonadal state. The gonads of ten of these individuals were preserved in Bouin's solution and prepared
for histological examination. Cross-sections cut at 12

nm

were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Testicular
function was verified by the presence of crypts of developing sperm. Secondary male status was indicated by the
presence of a central lumen (the previously functional

Results

Responses to removals of large males

Removals were performed

in the

morning.

On

the ex-

(2-4) of the largest females presperimental
ent began to exhibit aggression towards other large females
and to court smaller females within minutes of the rereefs, several

moval of the large males. During the mating period that
day, these same largest IP individuals (who had been observed to mate as females with a TP male on the previous
day) courted and spawned in the male role with the remaining females on the reef. In contrast, on the two control reefs, the largest females spawned in normal fashion
as females with the resident TP males, and continued to
do so for the two-week experimental period.

SEX
Overall, there

of TP and

was a very strong response

CHANGE
to the

IN
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removal

the experimental reefs (Table I).
Eleven such males were removed from the three experi-

and nine females changed to male roles
within two weeks. In contrast, no changes were noted on
the control reefs over the same period, even though IP
males had been removed in the same fashion as on the
mental

SEX CHANGING FEMALES

I

I

i

I

IP

FEMALES

I

I

IP

MALES

INT males on

reefs,

experimental

reefs.

^H
BK

INTERMEDIATE MALES
TP MALES

j

z

In every case, the individuals that undertook the shift
to male function were the largest remaining individuals

example from one of the
worth
noting that the IP males
experimental
tended to be located in the larger end of the IP size range,
which might be expected because on small reefs they grow

on the

reef.

Figure

1

gives an

reefs. It is

faster

STANDARD LENGTH

than females (Warner, '984).

Of the

18 large IP individuals that continued to display

female coloration during the

initial

observation period (6

on the experimental reefs and 12 on the controls), none
showed evidence of male function; all continued to spawn
8 produced normal
in the female role. Fifteen of the
clutches of eggs on the day of capture. The remaining
three had normal female genital papillae, and sperm could
not be expressed from any of them.
The pattern of sex changes in response to the removal
of TP and INT males continued after the initial observation period on both the experimental and control reefs
(Table I). For six subsequent removals on the experimental
reefs, five females changed to the male role. The removal
of 12 TP and INT individuals from the former control
reefs resulted in 8 females changing to male roles, whereas

(MM)

Figure 1.
Beginning size, sex, and color distribution and outcome
of removal of large males of Thalassoma bifasciatum from Reef 9A,
Tague Bay, St. Croix. All males were removed, and the four largest females

on the reef changed

sex.

1

Table

Outcomes of two
A.

sets

none had behaved

as males before. This indicates that the

control reefs contained individuals that were capable of
sex change, so that the initial lack of response on these
reefs
left

was

likely

due

to the fact that the larger males were

in residence.

The overall pattern of response for both small and larger
was quite precise (Fig. 2). The slope of the regression
relating number changing to number removed was 0.89,
reefs

which was not

significantly different

I

of experiments removing Thalassoma bifasciatum from small patch reefs in Taxuc Bay.

TP and INT removed

at outset:

St.

Croix

from a one-to-one
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16

14

-

12

-

S.
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not detectable outside of the mating period. By day 3,
however, the largest individuals had begun the transition

TP coloration. Over
maximum of 28 days),

to

O

8

cc

in-

permanent bluish tinge, and the two anterior lateral
blotches had darkened and enlarged, but the body was

LJJ

6

CO

only the two or three largest

dividuals on each reef proceeded to develop full INT coloration, and this was apparent within five days. In the
rest of the changing individuals, the head region had a

10

<
O

the course of the observations (a

not yet green. No individuals attained full TP status over
the course of the experiment. None of the IP fishes on
2

-

the control reefs initiated color change during the

initial

experimental period.
6

4

8

10

12

16

Sex change

NUMBER REMOVED
Responses of remaining individuals to removals of INT
males of Thalassoma bifasciatum on patch reefs in Tague Bay,

and
St.

TP

Croix.

Table

II

Shown

(initial

larger reefs.

On

are the results from the removals from reefs shown in
and subsequent removals shown separately) and four

the vertical axis are the total

number of

individuals

changing from IP coloration to INT coloration during a two-week period.
The dotted line represents a one-for-one response. The solid line is a
regression of the number changing (NC) against the number removed
- 0.049; r = .91, P
(NR). The regression equation is NC = .894NR

<

No individual

2.

Figure

0.001.

INT

It

males.

had
examined
gonads
histologically
active sperm production (Table II).

identified as a potential sex-changer

functional ovaries. All 10

were

engaged in
Furthermore, all of these testes were secondary (derived
from previously functional ovaries), with varying amounts
of degenerating oocytic material still in the gonadal latestes

mellae.

Sex change apparently can proceed quite rapidly. Even
individual 10A3, observed spawning as a female before
the manipulation and captured 8 days later, was already
producing

should be noted, however, that not all of the
on
responses
larger reefs were necessarily sex changes, because IP males were not removed along with the TP and
response.

verified

tailed

sperm.

Of the

10 individuals investigated

had spermatogenesis not yet
the production of mature sperm. All of these

histologically, in only three

proceeded to
had been first observed to display early intermediate coloration 8 to 9 days before capture.

Discussion

Changes

in coloration
It is

As

day of the manipulation, IP individuals sometimes slightly darkened their heads while
courting and mating. These coloration differences were
early as the

first

Table
Si:e, coloration,

two estimates of time since

jnini initial phase coloration

to

population. Social control of sex change in reef fishes was
first

documented two decades ago

(Fishelson, 1970;

II

of sex change, and gonadal state for ten individuals obserfed to change
male coloration and behavior over the course of the experiments

initiation

and female behavior

change sex when
males are removed from the local

clear that female bluehead wrasses

larger brightly colored

Rob-

SEX CHANGE
ertson, 1972),
eral

and

occasions

its

(e.g.,

precision has been described

Fricke and Fricke, 1977;

on

IN

sev-

Moyer and

Nakazono, 1978; Shapiro, 1979, 1980; Ross el at.. 1983,
1990; comprehensively reviewed by Ross, 1990). Within
the genus Thalassoma, social control has been shown in
captive groups of T. lucasanum (Warner, 1982), and T.
diiperrey(Rossetal.. 1983, 1990), but never before under
field conditions. In T. duperrey it was further shown that
it
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was the relative size of the individual within the local

group that was the cue for sex change; neither the
sex nor the coloration of the other individuals in the group
appeared to have any additional stimulatory or inhibitive
effect. While this is likely to be true for Thalassoma bifasciatum as well, it cannot be conclusively shown, given
social

itoring the

minimum sex- or size-ratio at which individuals

sex. In other words, what percent of
the population was smaller than the smallest individual
seen changing sex on each reef? This varied from 83 to

were seen to change

94%, with a mean of 88.2%. (n =
ratio

5),

suggesting a critical

larger. However, we
measures would be very

of 7.5 smaller individuals to

stress that these various ratio

similar even

if

a simple one-for-one replacement sex-

change mechanism was in operation. To resolve this issue,
one would need to vary the number of smaller individuals
left on the reef after the male removals, similar to the
experiments of Ross
of T. duperry.

et al.

In any event, there

is

(1990) for captive populations

certainly

no

fixed critical ratio

our experimental design.
Shapiro (1980) obtained a remarkably precise response
to multiple removals of males in the serranid Anthias

for T. bifasciatum as a whole, because the sex

squamipinnis, and also observed that not all individuals
responded immediately to the removal. Instead, sex

spond to a

changes (as indicated by coloration changes) tended to be
separated by an interval of about two days. Shapiro hypothesized that the subsequent development of sex change
in subordinate females

was slowed by the

initial

devel-

opment of male characters in higher-ranked females.
While our monitoring was not conducted often enough

and

col-

oration ratios change radically with reef size (Warner and
Hoffman, 1980). It may be, however, that individuals reratio appropriate to the reef

on which they
model in

find themselves (termed the behavioral-scaling

Ross, 1990). Sex change of a

number of large females also

reduces the pool of potential mates for the newly dominant males. If the critical-ratio hypothesis is correct, there

should be

slightly

fewer individuals changing sex than were

removed on the experimental

reefs.

There does

exist

such

to detect the exact sequence of successive sex changes,

a trend in our removal experiments (Fig. 2), but it will
take much larger sample sizes to distinguish this trend

some

from random

individuals did not initiate the process immediately.

Of the 22 individuals that changed sex on the small reefs,
4 were known to have delayed changing at least 7 days
after the removal of the males. The aggression directed
by large sex-changing females toward other large individuals may have contributed to this delay.
While the removal of TP males in Thalassoma bifasciatitm results in a precise sex-change response (Fig. 2),
it is

unclear

on bigger
that the

how

this precision is attained. Particularly

seems unlikely
a direct response by one individual

reefs with large populations,

mechanism

is

to the loss of a particular male.

On

periments with small groups of

fishes,

it

the basis of their ex-

Ross

et al.

(1990)

The

variation.

and gonadal responses to
male removals among the females on the experimental
reefs were very rapid, as were seen in other sex-changing
species (Robertson, 1972; Shapiro, 1979, 1985). Behavbehavioral, coloration,

occurred almost instantaneously, suggesting that the initiation of mating and aggressive behaviors
characteristic of males in this species are not dependent
ioral responses

on hormone

levels (see

Crews and Moore, 1986,

for a

discussion of the various possible relationships between

hormones and mating behavior). While we did not collect
gametes from matings, it is extremely unlikely that sexchanging individuals could produce sperm in the first few

duperrey was mediated
change
mechanism:
individuals would
a
critical
size-ratio
by
there
were
sex
when
sufficiently few larger indichange

days after the manipulations. Thus these individuals appear capable of spawning in the male role without release

enough smaller individuals present in

Ross (1990) suggested that gametocytes of the heterologous sex are maintained in the gonads of some species

suggested that sex

viduals as well as

in T.

the local population. In our study,

it

tinguish direct responses to removal

is difficult

to dis-

from reactions to

of sperm.

to facilitate rapid sex change.

While

T.

bifasciatum shows

no

changed these

sign of such heterologous gametocytes in the ovary,
this does not appear to inhibit the ability of females to

in the

rapidly

changes in the

size, sex,

or color ratios because removals

ratios as well. The proportions of color types
pre-manipulation populations in our study was
variable: from 8 1 to 96% of the total population was in
the IP color phase (Table I). The mean percentage of the

assume functional male

In this study,

status.

we could not determine the relative timing

of changes in coloration and gonadal condition;

all in-

population within the IP size range was 88%, a ratio
of IP to TP of 7. 3:1. Of the 147 females remaining on all

dividuals that were collected had initiated changes toward
TP coloration, and all were well advanced in sperm pro-

reefs after the initial removals, the

duction. Stoll (1955) induced both color change

total

changed

sex, resulting in a color ratio

17 largest (11.6%)

of 7.6:1.

also investigate the possibility of a critical ratio

One can
by mon-

change

in

1

3 females with injections of

methyl

and

sex

testoster-

one; the color change began four days after treatment,
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and all individuals were producing sperm when they were
examined 20 days after the injection. However, other
studies on this species have shown that under normal circumstances, sex change can precede color change, because
larger IP individuals can be secondary males (Warner and
Robertson, 1978).
Individuals should change sex when the reproductive
prospects of functioning as the opposite sex exceed the
expectations of the current sex (the size-advantage model;

Warner el a/., 1975; Charnov, 1982a;
Warner, 1988b). If mate monopolization depends on the
ability to dominate other individuals, and if dominance
depends on relative size, then it is the largest individuals
seeGhiselin, 1969;

in a local

population that should change sex in response
to large male removals. Relative size does convey dominance in the bluehead wrasse (Warner and Schultz, in

and the

prep.),

males are most reproductively suc-

largest

cessful

(Warner, 1984). Accordingly, it is only the largest
females that change sex when the TP and INT males are

removed

(Fig.

1),

as predicted

by the size-advantage

model.

SWEARER

E.

S.
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stage zoea

ecological implications. Several broad scale patterns are

and adults were assayed for behavioral responses to 16
amino acids and sugars. Larval chemosensitivity was examined using computer-video motion analysis of swimming behavior. Adult sensitivity was assayed by deter-

apparent, based on current work. In general, the particular
spectrum of substances eliciting a response is correlated
with diet. Flesh eaters tend to respond strongly to amino

mining the substances that elicit feeding. The pattern of
chemoreception expressed by V. longisignalis adults is
strongly correlated with that measured previously in adult
sand fiddler crabs, Uca pugilator. This concordance

are generally unresponsive to sugars (see reviews of Ache,

Abstract.

Fiddler crab

(

L'ca longisignalis)

first

acids,

1982; Carr, 1988; Laverack, 1988; Zimmer-Faust, 1989).

The

particular substances generating large responses are
often dominant organic components in prey tissues. In
contrast to flesh eaters, herbivorous organisms are highly

abilities probably reflects shared trophic ecologies
of the two species. In contrast, a quantitative analysis
shows no significant correlation between the sets of com-

among

pounds inducing chemoreceptive behavior by

larval

sometimes to organic acids and nucleotides, and

responsive to carbohydrates (Zimmer et al.. 1979; Robertson el al, 1981; Trott and Robertson, 1984; Rittschof

and

and Buswell, 1989), which occur as algal storage products
and components of extracellular mucous sheaths (Fogg,
1966; Fogg #a/.. 1973;Craigie, 1974;Darley, 1977; Paulsen et al., 1978) and sometimes to amino acids that are

adult U. longisignalis. The strongest responses (by both
stages) are elicited by substances found in potential prey,
and differences in prey types among larvae and adults

appear responsible for the lack of correlation. Larvae do,
however, respond to substances abundant in prey consumed by adults, even though these substances are absent,
or occur at low levels, in larval prey. Adults, on the other

characteristic of algal material.

hand, appear insensitive to compounds that cue only larval food, but which are maximally stimulatory to larvae.

The spiny lobsters Panulirus
each respond to a wide array of
amino and organic acids, and exhibit a broad overlap in
the substances eliciting a response. However, within the

In spite of broad scale associations between diet and
the response spectrum of organisms, related or ecologically
similar species can display quite dissimilar fine scale patterns of chemosensitivity.

argus and

Consequently, our results indicate that the abilities of one
life-history stage may be constrained, through development, by the requirements of later stages. The patterns of
correlation

among

adults of different species,

logical context

and developmental

overlapping subset of stimulatory substances, these two
species are differentially responsive to the same com-

and among

life-history stages within a species, indicate that

both eco-

pounds. For example,

factors influence pat-

(Ache

is

most responsive to citric
and glycine

et al., 1978),

whereas

P. interruptus

responds mostly

and

adenosine triphosphate (Zimmer-Faust et al., 1984; Zimmer-Faust, 1987). Similarly, the coexisting copepods
Acartia hudsonica and Eurytenwra herdmani both re-

Studies on marine invertebrates have engendered a large

on chemosensory properties and

argus

to glycine, alanine, serine, succinic acid, oxalic acid,

Introduction

literature

P.

acid, ascorbic acid, succinic acid, taurine,

terns of chemosensitivity.

body of

P. interrupt us

their

spond
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Present address: Department of Biology and Marine Sciences Pro-

to

amino

acids, although Acartia

is

stimulated

mostly by aliphatic amino acids (e.g., leucine and valine)
whereas Eurytemora is most responsive to the dicarboxylic

*

gram. University of South Carolina. Columbia. South Carolina, 29208.
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acids (i.e., glutamic and aspartic acid). When responses to the same compounds are observed, each species

amino

reacts to

them

in different

Acartia, for instance,

Eurytemora

is

is

ways (Poulet and Ouellet,

1982).

repelled by aspartic acid, while

attracted to

it.

To date, explanations of chemosensory abilities have
focussed largely on adaptive hypotheses. It is implicitly
assumed that the response magnitude varies directly with
the relative concentration of substances in prey, thus allowing animals to locate potential food items more effi-

Other explanations

ciently.

exist, especially

where organ-

isms progress through a series of life-history stages requiring different chemosensory abilities. At any one stage,
abilities (1)

may

be functionally important, (2)

may

rep-

ming behavior in response to substances released by a
documented prey species. The solution was prepared from
a culture of young brine shrimp (Artemia salina)
a standard food source used in rearing carnivorous larvae of
marine invertebrates, including fiddler crabs (e.g.,
Herrnkind, 1968; Rabalais and Cameron, 1983; Christy,
1989). Anemia nauplii were hatched from cultures in-

cubated in 20 ppt

artificial

seawater media

Fathoms Marinemix) prepared with
ized water.

When

(ASW)

(Forty

HPLC

grade deionnauplii were 1-3 h old, 100 ml of the

batch culture were spun down in a
21) centrifuge at 10,400 X g and

Beckman (Model J2for 30 min. The

2C

resulting supernatant

was decanted,

^m membrane

diluted to a concentration of

filter,

filtered

through a 0.45
1

5 ppt,

-87C.

resent incipient abilities required at a later stage, or (3)

then stored

were required by previous
Developmental explanations for patterns of chemosensitivity may be especially important for
marine organisms where differences in the habitats occupied by larval and adult stages can be large.
Fiddler crabs (genus Uca) provide an excellent system
with which to quantitatively investigate correlations of
abilities among species, and life-history stages. All adult

and sugars. Chemicals were prepared in
a concentration of 15.0 ppt, using HPLC
grade deionized water. The following amino acids were
used as test compounds: /i-alanine (ALA), arginine (ARG),

be relictual

may

abilities that

life-history stages.

Amino

ASW

at

acids

media

at

cysteine (CYS), glutamic acid
proline (PRO), taurine (TAU),

(GAD), glycine (GLY),
and valine (VAL). The

intertidal

following sugars were used: galactose (GAL), glucose
(GLU), maltose (MAL), sorbose (SOR), sucrose (SUC),
and trehalose (TRE). These compounds were selected be-

sediments (Crane, 1975). Trophic habits are quite uniform
(Teal, 1958; Miller, 1961; Crane, 1975; Robertson et al,

cause they are important chemical constituents in either
plant or animal components of the diet of marine zoo-

1980; Weissburg, 1990), and several species often coexist
within a limited geographic area (Crane, 1975). Further,
adult and larval habitats are markedly different in terms

plankters

fiddler crabs are deposit feeders, foraging

of abundance

levels,

chemical environment
etui.,

1

971; Clark

and

components of the
Degensetal., 1964; Andrews

specific

(e.g.,

f/fl/..

on

1972;

Mopper

et al.,

1980;

Mop-

perand Lindroth, 1982).
The investigation reported here was designed to explore
the potential influence of both ecological and developmental processes on adult and larval chemosensitivity.
The logical starting point for detecting developmental
constraints on chemoreception is to determine patterns
of chemosensitivity

at the

habits should be established before a detailed survey of
ecologically and taxonomically related species is at-

tempted. Therefore, we have examined, quantitatively,
the chemosensory abilities of first stage zoea and adult
stages of the crab, Uca longisignalis, and have compared
the properties of different life-history stages in the same
species,

and among adults of

U. longisignalis

and

U. pug-

ilator.

Materials and Methods
Preparation

where noted,

all

amino

acids were L-isomers,

and

all

sug-

ars D-isomers. Chemicals were
reagent grade, obtained
from the Sigma Chemical Company. Test solutions were
all

prepared in single batches

at

a concentration of 10~

4

M

M

for
for experiments performed using larvae, or 10"'
ml
into
20
divided
experiments performed using adults,

aliquots,

and stored

at

87C

until needed.

essary, solutions were adjusted to

pH

8.0 using

Where
1

nec-

A/NaOH

or HC1.

Experiments testing larval chemosensory

abilities

Gravid Uca longisignalis females, collected from Airport Marsh, Dauphin Island, Alabama, were held until
their broods hatched. Females were placed in finger bowls
containing a small amount of filtered 5 ppt seawater,
and kept in incubators at 26 C under a 14:10 light-dark
1

Females were checked for brood release twice per
and
water was changed daily. Usually several females
day,
simultaneously released larvae, and these broods were
combined, and held in filtered seawater at densities of
cycle.

about 10 larvae/ml prior to assaying chemosensory be-

of test solutions

Metabolites released by Artemia salina in culture.
initial

1969), or have been found stim-

endpoints of the ontogenetic

the concordance of chemosensory abilin at least one pair of species with similar trophic

series. Similarly,
ities

(e.g., Jeffries,

ulatory to other deposit feeding crustaceans (e.g., Robertson et al., 1981; Rittschof and Buswell, 1989). Except

havior.

An

experiment was performed to explore larval swim-

Experiments on larval chemosensory abilities began 2436 h after hatching and ran for 24 h. We specifically re-

CHEMORECEPTION
stricted our experiments to these early stages because larvae are only competent to settle on substrates and me-

tamorphose

form later in the developmental
have reached the megalopa stage (e.g.,
1988). Therefore, behavior in response to

to the adult

series, after they

Epifanio
test

el a/.,

compounds cannot be

ascribed to substrate selection

and settlement processes. Twenty larvae were transferred
in 5 ml of ASW into plexiglass microcosms (3 cm long
X 3 cm wide X 5 cm high), and 20 ml of the 10 4 A/ test
solution was gently added. After about 30 s of gentle stirring to disperse the test compound, the microcosm was
placed into a darkened chamber, and larval swimming
behavior was recorded. Each trial was video-recorded for
a 10-min period. Order of the test solutions was determined by a random numbers table, subject to the constraints that: a specific compound was not presented twice
in succession; and that seawater treatments were performed after every block of five test solutions. Five to
eight replicate trials of each test compound were performed. Individual larvae were tested in only one trial
and then discarded.
Larval swimming behavior in the horizontal plane was
filmed using a Sony infrared-sensitive CCD camera
(model

H VM-200) equipped with a Tamron

mounted beneath

the microcosm,

1

80

and focused

mm lens,

1.0

cm (25

body lengths) above the bottom. Similarly
chambers and techniques have been successfully

IN
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movement through space of an object's
centroid (see Buskey and Stoecker, 1989; Zimmer-Faust
and Tamburri, in prep.). The video sampling rate of the
as the translational

motion analysis hardware was set at 10 frames/s, and,
based on preliminary results, only the first 5 min of each
trial were used in the analysis.
Analysis of larval behavior consisted of determining

swimming speed and

(NGDR)

maximum value of 1.0 for paths
straight. An NGDR of zero implies
a

1988) and molluscan larvae (Zimmer-Faust
and Tamburri, in prep.). The chamber was illuminated

with an infrared light source (>830 nm) oriented 90 to
the axis of the video camera. The field of view was 6.9

X

6.8

mm,

about 6.4% of the

total cross-sectional area

of

Depth of field was determined by mount= 300 ^m) on a
ing a pipette (tip diameter
micromanipulator calibrated in 10 ^m increments. Using the computer-video motion analyzer (see below) with gray scale
threshold set for discriminating larvae, the pipette tip was
moved vertically to determine the limits at which the analyzer would 'recognize' the tip as an object. The recognition distance was 1.5 mm in the vertical dimension.
Quantification of swimming speed and turning behavior was accomplished by replaying each video tape through
a computer
video motion analysis system (Motion
Analysis Corp. Model VP 10 and Expert Vision software
the microcosm.

1

that are completely

a looped or circular

path, with the origin and endpoint occurring at the same
spatial coordinates. For each test substance, data for all

paths were pooled across trials, and means compared to
swimming behavior observed in seawater using a Student's
/-test.

Experiments exposing larvae to Artemia culture

water and

NGDRs

test

compounds

mean speeds, and
among paths during

indicated

did not differ significantly

the 5-min analysis period.

Based on

initial findings, glucose, valine,

were selected for dose-response
larval

et ai,

ratio

NGDR

NGDR

among

man

The

versed by the path (gross distance). The
measures
the tendency of paths to be circular or twisted, and reaches

sized

used for video recording locomotory behavior of small

net-to-gross displacement

for each larval

is
swimming path.
the ratio of the linear distance between the starting and
ending points (net distance) and the total distance tra-

to 35 larval

zooplankters, including copepods (Buskey, 1984), tintinnids (Buskey and Stoecker, 1989), and polychaete (But-

207

trials

and trehalose

because they were

the compounds producing the largest changes in
swimming behavior. Using the above protocol, larval swimming behavior was determined for larvae exposed
4
6
to a series of half log-step dilutions from 10~ to 10~ M.

Three replicate trials were run at each concentration, and
within each dilution series the order of presentation was

randomly determined. Seawater controls were run every
fifth trial,

as before. Solutions were prepared by serial di-

lutions of the primary stock used in the initial assays.
Individual larvae were tested once, then discarded. Swim-

ming speed and

NGDR were regressed on concentration

SAS

(SAS

using

regression procedures

Institute,

Carey,

North Carolina).

Experiments testing adult chemosensory

abilities

Adult Uca longisignalis, also collected from Airport

m

X 2
sea table equipped with a
Marsh, were held in a
continuous flow of filtered, UV sterilized seawater, and a
1

sandy substrate allowing animals to construct burrows.
Animals had continuous access to both shallow water (5
cm depth) and exposed sandy regions. Air temperature

package) interfaced with an Amdek 386 microcomputer.
The system constructs a digitized record of the raw video

at a salinity

enhance the contrast
and background. The
outlines of the objects are defined, and the x,y coordinates

lindrotheca closteriiim. Forty-eight hours prior to experimentation, animals were removed from sea tables, and

data, using a gray scale detector to

between objects

in the video field

of the centroid (geometric center) are calculated. The path
of an object is reconstructed, on a frame-by-frame basis.

27-32C, water temperature was 24-27C
of 18-20 ppt. Animals were fed a diet of
commercial fish food pellets, and the benthic diatom Cvvaried between

in small groups, isolated in bowls containing clean azoic
substrate and 15 ppt
held at 26C.

ASW
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Chemosensory assays were conducted on individual
1.8 mm SD)
(mean carapace width: 18.4
exposed to one of the 16 amino acids or sugars used previously in tests with larvae. A 40-1 aquarium was subdivided into three sections using opaque partitions, and the
bottom lined with a layer of clean beach sand. The sand
was sloped so that when approximately 200 ml of ASW
was added, the back third of each section contained about
adult crabs

cm

Approximately 75% of the animals met the criterion of
exhibiting sampling behavior, and additional animals were
tested as needed to produce sample sizes of 1 5 animals
of each sex per compound. Thus, results cannot be con-

sidered artifacts of differences in sampling frequency

among compounds. The total time

spent feeding was also
measured to indicate the intensity of the response, and
was recorded to the nearest s with the time counter on
1

of standing water. This arrangement allows crabs
access to water required in feeding (Miller, 1961), and

the video tape recorder.

crabs forage readily in this type of arena (Weissburg, 1990).

were similar

A

sexes were pooled.

1

in

maintained humidity.
Each crab was presented with a food patch embedded
the sand at the front of the test section. The patch was

glass cover

a 2.3

cm

diameter culture dish, containing 4.0 g substrate
3 ml of the test solution. Based on the work

mixed with

el al. (1981), test solutions were prepared
because this concentration proved maximally

of Robertson
at 10"' A/,

The

stimulatory to adult U. pugilator.

parallel

method-

ology employed by Robertson el al. (1981) and by us facilitates a quantitative comparison between the two studies.

The

substrate

was mud, collected from a location

at

Airport Marsh where crabs were observed feeding. Sedi-

ment was washed through
at

600C,

a

treated in hot 10

repeatedly with

1

distilled

h,

then washed

water to remove

traces of acid. Feeding experiments took place at

all

26C.

Crabs were allowed to feed for 2 h while their behavior
was recorded on video tape, using a NEC black and white

CCD

video camera (Model Ti 22AII) equipped with a
Tokina 35-70
macrofocal lens and 2X multiplier,
connected to a JVC (Model BR 3200U) tape recorder and

mm

A

William's corrected G-test was used

determine whether the percentage of animals responding to a substance was greater than that of seawater con-

to

trols.
/-test.

Time

spent feeding was analyzed using a Student's
Animals did not feed on the seawater controls, giv-

ing feeding times of 0.00 (see Results). Because feeding
times on other compounds cannot be less than zero, this

was a one-tailed

/-test to determine whether feeding times
were significantly greater than zero.

lan'al

Comparing

mm sieve, ashed overnight

M HC1 for 8

HPLC-grade

Preliminary results indicated that males and females
in their responses, so the data from both

Responses of

and

adult chemosensory responses

larval

and adult Uca

longisignalis were

compared using a non-parametric correanalysis. Kendal's Tau was computed based on the

quantitatively
lation

rankings of the significance

stimulatory

compound

tests

of larvae and adults. Each

(for either life history stage)

was

ranked by the /-value (larvae) or G-value (adults). For
larvae, the highest /-value from measurement of either

NGDR

or

swimming speed was used

(see Results).

We

of the tank

ranked the G-scores for the adults, because, unlike the /test, they are less affected by variation in the time at which
an animal commenced feeding. If, for instance, an animal

(where the patches were embedded), the image of the animals was magnified by approximately 25%, facilitating
accurate analysis of feeding behavior. Each chemical was

began feeding near the end of a trial, feeding times could
be truncated as an artifact of the experimental trial length,
whereas estimates of the percentage of animals feeding

a Panasonic
in the

tested

The

TR- 24-MA video monitor.
1

aquarium were

on

visible,

and

All three animals

at the front

15 individuals of each sex.

and the frequency of feeding
induction was determined, where feeding was defined as
more than three successive lifts of the chelae to the mouth
in

any

tapes were reviewed

5-s interval.

We

We

any case,
from an

done using the G-test scores (see Results). Because
are interested in comparing the subsets of chemicals

analysis

we

stimulatory to each life-history stage,

ducing no response in both larvae and adults were excluded from the correlation analysis.

on seawater controls, lifted
least once during a trial, al-

Responses of adult Uca longisignalis and adult Uca
pugilator were also quantitatively compared using Kendal's Tau. Rankings for Uca pugilator were taken from

mouth

at

though none of the animals lifted its chelae more than
three consecutive times in sediments containing only seawater. Fiddler crabs possess chemosensitive organs on the
minor chelae (Robertson el al., 1981). and probing is a

mechanism

to the timing of the response. In

response from patch
observed that 75-80% of the an-

imals, including those tested

a chelae to their

immune

results obtained using /-test scores differ little

chose this criterion to be conser-

vative in distinguishing a feeding

sampling behavior.

are

to allow animals to determine the contents

of each patch. Three consecutive lifts seems to discriminate feeding from sampling. Any animal that was not
scored as sampling the patch was excluded from analysis.

compounds

pro-

Robertson et al. (1981), giving the number of foodballs/
animal produced by crabs foraging on a particular sub-

and compound. The rankings for the stimulus intensity of each compound on U. pugilator were computed
by averaging results from all trials performed presenting
strate

a particular
in

compound.

Several

compounds were

only one experiment, and the confidence

tested

limits for the

CHEMORECEPTION
Table

Sample

sizes

and t-va! lies for Uca

responses to chemical

Compound

I

longisignalis larval

test solutions, relative to

swimming

seawater controls
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monosaccharide glucose, and the glucose-containing disaccharides, maltose and sucrose, induced the greatest
percentage of animals to feed. Feeding was also elicited
by the sugars, trehalose and sorbose, but to a much smaller

and the amino acids serine, glutamic acid, and /3alanine also provoked minor responses. Except for valine,
which generated a non-significant increase in feeding,
none of the other compounds elicited any behavioral response at all G- values were 0.00 (Table II).
The feeding intensity elicited by each of the test com-

degree,

240

D

pounds

is

also given in Table

II,

for each treatment. All of the

which

lists

foraging time

compounds

that caused

crabs to feed generated feeding times significantly greater
than zero (one-tailed Mest) and, in general, the magnitude

of response initiation and intensity was correlated. A
Kendal's Tau, based on the rankings of feeding percent

240
256

256
x

coordinate (pixels)

coordinate (pixels)

<

larvae
Typical swimming paths in the horizontal plane by
maximal responses.
exposed to seawater and to test substances causing
The x,y coordinates are in units of picture elements (pixels), where 1

Figure

pixel

3.

= 0.028 mm.

All substances

were tested

4

at 10

M:

A. seawater,

and D. trehalose. Relative to seawater, larvae swim
faster and straighter in valine, and turn more frequently

B. glucose, C. valine.

faster in glucose,
in trehalose.

seawater,

>

and

0.20, Table

/-tests
I).

yielded values of 0.0022-1.183 (P
values for non-stimulatory

Mean

NGDR

compounds were all within 0.02 of the
water, and /-values ranged from 0.020 to
Table

NGDR
1

.77

(P

in sea-

>

0.05,

I).

The dose-response curves for glucose, valine, and trehalose generally display a log-linear form (Fig. 4), allowing
is a significant relaanalysis by linear regression. There
tionship between solution strength and response magnitude for all compounds. Responses to valine display the

= 0.097), followed by
dosage (slope
=
0.062), with responses to trehalose being
glucose (slope
= -0.048). The y-intercept
least sensitive to
(slope
most

sensitivity to

dosage

of each curve
trols,

is

significantly different

according to a

/-test (Fig. 4,

/

>

from seawater con8.94, d.f.

>

229,

P

< 0.01, all comparisons). Larvae therefore respond to micromolar concentrations, and can probably respond to
sub-micromolar stimulus concentrations as well. None of
the regressions explain a great deal of the observed variance (r < 0.05 in all cases), either due to the small slopes,
or because additional factors may be important in deter-

mining

larval

swimming

responses.

Experiments testing adult chemnsensory

abilities

Adult Uca longisignalis were induced to feed by a limited subset

of the amino acids and sugars (Table

II).

The

CO

CHEMORECEPTION
Table

II

Feeding responses by adult Uca longisignalis to chemical
and seawater controls

Proportion feeding

Compound
Atnino acids

Proportion

G-value

test solutions

Feeding time

Time

(s)

/-value
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computed with trehalose ranked last, is -0.3423, and is
-0.2319 with trehalose removed (P> 0.25 in both cases).
The difference in line versus coarse scale patterns re-

of potential prey, or enabling larval settlers to conduct
site-restricted searches for microhabitats favorable to sub-

stimulatory capacity of substances

fiddler crab larvae in trehalose solutions

flects

changes

in the

excitatory to both

life

history stages.

Only four compounds

strate colonization. Clearly, the increased turning

displayed by

might

facilitate location

behavior

of prey within patches, because

were significantly stimulatory exclusively to larvae or to
adults (valine and galactose were highly excitatory solely
to larvae, while glutamic acid and serine induced only

the turning causes animals to loop back, focusing locomotory activity within a small area (e.g.. Koopman, 1980).

adults to feed); the majority of the remaining compounds
tended to be more highly excitatory to one stage or the

also

Maltose and sucrose, for instance, were highly
stimulatory to adults, but less stimulatory to larvae, while

a

other.

trehalose

was more stimulatory

to larvae than to adults.

In contrast to the within species comparison, the re-

sponses of adult U. pugilator and U. longisignalis are
highly correlated at both coarse and fine scales. A binomial
test indicates that adults

from both species mutually

either positively or negatively to the

re-

same com-

spond
pounds more frequently than expected by chance (binomial

test:

n=

14.

.v

=

1

3,

P < 0.00

1 ).

Similarly, a Kendall's

Tau, computed on the rankings in Table III, gives a value
of 0.78 (P < 0.03), indicating a quantitatively similar response pattern to individual compounds among adults of
each species. Although we present our tabulation using
rankings of the proportion feeding for Uca longisignalis,
the results using feeding time are not substantially different

(Tau = 0.57, 0.03
cose,

its

<P<

The monosaccharide gluamino acid serine
while the remaining amino

0.06).

disaccharide isomers, and the

were the most stimulatory,
acids were weakly stimulatory to both species.

NGDR

Paradoxically, increases in swimming speed and
seem to be associated with prey detection. In this

study,

Uca zoea responded

known zooplankton

to metabolites

from Anemia.

prey species, with an increase in

both speed and

NGDR.

when copepods

are given diatom suspensions,

Buskey (1984) determined

that,

swimming

NGDR

decrease, whereas copepods exposed
speed and
to diatom exudates alone, increase both speed and NGDR.
In the absence of mechanical stimuli, these behaviors

might allow animals to cover large areas

in search

of prey

whereupon encountering prey, paired mechanical
and chemical stimuli would result in site-restricted bepatches,

havior. Additional experiments are necessary to determine

the functional roles of chemoreception

and mechanore-

ception in mediating prey search by Uca zoea.
To some degree, substances stimulatory to larvae are
those that signal the presence of potential food items.
Zooplankton are the primary prey species of Uca larvae,
which have been successfully reared only using various

motile zooplankton

(e.g.,

Herrnkind, 1968; Christiansen

and Yang, 1976: Rabalais and Cameron, 1983;

Christy,

The

larvae lack setae necessary for capturing phytoplankton, instead pinning prey between the telson and
1989).

anteroventral spine (Herrnkind, 1968). Uca longisignalis
larvae respond to the amino acids valine and /^-alanine.

Discussion

Although the response spectrum

is

narrower than that

observed in other (adult) crustaceans (see reviews of Ache,
1 982; Carr, 1988; Laverack. 1988), these two amino acids

This is the first examination of patterns of chemoreception in zoea stage larvae. We have shown that brachyuran crab larvae possess chemosensory abilities, and that

strongly signal the presence of fleshy prey. Beta-alanine
constitutes as much as 12% of the free-amino acids re-

these abilities are present, although perhaps not fully developed, at a very early stage. Larvae respond to various

and

amino
havior.

and sugars with a change in swimming beSuch changes have previously been demonstrated

acids

as reliable indicators of chemosensitivity in a variety of

and Ouellet, 1982;
Buskey, 1984). tintinnids (Buskey and Stoecker, 1989),
oyster larvae (Zimmer-Faust and Tamburri. in prep.), and
zooplankters, such as copepods (Poulet

ciliates

(Levandowsky et a/.. 1984).
Workers have interpreted the changes

in

swimming be-

havior as indicating
>i waterborne substances act to cue
resource acquisition behavior, since changes often involve
decreases in swimming speed and in NGDR, and an in'

>

creased

rate

1984; Buskey and
Zimmer-Faust and Tamburri, in prep.).

of turning (Buskey,

Stoecker, 1989;

leased into the water by zooplankton, with both valine
/3-alanine being consistently among the most abun-

dant amino acids released into the surrounding environment by potential zooplankton prey (Webb and Johannes,
is generally one of the most abundant
acids present in flesh, and valine is quite often
abundant, averaging over 5% of the free-amino acid pool
1

967). Beta-alanine

free

amino

(Cowey and Corner, 1964; Srinivasagam et at.. 1971).
Zooplankton assemblages have 2-3 times the free amino
acid concentration of valine and /3-alanine as phytoplankton-dominated communities (Jeffries, 1969).

Some

of the stimulatory sugars may also signal the
presence of prey. Glucose is the major blood sugar present
in animals, while trehalose is found in the hemolymph
of

some crustaceans

(Telford, 1968). Both of these

Together, these changes have been viewed as 'adaptive'

pounds evoke

responses, allowing predators to remain in aggregations

porcelain crab Petrolisthes cinctipes

com-

filter feeding responses in the planktivorous

(Hartman and Hart-

CHEMORECEPTION
man, 1977). There

work done on the

distributions

213

of other sugars in seawater or in tissues of marine animals,

ing material (Kennish, 1986). High background levels of
substances in sediments, and the large number of potential

although galactose and galactose derivatives found in seawater may originate from flagellates (Sakugawa el a/..

intertidal

is little

non-prey sources of stimulatory molecules, may make
mudflats particularly "noisy" environments.

Under these

1985).

Adult U. longisignalis respond to a rather limited suite

bohydrates)

stimuli that are

gence

cose and glucose dissacharide moieties are particularly
potent stimuli. Contrary to what has been found in other

and

studies, there

is little

stimulatory

than

Zimmer

el ai.

evidence that disaccharides are more

constituent

1979; Robertson

monosaccharides
el al.

(e.g..

to glucose

compounds than

to other substances.

Some

additional sugars produce appreciable responses of one
type or the other (i.e.. induction or intensity), but the

two components is not as great as
dissacharides. Although a few amino

joint function of the
for glucose

and

its

provoke responses, they have
both as inducers, and in terms of the response

acids, particularly serine,

small effects

may be good signal carriers, forcing converamong the properties of organisms occupying these

habitats.

Future studies on animals in subtidal,

semi-terrestrial habitats are

the influence of habitat type

among chemosensory

The

chemosensory

ability at the fine scale.

uents of the extracellular

mucose sheaths of diatoms and

blue-green algae (e.g.. Fogg, 1966). These sugars are often
released into the environment by algal species (Fogg, 966;
1

Foggt'/a/.. 1973;Craigie, 1974; Darley, 1977; Paulsen el
al. 1978). Serine

is

the

dominant amino acid of the

free

amino

acid pool of diatoms (Parsons el al, 1961), and it
appears that adult fiddler crabs are unique in responding

primarily to this

amino

acid

(i.e..

Robertson

el al, 1981).

Strong responses to carbohydrates and serine may be expected in light of their specificity as a cue to microalgal
food resources.

el

The methodology of this study and that of Robertson
al (1981) on the sand fiddler crab, Uca pugilator, are

enough to quantify the correlation among chemosensory abilities of the two species. The analysis in-

parallel

appears that

dif-

varying life-history stages respond disparately to similar
of chemicals. A number of compounds stimulatory

to

one

life-history stage

of U. longisignalis are either non-

stimulatory or only slightly stimulatory to the other stage.

For instance, valine and galactose are excitatory only to

and glutamic acid only

surprising that each substance

preferred by crabs. The primary storage product in diatoms is a glucan, and carbohydrates are primary constit-

It

suites

in their natural habitat.

Diatoms, bacteria, and, occasion-

comparison, larval

ferences in the chemical environment of the pelagic and
benthic habitats, or differences in diet, may require that

and

blue-green algae are dominant flora of the mud-flats

correlation

of related crustacean spe-

longisignalis express different patterns of

pattern of chemosensitivity suggests adult U. longisignalis are well constructed to allow efficient foraging

ally,

intertidal,

fully discern

on patterns of

abilities

In contrast to the between-species

and adult Uca

larvae; serine

intensity.

needed to

cies.

1981; Trott and

Robertson. 1984). Judging by both the induction as well
as the intensity of the response, crabs respond more highly

conditions, only a few substances most closely
(i.e.. serine and car-

associated with the presence of food

of the

compounds tested, primarily carbohydrates, and
more effective at inducing feeding also
more
intense
produce
feeding responses (Table II). Glu-

1
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to adults. Valine

serine are cues that are well-defined markers for prey
types favored by a particular form, so it is perhaps not
is

strongly stimulatory to

only one life-history stage. The significance of glutamic
acid and galactose to certain stages is less clear. Glutamic
acid

is

not readily released into seawater by zooplankton

(Webb and Johannes, 1967), but is an abundant constituent of the amino acids found in diatoms (Cheucas and
Glucose appears to be unique in its ability
and adult food sources,
and is highly stimulatory to both life-history stages.
Patterns of larval and adult abilities must be cautiously
interpreted, because it appears that some stimulants may
Riley, 1969).

to function as a cue for both larval

produce responses that do not enhance the ability of the
organism to detect prey. There is no evidence that the
sugars sorbose, maltose, and sucrose are present in zooplankton, but they are intimately associated with adult

food sources. It may be that detection of these substances
by larvae has some function. However, in view of the
close association of these substances with adult food, we
tentatively hypothesize that the

chemosensory responses
abilities. That is,

dicates that, in at least this species pair, similar trophic

of larvae to these sugars are incipient

ecologies have produced a broad concordance

sensitivity to these compounds by larvae may be the result
of developmental processes required in providing sensi-

among

patterns of adult chemosensitivity, even on a fine scale.
The high correlation among the abilities of Uca species

may be

a function of the habitat occupied by adult fiddler
crabs. For the semi-terrestrial Uca. molecules present in

sediments where crabs forage are derived from a variety
of sources, including microbial breakdown processes
(Rittschof, 1980),

and leakage from dead

cells

and decay-

by
While

tivity

adults.

appear partially a consequence of
do not seem to reflect
larval needs. Substances which act as potential cues to
larval abilities

adult requirements, adult abilities

larval,

but not adult prey items

adult feeding behaviors, while

(e.g.. valine),
still

do not

elicit

evoking strong larval
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Abstract.

The gonadal

spawning was initiated in Long Island, New Jersey, and
Texas populations. Because transplant experiments were

cycles of four groups of eastern

oysters, Crassostrea virginica (Gmelin), including native
stocks collected that year and inbred strains (reared in

not conducted, the relative contribution of genetic versus
non-genetic factors to the observed differences was not

Delaware Bay for 5-6 generations) from both Long Island
Sound and Delaware Bay, were compared in Delaware

determined. Loosanoff and

Nomejko (1951) and Loosanoff (1969) transplanted stocks from various locations
along the eastern and Gulf coasts of the U.S. to Milford,

Inbred strains resembled their respective native stocks; both Long Island groups initiated gonadal development and spawning about one month earlier and

Bay

in 1987.

spawned over a shorter duration than both Delaware Bay

Connecticut, and histologically compared gonadal development. Differences in the timing and extent of gonadal

groups. Analysis of covariance revealed that the effect of

development and spawning between some of these stocks

time on gonadal development was statistically different
(P < 0.05) for all between-location group comparisons,
but not for the two within-location comparisons. Thus,
after six generations of inbreeding in Delaware Bay, Long

in

common environment

suggested the existence of ge-

gonadal maturation. The possibility of acclimatization
after transfer to the new environment, however, was not

Island oysters maintained their characteristic pattern of

precluded. As stated by Loosanoff 1969), the best way to
separate the genetic and environmental aspects of oyster
(

gonadal development and spawning, indicating the existence of genetically different environmental requirements
for

the

netic differences in the environmental factors regulating

reproduction would be to use "successive generations of
laboratory-reared oysters originating from parents of dif-

gonadal maturation between the two locations.

ferent geographical areas."

Introduction

The oyster (C. virginica) selective breeding program of
the Rutgers University Shellfish Research Laboratory includes a variety of wild (imported) stocks and laboratory-

Intraspecific variation in various aspects of reproduction has been noted for several species of marine bivalves,

and can be

reared strains that originated from several locations (Has-

either genetic or non-genetic (adaptive) in na-

ture (see Sastry, 1979; Barber and Blake, 1991). The suggestion that there are genetically distinct populations or
"races" of eastern oysters, Crassostrea virginica (Gmelin),

kin and Ford, 1979; Ford and Haskin, 1987).

made by Loosanoff and Engle (1942). Stauber
(1950) concluded that there were three physiological races
of oysters, based on differences in temperatures at which

stocks) indicated that after several generations of inbreed-

was

first

ing

1

and maintenance

cific

site
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Initial ex-

amination of some of these strains (originating from Long
Island Sound, Delaware Bay, and James River, Virginia,
in Delaware Bay, the timing of speevents
remained characteristic of the
reproductive
of geographic origin (Ford et a!., 1990). The object

of the present study was to establish whether these observed differences are attributible to intraspecific genetic

New Jer-

variation.

sey 07960.
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This was accomplished by simultaneously

VARIATION

IN

=
a, and
was then used to test the null hypothesis that
Conven=
comparison.
each
for
pair-wise group
ft
ft,
because of the
tional analysis of variance was not applied
of zero-valued observations, which invalidated

in
comparing cycles of gonadal maturation and spawning
two
from
strains
inbred
and
originating
wild
stocks
both
locations: Long Island Sound and Delaware Bay.

,

presence
the required normality assumption. Moreover, convenwhile
tional analysis of variance compares only means,
the procedure used here allowed a global comparison.

Materials and Methods
Native oysters from Long Island Sound (LIN), native
from Delaware Bay (DBN), a 6th generation, 1985

Water temperature data from the experimental site were
Weekly averages

oysters

from Long
year class, inbred strain originally imported
and a 5th
in
1964
(LII),
Island Sound to Delaware Bay
from
strain
inbred
originating
generation, 1985 year class,
Be1987.
March
in
obtained
were
Delaware
(DBI)

collected only sporadically during 1987.

of "calculated" daily water temperatures were therefore
obtained from the regression of daily air temperatures
May, New Jersey) on actual water temperatures

Bay

(Cape

cause the endoparasite Haplosporidium nelsoni (MSX)
alters gonad development and relative fecundity (Barber
el al.,

1988; Ford and Figueras, 1988),

this study

were

first

"purged" of

all

collected at the experimental site from 1978-80 and 198588 (n = 358; r = 0.77). These are presented in Figure 1.

oysters used in

MSX (Ford and Haskin,

Results

the lab1988a, b) by being suspended in wire trays from
River
Maurice
the
in
New
Jersey)
oratory dock (Bivalve,
1987, all
1
On
weeks.
several
for
May
<
5
ppt)
(salinity
tidal flats of lower
experimental groups were moved to the

18-24

on gonadal

Prevalence and intensity of the parasite remained relafirst four months of the study
tively low throughout the

ppt),

to low salinity
period because of the exposure of oysters
Prevalence of//, nelsoni
prior to initial sampling (Table I).
did not exceed 50% until 1 5 July, and systemic infections

exceeded 50% only in the LIN group, after 15 July and
dethe completion of spawning in that group. Gonadal

and digestive diverticula was dehydrated, cleared, and
embedded in paraplast. Six-^m sections were stained with
iron hematoxylin, acid fuchsin, and aniline blue. Slides
were examined for

and

in individuals
velopment in C. virginica is most affected
et al., 1988;
having systemic H. nelsoni infections (Barber
Ford and Figueras, 1988; Ford et al.. 1990).
for the four
Cycles of gonadal maturation and spawning

MSX prevalence (% of sample infected)

intensity (Ford, 1985; Barber el

al.,

1988).

Gonadal

as mean gonadal area
groups of oysters are represented
Island
groups (LIN and
indices in Figure 2. Both Long

sections
development was assessed from the histological
Bio(R&M
System
the
Analysis
Bioquant Image
using
metrics, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee) to obtain a Gonadal

in April and had
LII) initiated gonadal development
late
in
May (Figs. 2A, B). Some
maximal gonadal areas

Area Index, defined as the ratio of gonadal area to the
entire visceral mass area X 100. The gonadal area techevents in
nique is a sensitive indicator of gametogenic

Island groups in late

spawning occurred in both Long
May and June, but greatest spawning

el al., 1988) and is more preoysters (Mori, 1979; Barber
cise than measuring the thickness of the gonadal layer
195 1 ).
alone, as performed by Loosanoff and Nomejko (
four groups of
Cycles of gonadal development of the
area indices, were comoysters, based on mean gonadal

for hetpared using analysis of covariance after correcting
method of White
eroscedasticity with the least squares
(1980). Analysis of covariance was accomplished using
variable regression procedure of Wonnacott
the

dummy

and Wonnacott (1970). Gonadal area index was regressed
on a quadratic function of time (elapsed days from the
date of the

first

sample)

as:

,

Days + ajDj Days +

July.

Long

Island oysters (both

ft

2
Days +

ftDj

Days

2
,

the problem of
using the Tobit estimation to overcome
zeros in the data set (Goldberger, 1964). The t statistic

activity occurred in

LIN and

LII)

were spent

was apby August. Although some gonadal development
most
in
late
gonadal growth
April,
parent in the DBI group
in both
in

May

(DBN and DBI) occurred
Maximal gonadal areas were found

Delaware Bay groups
(Figs.

2C, D).

Delaware Bay groups in June, which was followed
what appeared to
by a period (from June to August) of
and
redevelopment. Final spawning
be partial spawning
of
and the cessation
gonadal activity in the Delaware Bay
in
September. Thus there were similarities
groups occurred
and native stocks within each site
strains
inbred
between
for both

of origin but differences between sites of origin.
The null hypothesis of similarity of coefficients was
jected in all four pair-wise

Gonadal Area Index
=

effect
parasite H. nelsoni had little
this
in
study.
development in any of the groups

The haplosporidan

Delaware Bay, Cape May County
for the remainder of the study.
Each group of oysters was sampled periodically between
were
17 March and 5 October 1987; ten individuals
A
standard
solution.
Davidson's
in
fixed
and
shucked
transverse (anterior) section across gill, stomach, intestine,
(salinity
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GONAD MATURATION

re-

comparisons between strains

having different geographic origins (Table II), indicating
of both
that the timing of gonadal growth and spawning
were
native stocks and inbred strains from Delaware Bay
<
of
those
from
(both
oysters
different
0.05)
(P
statistically
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Figure

1.

Weekly mean water temperature

from the regression ot daily air temperature
1978 to 1980 and 1985 to 1988.

and inbred) from Long Island Sound.

native

On

at

at the

the other

hand, the null hypothesis was accepted in the two comparisons involving inbred and native groups having the

same

site

of origin (LIN-L1I and DBN-DBI), indicating

that the timing of gonadal maturation cycles
for native stocks

and inbred

strains within

was similar
each

experimental

Cape May, New

site

of

origin.

Discussion

lower Delaware Bay, as calculated
on water temperature readings from

site,

Jersey,

DBN

and DBI groups, but not for any between-location comparison. Thus, the timing of gonadal development differed significantly between the Long Island and
the

Delaware Bay locations. These differences were mainLong Island inbred strain, even after six
generations (23 years) in Delaware Bay, demonstrating
that there are genetically determined differences in environmental criteria necessary for the initiation or completion of a particular gametogenic event at these two
tained in the

locations.

There were

distinct differences in the timing of gonadal

Several potential environmental regulators of bivalve

development and spawning of both native stocks and
inbred strains between the Long Island and Delaware Bay

reproduction have been identified, with the foremost of
these being temperature (Sastry, 1979; Barber and Blake,

sites of origin. Oysters in the Long Island groups initiated
gonadal growth, achieved maximal gonadal development,
and began spawning about one month earlier than oysters

199 ). Scallops (Argopecten irradians) from Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, and Beaufort, North Carolina, acclimated
to similar laboratory conditions prior to the initiation of

Delaware Bay groups. Additionally, both Delaware
Bay groups exhibited a protracted period (about three
months) of partial spawning and redevelopment. The statistical comparison of gonadal area indices reinforced the
observations reported in this study and those of Ford el
al. (1990). Time (elapsed days) had the same effect on
gonadal area index for the LIN and LII groups and for

gonadal development, exhibited maximal gonadal growth
at 15 and 23C, respectively, indicating a non-adaptive

in the

1

(genetic) difference in temperature requirements for go-

nadal development between these two populations (Sastry,
1966). One of the original criteria upon which the deter-

mination of physiological races of oysters was based was
the temperature at which spawning began. According to

VARIATION
Table

GONAD MATURATION

IN

I

(P. %) and intensity (I. expressed as % systemic injections)
Haplospondium nelsoni in experimental groups of oysters,

Prevalence
o]

Crassostrea virginica, on the various sampling dates

LIN
Date (1987)
17

March

LII

DBN

DBI
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LONG ISLAND NATIVE

B

LONG ISLAND INBRED

D

DELAWARE BAi INBRED

Q
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DELAWARE BAY NATIVE
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z

o

I

987

I

987

Mean gonadal area index (1 SD) for four groups of Crassostrea virginica: A = Long Island
Figure 2.
Native (LIN); B = Long Island Inbred (LII); C = Delaware Bay Native (DBN); D = Delaware Bay Inbred
(DBI). Fitted lines are spline interpolations.

Table

II

comparison (t-tfsl) oj coefficients a and /3 from the quadraliL
model for each possible combination of oyster, Crassostrea virginica.
=
= J when and I are different
groups H a,
groups
a, and 0,
JP
Statistical

1

:

of oysters

Groups
i

J

i

VARIATION

IN
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Abstract.
A natural population of the bivalve genus Lasaea from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada was kary-

intertidal shores

and pronuclear interaction was
spawned eggs. Mitotic metaphases from
95 cells were enumerated, and chromosome numbers
ranged from 58 to 108, with 90 to 100 being most frequent.
Ten well-spread metaphases were karyotyped, and the
chromosomes were classified into 32 triplet subgroupings
on the basis of shared morphology and size, together with
a variable number of supernumerary chromosomes.
Northeastern Pacific Lasaea clones share broad karyo-

allow valuable insights into the genetic and evolutionary
consequences of alternate life history trait combinations

ologically characterized,

studied in newly

logical features with direct developing congeners, but detailed

comparisons reveal that they have experienced dif-

1986).

We are

(Keen, 1938; Ponder, 1971; Beauchamp,

interested in these organisms because they

marine benthic invertebrates. A major reproductive
and developmental dichotomy exists within Lasaea. One
in

species, L. australis

(Lamarck, 1818), reproduces by cross-

fertilization, releases its

(6

progeny as planktotrophic larvae

and

Foighil, 1988; Tyler- Walters

restricted in

Crisp, 1989)

a

as crawl-away juveniles and form
of
complex grouping
poorly defined systematic status
release their

young

(6

do not reproduce by self-fertilization, but that parthenogenetic development is triggered by autosperm. The

sive collective geographic range,

incorporated sperm nucleus disintegrates in the egg cortex
and does not fuse with the egg "pronucleus," i.e., syngamy
does not occur. Both polar bodies have a diploid chro-

islands

mosome number,

frequently sympatric, genetic strains (Crisp

clones

a result inconsistent with meiosis, im-

plying that they are products of mitotic divisions.

Non-

hybridizing lineages of northeastern Pacific Lasaea therefore represent true asexual clones, not inbred lines. Lasaea
is

the

first

bivalve genus in which asexual reproduction
is also the first molluscan genus

has been confirmed and
in

which pseudogamy (gynogenesis) has been detected.
Introduction

Lasaea

a near-cosmopolitan genus of minute, hermaphroditic, brooding clams that inhabit crevices in rocky
is

Received 5 March 1991; accepted 8 July 1991.

is

(6

Foighil, 1989). In contrast, the congeners of L. australis
all

mechanisms of polyploidy. The pronuclear interaction study generated two key pieces of
evidence that establish that northeastern Pacific Lasaea
ferent evolutionary

and

distribution to the western Pacific

its

Foighil, 1989).

Although lacking pelagic larvae, this group of organisms
ha^e attained possibly by rafting a remarkably extentinents apart

(6

which includes

from Antartica and a

large

con-

all

number of oceanic

Foighil, 1989). Population genetic studies of

Lasaea with

this

developmental

natural populations are

mode have

revealed that

composed of non-hybridizing,
et a/.,

1983;

Crisp and Standen, 1988; 6 Foighil and Eernisse, 1988;
Tyler- Walters and Crisp, 1989; Tyler- Walters and Davenport, 1990). There is currently no evidence for cross-

can reproduce
two generations (Crisp et a/., 1983),
and progeny from pair mating experiments (6 Foighil
and Eernisse, 1988) and from field brooding specimens
(6 Foighil and Eernisse, 1988; Tyler- Walters and Davfertilization in this grouping. Individuals
in isolation for at least

enport, 1990) preserve maternal protein phenotypes. Lasaea strains studied to date in Europe and Kerguelen Is-

land are highly, and variably, polyploid; indeed, they produce a record number of chromosomes for the Class
Bivalvia (Thiriot-Quievreux et

a!.,

1988, 1989).

It is

not

PLOIDY AND PRONUCLEAR INTERACTION

CLONES

IN Lasaea
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clear,

however, if polyploidy is linked to this developmental mode, and the evolutionary mechanism of poly-

each clam were gently half-opened to allow effective hypotonic treatment (45 min in 0.9% sodium citrate). Sub-

ploidy in these organisms is obscure.
The general biology of Lasaea is known in considerable

sequent processing involved fixation in freshly mixed absolute alcohol and acetic acid (3:1) with three changes of

detail,

but one important question

still

remains to be

re-

the reproductive mode of Lasaea strains
that lack pelagic larvae? This has proven to be surprisingly
solved:

what

is

difficult to

answer, and there are lines of evidence for both

self-fertile

(6

20 min duration. During the second fixation

nique (detailed in Thiriot-Quievreux and Ayraud, 1982).
preparations were stained for 10 min with 4%. Giemsa

1987) and asexual reproductive

The

and Standen. 1988; Thiriot-Quievreux et
ai, 1988, 1989; Tyler- Walters and Crisp, 1989). All studied populations of Lasaea that lack pelagic larvae are now
known to be simultaneous hermaphrodites with a minute
male allocation (6 Foighil and Eernisse, 1988). Preliminary data on sperm-egg interaction are consistent with

(pH

modes

Foighil,

(Crisp

self-fertilization: both gamete types are spawned simultaneously into the brood chamber: sperm bind to eggs via
an acrosomal reaction, penetrate the egg, and two polar

bodies are extruded prior to first cleavage (O Foighil,
1987). A variety of other data, however, suggests an asexual reproductive

mode

in

which the sperm merely

trigger

parthenogenetic development (pseudogamy). Individual

Lasaea frequently express putative heterozygote electromorphs at multiple loci (Crisp and Standen, 1988; O
Foighil and Eernisse, 1988; Tyler- Walters and Crisp,
1989). These electromorphs, if real, are inconsistent with
a self-fertile reproductive mode. Karyological analyses of
Lasaea strains have failed to find meiotic metaphases,
and the presence of odd ploidy numbers and of super-

numary chromosomes may render accurate meiosis impossible (Thiriot-Quievreux et ai, 1988, 1989).

The aims of this study were

twofold. First,

we karyo-

logically characterized northeastern Pacific populations,

an approach to understanding how the exceptionally high

chromosome assemblages in Lasaea strains evolved. Second, we studied pronuclear interaction in newly spawned

step, the

bodies were dissected from the valves. Slide preparations
were made from 1 to 4 bodies using an air-drying tech-

6.8), and photographs of well-spread metaphases were
taken with a Zeiss III photomicroscope.
For karyotyping, chromosomes were cut out of the

photomicrographs and were paired on the basis of size
and centromere position. Measurement of chromosomes
from the best karyotypes were made with a Digitizer (BIT
PAD 10, Summa Graphic) interfaced with a microcomputer

(ATV

using a

286). Statistical interpretations were

made

CHROMOS

program (Thiriot-Quievreux, 1984;
Thiriot-Quievreux et a/., 1988). Terminology relating to
centromere position follows that of Levan et al. (1964).
When a centromere position was borderline between two
categories, the mean was calculated with 95%. confidence
limits, and both categories were listed.
Pronuclear interaction
Additional animals were sampled from the McNeill
in February 1990 for the pronuclear interaction

Bay

study. Gravid individuals were cultured in petri dishes

containing seawater

at

room temperature and checked

daily using a dissecting stereomicroscope for evidence
of spawning activity. Newly spawned individuals were

detected by the presence of eggs in the brood chamber,
an event visible through the semi-transparent valves of
most adults. Fifty-four early broods (uncleaved eggs 4
cell stage)

were dissected from the parents and individ-

eggs to distinguish between the two competing hypotheses

about the reproductive

mode

in

Lasaea

strains.

Materials and Methods
'

Karyology

*

is

composed of at

*^

* * *

*

*
V***
*,*^u
*

air-mailed live to Villefranche-sur-mer for karyotyping.

The McNeill Bay population

>.*

.

Specimens of Lasaea were sampled at McNeill Bay,
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada in October 1989 and

,

*

least five

non-hybridizing genetic strains that can be reliably distinguished only by electrophoretic analyses (6 Foighil and
Eernisse, 1988). Air-mailed specimens were maintained

on

arrival in aquaria for 10

days and fed cultured mi-

croalgae (Isochrysis galbana) to stimulate cell divisions.
Specimens were incubated for 12 h in seawater containing

0.005% colchicine, following which the valves of

Figure

I.

Mitotic metaphase with 100

Pacific Lasaea- Scale bar

=

10

^m.

chromosomes

in northeastern
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21
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9

32

31

Figure 2.
bar = 5 ^m.

Raryotype taken from a northeastern

changes of freshly made Carney's
methanol, glacial acetic acid). Fixed broods

Pacific

Laxaea metaphase with 97 chromosomes. Scale

ually fixed in three

The

fixitive (3:1

darkneld optics using a compound Zeiss photomicroscope and photographed with Kodak Tech Pan film. Cytological events following spawning were reconstructed

were cleared

in

45%

and were gently
on microscope slides.

glacial acetic acid

pipetted into Vaseline-sealed wells

cleared cells were viewed under phase-contrast or
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Chromosome measurements and classification

Chromosome
pair no.
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Relative length
-

5.00

-

4.00

-

3,00

-

2,00

-

2

1
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3

5

D

B m

6

7

sm

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

8

D

D

sm-st

D

st

18

ly

2(1

st-sm

21 22 23 24 25

[3

26 27 28 29 30

31

Chromosome

pairs

32

t-st

t

Figure
Ideogram of northeastern Pacific Lasaea chromosomes constructed from relative length and
centromeric index values. Lengths are in ^m. m, metacentric; sm, submetacentric; sm-st, submetacentric3.

subtelocentric;

st,

subtelocentric; st-sm, subtelocentric-submetacentric;

t,

telocentric;

t-st,

telocentric-sub-

telocentric.

Chromosomes were measured from seven

were

well-spread

metaphases (3 with 95 chromosomes, 3 with 97, and 1
with 100). Table I gives the mean and standard deviations

difficult

lengths: e.g..

to distinguish

because of their similar

metacentrics no. 7-8, submetacentric-sub-

of the relative lengths, arm ratios, and centromere indices
of 32 chromosome triplets and their classification. An

12-13 and 15-16, subtelocentrics no.
20-21, and telocentrics no. 27-28 and 30-31. In these
cases, the loss of individual chromosomes or the occur-

ideogram (Fig. 3) was constructed from the relative length
and centromere index values so that the different mor-

rence of supernumary
signed with accuracy.

phological types of

chromosomes could be

telocentrics no.

chromosomes could not be

as-

better visual-

ized.

Pronnclear interaction

The karyotype of northeastern

Pacific

Lasaea

consists

A single sperm penetrates the cell membrane of each
egg shortly after spawning. The egg germinal vesicle breaks
down, and the egg chromosomes condense and become

of 8 metacentrics, 8 submetacentrics (including 6 submetacentric-subtelocentrics), 4 subtelocentrics (including
2 subtelocentric-submetacentrics), and 1 1 telocentrics

aligned for first metaphase (Fig. 4a). The incorporated
sperm nucleus remains in the egg cortex in a condensed

(including 2 telocentric-subtelocentrics). Within each

morphological grouping of chromosomes, some

triplets

Phase contrast light micrograph (PCLMI of an uncleaved northeastern Pacific Lasaea egg
Figure 4a.
showing the incorporated, condensed sperm nucleus (arrowl in the cortex and the egg chromosomes arranged
for first metaphase (on left). Scale bar = 20 urn.
Figure 4b.

Figure 5.

PCLM showing detail of sperm nucleus from Figure 4a. Scale bar = 6 nm.
PCLM of decondensing sperm nucleus (N) located in the cortex of an northeastern

l.iiMicu egg. Scale

Pacific

bar = 10 ^m.

Darkfield light micrograph (DFLM) of an uncleaved northeastern Pacific Lasaea egg with a
Figure 6.
decondensing sperm nucleus situated in its cortex (large arrow). This egg has extruded two polar bodies and
the egg chromosomes are arranged for first cleavage metaphase (small arrow). Scale bar = 50 fim.

Figure

7.

DFLM

sperm chromatin
daughter

cells.

of a northeastern Pacific La.iaea

(n) in

one of the daughter

The cleavage furrow

(c) is also

small arrow) polar bodies. Scale bar

= 40

cells

first

cleavage telophase. Note presence of aggregated

and of daughter chromosomes

apparent, as are the

jim.

first

(large arrows) in both

(lower small arrow) and second (upper
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by three, and variable numbers of supernumerary chromosomes. Congeners that lack pelagic larvae have also
been characterized karyologically from European (ThiriotQuievreux el ai, 1989) and from Kerguelen Island populations (Thiriot-Quievreux et ai, 1988). These congeners

production of the two
polar bodies. The sperm nucleus then slowly decondenses
and can be distinctly visualized in the egg cortex with

state (Figs. 4a, b), until after the

phase

contrast. ^Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6).

and, especially, darkfield optics

However, the sperm nucleus does not recondense

form chromosomes or to associate with the egg chromosomes. During first cleavage, the sperm chromatin remains aggregated and typically ends up in the cortex of
one of the two daughter cells (Fig. 7).
Prior to first cleavage, the egg extrudes two polar bodies,
each involving the formation of a spindle at the animal

share with northeastern Pacific strains the karyological
features of high chromosome numbers and the presence

pole and the division of chromosomes. The
formation of a polar body containing

mosome numbers

to

of supernumerary chromosomes, but show varying degrees of polyploidy. In Kerguelen strains, a chromosome
number of 100-120 was found, but ploidy levels could
not be determined (Thiriot-Quievreux

division

first

mosomes

(Fig. 9).

n = 17) well defined chroAfter formation of an additional spinS.E.;

extruded adjacent to the

first

10).

(Fig.

cannot precisely distinguish homologous chromosome
sets from the large and variable number of supernumaries. However, we can compare the first 17 chro-

difficult to distinguish microscopically (Fig. 10). In a preFoighil (1987) assumed that the second
liminary study,

6

mosome pairs identified in the karyotype of Kerguelen
strains (Thiriot-Quievreux et al., 1988) with the first 17

body of northeastern Pacific Lasaea strains is haploid. During the present work, however, the second polar
body chromatin was sufficiently dispersed in a few cases,
and we could determine that each chromosome is com),
posed of two homologous interphase chromatids (Fig.
polar

1

sets

et n/..

1

pairs for

The karyotypes of the three populations differ
numbers of metacentric, submetacentric, subtelocentric, and telocentric chromosome sets
(8m, 3sm, 2st and 4t in Kerguelen strains; 6m, Ism, 6st
and 4t in European strains; 4m, 2sm, 4st and 7t in
in their relative

and become

cell

cleavage
homologous
arranged
without associating with the sperm nucleus. A
95.9

(12

S.E.;

first

northeastern Pacific strains). These karyological distinctions not only imply that the three geographically

(Fig. 12),

mean of

n = 9) chromosomes were arranged

isolated populations are reproductively incompatible,
but also that they have experienced different evolution-

at the

cleavage metaphase. This is consistent with the results
obtained in metaphase spreads of adult tissue. During first
first

cleavage, the
13)

homologous chromosome

ary

mechanisms of polyploidy.

Polyploidy in mollusks has been reported in several
hermaphroditic pulmonate snails that are capable of selffertilization or asexual reproduction (Jacob, 1957; Burch

pairs separate (Fig.

and migrate into the forming daughter

in decreasing
of
European (Thiriot-Quievreux
karyotypes
1989) and of northeastern Pacific strains (this

study).

be established accurately and were in each case (49, 45)
equal to that of the adjoining first polar body. The egg
chromosomes that remain within the egg (female "proin

of homologous chromosomes ordered

size in the

i.e., is diploid. In 2 eggs out of the 123 examined, the
number of chromosomes in the second polar body could

nucleus") migrate to the center of the

Chro-

Quievreux et al., 1989).
A meaningful comparison of karyotypes among these
different Lasaea populations is complicated because we

second polar body is
Unlike those of the first polar body, the chromosomes of the second are tightly aggregated and are very

dle, a

European

et al., 1988).

strains range greatly (63-

340) and can be grouped into different ploidy levels of 3,
5, and 6, in addition to variable supernumeraries (Thiriot-

(Fig. 8) results in the

an average of 48 (5.2

in

cells.

and Huber, 1966; Patterson and Burch, 1978; Goldman
Discussion

et al.,

Northeastern Pacific Lasaea strains have high chromosome numbers, ploidy grouping of the chromosomes

Figure 8.
egg. Scale bar

PCLM

Figure 9.

PCLM

=

8

showing a

lateral

view of the

is

1984). But

exceptional,

among

the Bivalvia, this

first

first

metaphase spindle

in a northeastern Pacific

Lasaea

bar = 10
polar body extruded by a northeastern Pacific Lasaea egg. Scale

jum.

Figure 10.
bar = 20 pm.

PCLM
PCLM

of both

first

(P)

and second (arrow) northeastern

Pacific

Lasaea polar bodies. Scale

showing details of northeastern Pacific Lasaea second polar body chromosomes.
= 7 ^m.
homologous chromatids. Scale bar
PCLM of northeastern Pacific Lasaea egg chromosomes arranged at first cleavage metaphase.
Figure 12.
Arrows point to pairs of homologous chromosomes. Scale bar = 6 pm.
PCLM of first cleavage anaphase. Arrows indicate daughter chromosomes. Scale bar = 35
Figure 13.
Figure II.

Arrows point

to

strains,

only one species, Corbicula leana, with a triploid chro-

^m.
of the

phenomenon

and beside the polyploid Lasaea
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(Okamoto and

(present study, Thiriot-Quievreux et al.. 1988, 1989). Reliance on sperm activation leaves open the possibility of

Ltisaea contains one sexual species, L. aus-

occasional leakage of sperm chromosomes and may be
the origin of the supernumary chromosomes that are

mosome number of 54,

has been recorded

Arimoto, 1986).

The genus

C.

tralis, that undergoes a planktotrophic larval

development

6

Lasaea karyotypes.

1988; Tyler- Walters and Crisp, 1989).
Foighil (1988) proposed that this reproductive and developmental combination represented the primitive con-

characteristic of asexual

and Crisp (1989) provided a preliminary estimate of chromosome number in
two L. australis eggs (one with n = 2 1-22, the other with

1989) and pseudogamous individuals are typically sexual
parasites of closely related cross-fertilizing species. Lasaea

(6

Foighil.

dition in the genus. Tyler- Walters

2n = 42-44).

A more

detailed karyological analysis cur-

rently underway has yielded a diploid

number of 2n = 36

for this species (C. Thiriot-Quievreux, unpubl.).

Work

in

progress on the karyotype of L. australis may help to clarify chromosomal evolutionary mechanisms within the

genus Lasaea.
Karyological analyses of Lasaea strains in both present
and previous studies (Thiriot-Quievreux eta!., 1988, 1989)
have failed to find meiotic metaphases and the presence
of odd ploidy numbers and of supernumary chromosomes

Pseudogamy (gynogenesis) occurs
taxa (Kiester

et al..

wide variety of
1985; Hughes,

in a

1981; Stenseth et

al..

clones, however, are exceptional in that each individual

reproductively independent, using its own sperm to
trigger asexual development. Lasaea clones, therefore,
is

have

much

greater evolutionary potential than

most gyn-

ogenetic forms.

Gynogens typically originate from hybridization
events between related species, e.g., the AmbyostomajefJersoniainun complex (Uzzell, 1964), Rana escnlenta
(Uzzel and Berger, 1975; Turner and Nopp, 1979), and
possibly the freshwater bivalve Corbicitla leana (Oka-

moto and Arimoto,

1986). Hybrid, gynogenetic Fl prog-

vealed in this present study, two key pieces of evidence
establish that northeastern Pacific Lasaea strains are par-

eny are frequently triploid, incapable of meiosis, and
reproduce by sexually parasitizing males of the parental
species (Hughes, 1989). Northeastern Pacific Lasaea
clones are triploid and may have arisen from rare hy-

thenogens, not self-fertilizers. The incorporated sperm
nucleus disintegrates in the egg cortex and does not fuse

bridization events between ancestral lineages. Hybrid,
triploid Lasaea Fl progeny that produced a small

with the egg "pronucleus"; i.e.. syngamy does not occur.
Both polar bodies have a diploid chromosome number,

amount of phenotypically normal sperm

presumably renders accurate meiosis impossible. Although not all aspects of egg maturation have been re-

a result inconsistent with meiosis, implying that they are
products of mitotic divisions. Our data confirm Crisp and

cells

(6

Foighil,

then have reproduced by autogynogenesis. This evolutionary scenario is, however, speculative and needs to be verified by independent phylo1985, 1987)

may

Standen's (1988) proposal that parthenogenetic development is triggered by auto sperm in Lasaea strains lack-

genetic reconstruction.

ing dispersive larvae. Non-hybridizing lineages of northeastern Pacific Lasaea therefore represent true asexual

some very unusual marine mollusks. Direct developing
members are collectively much more successful than

Lasaea is the first bivalve genus
which asexual reproduction has been confirmed and is
also the first molluscan genus in which pseudogamy (gynogenesis) has been detected.
Egg maturation in northeastern Pacific Lasaea differs
from that of the great majority of other apomictic
(ameiotic) organisms in that two polar bodies are extruded

sexual congeners, which retain pelagic larval development (6 Foighil, 1989). In the present study, we have

clones, not inbred lines.
in

one (Hughes, 1989). Two polar bodies are
also mitotically produced in the gastropods Thiara (Afelunoides) tuberculatus and T. lineatns. which avoid a reduction in chromosome number by arresting an oogonial
division (Jacob, 1957). More detailed analyses of Lasaea
egg maturation divisions are needed to determine if these
organisms restitute chromosome numbers in a similar
rather than

manner

We

prior to

first

cleavage.

have no direct data on the chromosome complePacific Lasaea sperm cells, but

ment of the northeastern

It is

now apparent

that the genus

Lasaea includes

confirmed that direct development in this genus is
linked to polyploidy and to the presence of supernumary

chromosomes (Thiriot-Quievreux

et al..

1988, 1989).

Direct development is also linked to minute male allocation (Pelseneer, 1903; Oldfield, 1964;
Foighil,

6

1985;

McGrath and

6

Foighil,

1986;

6

Foighil

1988) and to a clonal population genetic
et al.. 1983: Crisp and Standen, 1988;
Foighil and Eernisse, 1988; Tyler- Walters and Crisp,

Eernisse,

structure (Crisp

6

1989). Autogynogenesis, which we have documented
in northeastern Pacific Lasaea populations, may also
be a persistent theme in other members of the genus
that share this developmental

mode, but

and Davenport
The genus Lasaea promises

become

ters

see Tyler-Wal-

(1990) for a potential exception.
to

a valuable

meiotic metaphases have not been discovered in Lasaea

system

genetic consequences of contrasting reproductive

from

Columbia, Kerguelen

Island,

and Europe

in

model
and

for exploring the long-term evolutionary

clones despite intensive karyological study of populations
British

and

benthic marine metazoans.

modes
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Variation in Fertilization Rate in the Tropical
Reef Fish, Halichoeres bivattatus:
Correlates and Implications
CHRISTOPHER W. PETERSEN
Smithsonian Tropical Research

Abstract.

spawns

Fertilization rates

Institute.

2072, Balboa,

Panama

the adaptive significance of morphological and behavioral
differences between and within the sexes.

were estimated for natural

in the tropical wrasse,

Box

Halichoeres bivattatus.

The wrasses have reproductive behaviors

Fertilization rate averaged 88%, but varied with both sea
conditions and with the addition of males (streakers) to

typical of free-

tropical reef fishes, with

spawning occurring at
spawning
downcurrent sites of reefs. Spawning consists of one to
over ten males and a female rushing upward 0.2 to several
meters toward the surface and releasing gametes into the

pair spawns. As sea conditions became rougher, the mean
fertilization rate for a day decreased. This effect was due
to the two days with the roughest sea conditions and the
lowest mean fertilization rates; there was no obvious trend
when these two days were excluded from the analysis. On
a given day, pair spawns, with a single male and female,
had fertilization rates approximately 7% lower than

water column

at the apex of the spawning rush. Although
have
workers
proposed many alternative mechanisms
past
for the evolution of reproductive behaviors in tropical

one fundamental factor has been almost comignored: the effect of fertilization rate on individual

reef fishes,

spawns where 1-2 streakers joined the pair spawn. These
results suggest that variation in fertilization rate must be

pletely

reproductive success and spawning behavior (for exceptions see Shapiro, 1989; Petersen, 1991). In this paper, I

considered as a potential selective force in shaping reproductive behavior in fishes with external fertilization of

provide measurements for fertilization rate in the tropical
wrasse, Halichoeres bivattatus, examine patterns and the

pelagic eggs.

potential causes of variation in fertilization rate,

cuss the role that fertilization rate

Introduction

may

and

dis-

play in the evo-

lution of reproductive behavior in this species.

The

social

and mating systems of

Selection on males has been generally thought to act
such that individuals produce enough sperm to fertilize
all of the eggs of a female, implying that investigations of

tropical reef fishes,

especially the more colorful and abundant species like the
wrasses (Pisces: Labridae), have been the focus of a large

body of research (Robertson, 1972, 1981; Robertson and
Choat, 1974; Robertson and Hoffman, 1977; Warner and
Robertson, 1978; Thresher, 1979; Warner and Hoffman,
1980a, b; Moyer and Yogo, 1982; Tribble, 1982; Kuwamura, 1984; Warner, 1984a, b, 1987, 1988; Nemtzov,
1985; Hoffman, 1985; Ross, 1986; Lejeune, 1987; Victor,
1987; Baird, 1988). Much of this work has involved doc-

variation in

increases, the

1

Apnl 1991; accepted 24 May 1991.
Eden

St.,

would be

uninteresting.

no reason to expect that the benefits to males for
producing additional sperm will outweigh the costs of
sperm production until all eggs are fertilized. Under these
circumstances, the selected level of sperm production may
not be enough to fertilize all available eggs, and the fertilization rate should be less than 100% (Petersen, 1991).
The extent to which fertilization rate is important in
discussions of mating-system evolution depends on how
There

umenting spawning behavior, quantifying the reproducmating tactics, and speculating on

Present address: College of the Atlantic, 105

rate

amount of sperm released in a spawn
number of additional fertilizations for a

given number of sperm released should decrease, reducing
the benefit for producing more sperm (Petersen, 1991).

tive success of various

Received

fertilization

However, as the

Bar Harbor,

Maine 04609- 11 98.
232

is

FERTILIZATION RATE IN HALICHOERES
variance exists in fertilization rate and

much

of that variance

may

is

predictable.

not always be 100%,

Given

it is still

how much

that fertilization rate

not clear whether

fer-

determining male
organisms that have ex-

tilization rate plays a significant role in

and female mating

strategies in
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streaking pair spawns and, on one occasion, approximately 10 IP males took part in a group spawn. Both pair

and group spawning appear to be common in this species
(Warner and Robertson, 1978). All data reported here are
from pair spawns with or without streakers.

ternal fertilization of pelagic eggs.

In

many

tropical reef fishes, there

more than one

is

male mating behavior within a population (e.g.. Warner
et a/.. 1975; Robertson and Warner, 1978; Warner and
Robertson,

1978;

Thresher,

1984;

Petersen,

1990).

Materials and Methods

Data were collected during February 1990 along the
northeast coast of St. Croix, Virgin Islands, and during
March 1990 in the San Bias Islands of Panama. At St.

Spawning sites may be occupied by either a large territorial
male who mates singly with the female (pair spawning)
or by a group of smaller males who mate together with

Croix, collections of eggs were

the female (group spawning). In addition, small non-territorial males are known to rush in and join pair spawns
at the moment of gamete release, a mating behavior called

collections were

streaking (Warner el al.. 1975; Thresher, 1984). In many
species, there may be several active spawning locations

within the range of an individual female, providing females with a choice of conditions for spawning. The extent
that males choose or compete for spawning locations and
females choose either spawning locations or the identity

of the male-role spawners based

on

fertilization rate is

unknown.

Reproductive Biology of Halichoeres bivattatus

The

slippery dick, Halichoeres bivattatus,

is

the most

common

Caribbean wrasse found over shallow reefs and
Smaller males and females have
communities.
seagrass
an initial-phase (IP) drab coloration; large terminal-phase

more brightly colored and are inmale (Warner and Robertson, 1978). TP males

(TP) individuals are
variably

be the result of sex change, or merely a coloration
change from IP males (Warner and Robertson, 1978).

may

4

made

in

shallow water

(

1-

m

depth) while snorkeling behind the barrier reef approximately 1 km west of Tague Bay. In the San Bias,

made

while snorkeling at 1-3

m

depth

Smithsoniantupo reef adjacent to the Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute San Bias Field Station.

at

To

collect eggs

from natural spawnings, observers po2-4
of a spawning site near

sitioned themselves within

m

When a spawn
was observed, the gamete cloud was marked by a small
the beginning of the daily spawning period.

amount of

fluorescein dye released by the observer near

the spawn. After waiting for at least 30 s, the observer
swept the area around and including the expanded fluorescein cloud for 30 s with a 6-inch brine-shrimp net

(maximum mesh

size

approximately 100 X 300 nm}.

Collections of eggs from another wrasse ( Thalassoma bifasciatum. Petersen et al.. 1992) indicated that harsher-

textured nylon nets, such as plankton netting, severly reduced the fertilization rates while the brine-shrimp net

had no effect. At the end of the sweep, the net was drawn
away from the fluorescein cloud, the contents of the net
were transferred to a small plastic bag, and the bag was
sealed. For each spawn, the location of the spawn was
recorded, and the

number of

streakers that joined the

Sex ratio is only slightly biased towards females (1:1.2),
and IP males outnumber TP males approximately 2.3:1
(Warner and Robertson. 1978).
Spawning occurs daily in the mid-afternoon over the

spawn (0-2) was noted.
The next morning the contents of each bag were filtered
through 100 nm nylon mesh to collect the eggs, which

edges of reefs and over turtle grass (Warner and Robertson, 1978). In pair spawning, gravid females enter the

scored as fertilized or unfertilized. By counting eggs 1620 h post-spawning, fertilized, developing eggs could be

of TP males, are approached by the TP male,
one to several rushes by the male toward the

unambiguously distinguished from undeveloped eggs.
Developing eggs contain nearly fully developed larvae,
because hatching is completed within 24 h. Undeveloped
eggs were scored as unfertilized. Estimates of fertilization
rate for spawns relied on collections with at least 20 eggs.
To test whether the 30-s delay before collection was
adequate to allow fertilization to occur, on three days collections were alternated between 30-s delays and 60-s de-

lee

territories

and

after

female both

rise

quickly 0.3 to over

1

m

in the

water

spawning rush. Gametes are released at
the apex of this spawning rush, after which both fish dart
back to their normal positions closer to the bottom. The

column

in a fast

eggs are fertilized externally as they begin to float away
from the location of the spawn. The TP male continues
to court additional females,
in a

day

and may spawn over 20 times
occurs when an IP male

(pers. obs.). Streaking

joins the spawning pair at the apex of their spawning rush

and presumably

releases sperm.

Only

TP

males were ob-

served pair spawning in this study; IP males were observed

were then examined under a dissecting microscope and

lays.

A

significant increase in fertilization rate in the 60-

sample would suggest that the 30-s samples underestimate fertilization rate. In addition, collections were made

s

spawning locations during the spawning period but not
immediately after a spawn to verify that eggs collected
at
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do come largely from the
was observed immediately prior to sampling.
There was no evidence that collecting eggs after 30 s

plying that eggs in collections

i

spawn

C

40-

that

detrimentally affected the estimate of fertilization rate.

03

Q.
(/D

Eggs collected from spawns after 60

30-

tical fertilization rates to

s had virtually idenspawns collected after 30 s (F, 5
,

=

20-

0)

.0

0.001,

P=

0.98).

Spawning date had a significant effect on fertilization
Over the 8 dates with at least two collections with

rate.

E

20

10-

1

eggs, fertilization rate varied significantly

(ANOVA, F I784 =

8.3

One of the causes of variation

\/A

among dates

!,/>< 0.001).
in fertilization rate

among

There was a negative
correlation between the qualitative score of sea condition
days appeared to be sea conditions.

60

40

20

Fertilization

80

and the mean

fertilization rate for a day, with rougher
lower
fertilization rates (Fig. 2, i\ = -0.44,
days having
= 18 days). This
<
n
0.05,
/V.aiied]
analysis used only
without
spawns
streaking; an identical trend existed for

rate

Figure 1.
Frequency distribution of fertilization rates for all spawns
with >20 eggs. The lower hound for the 10% categories is given, the last
category included two spawns with 100% fertilization of collected eggs.

the
=

made

each date, a qualitative score of sea conditions was
during the spawning period. This score varied from

Excluding these two days, there was no significant effect
of sea conditions on fertilization rate (both types of
Mj ,i,d] > 0.25).
Spawns with streakers had significantly higher fertilization rates than pair spawns without streakers collected
spawns,

calmest conditions to 5 for the roughest conditions experienced during the study. These data were used
1

for the

on days with higher
water velocities and increased water mixing. Based on
theoretical studies of water turbulence and fertilization
to test for decreased fertilization rate

rate,

The possibility that sperm depletion in males during
the daily spawning period causes lower fertilization rates
was examined by testing for a negative correlation between

dates).

statistics

was used, non-parametric

were employed.

total

days.

Of

this database,

collected

w
5

o

8

o

o

o

o

o

e

80

C
o
'

60N
oS

of 180 collections of eggs were taken over 19
102 (57%) had the mini-

the 180 collections,

mum

40-

12345

20

of 20 eggs and were used in the analysis of fertilization rate. The mean fertilization rate of these collections

was 88.1% (median = 87.3%) (Fig. ). The number of eggs
to 536 (median
spawn varied from
= 26.5; for collections with at least 20
eggs, median
= 65.5). The three control collections had 0-4
eggs, im-

Sea conditions

1

collected from a

both the presence of a streaker

spawn and the day a spawn was

100-

data were an-

Results

A

in fertilization rate

for

gularly transformed before applying parametric statistical
techniques. In cases where the sea-condition ranking or

the spawning-order ranking

Using

joining the pair

a specific male during a spawning period. Only sequences
with at least seven samples were used for this purpose.
statistical analysis, fertilization rate

changes

two-way ANOVA for the subset of days with collections
from pair spawns both with and without streakers (n = 16

Shibata, 1989).

and the order of collection of spawns

test for

with the presence of streakers, date of collection and the
presence of streakers were examined simultaneously in a

increased water mixing was predicted to reduce sperm

fertilization rate

P|

on the same day. To

concentrations and reduce fertilization rates (Denny and

For

3

dates was due to the two dates that had the roughest sea
conditions and also had the lowest mean fertilization rates.

in the

elsewhere.

On

Much

water column from spawns

spawns were not

after

= -0.48, / ta
< 0.05, n
(rs
[i. ,icd]
of the variation in fertilization rates among

spawns with streakers

16).

The
Figure 2.
mean fertilization
>20 eggs.

(rank)

relationship between sea conditions (rank score)
rate

on a day

for

all

and

spawns without streakers with
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Table

on fertilization rate (Table I).
streakers
had
an average of 6.6% higher ferwith
Spawns
tilization rate on a day (range = -4 to 18%) compared

Two-way mixed-model ANOl'A of the
and collection day on fertilization rale

with pair spawns without streakers.
The identity of the male did not appear to affect

Dependent variable

had a

significant effect

tilization rate.

On two

days collections were

made

fersi-

multaneously from three males on the same back reef
area within 30 meters of one another. There was a sig-

= 6.41, P = 0.02), but no
of male identity (F 2 .it = 0.56, P = 0.58).
There was also no evidence that fertilization rate for

nificant effect of date (F ug
significant effect

spawns by a male changed in any systematic way during
Over the course of the study, there
were three sequences of 7-10 spawns successfully collected
the spawning period.

from a male. These sequences occurred over a period of
33-48 min. The order in the spawning sequence was not
= -0.25
significantly correlated with fertilization rate (rs
to 0.64, Quailed] > 0.1 in all cases). Thus, the fertilization
rate data does not provide evidence for sperm depletion

TP male

by

H. bivattatus.

Discussion
Fertilization rate has been a previously ignored aspect
of the reproductive biology of tropical reef fishes. The
result that lower fertilization rates occur on days of rougher

water conditions and higher current velocity is consistent
with a theoretical treatment of the effect of turbulence on

(Denny and Shibata. 1989) and with emmarine invertebrates (Pennington, 1985;
1989) and another marine fish (Petersen el

fertilization rate
pirical data for

Levitan,
a/.,

1992).

A

difference in fertilization rate was also observed between pair spawns and pair spawns joined by streaking
males. The most likely cause of the increase in fertilization
rate in spawns with streakers is a higher total amount of
sperm released with the addition of another male. How-

ever, this result could also be caused

by some other factor

associated with streaking. For example, a slower spawning
ascent or a lower spawning rush height might be associated
fertilization rates and with a higher
probability of additional males joining the spawn. Although these alternatives are possible, 1 will assume that

both with increased

the most straightforward interpretation is correct, that
streakers directly increase fertilization rate in Halichoeres
bivattatus. If so, the result that streaking increases fertil-

some of the assumptions that
have been made about reproduction in reef fishes have
been violated and that fertilization rate must be considered
ization rate indicates that

as a potential selective force in shaping

spawning behavior.

females attempt to maximize fertilization rates in
their spawns, irrespective of the identity of the male that
If

fertilizes the eggs,

then these data provide evidence for a

conflict of interests

between the

TP

territorial

male and

Independent

I

effect

ofpresence of streakers

Fertilization rate (angular transformation)
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females before beginning the

Hesitations by

spawning rush in tropical reef fishes could be a female
mating tactic to increase streaking rate, and not a female
response to imperfect positioning by the TP male prior
reduce streaking rate. This hypothesis needs to be tested with comparative data, including species with and without streaking males. Females
to

spawning or a

tactic to

in H. hivattatus often hesitate several times before ulti-

mately spawning with a

TP male

(pers. obs.).

Despite the possible advantages of female spawning behavior that increases fertilization rate, these modifications

types of males,
mating success

is

it

clear that

our assumptions of

how

translated into reproductive success in

is

these fishes needs to be reappraised.

These

results suggest

two avenues

for future research

in the reproductive biology of tropical reef fishes. First,

mate choice, spawning site selection,
and temporal patterns of spawning may be at least in part
variation in female

a response to variation in fertilization rate. Second, the
spawning behavior of both males and females needs to

be reconsidered as a potential

tactic to increase individual

fertilization rates.

be highly constrained by predation pressure during
spawning. Behaviors that may increase the chance of a

may
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Spermatophore Diversity Within and Among the
Hermit Crab Families, Coenobitidae, Diogenidae, and
Paguridae (Paguroidea, Anomura, Decapoda)
C. C.

TUDGE

Zoology Department, University of Queensland, Queensland, 4072. Australia

Abstract.

The spermatophore morphology of

1

have been investigated for spermatophore morphology.
These are listed below. Coenobitidae: Birgus latro (Lin-

3 species

of hermit crab from the families Coenobitidae, Diogenidae
and Paguridae is described and illustrated, and comparisons are

made

Matthews, 1956; Tudge and Jamieson, 1991.
Coenohita rugosus H. Milne Edwards, Matthews, 1956.
Diogenidae: Clibanarius misanthropus(R\sso), Mouchet,
naeus),

with existing descriptions to show that

spermatophore form, at the light microscope level, can
be used to separate three families of the Paguroidea. Sper-

Dardanus arrosor (Herbst), Mouchet, 1931
Pagurus arrosor). Dardanus asper (De Haan), Matthews, 1953. Dardanus punctulatus (Olivier), Matthews,
1956. Diogenes pugilator (Roux), Mouchet, 1930, 1931.
Aniculus
Pagnrisles oculatiis (Fabricius), Mouchet, 193
inaxiiniis Edmondson, Triiopagurus maxinuis (Herbst)
and T. slrigatits (Herbst), Matthews, 1957 (as Aniculus
1930, 1931.

matophores from members of the family Coenobitidae
are robust in nature with large, ovoid-spherical ampullae
mounted on short, thick stalks. Members of the family
Diogenidae have more fragile spermatophores with small
spherical ampullae mounted on long, slender stalks. The

(as

1

spermatophores of members of the family Paguridae are
an ac-

Anapagurus hyndmanni (ThompMouchet, 1930, 1931. Anapagurus brevicarpus A.
Milne Edwards and BouvierandA /cms (Bell), Mouchet,

distinctive in possessing large, elongate, ampullae,

strigalnx). Paguridae:

cessory ampulla at the base of the main ampulla and a
pseudo-stalk analogous with the true stalk of the Coe-

nobitidae and Diogenidae.
is

recorded for the

first

son),

The occurrence of double-

headed spermatophores (two ampullae on a single
time, in a

Dardanus

1931. Cestopagurus timidus (Roux), Pagurus anachorelus

(Thompson), P. excavatus (Herbst)
sculptimanus (Lucas), Mouchet, 1931 (all as Eupagurus). Pagurus prideaux Leach, Mouchet, 1931; HaRisso, P. cuanensis

stalk)

species.

The
am-

and

which divides the
two halves,
is described using both scanning and transmission electron
microscopy. A simple, branching key for classifying the
ultrastructure of the lateral ridge,

pulla of the paguroidean spermatophore into

mon, 1937 (both

/osus). All

of these previous studies of spermatophore

Anomura

consists of 13 families of

major regions: a sperm-filled ampulla, a columnar stalk of variable length, and a foot or pedestal. The
ampulla has a partition or line of division that runs around
into three

the lateral edge

This suture line
1

99

1970

Except for Triiopagurus maximus and T. strigatus
(Matthews 1957), the hermit crabs previously studied have
a typically pedunculate spermatophore that can be divided

which only 6 have been investigated for spermatophore
morphology. Representatives of three hermit crab families
in the superfamily Paguroidea (sensit McLaughlin, 1983)

Received 12 April

1931; Chevaillier,

structure have been at the light microscope level.

presented.

infraorder

Eupagurus prideauxi ). Pagurus bern-

Eupagurus bernhardus). Pagurus novizealandiae
1972 (as P. novae-:ealandiae). PaGreenwood,
(Dana),
excavatus
(Herbst), Schaller, 1979 (as P. meticugurus

Introduction

The

as

(both as

Diogenidae and Paguridae only) into their respective
family, based on the gross morphology of their spermatois

P.

hardus (Linnaeus), Mouchet,

investigated hermit crabs (from the families Coenobitidae,

phore,

.

1 ;

and separates the ampulla into two halves.
is the point of weakness where the ampulla

breaks to release the spermatozoa prior to fertilization.

accepted 17 July 1991.
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spermatophore morphology include Mouchet (1930, 1931) and Matthews
1953, 1956, 1957), whose important contributions to this
field also covered other decapods. These references, along
Earlier pioneers in hermit crab

(

with many other papers on decapod spermatophores, are
adequately tabulated in Dudenhausen and Talbot (1983).
Some additional, more recent, references to anomuran
and brachyuran spermatophore studies can be found in
Mann's (1984) book on spermatophores. Studies on her-

mit crab spermatophores have been neglected for the past
10 years, except for a recent review by Hinsch (1991);
although some important works on brachyuran (Jeyalectumie and Subramoniam, 1989; Subramoniam, 1991) and
caridean shrimp (Chow et a/.. 1989) spermatophores have
been published. Comparisons of the functional morphology of genitalia and subsequent sperm transfer and
storage mechanisms among taxa can provide useful information on phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary
divergence; especially in the Decapoda (Bauer, 1986,
1991).
present paper describes and illustrates the
spermatophore structure of 1 3 species of hermit crab, from

The

3 families in the

Paguroidea, and introduces a simple key

to classify these hermit crabs to family, based on light
microscope observations of their spermatophores.

Materials and Methods
Collection sites and dates for the species in this paper
are as follows:

The male reproductive system was dissected from fresh
specimens, 10% buffered formalin-fixed or 3% glutaraldehyde-fixed specimens. The spermatophores were teased
out of the distal part of the vas deferens onto microscope
slides.

Spermatophores were viewed and photographed
Olympus BH2 microscope equipped with No-

with an

marski interference contrast optics. After the

hyde

in 0.2

M phosphate buffer (pH

(Linnaeus 1767), Malaita Island. Solomon
Pacific, October, 1988; Coenobita brevimanm

Islands,

SW

Islands,

SW

Pacific,

August,

1990; Coenobita spinosus H. Milne Edwards 1837, Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia, May, 1990.

Family Diogenidae
latens (Randall 1839), Calcinus mimitus Bui1937
and Clibanarius corallinus (H. Milne Edtendijk
wards 1848), Heron Island, Queensland, Australia, De-

Calcium

cember, 1990; Clibanarius virescens(Krauss 1843). Dunwich. North Stradbroke Island, Queensland, Australia,

Dardanus lagopodes (Forskal 1775) and
Dardanus megistos (Herbst 1804), Heron Island,
Queensland, Australia, December, 1990; Diogenes garApril,

1990;

dineri Alcock 1905, Mooloolaba, Queensland, Australia,

October, 1990.

Pagtints

hirtimanus

4C.

UM

LKB

knife. Sections

stained with Reynold's lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963)
20 min; and further rinsed in distilled water. Micrographs were taken on a Hitachi 300 transmission electron
ter;

for

microscope at 80 kV.
For scanning electron microscopy, 3% glutaraldehydefixed spermatophores were dehydrated through a graded

(80-100%)

at

10

min

intervals.

They

drop of ether and
sputter coated with gold; micrographs were taken on a
Philips 505 scanning electron microscope at 20-30kV.
after being placed in a

Results

Family Coenobitidae

The

pedunculate spermatophores of Birgits
approximately 650 nm in length from pedestal
to apex of the ampulla. The sperm-filled ampulla is 440
fj.m long and 450 ^m wide and forms an inverted hearttripartite,

latro are

shape

(Fig.

1A).

The

stalk of the

spermatophore

is

ap-

The spermatophore is latproximately 100
erally wider than deep, and therefore is slightly spatulate
and is composed of two halves, which meet at the lateral
/urn in length.

edge as a raised ridge (Fig. 3 A). This ridge is 20 ^m thick
while the remaining spermatophore wall is only 10 nm
thick. Under a double Mallory's staining procedure (Mai1936) the spermatophore wall is shown to be composed of two layers: an inner, darker staining layer, which
is discontinuous at the ridge, and an outer, lighter staining
lory,

layer,

Family Paguridae

h at

2128
IV microtome with a diamond
were placed on carbon-stabilized colloidincoated 200 ^m mesh copper grids and stained in 6%
aqueous uranyl acetate for 40 min; rinsed in distilled wacut on a

1852, Coenobita perlatus H. Milne Edwards 1837
and Coenobita ntgosus H. Milne Edwards 1837, Suwarrow

Cook

glutaralde1

After being infiltrated and embedded in Spurr's epoxy
resin (Spurr, 1969), thin sections (50-80 nm thick) were

Dana

Atoll National Park,

3%

7.2) for

They were washed in phosphate buffer (3 washes in 15
min), postfixed in phosphate buffered 1% osmium tetroxide for 80 min; similarly washed in buffer and dehydrated
through ascending concentrations of ethanol (40-100%).

were then dried

Birgits latro

initial glu-

first

Portions of the vas deferens were fixed in

series of ethanol

Family Coenobitidae

and

phosphate buffer wash, the
fixation procedure for transmission electron microscopy
was carried out in a Lynx-el. Microscopy Tissue Processor.
taraldehyde fixation

which covers the entire ampulla and increases

in

thickness at the ridge.

Miers

1880,

Queensland. Australia, December, 1990.

Heron

Island,

The pedunculate spermatophores of Coenobita spinosus
are similar in shape to those of Birgus latro but

much
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rugosus

Coenobita

spinosus

^'^--'
Coenobita
Coenobita

J

perlatus

brevimanus

Clibanarius
corallinus

Clibanarius
virescens

urus
hirtimanus

Diogenes
gardineri

M
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smaller (Fig. IB). Each individual spermatophore is approximately 170 jum in length from base of the pedestal

The ampulla, which is approximately 10 ^m long, is composed of two halves that join
at a conspicuous lateral ridge. The stalk of the spermatophore is only 20 j/m long. The width of the ampulla from
10 nm, while the depth
ridge to ridge is approximately
of the ampulla is only 100 ^m. This gives the ampulla a
to the top of the ampulla.
1

1

slightly spatulate shape,

Clibanarius

is

241

similar to that of the Calcinus species. Cli-

banariits virescens has a small spermatophore, only

1

50

^m long with a short, thin stalk 70 ^m long and 10 ^m
wide. The ampulla is 75 p.m in length and width and has
ventrally directed projections (25 /urn long)

which appear

to be extensions of the lateral ridge (Fig. 1H).

end of the

stalk penetrates into the

The

distal

ampulla as a dorsally

directed projection.

with the ridge running around

The spermatophore of Clibanarius

corallinus

is

twice

the lateral edge. The ampulla is surrounded by a spermatophore wall 2 ^m in thickness, which increases to 3

the length (300 ^m) of that of Clibanarius virescens, but
otherwise it is morphologically similar (Fig. II). The 220

nm

nm
^m

at the ridge,

and

is filled

with

many

closely

packed

spermatozoa, separated by an extracellular matrix. Ultrastructural studies show the ridge to be a break in the fibrillar structure

of this wall (Fig. 3C).

stalk

is

slightly

species are only 12

The spermatophores of Coenobita nigosus

are larger

than those of Coenobita spinosus. being 190 ^m long,
with an ampullar length and width of 150 and 100 ^m.
respectively. The ampulla, which is slightly more elongate
than either Birgus latro or Coenobita spinosus, sits on a
stalk 32 urn high (Fig. 1C).

wider

at 15

nm. The ampulla

is

60

long and 75 pm wide and possesses the same extensions of the lateral ridge, although the extensions in this
slightly penetrated

^m in length. The ampulla is only
by a broad dorsal projection at the

end of the stalk (Figs. II, 2E).
Dardanus lagopodes has a distinctive spermatophore,

distal

in

comparison to the rest of the Paguroidea studied, in
some have two ampullae at the apex of a single stalk

that

U, 2D). Of the observed spermatophores, approx20% were double-headed. Both single and doubleheaded spermatophores were the same length, and each

(Figs.

Coenobita brevimamis has a spermatophore 290 /urn in
length which is composed of a stalk that is 90 nm long

imately

and an ampulla that is 180 ^m long and 10 jum wide.
Although the ampulla is larger than that of Coenobita

had similar ampullae. The spermatophores were 600 ^m
long with a 530 p.m stalk, that had a mean width of 20
^m. Each ampulla was 70 nm long and 80 ^m wide. In
the spermatophores with two ampullae the stalk forked
only at the most distal 50-70 mm (Fig. 2D).
The spermatophores of Dardanus megistos are very different from that of Dardanus lagopodes in both size and

1

rugosus,

its

shape

is

very similar (Figs. ID, 2 A).
is the largest

The spermatophore of Coenobita perlatus

of the four species of Coenobita studied. At 600 ^m in
length, it is only slightly smaller than the spermatophore
of Birgus latro (Fig. 1A). The ampulla, 400 nm long and
230 ^m wide, is similar in shape to those of Coenobita

rugosus and Coenobita brevimamis and is situated on top
of a stalk that is 180 ^m long (Fig. IE).

Family Diogenidae

The spermatophores of Calcinus minutus are 180 //m
10 jum long and an
long, composed of a stalk that is
60
and
70
wide.
The stalk is very
ampulla
/urn long
^m
1

slender, only 10 /um wide,

to envelop the spherical
is

also

phore

found
is

and gradually thickens

ampulla

(Figs. IF,

distally

3D). This shape

Calcinus latens, but the entire spermatosmaller in the latter. The over-all length of the
in

spermatophore of Calcinus latens is 150 ^m, the thin stalk
being 110 ^m long and 15 ^m wide, and the ampulla
dimensions are 50 by 50 /um (Figs. 1G, 2C).
The spermatophore morphology of the two species of

Figure

1.

IK, 2B). They appear more similar to
the spermatophores of the two Calcinus species. Dardanus

morphology

(Figs.

60 /urn long,
is only
wide
and
an ampulla
and
20
a stalk that is 90 ^m long
^m
in
minutus
wide.
As
Calcinus
and
45
that is 60 nm long
nm
megistos has a spermatophore that

latens (Figs. 1 F, G), the stalk gradually widas to appear to envelop the ampulla, but
so
ens distally
unlike these species, the broad end of the stalk projects
considerably into the ventral aspect of the ampulla

and Calcinus

(Fig. IK).

The spermatophore of Diogenes gardineri is different
from those of any of the other diogenid genera in this
paper. The entire spermatophore is 430 ^m in length,
with 300 /um of that being the thin (15 ^m) stalk. The
ampulla is approximately square in outline with length
and width dimensions both being 130 ^m. The ampulla

Semidiagrammatic representations of spermatophores of hermit crabs from three families of

the Paguroidea. (A-E) Coenobitidae. A. Birgus latro, B. Coenobita spinosus, C. Coenobita rugosus, D.
F. Calcinus minutus. G. Calcinus lalens,
Dardanus lagopodes. K. Dardanus megistos. L. Diogenes
gardineri. (M) Paguridae. M. Pagitrus hirtimanus. Drawn from light micrographs. All to the same scale, a;

Coenobita brevimamis.

H. Clibanarius virescens.

E.

I.

Coenobila perlatus. (F-L) Diogenidae.
Clibanarius corallinus.

ampulla, aa; accessory ampulla,

p; pedestal,

s;

1

J.

spermatozoa,

st;

stalk.
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penetrated ventrally by a thin projection, which originates at the distal end of the stalk, to a depth of 60 nm
is

(Figs. 1L,

The spermatophores of
from

the single representative col-

Pagurus hirtimanm, are morphologically very different from any other Paguroidea in
this family,

The spermatophores, although considered to
be stalked (pedunculate), do not appear to have a definite
stalk lifting the ampulla above the pedestal. Another imthis paper.

the presence of a secondary or acat
the
base of the main ampulla but much
cessory ampulla,
smaller than the latter (Figs. 1 M, 2F). This accessory am-

portant difference

400 //m in length and the attached stalk is 100 i*m long
by 50 ^m wide. The main ampulla is 280 ^m long and
150 j/m wide while the accessory ampulla is only 36 j/m
long and 12 ^m wide (Fig. 1M). The accessory ampulla
is often devoid of spermatozoa but may contain one or
two sperm cells (Fig. 2F).
is

He

and reported

also observed several terrestrial

nobitidae, spermatophore transfer and fertilization can
occur on land. The robust nature of the spermatophores
in this family may be an adaptation to facilitate sper-

matophore survival on the external surface of the female
while she is on land. Large spermatophores with short,
thick stalks would be harder to damage or dislodge from
the gelatinous spermatophoric mass attached to the female
than slender stalked spermatophores.

Coenobitidae

The spermatophores of the five representatives in the
Coenobitidae (Fig. A-E) all show a similar over-all mor1

size differences distinguish

Diogenidae

The Diogenidae
passing

many

is a large hermit crab family encomgenera including Calcinus. Clibanaritis,

Dan/anus, and Diogenes. The representatives in this study,
from the above genera, show a great diversity of sper-

matophore form

1F-L), but within the limits of a
morphology. The spermatophores
generally have long, thin stalks (less than 20 jum in diameter) and small spherical ampullae approximately 5070 jim in size. The investigated Diogenes ganiineri is an
(Figs.

characteristic familial

exception to the latter case, as

Discussion

them. The

spermatophores in this family are characterized by large
spherical to ovoid ampullae with short thick stalks, giving

them

by Helfman (1977).

is

pulla has only been described in representatives from this
family. The entire spermatophore of Pagunis liirtimanus

phology and only

dividuals of Birgus latro was later observed

matings in the semi-terrestrial hermit crab, Coenobita
perlatus. These observations indicate that, in the Coe-

2G-I).

Family Pagwidae

lected

JUDGE

a generally robust appearance.

I consider the
genera
Coenobitidae to be either semi-terrestrial, Coenobita
spp., or terrestrial, Birgus latro. based on their differing
abilities to withstand desiccation and their subsequent

in the

dependence on the marine environment.
In the Paguroidea, spermatophores are attached to the
exoskeleton of the female hermit crab or on the surface

of the temporarily inhabited gastropod shell, by the sticky
base or pedestal (Matthews, 1956; Greenwood, 1972), and

it has larger ampullar dimensions (Figs. 1L, 2G-I).
Each of the genera can be distinguished by its possession
of specific structural features. These distinctive generic
forms can be complicated by unusual morphologies, such
as the double-headed spermatophores of Dardanus la-

gopodes (Figs. U, 2D). The 20% occurrence rate of this
form among the majority of single-headed spermatophores suggests that they might not be aberrant. This is
the first record of double-headed spermatophores in the
Diogenidae (also for the Paguroidea), and further study
reveal whether this is more common among other

may

genera.
All the representatives in the Diogenidae are aquatic;
mating and fertilization occur in water. Spermatophores
are placed externally on either the carapace of the female
or the gastropod shell she inhabits. The fact that desic-

an aquatic

cation of the spermatophoric mass is not a problem in an
aquatic habitat may be reflected in the fragile structure

habitat, the spermatophoric mass does not dry out and
thus can be carried around for long periods; but for terrestrial species or species that venture from the water for

of the slender-stalked spermatophores of these species.
The long slender stalks in Clibanarius cora/linus. Dar-

generally are

embedded

in a gelatinous mass. In

periods of time, desiccation of the spermatophoric mass
is a problem. Matthews (1956) assumed that copulation,

spermatophore deposition, and fertilization in the semiterrestrial species, Coenohita rugosus, and the terrestrial
coconut crab, Birgus latro, occurred in water, mainly because the remainder of the reproductive cycle is aquatic
and also because no one had observed a terrestrial mating
in this family.

One

instance of terrestrial copulation between two in-

danus lagopodes, and Diogenes gardineri (Figs. II, J, L)
may reflect the need to use the water for the extra support
of the sperm-filled ampullae.

Paguridae

The 12 species within the family Paguridae have been
studied for spermatophore morphology (see Introduction),
making it the most studied family of the Paguroidea. The
single species for

which the spermatophore

is

illustrated
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Figure

2.

Light micrographs of spermatophores of hermit crabs. (A) Coenobita brevimanus (Coenobitidae).

Dardanus megislos (Diogemdae). (C) Caleinus latent (Diogenidae). (D) Dardanu.t lagopodes (Diogenidae).
Note the double-headed spermatophores. (E) Clibanarius corallinus (Diogenidae). (F) Pagunis hinimamit
(B)

(Pagundae). Detail of the accessory ampulla containing a single spermatozoa. (G-I) Diogenes gardineri
(Diogenidae). Series of three micrographs from the proximal to the distal end of the vas deferens showing
the progressive lengthening of the spermatophore stalk, a: ampulla, aa; accessory ampulla, p: pedestal,

spermatozoa,

st;

stalk.

s;
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paper conforms with the general
morphology (Fig. 1M). Pagurid spermatophores
from those of the Coenobitidae and Diogenidae in

and described

in this

familial
differ

Although

considered

pedunculate

(Greenwood,

1972), the spermatophores of the Paguridae tend to have
only a short stalk, which is often incorporated into the

pedestal

and

This process of stalk lengthening, whether there is a
pseudo-stalk or a true stalk, occurs during maturation of
all spermatophores of the Paguroidea, with the exception

maximus and Trizopagurus strigatus
(Matthews, 1957). If spermatophore morphology is to be
compared between species, care must be taken to obtain
of Trizopagurus

three important ways:
1.

JUDGE

gives the appearance of being

non-pedun-

only mature spermatophores from the most distal portion
of the vas deferens or to use extruded spermatophores.

Immature spermatophore morphology of one family may

Greenwood (1972), following
divided the vas defterminology of Mouchet 193

be consistent with the mature spermatophore form of another family. An example of this can be seen in Figure

erens of the hermit crab, Pagitrus novizealandiae, into

2G-I, where the short stalked, immature spermatophore
of Diogenes gardineri is reminiscent of a coenobitid type
spermatophore, while the mature spermatophore from the

culate (Matthews, 1957).

the

(

1

),

nine discrete regions. The different musculature in each
of the nine regions is responsible for fragmentation of the
continuous sperm ribbon into spermatophores. The pres-

ence or absence of each of the nine regions dictates the
form of the spermatophore in the Paguroidea. In the Paguridae, regions four

and

six (areas

(1957) to state that the spermatophores of

Matthews

members of

the Paguridae were non-pedunculate. However, Greenwood (1972) found that there was a stalk in Pagunts novis is

vas deferens shows clearly

its

diogenid origins

(Fig. 1L).

of stalk secretion and

elongation respectively) are absent. This led

izealandiae but that

distal

moulded from

the capsule sheath.

Spermatophore

lateral ridge

by Mouchet
(1930) on the ampulla of the spermatophore of Diogenes

The conspicuous

pugilatorand

later

by

lateral

partition seen

Hamon (1937) in a similar position

prideaux (as Eupagurus prideauxi) was coridentified by both workers as the joining line of the

for Pagitrus

He

rectly

the Paguridae, a "pseudo-pedicule" forms the stalk in this
family, which is analogous to the true stalk in the Coe-

two halves of the ampulla. Hamon (1937) called this partition the "ligne de suture" and showed that it ran around
the elongate spermatophore of Pagiirus prideaux and was

suggested that, in accordance with Mouchet's (1931)
description of the spermatophores of other members of

nobitidae and Diogenidae.
2. The ampullae are often elongate or cylindrical in

nature and

fairly large.

Most importantly, the spermatophores have a secondary, smaller ampulla, which is termed the accessory
3.

ampulla. This accessory ampulla is found at the base of
the main ampulla and generally contains no spermatozoa,

although one or two individual spermatozoa may be present (Fig. 3D). This accessory ampulla is formed by the
vesiculation of the empty sperm column sheath that sep-

main ampullae (Mouchet,
The rhythmic muscle contractions

arates each of the developing

1931; Matthews, 1957).

of the reproductive tract fold the continuous sperm column into partially closed arches filled with developing
spermatozoa, with the compressed empty sperm column

where the two halves of the ampulla separated
the contained spermatozoa.

Hamon

to release

also suggested

two

main mechanisms of spermatophore dehiscence: one
being changes in internal pressure due to mechanical or
osmotic forces and the other being the chemical dissolution of the suture that unites the two halves of the ampulla.
line, or lateral ridge, has now been recorded
from three paguroidean families, the Coenobitidae [Birgus latro, Tudge and Jamieson, 1991; present
study (Fig. 3A); Coenobita spinosus, present study (Fig.
3C)], the Diogenidae [Calcinus minutus, Clibanarius virescens. present study (Figs. 3B, D); Diogenes pugilator,
Mouchet, 1930], and the Paguridae (Pagiirus prideaux,

This suture

in species

Hamon,

1937).

in

between. In the Coenobitidae and Diogenidae the
elongation of the stalk is sufficient to stretch this empty

Light microscope studies using Mallory's staining techniques, scanning electron microscope studies (Fig. 3A),

sperm column sheath and obscure it. Mouchet (1931) illustrated an accessory ampulla in the developing sper-

and transmission electron microscope studies

matophore of the diogenid Pagitristes oculatus, but it is
absent from the mature spermatophore. Because regions
four and six are absent in the Paguridae, stalk elongation

spermatophore

is

not significant.

The sperm column sheath

is,

therefore,

not stretched, leaving an empty vesicle at the base of each
main ampulla. Some spermatozoa may be sealed in this
vesicle but their release,
pulla,

is

doubtful.

upon dehiscence of the main am-

show

that the lateral ridge

is

ridge

is

The

C)

in nature, and at the lateral ridge
a break in this structure (Fig. 3C). Although the
structurally thicker than the remainder of the

bita spinosus

there

wall.

(Fig. 3B,

a thickening of the ampullar
spermatophore wall of Coenois

is fibrillar

spermatophore wall, this gap in the fibrous matrix is a
weakness where splitting of the two ampullar halves occurs.
is

A

similar break in the spermatophore wall structure

seen in Clibanarius virescens (Fig. 3B), but an external
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Figure 3.

conspicuous
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(A) Birgiis latro (Coenobitidae). Scanning electron micrograph of two sperniatophores showing
(B and C) Transmission electron micrographs showing detail of the lateral ndge.

lateral ridge.

Note the apparent plug of material in the lateral ridge. (C) Coenobita
spinosus (Coenobitidae). (D) Caldnus mimilus (Diogenidae). Light micrograph showing splitting of the
spermatophore ampulla at the lateral ridge to release spermatozoa. (Arrow indicates the point of separation

(B) Clibanarius virescens (Diogenidae).

of the two ampullar halves),

matophore

a;

ampulla, em; extracellular matrix,

plug appears to cement the two halves of the ampulla
together in this species. Release of spermatozoa from the
splitting lateral ridge
iitus is

of a spermatophore of Caldnus min-

seen in Figure 3D.

Spermatophore morphology and modes of sperm
transfer provide

some

r;

lateral ridge,

si

spermatozoa, sw; sper-

wall.

clarification of systematic prob-

at familial and generic levels (Schaller, 1979; Bauer,
1986) and sometimes even at the specific level (Matthews,
1953, 1956). The phylogenetic value of spermatophore

lems

form and sperm transfer mode has been demonstrated
in pseudoscorpions by Weygoldt (1966). One has to be

cautious, however, in drawing homologies between species based

on spermatophore form and modes of sperm

transfer before the

and

modes of formation, chemical

in question

nature,

morphology of the spermatophores

ultrastructural

have been studied

in depth. Similarly, caution

when phylogenetic hypotheses are
formulated on limited data sets and small numbers of
has to be exercised

representatives from the selected taxa. Both Clark

and Mann (1984)
transfer

(

198

1

)

modes of sperm
used by organisms may be more directly influstate that particular

enced by the habitat of those organisms than the phy-
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of

COENOBITIDAE

DIOGENIDAE

PAGURIDAE

Presence

TUDGE

Long, thin slalk

Short, thick stalk

Small, spherical ampulla

Large, ovoid ampulla

main

ampulla and

accessory ampulla

Presence

mam

Tripartite

paguroidean

of

ampulla only

pedunculate
spermatophore:

consisting of an ampulla,
slalk

Figure 4.

A

and pedestal

branching key to

classify the investigated

hermit crabs into their respective family based on

the structure of their spermatophores. Spermatophores not to scale.

It seems very likely that both
and phylogeny influence spermatophore morphology of any particular taxa. For example, in the Coe-
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logenetic relationships.
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plan
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(Mouchet, 1431, as Eitpagurm timidus}, in which a pagurid was recorded as possessing a diogenid type sper-

matophore morphology. As spermatophore studies widen
to include more species and even other families, further
confirmation or contradiction to this system will undoubtedly occur. A simple key (not intended as a phypresented here and
can be used to classify the currently investigated hermit
crabs to the family level based on gross spermatophore
logeny), in branching

morphology.

form

(Fig. 4), is
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Coexistence of Hydroid Eating Nudibranchs:
Do Feeding Biology and Habitat Use Matter?
WALTER

J.

LAMBERT

Department of Zoology, University of New Hampshire. Durham,

Abstract.

The feeding

and habitats of four nu-

biologies

amples of pre-emptive or overgrowth competition of

dibranchs in colonies of the hydroid Obelia geniculala
were investigated to determine whether these factors con-

and feeding behaviors showed

clonal invertebrates (Schoener, 1983).

species-specific traits.

Den-

when

small

dronotus frondosus has a multi-seriate radula;

The co-occurrence

of motile invertebrates in epifaunal and algal communities
is well documented (Edgar, 1983; Coyer, 1984; Virnstein

The radulae

tribute to the coexistence of the nudibranchs.

New Hampshire 03824

and Howard, 1987; Hall and

Bell, 1988),

but the mech-

anisms allowing their coexistence are generally unknown
(Seed, 1986). Although variability in diet (Nybakken and
Eastman, 1977; Shonman and Nybakken, 1978; Fernandez et al.. 1988), radular structure (Bloom, 1976; Blinn

(<5 mm), individuals are suctorial feeders, whereas larger
nudibranchs (>5 mm), bite whole polyps. Doto coronata
uses a flat, uniseriate radula to penetrate stolons. EHbranchus exiguus penetrates hydrothecae with a triseriate

et

1989), feeding behavior

til..

(Hawkins et al.. 1989),
and temporal appear-

radula. Tergipes tergipes has a curved, uniseriate radula

habitat preference (Bloom, 1981)

and rakes naked tissue.
Each species of nudibranch occupied a

ance on the food resource (Yoshioka, 1986) provides explanations for the coexistence of epifaunal gastropod

distinct area

within the hydroid colony, suggesting that the micro-habitats are dictated by feeding biology. D. frondosus occupies

predators,

hydrocauli towards the center of the colony, D. coronata
occurs along the edge of the colony on the kelp surface,
E. exiguus is found on hydrocauli at the edge of the colony, and T. tergipes
of the colony.

sits

atop

tall

little is

known of the

relationship of co-occur-

ring nudibranchs in hydroid colonies (Todd, 1981).
The majority of nudibranchs in the Gulf of Maine prey
on hydroids (Meyer, 1971; Clark, 1975; Lambert, 1985).
Often nudibranchs demonstrate considerable overlap in

hydrocauli in the center

their distribution with
in the

Separation in the hydroid food resource exists among
and equilibria! coexistence could have

many nudibranch

same hydroid colony (Kuzirian,

in these

species feeding

1979). Coexistence

hydroid colonies may be mediated by differences
but the underlying mechanisms are

these nudibranchs

in habitat or food,

operated, but equilibria! conditions necessary for exclusion are unlikely to occur or persist significantly long.

unknown.
The hydroid Obelia geniculata grows

Thus, this assemblage of nudibranchs appears structured

laminarian kelps, often covering the entire blade surface.
Four species of nudibranchs (Dendronot us frondosus, Doto

by non-equilibrial processes perhaps similar to populations of phytophagous insects.

bution within the colony suggests a separation in their
use of the hydroid as food and micro-habitat. This study

In aquatic environments, the coexistence of sessile spe-

much

focuses on the feeding biology and micro-habitat use of
those nudibranchs inhabiting colonies of O. geniculata.
For each nudibranch species the following parameters are

attention

(Osman, 1978; Jackson,
1984; Keough, 1984; McGuinness and Underwood, 1986;
Ojeda and Dearborn, 1989) where most studies are exReceived 29 October 1990; accepted 13

May

on

coronata, Eitbranchus exiguus. and Tergipes tergipes) inhabit these colonies sympatrically. Their spatial distri-

Introduction

cies has received

epiphytically

morphology of the radula, feeding behavior,
and location within the hydroid colony. Skeletal mordescribed:

phology of the hydroid prey

1991.
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is

also described. Differences
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in trophic

predators

morphology and feeding mechanisms among
reflect the diets

may

A.

of these predators within

hydroid colonies. The possibility that differences in feeding
biology and habitat use help facilitate coexistence among
these nudibranchs

is

considered.

Materials and Methods
Collection of animals

Nudibranchs and colonies of Obelia geniculata were
collected from a shallow (4-10 m), kelp bed at Cape Ned36' W) from Septem10' N, 70
dick, York, Maine, (43
September, 1989. Kelp blades (Laminaria
saccharina and L. digitata) were examined underwater
ber, 1988, to

for nudibranchs, individually placed in plastic bags,

and

brought to the lab. In the lab, four species of nudibranchs
(Dendronotus frondosus, Doto coronata, Eubranchus exlergipes) were isolated from the hywith a dissecting
sized
to the nearest
droid colonies,

and Tergipes

igitus,

mm

microscope, and separated

for different parts

of the study.

Analysis ofradulae
distance EF
ndex =

Radulae from four individuals each of D. frondosus,

distance

D. coronata, and E. exiguus and seven individuals of T.
tergipes were examined. Entire animals w^re dissolved in

NaOH

10%
free

for

and placed

The radulae were then teased
70% ethanol until they were mounted

10-12

into

Rake Angle

CD

1976)

-

h.

microscopy (SEM). Clean radulae
were mounted onto glass coverslips in a drop of distilled
water and allowed to air-dry. They were sputter coated
with a 200-300 A coating of Au/Pd and viewed with an
for scanning electron

AMR

(Bloom.

at 20 kV.
from the center

Drawings of a radula tooth from a (A.) dorsal and (B.I
Schematics show the measurements made to quantity
= width of rachidian tooth,
radular structure. (W = width of radula,
Figure

1.

lateral perspective.

W

R

L r = length of rachidian

tooth, d

=

r

denticles.)

1000 Scanning Electron Microscope

Six parameters from three tooth rows

differences in radular structure existed

among

the nudi-

of each radula were quantified for each species; the aim
was to characterize the morphology of the radula from

branchs (Harris, 1985). Data were In (x + 1) and square
root (x + 0.5) transformed to correct for non-normality

each nudibranch species. From a dorsal perspective, the
width (nm) of the radula and the length (/jm) and width
(^m) of the rachidian tooth were measured and the den-

and heteroscedastic variances

were counted
(Fig. A). The rake angle and curvature of the radula were
measured from a lateral view (Fig. IB). The rake angle

on one

ticles

(defined as the angle of the radula to the feeding surface

when protruded from the mouth) was measured as the
angle made from the tip of the rachidian tooth to the base
is the degree of hook or the
amount of concavity along the inner margin of the radula

of the tooth row. Curvature

(Bloom, 1976). Curvature was measured
tween the height of the concavity along the inner margin
of the rachidian tooth and the length of the rachidian
tooth. All length measurements and angles were obtained
as the ratio be-

A

Feeding behavior and feeding damage

side of the rachidian tooth

1

SEM

photos with a digitizing
multivariate analysis of variance

from the

(Zar, 1984).

used to test the null hypothesis that

tablet.

(MANOVA) was
no morphological

Feeding mechanisms were identified for each species
of nudibranch. Nudibranchs were starved overnight and
were then placed in 10 cm (diameter) stacking dishes containing kelp blades covered with O. geniculata.

The

feed-

ing behaviors of each nudibranch were observed with a
stereo microscope during a minimum of six feeding ses-

A

feeding session consisted of approach, attack,
manipulation, and consumption of the hydroid prey, and

sions.

was considered complete when the nudibranch
from the polyp or stolon it had been eating.
Portions of hydroids that had been manipulated were
collected from the colony as the nudibranchs were feeding.
Where possible, the pieces of stolon were cut 0.5 cm from
a site of feeding and lifted from the kelp surface. If the

a session

retreated

W.
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stolon could not be easily removed, the kelp itself was cut
so that the feeding area could be obtained. Uprights were

removed from the colony after having been fed upon
by nudibranchs. Hydroid skeletal pieces that had been fed
upon were taken from each nudibranch species except T.
tergipes, which feeds on naked tissue. All hydroid pieces

Results
Structure of the radulae

also

were preserved in 2.5% phosphate buttered glutaraldehyde
for 1-2 h and then stored in 70% ethanol. For SEM, the
tissues were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series
hexamethyldisilizane (HMDS) for final
drying (Nation, 1983). Skeletons were mounted on stainless steel stubs with double-stick tape and coated as de-

and placed

in

scribed for the radulae.

The dimensions of the

duced by the nudibranchs were measured on

holes pro-

SEM photos

with a digitizing tablet.

Nudibranch habitats
Hydroids with

their

nudibranchs were placed in flowing
h. The location of each

seawater and examined within 24

its colony was determined and quanby four habitat parameters: (a) height of the nudibranch above the kelp surface (mm), (b) density of hy-

nudibranch within
tified

drocauli around the nudibranch (number/2.25

cm

2
),

(c)

of hydrocauli (n = 5) within a 2.25
cnr area around the nudibranch, and (d) the distance
(cm) between the nudibranch and the closest edge of its

mean

height

(mm)

colony.
Habitat parameters were analyzed with a
(H nudibranch habitats do not differ within colonies of

MANOVA

The radulae of the

four nudibranch species differed sta-

the six parameters measured (Table I). Only
the radula of Tergipes tergipes was curved; the others had

tistically in

no hook. The radula
for opisthobranchs

varied

little

among

an important taxonomic character

is

(Thompson and Brown, 1984) and
the individuals of a species.

SE = 157.70
Dendronotus frondosus had a wide (X
4.51 /urn), multiseriate radula with 5-9 lateral teeth
The rachidian tooth
= 29.93
1.33 urn)

flanking the rachidian tooth (Fig. 2a).

(width

= 39.36

1.01

^m,

length

was triangular with 9small, lateral denticles. Each
lateral tooth had a single cusp and 3-5 denticles. The rake
2.8) (Fig. 2b).
angle was wide (58.2
The uniseriate radula of Doto coronata was narrow
0.25 jim) (Fig. 2c). The rachidian tooth was short
(17.80
0.26 M, length = 7.78
and
(width = 17.73
1

1

stubby
0.36 fim) with 3-4 large lateral denticles on each side.
The central denticle of the rachidian tooth was depressed,

making the

dorsal surface of the radula concave.

angle was narrow (21.6

The rake

1.0) (Fig. 2d).

Eubranchus exiguus had a wide (103.70

3.87 jum),

radula (Fig. 3a). A single lateral tooth flanked
the rachidian tooth. The rachidian tooth was long and
0.60
2.80 fim, length = 22.71
thin (width = 28.62
triseriate

jim) with 3-7 large denticles

on each

side;

it

appeared

at their

base and

tapered sharply to a thin, narrow, single cusp.

The rake

rake-like.

The

were wide

lateral teeth

:

+

Obelia geniculata). Habitat data were In (x
1) and re+ ) transformed (Zar, 1984; Krebs, 1989) to

ciprocal (x

1

meet the assumptions of analysis of variance.

1.9) (Fig. 3b).
angle was moderately wide (36.5
2.29 ^m), uniTergipes tergipes had a narrow (34.99
seriate radula (Fig. 3c) with a short, wide rachidian tooth

= 19.50
1.09 ^m)
2.19
(width = 30.84
length
and
5-10
that bore a prominent central denticle
large,

M,

Perisarc analysis

Five stolons and hydrocauli were isolated from the
and peripheral (outer 2 cm) portions of five col-

central

lateral denticles.

The

was approximately
denticles and had a nar-

central denticle

two times longer than the

lateral

onies of O. geniculata and fixed overnight in Bouin's solution. After being washed in 50%- ethanol, the pieces were

dehydrated, stained with acid fuchsin,
affin,

embedded

in par-

and sectioned. The perisarc was stained with Lugol's

solution

1954) according to procedures adapted
from Drury and Wallington (1980). Thickness (nm) of
the perisarc of stolons, hydrocauli, and theca from each
(Lillie,

area of the colony were measured with an ocular micrometer.

analysis of variance was used to compare
the thickness of perisarcs from the center and the periphery

of the hydroid colony. Data were log transformed to

A Tukey-Kramer HSD

multiple

sta-

com-

parison test was used to test comparisons of interest among
structures within and between areas of the colony (Zar,

1984;

Day and Quinn,

1989).

I

Analyses of variance ofparameters <>/ radular structure for the jour
Doto coronata,
spt-cii-s of midibranchx (Dendronotus frondosus.

Eubranchus exiguus and Tergipes
Variable

lnW R

A two-way

bilize variances.

Table

df

tergipes,!
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i

= 4 mm) (a, b)
Figure 2.
Scanning electron micrographs ofradulae from Dendronotus frondosus (size
and Dolo conmata (size = 5 mm) (c, d) from a dorsal (a, c) and lateral (b. d) view. Scale bars: a = 20 ^m,
b = 15 urn, c, d = 5 turn, (d = denticles, L = lateral teeth. R = rachidian tooth.)

row rake angle (22.5
1.9) (Fig. 3d, e). The radula of
T. tergipes was the only one with a hook. The curvature
index for all 2 tooth rows examined was 0.293, but there
was considerable variation (SE = 0.04). Some of this vari1

ability

could have occurred when the radulae were dried

for viewing with the

SEM.

Species specific behaviors for handling and consuming

hydroid prey were observed

among

mm

= 7) penetrated the
long (n
perisarc of thecae and stolons by scraping with the radula;
they then grasped the hydroid with the anterior portion
Individuals less than 5

of their foot and sucked the tissue out. The average time
= 2.9).
required to penetrate a theca was 4.2 min (SE

Feeding behavior

ing behaviors

Depending upon their size, D. frondosus showed one
of two feeding mechanisms; small individuals were suctorial feeders, whereas large individuals were polyp biters.

in feeding

nudibranchs; feed-

conspecifics varied

little.

Once a

hole had been made, suction created by the buccal
apparatus served to draw out either the hydranth from a

hydrotheca, or the juvenile medusae from a gonotheca.

252
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IfTFI

Scanning electron micrographs of radulae from Euhniiu'lHis i:\iguus (size = 4 mm) (a. b) and
= 4 mm) (c, d, e) from a dorsal (a, c) and lateral (h, d, e) view. Scale bars: a, b, c, d
= 10 nm, e = 15
= denticles. L = lateral teeth, R = rachidian tooth.)
urn. (d
Figure 3.

Tergipes tergipes (size

When

feeding on gonangia, the nudihranchs plucked inmedusae from the bottom of the gon-

otheca.

On

stolons, tissue

was extracted by a

manner along

few, quick

a hydrocaulus following the alternating
of
pattern
polyp branching, feeding at a rate of 1-2 polyps
minute
over a 5-min observation period (n = 6).
per

mm

Doto coronata was a suctorial feeder preying predominantly on the stolons of Obelia geniculata. The nudi-

dividual, juvenile

pulses of the buccal apparatus.

Dendronotus frondosus individuals greater than 5
were polyp biters or grabbers. The nudibranchs would
crawl up a hydrocaulus and lightly contact the tentacles
of an exposed hydranth with the anterior portion of the
foot and mouth. Both suctorial and grasping mechanisms
were used to consume polyps. Although the radula was
everted from the mouth, it did not contact a polyp (n
=
14). As buccal activity created a suction that pulled the

mouth against the stolon. The anterior
portion of the foot flattened against the stolon during
buccal activity, suggesting that the nudibranch was exerting additional pressure to assist in penetration. When

polyp towards the nudibranch's mouth, the jaws were
protruded, and the polyp was clipped off at its base leaving
only the annuli. A nudibranch would continue in this

that coincided with pulses of the buccal apparatus. Perisarc

branch clutched a stolon with the anterior portion of the
foot to bring the

was produced through the perisarc, coenosarc was
into the animal's mouth. Tissue moved unidirectionally toward the mouth of the nudibranch in pulses
a hole

drawn

was penetrated by rasping with the radula.

Drill holes

253
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produced by D. coronata of 4-5
diameter of 35.7 ^m (SE = 4.8)

mm were round,
(Fig. 4).

The

with a

holes had

beveled sides with grooves corresponding to the denticles
of the rachidian tooth. A raised lip around the perimeter
of the holes was distinct from the perisarc and

is

either

coenosarc of the hydroid or mucous produced by glands
in the foot of the nudibranch. Incomplete holes (Fig. 4c,

the foot, thus bringing their mouths against the perisarc.
The radula scraped the thecal surface creating a hole in

and the entire hydranth was drawn out through
The nudibranch left when all tissue was removed.
Penetration and consumption of the first polyp took 1-2
min (SE = 10.6 s), but each successive polyp eaten took
15-30

s.

the base.

longer to consume.

had a jagged or deteriorated perisarc at their center.
The time to penetrate a stolon by D. coronata was difficult to determine. A hole was considered complete when
the coenosarc was drawn toward the nudibranch. It was

The penetration hole produced by E. exiguus was eland
liptical (Fig. 5). The sides of the holes were jagged
the perisarc appeared ripped, rather than worn or scraped

common

The width of
SE = 8.00

d)

an individual nudibranch to position itself
atop a portion of stolon for 4-6 h. During any single hour,
for

several periods of buccal activity alternated with longer
periods of apparent inactivity. The periods of buccal ac-

were short, usually 1-3 min with up to 15 min between sets of buccal pulses. Penetration took a minimum
of h, but averaged 3.3 h (SE = 1.2, n = 6).

tivity

1

Eubranchus exiguus was also a suctorial feeder, but fed
only through the perisarc of hydrothecae. Nudibranchs
grasped the base of a theca with the anterior portion of

produced by D. coronata (Fig. 4).
its center and widest point (X
1.07 urn) was similar to the width of the
0.48
top three denticles on the rachidian tooth (6.46
were
not
E.
of
exiguus
^m). The lateral teeth on radulae

as in holes in stolons

the hole at

observed contacting the thecal perisarc during the feeding
process.

Tergipes tergipes did not penetrate the perisarc, but
attacked naked tissue. Small individuals (<4 mm) placed
a polyp and rasped tissue directly from
around
the
the area
hypostome. If the hydranth was retheir

mouths atop

Scanning electron micrographs of stolons of Ohelia geniculala showing
Figure 4.
= 50 nm, b, d = 20 ^m.
Doto
coronata
during feeding. Scale bars: a, c
by

drill

holes produced
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Figure 5.
Scanning electron micrographs of hydrothecae of Obelia geniculata showing penetration holes
produced by Eubrancluis exignus during feeding. In a and c the arrow points to the area of damage; b, d
are magnifications of these areas. Scale bars: a, c = 50 fjm. b, d = 10 /im.

traded into the theca, the nudibranch curled its body over
the thecal rim to reach the polyp tissue. Very small individuals (<1

mm) crawled

into hydrothecae to feed

upon

(n

=

5)

of

T. tergipes

entire polyp (75

required

up

to 2 h to

consume an

45 min).

Larger individuals (>3

mm) of T.

tergipes (n

=

8) either

polyps. While direct observations clarified the use of the

ripped the entire polyp from a hydrotheca or cropped

radula in raking tissue from the polyp, it was not determined whether the jaws were also used. Small individuals

tentacles.

Each process was very rapid compared to the
T. tergipes. The approach to a

slow rasping of smaller

COEXISTENCE OF NUDIBRANCHS
Table

II

Analysis of variance table testing the relationship between habitat
in colonies <>/ Obelia geniculala and species

parameters of nudibranchs

ofnudibranch (MANOl'A:
Variable

Filial

Truce = 0.510.

P<

0.001)
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colony as D. frondosus (Table III). D. coronata was 2.62
cm (SE = 0.2) from the edge of the colony while E. exiguus
was 2.28 cm (SE = 0.3) from the edge of the colony.
Perisarc analysis

c
ro

The thickness of the perisarc of colonies of O.

geniculata

among structures (stolons, hydrocauli, thecae)
within an area of the hydroid colony (F = 186.73, P
< 0.001) (Fig. 6). Along the edge of the colony, the thickdiffered

Stolons

ness of perisarcs of each structure differed, while in the
center of the colony the perisarcs surrounding stolons and

hydrocauli were similar, but both were significantly thicker
than the perisarc covering the hydrothecae. Between areas

of the hydroid colony, the perisarcs surrounding stolons
and hydrocauli were thicker in the center than at the edge
of the colony (P

<

0.00

1 ),

Theca

Uprights

Center

Edge

Mean thickness SE) of the pensarc of Obclia geniculata
Figure 6.
from stolons, hydrocauli. and thecae from central and peripheral areas
of the hydroid colony. Horizontal lines indicate significant differences
(

(P < 0.001)

for structures within

an area of the hydroid colony.

while they were not significantly

Nybakken and McDonald
Discussion

ofObelia geniculata. Each nudibranch species used a

method

to ingest hydroid tissue;

little

dis-

overlap existed

species. Individuals within a species

showed some

variation with respect to the hydroid structure they fed

upon, but small nudibranchs (<6 mm) appeared to be
mostly by the structure of their radula (Hinde,

restricted

1958;Nybakken, 1970;

Mills. 1977).

Nudibranchs occupy

areas of O. geniculata colonies in which they can feed,
suggesting that feeding biology dictates habitat use for this
suite of nudibranchs.

The jaws may

assist

The

lateral teeth are

may

have

very thin, delicate structures that
functional utility and may be vestigial.

little

The Eubranchidae

are

one of only two families within

the superfamily Acleioprocta that have retained a triseriate
radula (Schmekel and Portmann, 1982) and Schmekel

(1985) suggested that a reduction from broad radulae to
narrow radulae has occurred in the evolution of opis-

thobranch radulae.

Two mechanisms

after penetrating the

for

removing

hydrotheca are feasible:

idian tooth pulls the polyp out from the

cup or

uum

(2) the buccal

for suction

( 1 )

tissue

the rach-

bottom of the

by creating a vac(Kohn, 1983). The second mechanism
apparatus

assists

is more probable because polyps are rapidly extracted
through the base of a theca rather than incremently drawn
out as would occur if rasped.

Feeding biology

Nybakken and McDonald (1981) predicted
dibranchs with wide,

(1981).

penetration of a hydrotheca by pinching the thin perisarc.

Radular structures, feeding mechanisms and microhabitats vary in nudibranchs co-occurring within colonies

between

Theca

Uprights

on hydrocauli.

different

tinct

Stolons

triseriate

that nu-

radulae should feed upon

naked hydranths and gonophores. Dendronotus frondosus
has a wide, multiseriate radula (Fig. 2a), and Robilliard
1970) described the general feeding behavior of D. frondosus as biting whole polyps and sucking coenosarc. My

According to Nybakken and McDonald (1981), nudibranchs with uniseriate radulae should feed upon stolons
that are covered with perisarc. They suggested that a uniseriate radula

is

better adapted for drilling holes than rad-

Doto coronata and Ter-

(

ulae with three teeth per row, but

findings support Robilliard, but

I found that the mechanisms used by D. frondosus changed from piercing and

gipes tergipes both have narrow, uniseriate radulae. D.
coronata feeds by rasping a hole through stolons, whereas
T. tergipes rakes naked tissue of hydranths.

sucking to biting with increase in size. Christensen (1977)
described a mechanism of coordinating jaws and radula
for feeding by Precuthona peachi on Hydmctinia echinata

of the rachidian tooth depressed below the

similar to that for D. frondosus. Because P. peachi has a
uniseriate radula (Thompson and Brown, 1984) in contrast to D. frondosus, nudibranch size relative to hydroid
prey may be a better indicator of feeding mode than is
radular structure.

Eubranchiis exiguus with a triseriate radula penetrated
the base of hydrothecae, contrary to the predictions of

The radula of D. coronata
(Fig. 2c. d).

and similar

is flat

The penetration

with the central denticle
lateral denticles

holes are circular (Fig. 4)

produced by muricid snails (Carriker,
(Nixon and Maconnachie, 1988) and by
the dorid nudibranch Okadaia e/egans (Young, 1969).
Each of these predators preys upon organisms that have
to those

1969), octopods

a calcareous exoskeleton (mollusks) or live in calcareous

tubes (serpulid polychaetes) and use chemicals to assist
the penetration process. Muricid and naticid snails use
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from an accessory boring organ (Carriker, 1969.
1981), octopods use saliva from the posterior salivary
glands (Nixon, 1979a, b; Nixon and Maconnachie, 1988)

intermediate diet for juvenile D. frondosus because adults
feed on larger tubularian hydroids. Both D. coronata and

and Young 969) suggests that O. elegans uses secretions
from glandular cells around the lumen of the mouth,
which he considers are part of the stomodeal gland. The

likely that D. coronata

etched pattern along the sides as well as the deteriorated
top of the penetration hole produced by D. comnata sug-

ronata to penetrate a stolon, one could hypothesize that
meiofaunal-sized juveniles are unable to efficiently drill

secretions

(

1

gest the presence of a caustic agent (Fig. 4b, d).

The

be-

havior of D. comnata, which sits atop stolons for long
periods of time with short pulses of the buccal apparatus
alternating with longer periods of inactivity, is similar to
the drilling-related behavior of the snail Urosalpinx (Carriker, 1969), and suggests D. coronata may use chemicals
to assist in the penetration of chitinous perisarc of O.

geniculata.

No

reports

show

cause they do not produce secretions containing lytic enzymes (Hyman, 1967; Welsch and Storch. 1973); however,
is

needed to elucidate

this

Nybakken and Eastman (1977) showed

mechanism.

that the curved

radula of Triopha carpenter! is better for ripping flesh from
bryozoa than the flat radula of Triopha maculata,

erect

which

is

is

it is

more

constrained by prey size because

feeds through the thicker stolon perisarc. Because long
periods of time (2-4 h) are required for an adult D. coit

through stolons. A microalgal diet would allow tiny nudibranchs to increase size before shifting to the adult prey.
T. tergipes feeds

strained by

on naked polyp
settled

tissue

and

not con-

is

nudibranchs crawl into

newly
hydrothecae and rasp tissue directly (Lambert, 1990).
its size;

Habitats and feeding

that dotoids possess glands

capable of secreting substances for dissolution of prey
skeleton. The salivary glands are unlikely candidates be-

histochemical work

E. exiguus feed by penetrating the perisarc, but

used to scoop polypides from colonies of Afem-

Distribution within the hydroid colony and on hydrodemonstrated that nudibranchs segregate to areas in

cauli

which they can

feed. D. frondosus is a generalist predator
within colonies of 0. geniculata. Nudibranchs greater than
12
infrequently occupy colonies of O. geniculata

mm

(Lambert, 1991) and associate among athecate hydroids,
particularly Tnbularia spp. (Swennen, 1961; Thompson,
1964;Robilliard, 1970; Clark, 1975; Todd, 1981). Because
large D. frondosus are very

obvious in colonies of O. gen-

branipora membranacea, an encrusting bryozoan. The
feeding mechanism observed for T. tergipes with a narrow,
hooked radula is similar to the mechanism used by T.
carpenteri. Feeding on polyp tentacles by slurping seems
to be restricted to larger individuals (>3 mm) and may
be a function of mouth size and ability to engulf whole

iculata (pers. obs.), shifting to Tuhularia colonies may
provide a better refuge from fish predation as well as nec-

strands of tissue.

perisarc of stolons is
onies than at the center

Doto coronata occupied the edge of

colonies, at the

bases of hydrocauli or on the kelp surface and
short hydrocauli

and

among

The nudibranchs
culata are

all

inhabiting colonies of Obelia geninudibranchs greater than 5
small;
very

mm

are seldom found (Lambert, 1991).
species uses to feed

may

in part

addition to the structure of

its

The mechanism each

be dictated by
radula.

its size,

Heavy jaws

in

are

used to break through relatively thin exoskeletons encasing
zooecia of ectoproct colonies by the large dorids Triopha
carpenteri

and

T.

maculata (Nybakken and Eastman,

1977). D. frondosus

may grow

to 100

and Brown, 1984), and animals

mm

(Thompson

larger than 5

mm

use

jaws to bite off whole polyps, a feeding mechanism similar
to Triopha spp.

Newly metamorphosed

juveniles

may

experience confeeding upon O.

(Todd, 1991) when
geniculata. Because three of the four nudibranchs in colonies of O. geniculata feed by penetrating perisarc at some

due to

size

point during post-larval life, do any of these require an
intermediate diet? O. geniculata may be considered an

few,

predominantly on stolons. The
thinner along the perimeter of colfed

and appears

to be selected as a

prey that is easier to handle (Pyke et al.. 1977).
erence to feed at the growing edge of colonies

Size

straints

essary calories.

to that in dorid nudibranchs,

which feed

The
is

at the

pref-

similar

edges of

bryozoan colonies (Harvell, 1984; Todd and Havenhand,
1989). This behavior in dorids has been related to the
lower calcification and strength of edge zooids (Best and
Winston, 1984) and to differences in palatability of strucbetween zooids in a colony. Harvell 1984) suggested
that colonies of Dendrobeania lichenoides have an ontures

(

togenetic gradient marked by morphological and physiological variation in tissue content of zooids. The gradient
affects the grazing patterns

of nudibranchs, which prefer
that are free of brown

upon zooids at the perimeter,
bodies and reproductive structures.

to feed

In the case of D. co-

ronata. the preference for stolons along the perimeter of

colonies seems to be due to a greater mechanical ease of
penetration. Composition of the coenosarc differs between
the growing edge and the center of colonies of O. geniculata with respect to cellular activity (Crowell, 1957;
Braverman, 1971), but no reports discuss differences in

W.
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nutritional value between areas in hydroid colonies as

were found

in

bryozoan colonies (Harvell, 1984).

Eubranchus exiguus was usually high on hydrocauli in
areas where they were relatively numerous and tall. E.
exiguus fed by penetrating hydrothecae and suctioning
tissue and is thus found where the hydrothecae have the
thinnest perisarc coverings (Fig. 6) and are more numerous (Crowell, 1957).
Tergipes tergipes feeds on exposed polyps and

where food

is

most abundant, among many,

is

found
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Influence of

Body Size and Population Density on

and Reproductive Output
a Free-Spawning Invertebrate

Fertilization Success
in

DON

R.

LEVITAN

Ecology Program. School of Life and Health Sciences. University of Delaware.
Newark, Delaware 19716

fertilization influence

reproductive success (Williams, 1975). This generalization

zygote production. While gamete production is correlated
positively with body size, individual fertilization success may
be a function of population density. Usually it is assumed

when high population density leads to reduced body
and gamete production, per capita zygote production

is based, in part, on evidence indicating that body size
and gamete production are directly proportional (e.g.,
Vertebrates: Bagenal, 1966; Invertebrates: Paris and Pitelka, 1962; Rinkevich and Loya, 1979; Suchanek, 1981;
Angiosperms: Sarukhan, 1980; Algae: Vernet and Harper,

diminished. This field study of the sea urchin Diadema
antillarwn Philippi provides a test of this assumption. Three
experiments were conducted to determine the effect of male

1980). However, estimating zygote production, or more
generally reproductive success, from gamete production
alone can be inappropriate and misleading. If gametes are

Abstract.

that
size

Gamete production and

is

spawning on

fertilization success. In the first

experiment,

shed into the surrounding medium, fertilization success,

were placed in Nitex bags at three distances
up and downstream from a spawning male. In the second
experiment, unfertilized eggs were released and captured at

and thus zygote production, can be profoundly influenced
by the abundance and behavior of conspecifics. While

unfertilized eggs

three distances

downstream from a sperm

gamete production

source. In both

is

correlated positively with body size,
may be a function of pop-

individual fertilization success

experiments, fertilization decreased with distance from the
sperm source. The final experiment tested the influences of

ulation density (discussed by Mortensen, 1938; Thorson,

and population density on fertilization success;
the effect of density was significant, but size was not. A
simple model estimates the average number of zygotes produced by females of average size under different density

evidence provided by Pennington, 1985). An individual spawning a large number of gametes in isolation

male

1946;

size

Denny and

Shibata, 1989; Strathmann, 1990;

em-

pirical

regimes: at high population density, increased fertilization

has poor reproductive success; yet estimates of fecundity
(production of offspring) are generally based on gamete
number or gonad size (e.g.. Paine, 1969; Sutherland, 1970,

success can compensate for decreased gamete production.

1972; Branch, 1975;

Small individuals

at high

population density

may have sim-

1985).

per capita zygote production as large individuals at low
population density. Thus, estimates of reproductive output
ilar

based on body

size or

gamete production alone can be mis-

1

980; Suchanek, 1981; Jackson,

and evolutionary interpretation of
if

the significance of

fertil-

Estimating fecundity from body size or gamete number
can be particularly misleading when organisms exhibit an
inverse relationship between body size and population
Harper, 1977; animals Paine,
density (e.g.. plants

Introduction

One

Wu,

ecological

these data can be misleading
ization success is ignored.

leading.

is

The

of the major generalizations in population biology
body size confers greater

Wu,

1980;

that, within a species, larger

1969; Sutherland, 1970, 1972; Branch, 1975;

Received 29 January 1991; accepted 20 June 1991.

Lawrence and Lane, 1982; Sebens,
1983a). In such cases, there may be an important tradeoff between (a) large size with high individual gamete production at low population density, and (b) smaller size
Suchanek,

Present address: Department of Zoology. University of California.
Davis. California 95616-8755.
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1981;
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with lower gamete production at higher population density.

An

inverse relationship between size

and density may

LEVITAN
in the laboratory for the presence

brane.

be a result of resource limitation or other factors such as

The experiment was

In the

of a

fertilization

mem-

replicated ten times.

second experiment,

I

investigated fertilization

variation in recruitment

and survivorship (Sebens, 1983b).
Regardless of the mechanism, if body size is inversely

success of free-drifting eggs. Sperm and eggs were collected
less than 1 h before experiments were conducted by in-

related to population density,

and density is important to
then
fertilization success,
body size alone is a poor preof
dictor
zygote production. If a gain in fertilization success

jecting urchins with KC1 and then collecting the released
gametes with a pipet held directly above the gonopores.
Sperm were kept in concentrated form (dry) and the eggs

balances the cost of reduced gamete production, then
small organisms living at high population density may be

300 ml jar filled with seawater to maxviability. Samples of eggs were fertilized with sperm,
just prior to and directly after the experiments, as a control
for gamete viability. All controls with sperm were over

just as fecund as large

organisms living

at

low population

density.

This study provides empirical evidence on the relative
influence of male

size

and population density on

body
and fecundity

fertilization success

in the sea urchin

Dia-

dema antillarum. Because an inverse relationship between
mean body size and population density has been documented for Diadema (St. Croix Carpenter, 1981; BarHunte

bados
is

el ai.

1986;

St.

John

Levitan, 1988a),

possible that small urchins at high density

it

would have

average per capita zygote production similar to large urchins at low density. I first determine an appropriate

method

for a field assay of fertilization success in free-

spawning invertebrates, and then examine the relative influence of male body size and male population density
on the fertilization of eggs. Finally, I present a model and
its

assumptions to calculate the average number of zygotes

being produced by females at various population densities.

Materials and' Methods

Determination offertilization success

was assessed by two techniques
the
summer
of
1988
at Lameshur Bay, St. John,
during
U.S. Virgin Islands. The first experiment investigated the
effects of distance, flow, and current direction on fertilization success. A large male urchin (65-70 mm test diameter) was placed subtidally in 4-6 m of water. The
direction and speed of the water flow was determined by
releasing fluorescein dye 15 cm off the bottom with a syringe and recording the time taken for the center of the
cloud to move
m. Nitex bags (35 micron mesh), 5X3
cm in size, were filled with 0.5 ml of unfertilized eggs
6
(approximately 10 eggs) and placed upstream and downstream from the urchin at 1,3, and 5 m distances (one
Fertilization success

1

bag

at

each distance).

The

between a weight
above the bottom. The

bags, held

and a float, were suspended 5 cm
mesh size of the bags w as small enough to hold the 80100 micron eggs, yet large enough to allow sperm (sperm
head approximately 3 microns; Harvey and Anderson,
1943) to enter the bags. The male urchin was then injected
with 0.5
KC1 to induce spawning. After 20 min, the
egg bags were collected and rinsed in seawater. Two hours
after the field work, 250 eggs from each bag were inspected
1

M

were placed

in a

imize

99%

fertilized

and without sperm were 0%

A

fertilized.

with 3.0 ml of dilute eggs (approximately 3
syringe
X 10 6 ) and another filled with 1.5 ml of concentrated
filled

Tyler et ai. 1956) were
sperm (approximately 3 X 10'
taken to a sandy bottom (4-6 m). The speed and direction
of water flow were measured with fluorescein dye as described above. The syringe containing sperm was placed
next to a syringe containing fluorescein dye; both were
held 15 cm above the bottom. At either the 0.1, 1.0, or
3.0 m downstream interval, the syringe containing eggs
was held 15 cm above the bottom. Directly downstream
of the egg syringe was a 35 micron mesh plankton net
(mouth opening diameter: 0.5 m, 300 ml glass jar at terminal end). The sperm and fluorescein dye were released
simultaneously. When the edge of the dye cloud passed
min later,
over the egg syringe, the eggs were released;
the plankton net was brought to the surface. Within 30
1

the egg samples were poured over 35 micron mesh Nitex
and rinsed with seawater to remove excess sperm. The
s,

eggs were re-suspended in seawater, fixed in formalin (after
2 h). and assayed for the presence of a fertilization mem-

brane (250 eggs per sample). The experiment was

repli-

cated five times.

Population density and body si:e

A

field

experiment to

test

the effect of male size and

population density on fertilization was conducted between
February and August 1986, in Lameshur Bay. There was

no apparent unidirectional current, and wave surge was
minimal. Urchins from one of three size classes (40-50,
test diameter) were haphazardly placed
50-60, 60-70
in subtidal arenas at one of three population densities 1,

mm

(

4, 16

78% of the
The range of

males/nr). This size range represented

1986 population structure (Levitan, 1988b).
population density was 6-20 urchins/irr before and 0.20.7/nr after the 1983 mass mortality of Diadema (Levitan,
1988a,b; Karlson and Levitan, 1990). Arenas were placed

5 m apart on a natural sand bottom at a depth of 4-6
m. An arena is simply an area of bottom defined by four
1

egg-containing Nitex bags placed in a square. The urchins
KC1 to induce spawning. If an
were injected with 0.5

M
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50i

Zvgote production model

2.0
10

O

Percent

was estimated rather than total
eggs produced per individual. Below

fertilization

number of fertilized

a model that estimates average individual zygote production for average-size individuals at different population
densities. This model provides information on the relative

O
O
v
N

zygote production of individuals from different populaIt does not estimate differences between individuals

LJ
IUJ

is

tions.

0.5

within a spawning event.
Estimates of zygote production of average-size females
at different densities were made from the following equa-

Average female

tions.

mated
log

was

size at a specific density

20

10

esti-

30

POPULATION DENSITY

by:

body

size

= -0.28

Figure 3. Trade-off between gamete production of average-size females (gametes) and gamete fertilization (% fert.). "Gametes" is calculated
as the mean number of eggs being released into the water by a mean-

(mm)
2

log population density (irT

)

+

1.87,

female urchin at that density (body size determined by equation 1,
released by that size female determined by equa-

size

R =
:

0.79,

P<

.001,

n = 7

the

sites,

amount of gametes

tion 2).

(Lameshur Bay

field distribution;

Levitan, 1988a).

(

1

)

"%

Fert."

is

calculated as the

that density (equation

3, Fig. 2).

mean

"Zygotes"

percent of eggs fertilized at
calculated as the product

is

"% Fert.." and is plotted (by the thickness of the line)
calculated from the variance of the two regression lines

of "Gamete" and

The expected number of eggs released
spawning females was estimated by:

into the water by

95% CI

as the

[SE log zygotes

=

+

(variance [log gametes]

variance [log percent

fertil-

5

log

volume of eggs (ml) = 3.56

R: =

P<

0.35,

0.001, n

X

log size

(mm) -

ized])

].

6.59,

= 74(1 ml of eggs =

2.1

6

10 eggs, from Levitan, 1988c).

The
(2)

first

assumption involves the distribution and synhow this varies under

chrony of spawning urchins and

Average zygote production was estimated by calculating

different density regimes. Patterns of

the percent of

and aggregation were investigated in Lameshur Bay following the mass mortality of Diadema (discussed below)
when population density was relatively low (Levitan,
1988c). Spawning was weakly linked to the lunar cycle
and occurred sporadically on all but the last five days of
the lunar month. The degree of aggregation did not change
over the lunar cycle and nearest neighbor distances (av-

the released eggs fertilized at that specific

density:

log percent fertilization

+

0.49,

R =
:

0.72,

= 0.72

P<

2

log density (irT

0.0001, n

=

)

96. (Fig.

2).

(3)

This relationship and the variance associated with this
calculation are plotted in Figure

3.

Figure 3 indicates a surprisingly even trade-off between
gamete production and gamete fertilization with increasing density. Small individuals at high density, on average,
produce a similar number of zygotes as larger individuals
at low density. The model indicates that decreased fertilization success can offset increased individual

production of large individuals

at

gamete
low population density.

Model assumptions
Generalizing from this model to actual spawning events
should be done with caution, and involves the following

assumptions:
synchrony of spawning and the pattern
of dispersion during spawning are independent of popu(1)

erage of 75 cm) did not change as a function of reproductive readiness. Over 100 observations of Diadema

spawnings indicate that individuals generally spawned
alone [i.e., no other urchins spawning within sight (5-10
m); Levitan, 1988c; pers. obs.]. On the one occasion, I
observed two individuals spawning in contact with one
another, they were both male. Thus, although a nearest

neighbor distance of 75 cm is closer than expected by
chance (random distribution would be 130 cm Levitan,
1988c). the likelihood of two neighbors spawning at the
same time was only 5% (Levitan, 1988c). Further, there

only a 50% chance that the nearest neighbor is of the
opposite sex. This suggests that the model overestimates
fertilization success at low density.
is

Published data also exists for

lation density, (2) different size urchins at different den-

mass

same manner and frequency, (3) there
is no competition for sperm by eggs, and (4) survivorship
of adult urchins is size-independent (to generalize beyond

estimates of 14/nr in

one spawning event).

mass mortality (Levitan, 1988a,

sities

spawn

in the

spawning synchrony

Bay previous

to the

m

et at.,

2

(Randall

Diadema in Lameshur
when density was 13/

mortality,

1964). This

is

consistent with later

Lameshur Bay
b).

the year before the

Randall and his col-
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leagues suggested that

dent of spawning

Diadema were aggregated indepen-

activities (see also Pearse

and Arch,

1969) and often had spines touching. They observed 13
spawning events: 10 were individuals spawning alone and
3 were small group spawnings (4-10 individuals with

spines touching). The pattern of spawning was again
weakly associated with the lunar cycle (significance test

by

Iliffe

and Pearse,

1982).

The evidence

suggests that the

and aggregation does not change over
a range of densities. If small group spawnings and occasional large spawning aggregations were more common
at high density, this would only magnify the influence of
density on fertilization success (i.e., if spawning pheromones are effective only above a critical concentration),
and increase the importance of a trade-off between gamete
production and fertilization as suggested by the model.
Low Diadema population density is not just an artifact
pattern of spawning

induced by the mass mortality. Population density previous to the mass mortality varied widely and regionally
(0.04-25. 8/m

The

2
:

second

Bauer, 1980;

assumption

<

1-72/nr: Hay 1984).
concerns size-dependent

spawning. Experimental density manipulations indicated
that body size is a good predictor of gonad volume and

gamete release across densities (Levitan, 1989). There is
also no influence of body size on the likelihood of spawning

when

injected with

KC1

(Levitan. 1988c).

this also holds true for natural

known and would be
there

is

no evidence

Whether

spawning events

is

un-

very difficult to establish. However,

to date that suggests that these patterns

vary with body size or population density.
The third assumption concerns the influence of egg
number on fertilization success. Laboratory studies of
Strongylocentrotus franciscanus conducted by placing eggs
in small vials that would enhance sperm competition

found no evidence of decreasing fertilization, at a constant
sperm concentration, when egg number was increased

800%

(Levitan

et al..

199

1

).

Levitan

et ai.

using a

fertil-

model (Vogel el al.. 1982), also demonstrated that fertilization was insensitive to egg number at
the concentrations likely to be found in the field.
ization kinetics

The

assumption concerns relative survivorship
patterns between large and small urchins across densities.
These values are important for extending the results of
final

one spawning to predicting lifetime reproductive output.
Over the entire lifespan of an urchin, from egg to adult,
an increasing survivorship pattern would be appropriate,
due to high larval and post-larval mortality. However, the
present model deals strictly with urchins after the age (and

mm

of first reproduction (approximately 25
for Diadema Levitan, 1988c). Adult urchins in general (Ebert,

size)

1982),

and

specifically

Diadema

tiniillarnm (Karlson

and

Levitan, 1990), appear to exhibit size-independent survivorship. Further, experimental evidence indicates that

LEVITAN

Diadema does not exhibit density-dependent mortality
induced by food limitation (Levitan, 1989).
Investigation of these assumptions indicates that the

model may be quantitatively imprecise due to factors associated with spawning synchrony and aggregation. However, the evidence suggests that the conclusion of a trade-

between gamete production and gamete

oft'

fertilization,

associated with population density, is correct; individuals
at low density are larger, but individuals at high density

have a higher likelihood of

fertilization.

to note that larger individuals, within a

It is

would produce more zygotes than smaller

Example

important

spawning event,
individuals.

model

oj the

These experiments suggest that population density has
major influence on fertilization success and production
of offspring in Diadema. An appraisal of fecundity (production of offspring) based on body size or gamete proa

duction in this species, without considering the compensatory effects of fertilization success, would be inapproThe following example demonstrates how
priate.
misleading estimates of fecundity can be,
solely

on body

Diadema population

In 1983,

when based

size.

density declined

95-99%

throughout the Caribbean (Lessios et ai. 1984). Since
then, there has been a significant increase in mean body
size

mm

weight of individual

Diadema has

test diameter, at Lameshur Bay
(from 30 to 60
by June 1987) of the surviving Diadema. The median

increased 10-fold since

the mass-mortality (from 20 to 200 g live weight). During
the same period, median gonad volume has increased 200fold (from 0.05 to 10.0 ml; Levitan, 1988b). Predictions

have been made that since growth rates and gamete production are high for this urchin, Diadema would rapidly
return to former densities (Hughes et al.. 1985). However,
recruitment since the mass-mortality continues to be at
a low level (Hughes et al.. 1987; Lessios, 1988; Levitan,
1988b).

Individual zygote production can be estimated before
after the mortality event. In Lameshur Bay, 95% of

and

mm

the 1983 urchin population was between 20 and 40
:
In 1987, at the same
in size and at a density of 15/m
.

location,

mm

70% of the population was between 60 and 80

mm

and at a density of 0.2/nr (Fig. 4). A 70
female releases an average of 2.0 X 10" eggs into the water,
6
female releases only 0. 1 X 10 eggs (equawhile a 30
in size

mm

tion

However,

2).

only 1%

nr

(equation

ducing

fertilization success is estimated to

be

of 0.2/nr compared to 22% at 15/
Small females at high density are pro-

at a density
3).

slightly

density (2.2

X

more zygotes than the large females at low
4
4
10 versus 2.0 X 10 zygotes per individual).

Poor fertilization success at low population density might
be contributing to the poor recruitment seen since the

mass mortality.
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Planktonic Copepods in a Sub-Tropical Estuary:
Seasonal Patterns in the Abundance of Adults,
Copepodites, Nauplii, and Eggs in the Sea Bed
NANCY

H.

MARCUS

Department of Oceanography, Florida State

Abstract.

32306

pages hamatus in the sea bed of Alligator Harbor, Florida
(Marcus, 1989), there have been no studies of the distribution and abundance of copepod eggs in the sea bottom

seasonal abundance of copepod eggs in

The

University. Tallahassee. Florida

the bottom sediments of the Apalachicola estuary was

documented at bimonthly intervals between November
1989 and August 1990. Concentrations as high as 10"
nT : were noted. In addition, when bottom sediments from

sediments of sub-tropical or tropical waters. The purpose
of this study was to determine whether copepod eggs are

bottom sediments of sub-tropical esthey are in temperate systems, and to relate

numerous

the estuary were incubated in the laboratory at ambient
environmental conditions, large numbers of nauplii

as

hatched, indicating that the eggs in the sediments constituted a large pool of potential recruits for the planktonic
population. The eggs in the sediments and the nauplii

such patterns to the occurrence of naupliar, copepodite,

that hatched were identified as Acartia tonsa, based

tuaries as

and adult planktonic

(29

tom sediments

typical of

not a

phenomenon

The Apalachicola estuarine system

nursery grounds for a wide variety offish and invertebrates
(Haedrich, 1983). Among the more important food items

20W)

(Fig. 1) is

The Apalachicola River is the major
source of fresh water to the system, followed by rainfall.
As a result. East Bay is oligohaline, and the other sections

grade from mesohaline to polyhaline. There are strong
seasonal trends in temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen,
and turbidity. Vertical gradients of salinity are typical and

uted to the hatch of eggs that were recently spawned by
females, as well as to the hatch of eggs that were resus-

pended from the sea bottom, having been spawned by

reflect river flow

Uye, 1983). The conthe sea bed to the naupliar population
6

m

and

tidal conditions.

On

the other hand,

minimal due to wind-mixing. The
mean low tide ranges from 2 to 3 m (the

thermal stratification

(e.g.,

is

average depth at
depth of the Intracoastal Waterway is 3.6 m). The sea
bottom of the system includes areas that are extremely
and ones
silty in the central portions of Apalachicola Bay

2

be substantial, as concentrations as high as 10
have been documented for these ecosystems. With the
exception of a study on the occurrence of eggs of Centro-

may

in northwest Florida

to 85

the Gulf of Mexico.

animals are copepod nauplii (Houde
and Lovdal, 1984). In temperate estuaries, the appearance
of copepod nauplii in the water column has been attribin the diets of these

tribution of eggs in

20W

East Bay, Apalachicola Bay, St. Vincent Sound, and western portions of St. George Sound. Three barrier islands
that run along the extreme southern edge of the system
limit the exchange of low salinity estuarine waters with

the most productive marine systems in the world (Lauff, 1967) and as such are important

among

some time previously

55TM; 84

chemical, and biological characteristics of the system was
provided by Livingston (1984). The system consists of

Introduction

females

35TM to 29

many sub-tropical estuarine systems found
throughout the world. A recent summary of the physical,

limited to temperate-

boreal coastal environments.

Estuaries are

stages.

Materials and Methods

upon

morphology and the dominance of this species in the esin bottuary. Therefore, the occurrence of copepod eggs
is

in the

that are mixtures of sand

edge of
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The sediment cores were placed
upon

return to the laboratory.

the upper 3

cm

in a refrigerator at

One day

5C

after collection,

of each sediment core was extruded and

divided at 1-cm intervals. Half of each layer was placed
in a plastic screw cap test tube and preserved in 5% formalin. The eggs in these samples were extracted from the
sediments and counted according to the methods of Marcus (1989). A quarter of each layer was placed in a dish
with approximately 100 ml of the 35 ^m filtered water

and incubated

at

a temperature within

3C

of the tem-

perature at the time of collection (with the exception of
the July and August collections for which the incubations

were conducted at a temperature 6-7 C lower than ambient). These dishes were monitored for two days, and
the nauplii that hatched were counted and preserved in
Figure

1.

Location of sampling

sites in the

Apalachicola estuary.

5%

The

formalin.

and preserved

upon return

27 August 1990. Two sites were sampled in East Bay,
Apalachicola Bay, and St. George Sound (Fig. 1). Their
locations were chosen to represent the different salinity
regimes occurring in the estuary. A complete sampling
protocol involved the following: determination of surface
temperature, surface and bottom salinity, and water depth;
collection of two bottom cores (4.6D X 25L cm) with a

obtained with the plastic tube

were treated with Rose Bengal

to the laboratory. Subsequently, the

number

each sample was determined using a dissecting microscope. The samples obtained with the
plankton net and preserved in the field were examined
of nauplii

The sampling program was initiated on 6 November
1989 and was continued at bimonthly intervals through

filtrates

in the field

in

with a dissecting microscope for the presence of different
species. To reduce the concentration of animals

copepod
to a

number manageable

split several

for counting, the material was
times with a Folsom Plankton splitter, ac-

cording to the methods of Omori and Ikeda (1984).
Plankton concentrations were then calculated based upon
the

number of splits and

the

volume of water

filtered.

The

value was calculated from the flowmeter readings.
For the samples collected in November and January for

pole corer; collection of two surface-to-bottom water colin length. 4.6
umn samples with an expandable (2-5

latter

cm

which there were no flowmeter readings, an average of all
of the filtered volumes was used in the calculations.
Although the sample sizes were small, the non-para-

m

.5

diameter) plastic tube; collection of plankton with a
153 ^m mesh net equipped with a General Oceanics

m

digital

flowmeter; and collection of additional surface wa-

with a bucket. Exceptions to this scheme are the following: only one bottom core was taken at stations 3, 4,

ter

November; bottom salinity was not recorded
in November; and flowmeter readings were not taken in
November and January.
Surface temperature was determined with a thermom5,

and 6

in

eter placed in a bucket of surface water. Salinity of the

same sample of water was determined with a ReichertJung hand-held refractometer. Bottom salinity was recorded for the top water above the sediments of one of
the cores obtained from the sea bed. Depth was read off
a meter scale on the pole of the coring device.
Immediately upon collection, the bottom cores were
capped and stored in an insulated chest; the water column
samples that were obtained with the plastic tube were filtered through a 35 j/m mesh sieve, washed into small glass
jars, and preserved in 5% formalin; the plankton net samples

5%

.5 or 1 liter jars and preserved in
surface water obtained with
additional
the
formalin;

were washed into

a bucket was filtered through a 35
large plastic jugs for transport.

nm

sieve

and stored

in

metric Kruskal-Wallis

statistical test

was used

if

to

determine

provided by Systat

the concentration of eggs in the

sediments, nauplii in the water column, adults and copepodites of A. tonsa in the water column, and emergence

from incubated sediments differed significantly between East Bay, Apalachicola Bay, and St.
George Sound. For each of these regions and for the estuary as a whole, an average and standard deviation was
calculated for each parameter for each collection date.
levels of nauplii

Results

Water depths at the times of sampling ranged from 1.5
m. Collections in November 1989, January 1990,
and August 1990 were conducted during an outgoing tide.
Collections in March, May, and July 1990 were conducted
on an incoming tide. Extreme high and low tides occurred
in March. For each collection date, the surface temperature varied little (less than 2C) between the different

to 4.0

regions of the estuary (Table I). The average surface temin
perature for the estuary varied seasonally from

12C

COPEPOD EGGS

IN

THE SEA BED OF A SUB-TROPICAL ESTUARY
Table

Average surface water temperatures, and surface and hollom

I

salinities for the different regions

of the Apalachicola estuary 1989-1990
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Jan-03

2.

May-08

Jul-10

Aug-27

Collection Dates

Collection Dates
Figure

Mar-05

Seasonal trends of (A) resting egg concentrations in the sea bed, (B) numbers of nauplii emerging
in the laboratory, (C) nauplii concentrations in the water column, and (D) adult

from sediments incubated

and copepodite concentrations

in the

Apalachicola estuary.

and copepodites of A. tonsa did not differ significantly between the three regions of the system. The average concentration of adults and copepodites of A. tonsa
adults

in the estuary varied seasonally,

being moderately high

3
3
November, low (1.3 X 10 nT ) in
3
in March, and then high
3 m~
January, extremely low
4
3
X
10 irT )inMay, July, and August (Fig. 2d).
(1.1 to 1.3

X

(4.2

10

3

m~ 3

)

in

( 1

)

Discussion

Mean and

standard deviation.

by Acartia tonsa females in the laboratory are morphologically similar, and because A. tonsa is the numerically
dominant copepod in the system, then most of the eggs
isolated from the sediments, as well as the nauplii that
emerged from the sediments, were probably A. tonsa. Eggs
of Oithona and Paracalanits, the two other genera that
were numerically prominent in the estuary, have never
been reported from the sea bed of any system that has
been studied. In the case of Oithona, the females carry
their eggs in sacs attached to their bodies.

For most of the year, the average concentration of copepod eggs in the sea bed of the Apalachicola estuarine
system was of the same order of magnitude
that reported for Centropages
bor, Florida (Marcus, 1989).

hamatus

(

10

5

irT

in Alligator

These values

2
)

as

Har-

for sub-tropical

systems are equivalent in magnitude to the values reported
for

temperate bays and estuaries

1975;
large

m~ 2

)

Uye

(e.g.,

Kasahara

1983). In the present study, the

el a!..

emergence of

4
numbers of nauplii (average 2.4 X 10 -4.7 X 10 5
from the sediments that were incubated in the lab-

oratory at ambient field conditions indicated that large
numbers of these eggs were viable. At such concentrations

Although females of Paracalanits spp. shed their eggs into the water
column, the eggs may be too fragile to withstand mixing
into the sediments.

The

salinity

regimes of East Bay,

George Sound, and Apalachicola Bay conformed to

St.

their

designations as oligohaline, mesohaline, and polyhaline.
However, a comparison of the concentration of eggs in
the sediments, nauplii in the water column, adults and
copepodites of A. tonsa in the water column, and emer-

gence levels of nauplii from incubated sediments revealed
no or only a few significant differences among the regions.
These results may reflect the tolerance of A. tonsa to a

wide range of salinities (Day

el

ai. 1989).

of emergence, these eggs constitute a large potential source of naupliar recruits for the planktonic pop-

discovery of calanoid copepod eggs in
sea bottom sediments of temperate coastal waters (Ka-

and a large potential source of prey items for larval
and invertebrates. Because the eggs isolated from the
sediments of the Apalachicola system and those spawned

sahara

and

levels

ulation
fish

Since the

initial

el a/., 1974), eggs of planktonic copepods that have
been isolated from the sea bed have typically been referred
to as resting or dormant. Grice and Marcus (1981) dis-

COPEPOD EGGS

IN

THE SEA BED OF A SUB-TROPICAL ESTUARY
Table

III

Concentration ofnauplii (mean and standard deviation x Iff, n = number of samples) emerged from sediments incubated
in the laboratory jrom the different regions oj the Apa/achicola estuarv 19S9-1990
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portant source of recruits for the planktonic population
especially during the Spring.

Although Reeve (1975) pointed out the potential importance of benthic resting stages in discussing the zooplankton of shallow sub-tropical lagoonal systems of
southern Florida, and Tranter and

Abraham

(1971) sug-

gested that a benthic diapause phase might be the basis
of the seasonal replacement of several Acartia species in
the Cochin backwater in India, the actual presence of such
stages in sub-tropical systems

The

had not been demonstrated.

of Marcus (1989) on Centropages hamatits
and this study on Acartia tonsa provide strong support
results

for the hypotheses of
for the existence

Reeve and of Tranter and Abraham,

of copepod resting eggs in the sea bed of

sub-tropical estuaries

is

now

MARCUS
1979.
The Zooplankton oftheApalachicola Bay System.
M.S. Thesis. Florida State University. 104 pp.
Dormant eggs of marine copepods.
Grice, G., and N. Marcus. 1981.
I

(Illusion. L.
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The Function

of Surface Sclerites in Gorgonians

(Coelenterata, Octocorallia)
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Branches of a variety of species of gorgonians
representing the common sclerite types were fixed in flexed

St.

Catharines, Ontario,

Canada L2S 3A1

They undoubtedly perform

this

mechanical

Abstract.

necessary.

(bent) positions

task(Koehl, 1982; Wainwright eta/., 1982;Currey 1984),
but stiffening can be done by particles of almost any shape.
The principal support structure of a gorgonian colony

and examined by scanning electron mi-

To determine changes

in position of sclerites
croscopy.
associated with extension and compression, appropriate
measures of sclerite density and angle were taken. From

is

the core or axis

composed of gorgonin, which contains
and which may be

a modified collagen (Goldberg, 1976)

and other data, probable function was hypothesized.
Surface sclerites (spicules), called clubs, modify colony
flexion by limiting compressibility of the outer cortex

ness roughly correlates with the broad water movement
regimes within which various gorgonian species are found

when they contact each

(Jeyasuria

mineralized (Lowenstam, 1964; Leversee, 1969).

these

other. Scaphoids progressively

engage similar tubercles on underlying spindles. Radiates limit both
extension and compression by catching and locking up
limit extension as their ventral tubercle belts

after a fixed, free-slide distance.

limit both extension

1989).

Its stiff-

and Lewis, 1987; Yoshioka and Yoshioka,
These mechanical properties however, are modified

by the sclerite-containing coenenchymal material or cortex (Muzik and Wainwright, 1977; Esford and Lewis,
1990) that surrounds the axis and contains, in a series of
cavities, the polyps and gastrovascular canals. In most

Double-heads severely

and compression through random

dependent on the polyps' ability
from the surrounding water.
Water velocity and direction of movement can change
rapidly in response to wave action, so the mechanical
properties of the colonies must be specifically tuned to

orientation of closely packed, spiny protruberences that

instances, colonies are

preclude almost any freedom of movement. Unilaterally
spinose spindles act as drawbridge-like, protective covers

to efficiently extract nutrients

They play no apparent role affecting whole
Possible roles of sclerites as mechanical
mechanics.
colony
are
discussed
briefly.
systems
for polyps.

environment (Koehl, 1982;Vogel, 1988). Polyps feed
effectively at an optimum ambient velocity (Leversee, 1984), and the velocity of food organisms flowing
past polyps is kept within this range by the mechanical

their

most

Introduction

The shapes of gorgonian

surface sclerites (spicules) can

properties of the axis

often be used alone to identify specimens to the generic
level. In most gorgonians, surface sclerites differ from

The coenenchyme

an example of a
compliant composite material composed of a series of
gel

those of deeper layers, and these combinations are used
for identification to the specific level (Bayer, 1961). Be-

sizes,

coenenchymal gel, the highly
orientations, and positioning of

its

such as

Mesoglea

is

1982).

Mechanical

performed on mesoglea from Metridium

senile reveal

ability to stretch three

times

et a!..

its

original length

under

small loads and yet exhibit complete elastic recovery
(Gosline, 197 Ib). The results indicate that this is a time-

observed in gorgonians (Verrill, 1868;
Kukenthal, 1901; Bayer, 1961) would probably be un-

sclerites

sclerites.

1971a; Koehl, 1977; Wainwright
tests

particles to stiffen the

specific shapes,

and calcareous

discontinuous, randomly oriented, collagen-like fibrils in
a hydrated polymer matrix (Chapman, 1953; Gosline,

cause characteristic sclerite shapes are so highly conserved,
we suspect that they are considerably and functionally
significant to the organism. If they functioned solely as
filler

and coenenchyme (Vogel, 1981).
composed of two parts: mesogleal

is

is

dependent phenomenon

in

which quick extension of the

material causes greater rigidity than slow extension (Alexander, 1983). This property of the mesoglea must be

Received 12 April 1990; accepted 7 June 1991.
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considered in addition to the effect of the axial skeleton

when

considering the mechanical properties of the whole
colony. The time-dependent rigidity of the mesoglea
translates into resistance
ter

movement

by

stiffening to high velocity

wa-

that could flay the colony against the sub-

stratum. Compliance occurs at lower velocities, which are
less detrimental to colony structural integrity.

Another major determinant of overall mechanical
properties of an octocoral colony is the sclerite composition and content of the mesoglea. Sclerites, unlike mesoglea, exhibit

little

talline (Kingsley,

individual flexibility.

They

are crys-

1984) calcium carbonate (Kingsley and

Watabe, 1984; Goldberg and Benayahu, 1987a,

is

(Fig.

1

).

Immediately surrounding the axis

the axial sheath. Sclerites in this layer are usually short

rods, spindles, radiates, or spheroids.

densely packed, and

are a

These

VON WALLIS

mal tube walls. Presumably, they function in support of
gastrovascular cavity walls and prevent their collapse or
kinking during torsion and flexion of the colony (Thibaudeau, 1983).
The middle cortex adjacent to the axial sheath contains
the polyp cavities and branched gastrovascular canals. It
the thickest of

is

sclerites are

major component ofgastroder-

cortical layers.

Major sclerite types
and double heads (Fig. ), most
1

of which are oriented with their longitudinal axes parallel
to the axis of the colony (Bayer et a/., 1983). In the genera
Euniceci
large

and Plexaura, middle cortex

(up to

1.5

all

layers,

is

sclerites

can be quite

mm).

The outer cortex
of

(the surface layer), usually the thinnest

also interspecifically variable in sclerite

composition. Generally, only one type of sclerite occurs
on the surface of an individual species (Bayer, 1961 ). The

nomenclature concerning the wide variety of sclerite
morphs is confusing, but the five broad classes (Bayer et
ai. 1983) into which surface sclerites of shallow water,
Caribbean octocorals can be categorized are: clubs,
scaphoids, spindles, radiates, and double heads (Fig. 1).

The considerable
is

variation within these basic categories

much of this confusion. Variants of clubs
sclerites named torches, leaf clubs, balloon clubs,

the basis for

include

thorn clubs, and wart clubs. Scaphoid variants include

SCAPHOID

SPINDLE

CLUB

DOUBLE-HEAD

SIX-RADIATE
Figure

all

are spindles, multiradiates,

Ma-

b;

joran, 1987; Goldberg, 1988) and are, characteristically
of gorgonians, densely packed in the mesoglea. With such
characteristic dense packing, the sclerites must interact
with any bending or twisting of the colony and consequently affect the mechanics of the whole colony.
In most gorgonians, sclerites are arranged in three distinct layers in the coenenchymal cortex. These layers are
usually, though not invariably, distinguishable on the basis

of sclerite type

E.

I

.

Line drawings of representatives of

that occur in gorgonians. Figures not to scale.

five

of the most

common

types of outer cortex sclerites
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crests), and scaphoids
a general term for any
sclerite of fusiform shape, small, medium, or large.
Though found on the surfaces of some genera, they are

crescents,

more commonly

the principal

occurs as an outer

Names

is

components of the middle

One

cortex and the axial sheath.

spindle.

variety of spindle that

cortex sclerite is the unilaterally

spinose

as capstans (Bayer et ai, 1983).

Because mesogleal
fibrils

(Wainwright

hydrated and contains collagen
ai. 1982), a solid object embedded

gel is

et

therein should be capable of motion.
these conditions

is

of freedom: pitch, yaw,
(

Movement under

described by any of six potential degrees

motion Wainwright

roll,

et ai,

lateral, vertical,

and

axial

1982; Alexander, 1983). Given

this potential, flexion or torsion

of the colony as a whole

translates into forces that cause the displacement of the
sclerites that

can be described

in

terms of degrees of free-

dom. Limitations on movement are affected by sclerite
architecture and orientation (Muzik and Wainwright,
1977).

Drag forces on a basally attached, erect structure will
cause bending in the direction of the water flow when the
force exceeds the inertial resistance of the material (Vogel,
In general, when a solid bar is bent, it is compressed
98
on the concave surface while being extended under tension
on the convex surface. A line marking the midpoint between these two surfaces undergoes no transformation
and is therefore named the neutral axis. Tissue on either
side of the neutral axis will change in length. Rees (1972),
Vogel 198 ), and Sebens (1984) have documented a relationship between drag forces caused by waves, tides, and
1

Specimens were obtained from the shallow (0-50 m)
Tobago and Cay Sal Bank, Bahamas

coastal waters of

field expeditions. Single colonies of Ellisella barbadensis, E. e/ongata. Eunicea clavigera, E. calyculata,

during

Muricea

in

pterogorgia rigida.
asperula, E. laciniata, E. knighli, Plexaura flexitosa, P.
homomalla, and Pterogorgia anceps were collected in the

Bahamas. Several branches from each specimen were tied
in a flexed (bent) position prior to fixation.

1

currents and distribution of coral species. Individuals of
the same species display variation in growth forms that
correlate with the intensity of water

movement. Velimirov

Angles of flex-

ion could not be kept consistent either inter- or intraspecifically because of large differences in stiffness, flexibility,

and thickness between branches. Specimens from Tobago
were dipped in 10% formalin, air dried, and transported
to Brock University prior to preparation for scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Specimens from the Bahamas
in 3% glutaraldehyde, transported in fixative,
then air dried prior to preparation for SEM.
Fresh specimens were collected and examined in the

were fixed

using a dissecting microscope. Surface sclerites,
in mesoglea and coated with mucus, were ob-

field

embedded

scured to the extent that no meaningful analysis of sclerite
orientation could be undertaken in the field. Fixation did

not alleviate the problem. Only in the Muricea could surface sclerites be relatively clearly distinguished.

For SEM, cross and longitudinal sections were cut from

1 ).

(

M. elongata, and Lophogorgia punicea
Tobago. Gorgonia ventalina, PseudoP. acerosa, Plexaurella grisea, Eunicea

atlantica,

were collected

of radiate variants often correspond to

numbers of rays; for instance, six-radiate, seven-radiate,
and eight-radiate, but may also be known by such names
as antleriform and butterfly. Double heads were formerly

known

Materials and Methods

smooth scaphoids (with

with transverse crests. Spindle

various positions on each colony and dipped in sodium
hypochlorite solution (Javex, T. M. Bristol Myers) to re-

move

mesogleal gel from embedded

sclerites.

water and dried. Dried samples were mounted on
aluminum specimen mounts with double-sided adhesive
tape and coated with a thin layer of gold under vacuum
tilled

in a

Polaron PS-3 Sputter Coaler. Specimens were exa Hitachi model S-570 scanning electron

while studying Eunicella
cavolinii and additionally noted concurrent sclerite variation. It has been pointed out by numerous investigators

amined with

that axial mechanical properties are probably modified to

analytical procedure could not be applied to

varying degrees by the mechanical properties of the coenenchyme and that a major component of the coenen-

a

(1976) noted this

phenomenon

The time

required to remove mesoglea without loosening sclerites
varied from specimen to specimen, however, most required 10-40 s. Samples were immediately rinsed in dis-

microscope.

We

examined

1

7 species in 8 genera.

Because a single
all

species,

number of measurements were used

density, space

between

sclerites,

including sclerite
angles of sclerites with

electron micrographs of gorgonian cortical layers (Thi-

axes in the same plane as the colony axis, and angles of
sclerites with axes tangential to the colony axis. Sclerite

baudeau, 1983) hint at complicated relationships between
the sclerites in each layer. Somewhat surprisingly, no sys-

type determined the specific measurement technique used.
In all cases, measurements were taken from compressed,

tematic investigations of the relationship of various different sclerite types with possible mechanical properties

neutral,

chyme

responsible for this

must be the

sclerites.

Scanning

and extended

surfaces.

On

of colonies has been published. This examination of sclerite orientation on flexed branches of gorgonians is a pre-

specimens with surface clubs and double heads,
sclerite density was determined. Density was measured
directly from the Video Display Terminal (VDT) of the

liminary attempt to relate shape to function, and,

SEM

mately, to mechanical properties.

ulti-

by counting numbers of sclerites in the area bounded
2
). An image
by the image edges of the VDT (6.67

mm
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summarized

Table

In all cases, den-

scale provided screen area. Sections

E. laciniata are

(compressed, neutral,
and standard deviation values of at least 50 separate locations per surface per sample were determined. To test

sities

nonparametrically for intergroup differences, a KruskalWallis one-tailed analysis of variance by ranks was per-

kal-Wallis tests were significant at the 0.05 level but multiple-comparison revealed no significance (Table la).
When the Eunicea species that have much larger clubs

formed (Zar, 1984). The null hypothesis was that there
were no differences between the means of the measurements from sclerites on compressed, neutral, and tensed
surfaces. If Kruskal-Wallis test results were significant at
the 0.05 level of significance or better, the method of multiple comparison (Siegel and Castellan, 1988) was used to
determine which differences between medians of the
groups were significant.
Because of the interdigitation of processes from adjacent
radiates, it was usually not possible to discriminate individual sclerites. Relative density of radiates was obtained

by a computer imaging process (MCID Image Analysis
System, Imaging Research Inc., Brock University) calibrated to differentiate between areas occupied by sclerites
and spaces between them. This was done from SEM photographs with results presented as the percentage of the
area of the photographs occupied by sclerites or parts

Data were analyzed using the one-tailed Kruskalby ranks.
of
Angles
scaphoids and spindles planar or tangential
the colony axis, respectively, were determined similarly.

thereof.

ANOVA

Wallis

to

An

acetate sheet, inscribed with a protractor,

VDT

was

affixed

screen.

Using stage controls on the SEM, a

sample was rotated

to bring the long axis of the colony

to the

parallel to the base

of the protractor. Compressed, neutral,

and extended surfaces were each scanned while maintaining the axis in a constant position relative to the pro-

Measurements of sclerite angles were acquired
from
the VDT screen. Means and standard dedirectly
viations were determined, again subjecting data to Kruskal-Wallis and multiple-comparison tests.
tractor.

in

la.

were highest on compressed, intermediate on neutral,
and lowest on tensed surfaces. Photomicrographs of compressed and extended surfaces appear in Figure 2a. Krus-

than the others, were excluded from the analysis, a significant difference was found between the means of compressed and tensed surfaces. When a branch of a colony
bends, clubs on the stretched surface separate; on the

compressed surface, they move closer together.
Scaphoids
Scaphoids form the surface layer of Pseudopterogorgia

Ptemgorgia anceps, and Gorgonia ventalina. They
down at the tips and encircled with a series of

rigida,

are bent

tubercle belts (Fig. 1 ). In some genera, the tubercles may
be reduced or absent from the convex surface. For these
sclerites,

elongate

orientation with respect to colony axis

was determined on the compressed, neutral, and tensed
surfaces for the aforementioned species. On the neutral
surface of P. anceps and P. rigida, mean angles of surface
30-36 away from parallel with the lonscaphoids are
gitudinal axis. On compression, mean sclerite angles are
5-12 above those of the neutral surface; on extension,

below (Table Ib). Sclerites on the surface of G.
28-36 higher than the neutral on compres-

6-14

ventalina are

lower on tension. Kruskal-Wallis

sion but only 9

were significant

tests

though the
multiple-comparison revealed significance only between
the means of compressed and tensed surfaces. On
stretched surfaces, sclerites rotate into an alignment closer
at the 0.01 level

(Table

Ib),

to parallel with the longitudinal axis of the branch. On
compression, they rotate into an orientation closer to per-

pendicular to the longitudinal axis (Fig. 2b).

Double heads
Results

The double
Surface sclerites of the seventeen specimens examined

were categorized into five main groups: clubs, scaphoids,
double heads, radiates, and spindles (Bayer et ai. 1983).

each end
in the

Clubs

A

single layer of clubs

comprises the outer cortex of all

species. All are oriented perpen-

dicular to the colony axis with the rectangular, spiny or
rounded plates that form the club's "head" exposed to
the surface of the colony while the "handle" projects toward the middle cortex. The bases of the club handles

abutt middle cortex sclerites, which are usually large,
closely grouped spindles oriented parallel to the colony
axis.

The

results

of measurements on one colony each of

Plexauraflexuosa,

P.

homomalla, Eunicea

clavigera.

and

is

characteristic of the

(Fig.

1

).

They

are not organized in distinct layers

coenenchyme, but appear randomly oriented.

No

or density can be discerned between
compressed, neutral, and tensed surfaces. Kruskal-Wallis

changes

Eunicea and Plcxaura

head, or dumb-bell,

genera Ellisella and Lophogorgia. As the name suggests,
these sclerites are simple rods with whorls of tubercles at

in orientation

test results for

intergroup differences between surfaces

were not significant (Table Ic). Micrographs of surfaces
compression and tension are shown in Figure 3a. Displacement of these small sclerites due to bending of a
branch

is slight.

Radiates

The sclerite type found on the surface layer of species
of the genus Plexaurella is the radiate. In Plexaurella

Figure
(C) where

2.

Scanning electron micrographs of Plcxaum flexuosa clubs in surface view under compression
heads are closely fitted together and under tension (E) where club heads exhibit considerable
Mag. 165X. (b) Scaphoids of Pseudopterogorgia acerosa in surface view under compression (C)
(a)

sclerite

separation.

(E). Longitudinal axis of the colony is vertical. Note the orientation of most scaphoids under
compression at about 40 from the longitudinal axis, and under extension almost parallel to the longitudinal
axis. Mag. 285X.

and extension
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(a) Surface double-heads of Ellisclla barbadensis under conditions of compression (C) and
Figure 3.
extension (E). No differences in density or orientation of the sclerites is discernable. Mag. 620X. (b) Six-

radiate sclerites of Plexaurella grisea compressed (C). exhibiting few spaces between sclerites
(E), exhibiting

more extensive spaces between

sclerites.

Mag. 105X.

and extended
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EXTENDED

NEUTRAL

COMPRESSED

(a) Unilaterally spinose spindles of Muricea elongata under compression (C) and extension
show that under compression, the tufts of spindles are deflected away from the longitudinal axis
whereas on extension the spindles assume a position more nearly parallel with the axis of the colony.

Figure 4.

(E) to

Longitudinal axis of the colony is vertical. Mag. 35x. (h) Diagramatic representation of possible function
of double-heads. Random orientation of spine-covered double-head sclerites tends to preclude any but the
slightest
stiffness.

motion of sclerites

relative to

Approx. mag. 500x.

(c)

each other. These probably function primarily to increase coenenchymal

Diagramatic representation of translational and rotational movements of

GORGONIAN SURFACE SCLERITE FUNCTION
at the

0.10

and multiple-comparison revealed a sigbetween the means of compressed and

level,

nificant difference

tensed surfaces.

When a plant stem is bent, thorns, bristles, and hairs
on the outside of the curve tend to go erect, fan out over
the outside of the curve, and project away from the surface.
On an intuitive level, this would be expected of the Muri-

taken to minimize dislocation, but mesoglea removal by
hypochlorite is a rather imprecise procedure. The positions
of individual sclerites may change during uncovering and
subsequent processing and thus alter surface sclerite orientation. The degree of disturbance depends upon the
extent to which sclerites loosen and interdigitate with

neighboring

sclerites.

The

but the opposite happens. The bristle-like tufts almost
down on the surface of the outer curvature. On the

following ascribed functional relationships are
postulated as those that can be reasonably implied from

an acute angle
assume a more acute angle

the rather crude manipulations to which the individual
colonies were subjected.

cea,
lie
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inside of a bend, spines or bristles fixed at
to the longitudinal axis tend to

closer to the inside surface of the curve. Again, the opposite

occurs with Mwicca.

Possible function of clubs (Fig. 5)

Clubs occur as outer cortex components

Discussion

The microscopic size of sclerites and the surrounding
mesogleal matrix make it difficult to even visualize the
relationships of sclerites to one another. Measurement
and characterization of forces acting on individual

when

sclerites

subjected to stresses of various kinds
Fixation
and dehydration undoubtedly
truly daunting.
alter the properties of the mesoglea and cause some
the colony

is

is

in four of the

Plexaura and Eunicea species examined. All exhibited a
higher density of clubs on compressed surfaces than on
either neutral or tensed ones. This illustrates vividly the

contention of Wainwright el al. (1982) regarding the altered density of material on either side of the neutral axis
of a bent bar. Compression on a colony surface causes
move laterally until they contact adjacent

the clubs to

clubs. Resistance to

compression increases substantially

shrinkage of the highly hydrated gel if it is at all similar
to other coelenterate mesoglea (Alexander, 1964; Gosline

at this point.

197 la). The extent of shrinkage has not been measured
for these species, but we estimate it to be less than 10%.

also cause a similar

On the one species we have measured on drying (a Menella

mesoglea. an elastomer, responds to such forces like a
rubber ball being compressed or stretched. Lateral
compression of the ball causes its vertical diameter to in-

from the Indian Ocean), shrinkage was about 5% at
seven different locations on the specimen. The volume
fraction of sclerites in the coenenchyme of gorgonians is

sp.

high,

and

it

probably varies interspecifically although vol-

ume

fraction, again, has not been recorded. For the aforementioned Menella species from the Maldives, it was 45%
in the tips and 55%- in primary branches. Because sclerites
provide support for the mesoglea (Muzik and Wainwright,

1977; Koehl, 1982; Currey, 1984), their
ably responsible for the
that

all sclerites

low shrinkage.

volume

is

prob-

We have assumed

are relatively uniformly surrounded by

mesoglea. In that event, shrinkage should affect

all sclerites

sogleal gel that surrounds each

crease,

embedded

whereas stretching reduces

this

sclerite.

The

diameter (Wain-

wright. 1988). Clubs, held in the gel by the handle tubercles, move in a direction perpendicular to the colony axis

and

also separate

from each other on extension. Imme-

diately subjacent to the outer cortex is a layer of large,
thick spindles in close contact with each other. On the

surface under tension, the mesogleal gel stretches over the
convex surface and pulls the surface clubs toward the

middle cortex spindles. As the tubercles
club handles

come

at the base of the

in contact with the irregular tubercles

remain similar

covering the spindle surface, they catch. The first clubs
to become engaged are those whose handles are nearest

Removal of surrounding mesoglea with hypochlorite

the spindle tubercles. As the clubs are carried along, they
contact the clubs that have engaged spindle tubercles. This

similarly so their relative positions should
to that in vivo.

bleach loosens surface

sclerites. In

most

species,

exami-

nation with the dissecting microscope clearly reveals when
far; i.e.. the surface layer is absent.

the process has gone too
If

Compression or tension of the colony surfaces would
compression or tension of the me-

the process has not gone far enough, sclerites or large

parts of

them remain obscured by mesoglea. Care was

elongate bodies (sclerites)

embedded

in

causes them to bunch up, leaving a series of cracks or
spaces.

Compression of the colony surface compresses the mewhich translates into a vertical force acting un-

soglea,

an elastomer on one half of the surface of a cylinder. Conditions of

compression, extension, and no stress (neutral) are illustrated. Inclusions (sclerites) are oriented at about
50 with respect to the longitudinal axis under all conditions of no stress. Maximal displacement occurs in

mid line of the bending plane of the cylinder. Intermediate displacement extends laterally each way
from the center of the plane of bending, one quarter of the distance around the circumference, where no

the

translation or rotation occurs.
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off the spindle

and disengages them (Wainwright, 1988).
Clubs can move in all six of the degrees of freedom of
movement (Alexander, 1983). Pitch, yaw, lateral, and
surface

vertical

movements of the clubs

are

all

in the plane of the

surface layer. Axial motion occurs during compression
and tensing of the gel, which increases and decreases the
distance between the base of the clubs and the middle
cortex spindles. Roll, pitch, yaw, and lateral movement

of the clubs are limited by the proximity of adjacent clubs
and the degree to which they interdigitate with the plate
tubercles on the heads of adjacent clubs.

Colony torsion

some degree of club

rotation. Inter-

whole

as a

results in

digitation of tubercles enables the rotational forces
sclerite to

be passed to adjacent

on a

sclerites.

E.
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and rotational movement
will

will be limited. The response
be graduated. As more tubercles engage, resistance to

stretch will increase.

and lifts scaphoids
With tubercles disundergo translation and ro-

Compression thickens mesogleal

gel

off the backs of underlying spindles.

engaged, sclerites are free to

tation in directions opposite those of extension.

Possible function of double heads (Fig. 4)

No change
on

in density

of double heads was quantifiable

either compressed, neutral, or tensed colony surfaces.

This could be an indication that either there

is

no

differ-

ence between the three surfaces, or the techniques used
were not sensitive enough to elucidate any differences.
Close examination of double head terminal tubercles

re-

grouped tubercles covered with
fine spines, almost like a Velcro ball surrounding each
terminus of the central rod. The tuberculation suggests
veals a series of closely

Possible function ofscaphoids (Fig. 5)
In

unbent specimens, elongate scaphoids form a surface

layer with

oriented in parallel, as in G. ventalina. or with sclerites in two parallel orientations as in
all sclerites

anceps and P. rigida. Scaphoids are oriented at approximately 30 away from the longitudinal axis of the
colony. Because the sclerites are in a sheet-like layer on
P.

any motion involving sliding of one tubercle over
one of an adjacent sclerite would be inhibited by a high
frictional force. The fine spines would limit freedom of
that

motion of surface sclerites in pitch, yaw, lateral, vertical,
and axial motion but would not completely inhibit roll.
However, random

effect that sclerite roll

the cylinder is bent (Koehl, 1982). The greatest displacement or distortion occurs in the center of the plane of

entation,

flexion, with lesser

displacement occurring out and around

the sides of the cylinder toward neutral axes. On tension,
translation will be toward the extremities of the longitudinal axis; rotation of the elongate sclerites will be toward
the center of the plane of flexion, which is toward the

longitudinal axis (Fig. 4c). Compression reverses both

movements (Koehl, 1982).
Surface sclerites do not function completely independently of subjacent middle cortex sclerites. In the species
examined, these are belted spindles oriented close to parthink the surface sclerallel with the longitudinal axis.

We

with middle cortex sclerites and modify the
mechanical properties of the axial skeleton (Muzik and
Wainwright, 1977). When a cylinder is bent, the outside
undergoes further displacement than the inside (Wain-

ites interact

move

any overall
The
have
on
flexibility.
colony
may
and
its
random
oriof
sclerite,
type

sclerite orientation negates

the outside of a cylinder, the forces of tension and
compression are applied asymmetrically to the sheet when

main function of this

is probably to increase coenenchyme stiffness.
Because there is some mesoglea between sclerites, there
is some slight freedom for movement of sclerites relative

to each other that produces limited flexibility.

small size of the sclerites (0.075
small

mm

amount of movement could

Due

in length),

to the

even a

translate into consid-

erable flexibility over a relatively short distance of a few

centimeters.

Possible function of radiates (Fig. 5)
Six-radiate sclerites of the species Plexaurella grisea are

both outer and middle cortex layers, but those
middle cortex lack the extended rays of those on
the surface. The orientation of the surface sclerites is ir-

found

in

in the

regular,

and the long processes

deeply embedded

characteristic of

them

in mesoglea. Individual sclerites

are

could

a tensed surface, the

not be discriminated for counting, but results indicate a
smaller sclerite area on sections under tension than under

mesogleal sheet containing the surface sclerites becomes
thinner on being stretched (Wainwright, 1988) and pulls

compression. Six-radiate sclerites have a series of smooth
surfaces that terminate in large tubercles. The tubercles

its sclerites

down into contact with the middle cortex
These
spindles.
spindles are nearer the center of the cylinder and will not be displaced toward the center as much

resemble cauliflower heads designed to catch on anything

as surface sclerites.

moving past them from any direction. When the smooth
surfaces of two adjacent sclerites or their interlocked arms
are in contact, they can slide across each other until the

wright, 1988). Therefore, sclerites

on the outside

more than those of inner

On

much

It is

layers.

will

unlikely that they will undergo as

translation or rotation even

assuming complete
freedom of movement. Consequently, the ventral tubercles of surface scaphoids will engage with dorsal tubercles
on the underlying spindles and both their translational

arms of these sclerites interboth compression and extension (and torsion for

tubercles catch. Because the
digitate,

by the same mechanism. By analmodel of a chain can be used to explain the mo-

that matter) are limited

ogy, the
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(a) Diagramatic representation of possible function of clubs from a lateral perspective. On
Figure 5.
compression of the coenenchyme, clubs are lifted by the compressed gel and moved into tighter contact and
interdigitation with each other thereby increasing resistance to compression. On the neutral surface, club

head processes interdigitate but are not

On

in contact; their

handles are not in contact with underlying spindles.

coenenchymal gel into contact with surfaces of large underlying
spindles and spread apart. Some club handles catch tilt and jam on tubercles of underlying spindles. Approx.
mag. 500x. (b) Diagramatic representation of possible function of scaphoids from a surface perspective. In
a neutral state of compression, surface scaphoids are oriented at an angle of about 30 to underlying,
extension, clubs are pulled by elastic

tubercle-belted spindles.

On

extension, surface scaphoids are pulled by stretching coenenchymal gel down
sclerites undergo greater translation (longitudinal movement) than

onto subsurface spindles. Because surface

their tubercles engage those on the backs of the spindles, they are rotated toward
compression, surface scaphoids are lifted off the backs of spindles and disengage.
for both translation and rotation due to mesogleal compression. Because of their orientation

underlying spindles,

when

the longitudinal axis.

They are

free

On

toward perpendicular vw a vis the longitudinal axis. Approx. mag. 200X. (c)
Diagramatic representation of possible function of radiates. In neutral compression, radiates with spiny
tubercles on the ends of smooth arms are loosely interdigitated. Upon compression, tuberculated arms slide
in the neutral state, rotation is

over the smooth portions of the interdigitations until tubercles contact nearby tuberculated heads. On extension, the same process occurs in reverse. This mechanism defines the limits of both extension and
compression. Approx. mag. 200x. (d) Diagramatic representation of possible function of unilaterally spinose
spindles. Spindles form a pivotable cover attached to one side of the polyp. On compression, underlying

and coenenchymal gel squeeze gastrovascular canals and force fluid into the polyp, which
expands and forces the overlying lid of unilaterally spinose spindles to pivot and extend out from the
longitudinal axis of the colony. Extension, which moves the cortical spindles in the opposite direction, pulls
cortical spindles

fluid

from the polyp into the gastrovascular canals, deflating the polyp and pivoting the
axis. Approx. mag. 50X.

colony

lid in

toward the
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tion of a series of interacting six-radiates.

5.

Chain links have

an extended smooth surface (smooth portion of the arms)
on which interlocking links can slide, but which are terminated abruptly by the terminal cross piece (tubercles).
Compression of the colony surface causes the smooth rays
to slide along each other until the tubercles come into
contact.

When

all

compressed to the extent
with respect to each other,

radiates are

(Continued)

between the calycal trough and the colony body. In a neutral state, the tufts extend out from the colony surface at
an angle of approximately 40, which allows the polyp
tentacles to be extended

from the crevice

for food capture.

Compression of the layer of mesogleal gel is translated
into a lateral force that pushes the spindles away from the
colony surface. Additionally, compression of the gastro-

no longer slide
the surface becomes rigid. Extension pulls the radiates
apart along the smooth ray axes until terminal tubercles

dermal tubes that link the polyp cavities increases the
internal pressure and forces water out into the only posthe polyp cavities. Because the gastrodermal
sible exit

come

tubes are linked directly to the polyp gastrocoel, expulsion
of water inflates the polyp bodies. Inflation of the polyps

that they can

contact with the adjacent sclerite tubercles. This
limits further extension of the coenenchyme.
in

results in a force applied to the ventral surface

Possible function of unilaterally spinose spindles (Fig. 5)

Compression or extension

results in a

change in angle

of tufts relative to the colony axis with tufts closer to parallel with the colony on extension and more perpendicular
to the colony

on compression. A possible explanation

for

these results involves the interaction of the middle cortex

and the gastrovascular system of

spindles, mesogleal gel,
the colony. The feeding polyps are located in the crevice

face tufts, pushing

There

may

of the sur-

them away from the colony

surface.

be a muscle, tensor system associated with

gastrovascular canals and the epidermis (Chapman, 1974)
that acts on compression (Chapman, 1970; Esford and

Lewis, 1990; and Lewis, unpubl. results). Contraction of
myoepithelial cells on the back of the tuft will pull it into

more erect position away from the longitudinal axis of
the colony. Contraction of the longitudinal muscles of the
gastrovascular canals (Hyman, 1940) will shorten the caa

GORGONIAN SURFACE SCLERITE FUNCTION
nals. increase pressure, inflate the polyp,

away from the

and push the

tuft

On the extended surface, the gel stretches over the convex colony surface and pulls the tuft toward the colony

possibly functions as a tensegrity

collagen-gel system

( 1988) calls an unbraced framework. Verification of these suggestions awaits much more
detailed observation and experimentation. This prelimi-

structure or

surface.

287

what Vogel

Extension of the surface results in negative or at least
lower water pressure in the gastrodermal tube system. This

nary survey has revealed a hitherto unrecorded, compo-

pressure decrease causes the polyps to deflate and draws
the tufts closer to the colony surface. Alternately or ad-

probably acts in conjunction with

axis.

ditionally, relaxation of the myoepithelial and gut muscle
systems may permit the passive mesogleal stretch to pull

the calycal tufts in toward the colony surface. There could
also be a different set of muscles associated with the polyp
that retracts the tufts.

foregoing are illustrations of simple and complex

interactions of mechanical systems (sets of material objects)

termed mechanisms.

If a

system

is

pletely constrained against motion,

The mechanism

it

is

called a frame.

therefore an assembly of bodies connected in such a way that movement of one causes a re-

movement of another

1983).

(Alexander,

The

gorgonians resemble links as opposed to joints
(Alexander, 1983). Links are rigid bodies (Hunt, 1978).

freedom of

act as passive devices for limiting the

movement of

the entire structure. In gorgonians, such

mechanisms can be used because no muscle or
is required for bending movements of the
entire attached colony. The elastic properties of the axial
skeleton in conjunction with wave action or current repassive

tendon system

versal, returns the

position.

The

colony to or through the upright (erect)
of these movements.

sclerites limit the extent

Clubs form a simple mechanism that acts

in

one plane

to limit compression. In addition, the interdigitation of
vertical plates

on the heads of clubs enables torsional
was not investigated.

forces

to be transmitted, but this

Surface scaphoids only limit extension when their ventuberculations engage the dorsal tubercle belts of un-

tral

derlying sclerites.
At the limits of both extension and compression, sixradiates possibly produce a braced, three-dimensional

framework. Though the system is a mechanism, at its
limits it may approximate Maxwell's lemma (Parkes,
1965) a theorem for optimization of a space frame with
members in either tension or compression Wainwright

all

(

etal., 1982).

by the double heads, which
any plane, may be an example that
approaches a Michell structure (Wainwright ct ai, 1982).

The mechanism
movement

restrict

illustrated

in

In these orthogonal, space frameworks, some
are under compression, others under tension.

At
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Acid-Base and Ionic Regulation, During and Following
Emersion, in the Freshwater Bivalve, Anodonta grandis
simpsoniana (Bivalvia: Unionidae)
ROGER

A.

BYRNE* AND BRIAN

R.

McMAHON

Department of Biological Sciences, The University of Calgary, 2500 University Dr. NW.,
Calgary, Alberta,

Canada T2N 1N4

Abstract.
Specimens of the boreal clam. Anodonta grandis
simpsoniana were emersed at 10C for 6 days and then
reimmersed for 24 h. The clams lost water at a rate of 1.6%

behavioral responses have been documented (see reviews
by McMahon, 1988; Shick et ai, 1988). In the freshwater

water per day. After 144 h of emersion, water weight
had declined by almost 15%, while extracellular fluid (ECF)

sion events are unpredictable; their timing and duration
is dependent on such factors as rainfall, temperature, and

environment, however, changes

total

osmolality had increased

were reattained

levels

clined rapidly in the

near 20 Torr for the
rapid

pH

fall,

0.037 (mean
0.6

30%

after 6
first

full

to 52

mOsm

h reimmersion.

1

kg"

.

,

de-

24 h of emersion, but remained
6-day exposure. After an initial

1.1

Torr

after

96

h,

An emersed clam

but no further

and emer-

is

faced with opposing needs: water

conservation, accomplished by valve closure, and respiration, requiring valve opening. In addition, the problems

was noted. ECF [Ca] increased threefold to 13.1
mmol T while [HCO,app] rose from 5.4 0.3 to a
maximum of 12.9 0.8 mmol
after 144 h. ECF [Na]
and [Cl] were not affected by emersion. On reimmersion,
increase

1

0.8

level

lower regions of such systems are less well known. As an
adaptation to this stress, some species of freshwater bivalve
can withstand emersion for up to a year (Hiscock, 1953).

declined at a slower rate, reaching 7.494
SEM) at 144 h. P co , was elevated from

0.6 to 12.4

water

physical changes in the watershed. The responses to
emersion of the freshwater bivalves that inhabit the shal-

Control

ECF P

in

of acid-base balance, ion regulation, and excretion are

,

all

'

exacerbated by aerial exposure. Intertidal bivalves need
only withstand approximately 12 h emersion before the
next tidal inundation. Even so, many intertidal bivalves

1

recovery was rapid, with pH, P and P co returning to conwithin 2 h, while [Ca] and [HCO,app] remained elevated
,

,

trol

24 h

reimmersion.

A

have evolved compensations, chiefly respiratory, that enthem to conserve energy during emersion. Examples

stoichiometry between
[Ca] and [HCO,app] existed throughout the emersion and
reimmersion periods. In the absence of protein buffers, the
until

fall

in

after

ECF pH was arrested

1:1

able

include valve gaping and aerial gas exchange (Boyden,
1972; Widdows et a/., 1979) and the use of shell CaCO,

by the mobilization of calcium
shell. By 96 h emersion

for maintaining acid-base balance

carbonate, presumably from the

1969; Crenshaw, 1972; Akberali

PCO : and P , had stabilized, suggesting that diffusion gradients sufficient to allow limited gas exchange had been es-

Mangum,
The

1983;

McMahon and

1989, 1990, 1991a,b).

at

(McMahon,

Williams, 1984; Byrne

C fluminea, however,

recent invader of freshwater (Keen

*

NY

effects

bivalve, Corbicu/a fluminea (Miiller)

intertidal bivalves experience cyclical episodes

of emersion and reimmersion. and their physiological and

Fredonia,

et a/.,

of emersion on freshwater clams are known
from
studies of the responses of the corbiculid
primarily

Introduction
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Jokumsen and Fyhn, 1982; Booth

1984).

tablished.

Marine

1978;

(Crenshaw and Neff,
1977; Booth and

et a/.,

et al..

is

1979,
1988,

a relatively

and Casey, 1969) and

many responses thought to be intermediate
between those of estuarine clams and those of more anso displays

Fredonia,

14063.
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cient freshwater species

(McMahon,

O

rostrata,

changes

and Heming

et al.

1979; Byrne

et ai,

consumption and
the unionid, Ligumia sub(1988) examined acid-base

1988). Dietz (1974) described aerial

responses to dehydration in

BYRNE AND

:

in extrapallial (mantle cavity) fluid

ofMargari-

inditifera margaritifera during emersion. These studies
cate that freshwater bivalves possess adaptations to emer-

sion that

may account

some of the observed

for

tolerances

to aerial exposure. But the respiratory, acid-base,

and ion

and subsequent
reimmersion have not been comprehensively examined
in a unionid clam.
Here we report an examination of such events during
an extended bout of aerial exposure and for 24 h after
regulatory consequences of emersion

reimmersion

in the

unionid bivalve Anodonta grandis

simpsoniana. Although this species inhabits the shallow,
littoral region of lakes, and members of the population
under study could become aerially exposed with minor

changes in lake

level,

such occurrences would be

rare.

McMAHON

R.

B.

10-min intervals so that the subsequent samples
at the same nominal exposure time. After
an emersion period, at constant temperature, of 144 h,
lowered

at

could be taken

the clams were reimmersed by gently

with temperature-equilibrated

filling

APW. The

the basins

reimmersion

period lasted 24 h. No mortality resulted during either
the emersion or reimmersion periods.

At intervals of 0, 1, 7, 25, 48, 96, and 144 h emersion,
and at 2, 6, and 24 h reimmersion, five clams (one per
basin) were removed and an extracellular fluid (ECF)
sample taken anaerobically by pericardiac puncture using
cooled glass syringes (after the method of Fyhn and Costlow, 1975). ECF P ,, PCO, and pH were measured immediately on 500 n\ samples using a Radiometer BMS 3
Mk 2 Blood Microsystem maintained at experimental
73
temperature and connected to a Radiometer

PHM

pH/Blood gas monitor. P and P C o, were determined by
means of a Radiometer P O: (E5047-0) and Pro (E5037,

,

pH was measured using a RapH electrode (G299A). Total CO;.

0) electrode respectively;

Therefore, any compensations to aerial exposure and

diometer glass capillary

subsequent reimmersion that may be noted in this species
may be interpreted as an inherent ability of unionid clams
to withstand periods of emersion and not any particular

(C CO J was also measured immediately on 45 n\ samples
by means of a Corning 965 CO : Analyzer calibrated with

response of an often exposed species.

800

was stored

^1)

weight (>96 h) at

Animals

ECF

Anodonta grandis simpsoniana

is

a northern nearctic

species inhabiting the littoral region of boreal lakes. Specimens were collected at depths of between 1-7
by

m

SCUBA divers from Narrow Lake in north-central Alberta. Clams were returned to the laboratory within 6 h
and maintained, unfed, at 10C in aerated aquaria containing artificial pondwater ( APW; composition in mmol
1': 0.5 NaCl, 0.4 CaCl : 0.2 NaHCO,. 0.05 KC1; Dietz
,

and Branton, 1975)

for at least 2

weeks prior

to experi-

mentation.

Emersion and reimmersion

above the bottom

in

each of 5

solution.
at

4C

The remaining ECF (500-

for subsequent ion analyses.

80C.

[Na] and [K] were measured using a Perkin-Elmer

model 5000 atomic absorption spectrophotometer on
samples diluted with 1% CsCl, and ECF [Ca] was determined on samples diluted with 1% LaClj. ECF [Cl] was
measured by means of a Radiometer

CMT10

chloride

titrator.

In another experiment,

60 specimens were individually
and weighed to the

numbered, blotted of excess water,

mg. Animals were placed in containers filled
10C for 24 h, emersed for 144 h, and reimwith APW
mersed for 24 h, as described previously. At the same
time intervals as in the previous experiment, a sample of
nearest 0.

1

at

animals was removed, blotted of excess water, and
reweighed to determine water loss or gain. An ECF sample
five

Seventy animals were numbered, and groups of 14 individuals were placed on plastic mesh platforms suspended

cm

NaHCO,

Immediately following sampling, the soft tissue of the
clams was removed from the shell and dried to constant

Materials and Methods

3

standard

covered plastic basins

(30 X 25 X 8 cm). The clams were submerged to a depth
at 10C.
of 2 cm above the animal with aerated
1

APW

A preliminary experiment indicated that a 144 h (6
days) period of emersion resulted in a significant response
24 h acclimation period
without mortality. Thus,
were
emersed by emptying
clams
the
in the containers,
2
from
the bottom thereby
of
cm
a
level
container
to
the
after a

retaining a water reservoir to maintain the humidity in
the basin near saturation. The water in the five basins was

was drawn from each animal and its osmolality determined on 50 n\ aliquots using a freezing point depression
osmometer (Precision Systems ^Osmette). The soft tissue
was excised, dried (80C, >96 h), and weighed; the shell
was blotted dry and weighed. Total body water [total
weight

+

at the

beginning of the experiment

-

(shell

weight

was calculated. All weight changes
were assumed to be due to water loss or gain. The change
in body water content was calculated from the weight
change at the experimental time and was expressed as a
dry tissue weight)]

percentage of the

initial

body water content.

EMERSION AND RE1MMERSION

CO 2 combining curves were
from the pericardia! cavities of
six animals. The sample from each animal was centrifuged
at 6000 X g, and the supernatants from all samples were
then pooled and maintained on ice. Aliquots 100 ^1) of
pooled ECF were placed in equilibration tubes and tonometered at 10C in a Radiometer BMS2 Mk 2 Blood
Micro System with CO 2 /O 2 /N 2 mixtures of 0.05%, 0.1%,
0.4%, .0%, 2.0% and 3.0% CO 2 in 50% O 2 and balance
N 2 supplied by Wosthoff precision gas mixing pumps.
After equilibration, ECF pH and C co were determined
In vitro determinations of

performed on

ECF drawn

(

1

,

as described previously.

ANODONTA
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h and 2 h incubation. The clams were then returned
an aquarium containing aerated pondwater. At 6, 12,
24, 36, and 48 h reimmersion, the same clams were again
placed in 50 ml APW and samples of bathing medium
taken initially and
h later. Handling and other disturbances were minimized throughout. Undiluted samples
were assayed for Na and K by emission spectroscopy with
a Perkin-Elmer model 5000 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Calcium concentration was determined by
atomic absorption spectroscopy on samples diluted with
LaClj, while Cl content was measured by coulometric
titration on a Radiometer CMT10 adjusted to assay low
after

1

to

1

(0.05 mmol-l'). The soft tissues of each
clam were excised and dried to constant weight at 80C
concentrations

Calculations

pKapp (apparent pK of the CO 2 /bicarbonate buffer
system) of clam ECF was calculated from the P C o equilThe

ibration tension (Torr)

and the corresponding measure-

ments of pH and Ceo (mmol 1~') for each in vitro sample.
The calculation was carried out by rearrangement of the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation as follows:

log

solubility coefficient of

CO

2

The

net ion flux

(J not )

during each sampling period
in the ionic content of

the bathing

medium

over time, and normalized to the

dry weight of tissue. The net ion fluxes of a control group
often continually immersed clams were also determined.
Statistics

means SEM. For the changes
and acid-base variables, a single classification
was performed with time of sample as the clasvariable; emersion and reimmersion samples

All data are expressed as

Pco

CO (CO
2

h).

was calculated from the change

C CO.

pK app = pH The

(96

2)

culated by interpolation from the table in

in

,

at

10C was cal-

Cameron

986)

( 1

mmol (1 Torr)" As there was no relationship
between pK app and pH (r = 0.01; P > 0.05), the average
value of pK app (6.436
0.035) was used to calculate the
PCO, isopleths for the plot of pH against apparent bicar-

ECF

ion

ANOVA
sificatory

were both included.

If

the

ANOVA

proved to be

signifi-

1

as 0.069

.

bonate concentration (see Fig. 6). The apparent bicarbonate (HCO 3 app mmol I" ) is that portion of the C C o,

cant (P < 0.05), sequential contrasts were performed in
which the control value was compared with each exper-

imental value to detect specific significant differences (P
< 0.05). SYSTAT procedures were used for statistical
analyses.

The

relationship between [Ca]

and

1

remaining after the dissolved

CO

2

is

removed;

it

is

pre-

dominantly HCOj, but includes carbonate, carbamates,
and other ion pairs (see Heisler, 1986). Concentrations of
apparent bicarbonate were calculated from Ceo, according
to the equation:

was

[HCO

3

app]

For the net

tested by least squares linear regression.

ANOVA

ion flux experiment, a repeated measures
performed on the flux of each ion over time.

was
The mean

fluxes were

compared to the flux of the control group,
and its significance were determined
= 0.05) using the
Neuman-Keul's
tests
by post-hoc
ANOVA
mean
measures
square error term and
repeated
an "n" of 10.
and the

difference

(

HCO
The

HCO

3

vitro buffer

3

app =

app and

pH

C co - CO 2 Pco

,

data were used to estimate the

capacity of the

per unit change in

,

ECF as the change

in

//;

HCO,app

Results

pH (Slykes).

Apparent "in vivo' buffering
was
calculated
from
measured
capacity
HCO^app and pH
values over the first 96 h of emersion.

All experimental specimens ofAnodonta grandis simpsoniana survived 6 days of aerial exposure at 10C and a

subsequent 24 h of reimmersion. While emersed, the
clams lost about 1.6% of their total body water per day

Net ion flux on reimmersion

(Fig.

Ten clams were

aerially

exposed for 6 days

at

10C

under conditions of about 100% relative humidity. The
clams were then placed in individual baths containing 50

ml

APW. Once

the clams had

opened

their valves

and

min), bathing medium
samples were taken; two additional samples were taken

had

commenced siphoning (5-15

1

).

The weight

loss

was consistently

significantly

greater than pre-emersion controls by 48 h emersion.

ECF

mOsm
osmolality increased from a control value of 42
2
to 54
kg
kg"' by 144 h emersion (Fig. 1).
This constituted a 28% increase in solute whereas water
1

mOsm

'

loss

was only 13%.

lated to

ECF

emersion time:

osmolality was significantly re-
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40

Emersion resulted in an ECF acidosis, with pH falling
significantly below pre-emersion values after the clams
had been in air for 7 h (Fig. 2). Although the acidosis was
progressive, the rate of pH decline slowed after 24 h and
reached a seemingly stable level near 7.5; there it remained
until the end of the emersion period. But the steady pH
+
is misleading, as [H ] continued to rise until 96 h after
the onset of emersion; then it remained unchanged. ECF

35

ence.

60
55

I

B.

50

O
r 45

returned to control values within 2 h of resubmerg-

pH

Both ECF [Ca] and [HCO,app] changed significantly
with the duration of exposure and on return to water (Fig.

ECF [HCO,app]

3).
'

g

during the

1

rapidly to 12.9

is

ECF

period.

mmol-1

'

1

reimmersed, the

40

20

60

80

100

Time
Time course of changes

1.

120

140

160

When

the clams were

concentrations of both

Ca and

declined rapidly. [Ca] returned to pre-emersion

100

(h)

in

ECF

Symbols are mean values for five clams; bars
mean. Asterisks indicate values significantly
0.05).

ECF

180

osmolality (upper panel)

and body water content (lower panel) in Anodonta grandis simpsomana
during 144 h emersion and 24 h reimmersion in pondwater at 10C.

<

after 144 h in air.

1

-20

Figure

'

to rise, but at a slower rate, reaching 13.1

mmol T

HCO,app

mmol

0.4
[Ca] had almost doubled from 5.5
after 48 h emersion
0.5 mmol-1

to 10.0

and continued
0.8

0.6

increased rapidly to 8.8

24 h of exposure and then rose less
0.8 mmol 1~' by the end of the emersion

first

The arrows

are standard errors of the
different

from control (P

80

-,

,605*40
Q.

20 h

indicate the time of reimmersion in pondwater.

= 41.4 (3.2) +

Osmolality

14-

0.082 (0.010)

X emersion time

(SE;R

:

=

(h)

0.63; df

=

m
1,

38)

This translates to an increase in osmolality of approximately 2 mOsm kg d~'. Reimmersion resulted in return
of water weight to control within 2 h. ECF osmolality
declined to control within 6 h of resubmergence.
'

During the

first

hour of emersion the clams displayed

a significant decline in

ECF P

,;

thereafter, a further, but

slower decrease occurred over the course of the emersion

eg

3
L

6
4
2

8 4

8.2

8.0
7.8

period (Fig. 2). Values remained above 20 Torr throughout the time that the animals were exposed. During reim-

7 6

mersion, the ECF was rapidly reoxygenated, but not to
pre-emersion controls values, even after 24 h of resub-

72

,

rose steadily during the

first

24 h of emersion,

1.1 Torr (Fig. 2). Thereafter, P
reaching 7.7
CO; continued to rise, but at a slower rate, and after 96 h of emersion

values stabilized near 13 Torr.

Pco declined
,

mergence.

-

On

reimmersion, ECF
h of resub-

to pre-emersion values within 6

20

x

O

7.4
50

100

Time

mergence.

ECF Pco

-

8

200

150

(h)

Time course of changes in ECF P (upper), P co (middle),
Figure 2.
and pH (lower) in Anodonta grandis simpsoniana during 44 h emersion
and 24 h reimmersion in pondwater at 10C. The control condition
= 0) is repeated to the left for clarity. Symbols are mean values
(time
,

,

1

for five clams; bars are standard errors of the

values significantly different from control (P
the time of reimmersion in pondwater.

<

mean. Asterisks indicate
0.05).

The arrows

indicate
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16

total ionic strength

14

tween 24 and 48 h emersion, and then declined to control
levels for the balance of the emersion period and through-

12
10

out the reimmersion period.

8
6

protein concentration in clam ECF is low (0.24
R. A. Byrne and B. R. McMahon, unpub.

As the

4

0.03

2

g-r

data), the

the

14

;

vitro

///

ECF was

10

[HCO

8

E.

1

3

app]

non-bicarbonate buffering capacity of

also low.

pH and HCO

12

o

but showed significant increases be-

The

in vitro relationship

= 13.64 (0.30) - 0.68 (0.20)*pH

6

2
(R = 0.75, df =

"ro

O

between

3 app was:

4
2

During the
50

Time

200

150

100

1,4).

96 h of emersion, the relationship between
apparent bicarbonate described a steeper

first

ECF pH and

16

linear association. This in vivo relationship yielded the

14

following regression equation:

(h)

12

o

10

8
6

E

O

25

4

20-

2
6

8

10

14

12

16

15-

[Apparent Bicarbonate] mmol/L
Figure

3.

extracellular

10-

The upper two panels show the time course of changes in
[HCOjapp] (upper), and [Ca] (middle) in Anodonta grandis

5 -

simpsomana during 144 h emersion and 24 h reimmersion in pondwater
at 10C. The control condition (time = 0) is repeated to the left for
Symbols are mean values

clarity.

for five clams; bars are standard errors

of the mean. Asterisks indicate values significantly different from control
(P < 0.05). The arrows indicate the time of reimmersion in pondwater.

^

20

The lower panel shows the relationship between [Ca] and [HCO,app]
the extracellular fluid of both emersed and reimmersed specimens of

"5

15

1

10

in

Anodonla grandis simpsoniana. Note the
two ion

1:1

stoichiometry between these

species.

O
5

values by 24 h resubmergence whereas, after the same
period of reimmersion, HCO,app remained elevated over
controls.

The

HCO

3

0.8

pattern of increase

app was

and decline

in

ECF Ca and

strikingly similar. Indeed, there

was a

1

:

1

ECF levels of Ca and
measured throughout the emersion and

o

0.6

stoichiometric relationship between

HCO^app

(Fig. 3)

,,0.4

reimmersion periods. The regression equation relating
[Ca] to

[HCO,app] was:
0-0

= -0.6
[Ca]

Time
:
(R =

0.72: df

= 1,48)
Figure 4.

The two other major ECF

100

50

+ 0.99*[HCO 3 app]

ions,

Na and

Cl, did

not

change significantly throughout either the emersion or
reimmersion periods (Fig. 4). The slight decrease in concentrations of both these ions on reimmersion was not
significant. ECF [K] constituted a small proportion of the

Time

150

200

(h)

course of changes in extracellular [Na] (upper panel),

(middle panel), and [K] (lower panel) in Anodonla grandis ximpsoniana during 144 h emersion and 24 h reimmersion in pondwater at
[Cl]

10C. The

control condition (time = 0)

is

repeated to the

left

for clarity.

Symbols are mean values for five clams; bars are standard errors of the
mean. Asterisks indicate values significantly different from control (P
< 0.05). The arrows indicate the time of reimmersion in pondwater.
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(Crenshaw, 1972), confirming that shell dissolution is the
cause of increased calcium. A cyclical change in ECF calcium, presumably associated with HCO 3 app production,
was noted by Akberali el al. (1977). When the clam had
closed valves and became hypoxic, calcium levels rose;

"o

E

during bouts of valve opening when ventilation would
recommence, calcium levels declined. Additionally, Booth
el al,

604

ing which metabolism remained predominantly aerobic.
However, under conditions of extended (6 days) aerial
7

P co in the ECF ofMytilus edulis and Modiohts
modiolus rose along with a decrease in pH (Jokumsen

7 6

7 2

exposure,

PH
Diagram summarizing changes in extracellular pH, apFigure 6.
parent bicarbonate and PC o, in Anodonta grandis simpsoniana during
144 h emersion and 24 h reimmersion in pondwater at 10C. Closed
symbols joined by solid lines are values for emersed clams while stippled
symbols connected by dashed line are those of reimmersed clams. Values
are

pH.

(1984) did not find any change in either ECF pH
MytUm edulis during short-term emersion dur-

or [Ca] in

means and

vertical

respectively.

and horizontal bars are SEM's

The arrows

for

HCO,app and

indicate the time course while the

bicarbonate butler line for clam

andFyhn, 1982).
The very limited non-bicarbonate

buffer system is balanced by the large store of readily mobilizable shell buffer.
This is especially important for unionid clams, which have

evolved a very dilute body
cellular

EOF at 10C.

and

fluid as

an adaptation to

life

The low

ionic strength of both the extraintracellular compartments reduces the energy

in freshwater.

numbers

alongside the symbols indicate the length of time, in hours, emersed (e)
or reimmersed (r). The solid straight line represents the in vitro non-

,

required to maintain homeostatic ionic levels by reducing
the diffusive gradient. Nevertheless, emersion resulted in
a large increase in extracellular solute. ECF osmolality of
Corbicula fluminea during three days' aerial exposure at

25C increased twofold (Byrne el al,

Ca 2+

CaCO + H +
3

increase

In a completely closed system, the levels of

HCOr

and

Ca would

rise as long as protons were being produced. In
the emersed, incompletely closed clam, the levels of
that are accumulated are determined by the ability
3

HCO

of the clam to offload

to the environment.

CO?

The

at-

tainment of the new equilibrium between CO;., HCOr,
and Ca :+ is achieved after a period in air, during which

ECF P co , rises to the "equilibrium" level. In Anodonta
grandis simpsoniana at 10C, this process takes 96 h. The
after this time
continued production of Ca and
3

HCO

suggests that the buffering of protons continues with the
further dissolution ofCaCO 3 but that an equilibrium has
,

been established with

CO

2

being released.

The effectiveness of the shell buffer system, presumably
the major buffer system in operation, can be seen by the
10 fold increase in buffering capacity of the "in vivo" system over the

determinations on isolated ECF.

in vitro

Mobilization of CaCO 3 from shell has been implicated in
acid-base control in a number of bivalve species. During

calcium levels in the body fluids of Mya
arenaria rose (Collip, 1920). Similarly, when the marine

aerial exposure,

bivalve Mercenaria tnercenaria

calcium

levels in the

source of calcium

is

was emersed,

CO

:

and

ECF

increased (Dugal, 1939). The
from the shell as was reported by

Crenshaw and Neff 1969) using 45 Ca labelling techniques.
Later, it was shown that calcium appears in the extrapallial
(

fluid

before

entering

the

extracellular

compartment

was noted

for the unionid,

1989),

and a similar

Ligumia

subrostrata,

during a 5-day emersion period (Dietz, 1974). However,
death from aerial exposure does not seem to result solely

from a simple lethal increase in solute, as C. fluminea
succumbed to aerial exposure after losing total body water
ranging from 30 to 80% (Byrne el al. 1988). Rather, death
seems related to the inability of the clams to maintain
acid-base balance or to avoid the production of toxic endproducts (Byrne el al. 199 la, b).

sodium and chloride remain highly regulated both during emersion and during the reimmersion
period. A similar situation was reported for C. fluminea
during aerial exposure and subsequent resubmergence
Extracellular

(Byrne el al. 1989). Reports of changes in ECF contents
of these ions in other bivalves undergoing emersion generally show a gradual increase in ECF ion concentrations

Ligumia subsodium
had
an
increased
level
of
extracellular
rostrata
and chloride proportional to the level of desiccation stress
related to the duration of aerial exposure.

upon

aerial

exposure (Dietz, 1974). Similarly, chloride

levels increased passively as

body

fluids

became more

concentrated during emersion in Mytilus edulis and

Mo-

(Jokumsen and Fyhn, 1982). In severe
hypoxic exposure, however, ECF sodium levels in Scrobicularia plana remained constant over time (Akberali el
al. 1977). The constant extracellular fluid [Na] and [Cl]
in emersed Anodonta grandis simpsoniana suggests that
diolus modiolus

these ions are

moving

into

some other compartment,

e.g.,
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be general adaptations of freshwater bivalve species.
Therefore, the extended tolerance of aerial exposure displayed by many unionid species may not be due to be-

further evinced by

the losses of these ions on reimmersion, even though ECF
levels are not significantly altered. It has been postulated

Corbiculafluminea, these ions are shunted to the
volume (Byrne el a/.,
be occurring in A.
situation
a
similar
and
may
1989),
the
In
case,
tight regulation of
any
grandis simpsoniana.

havioral or physiological adaptations particularly unique
to the group, but may simply reflect a wide latitude of

these ions suggests that maintaining constant extracellular
concentrations of sodium and chloride is a fundamental
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intracellular space to conserve cell
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On reimmersion, the accumulated extracellular calcium
is removed over a 24 hour period, and ECF calcium levels
return to control values.

The

loss is also evident

high negative net fluxes for this ion during the

by the

phosphate during and after periods of hypoxia (Silverman
el ai, 1983). Although A. grandis simpsoniana possesses
concretions (Byrne, McMahon, Silverman, and Dietz;
unpubl. data), the capacity for extracellular calcium recapture is not known. As P C o, falls to control levels almost
immediately on reimmersion, a sustained high calcium
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result in

an imbalance

in the strong

ion difference which would lead to an alkalosis. The loss
of calcium on reimmersion (amounting to over 50 jteq
1
g dry weight animal in the first 6 h of reimmersion),
however, must be regained at a later time, either from the

for a

mechanisms.
on reimmersion perhaps was due
to an enhanced ventilation and oxygen consumption, as
valve gape seemed to be increased and ECF P co declined
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epithelial transport

The lower ECF P

,

,

rapidly. This response
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seen in intertidal bivalves, even

those that remain fully aerobic during aerial exposure
(Widdows et ai, 1979; Widdows and Shick, 1985).
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Abstract.

The "brown

phagefferens, had

no

tide"

effect

alga,

on the

Introduction

Aureococcus ano-

activity of the lateral

small, previously undecoccoid
scribed,
chrysophycean alga (approximately 2 fim
in diameter) began to plague coastal embayments of the

Monospecific blooms of a

of the bivalve mollusks Argopecten
irradians. Geukensia demissa, and Mya arenaria. A. anophagefferens caused a significant decrease in the activity

cilia

of isolated

gills

of

cilia

virginica.

Ostrea edu/is. Mercenaria mercenaria, Modiolus

five

northeastern United States during the summer of 1985,
some areas continuing through

other bivalve mollusks. Crassostrea

of lateral

with recurrent blooms in
1990. Concurrent

blooms were reported

in

Gardiners Bay,

modiolus, and Mytilus edulis. Exposure of isolated gills
of M. edulis to the water from which A. anophagefferem
had been removed, or to polystyrene beads at the same

Great South Bay, and Peconic Bay, Long Island, New
York; Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island; and Barnegat Bay,

concentration as A. anophagefferens, had no effect upon
the activity of the lateral cilia. Thus, the inhibition of the

1986; Cosper

New
cells

cilia to

dopamine was

the response to A. anophagefferens:
inhibited by

dopamine were

by A. ano-

of M.

edulis with

phagefferens. Pretreatment of the

gills

et ai,

1988).

Aureococcus anophagefferens (Seiburth

et ai,

effects of these "brown tides" on shellfish popuwere immediately evident and, in some cases, catastrophic (Shumway, 1990). Bricelj et ai (1987) reported
recruitment failure and starvation of post-reproductive

The

adult bay scallops, Argopecten irradians. in eastern Long
Island embayments. Mussels, Mytilus edulis, suffered re-

released from A. anophagefferens by exposing the cells to
amylase, and then removing the cells by filtration. The
effect of this inhibitory compound was also blocked by

productive failure and mortalities ranging from 30 to
100% of natural and transplanted animals in Narragansett

ergometrine. We propose that the isolated gills are digesting the extracellular coat of A. anophagefferens releasing a water soluble dopamine-mimetic compound that

Bay,

Rhode

Island (Tracey, 1988).

The mechanisms

re-

remain unclear (Tracey,
1985; Bricelj and Kuenstner, 1989). Bricelj and Kuenstner
(1989) suggested that the adverse effects of A. anophagefsponsible for these mortalities

cilia.

ferens
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of

lations

dopamine antagonist ergometrine blocked the inhibition of the lateral cilia by both dopamine and A. anophagefferens. A water-soluble inhibitory compound was

*

in discoloration

"brown tide" (Cosper et ai,
The organism has since been

1986, 1988).

the

causes inhibition of lateral

were recorded and resulted

1987; Sieburth

were

also inhibited

1

identified as

identical to

lateral cilia that

mL

the waters and thus the term

not caused by a compound excreted into
the water, nor is it the result of the high density of cells.
lateral cilia is

The response of lateral

Jersey (Tracey, 1985; Olsen, 1986; Sieburth el a!..
6
et at., 1987). Concentrations as high as 10

on bivalve mollusks may be a

result of small size,

high density, poor digestibility, toxicity, or deficiency in
essential micronutrients.

&

The

Gulf Coast
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which bivalve mollusks can retain
from seawater varies between species of

efficiency with

particles filtered

Marine Biological Association.
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shellfish

and

in

is,

most

cases, directly related to the size

of the algal cells with small cells generally retained less
efficiently than larger cells (Mohlenberg and Riisgard.
1978; Bayne and Newell, 1983). The very small size of A.
anophagefferens led investigators to

determine the

effects

of this alga on feeding rates in several species of bivalve
mollusks. Scallops, A. irradians, and mussels, M. edulis,

and 59% efficiency,
and Kuenstner, 1989), compared to

retained filtered cells with only 36
respectively (Bricelj

100%

efficiency

than

^m

5

when

fed cells with a diameter greater

(Bayne and Newell, 1983). Furthermore,

feed-

both species were significantly depressed when
fed cultured A. anophagefferens at bloom densities. Reing rates in

duced clearance rates have been observed in M. ednlis
and the quahog. Mercenaria mercenaria, in the presence
of A. anophagefferens: reductions in clearance rates by
the mussels were independent of particle size, and sub-

bloom waters had no

on clearance rates (Tracey, 1988; Tracey el a!.. 1990). While specific cell toxins have not been identified from A. anophagefferens. there is morphological and physiological
stances dissolved in

effect

evidence to suggest that toxicity is related to a component
of the cell surface. (Tracey et al, 1988, 1990; Draper el
al..

1990).

Although the small size and high density of A. anophagefferens had detrimental effects on bay scallops, these
effects

were not enough to account

perienced by scallops in the

field;

for the starvation ex-

these results might be

ascribed to toxic effects following more prolonged exposure to bivalves to Aureococcus cells (Bricelj and Kuen1989). Other authors have also suggested that
chronic toxicity of A. anophagefferens cells at high denstner,

might be responsible for the detrimental effects observed in bivalve mollusks (Tracey et al.. 1988). There is
strong evidence that chronic toxicity at high densities,
sities
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response was abolished by pretreating the gill
or visceral ganglion with the antagonist ergometrine,
which also blocked the effects of exogenously applied docilia; this

pamine (Catapane

1978, 1979).

et al.,

Dopamine has been
M. edulis, and

localized in the branchial nerve fibers of

these fibers appear to

make

synaptic contact with the

lat-

and Aiello, 1975; Paparo, 1972).
and
Finch
Paparo
(1972) showed that isolated gills metabolized DOPA and tyrosine to dopamine.
Calcium has also been shown to regulate the activity
of lateral cilia. For example, the lateral cilia of isolated
gills and triton-extracted cells will beat in the absence of
eral ciliary cells (Stefano

extracellular calcium, while an increase in the concentra-

tion of intracellular calcium will cause inhibition of the

(Walter and Satir, 1978; Paparo, 1980; Murakami. 1983; Stommel and Stevens, 1985). Paparo and
lateral cilia

Murphy

(1975) proposed that the inhibitory effects of do-

pamine on the lateral cilia are mediated by an influx of
calcium, and studies on mammalian systems support this
hypothesis (Ahlijanian and Cooper, 1988; Felder et al.,

1989;Mahan

el

al, 1990).

In the present study,

we examined

the effects of Au-

reococcus anophagefferens and dopamine on the activity
of the lateral cilia of eight species of bivalve mollusks. In
addition,

we examined

the effects of polystyrene micro-

media from which A. anophagefferens
had been removed by filtration, and the culture media
from which A. anophagefferens treated with amylase had
been removed by filtration on the activity of the lateral
spheres, the culture

of Mytilus edulis. Preliminary results of this study
were presented at the Fourth International Conference
on Toxic Marine Phytoplankton (Draper et al, 1990) and
cilia

the

to

American Society of Zoologists (Gainey and

Shumway,

1989).

rather than small size, indigestibility, or poor nutritional
is responsible for the detrimental effects seen in

Materials and Methods

quality

bivalves (Tracey, 1988; Bricelj

and Kuenstner, 1989;

Bri-

1989; Gallager et al., 1989; Draper et al.. 1990).
Recent studies indicate that direct contact with Aureo-

celj et al.,

coccus cells

Gallager
al..

is

necessary to inhibit grazing (Tracey, 1988;

et al..

1989;

Ward and

Targett, 1989;

Draper

et

original non-axenic culture of

Aureococcus ano-

maintained

at

18C

in

an

f/2

medium

with .01

mA/

sodium glycero-phosphate added and sodium

di-

silicate

omitted (Guillard, 1975). Cells were harvested during the

1990).

The

control of lateral ciliary activity in bivalve mollusks, in particular Mytilus edulis, has been studied extensively during the last 70 years,

The

phagefferens was supplied by E. M. Cosper (MSRC, State
University of New York, Stony Brook). The culture was

and

there

is

considerable

evidence that dopamine is an inhibitory neurotransmitter
involved in regulation of lateral cilia (for a review of early

work, see Aiello, 1960). Exogenously applied dopamine
inhibits the lateral cilia of M. edulis and Crassostrea virginica but not Geukensia demissa (Paparo and Aiello,
1970; Catapane, 1983; Paparo, 1985). In addition, high

frequency stimulation of the cerebro-visceral nerve connective of M. edulis resulted in inhibition of the lateral

late

exponential growth phase as toxicity varies in relation

to environmental growth conditions (Tracey et

al..

1990).

Adult specimens of bivalves were collected at the following
localities: Mytilus edulis,
Falmouth; Mya arenaria,
Boothbay Harbor; Modiolus modiolus, Damariscotta
River; Crassostrea virginica

Farms, Damariscotta

and Ostrea

(all in Maine);

edulis,

Mook

Sea

Argopecten irradians,

Shinnecock Bay, Southhampton, New York; Geukensia
demissa. Sakonnet River, Tiverton, Rhode Island; and
Mercenaria mercenaria, Wachapreague, Virginia. With
the exception of Mytilus edulis, all animals were main-
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L.

tained at the

F.

GAINEY,

JR.

Maine Department of Marine Resources

Laboratory, Boothbay Harbor, in running seawater at
temperatures ranging from 9 to 12C and a salinity of 33
%o. Prior to use in experiments,

30 %o

salinity

on a 12 h

animals were held

at

10C.

light-dark cycle at the University

of Southern Maine, Portland, for periods ranging from

week

month.
were dissected

distal to the visceral

ganglion and

with 10 ml of artificial seawater with an ionic com-

CaCl : = 10 mM. KC1 = 9.8 mM.
=
NaCl = 400 mM,
53 mM, NaBr = .57
MgCl :
=
=
NaHCO, 2.5 mM. Na : SO 4 28 mM(ASW, Welsh et

position as follows:

1968).

The

gills

mM

were used

metachronal waves on the

after the

appearance of

lateral cilia, usually

within

1

to 12 h after dissection,

The gills

depending upon the species.
were observed at a magnification of 100X with

with the substage illuminator
a
mirror.
The
rate of lateral ciliary beating
with
replaced
was determined using a Pasco Sf-921 1 strobe driven by a
Grass SD-9 stimulator. The gills were initially viewed at
a

SHUMWAY

E.

Effects of participates

Isolated gills of M. edulis were exposed to 2.9 /urn diameter polystyrene microspheres at a concentration of
6
7.85 X 10 spheres/ml. The microspheres were obtained
from Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, Pennsylvania.

1

were then separated into demibranchs. The isolated demibranchs were pinned to strips of rubber band that had
been glued to the bottom of petri dishes. The dishes were

al..

S.

to a

Gills

filled

AND

compound microscope

a flashing rate of 60 Hz,

which was above the frequency

of flicker fusion for our eyes; the flashing rate of the strobe
was then decreased until the metachronal waves appeared

motionless in the shape of a horseshoe. At harmonics
above the actual ciliary rate, the wavelength of the metachronal waves appeared shorter than the true wavelength

and the waves appeared to flicker (Catapane et
pers. obs.). Harmonics below the actual ciliary

a!..

avoided by always starting the strobe
than the actual rate.

frequency

were

Gills

first

treatments, the

observed

artificial

at a higher

rate

1978,

were

was replaced with A.
6

anophagefferens at concentrations of approximately 10
cells/ml. Readings were taken every hour for at least 5 h

and again at 24 h for Geukensia demissa. Afya arenaria,
Mercenaria mercenaria, and Mytilus edulis. Due to the
Argopecten irradians, Crassostrea
and Modiolus modiolus, it was
not possible to take readings at 24 h. All experiments were

fragility

of the

gills in

virginica, Ostrea edulis.

performed

Effects

at

The

effects ofdopamine on the lateral cilia of Mytilus
Geukensia demissa, and Crassostrea virginica have
been described previously (Paparo and Aiello, 1970; Catapane, 1983; Paparo, 1985). We tested the effects ofdoedulis,

pamine on these bivalves

10C.

ASW;

this

than necessary to cause complete
Mytilus edulis (Catapane,

filtered

through

using the minimal vacuum possible to
maintain flow through the filter; the filtered cells were

pm

filter

viewed microscopically to insure that cell lysis did not
occur. This filtrate was added to isolated gills of Mytilus
edulis

and

viously.

ciliary rates

1

983).

lateral ciliary arrest in

The presence or absence

of metachronal waves was noted immediately after the
addition of dopamine and every 2 min thereafter for 20

min.

If

the lateral cilia ceased beating within this period,

the response to

Effect

positive.

of ergometrine

Catapane
of 10

dopamine was considered

5

et al.

(1978) demonstrated that application

M ergometrine (ergonovine) to the isolated

gills

of Mytilus edulis had no effect on the rate of previously
beating lateral cilia. Catapane et al. (1979) also demon-

M
M

strated that application of 10~

5

ergometrine to the vislateral
blocked
the
ceral ganglion
ciliary inhibition brought
4
of
10~
the
addition
about by
dopamine to the visceral
ganglion if the ergometrine was added 10 min prior to
the addition of dopamine. To determine if ergometrine
also block the lateral ciliary inhibition brought
4
about by exposure of the isolated gills of M. edulis to 10"
5
Al dopamine, we exposed isolated gills to 10
ergo-

M

added fresh 10~ Mdopamine in ASW
4
h
for
and
again at 24 h. Both ergometrine and
hourly
were
purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.
dopamine
metrine.

Effects

4

We then

ofamylase

Cultures of A. anophagefferens were exposed to a satsolution of alpha amylase (Type I-A, Sigma

urated

exposed to amylase
a 0.8

4

Chemical Co, 4 mg/ml) for at least 16 h. The Aureococcus
amylase mixture was then filtered through an 0.8 j/m filter
as described previously. Isolated gills of M. edulis were

of dissolved exiulates

Suspensions of A. anophagefferens were

as well as the others used in this

were exposed to 10~ Mdopamine in
concentration is an order of magnitude greater

study. Isolated gills

would

in artificial sea water; for the

sea water

ofdopamine

Effects

were measured as described pre-

effects

at the

same concentration

to test the

of amylase on lateral ciliary activity.

Ciliary rates were expressed as a percentage of the initial
rate of each isolated

gill

preparation.

The

effects

of various

experimental treatments were evaluated using an F test,
with the mean square for experimental treatment as a
numerator and the mean square for animal nested within
treatment, where animal was a class variable that repre-

EFFECT OF "BROWN TIDE" ON LATERAL CILIA
sented repeated measures on the same piece of gill, as an
error term. Superscripts and subscripts for F values represent degrees of freedom for the numerator and denom-

The Type

inator.

III

mean

Table

Mean

lateral ciliary rales (beats/s).

ofbirales used in this study

squares used for this test were
= treatment

generated using the model: percent initial rate

time animal (treatment). The

procedures were
model
linear
the
program (Proc
general
performed using
of
the
Statistical
in
version
5
Analysis
System
GLM)
at
considered
Tests
were
probabilities
(SAS).
significant
less

statistical

than 0.05. Errors and error bars are

1

standard error.

Although readings were taken on experimental and control groups at the same time intervals, the groups have
been

offset

by 15 min

in all figures for the sake of clarity.

Results

Basal ciliarv rates

The mean

lateral ciliary rate

of the eight species of bi-

valves prior to exposure to Aureococcits anophagefferens
ranged from a low of 1 7 Hz in Geukensia demissa to a

high of 25

Hz

The response

in Crassostrea virginica (Table

I).

of bivalve gills to A. anophagefferens

Aureococcus anophagefferens had no significant effect
on the activity of the lateral cilia of the following species
of bivalve mollusks: Argopecten irradians (FJo = .07.

Geukensia demissa (F\ 4 =
= .00, P = .97, Fig.
arenaria

=

.79),

(F| 6

.98,

P=

.33),

and

P

Mya

1).

A. anophagefferens inhibited the lateral cilia in the fol-

lowing

=

(F\

of

species

36.44,

P =

bivalves:

Crassostrea

.0001), Ostrea edulis (F\

virginica

=

35.73,

P

Mercenaria mercenaria (F 2l = 7.30, P = .01),
Modiolus modiolus (Fi : = 36.44, P = .001), and Mytilus
edulis (F\ 2 = 13.91, P = .001, Fig. 1). All of these species

=

l

.0001),

exhibited depressed lateral ciliary activity within 1 h after
exposure to A. anophagefferens, with the exception of M.

modiolus, where the

mean

rate did not begin to decline

until 3 h after exposure.

The time until maximal ciliary inhibition, and the
magnitude of the inhibition, was species specific. For example, in M. edulis the mean rate declined to 48% (10.2.
n = 16) of the initial rate 3 h after exposure. In
virginica,

C

75% (3.4, n = 24) of the
initial rate 4 h after exposure, while in M. modiolus the
mean rate declined to 89% (0.86, n = 18) of the initial
rate 5 h after exposure. In both O. edulis and M. mercen= 24) and 32%
aria, the mean rates were 78% (1.4, n
=
rates
15) of the initial
(15, n
respectively, 6 h after

the

mean

rate declined to

only

exposure.
In

M.

enough

edulis

and M. mercenaria, the

gills

were hardy

to carry out observations for longer periods of

time than was possible for some of the other species.
Twenty-four hours after exposure, the mean, ciliary rate
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Species

I
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/<>

the nearest integer,
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110

ON LATERAL

Table

n

Summarv

of responses of lateral

anil exogenously applied 10~*

Species

Time

(h)

The effect of water, from which Aureococcus anophagefFigure 2.
ferens had been removed by filtration, on the lateral cilia of Mytilus
= 6); dashed line: treatment (n = 12). Error
edit/is. Solid line: control (n
bars are
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1

standard error.

M

II

cilia to

Aureococcus anophagefferens

dopamine

304

L.

F.

GAINEY,

JR.

120-,

o,

|

E.

S.

SHUMWAY

A. irradians. Several possibilities exist for this discrepancy.
Sensitivity to A. anophagefferens could be age dependent,

110-

10

AND

==

-

or the A. anophagefferens dopamine-mimetic could interact directly with the visceral ganglia in intact scallops

90-

&-80-

to bring about lateral ciliary inhibition via nerves inner-

70-

vating the gills rather than acting directly on the gills,
because the lateral cilia of isolated scallop gills are unaf-

5g
"3

T

O

60-

fected by

"

5

dopamine.

Physical contact between a bivalve

40-

^
30-

and

A. anophagef-

apparently necessary for inhibition.

Tracey (1988)
found no inhibition of clearance rates when M. edulis
were exposed to Narragansett Bay water from which A.

ferens

2010-

is

anophagefferens had been removed by

0-

Time h
(

Figure

The

5.

effect

of exposing

and Targett (1989) found similar
)

A unn iccn.\ anophagefferens

to

am-

and exposing the gills ofMytilus edulis to the
Solid line: control (n = 9); dashed line: treatment (n = 10). Error

ylase, filtering the water,
filtrate.

bars are

1

standard error.

filtration.

Ward

M.

edulis

results with

exposed to filtrates of cultured A. anophagefferens. We
have found similar results with isolated gills. Taken together, these results indicate that A. anophagefferens is
not excreting an inhibitory compound into the water. In

Ward and

addition.

Targett (1989) found that exposing

A/, edulis to lysed cell filtrates

no

ferens could release dopamine upon contact with the bivalve gill. We think that this is unlikely because the oxi-

compound is not intracellular in origin.
The inhibition of ciliary activity of isolated

dation products of dopamine are readily visible in seawater
(pers. obs.) and we have not observed this characteristic

decreased clearance in whole animals,

discoloration in any of our experiments with either intact
A. anophagefferens. or with the water from enzymatically
treated A. anophagefferens. Moreover, the inhibitory ef-

effect

on clearance

of .-1. anophagefferens had

that could explain this correlation. First, A. anophagef-

rates, indicating that the inhibitory

is

gills,

and

not caused by

the high density of small particulates present during a
brown tide. Tracey (1988) found no inhibition of clearance
in

M.

ticles,

edulis exposed to high densities of kaolin clay parresults with isolated gills

and we have found similar

of exogenously applied dopamine typically appear
min and disappear within 20 to 30 min after

exposed to polystyrene microspheres.
Pequignat (1973) found that the gills of A/, edulis secrete

application (Catapane el a/., 1978; pers. obs.), while the
effects of the water from enzymatically treated A. ano-

amylase. and Sieburth et a/. (1988) described A. anophagefferens as having "... a diffuse, sometimes copious
layer of exocellular organic material which is probably

fects

within 2 to 3

phagefferens did not appear for several hours and persisted
for at least 5 h. Second, the inhibition could be caused by

a dopamine-mimetic compound. Third, the inhibition
could be the result of the stimulation of branchial nerve

These fibers innervate the lateral ciliated
and contain dopamine (Paparo, 1972; Stefano and
Aiello, 1975). Our experiments cannot distinguish between these latter two possibilities because the dopamine
antagonist ergometrine would block the inhibition of the

120-

110-

fibers in the gill.

cells

lateral cilia

brought about by exposure to A. anophagef-

ferens in either case. We think that it is unlikely that the
effects of A. anophagefferens are brought about by a direct
influx of calcium into the lateral ciliated cells. If this

=3

70-I

"a

60

;Q

50

6

40

&%

were

20

cilia would probably
have occurred in all of the species tested, and the effects
would not have been blocked by ergometrine.
Tracey (1988) found decreased clearance rates in both

the case, inhibition of the lateral

and Mercenaria exposed to A. anophagefferens.
and our results on isolated gills are parallel to his. Bricelj
and Kuenstner (1989) found that A. anophagefferens in-

30-

10-

Time

(

h

)

Afytilits

hibited clearance rates in juvenile Argopeden irradians;
however, we found no inhibition of isolated gills of adult

5

The

of pretreating the

gills

of Mylihis edulis with

M ergometrine and then exposing the

gills

to the filtrate of

Figure 6.
10

effect

.-I.

an-

ophagefferens treated with amylase. Solid line: filtrate of .1 anophagef= 10); dashed line: treatment (n = 4). See
ferens treated with amylase (n
text for further control

comparisons.
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Our

demonstrate that the
inhibitory compound is released upon exposure of A. anophagefferens to amylase. That this inhibitory compound
polysaccharide.

is

.

.

."

similar to that released

results

upon exposure of

intact A. an-

indicated by the blockage
ophagefferem to bivalve
of
the gills with ergometrine
of inhibition by pre-treatment
gills is

in

both instances.

The

time for inhibition of clearance rates in bivalves

exposed to A. anophagefferens is much faster than the
time for inhibition of the lateral cilia of isolated gills. Tracey (1988) found inhibition of clearance rates after only
20 min of exposure to A. anophagefferens, whereas we

found that the time for inhibition was
isolated gills. These differences should, in
for the following reason.

The

much
fact,

ingestion of

slower in

be expected

.-1.

anophagef-

and

E.

Carpenter, eds. Springer- Verlag.

J.

summary, we propose

that the inhibition of clearance

mollusks exposed to A. anophagefferens is
about
brought
by the digestion of the extracellular coat,
in bivalve

releasing a

dopamine-mimetic compound, which brings

M., and S. H. Kuenstner. 1989. Effects of the "brown tide"
on the feeding physiology and growth of bay scallops and mussels.
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and within a structure associated with the hinge region
rather than the ventral margin of the shell. We also de-

Thin sections of a compact, internal structure projecting

from the hinge region of the bivalve Mya arenaria reveal
the presence of tidal and seasonal patterns. This is the first

scribe the occurrence of well-defined seasonal patterns in

demonstration that microgrowth increments are formed
in a structure not associated with the growing edge of the

this species

and suggest

that,

when

crogrowth records in the inner

present, detailed mi-

shell layer

shell.

curately reflect the physiological state

patterns,

comparable patterns within the outer

to

studied

The clarity and simple orientation of these extensive
combined with the resilience of the hinge region
disturbance and damage, suggests that detailed ex-

aminations of internal shell structures

will

prove valuable

and paleoecological studies.

Ecologists, archaeologists,

and paleoecologists share an

is

of animals, because such

it

can

The

is

the soft-shell clam,

Mya

species

arenaria,

Searching for growth patterns in the inner shell layer
not a common procedure, but tends to occur only after

being studied (13). This is the case for Mya arenaria. The
shell of this species is thin and always shows signs of con-

considerably in composition
and structure. These layers are formed by the mantle tissue
in different regions of the shell. The outer layer is deposited
differ

siderable

margin

growing margin. The innermost layer
forms in interior regions generally behind the pallial line
shell.
), a region where the mantle tissue attaches to the

at the ventral or

(

layer.

has been determined that growth patterns are for some
reason poorly preserved in the outer layer of the species

layers can be preserved and can record growth variations.
The shells of bivalve mollusks consist of two or more
calcified layers that

ac-

which is
North
areas
of
the
the
coastal
widely distributed along
Oceans.
Atlantic and North Pacific

in ecological, archaeological,

interest in the calcined layers

may more

of a bivalve than

is

damage, abrasion, and erosion. The ventral
usually chipped, irregular, and frequently re-

paired. Growth records are poorly preserved in cross-sections of the valve and are unreliable for estimating the

age of individuals (8, 14). Instead, investigators have concentrated on examining the chondrophore, an internal,
spoon-shaped shelf projecting from the hinge region of

1

As one might

expect, growth patterns within the shell are
also preserved to a different degree in these layers. Several
investigators have suggested that the finest, most detailed
growth records are formed in the outer layer, while only
major patterns in growth can be resolved in the innermost
layer (2, 3). Experience to date has borne this out. Daily
and tidally produced growth increments have been doc-

the

umented

Samples of Mya arenaria were collected bimonthly in
1986-87 and monthly during 1988-89 at an intertidal
location in Stony Brook Harbor, Long Island, New York.
Thin sections were produced according to the methods
described in detail by Clark (18), and the shells were pre-

4-7).

in the outer shell layer of a variety

of species

valve (Fig. la). Using thin sections or acetate peel
replicas of the chondrophore, several prior studies established the presence of annual patterns (8, 14-16), and in
one case (17), the presence of intra-annual features was

noted.

(2,

Only annual and seasonal patterns have been iden-

tified in

the inner shell layer (3, 8-13).
report, for the first time, the presence of tidally

Here we

deposited growth increments within an inner shell layer

Received

1

May

left

pared as follows. First, the chondrophore, along with a
portion of the left valve, was sectioned from the umbo to

1991; accepted 3 July 1991.
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Figure 1.
Microgrowth patterns in the chondrophore of Mya arenaria. (u) I lew of left valve with associated
chondrophore. Line A-B shows orientation oj thin sections, (b). (c), and (e) Optical micrographs oj thin
sections illustrating the detailed microgrowth increment patterns. Note the seasonal variations in increment

same scale, (d) Composite optical micrograph of a thin
and hinge region of a 4+ year old individual. Distinct summer (S) and spawning
features (R) are evident. Spring (Sp) and fall/winter (F/\\ appear as dark (opaque) regions in thin sections.
Specimen collected in March 1989. [/) Counts of the number of microgrowth increment pairs occurring after
the spawning band versus day number during 1988-89 (n = 46). Based on monthly sampling, the spawning
thickness

and morphology.

All three micrographs to

section oj the chondrophore

')

band was produced

13 May and prior to 8 June, the first date plotted in the figure. For
defined as the origin. The segmented or two-phase linear function was fit by least
squares under the assumptions that the location of the join point was unknown and error variances in the
the regression.

1

in individuals after

June

is

two segments were unequal. Detailed methods lor this regression may he found in Hudson (30). Slope oj the
lirst line segment verifies the semidiurnal rate of increment deposition (95% CI: 0.94 < b, < 1.04 pairs of
increments per day). Rale oj increment production decreases in fall/winter us shown by the slope of the second
segment (95% CI: 0.28 < b : < 0.41 pairs of increments per day).

line

Specimens were then
sectioned a second

Unless otherwise noted, the specific features described below occurred in 90% or more of the specimens that were

and polished by hand. Thin sections of 23
were
examined under transmitted light using
specimens
a compound microscope at low magnification (12.5-

examined and that had been properly prepared.
The resolution of growth patterns in the chondrophore
depends to a large extent on the thickness of the section

the chondrophore edge (Fig.

mounted onto petrographic

la).

slides,

time, ground,

100X).

We

acterizing

1

analyzed growth patterns primarily by charfeatures present at the edge of the chon-

how

drophore changed from one sampling date to the

next.

(Fig. 2). Distinct variations in

thin sections

ground

to

transparency are found in

150-250 microns

some time during May-June of each

(Fig.

Id).

At

year, a thin trans-

TIDAL
lucent band

formed at the edge of the chondrophore
event coincides with the spawning season,

identified

IN
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patchy and thin but increases in size and thickness during

is

(Fig. 2b); this

which was

AND SEASONAL PATTERNS

the winter.

When

by Brousseau (19) for several nearby

populations. This translucent band occurs infrequently
in one-year-old individuals (32%). It is, however, readily

sections are

ground thinner

to

80-150 microns,

extensive series of microgrowth increments

dent

at all other ages up to the oldest individuals examined (91% of specimens 2-5 years old).
The translucent spawning band is followed by a seasonal

(Fig. Ib, c, e).

become

evi-

These also vary seasonally with broad,

regularly shaped increments in spring, grading into closely

apparent

summer. Regularly shaped
increments also tend to be deposited during early fall, but
by mid-fall, and throughout the winter, the increments
spaced, regular increments in

cycle consisting of an opaque (optically dense) region
formed in spring, a broad translucent region in summer,

No

appear irregular in form (e.g., see transition in Fig. le).
In addition, increment widths may be variable during early

discernible change differentiating fall from winter is apparent at the edge of the chondrophore, but an opaque

fall, but they gradually decrease in thickness during this
season and remain thin throughout the winter.

on the inner surface

The number of microgrowth increments in the interval
between the most recent spawning band and the edge of
the chondrophore can be related to the date of sample

and a second opaque region

in fall-winter (Fig. 2a-e).

layer does begin forming in January

of the region where the chondrophore joins with the umbo
(large arrow in Fig. Id). This opaque layer is initially

(a)

(0

(d)

(0

Figure

2.

Optical micrographs illustrating both seasonal changes at the edge of the chondrophore and
of microgrowth patterns. All micrographs to same scale, (a)

the effect of section thickness on the resolution

Late winter

collection.

Opaque

chondrophore. Thin section

band

region with irregular microgrowth increments present at the edge of the

about 120 microns

(R) at the edge of the chondrophore.

section, (c)
to

is

form

in thickness, (b)

Opaque

collection.

Spring

region in interior

is

Newly fanned spawning

previous winter: 180 micron thin

Early summer collection. Translucent region characteristic of summer growth

at edge.

Note spawning band (R)

in interior

and opaque spring

region (between

(S) is just

beginning

R and S): 180 micron

region forming at edge. Note translucent summer region in
Early winter collection. Opaque region with irregular microgrowth
increments occurs at edge. Interior region includes previous fall: 120 micron thin section, (j) Same individual
as in fc) but with chondrophore ground to about 130 micron thickness. In general, microgrowth increments
thin section, (d) Early fall collection.
interior:

become
thinner.

100 micron thin

Opaque

section, (e)

evident but the contrast between opaque

and

translucent regions is lost as the section

is

ground
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R.

collection (Fig.

If).

Increments are produced

at

M.

CERRATO ET

a semi-

warmer months (i.e.,
water temperatures above 15), when a one-to-one cordiurnal tidal frequency during the

found between pairs of increments and
respondence
number.
day
By mid-fall, the number of increment pairs
produced per day falls below .0, but some increment
production continues through the winter. We do not know
whether this decline is due to a decrease in the rate of
increment production, to periods of growth interruption,
is

1

The decline

or to shell dissolution.

does, however, coincide

AL.

indication

is

the prominence of features in the chondro-

phore associated with the two periods of greatest physii.e.. summer and spawnclam
is
a
boreal
species, and summer
ing.
an
extended
of
represents
period
energetic stress due to
water
and
temperatures
high
potentially low food supplies
on Long Island's tidal flats. During July and August, water

ological stress for

The

Mya arenaria,

soft-shell

temperatures in protected, intertidal areas consistently
reach 26-28 (23), and chlorophyll-a concentrations in

both the water (24) and

surficial

sediments (23) can un-

with the formation of irregularly shaped microgrowth increments. We have also observed that older, slower grow-

dergo mid-summer declines. Kennedy and Mihursky (25)
have shown that the metabolic requirements of Mya con-

ing individuals (4-5 years) tend to form irregular microgrowth increments, even during the warmer months, and

tinue to increase with temperature

increment production in these individuals no longer occurs at a semidiurnal tidal frequency.
Another common feature supports our semidiurnal

food supplies are scarce. Above

of the chondrophore
of almost every specimen examined, pairs of increments
are separated by a diffuse, rather than a distinct boundary
tidal interpretation;

i.e.,

and appear coupled

in portions

e.g.. spring periods in Fig. Ib, c).
This type of pattern has been observed in the outer shell
layer of other species, and in each instance has been shown
(

to be tidal in origin (2, 4,

7,

20, 21). In these prior studies,

found that the alternating diffuse and
sharp boundaries between increments are formed either
when the semidiurnal tides are mixed (i.e., unequal) (2,
investigators have

7,

21) or

when they

are

accompanied by

temperature variations (4, 20).
While we have demonstrated that detailed

may

been observed to form when water temperatures exceed
25 (28), the upper limit for optimal shell growth in this
species (29).

The second stress period, associated with spawning,
appears as a prominent translucent band consisting of
four or more closely spaced microgrowth increments
(Fig. Ib, 2b, c,

f).

The morphology of this feature is very
band in the outer shell layer of

similar to the spawning

Mercenaria mercenaria

(22).

However,

mercenaria, the spawning band

in

Mercenaria

disturbances (22).

Increment deposition at the ventral
margin is influenced by a wide variety of environmental
conditions, including perturbations due to abrasion during

drawal of the mantle tissue

of a similar translucent region in the middle shell layer
has been termed a "stress zone" by Clark (27) and has

tidal patterns

layers of bivalves.

other disturbances that

suffer significant

prominent than
growth interruptions produced by discrete environmental

not generally expect
that a direct correspondence will be found between microgrowth records produced in the inner and outer shell

movement, unsuccessful predator

30, Mya

mortalities (26). In Mereenaria mercenaria, the occurrence

large diurnal

we do

occur in the chondrophore,

and have

to 30

up

suggested that high temperatures can lead to starvation if

attacks, storms,

and any

cause local injury or withOn the other hand, the

(22).

inner shell layer, and the chondrophore in particular, is
removed from direct contact with the external environ-

ment. The disturbance threshold required to affect increment deposition should be higher, and we expect that
only environmental changes that cause a systemic phys-

The hinge
of the

shell,

is

less

region in bivalves is the most resilient part
it is also the only part containing a com-

and

plete record of growth.

These characteristics make the

presence of detailed patterns in the hinge region particularly valuable in archaeological and paleoecological applications. For example, we are currently analyzing 1 200year-old, shell-bearing, archaeological deposits in which
fully intact

specimens of Mya arenaria are

rare.

However,

complete chondrophores are commonly recovered, and
both seasonal and microgrowth increment patterns are
well preserved. These patterns are allowing us to reconstruct detailed aspects of growth in Mya, as well as to infer
seasonal shellfish-harvesting practices for this species.
Chondrophores, cardinal platforms, and other internal

iological response will tend to be recorded. Thus, microgrowth patterns in the inner shell layer should contain
less environmental noise due to minor disturbances and
should be more integrated with, and more accurately reflect, the physiological processes of a bivalve than com-

structures associated with the hinge occur in

parable patterns deposited in the outer shell layer.
Supporting this view is the sharp contrast between the
distorted, highly disturbed form of the outer shell layer

other parts of the shell. As in the case of Mya. internal
structures may contain the only usable growth patterns.
At the very least, these patterns should have less environ-

in

Mya

arenaria and the detailed, and at times very uni-

form, patterns preserved

in the

chondrophore. Another

many

bivalve

taxa but have been overlooked as potential sources of detailed microgrowth increment records. Our observations
suggest that the microgrowth records preserved in these
structures are not simply reflections of patterns found in

mental noise and should be more closely coupled to
temic physiological processes. Given the

clarity

sys-

and simple

TIDAL

AND SEASONAL PATTERNS

orientation of the microgrowth increments found in the
will also be quite amenable
and
image analysis examination.
microprobe

IN
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crustaceans

Shore crabs, Carcinus maenas, were collected in coastal

counteract continuous passive losses of inorganic salts
along the internal/external concentration gradient by

waters of the Baltic Sea near Kiel and were maintained

means of reductions of

efferent vessels of isolated posterior gills

brackish

Hyperosmoregulating

surfaces to salts
(2),

and

water

the permeabilities of their

and water

(

1

),

in the laboratory at a salinity of 10

body

+

(4) acting in

internal side with a 3

combination with a basolateral Naagainst the gradient from the

mussel

nich).

1

The substance was applied

in the presence

ethanol, a concentration without effects on

E:

fluxes (see Fig.

When
X

they suggested that prostaglandins may be a component
of the endocrine control of ion regulation in freshwater

10~

4

1

of

PDs and

2%
ion

).

indomethacin

M was dissolved

at

low concentrations of 2.5

in the external bath, the

PDs

measured under control conditions remained unaffected
). However, when IM was applied at the basolateral
(Fig.

bivalves.

1

side of the

analyze the potential role of prostaglandins in active

we investigated the effects of indomethacin on transepithelial potential differences (PD) and

ion fluxes across isolated perfused

gills

99

1 ;

in the internal perfusate, a fast

lowest concentration of internally applied IM that
significantly reduced the PDs of controls (by about 10%)
'
was 10~ 4 M. At an IM concentration of 10 M. the gills
1).

of the shore crab

Carcinus maenas.

1

gill cells, i.e.,

depolarization of the epithelium resulted, an effect that
was easily reversible upon omission of the inhibitor (Fig.

ion uptake in crabs,

Received 28 March

agar) to the

1

inhibitor of prostaglandin biosyn+
thesis (12), affected Na
influx rates in intact mussels;

To

3%

Graves

snhmstrata, the injection of prostaglandin

Ligumia
and indomethacin, an

M KC1,

C| 9 H 16 C1NO 4 ( l-[4-chlorobenzoyl]-5-methoxy-2-methylH-indole-3-acetic acid) was purchased from Sigma (Mu-

cyclic AMP has been reported to activate both the Na-K(10).

(3

internal perfusate. Unidirectional

to perfusate and vice versa, were
measured using 36 C1 and 22 Na as tracers. Samples were
counted in a liquid scintillation counter after the addition
of 4 ml Instagel to
ml DSW samples. Indomethacin.

ion fluxes,

shore crabs inhabiting a tidal estuary (8) imply a role for
hormonal control mechanisms in ion uptake. In crab gills,

(11) reported that, in the freshwater

and the
from bath

external bath

+

and the basolateral Cl -channel

mM HEPES/Tris). Transgill potential differences (PD)

connected with agar bridges

electrochemical gradient via a basolateral K channel (7).
Short-term modifications of ion transport capacities in

(9)

gills

were measured with a millivolt meter in combination with
two Ag/AgCl electrodes immersed in saturated KC1 and

hemolymph space (5). Transport
/HCO, exchange (4) and

a basolateral Cl" channel (6) operating in combination
with K* extrusion from cell to hemolymph along the

and Dietz

The

,

10

of Cl~ consists of an apical Cl

ATPase

mm

layer of soft neoprene material
were then perfused and bathed with DSW
+
buffered to pH 7.8 with
(dilute seawater, 200 mAf Na
(13).

K-ATPase which drives Na +
epithelial cell into the

and

afferent

were both can-

nulated with fine polyethylene tubing which was kept fixed
in position with a small Plexiglas clamp covered on the

increased rates of urination

active absorption of ions across the gills (3).

Active uptake of Na across the epithelial cell of the
+
+
gill is considered to consist of an apical Na /H
exchange

system

ppm. The

The

were completely depolarized. In this concentration range
4
3
to 10
(10
M), the drug whether applied in the bath

accepted 8 July 1991.
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EFFECTS OF INDOMETHACIN ON ACTIVE ION TRANSPORT
Time

(

h

The

>

*

50% SW-

2%

Ethanol

show

that

low doses of a commonly

used drug for the inhibition of prostaglandin biosynthesis
in mammalian systems (12) inhibited the process of active

1

-buffered

results reported

313

ion transport across the gill epithelium of a crab (Fig. 1).
Indomethacin is a widely used anti-inflammatory agent

-

with antipyretic and analgesic properties. It is orally applied in the treatment of several types of arthritis, includ-

-5

ing rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis of the hip, and
gouty arthritis (15). IM belongs to the NSAIDs (nonste-

-

our knowledge,

roidal anti-inflammatory drugs) which, to

o
Q_

2.5

have not yet been shown to

4
-10" M

'ext IM

The
Figure

Carcinus

1.

Transbranchial potential differences across isolated perfused

gills

bathed and perfused with

ethanol) in controls

and

in the

50% seawaler

x

presence of 2.5

10~*

(including

M

2%

indomethacin

applied lo ihe external bath or the internal perfusion medium Data represent means
S.D. obtained from a sample si:e ofn = 4 gills taken

from four

findings

(15).

communicated here may

indicate the in-

volvement of prostaglandins in ion transport in crustacean
gills. However, the results on PDs presented in Figure 1

show

that

perfusate.

IM

has a very rapid action

The notion

when

that this fast effect

applied in the
due to a pros-

is

taglandin depletion caused by the inhibitory action of IM

crabs.

or in the perfusate
fusion flow rates.

had no

significant effect

on the per-

(Fig. 2) greatly

effluxes, a finding indicating net influx. In-

domethacin had no

on prostaglandin biosynthesis is questionable. The rapid
action of IM may rather be indicative of a direct drug
effect

In controls, unidirectional influxes of Cl

exceeded Cl~

mammals

processes in

IM

int.

affect biological transport

effect

on unidirectional
4

in-

or effluxes

M

on one of the ion transport systems present in the
gill, an indication that would be of considerable

crustacean

biomedical relevance. Further experiments are thus being
planned to clarify a potential role of prostaglandins in ion

of Cr when applied at 2.5 X 10~
in the external me4
dium. Application of 2.5 X 10~ A/IM on the basolateral

transport across crab

side resulted in a significant reduction

(66%) of unidirecConcomitantly, influxes of Cl recovered quantitatively following IM removal. Unidirectional
4
effluxes of Cl~ were not changed significantly by 2. 5 X 10~

and

tional Cl

mammalian

influxes.

M internal IM. The lowest IM concentration that
icantly inhibited unidirectional Cl~ influxes

IM

4

A/

t

directional ion influxes (14). Accordingly,

on PDs and ion fluxes were only observed when
IM was applied in the internal perfusate. Thus, we assume

effects

is

same

sensitivity.

(Si

295/1-5).

500

we demonstrate

here depolarization of the epithelium and inhibition of
+
transgill net influx of Cl~ (Fig. 2) and Na by IM. The

that the IM-sensitive transport step

whether the respective transporters in

tissues exhibit the

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungs-

accompanies inhibition of uni-

gills

to determine

gemeinschaft

which reduced Cl~ influx rates by 12%; complete inhi3
bition was observed at 10~ M. Comparable effects of IM
+
were obtained on fluxes of Na (data not shown).
It was reported earlier that depolarization of isolated
perfused shore crab

to test our hypothesis that the

Acknowledgments

signif-

was 10

gills,

specifically inhibits the basolateral transport system,

'*

-5

E

located at the ba-

solateral side of the epithelial cell.

The rapid and quantitative reversibility of depolarizaand inhibition of Cr-influx upon IM removal indicates that the drug is not irreversibly bound in the crustacean gill, as it is in some mammalian tissues (12), and

100

tion

that

it

o>

x
D

Control

has no long-lasting cytotoxic effect on the branchial

ion transport system.
The effects of IM in isolated perfused crab gills differ
from those observed by Graves and Dietz (11) in intact

mussels (Ligumia subrostratd). In individuals of this spe4
influxes.
cies, injection of IM caused a doubling of Na

0.25

mM

Control

Indomethacin
Figure
terior

2.

Unidirectional in-

Carcinus

gills

and

effluxes

ofCl

bathed and perfused with

across isolated pos-

50%

buffered seawater
4

M

of 2.5 X I0~
indomethacin applied in the internal perfusate. Data represent means
S.D obtained from a sample size ofJive gills taken from five crabs.

containing

2%

ethanol in controls

and

in the presence
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Imaging Preterminal Calcium Concentration Microdomains in the Squid Giant Synapse
2
R. Llinds M. Sugimori* and R. B. Silver C Department of Physiology and Biophysics,
New York University Medical Center, New York, New York; and ^Section and Department
of Physiology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-6401)
1

,

Intracellular

calcium

is

the

main

trigger for transmitter release

eotape and characterized by digital image processing and analysis

at

most chemical synapses (1). The mechanisms by which calcium activates such release is presently unknown. The initial

methods.

working hypothesis about the relationship between intracellular
:
calcium concentration ([Ca *],) and transmitter release was based

in artificial seawater (10

on

results from the neuromuscular junction (2), and was proposed as a single-compartment release model. According to this
model, vesicles are exocytosed following a fourth-order relation
+

with respect to [Ca~ ],. This model, while useful, and clearly the
best that could be made at the time, did not consider the many
variables that regulate such parameters as [Ca-

+
],

or vesicular

Moreover, calcium was thought to flow uniformly
across the preterminal membrane, and the model of transmitter
availability.

released did not adequately consider the ultrastructure of the

presynaptic terminal. Present information regarding such parameters demand a more complete multi-compartment model.
Indeed, the possibility that calcium channels are localized at
a discrete site in the preterminal was suggested in the late-70's
(3).

The

suggestion

came

as a result of voltage-clamp experi-

Results were obtained from eight different synapses bathed

mA/ Ca :+ ): one

synapse was injected
with normal aequorin, and the other seven injected with the naequorin/J. Upon tetanic stimulation, small points of light were
detected over the preterminal region in the area of the "active

zone"

(Fig.

1).

These points had an average diameter of approximately 0.5
Mm and were distributed over roughly 5-10% of the total area
2
of the presynaptic membrane (with an average of 8.39 n per
2
100 n
(Fig. I). Results from all synapses were quite similar.
)

They show

that the portion of the presynaptic terminal

forming

the active zone emits light during presynaptic activation, indicating that the calcium concentration is elevated in the range of
4

10

M during this active period.

The

location of these small light sources was determined by

two methodologies.

First,

light-emission points were accumulated

during several seconds of stimulation,

and the

spatial

and tem-

ments, which revealed the latency between the tail current calcium entry and transmitter release to be as short as 200 ms (3, 4).

poral distribution of the blips

This morphological prerequisite of synaptic vesicles being directly
apposed to the calcium channels was recently confirmed his-

peating stimuli, sets of successive temporal image integrations
of the recording were compared.
Both methods illustrated a similar distribution of microdo-

From voltage clamp data, the maximum [Ca 2+
membrane was calculated to be about 10~ 4 A/ (4).

tologically (5).

against the

These

]>

from cytosolic residual calcium
now known as calcium microdomains

results shifted the focus

to the

problem of what

(6-9).

The term "calcium microdomains"

is

refers to a very precise

2+
distribution of sites for [Ca ]j change. These

microdomains were

expected to occur against the inside of the presynaptic terminal
at the active zone. In fact, each active calcium channel is thought
:+
produce a rapid (i.e.. a few Ms) increase in [Ca ],. lasting
of the average open time of the channel (8).
This influx is thought to generate a [Ca :+ ], profile as high as

to

was then studied. Second, to ensure
that the location of the patches of blips were similar within re-

mains and roughly the same size and intensity of light points.
results suggest that microdomains may belong to one of
two varieties: (1) those frequently activated, and (2) those that,

The

while repeating, activate less often. Finally, analysis of digitized
sub-regions of the image field showed that the temporal and
spatial distribution of

microdomain action through time

reflects

the temporal cycling of active sites from one point of membrane
to the next, during stimulation. This finding suggests that an

for the duration

even more complex modulation of activity may be present in
these terminals. Indeed, in addition to calcium microdomains,

200-300 Mmoles

in the proximity of the calcium channels. This
being the case, transmitter release would be triggered by extraor-

compartmentalization of other parameters such as the degree of
phosphorylation of synapsin 1(11) may also show dynamic in-

dinarily high transient calcium-concentration

which would ensure a fine control of transmitter release
from one impulse to the next. Of interest here is the possibility
that a certain number of calcium channels may have to be active

mediate vicinity of the presynaptic release
are lodged (4, 8).

To test

this hypothesis, a special

was introduced.
sensitivity to

A
:+

[Ca

site

change in the imwhere the vesicles

type of signalling methodology

hybrid synthetic n-aequorin/J ( 10), having a
4
in the order of 10~
was developed for this

],

,

purpose by Dr. Shimomura. This aequorin was injected presynaptically at a concentration of 5%, in conjunction with "discharged" normal sensitivity aequorin
its

intracellular localization.

protein following impalement

made

fluorescent to permit

The

distribution of the injected
of the presynaptic terminal of the

giant synapse of the squid Loligo pealii was visualized with a
fluorescence microscope using a 40x water-immersion lens. Ae-

quorin luminescence was then detected with a

VIM

camera opon vid-

erated in the photon counting mode; the images stored

teraction,

simultaneously

in

order to activate the aequorin signals observed
:+
[Ca ], obtained at the mi-

here. In that case, the high level of

crodomain may

itself reduce, by a "lateral inhibition" type effect,
the probability of further calcium channel activation in a given
active site.
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Figure 1.
Imagery of Co -dependent aeauorin luminescence from pre-terminal of the squid giant synapse.
Note the discrete sizes of individual blips. Pseudo-coloring is used to indicate brightness of each blip: white

and red are

the brightest blips, blue

and

violet blips

pre-terminal 30 s prior to stimulation. Panel

shown

Panel

in

compared

in

A 60

s

B A

B

4.

I0-s integration of the

Bar = 10 M'"
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A

region of the pre-terminal

following the ousel of tetanic stimulation. Note the increase in the number of blips
C An enlarged image of calcium microdomains in the region indicated within
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Synaptic Background Activity Influences Spatiotemporal Integration in Single Pyramidal Cells
Ojvind Bernander and Christ of'Koch (California Institute of Technology,
216-76, Pasadena, CA 91125)

Standard 1-D cable theory models the voltage behavior of
extended cable structures in response to synaptic inputs.

overall effect of synaptic

background

activity

on the

spatial

spatially

temporal integrative properties of a single pyramidal

These models usually assume R m of 5-20,000 Qcnr and a small
number of activated synapses. Each synaptic input induces a

with

transient increase in the
relative to the total cell
exist in isolation,
ot
at

membrane conductance, which is small
conductance. However, neurons do not

but are part of a heavily interconnected network

neurons that are spontaneously active: e.g.. in visual cortex
rates between 0.5-5 synaptic events per second [Hz] ( 1 ). Given

pyramidal cell receives input from 1020.000 synapses, this background activity can cause an added
membrane conductance comparable to G m = l/R m In the light
that the average cortical

A typical

HRP

layer

V

pyramidal

cell in

and

cell.

the striate cortex was

filled

experiments on anesthetized, adult
cats; R, n = 21 MS] and r m = 22 ms (3). Lengths and diameters
of all 163 dendritic branches were measured, and the data was
during

in vivo

fed into a modified version of

NEURON,

a single

cell

simulator

developed by M. Hines and J. Moore (4). Passive properties
were set to: R m = 100,000 ficnr, C m = 1 am'-, R, = 200 ficm,
and E leak = -66 mV. Seven active Hodgkin-Huxley-like currents

of recent evidence suggesting

at the soma, including a calcium-dependent K cursuch basic behavior as spike adaptation and primary
slope of the curve relating injected current to the number of

this synaptic

action potentials triggered.

.

much higher values for R m (2),
may actually constitute the
membrane conductance. Here we study the

background

bulk of the effective

activity

were located
rent, giving

using

g(t)

= const

We modeled 4000 excitatory synapses

te~ 1/tpeak for the time-varying

conductance

in-
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mV),

the

membrane

potential throughout the cell

wards more depolarizing

potentials.

properties vary with f

demonstrated

is

That the

in Figure Id.

tronic distance of three locations are plotted
to 2 Hz, the distance increases almost

the cell

much

less

is

pulled to-

spatial integrative

vs.

by a

The

elec-

As we go from
factor 3, making
f.

effectively isolating distal parts of

compact,

the apical tree.

We

showed that the synaptic background activity can modify
the temporal integration behavior of the cell, by computing the
minimal number of excitatory synapses necessary to generate
at least

one action

We

potential.

compare the case

in

which

all

synapses are activated simultaneously with the case in which
the inputs arrive asynchronously, smeared out over 25 ms. Iff

=

115 synapses must

0,

fire

simultaneously to generate a single

action potential, while 145 are needed

period of the

Hz.

cell.

the input

is

desyn-

is

1

spread out

13 synchronized synaptic inputs

1

if

due to the long integration
If the background activity increases to f =

chronized. This small difference

all

over the

are sufficient to fire the cell. It, however, the synaptic input
spread out over 25 ms, 202 synapses are now needed to trigger
a response from the cell. This is mainly due to the much smaller
cell
is

Figure 1
Impact <>/ synaptic background frequency (in synuplic events
per second: Hz) on cellular parameters of the layer I' cell described in
the text, (a) Somatic input resistance. R, n in I lie absence oj any active
.

,

currents (top citne; passive neuron)
curve).

and

in

our standard model (bottom

Over this range, the somatic input conductance varies from
= 7 Hz) (h) Membrane time constant.
f = 0) lo 151 nS (at

nS (at
measured

9.1

f

at the cell body, (c)

trotonic distance. L,

end of a basal

from

dendrite.

distal point in layer

the

Somatic

soma

resting potential.

I',,,,,,

tree

and

is spread out. The difference between synchronized and unsynchronized synaptic input in evoking action potentials becomes

much

(d) Elec-

the most

I).

larger

The

rm

to three different locations (the distal

a point halfway up the apical

value of 7 m relative to the period over which the synaptic input

if

periodic, repetitive synaptic input

principal

phenomenon

5,

gp<, ak

0.5

nS and tp^ =

1.5

ms). 500 inhibitory
1.0 nS and tp,, ak = 10

=
synapses of the GABA A type (with
ms) and 500 of the GABA B type (with gp,, ak

g^

=

0.1

nS and

tp,. ak

= 40 ms). The
density of inhibitory synapses was highest on, or
soma, and vice versa for excitatory synapses.
illustrates what happens if the synaptic background
Figure

close to, the

is

considered.

the dramatic effect

network activity can have on the spatiotemporal integration
behavior of single neurons. Our results show that the large values
of R m and r m reported by several groups for pyramidal cells (2,
6)

may

simply

reflect the lack

observed

of general synaptic background
This would also

in slice preparations.

explain the lower values of

=

is

that

activity typically

crease (with

reported here

V

resl

seen in slices as compared to in

vivo intracellular recordings. Thus, the overall activity of the

network can

alter the properties

and the behavior of single neu-

Our

prediction can be simply tested by recording from
one cell and varying the overall network activity with the help
rons.

of sensory afferents.

1

activity,

(0

is

varied. In the absence of input (corresponding to

slice conditions),

Rm =

153 Mfi and

rm

= 80 ms, while

V

rcs ,

E K (-95 mV). At
Hz background
activity, 5 synaptic events are impinging on the cell every ms,
contributing a total of 24 nS to the somatic input conductance
pulled between Ei ea k and
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Responses of Horizontal Semicircular Canal Afferents to Rotatory and Mechanical Stimulation
Richard Boyle and Stephen M. Highstein (Marine Biological Laboratory)

therefore been adopted for stimulating the horizontal canal of

Angular acceleration, the adequate stimulus for the vestihular
semicircular canals, presumably exerts its effects by deflecting

the toadfish, both in vivo and in

the cupula, thus beginning the stimulus cascade leading to the
signaling of angular motion. However, considerable experimental

Extracellular recordings employing rotary and mechanical
stimuli were taken from horizontal semicircular canal afferents

advantage would be gained if cupular motion could be produced
have rewithout rotating the preparation. Dickman cl al.
)
duct of
the
membranous
indentation
of
that
controlled
ported

in intact, anesthetized, paralyzed toadfish (55 cells),

(

the canal can

mimic adequate

stimulation. This

1

method has

isolated toadfish skull preparation

was centered on the

vertical axis

vitro.

(

1

2

The

cells).

and

an

in

horizontal canal

of a rate table for rotation, and

a piezoelectric micropusher. with a glass-ball probe approximately Vs the diameter of the canal, was positioned to just touch
the

membranous limb of the

canal where

it

rests

on the bony

canal. Just touching the canal did not alter afferent spontaneous
activity.

The

position of the pusher

was measured with an

in-

line linear variable differential transducer (LVDT).

Afferents were characterized by their responses to rotation
plots) and were sorted into the same three groups previ-

(Bode

ously reported

(2).

amount (maximum

The canal was then indented a
15 microns, 0.00

1

variable

-10 Hz) following a

si-

nusoidal profile. Afferents responded to this indentation, just as
they do to rotation, by modulating their responses about their
resting rates (Fig. 1A). Afferent responses to indentation were
analyzed, and mirrored those in response to rotation in individual
afferents. High and low gain velocity-sensitive, and accelerationsensitive afferents all

responded to mechanical stimulation with

characteristics that resembled their responses to rotation.

In

afferents, the

many

two sinusoidal

stimuli, rotation

and

indentation, were paired at slightly different frequencies, resulting
in the stimuli beating, or moving relative to each other. Afferent

responses interacted constructively and destructively to this
beating (Fig. 1 B). At certain stimulus phase relationships, afferent

B

responses were enhanced over those to indentation or rotation
alone (solid arrow). As the phase of the rotational stimulus advanced, relative to that of the mechanical stimulus, the responses

T
20-

began

10-

to decline (destructive interaction,

open arrow). These

constructive and destructive interactions were varied continu0-i

afously, suggesting a similarity of mechanisms for modulating
ferent discharges. Responses to rotation alone are illustrated for

20:
10-

this cell (Fig. IB,

0-

arrowhead). These results confirm that indenis an alternative method

tation of the semicircular canal limb

-10

of adequate stimulation for the toadfish. A factor can be calculated that equates microns of indentation to degrees/s of rotation for each afferent of each animal. Further, this method

-20
16

SB"

works well

By removing the requirement for rotating
and the microscope, these results will simplify
experiments designed to monitor cupular motion during adein vitro.

the preparation

quate stimulation.
In vitro responses of a horizontal semicircular canal afferent
to mechanical and rotary stimulation of the canal. A. The top trace is

Figure

1.

the instantaneous frequency of the afferent.

The lower trace

is

Literature Cited

the readout

Ll'DT in microns. Upward deflection is inward displacement. B
same as A, middle traces are the tachometer of the rale table and
lower trace, same as A. Afferent response is enhanced when inward micropusher displacements are in phase (vertical line, solid arrow) and reof the

1.

duced when out ofphase
are shown on the right.

(vertical line,

open arrow). Responses

to rotation

Dickman,

J. D., et al. 1988.

A method

stimulation of single semicircular canals.

Top.

for controlled
J.
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mechanical

Methods

25:

111-119.
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M. Highstein. 1990. Resting discharge and response dynamics of horizontal semicircular canal afferents of the
toadfish, Opsamis tail. J. Neurosci. 10: 1557-1569.
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Inhibitory Effects of Nonhydrolyzable Guanine Nucleotides
on Neurotransmitter Release at the Squid Giant Synapse

Peter Doroshenko, Stephen Hess,

and George Augustine (Duke

We are examining the role of GTP-binding regulatory
in the control

of neurotransmitter release.

To

University Medical Center)

proteins

this end,

we

in-

jected two nonhydrolyzable guanine nucleotides into the giant
presynaptic terminal of the most distal synapse of the stellate

ganglion of the squid, Loligo pealei, and studied their effects on
transmitter release evoked by action potentials. As an assay of
release, the

maximum

rate of rise of postsynaptic potentials

(PSPs) produced by intracellular stimulation of the presynaptic
neuron was measured. The terminal was also pre-loaded with

o

06

2

04

x
0.2

^

GTP T S

the Ca-sensitive dye Fura-2 to perform dual wavelength measurements of presynaptic free Ca 24 ion concentration, ([Ca :+ ],).

50

50

75

Time (mm)

75

100

125

Time (mm)

lontophoretic injection of GTP-yS into the giant presynaptic
terminal caused a marked depression of synaptic transmission.
The rate of rise of PSPs began to decrease within a few minutes

Inhibition ofsynaptic transmission at the squid giant synapse
Figure 1.
by GTPyS (A) and GDPflS (B). The plots show changes in the maximum
rale nt rise of PSPs (normalized to their initial values) caused by ionto-

after the onset of injection and continued progressively for several
tens of minutes after injection has been stopped. One hundred

phoretic inject n *n

microCoulomb

injections inhibited transmission

by 60-80%.

An

<>/

cither nucleotide

(shown hy the horizontal bars) into
100 /;.!, duration: lf> nun in

the presynaptic terminal. Injection current

A and 120

mm

in B.

upper estimate of the intraterminal concentration of injected
nucleotide is in the high micromolar range. Additional injections
did not seem to add to the inhibition. Inhibition of synaptic
transmission was not accompanied by any significant changes
in the electrical properties

of the presynaptic terminal: neither
presynaptic resting nor action potentials were affected by GT?7S
injections. Further, the

changes

:t

[Ca ], induced
50 Hz) were not affected

in the presynaptic

Control injections of either vehicle solution alone, or with
instead of GTP7S or GDP/iS, did not inhibit synaptic

GTP

transmission.

On

the contrary, injections of

maintain a stable transmission

by a train of 250 action potentials (5s.
by injection of GT?7S. There was also no steady depolarization

hance PSPs.

of the postsynaptic membrane potential, suggesting that GTP-yS
did not increase the tonic release of MPSPs. Therefore, GT?7S

hibitory effects

The two

or, in

some

GTP

appeared to

cases, to slightly en-

that both GTP^S and GDP/3S have inon synaptic transmission, and that neither nu-

findings

given

change ion channel function argue against
the involvement of conventional, high molecular weight GTP). The similar actions of both
binding proteins
nonhydrolyzable

entry into the terminal.

nucleotides

acts

by altering the amount of transmitter release evoked by a
:+
rise in intracellular calcium, rather than by regulating Ca

We also evaluated

the possibility that a low molecular weight

GTP-binding protein

is

drolyzable analogue of
into the terminal.

involved in this inhibition.

GDP, GDP0S, was

GDP/3S

also inhibited

A

nonhy-

therefore injected

evoked transmitter

re-

although the time course of its action was much slower
than that of GTP-yS; i.e.. visible inhibition of synaptic transmission required injections lasting about five-fold longer than
lease,

cleotide appears to

(

is

1

more

consistent with the notion that they are in-

terfering with synaptic vesicle trafficing.
lecular weight GTP-binding proteins (2).

such a target
protein that

and

A

likely

candidate for

rab3A, a low molecular weight GTP-binding
associated specifically with synaptic vesicles (3),

is

is

that dissociates

from

vesicles during synaptic transmitter

release (4).

those of GTP-yS (about 30 min). This could be due to the lower

charge of GDP/iS (-3 as compared to -4 for GTP>S)
causing a smaller quantity of the nucleotide being inotophoreti-

mediated by low mo-
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electric

GDP/iS could be weaker or slower
GTP-yS, GDPffS had no significant

cally injected. Alternatively,
in inhibiting release. Like
effect

on presynaptic

potentials or [Ca
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signals.
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Ultraviolet Light from the Nighttime Sky Enhances Retinal Sensitivity of Limulus
E. D. Herzog and R. B. Barlow, Jr. (Institute for Sensory Research, Syracuse, NY)

Ultraviolet light can be seen by a wide variety of animals.
The impressive array of UV-sensitive organs includes the lateral
eyes of birds (1) and shallow-living fishes (2); the dorsal ocelli
of insects (3), arachnids (4), and horseshoe crabs (5); the parietal
eye of lizards (6); and even the skin and pineal eye of frogs (7).
Behavioral and electrophysiological studies have shown that these
organs are most responsive to the short wavelength range (360-

380 nm) of the sun's emission spectrum. Why have animals
acquired sensitivity to such a minor component of natural light?
What role does sensitivity to ambient
light have in an ani-

UV

mal's behavior?

Here we report that stimulation of the median
horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, by
nighttime sky enhances the sensitivity of the

UV

ocelli

light

of the

lateral eyes to visible

of Limulus generates
light.
and transmits neural activity via efferent optic nerve fibers to

At night a circadian clock

the lateral eyes

and median

August 1990

from the

in the brain

ocelli (8), significantly increasing

Experiments carried out in the laboratory
show that illumination of the median ocelli at night with UV

Figure
eye ERG of an animal exposed to
Daily changes
natural diurnal lighting from 19-23 August 1990. Bars on the abscissa
in lateral

1.

give the light cycle. Labels give the lighting condition on the

median

ocelli.

their sensitivity (9,10).

(12) indicate that the clock increased lateral-eye sensitivity

enhances the clock's efferent output and thus further increases the sensitivity of the lateral eyes and median ocelli (11).

by
about 120 times on the night of 19 August. Occluding light to
the median ocelli on the following night reduced the clock's

We tested whether this occurs under natural

effect;

light

UV

whether ocellar exposure to

light

conditions; that

is,

from the nighttime sky

increases visual sensitivity of the lateral eyes.

We
in a

carried out our experiments in an outdoor shed located

remote area of Woods Hole,

was detectable
form

in

at night.

We

MA, where no

mounted animals

an aquarium so that their

gills

artificial light

securely to a plat-

were irrigated with

re-

and median ocelli remained above water. An opaque chamber was placed over the
right lateral eye of each animal to occlude the eye from ambient
light. A wick electrode and light emitting diode (LED) within
the chamber allowed us to record electroretinograms (ERGs)
from the eye in its dark-adapted state while the animal was exposed to normal diurnal changes in illumination. A computercirculated seawater, but their lateral eyes

based system recorded

ERGs

ms

light flash

LED

the

ERG

from the

every 30

of the occluded right

min

in response to a

1

amplitude of
eye provided a measure of the

(12).

Changes

in the

and the ocellar influence on
the clock's action. Animals (n = 7) were maintained in this
apparatus for approximately one month. During this period.
ERGs were monitored while the median ocelli were either fully
exposed, covered by a UV blocking filter (blocks 7 < 420 nm),
a UV bandpass filter (7 max = 360 nm, 54 nm bandwidth at half
clock's effect

maximum)

on

retinal sensitivity

or occluded to block

all

incident light.

ERG

amplitudes increased on 20 August to 170

Exposing the ocelli through the UV blocking filter to visible light
from the nighttime sky on 2 August had no effect on lateral
eye sensitivity. But exposing the ocelli through the UV bandpass
1

on the night of 23 August increased the ERG amplitude
220 nV, or a 60-fold increase in sensitivity, which is less than
the level achieved when the ocelli were fully exposed. This diffilter

to

UV bandpass filter reduced
UV input to the ocelli relative to the fully exposed condition.

ference was expected because the
the

Convolving the

filter's

transmission characteristics with the

ocellar spectral sensitivity (11) indicates that the filter reduced
photons absorbed by the ocelli. In
by more than 50% the

UV

sum, exposure of the median ocelli in this experiment to UV
light from the nighttime sky enhanced the sensitivity of the lateral
eye by a factor of four.

The ocellar influence on lateral eye sensitivity via the circadian
clock in the brain requires neural circuitry that involves all three
structures. Anatomical studies show that the optic nerve fibers
from the

ocelli

innervate loci deep within the brain (13). Ana-

tomical (14) and physiological (8) studies also show that cell
bodies deep within the brain transmit efferent activity to all major
visual organs of the animal. However, we do not know enough
about the circadian organization of the brain to understand how

shows the ERG data recorded from the lateral eye
Figure
of an animal during five days of a month-long experiment ( 990).
The amplitude of the ERG increased at night and decreased

the ocelli modulate the sensitivity of the lateral eyes.

during the day. The extent of the change depended, in part, on

move
m) at

1

1

the light incident

on the median

ocelli.

Fully exposing the ocelli to the nighttime sky on 19 August
produced the greatest
amplitudes (290 /*V) and, conse-

ERG

quently, the greatest sensitivity of the lateral eye. Measurements
of the changes in
amplitude over a range of light intensities

ERG

u.V, in-

dicating only a 30-fold increase in sensitivity from day to night.

The

ocellar

enhancement of visual

sensitivity

may

be related

mating behavior. In the spring, horseshoe crabs
in from deep water and build nests in shallow water (<1

to the animal's

high tide near protected beaches along the eastern coast
of North America (15). Numerous female-male pairs arrive together with an excess of males. Field observations carried out
in Buzzard's Bay at Cape Cod. MA, indicate that males can use
vision to find females at night (16,17)

when mating

activity is
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can detect the
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to 10

up

nm)

m

component of moonlight

(threshold of 2.5 A 10

6

photons/s/crrr

tectors in the animal's natural habitat at night during

By increasing the

depths of

at

-y

can therefore function as

(18, 22). Liiniilux ocelli

activity.

at

= 360

UV

de-

the animal's ability to see mates at night. Given
the rapid attenuation of
light in coastal water, the ocelli may
also provide information about depth, guiding the animals to-

12.
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Optical Activity Associated With Impulses

in

Z

Zellforsch. 114:

532-545.

Squid Fin Nerves

David Landowne (Department of Physiology and Biophysics, University of Miami, Miami, FL)
Most

biological material

optical rotation

is

optically active

and

will

produce
Some of

on a beam of light passing through it.
from the structure and arrangement

W

superfusion with Woods Hole seawater. Light from a 100
tungsten iodide bulb passed sequentially through a collimator,

Glan Thompson polarizer (at an azimuth of -45), a photomodulator (at 0), a cylindrical condensing lens, the nerve
(at 0) in seawater, a cover slip, a I0x microscope objective, a
Glan Thompson analyzer (at +45), and field stops at the image
plane before striking a YAG-444 photodetector. The photoelastic

this optical activity derives

a

of the proteins. Alpha-helices aligned with the beam are more
rotatory than other orientations or /3-sheets. In squid axons.

elastic

have been associated with acand inactivation of sodium channels (1) indicating
changes in protein conformation. Optical activity measurements
have the potential of being more specific as to the nature of
changes

in (linear) birefringence

tivation

modulator (Hinds PEM-80/FS5) was driven with a peak-to-peak
nm. This is approximately quarter-

retardation change of 500

protein conformational changes. Recently, a change in optical
activity of a lobster nerve associated with excitation has been

wave modulation of the white

reported (2). The squid fin nerve is more homogeneous in fiber
diameters (3), and measurement of its optical rotation response

about 100 kHz. The

could simplify the analysis of the optical changes.
Loligo [K'alii individuals were decapitated and the

method
a chamber

isolated by the 'pulling out'

nerve was mounted in

beam

passing through a 4

nerves

cm

of a

which permitted a

light

(3).

( 1 )

fin

The

distal 3

mm length of the nerve, temperature

control, stimulation at the proximal end, electrical recording

with a

KCI

filled

capillary near the surface of the bundle,

and

PEM

alternated between right

light; that

and

electrical signal

led to a lock-in amplifier (E.G.

left

is,

the light leaving the

circular polarization at

from the photodetector was
5210) with a 100 kHz

& G. PAR

reference signal from the PEM. The output of the lock-in amkHz, amplified,
phase-sensitive detector was filtered at
1

plifier

computer-based signal averager. The computer also
the
sampled
voltage measured near the surface of the axon and

and

led to a

provided stimuli

at 4

The system was
with a

I

cm

Hz.

calibrated by replacing the nerve

solution path containing

1

and chamber

M sucrose and measuring
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kHz

the ratio of the lock-in 100
the

PEM

With
same sucrose sample was mea-

signal to the dc light level.

the rotation of the

oft,
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lOOppm

BRF

sured in degrees by rotating the analyzer. Birefringence responses
and averaging the phowere measured by turning off the

PEM

todetector signal. Experiments were performed at
sults are

The

given as

mean

S.E.M.

12-14. Re-

(n).

shows the birefringence response (BRF), the change
output (ROT), and the voltage measured
with an external electrode near the surface of the nerve. At the
cm away from
vertical line the nerve was stimulated about
figure

in lock-in amplifier

>.-

-

_*

I00n

1

About 2 ms later, birefringence
0.1
decreased (plotted upward) and reached a peak of 1.1
x 10 4 (10). Lock-in amplifier output began to decrease 1.0

the center of the light beam.

ms

0.1

and reached

(6) later

a peak corresponding to 1.7

degrees of optical rotation (6). The ROT signal
0.1 ms (6) and returned to the baseline
reached a peak in 1.7
4

x 10

0.5

0.4

in 4.7

were 2.5

ms

(6).

0.2 (8)

For the

and

BRF signal,

surements were made with a 650

Two

nm

50

additional mea-

filter in

front of the

PEM set to 350 nm. The signal-to-noise
was lower, the amplitude of the ROT signal was about
twice as large, and the timing was not significantly different. The
increased amplitude may have been due to a better approximation of quarter wave operation of the PEM. Measurements
light

source and the

ratio

with white light

made

with a 50

kHz

BRF

signal.

The amplitude of

the

ROT

reported in lobster nerve

BRF signal

is

(2).

is

signal

about the same as that

The time course

different. In the lobster nerve, the

relative to the

peak

ROT signal

occurs during the rising phase of the BRF signal, but in the squid
the peaks appear at the same time. Also, the delay between the
start

of the

BRF

signal

and the

the lobster. Both nerves contain

ROT

The optical rotation response of a squid fin nerve. Upper trace
Figure 1
shows the average of 64 birefringence measurements of light intensity
made with the nerve between crossed polarizers. Middle trace is the average of 256 rotation measurements using the pholoelastic modulator as
.

text. Lower trace is a single sweep electrical recording
from a capillary electrode near the surface of the bundle. 12C.

described in the

reference to the lock-in

amplifier gave responses with a time course similar to that of
the

mV

the corresponding values

0.3 (8) ms.

6.7

0.5

signal

is

BRF signal

can be shown by drug sensitivity to have more than
in timing here could indicate that

one source. The differences

only some of the phenomena that produce the BRF response
are seen in the ROT signal, or that the ROT signal has entirely
different origins.

This work was supported by

N1H

grant

NS26651.

not apparent in

axons of different

sizes,
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Voltage- and Ligand-Gated Conductances of Bipolar Cells From the Skate Retina
Robert Paul Afalchow (University of Illinois College of Medicine),
Richard L. Chappell, and Harris Ripps

The

of the skate (Raja ocellata and R. erinacea)
unique opportunity to study, with electrophysiological
methods, signal transmission and neuronal interactions devoted
all-rod retina

affords a

solely to the processing of rod-mediated signals,

i.e..

uncompli-

cated by inputs from cone pathways such as occur in the 'duplex'
retinae of other vertebrates. Indeed, a great deal is already known

about the properties of skate rods

(

1

)

and about the responses

generated by the large horizontal cells that mediate lateral interactions in the distal retina (2). In contrast,

little

is

known

about the characteristics of skate bipolar cells (3), second order
neurons that receive direct input from the photoreceptors for

transmission to neurons (amacrine and ganglion cells) of the
inner retina. The purpose of the present project was to examine
the basic membrane properties of these cells, and to
begin to assess their responses to neurotransmitters. To accomplish this, we used the whole-cell version of the patch-clamp

some of

technique to study the voltage- and ligand-gated currents of single,

dissociated bipolar cells in primary culture.

Isolated retinal cells were obtained according to the protocol

described by

Malchow

et al. (2). Briefly,

the retina was immersed

an elasmobranch Ringer solution containing cysteineactivated papain. After extensive rinsing, the tissue was triturated
for

1

h

in
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through a large-bore pipette yielding suspensions of single cells,
which were placed in Petri dishes filled with a modified L-15
solution, and stored at 14C for periods of up to 2 weeks. An

example of a

cell that

was

isolated

from the skate

retina,

and

For ex-

specific classes of ionic currents in other preparations.

ample, we found that the
tetraethyl

potassium-channel blocker

classical

ammonium (TEA)

at

m.M

20

suppressed a current

activated by depolarization, which appeared similar in

its

voltage-

that bears a striking morphological resemblance to bipolar cells
observed in the intact retina is shown in Figure 1A. The cell is

activated profile to the delayed rectifier observed in many other
preparations. The application of TEA also revealed a transient

characterized by a dendritic tuft at its apical portion, a small
cell body located just beneath the dendrites, and a long, thin

outward current activated by depolarization, which could be

axon ending in a synaptic terminal.

The terminal of this

cell is

characterized by fine processes radiating from the axon; in other
cells, relatively large round synaptic terminals were observed.

Figure 1 B illustrates an example of the electrical currents gen- 1 30 V to +30
from
erated by voltage steps ranging from
a holding potential of -70 mV; both inward and outward cur-

mV

m

rents were

produced

in

response to the voltage

commands.

We

attempted to dissect pharmacologically the components of these
voltage-gated conductances using chemicals known to block

selectively blocked

by the application of 10

mA/

4-aminopyri-

anomalous rectifying current activated by
hyperpolarization was abolished by superfusion with 10 mA/

dine. In addition, an

We

cesium chloride.

also obtained evidence for the presence of

a calcium-dependent potassium conductance: superfusion with
4 mA/ cobalt chloride reduced an outward current that appeared

when

was depolarized beyond -50 mV. Finally, in some
a small transient inward current was observed: the

the cell

of the

cells,

nature of this current remains to be established.

We

also obtained preliminary data about the effects of the

GABA, delivered by pressure ejecwas superfused with Ringer. The bottom trace
of Figure 1C shows a large GABA-induced inward current when
the cell was held at -70 mV; this reversed into an outward
current when the cell was depolarized beyond about -5 mV.
inhibitory neurotransmitter
tion while the cell

Under our recording

conditions, the value for the chloride equi-5 mV, suggesting that the

librium potential was approximately

response to GABA might be mediated by the opening of chloride
channels via the activation of GABA a receptors. This suspicion

was confirmed by experiments examining the

GABA

response

in the presence of bicuculline, a competitive antagonist of

GABA

GABA

and of picrotoxin, a compound that
a receptor
blocks the chloride channels opened by GABA., receptors (Fig.
at

ID): both

by

B

sites,

compounds markedly reduced

the responses elicited

GABA.

These experiments demonstrate that individual cells bearing
a morphological resemblance to bipolar cells can be readily
identified in primary culture,

and

that voltage-clamp

and

ligand-

gated conductances can be recorded and pharmacologically
identified.

The

retina of the skate

distinct types of bipolar cells:

is

one

likely to possess at least

two

class of bipolar cells appears

to stain selectively for protein kinase C,

whereas another type

can be identified based upon its ability to take up serotonin (4).
Future experiments will be devoted to determining whether the

Ringe:

different classes of bipolar cells exhibit distinct voltage-

and

li-

gand-gated properties.
This work was supported by a Doreen Grace Fellowship to

Eye Fund awards to RPM and HR, and grants
HR and EY-00777 to RLC) from the National
We
are grateful to Renee Moran and the Burleigh
Eye Institute.
Instrument Company for the loan of a piezoelectric microma-

RPM,

Illinois

(EY-06516

to

nipulator.

A A presumptive bipolar cell isolated from the skate retina
Figure 1.
Scale bar = 50 pm. B Currents elicited by voltage steps ranging from
mis - 70

m C Responses
m V; the holding potential
100 nM GABA An inward current was observed
with the cell held at - 70 m
a small outward current was detected with

-130 ml' to +30
of one

I

the cell held at
at

I

'.

cell to puffs of

+30 ml'

D

and a

'.

large outward current seen with the cell held
Block of the G'ABA- induced current by pierotoxin.
ml',
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Imaging Free Calcium in Cultured Aplysia Bag Cell Neurons
Andrew L. Miller (Marine Biological Laboratory), Peter J. S. Smith, Carol A. Rainville,
Osamu Shimomura, Felix Strumwasser, and Lionel F. Jaffe

Neurite differentiation in culture

is

not genetically predeter-

mined, but requires that receptors in the plasma membrane interact with the environment and then with intracellular signal
transduction mechanisms. This proposition has led us to consider
the distribution of free cytosolic calcium as a regulator of signal

and h-recombinant aequorin. The latter reacts with calcium ten
times faster than recombinant aequorin (5). An ultra-sensitive
imaging photon detector was used to record photon emission,
from either the calcium-induced chemiluminescent reaction with
h-recombinant aequorin, or the fluorescence of photoexcited

transduction and growth control, a notion supported by the following recent reports: calcium has been implicated in the decision

at regular intervals so that

making processes of the neurite growth cone ); substrate molecules can effect the phenotypic differentiation of neurite pattern
and the distribution of calcium channels in the plasma membrane (2); calcium plays an important role in the stabilization

the soma,

(

1

and regulation of cytoskeletal elements (3); domains of high calcium have consistently been associated with other tip-growing
structures (4).

fluorescein-labeled aequorin.

Photon collection was interrupted

we could acquire

brightneld video
and
thus
correlate
of
the
cells,
photon images
images
injected
with cell morphology and growth.

Luminescence is clearly not evenly distributed throughout
and several distinct domains of elevated luminescence
were apparent. A ratio correction using fluorescence indicated
these were indeed domains of high cytosolic free calcium. These
domains emitted up to ten times more light than the background
soma. Calcium varies approximately as the cubewould indicate an increase in

Here we present a preliminary report on the cytosolic distribution of free calcium in cultured Aplysia bag cell neurons. We

level in the

used the chemiluminescent protein aequorin to visualize calcium. This technique compliments purely fluorescent methods
of imaging cytosolic calcium and may offer certain inherent and

free

unique advantages. The latter have been greatly enhanced by
two recent advances in aequorin chemistry (5). The first involves
the conjugation of a fluorescein group to aequorin, which enables

was no obvious correlation with any outgrowth from the soma.

us to ratio between a luminescent signal of calcium activity and
a fluorescent signal from aequorin distribution. Second, the at-

cells.

tachment of synthetic chromophores to the cloned aequorin
protein moiety has speeded up the luminescent reaction with
calcium which results in the release of more photons per unit
time. This equates to more signal, an important consideration
where

cell size is

a limiting factor. Moreover, these

new aequorins

must be
days. Both of these new aequorins were

root of the luminescence. This

We

suggest that these might indicate sites of future outgrowth,
other calcium dependent activity of these neurosecretory

some

or

Individual cells were imaged continuously for

up

to

20

hours, and the dimensions and intensity of the calcium domains
varied throughout this period. The intermittent video sequences
clearly

that neural outgrowths were extending during

showed

We

therefore conclude that our
the photon collection periods.
calcium images relate to functional cells and are not the result

of pathological decline.

are non-toxic (5), a clear necessity if slow growing cells

observed over several

calcium of about two times background in the soma. In

several cases, the regions of elevated calcium clearly coincided
with the base of a neural outgrowth. In other instances, there

NSF grant DCB-881
andNIH 21046 to FS.

Supported by

LFJ

1

198

(Amendment

01) to

used.

Aplysia bag

cells
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Properties of Medullary Interneurons of the Skate Electrosense Provide Evidence
for the Neural Circuitry Mediating Ventilatory Noise Suppression

John Montgomery and David Bod-nick (Wesleyan University)

Afferent electrosensory fibers in elasmobranchs are strongly
driven by electrical potentials produced by the animal's own

A

ventilation (1,2). This reafference generated by movement can
be considered a form of noise which ought to be removed at an
early stage of sensory processing. The dorsal octavolateralis nu-

cleus

(DON)

is

AEN

AEN

_L

:

the electrosensory center in the medulla, and the

"FCEREMTS

fllMAB*

PHIM*flV HFFSRENTS

ascending efferent neurons (AENs) from this nucleus do indeed
show a significant reduction in ventilatory modulation without
sacrificing their response to extrinsic fields.

The key

ill

to under-

standing the suppression of ventilatory noise is the observation
that the ventilatory modulation of afferent activity is the same
in all afferents,

making

it

a

"common mode"

signal,

which could

be reduced by a subtraction of inputs from different parts of the
body. Extrinsic signals are differentially represented within the

Extrinsic

E Field

afferent population and would not be suppressed by such a
mechanism. The further observation, that an artificial common

mode

signal

(produced by an electrode inserted into the gut) is
is good evidence for the existence of a common

also suppressed,

Common

DON

mode

Mode

(3).
suppression mechanism within the
Several lines of evidence, but principally the lack of any central

in Platyrhinoidis (1), led to

neurons responding to ventilation
the suggestion that

common mode

signals could be suppressed

by a collateral feedback pathway between AENs (Fig. 1A), and
the feasibility of such a mechanism was confirmed by modeling

Common mode

suppression could also be achieved
by an alternative and simpler mechanism: inhibitory interneurons onto AENs could be activated directly by afferent input
(Fig. 1A). This study was designed to examine the circuitry restudies (4).

sponsible for the suppression of common
of the little skate Raja crinucca.

mode

signals in the

DON

The main

finding of this study

is

of interneurons (INs) within the

Figure

is

DON

common

class

cells) that

have

a

common mode

mechanism postulated above. These

in-

(A)

1.

common mode

Simple

diagrams of the two alternate models

circuit

suppression. In the

reciprocal inhibitory feedback

INs receive

first

model.

AENs

lor

are connected via

mediated via the INs. In the second nn 'del
and then inhibit AENs. (B) Evidence lor

direct afferent input

monosvnaptic activation of INs from the ipsilateral electrosensory qfferenls. Top trace: 3 superimposed sweeps oj an IN responding, at a latency
ol about 9-10 ms, to electrical .stimulation of the hyomandibular rainus
ol the anterior lateral line nerve.
/>r
is

that there

(20/28
the characteristics suited to the suppression of
signals via the simpler

Stimulus

Middle

trace: field potential

generated

nerve stimulation, the afferent fiber potential (onset latency 3.6 ins)
lollowcd by a slow negative synaplic potential (onset latency 7.5 ms).

AEN and IN latencies to nerve stimulation.
Examples of a primary afferent. IN. and AEN responding to uniform
cMnnsic electrical field stimulation (top panel. 2 H:, 2 n '/cm) and a
Ilotiom panel: histogram of

(C)

I

common mode stimulus

(lower panel. 2 H:. delivered through a gut elec-

'

measured between the

interior ot the

animal and a distant

terneurons are monosynaptically activated from the ipsilateral
electrosensory afferents (and not disynaptic as required by the
collateral model) (Fig. B): they respond vigorously to an artificial

trode. 2(1 n

common mode

activated by antidromic activation of

surround mediated probably by interneurons in the DON that
receive a direct afferent input from other parts of the body. The

dicted from the collateral model.

effect

electrode).

I

Each panel

is

a histogram showing firing rate

(I/s)

as a function

of time (ms).

1

AENs

signal (Fig.

1C);

and they are not synaptically
AENs, as would be pre-

are also monosynaptically activated from the ipsilateral

nerve and then strongly inhibited. They typically show a discrete
excitatory receptive field and a diffuse inhibitory surround, in-

cluding contralateral input, which could mediate the common
mode signal suppression. AENs almost universally show a clear

of this organization is to suppress electrosensory reafference
othgenerated by the animal's own bioelectric fields that might
erwise interfere with the detection and central processing of bio-

important extrinsic fields.
This work was supported by an NSF grant to

logically

McCarthy

Fellowship to

DB and a Claude

JM.

inhibition following electrical shock to the contralateral electro-

sensory nerve, indicating input from inhibitory commissural
neurons. INs show no evidence of commissural input, and have

These
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Serotonin-Like Immunoreactivity Reveals Evidence for Centrifugal Fibers
and a Distinctive Class of Amacrine Cell in the Skate Retina

Etha Schlemermeyer and Richard L. Chappell (Hunter College of CUNY)

The

retina of the skate (Raja erinacea

and

R. oscellala) has

but one class of photoreceptors
the rods
). It therefore provides a unique model system with which to study rod contributions to visual pathways in a vertebrate. Currently, we are
(

1

particularly interested in understanding the organization of the

inner retina of the skate.
Early studies of both autoradiography and immunocytochemistry in transverse sections of the skate retina provided ev-

idence for serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) in amacrine (2,3)
(2) cells, as well as an occasional immunoreactive

and bipolar

It was suggested that the bipolar
showing serotonin labelling were of the ON depolarizing
type (2). Our recent double-labelling studies have indicated,

fiber in the optic fiber layer (3).

cells

however, that a class of skate bipolar

showing protein kinase
morphology typical of an
ON depolarizing bipolar cell. Those showing serotonin-like immunoreactivity (SLI), on the other hand, have a morphology
cell

C-like immunoreactivity possesses the

more

typical of bipolar cells generally associated with

channels in having terminal branches in layers
inner plexiform layer (IPL) (4).

1

OFF

and 4 of the

We have further examined SLI-stained processes in the IPL
of this all-rod retina. SLI labelling was enhanced by incubating
the eyecup preparation in Ringer containing 10
serotonin

nM

in the presence

of

1

m.M

pargyline (5) prior to fixation in

6%

paraformaldehyde. The fixed retina was isolated from the pigment epithelium and incubated in primary antibody (rabbit antiserotonin, INCStar Corp..

500 in PBS) containing 0.4% Triton
X-100 (Sigma) for 3 days at 4C. The retina was rinsed overnight
in PBS. SLI was revealed using the indirect fluorescent method
50, 24 h). After a final rinse in PBS,
(FITC anti-rabbit. Sigma,
the tissue was mounted vitreal side up in glycerol and examined
in whole mount.
Figure la shows the distinctive morphology of the SLI skate
amacrine cells, with their short lengths of stout processes leaving
1

1

the

Ib).

:

1

1

amacrine and bipolar

cells.

Heavily labelled amacrine

with thick

cells

primary processes are observed, as well as a more uniformly distributed
matrix of bipolar cells with weaker immunoreactivity. (b) SLI in amacrine
cells at the level of the distal IPL reveals a network offine amacrine cell
processes. Labelled bipolar cell

An SLI presumed
at

an SLI amacrine

tun

sumas are xeen

in the

centrifugal liber furrows) wraps
cell

soma. Scale bar: 150 \im

background,

(c)

around and branches
(a),

100 fim

(b).

or 20

(c).

perikaryon and appearing to "dance" across the retina

cell

as they

:

1.
la) Whole-mounted skate retina processed for serotonin-like
immunoreactivity (SLI) using an FITC-coupled secondary antiserum.
The level offocus is in ihc inner nuclear layer between the somas of the

Figure

narrow down to a maze of

The

small,

round

cell

finer varicose processes (Fig.
bodies of the labelled bipolar cells

as well as in the retinas of rat (7), turtle (8),

The

role of the centrifugal fibers

can also be seen out of the focal plane in Figure la and b, providing information about the density distribution of SLI ama-

siderable interest.

crine

levels

V5.

bipolar

cells.

An

It is

intriguing to note that

is

Bruun

of endogenous serotonin

were high enough to indicate that

amination, we observed that these fibers branched centrifugally

to be connected to the

as they crossed the retina suggesting that they

show

represent a

of centrifugal fibers. As they cross the skate retina, these
fibers turn distally toward the inner nuclear layer and appear to

class

make en passant contacts with some, but not all, of the cell
bodies of the SLI amacrine cells. Figure Ic shows such a fiber
body of an amacrine cell from the left and
branching at the cell body as it passes. These fibers may account
for the immunoreactive processes observed by Brunken ct a/.
approaching the

cell

The possibility of serotonergic cenhas also been suggested in the stingray retina (6)

(3) in the optic fiber layer.

trifugal fibers

and Xenopus

known

el al. (2)

in this subset

unexpected finding was the presence of a few fine immunoreactive fibers radiating from the optic disc. On close ex-

may

not yet

it

may

but

is

(9).

of con-

found that the

of amacrine

cell

be their neurotrans-

mitter and suggested that the skate SLI amacrine cells are likely

OFF

pathway. Our morphological data

that the SLI bipolar cells

may

also belong to the

OFF

While the physiological significance of serotonin
in the skate retina has not yet been determined, these relationships of SLI bipolar cells, amacrine cells and centrifugal fibers

pathway

(4).

suggest serotonin

may

prove to be important to visual processing

it relates to OFF pathways.
This study of SLI-labelled cells in whole mounts of the skate
retina has revealed a morphologically distinctive set of amacrine

in the skate, especially as

and the presence of a centrifugal fiber system. This knowledge provides a marker for identifying these cells and processes
cells
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in

order to examine their physiological

morphological analysis

Supported by

is

role.

A more

detailed

currently underway.

N1H Grant EY00777.
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al.
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Distribution of Synaptic Specializations in the Frog Cardiac Ganglion
Sally Schroeter (Emory University) and Milton P. Charlton

The development of the nervous system is a complex series
of events including cell differentiation, process outgrowth, cell
migration, axonal pathfinding, target selection, synaptogenesis,
death, and synapse elimination. We have chosen to focus
on one of these events synaptogenesis for two reasons. First,
synaptic connections between nerve cells are arguably the major

glia

where muscle

fibers

were crushed to stop the contractions.

Synaptic potentials were evoked by stimulation of the preganglionic nerve trunks at a rate of 0.5 Hz. Recordings were made

L-15 culture medium or in L-15 diluted to 80% with frog
Ringer's solution. Native omega-conotoxin was applied at a

cell

in

functional basis of the nervous system. Second, changes in syn-

concentration of 10 ^g/ml.
The application of native omega-conotoxin dramatically decreased the amplitude of the evoked synaptic potentials and

apses and synaptic connections are likely to be the basis for
storing information and regulating behavior.

An

ideal preparation in
is

synapses

and

which to study the development of

the frog cardiac ganglion.

Its

structural simplicity

optical clarity allow unparalleled visualization of nerve ter-

completely blocked synaptic transmission after about 15 min.
The decrease in synaptic responsiveness was characterized by

an increase

in the

of the toxin.

The

number of synaptic failures after the addition
number of failures suggests that

increase in the

minals even in living, unstained preparations (1). Most of the
ganglion cells are clustered along the vagosympathetic nerve
trunks in the interatrial septum. The nerve trunks contain the

omega-conotoxin had the expected presynaptic effect.
Because the omega-conotoxin blocked synaptic activity

postganglionic axons, as well as the preganglionic axons that
form synaptic boutons on the cell bodies of the ganglion cells.

also labeling ganglia with biotinylated omega-conotoxin.
beled preparations with 10H3 and double-labeled with both

A

teratrial septa,

we then attempted

We

prerequisite for observing morphological changes during

probes. Ganglia were incubated for 6

synaptogenesis is to identify markers for synaptic specializations.
One such marker is provided by an antibody to a synaptic vesicle

omega-conotoxin and subsequently

IOH3

Because synaptic vesicles are structurally and
functionally characteristic of presynaptic terminals, their presence is one of the single most useful morphological criteria for
protein,

(2).

recognizing a chemical synapse. Another marker is omega-conotoxin GVIA, which has been reported to block voltage-gated
presynaptic calcium channels specifically and irreversibly (see 3
for review). Biotinylated and native forms of this toxin have

synaptic vesicle protein

The pharmacological
tested

on

actions of omega-conotoxin

interatrial septa that

GVIA

were

were isolated from the hearts of

Ranapipiens and transferred

to a recording setup similar to that
McMahan
and Kuffler 1 ). Intracellular
described
previously
by
recordings were made with conventional K.C1 microelectrodes
(

(

10H3; 1:300 dilution) and a fluorescein-

beled preparations were viewed with an epifluorescence microscope and further examined with a confocal laser scanning mi-

characteristic synaptic

prerequisite to an analysis of synaptogenesis in tadpoles.

Mg/ml biotinylated

1

conjugated goat-anti-mouse secondary antibody ( 1: 100 dilution)
(2). The primary antibody, or both primary and secondary antibodies, were omitted in the processing of control ganglia. La-

two markers

These studies are

in 100

for

streptavidin-Texas Red (4). The
or only the toxin, were omitted in the processing of control
ganglia. Synaptic vesicles were labeled with an antibody to a

croscope.

cializations in the adult frog cardiac ganglion.

h

or 2 h in 250 Mg/ml
toxin and the fluorescent label,

been used, respectively, to localize calcium channels to active
zones (4) and to block synaptic transmission at the frog neuromuscular junction (4,5). We have tested the ability of these
to reveal the spatial distribution of synaptic spe-

in in-

to localize the action by la-

With biotinylated

toxin, structures similar to those of the

boutons near the base of the axon were

labeled at an intensity similar to that of the underlying cell body.
These structures were surrounded by areas devoid of staining.
characteristic morphology of the presynaptic terminals was
not visible in ganglia labeled only with streptavidin-Texas Red.
These results indicate that both presynaptic boutons and post-

The

synaptic

cell

bodies have omega-conotoxin binding

sites.

The

(R e = 50 megohms). The stability of impalements was greatly
enhanced by the addition of
nhl nifedipine to inhibit spon-

synaptic vesicle antibody brightly labeled synaptic boutons of the presynaptic terminals. Intense, regularly spaced spots
of 10H3 labeling also appeared along the length of individual

taneous rhythmic contractions. Synaptic transmission with nifedipine was not qualitatively different from that in control gan-

axons and on small bundles of axons coursing through the septum, as well as on axons within the muscle of the atrial walls.

1
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and axons,

In addition to the diffuse labeling of cell bodies

the biotinylated toxin produced bright spots oflabeling over the
surface of muscle cells within the septum. These bright spots of

appear in control ganglia stained only with streptavidin-Texas Red. One possible explanation is that the bright
label did not

spots indicate presynaptic calcium channels in nerve terminals

innervating muscle cells. To test this possibility, we double-labeled ganglia and observed whether the 10H3 labeling of axons
crossing muscle fibers co-localized with the spots of toxin labeling
in the
is

muscle

fibers.

Since the two labels did not co-localize,

not likely that omega-conotoxin

is

junction

(4).

may

Alternatively, these results

be explained by a
Second,

restricted access of the toxin or the fluorescent label.

and

also unexpected,

muscle
that

is

the intense labeling seen

Home

In fact.

cells.

and coworkers

omega-conotoxin may

channels. Further optimization of the labeling procedure and
experiments are needed to clarify these issues.

This work was supported by the Grass Foundation and the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
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Cyclic Nucleotide-Mediated Modulation of the Pyloric Motor Pattern
in the Stomatogastric Ganglion of the Crab Cancer borealis

Nelson Spmston and Michael
Dept. Physio/.

&

Niisbaum (Neurobiology Research Center,
Biophys., University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL 35294)
P.

The mechanisms responsible for controlling patterned motor
behavior have been studied extensively in the Stomatogastric
ganglion (STG) of decapod crustaceans ( ). This small ganglion
of approximately 30 neurons generates the gastric mill and py1

loric

motor

which underlie the chewing and subsequent
the stomach to the midgut, respectively.

patterns,

movement of food from
Despite

its

apparent simplicity, the

motor

ations of both

patterns,

due

STG generates many vari-

to the influence of modulatory

STG neuropil from inputs to the ganThese
glion.
modulatory inputs alter the frequency of the motor
pattern, phase relationships and activity levels of individual STG
substances released in the

neurons, and can even cause the switching of individual neurons

between functionally

when

they cease

STG

networks (2). The
upon the presence of these

distinct

patterns are dependent

the ganglion

motor
and

inputs,

isolated from its input. From
rhythm can be induced by bath

is

this quiescent state, the pyloric

application of any of the

STG

known STG modulators. Although

many modulators have been

identified in the

STG

and

their

on the pyloric rhythm characterized, little is known about
the second messenger systems that presumably mediate these
effects

We

effects.

have therefore begun to examine the role of cyclic

monophosphate (cAMP) and
monophosphate (cGMP) in modulating the

adenosine
the

of

STG of the crab.

cAMP

or

cGMP

Cancer
levels

cyclic

guanosine

pyloric

rhythm

in

by testing whether elevation
can evoke a pyloric rhythm in the
borealis,

Membrane-permeable analogs of cAMP or cGMP (1.0 mAf 8or 8-Br-cGMP) were applied at a superfusion rate of
1-2 ml/min to a
ml well around the STG.
8-Br-cAMP and 8-Br-cGMP each elicited a distinct pyloric
motor pattern. An example of the rhythm induced by 8-BrcAMP is shown in Figure 1. In all nine preparations studied,
.0 mAl, 20-100 ml) induced a pyapplication of 8-Br-cAMP
loric rhythm with maximal cycle frequencies of 0.8-1 .9 Hz. The
mean number of LP spikes per cycle at the maximal frequency
from 2-4 (n = 9).

Br-cAMP

1

(

1

ranged

8-Br-cGMP

elicited a pyloric rhythm in 3 of the 4 preparations
was applied. In contrast to the results with 8-BrcAMP, the pyloric rhythm induced by 8-Br-cGMP was slower
and included more LP spikes per cycle. This rhythm had maximal cycle frequencies of 0.4-1.0 Hz and a mean number of LP
of 3-6 (n = 3).
spikes per

to

which

it

cycle

The

effects

of both

8-Br-cAMP and 8-Br-cGMP developed

slowly (peaking after 15-25 min of superfusion), presumably
due to the time required for the membrane permeable analogs

The effects were
wash period of at least one h at

to reach effective intracellular concentrations.

also slow to reverse, requiring a

an increased flow

rate (5-10 ml/min).
modulators cause pyloric rhythms with cycle frequencies similar to those induced by the cyclic nucleotides. The
relatively weak LP activity induced by 8-Br-cAMP and 8-Br-

STG

Most

cGMP,

however,

experiments were performed on the desheathed STG,

amines

in this system.

which was pinned in a Sylgard-lined petri dish and superfused
(5-10 ml/min) with Cancer saline at 10-14C. The STG was
isolated from all inputs by a sucrose block on the input nerve.

lobster,

Panulirus iniemiptus, also appear to be mediated at least
by cAMP because amines elevate cAMP levels in the

isolated
All

STG.

is

most consistent with the action of biogenic
The effects of amines in the STG of the

partially

ganglion

(3),

cAMP elevation

induces a pyloric rhythm

(3),

and
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8-Br-cAMP

Control

LP

PD

10

mV

L

500ms
Elevation ofcAMP levels in the STG induces a pyloric rhythm with wuk lateral pyloric constrictor
Figure 1
(LP) neuron activity. Intracellular recordings of LP and the pyloric dilator (PD) neuron are shown before
.

and during

application of 1.0

rnM S-Br-cAMP

to the crab

are identical to the trough of the oscillations induced by

the effect of
itors (4).

dopamine

These

results

enhanced by phosphodiesterase inhibfrom the lobster, and our results from

is

cAMP

the crab, strongly implicate a role for
in the modulation
of the pyloric motor pattern in the crustacean STG.

Because some modulators

may

act only partly through

STG

membrane potentials
- 72 m PD. -60 in

Baseline

S-Br-cAMP

(LP,

I
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and NS29436 (NIH)

cAMP,

cAMP levels in only some pyloric neurons, we plan
to examine the effects of cAMP (and cGMP) on individual neu-

in control

I ').

',

to

MPN.
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Cultured Aplysia Neurons with Fluorescent Probes
Felix Strwnwasser, Joseph Mclntyre, and Carol A. Rainville (Marine Biological Laboratory)
in

:+

in cultured
Long-term monitoring and imaging of free Ca
neurons and other cells, would be useful for a variety of purposes,
particularly in observing the role of the ion in slow events such
2+

and circadian oscillations. Ca is essential to the accomplishment of most cellular processes, including movement,
secretion, early events of fertilization, and growth. We describe
as growth

some

Ca :+ -imaging

in the bag
(BC) neurons of Aplysia. The BC neurons synthesize and
release egg-laying hormone, a peptide that controls egg laying
(reviewed in 1). As neurons in primary culture, the neuropeptidergic BCs regenerate their neurites and maintain their elecin this report

of long-term

results

tory system, the X-organ-sinus gland of the crustacean eye stalk,
neurite outgrowth of cultured peptidergic neurons can also oc-

cur in

ASW

supplemented with glucose, glutamine, and

anti-

biotics (6).
+
Ca- -indicator loading, easily followed by intermittent imaging, reaches a steady level after three to four hours. We can

perform experiments

for a

week or more on

provided that the exciting light
exposure rates are kept low (= 1/h).

is

single isolated

appropriately

bag

weak and

cell

cells,

trophysiological properties, as observed in the intact preparation

Many spontaneous, dynamic Ca activities in the isolated
BC neurons can be observed and have slow time courses (minutes
2+
hot zones and spots can be noticed
to hours). Spontaneous Ca

We

describe our methods and preliminary observations on
:+
2+
of
the fluorescent Ca
probes, the development of Ca
loading
hot zones and spots in the soma during neurite extension, spon-

(2).

taneous oscillations of Ca

Ca 2+

:+

in the nucleus,

and

large

spontaneous

cytoplasm and nucleus.
neurons from Aplysia californica were
units/
prepared by treating the abdominal ganglion with up to
ml of neutral protease from Bacillus polymyxa (Sigma) for 3 h
increases in

in the

Primary cultures of

BC

1

1

followed by rinses in the presence of BSA (24 mg/ml),
and trituration onto
glass cover slips. Artificial seawater
at

30C,

31mm

2+

developing in the cytoplasm, near the cell membrane, at the
2+
levels in these hot spots
base of neuritic extensions. The Ca

and zones can be diminished by changing the normal ASW to
+
:+
a high Mg- (125 mA/), low Ca
(1 mA/) ASW (Fig. 1). The

maximum

reduction can take about 3 h to occur, but hot spots

are re-established eventually, even in the presence of this

dium. These

results suggest that the hot spots

directly or indirectly,

through the cell

on some

membrane, and

are present to allow the

Ca :+

trickle

that

me-

depend, either

of external

Ca 2+

passing

compensatory mechanisms

hot spots to build up again

when

used with glucose and penicillin or streptomycin,
instead of either
or L-15 media, which had been used in

(ASW) was

MEM

the past

(2).

We

use either fura-2,

AM or fluo-3, AM (Molecular

EFFECT OF HIGH Mg, LOU Ca ON Ca HOT SPOTS

Probes) as the calcium indicators (3,4). Neurons are loaded for

30 to 45 min

21C;

in

ml

1

ASW containing

3

X

10~

6

A/ indicator

at

followed by several rinses. Coverslips are
mounted, with a silicone lubricant, onto a round cutout in a
the loading

thin plastic plate.

a

is

The

plate

is

sealed into a teflon

chamber with

silastic

We

O-ring (Biophysica).
have constructed a computer-controlled, fluorescence

imaging system; it is built around a Leitz inverted microscope with a Ploem epifluorescence adapter and a high gain

digital

microchannel plate image
1381).

A relay

intensifier (Videoscope,

Model KS-

lens couples the output of the luminescent screen

of the intensifier to a high resolution, sensitive

CCD TV camera

(Videoscope CCD 200, 840 X 490 pixels). The computer is a
DEC VaxStation II/GPX using Unix as its operating system.
interface between the CCD camera and the computer is a
Datacube QVG AF-123 video acquisition and display system
(768 X 480 pixels, 8 bit planes). Our acquisition, display, and

The

analysis

programs are written in the C language. The microscope
filter wheel are controlled by the computer through

focus and
digital

stepping motors.

admit either white

Two

shutters, also computer-controlled,

light or the exciting light

Xenon lamp. Appropriate narrow band

from a

interference

1

50 watt

filters

BCs

11:35

are
BC25 (day 6)

used.
will

commonly extend

as

many

as 6 or 7 neurites in

primary culture, even though they are maintained in a simple
ASW medium with glucose. Neither an enriched medium, nor

one containing Aplysia or other sera, are needed to maintain
healthy growing BC neurons, as is the requirement with other
Aplysia neurons (5). It is interesting that in another neurosecre-

*

ASW
mM
ASW

:
on
(I mid)
Figure 1.
Effect of high Mfr* (1?5 mM). low Ca
Ca~* hot spots in a cultured hag cell. The lop frame was taken in 40
+
2
The
Li* -ASW 3 min before the change to high Mg *, low Gr'

lower frame, taken 3 h

maximum

and 14 min

alter the

change of solution, was the

decrease observed in the hot spots.
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Ca 2+
what Rehden
external

is

diminished. These latter results are similar to

(7) have reported for calcium homeostasis
in growth cones in the snail Heli.wnm. Once the neurites are
over
fully extended, the hot zones and spots are relatively stable,
el al.

This event can take about 6 h to develop and then return to
:+
oscillations,
baseline. The nucleus of a BC can also show Ca

having periods of a few hours, without any observable preceding
Ca 2+ events in the cytoplasm. The significance of these events

days, although hot spots can cycle in intensity. Thus, standing
2+
can be maintained in the cytoplasm of growing
gradients of Ca

to the bag cells

periods of days, suggesting some compartmentalization
24
low
in the cytoplasm. The facts that extracellular high

on

BCs over

Mg

,

2+

ASW

Ca :+

in these
can transiently diminish the levels of Ca
hot spots and zones, and that they can be re-established, indicate
2+
can move in and out of these "compartments." The
that Ca
morphological correlates of these compartments remain to be

observed at the electron microscope level but could include specialized endoplasmic reticulum or mitochondria. Preliminary
experiments with simultaneous injection of h-recombinant and
fluorescein-labeled aequorins (1:1) into bag cells indicate that
aequonn is uniformly distributed in the cell, as measured by the

fluorophore, but that hot spots can

by chemiluminescence

(8).

still

The hot

be observed, as measured

spots are

still

the ratio of light output from the two aequorins

Two
of

taken

when

BCs

in cell

membrane

Optical Recording of

Membrane

Our

outgrowth

is

earlier electrophysiological studies

were

electrically silent

activity.

This work was supported by an

N1H

grant

(NS

2 1046) to FS.
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their relationship to neuritic

cells until depolarized or activated by cAMP (2). Thus, we think
2+
it is unlikely that the Ca
explosions are related to surface

Banker and

Ca 2+ can be observed during the early
2
culture. A Ca
"explosion" can start in the

and

at this time.

isolated bag cells indicated that they

(8).

other changes in

"

life

present

is

unknown

Potential

K..

Pp. 155-176 in Cullitring Nen'e Cells. E.

Goslin, eds.
Proc. Natl. Aaid.

el al. 1989.

V., el al. 1991.
I..,

el al.

1991.

J.

Sd.
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Neumbiol. 22: 499-5

I

86: 402-406.
1

.
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Changes From Single Neurons
Dyes

Intracellular Voltage-Sensitive

Using
Dejan Zecevic (Institute
The

for Biological Research, Belgrade, Yugoslavia)

significance of regional properties of neurons for signal

integration in

functional neuronal networks has been well es-

been restricted by the diffineuronal processes with microelectrodes. Optical recording methods (I. 2) do allow simultaneous measurements of membrane potential changes from
tablished. But detailed analysis has

from

culties of recording

fine

multiple sites on neuronal processes (3, 4). I have investigated
the absorption optical signals from individual neurons from the

suboesophageal ganglion of the terrestrial snail Helix aspersa.

These neurons were

selectively stained

by intracellular application of voltage-sensitive dyes. The goal was to determine the
most suitable potentiometric probe for intracellular application.

We

looked for optical signals that would be sufficiently large to

allow the analyses of regional electrical properties of neurons in
intact, isolated ganglia. Additional improvements in sensitivity
will clearly

in single

be required before structure-function relationships
cells can be systematically analyzed. The presently

nerve

available signal-to-noise ratio

is

the result of a relatively modest

screening effort that was concentrated on fluorescent molecules

(4).

Dyes were

tested

on individual neurons from the

isolated sub-

oesophageal ganglion complex of young (0.3-1 g) snails. The
preparation was positioned at the stage of a microscope. Light

from a tungsten-halogen lamp was passed through appropriate
heat and interference filters and focused on the preparation. The
image of the ganglion was formed by 25X, 0.4 NA objective. In
the plane of the magnified image,

we positioned

a 12

X

12 array

of photodiodes for multi-site recording of transmitted light intensity changes that correspond to changes in membrane potential.

The output of each photodiode was converted

to voltage,

amplified, and filtered before digitizing. Optical signals were
sampled at 2000/s, digitized to 16 bits, and stored in a Motorola

VMEbus

computer.

In this series

of experiments,

I

concentrated on dyes that give

large absorption signals in extracellular application

compounds

and

tested

with pyrazolone-oxonol, merocyanine-rhodanine,

merocyanine-oxazolone, and barbituric-acid oxonol chromophores. Absorption dyes are significantly better in terms of photodynamic damage, as compared to fluorescence molecules. Out

of 10 pyrazolone-oxonol molecules tested (RH155, RGA509.
JPW1I77, RH479. RH482, RGA565A, RGA574, RGA577,
JPW1037, JPW1038), the largest signals were obtained with the
positively charged dye JPW1177, while its closest negatively
charged analog, RGA509. produced substantially smaller signals.

JPW1 177 inside the neuron was slow, and better
were obtained from neurons that were injected about 2030 h before optical recording. With the oxonol dye JPW1 177,
optical signals corresponding to evoked action potentials could
Diffusion of
results

be recorded from areas

in the ganglion that are

some 500 microns

body (Fig. 1). Since intracellularly injected
the
selected
stain
cell, the source of the signal is known,
dyes
only
and we conclude that it is a process of the injected cell. The dye

away from the

cell

did not degrade during a period of diffusion of some 20 or 30
h; it did not cause pharmacological effects when injected into
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the optimal conditions for the application of these
dyes;

more experiments

One

merocyanine

are needed.

barbituric-acid dye

(WW781) was

tested,

and further

screening of dyes having similar structures seem justified. We
did not record any pharmacological effects of the dye; photo-

dynamic damage was not pronounced; the dye is chemically
stable; and signal-to-noise ratio was comparable to one obtained
with pyrazolone oxonols.

we recorded

In several experiments,

fluorescence optical

The

possible
1.

Optical recording

from S2 pholodiodes. Optical

signal cur-

Figure
responds to an action potential in single neuron. Average of 25 I rialsEach trace is 147 ms. Each detector receives the light from a 60 X 60

micron area

was to 4 in different experiments in
soma. However, extensive averaging was not

signal-to-noise ratio

recording from

due

to

cell

1

photodynamic damage.

Optimization of dye structures, staining protocols and measuring technology must be further improved before the resolution
available

when recording

optically

from dissociated neurons

culture can be achieved in experiments

in the object plane.

sig-

RH461 and RH437.

nals using positively charged styryl dyes

intact ganglia.

We

plan to look for

on individual

more

in

cells in

sensitive absorption

dyes, as well as for sensitive fluorescence molecules that produce

was not phototoxic; and bleaching of the dye was
However, the optical signals are still about 10 times smaller
as compared to the most successful extracellular dyes, and averaging is required to detect signals from axons or dendrites.
the neuron;

it

slow.

Only three merocyanine dyes were tested (WW375, NK2367,
124). All three merocyanines gave larger signals from the
soma, as compared to oxonol JPW1 177, if recording was done
within
or 2 h after injection. However, the spread of these
dyes through injected cells seems to require a longer period, and

JPW

pronounced photodynamic damage.
L. B. Cohen, B. Salzberg, and A. L.
Obaid is appreciated. Supported by NIH grants NS-08437; NSless

Valuable discussion with

28443.
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Sequence Identification of Aplysia californica Lens Crystallins
Cox, David L. Click, and Felix Strumwasser (Marine Biological Laboratory)

Isolation and Protein

Rachel

L.

Lenses are a highly specialized tissue with several distinctive
They completely lack innervation or blood supply; the protein constituents do not turn over throughout the

characteristics.

life

of the organism; growth occurs only by the addition of

new

and they are continuously exposed to ultra-violet radiation. Crystallins comprise up to 95% of total soluble protein
in the lens. Recent findings show that, in both vertebrates and
proteins;

invertebrates, these proteins are identical to enzymes found in
other tissues (reviewed in
and 2). The present theory is that,
during evolution, these enzymes were recruited as lens proteins
1

because of their structural

We

have

of

from gel electrophoresis experiments and amino
acid sequence analysis suggest that the Aplysia Crystallins are

We report

here on the biochemical and structural char-

acterization of these novel proteins

from our protein data base search
mology.

and on preliminary

for

amino

Blue stain (Integrated Separation Systems). Molecular weights
of crystallin bands were determined by comparing the log Rf
values to the following protein standards: myosin (205 kD),

stability (2).

initiated a study of lens Crystallins in the eye

Aplysia. Results

unique.

Aplvsia californica and Loligo pealii eyes were dissected and
trimmed of connective tissue. Complete lenses were removed,
pooled, and homogenized in 124 mA/Tris/20% glycerol/2% SDS.
pH 6.75. The Pierce assay, with bovine serum albumin as a
standard, was used to determine protein levels. Lens homogenates were run on a one-dimensional sodium dodecyl-sulfate
polyacrylamide slab gel (SDS-PAGE) with a 5% stacking gel and
10% resolving gel (3). Protein bands were visualized with Pro-

results

acid sequence ho-

galactosidase (116 kD), phosphorylase

/8-

b (97.4 kD), bovine serum

albumin (66.2 kD), ovalbumin (45 kD), carbonic anhydrase (29
kD), and trypsinogen (24 kD). The percentage of each protein

band within each pooled

lens

sample was quantified by densi-

tometry.

For amino acid sequence analysis, lenses were prepared as
above. Samples were run either by one-dimensional

SDS-PAGE
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as

above (24 ^g per

thioglycolate (0.

1

lane),

10% SDS-PAGE

but with the addition of sodium-

mAH and glutathione (50 nM) to the running

by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis as previously
described (4). Protein bands were transferred electrophoretically
to Immobilon (Millipore) in 10 mAl cyclohexylamino propane
sulfonic acid/10% methanol. Transferred bands were visualized
buffer, or

1234

with Ponceau stain (0.5% Ponceau/1% acetic acid) for one-dimensional blots, and by Coomassie blue stain for two-dimensional blots. Spots or

subjected to

bands were cut from the membrane and

sequence analysis by automatic

on an ABI 477A protein sequencer.
The N-terminus of the 63 kD Aplysia
to other

known

kD

Edman

crystallin

degradation

66

was compared

protein sequences through the use of two separate

45

protein data bases: European Molecular Biology Laboratory and
Swiss Protein Data Base. It was compared also to a data base

which contained 84 sequenced crystallins, 83 of which are
tebrate, with the majority from mammals.

Most of

the

mass

(5),

and

at least

75%

,

<

36

^^

29

^

ver-

24

protein in the Aplysia eye is accounted for by the central acellular
lens. Figure
compares the electrophoretic mobilities of Aplysia
and Loligo crystallins. Three major crystallin bands are apparent
1

in the Aplysia lens, as resolved

M

J^g^

-

*- m

of the total soluble

by SDS-PAGE. Their molecular
,

weights are 80 kD, 61-63 kD, and 28 kD. The series of low
molecular weight bands were not always visible by Coomassie
blue stain, and have therefore not been subjected to analysis.
The percents of total stainable protein were calculated and are

kD band is 40%, the 61-63 kD doublet is 33%,
the
28
kD
band is 22%. The squid lens exhibited a broad
and
23-28 kD that appears to consist of at
band
between
protein

J

as follows: 80

two bands. This finding is consistent with earlier reports
species, Nototodanis gouldi. where subunits
of the crystallins have been estimated at 30 and 27 kD (6).
N-terminal sequence was obtained, for the first 24 amino acids,
least

GE

and 2) molecular weight

SDS-PA
of lens proteins: (lanes
Figure 1
standards: (lane 3) Aplysia lens, arrows point to novel crystallins; (lane
4) Loligo pealii lens, arrow points to the Surcrystallin.
.

I

on another squid

of the Aplysia 63

kD

band:

A more complete search will be carried out when we
have determined some of the internal sequence.
proteins).

The squid

lys-THR-LYS-GLN-gln-PHE-VAL-ALA-ALA-ILE-LEU-arg-

gln-his-arg-MET-GLN-glu-GLN-ALA-GLN-GLN-ALA-ASP
The sequence is identical to that obtained
amino acids of the Aplysia 80 kD band:

for the 14

N-terminal

crystallin, S IM

.

was the

first

example, in inverte-

brates, of enzymes being recruited to serve as structural proteins
in the lens (8).

The high molecular mass of

the novel Aplysia

from

crystallins presented here represents a striking departure

the squid Sm-crystallin. Furthermore, the N-terminal residues
of the 63 kD Aplysia crystallin sequence share no homology

with this squid crystallin.

lys-THR-lys-GLN-GLN-PHE-VALALA-ALA-ILE-leu-x-gln-his

Among invertebrates, there are few precedents for the existence
of high molecular weight crystallins such as those described here
for Aplvsia. One interesting exception is the cellular lens of the

subunits of the same protein, or the 63 kD band is degraded, by
proteolysis, from the 80 kD protein. Alternatively, the 80 kD

hydromedusan Cladoncma radiatum (Cnidaria). By SDS-PAGE,
two high molecular weight crystallins have been identified with
molecular masses of 70 and 40 kD (9). Sequences have not been

compared with

obtained for these crystallins, but their similarly high molecular

These bands represent either

different,

somewhat homologous,

protein may be post-translationally modified,
the 63 kD protein.

weights and

We

were encouraged to search protein databases with these
sequences because in squid the first 20 N-terminal amino acid
residues of the
(6, 7)

and are

two

crystallin

Sm

subunits are

strikingly similar to the

S-transferase (2).

88% homologous

N-terminus of glutathione

The sequence of the Aplysia 63 kD band was

subjected to a stringent protein data base search, using only exact
matches (not conservative substitution) at the N-terminus. Pre-

liminary results have revealed no striking similarities (8 alignments were at the 40%- level) to any sequenced enzymes. (There
are

many 30-35% matches

to sequenced

enzymes and

bacterial

some cross-immunoreactivity,

suggest that they

may

be closely related to those of the amphibian Rana catesbeiana
(8,9).

During evolution, certain enzymes have been

recruited, for

use by the lens, to serve as structural proteins. Further analysis
of the novel crystallins in the Aplysia lens may reveal yet another

example of enzyme recruitment in the invertebrate eye and perhaps also shed some light on the ontogeny of the lens.
5 to
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Molluscan Veligers
(Boston University Marine Program)

Formation

Tamm

Bioclum. Biophys.

Siezen, R. J., and D. C. Shaw. 1982.

in

Cilia with a distal expansion of the membrane enclosing a
curved or coiled end of the axoneme (paddle cilia or discocilia)

marine invertebrates (1).
showed that paddle cilia in veliger larvae
ofSpisula solidissima and Lyrodes pedicellatus are not genuine
have been described

Tamm

Short and

(

1

in a variety of

)

structures, but artifacts of osmotic stress

caused by the hypotonic

Tamm

solutions used by previous workers (2). Short and
(1)
argued that most, if not all, examples of paddle cilia and discocilia

and proposed a unifying mechanism to account for
formation in various animals under different conditions.

are artifacts,
their

According to

this

model, coiling of the axoneme

is

due to con-

formational changes of the doublet microtubules. Such altera++
influx or proton efflux (3, 4,
tions could be induced by a Ca
5), caused either by osmotic swelling and opening of cation

channels in the

ciliary

membrane, or by membrane breakdown

in isotonic or hypertonic fixatives. Alternatively, disruption

internal

axonemal constraints by proteolysis during

of

.

The mechanism

of

naddle

cilia

formation by hypotonic so-

membrane is indicated by thin line, axoneme by heavy
line. (A) Normal seawater. (B) Formation of a paddle cilium induced by
hypotonic solution. (C) Disruption of ciliary membrane by detergent. (D)
Uncoiling of axoneme after removal of membrane.

fixation or

handling might allow spontaneous coiling of the doublet microtubules (6,

1

Figure

lutions. Ciliarv

7).

rings at the tips of bright shafts. Epifluorescence microscopy
SIT video camera, revealed the
(TRITC filter set), with a

DAGE

tension as the

paddles as fluorescent disks atop brightly fluorescent shafts, con-

cause of axonemal coiling under hypotonic conditions. A simple
test of the model is to remove the membrane from paddle cilia.

firming Dil as a useful marker for detecting ciliary membranes.

Short and

If the

sion

and

Tamm's model

absolves

end of the axoneme remains

not responsible;
straightens, then

is

if,

membrane

coiled, then

ten-

on the other hand, the axoneme uncoils

membrane

tension, not conformational

changes of the axonemal microtubules,
cilia

membrane

the cause of paddle

is

formation.

We

performed

this test

on compound preoral

cilia

of veliger

larvae of Crepiditla fornicata. Veligers were treated with the car-

M

sorbitol for 20bocyanine membrane probe Dil (C 16 ) in
25 min to label ciliary membranes. Larvae were washed in sea1

water (SW) and relaxed in 6.75% MgCKtSW (1:1) to prevent
the velum from retracting. The formation of paddle cilia was
induced by perfusion with a 35% or 40% dilution of the MgCl;
:

SW solution
of the

flat

was 1-3

in distilled

water (hypotonic solution). The diameter

side of the paddles in the

fj.m.

hypotonic

Ciliary length (60-75

^m

in

MgCl :SW
:

solution

normal seawater,

see

1A) decreased as paddles formed (Fig. IB). Ciliary beat rate
slowed and often stopped. The compound cilia tended to fray
Fig.

Perfusion of different detergents in hypotonic MgCl :
1.0% Triton X-100, 0. 1-1.0% Nonidet P-40, or 25-50

fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1C). Within 1 s after membrane
loss, the axonemal tips uncoiled and straightened, increasing the
length of the shafts (Fig. ID).
To substantiate this finding,
++
or
ments using Ca -free

ASW

sorbitol with

MgCU:SW.

mAl EGTA,

50

Thirty-five percent

M

we

repeated the above experi-

M sorbitol (pH 2.6) or M
1

1

mA/

pH

7.0 in place of

-free

ASW hypotonic

Tris,
++

MgCl 2 :Ca

sorbitol solutions

induced paddle

The 0.1% Triton X- 00 in these solutions removed
the membranes and uncoiled the axonemes. Therefore, neither
++
nor other ions, nor proton efflux are necessary to
external Ca
cilia

to form.

1

induce paddle formation under hypotonic conditions, casting
++
or proton-dependent conforfurther doubt on the role of Ca

mational changes in the axonemal microtubules in

rim (coiled axoneme); under darkfield, they appeared as bright

with

the

1

solution, or either of the 0.35

cess

cilia.

(0.1-

glucopyranoside) typically removed all traces of ciliary membranes within several minutes, as judged by phase-contrast or

Under phase contrast microscopy,
paddles appeared gray (distended membrane) with a black

apart into individual

:SW

mM octyl

(

1

this pro-

).

In addition,

Ca ++

we

or Sr

++

tried to

induce

of bare axonemes
demembranated macrocilia

tip coiling

as reported for
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(

5

).

Velar

cilia

were demembranated

M KC1, 0.005 M MgCl++
:

6.9. After
0.

1

M

washing,

Ca

,

or Sr

4

in 0.

1

'

Ca ++

levels of

or Sr

++

X- 00,
1

0.

1

5

concentrations were raised to

wash solution. Nevertheless, the

in

% Triton

M EGTA, 0.03 M PIPES, pH

0.001

tips

did not

coil.

This work was supported by

to

SLT.

the generous loan of the

and helpful

discussions.

High

therefore are ineffective in producing de-

axonemes.
axonemal coiling of paddle cilia induced by hypotonic conditions is due to membrane tension acting on elastic axonemes, not to proton or ionically induced conformational changes of axonemal microtubules as proposed
tectable conformational changes of bare
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High-Resolution, 4-Dimensional Imaging of Early Development
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in

Lytechinus variegatus

Cylol, 12: 1-47.

Shinya Inoue (Marine Biological Laboratory), Andreas Stemmer,
Theodore D. Inoue, and Robert A. Knudson

We

have developed a video microscope system that allows

time-lapsed, through-focal optical sectioning of live cells and
developing embryos at high optical resolution. With the new

system,
gotes,

we have examined developing Lytechinus

variegatus zy-

from pronuclear migration through the early cleavage

stages.

Equipped with a high-numerical-aperture (NA) and a wellcorrected objective lens coupled with a well-focused, high-NA
condenser (whose aperture is uniformly filled with the illuminating beam), the light microscope,

enhancement,

contrast

can

when combined with video

provide

high-lateral

resolution

(within the focused image plane), as well as high-axial resolution
(perpendicular to the image plane). In other words, the system

coupled with a very shallow
For studying structures in live cells and embryos, the use of such optical systems is at once a blessing and
lateral resolution

provides good
depth of field

1).

(

three-dimensional relationships were imaged with a clarity never
before obtained. The results were played back at these General

Meetings.

For example,

for years

we had been attempting

image resolution and the ability to track the slender, elongated
through several optical sections, we can finally locate
and follow those rays (which do not always run in a straight
line) and make sense out of the deformation and tortuous moveastral rays

ment of the

large female pronucleus.
Also with the new system, the chromosomes (which had not
been visible in the mitoses of early cleavage stages of live L.

variegatus zygotes in the past) appeared clearly as sinuous thin
from metakinesis through the end of anaphase, starting

threads,

cleavage division. Likewise, slender mitochondria
centrosome and aligned along the astral mi-

One gains a detailed image unencumbered by out-offocus objects, but at the same time loses information in the third

with the

dimension.

crotubule bundles at the spindle poles were visible.

a bane.

To circumvent

this last

problem, and to capture images with

fast repeat rate, we developed a rapid and accurate,
automated, through-focal recording system (Fig. 1A) that can
scan the specimen axially at rates of 0.5 ^m per video field time

a reasonably

(

l/60th

s)

and

that has a cycle time

under

5 s (Fig. IB).

Aim-thick axial slice, thus obtained per video field,

The

0.5-

was appro-

60X/1.4 NA plan apochromatic objective lens that
combination with a rectified condenser at NA of

priate for the

in vain to

were thought
to draw the female pronucleus towards the male centrosome
after fertilization. With the new system providing both the needed
visualize the microtubule-containing astral rays that

first

embedded

Among
mosome

in the

the fusing karyomeres that form around each chrowe could decipher a channel containing

in telophase,

the spindle remnant. While we had observed this transient structure, which at any single focus gave the appearance of a double-

walled septum at telophase in a variety of animal cells, throughfocal imaging of the sea urchin cells finally clarified the topology
of the late telophase nuclear envelope. Thus, in the late stages

with differential interference

of karyomere envelope fusion, the envelope of each daughter
nucleus takes on the shape of a toroid with a slender, elongated,
central tunnel that is pierced by the polar region of the spindle

contrast (DIC, or Nomarski) optics, cellular features and their

remnant. This configuration, reminiscent of the telophase con-

we used

in

ca. 0.8.

When

this

new system was used
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A Schematic

4-D image data acquisition system. The preFigure
processed video microscope image is recorded continuously onto an ED- Beta ( CR (500-Tl '-line resolution).
This signal, digitally processed, is then recorded one frame per cycle to the OMDR (optical memory disk
I.

of video

and

control systems for ihe

by the central processor controller. Image-1.
Image- 1 a/so governs, through the Centroid unit, the movement oj the stepper motors that drive the objective
lens and condenser focus. B. Upper curve: focusing movement of objective and condenser lenses. Lower curve:
recorder) according to the sync pulses (Fig. IB) generated

OMDR

recording pulses for the

figuration of the nuclear envelope in

Barbulanymplni (2), must
among animal cell nuclei

therefore be a pattern widely distributed
at telophase.

Before long,

we hope

to be able to convert each stack of these

through-focal images into stereo images, so that they can be

very high microscope resolution, should then become
even clearer than with the system just presented.
We thank Universal Imaging Corporation for summer fellow-

cells at

MBL

ship support at the
16 17-09 from NIH

GM3

observed as time-lapsed, stereoscopic images. When this is realized, we will have achieved true four-dimensional imaging.

The

and functional relationships of cells, organelles, and
macromolecular assemblies, and the dynamic changes in the
three-dimensional structure of developing embryos and dividing

for AS, and research grants R37
and DCB-8908169 from NSF.
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Biochemical Changes Associated with Reduction of Cell Motility and Aggregation Following

Marine Sponge Microciona prolifera
Kuhns Max M. Burger and Gradimir Misevic 3 ( Hospital for Sick Children
2
Toronto, Friedrich Miescher Institute, ^"University Hospital, Basel)
Sulfate Restriction in the

William

2

1

J.

,

Sulfation in vertebrate cells has been
its

l

,

precise role in growth, development,

documented (1,2), but
and disease is not well

(3). Despite this, some studies demonstrate that abnormal patterns of sulfation occur, particularly in cell matrix
proteoglycans and mucins, in a wide spectrum of diseases in-

understood

cluding cancers, cystic fibrosis. and connective tissue disorders
(2. 4-6). In several non-vertebrate species, sulfate deprivation

reduces
rine

cell

sponge

migration and
cells are

inhibits cell

embedded

development

in extracellular

(7. 8).

matrix

Ma-

includ-

have shown that cells of the marine sponge
amounts of macromolecules and become less

Earlier studies
secrete reduced

motile

when

their

medium

is

deprived of sulfate

and pseudopodia become smaller, and

this

is

(9).

Filopodia

associated with

such functional disturbances as impairment of cellular aggreThe following experimental findings confirm

gation and motility.

and extend the

original studies.

Detailed microscopic observations of chemically dissociated
sponge cells were carried out, and the motility and aggregation
+

mA/ sulfate (SO4 ) and without (SO4 ~)
were compared. Time lapse photographs were taken of
suspensions maintained for 4 h at room temperature in ASW

to a much greater extent than
ing sulfate containing glycans
are vertebrate cells. In addition, studies are simplified because

of

controlled experiments can be carried out in artificial seawater

cell

(ASW), with or without added sulfate. For these reasons, the
marine sponge is an appropriate model with which to study

either with or without sulfate. In sulfate-deprived cells, aggre-

sulfation.

cell

cohorts with 26

sulfate

gation was minimal, although in individual cells, ruffling and
some extrusions were noted. In contrast, SO/ cells exhibited
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*

Final frames of a motility ami aggregation pattern oj cells maintained in SO t (left) or SO t
ASl\ (right). Using a 20X objective focused on cells in a sealed chamber, photographs were taken at 15-s
Figure

1.

intervals over a 4-h period. Little or

motility

and formation

no alterations

oj large aggregates occurred in

*

.

respectively, in

good movement and tended

to

oj cell patterns

SO 4 and SOi

cell

form progressively

larger aggre-

1).

To understand

these changes and to define the role of aggre(MAP), we carried out the following experiments.
"S sulfate was introduced into rotated cells that had

been previously treated by sequential low speed centrifugations

and replacements of supernatants with fresh CMFASW to remove preformed secretions. The pellets were then distributed
into ASW with or without 26 mA/ sulfate. Uptake of "SO,, in
sulfate-deprived cells increased 3- to 10-fold over that in normal
ASW over 2 to 5 days, while protein synthesis was similar in
both cohorts

SO4

and

SO 4

'

cells

were

and analyzed for protein and MAP, using specific monoclonal antiMAF (MoAb),
and for radioactivity (9). Based on these criteria, MAP or macromolecule secretion was reduced from the normal when cells
were maintained in sulfate free ASW. Furthermore, cell aggrecollected, concentrated

by

ultrafiltration,

MAF

was greatly reduced when compared to the
gation by SO/
extent of aggregation in an equal amount of SO/ MAF. Thus,
qualitative as well as quantitative defects are responsible for the

impairment of

MAF

proteoglycans,

Triton

function.

X-100

To

study intracellular

extracts derived

MAF

MAF

or

from washed

"SO 4 were assayed
by mixing with MoAb, and then separating

the complexes with Sepharose-staph-protein A beads. Washed
<:
test and control beads were examined for 'SO 4 and the results
,

were related to

total

'5

SO 4 macromolecules

separated from the

corresponding cell extracts by high voltage electrophoresis.
from SO/ Triton extracts was increased, compared to the

MAF
SO/

MAF yield, on the basis of immunoprecipitation using
MAF MoAb. In a typical experiment, retrieval of radioac-

cellular

anti

on high voltage electrophoresis was as follows from 90 ^g
SO 4 and SO/ extracts: 4120 dpm and 1181 dpm,
respectively, in SO 4 and SO/ extracts. Specific activity derived
from 35 SO 4 MAF-anti MAF on Sepharose beads was 583 dpm
+
and 360 dpm in SO/ and SO 4 extracts. Control values for
tivity

cells,

while vigorous

+++

and

cohorts were 34

dpm

and 66 dpm,

respectively.

result,

MAF and
A

other cellular macromolecules.

relationship between tyrosine-O-sulfation

of secretion has been established by

site

and the

kinetics

directed mutagenesis

experiments on vitellogenin, a secretory protein ( 1 ). To determine the possible role of tyrosine-O-sulfate in the sulfation or
1

undersulfation of Microciona

cell

macromolecules, we carried

out the following studies. SO/ and SO/ cell extracts were spun
at 12,000 rpm and the supernatants processed through SM
Biobeads and then a Biogel PZ column to remove Triton and

The

protein concentrations of both eluants were equalized,

and the eluants were then subjected

amino

acids characterized by

to base hydrolysis,

HPLC

and the

using a tyrosine-O-sulfate

reference standard. In duplicate sets of experiments, tyrosineO-sulfate was found in

SO/

greater than those present in

compared

to 3.0

nmol/mg

cells at levels

SO/

protein).

cell

two

to three times

extracts (8.9

nmol/mg

Although these early

results

have not been implemented by comparison with total tyrosine
content on combined acid and base hydrolyzed protein, they
suggest that reduced tyrosine sulfate ester may play a role in

SO/ MAF retention

and the undersulfated

follows withdrawal of

ASW

MAF secretion that

sulfate.

Together, these findings show that a decrease in tyrosine-Ois correlated with a decrease in secreted proteoglycan

.\ficrociona cells at different times following
for cellular

~

coupled with the findings on secreted MAF, suggested
that sulfate deprivation caused cell retention of undersulfated
This

salts.

(9).

Extracellular secretions produced by

SOt

Aggregation was graded as

SO4 and SO/

gation factor
Carrier-free

cells.

in

cohorts (10).

gates during the study so that very few single cells remained
(Fig.

SO f

were observed

*

sulfation

or mucopolysaccharide sulfation and increased cell retention
and that they, in turn, are closely coupled to decreases in functional activity as

gation.

They

measured by altered

cell motility

and aggre-

also suggest that fine structure differences in

MAF

and possibly other macromolecules from sulfate-deprived versus
normal Microciona cells may prove important in defining cellular
regulatory proteins and extracellular prompting mechanisms that
initiate or modulate functional changes.

protein in
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association with the junctional protonlaments of outer doublet

B

and flagella (1. 2), and extending from base
study ciliogenesis in embryos of the surf clam
Spisula solidissima for comparison with sea urchins, we needed
to identify specific Spisula ciliary tektins, because the limited or
microtubules in

to tip (3, 4).

cilia

To

quanta! synthesis of one particular tektin in sea urchin embryos
(tektin-A) not only correlates with ciliogensis but limits the length
of

cilia as well (5, 6).

To

define the tektins, we first extracted Spi.iula sperm flagellar
axonemes with 0.5% sarkosyl to obtain tektin-tubulin protofilament ribbons
), and then further fractionated these ribbons
with increasing concentrations of urea to remove the tubulin
(7). The pellet fractions were analyzed on 8T/2.5C discontinuous
polyacrylamide gels containing 0.1% Sigma SDS (L-5750) and
( 1

Coomassie Blue. By electroblotting to nitrocellulose
and staining with rabbit polyclonal antibodies prepared against
purified sea urchin sperm flagellar tektins (8), we identified specific Spisula tektins. As illustrated in Figure 1A. the Spisula
flagellar tektins fractionate in much the same manner as has
stained with

been reported

for other species (1,7.9), with the lowest

molecular

weight component (the presumptive tektin-C) being removed at
urea concentrations above 2.0 M. The other two presumptive
tektins solubilize together as the urea concentration

is

raised

further.

The

2.0 A/ urea-insoluble fraction

identification (Fig. IB).

kDa

The antibody

in sea urchin) is the

tektin, but the position

relative to the

most

was used

for antibody

to tektin-A (nominally 55

specific, identifying

of this protein

is

presumptive tektin-B (nominally 51

urchin). Sea urchin anti-tektin-B cross-reacts

one major

reversed in Spisula

more or

kDa
less

in sea

equally

ojooinpinoinoQoomomoino
o
n

lowest molecular weight Spisula tektin and also with tektin-A,
as it does with authentic sea urchin tektins (8).
Lateral cilia were isolated

from excised Spisula

by hyThe cilia were
gills

pertonic shock and serotonin stimulation (10).
demembranated and further fractionated by heating to produce
ciliary remnants, nine-fold symmetrical structures containing
tektin-tubulin protofilaments

and associated

proteins, but no

Such remnants were then subjected to the same
sarkosyl-urea fractionation as sperm axonemes. Pellet and supernatant fractions were analyzed stoichiometrically by SDSPAGE (Fig. 1C), and the tektin distribution was assessed both
densitometrically and with the above antibodies. The relative
microtubules

(4).

solubility properties

and positional identities of the three tektins
from gill cilia remnants parallel those of

in the pellet fraction

i-

i-

with both tektin-A and -B, whereas anti-tektin-C reacts with the

CM

CM

UREA

PELLET
Figure

1

SUPERNATANT

(M)

Identification of tektins in Spisula solidissima cilia

.

urea fractionation

and

by sarkosyl-

antibodies. (A) Tektin-tubulin protofilament rib-

bons from flagella extracted with 0.5% sarkosyl containing the specified
concentrations of urea, a = a-tubulin. (B) Left panel: immunoblols of
the 2.0
urea pellet from (A) using rabbit antisera to sea urchin sperm

M

flagellar

teklms A. B. and C:

panel: Supernatant (S)

and

extraction of sperm flagella

P = preimmune

pel/el (P)
(left

pair)

serum. tektin-A. Center

M

urea
from 0.5% sarkosyl-2.0
and ciliary remnants (right pair).

Right panel: immunohlot of same, with anli.ierum to sea urchin teklinand supernatants of ciliary rem-

A. (C) Stoichiometrically loaded pellets

nants extracted with 0.5% sarkosyl containing the specified concentrations
of urea. R/2 = remnant starling material loaded at ': stoichiometric
ratio:

STD =

standard offlagellar tektins from 2

Asterisks designate the three tektins

M

urea extraction
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But

flagella.

which are

in contrast to flagellar tektins,

to sarkosyl solubilization in the presence of

resistant

low concentrations

of urea, substantial amounts of ciliary tektin-A (but not tektinC) are found in the 0.5% sarkosyl-low urea supernatant (Fig.
1C). Similar results

embryos

(5)

and

were reported

scallop

from sea urchin

earlier for cilia

gills (11).

The antibody

to tektin-B de-

tects little tektin-A (or tektin-B) in the supernatant,

can detect tektin-A

in the pellet fraction, suggesting

although

two

it

distinct

isotbrms of tektin-A.

tionate so differently, the former to individual outer doublet

microtubules and the

Three basic conclusions can be drawn from

two otherwise morphologically identical organelles.
This work was supported by USPHS Grant
20,644. We
thank Dr. Richard W. Linck of the University of Minnesota for
in these

GM

providing antisera and affinity purified antibodies to sea urchin

this

work.
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Eye of Aplysia californica, a Circadian Organ
Jacalyn Vogel and Felix Strumwasser (Marine Biological Laboratory)

Identification of

Unique Proteins

The eye of the marine mollusk Aplysia

in

the

californica contains a

circadian oscillator, demonstrated by changes in spontaneous
action potential frequency in isolated eyes over time ( ). The
isolated eye synthesizes approximately 80 proteins for which the
1

of 35 S-methionine incorporation changes over time.

rate

One

of

these proteins (42 kD, 5.5 pi) demonstrates a linear increase in
rate of incorporation of

"resets" at the

35

S-methionine over 24

end of the 24-h

cycle,

h.

This protein

and has been designated a

circadian "sawtooth oscillator" protein

(2).

The presence of the

sawtooth oscillator protein implies that proteins unique to the
eye might be components in the circadian oscillator or photic

We have therefore attempted to identify
by comparing the eye (lens removed) with
other neuronal tissues, such as bag cell clusters (BC) and abdominal ganglia without BC (AGOBC). using two-dimensional

Xg
to

remove nucleic
The protein

tone.

H

(4:1

Nonidet

monio

The bag cells are a homogeneous set
and the output neurons of the eye appear
be homogeneous and neurosecretory by electron microscopic

to

criteria

( 1 ).

]

and desalted by precipitation with acein urea sample buffer
I

with

lysis buffer) to

buffer

I

a final concen-

consisted of 9.9 A/ urea/4%

(3-i(cholamidopropyl)dimethylam-

-propanesulfate/ 100

2D

by centrifugation (6000

was resuspended

mM

P-40/10
1

clarified

DNase and RNase (Worthington)

mM dithiothreitol).

gel electrophoresis

was carried out on a

2D

Millipore Investigator
Electrophoresis system according to
method of O'Farrell (3, 4). For the isoelectric focusing (IEF)

the

15-20 /ug of protein were used. The proteins were focused
18,000 volt hours with 3-10 pH ampholytes (Millipore),

for

cells,

was

>1 mg/ml. Urea

High resolution

step,

gel electrophoresis.

acids,
pellet

urea sample buffer

tration of

functions of the eye.

of neurosecretory

resulting lysate

for 5 min), treated with

eye-specific proteins

(2D)

The

step.

then separated on 2.5% acrylamide gels, and stained with silver
(4). Apparent molecular weights and isoelectric points were determined using internal standards and carbamylated carbonic
1

anhydrase (Pharmacia).
Gel images were acquired with a Charge Coupled Displaybased camera (Datacopy) provided with a MasterScan densi-

Adults of A. californica were obtained from Alacrity Marine
Supply and entrained to a light/dark cycle 12 h L:12 h D) for

tometer(CSPI). with an image resolution of 2240 X 1728 pixels.
The images were corrected for background, and a file of the

days prior to experimentation. Eyes and ganglia (from
period animals) were delensed or desheathed in artificial
seawater, then incubated in lysis buffer (0.3% Na-dodecylsulfate/

detected spots was generated. Composite spot files (databases)
were created using one gel (eye) as a reference. Reference spots

(

at least 4
light

0.6

M B-mercaptoethanol/50 mM

tris,

pH

8.8) at 95

C

for 5

min. This incubation was repeated after a brief homogenization

were used to assure correct matching beand
the
matches
were further validated by extensive
gels,
pattern comparison between synthetic images of the reference

(actin, tubulin, etc.)

tween

341
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and additions to the database. Unmatched spots
cific) were validated in a similar fashion.
gel

The number of

A

spots detected by silver staining was

compared

(for all samples),

~300

> 1000 detected by "S-methionine
abundant proteins, some of which

to

labeling (6). Therefore, less

be tissue-specific, were not included in the analysis. The
majority of proteins detected in whole cell lysates are common
to most cell types (6). A control database for intra-tissue variation

may

85% of spots were matched between different
4). The number of matches decreased to ~60%
eye samples (n
when eyes were compared to BC (n = 3), and ~75% when BC
were compared to AGOBC (n = 3). Based on these comparisons,
showed

that about

=

that a greater number of eye-specific proteins than
or AGOBC-specific proteins would be identified, and this
was the case. The high degree of similarity in the spot profiles

we expected

BC

of BC and

found

in

Table

AGOBC may be due to the large number of glial cells

both tissues
I

lists

(7).

15 proteins that are clearly unique to the eye,

silver staining and present
from 25
computer analysis. These proteins span a range of
to 82 kD, and of pi from 5 to 6.6. A number of proteins (e.g..
die 14, dlelV) may be isoforms based on charge differences, and

based on limits of detection with

MW

other proteins (e.g., dle33, dle!99) may be post-translationally
modified, based on differences in mass.

A

partial protein

database for the eye of A. californica has

been generated, and we

now aim

to identify potential

compo-

nents in the circadian oscillator or photoreceptor functions of
the eye. Future directions include: increasing the scope of the

database by using a more sensitive detection method, purifying
the cellular components of the eye. and obtaining partial amino
acid sequence data for eye-specific proteins.

NSF grant (BNS-90101 15) and
The
authors thank Mary Lopez
to
FS.
(NS-21046)
grant
(Millipore Corp.), Rachel Cox, and Karen A. Lewis for their
assistance in this project as well as Mr. David Leighty and Mr.
This work was supported by

NIH

Charles Vecoli (CSPI, Billerica,

MasterScan system.

MA)

Table

(tissue-spe-

for providing access to the

partial

list

Spot

I

of eye-specific proteins of Aplysia californica

name

die 14

Pi

MW
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depleted in the UV-exposed lenses by about 30-40% compared
with dark controls. Thus, UV-A exposure lowered the ATP level

concomitant with opacity formation.

UV-A-exposed

lens epithelial cells contained few

if

any actin

filaments, whereas in the dark controls filaments were
(see Fig. Ib, c).

The degree of

loss

prominent
of these actin filaments due

UV-exposure was lessened when vitamin E was present in
the medium (see Fig. Id). However, OH-TEMPO caused a
greater opacity and a greater degree of alteration of the actin
filaments (Fig. le, f). When OH-TEMPO was added at 10 mM,
a totally aberrant pattern of actin distribution was observed.
The fluorescence due to phalloidin-rhodamine binding to actin
was concentrated in intense spots near the lens cell membranes
and interconnecting rays of filaments, forming star-like figures.
Thus, opacification, ATP depletion, and F-actin breakdown all
result from UV-A irradiation.
Purified rabbit muscle F-actin was also degraded by 5-20%
to

monomeric fragments due

into

to UV-irradiation.

HPLC

data

indicated that cv-tocopherol (at 25 fiAI) neither protected nor

enhanced UV-induced F-actin degradation.

We conclude that a photooxidative process degrades filamentous actin, and that a-tocopherol partially protects it in cells,
whereas

OH-TEMPO

(the spin label trap) perhaps

a photosensitizer. enhances this degradation.

known

to be a free radical scavenger,

by acting as

As iv-tocopherol

protective action

its

is

may

be related to quenching the UV-induced production of free radicals. The action of OH-TEMPO (a free radical) could be the
result

Figure

1

Morphology ami microanatomy

.

V\'-A radiation with or without modifiers,

of incubation: Loner row

after 15 h

mM HT; with mm HT:
c\poscJ; with 0.1 mM HT:

\\-ilh

I

10

with

1

licit

exposed to
whole lenses

oj dog/ish /eases
ti)

Opacities in

lo right)

cess

dark control: with O.I

mM HT: upper row
to
mM HT ami with 10 mM HT
(left

rig/ill

I

I

of a free radical attack on the actin polymer, leading to
The role of ATP diminution in this pro-

partial destabilization.
is

being investigated.

Supported by
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Towards the Development of a Technique
into

Dawn M.

Aequorin

is

Amoebae

a 22,000 molecular weight luminescent photo-

calcium patterns, pulses, and waves as they occur in development ). Ordinarily, aequorin is introduced into the cytosol
1

by microinjection. We are developing a
technique by which aequorin can be mass-introduced to a great
number of small animal cells at once, via electroporation. Elecsingle, large cell

troporation

is

a relatively

new technique

in

which a suspension

cells is subjected to one or a series of high voltage pulses.
(Conventionally. 3-5 pulses of 2-5 kV/cm for 0.1-200 ms) The
delivered pulse results in an electric field across each cell. When

of

/<>/. 5(suppl): 29-40.

1988.

1990.

Int

for Introducing

Binl. Bull

175(abstr): 302.

Soc Free Radical Res.

9: 171.

Aequorin

Cishek (Marine Biological Laboratory), Richard H. Sanger, and Lionel

free

(

J., et al.

J. /:.v/>.

al.

of Dictyostelium discoideum Via Electroporation

protein that emits light at 470 nm when mixed with trace
amounts of free calcium. It has been used extensively to image

of a

Inc.

(h-1)

Rhodamine-phalloidin stained dogfish lens epithelial cells in whole mount
(magnification 5?50x) after 15 h incubation, b) Dark control: c) UVexposed;d)
plus 10

00459) and RPB,

-

this field

the

F. Jaffe

exceeds the dielectric strength of the cell membrane,
breaks down in localized areas, forming "pores."

membrane

the field strength and pulse length are not excessive, then the
pores will reseal after a brief time, leaving the cell intact and
alive. If excessive, however, the cell membrane can be irreversibly
If

damaged and

the cells will lyse. While the pores are open, small
medium can diffuse into the cytosol.

molecules from the external

Unfortunately, aequorin is not small enough to do this. Therefore, the conventional electroporation parameters must be
modified. Instead of delivering a series of medium voltage, me-

dium

length pulses,

process. First

we

we

are going to electroporate in a two step

will deliver a very high, very fast pulse.

Then
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second,

is

theory

will deliver a

that the

first

343

very long, very low voltage pulse. The
open pores and the second will not

will

only keep the pores open, but also electro-osmotically drive the

aequorin into the cytosol.

As a starting point, we repeated the work of Van Haastert ct
al (1989), in which a 180 m.w. sugar was electroporated into
amoebae of D. discoideiim. We initially tried using a commercial
device, but found that

it

could not deliver brief enough pulses

our purposes (control of pulse length is in the ms range.)
The commercial equipment is intended to deliver long pulses
through media several orders of magnitude less conductive than
for

ours, therefore

it is

built with a very high capacitance

and

internal

impedance. Because we were unable to modify the commercial
device, we built our own. It is similar to the commercial one,
but ours

is

able to deliver

much

faster pulses

(i.e..

in the

opposed to the ms range) at high voltages. (Fig. 1)
the equipment was built, we could begin to search for
the electroporation conditions that would result in the greatest
as

Once

percentage of living, electroporated cells. Because aequorin is
expensive and somewhat difficult to handle, we decided to begin

our search using inexpensive fluorescent dyes, namely lucifer
yellow CH (m.w. 487) and FITC-dextrans (m.w. 4400 and
10,000.)

of D. discoideiim are prepared for electroporation
according to Van Haastert el ai (2). Cell suspensions, electroporation media, and the electroporation chamber are cooled to
prior to electroporating.

The

cell

suspension (0.75 ml)

is

for judging the usefulness of each electroporation setting.
lucifer yellow, we repeated the results of Van Haastert.
the
Under
reported optimal conditions of two 7 kV pulses for
210 MS, we attained populations in which all living cells are

Using

1

are encased in plexiglass.
sired voltage

The

and the pulse

is

capacitors are charged to the dedelivered through the cell suspen-

The geometry of the chamber

not

statistically attrib-

Using FITC-dextran 4400, we attained populations in which
dead cells
living cells are stained, and the number of

not statistically attributable to electroporation.
The next step in this research will be to use the larger dye,
FITC-dextran 10,000. Once we have attained a high electroporation efficiency with this, we will begin using aequorin.
This work was supported by NSF and NIH grants to LFJ.

assures that a uniform field

delivered. After electroporation, the cell suspension

cells is

25% of the

Literature Cited

removed
from the chamber and mixed with "healing medium" (2) and
placed on ice for 10 min. Cells are washed by centrifugation
is

and the number of dead

utable to electroporation.

is

mixed with the dye (0.25 ml) immediately prior to being placed
in the electroporation chamber. The "chamber" is created by a
.0 cm gap between two cylindrical aluminum electrodes, which

sion.

medium. The cells are examined for viand
of
uptake
dye, using both brightfield and fluorescence
ability
Cell
viability and dye uptake are the two criteria
microscopy.

three times in healing

stained,

Amoebae

0-4C

Schematic of the electroporation device.
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Figure

MS range
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Region of Steady High Calcium at the Vegetal Pole of Medaka Eggs
and Richard A. Fluck
Jaffe (Marine Biological Laboratory), Andrew L. Miller,

A
Lionel F.

Over a decade ago,

it

was conclusively demonstrated

that a

remarkable explosive wave of free cytosolic calcium travels from
the animal pole to the vegetal pole following fertilization of the
egg of the medaka fish ( 1 ). Since then it has been
such waves traverse a wide variety of, and perhaps

shown
all,

that

deuter-

was
a

real,

was subject

to considerable speculation.

phenomenon might be explained by two

However, such

considerations that

bear on the structure and early embryogenesis of the medaka
egg. This large 1 200 Mm diameter) clear egg consists of a central
(

membrane bound

yolk mass with a thin

(~40 Mm

thick) pe-

the
eggs, and may well be the explosive key that blasts
lock off the arrested development of unfertilized eggs. Such waves
are propagated by calcium-induced calcium release and traverse
a wide variety of eggs at a remarkably similar velocity of around

ripheral cytoplasm. Thus, the increased signal from the vegetal
pole might be explained by the simple fact that there may be

10 Mm/s (2). In spite of the excitement at the confirmation of
such a prominent and spectacular phenomenon, it was noted
and recorded that the calcium wave lingered for some time at
the vegetal pole of medaka. The significance of a domain of high

pole, perhaps explained

osome

calcium

at the vegetal pole in early

development,

if

indeed

it

at the vegetal pole or there might be an asymmetric distribution of the calcium recording molecule at this

more cytoplasm

by

differential

binding to some vegetal

cytoskeletal element.

We

have continued to

use, as in the first report

of calcium

waves, the chemiluminescent photoprotein aequorin, as our
method of choice for recording cytosolic free calcium. This
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technique has certain inherent and unique advantages that have
been enhanced considerably by recent advances in aequorin
chemistry (3). One of these, which was of great significance in
addressing the question of the vegetal pole calcium hot spot,
was the conjugation of fluorescein to aequorin. This enabled us
to

do a luminescence

to fluorescence ratio correction, settling

the question of unequal recorder molecule distribution.

BAPTA

type calcium shuttling buffers

We also

(4) to disperse

employed
any calcium hot spots at the pole.
Table I shows the results of a series of experiments where
recombinant aequorin was microinjected into medaka eggs in
combination with a fluorescein-labeled aequorin, dibromoBAPTA, and a KC1 blank. The injection technique was Hiramoto's quantitative low-pressure method (5). The procedures
used to introduce a micropipette into the thin cytoplasmic layer
of the medaka egg were those described by Gilkey (6). Apart

from the eggs co-injected with dibromo-BAPTA. all of the others
used in this study developed normally and hatched. The aequorin-generated luminescence was observed from eggs in their
normal, blastodisc-down orientation with a Zeiss IM-35 inverted
microscope, a Nikon Planapo 10/0.45 objective, and a 75

mm

which together produced a 6X magnified image
on the photocathode of an imagi ng photon detector or PD m-

optical doublet,

I

( I

UK). This device consists
with a resistive anode as the

Ltd., East Sussex,

aging Technology
of a microchannel plate intensifier
positional encoder (7). The raw data from the
sequential record of photon positions
at a time.

IPD

consists of a

and times, measured one

Our analysis involved counting photons in boxes placed
animal poles, then dividing these numbers

at either the vegetal or

by those collected from similar sized boxes placed at the equator
of the egg. The IPD was also used to acquire signal from the
photoexcitation of fluorescein-labeled aequorin. A similar form
of analysis was employed, and the true corrected luminescent

between the poles and the equator were calculated.
I it is clear that even after the fluorescence correction, there is approximately three times more luminescence
ratios

From Table

at the vegetal pole

than at the equator of the egg. As calcium

varies with the cube-root of the luminescence, this equates to a

some 50% higher
than the background level of the egg. This steady vegetal calcium
hot spot persists up to 100 min after fertilization. The introcytosolic free calcium level at the vegetal pole

duction of dibromo-BAPTA disperses the calcium in a manner

Table

I

Aequorin luminescence ratios ( SEM's) at the animal and vegetal
medaka egg less than 100 min after fertilization

poles of the
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Calcium Buffer Injections Block Cytokinesis in Xenopus Eggs
Jane A. McLaughlin (Marine Biological Laboratory), Andrew L. Miller.
Richard A. Fluck, and Lionel F. Jaft'e

Vincent

)
reported that injections of EGTA giving
had no detectable
concentrations of about 8

et al.

effects

final

concentrations of about 30

mA/

division in

all

by Vincent

et al.

[We have doubled the values given
because they assume an accessible volume that

injected eggs.

half that of the whole

to a quarter (2,

3)].

Xenopus

egg; the true figure

seems close

Inhibition at such extremely high buffer

concentrations might well suggest that calcium is not involved
in the natural control of cytokinesis in Xenopus eggs. However,
the results of our study of buffer inhibition in fucoid eggs (4)
suggested a reinvestigation with another buffer more closely
matched to the calcium level in the cytosolic region responsible
for initiating and driving the division process (5). Table I shows
the results of injecting 5,5'-dibromo-BAPTA, a buffer with a

KD

of about 5

/*A/.

The lower

corrects for total accessible volume,

20% of the

egg volume

volume

is

each range
that about

accessible to the injected buffer; buffer

was calculated,

accessibility

figure in

on the assumption

by taking 70% of the egg
and about 70% of the cytosol as

in turn

as inaccessible yolk (2)

(3). The higher figure in each range takes into account the
likelihood that, at the time of action, the buffer had diffused out

water

through a sphere only about 800 nm in diameter instead of
filling the whole 1200 tim diameter egg.
This buffer

EGTA

is

about one hundred times more effective than

delaying or blocking cytokinesis. Detectable delays
occur in response to final cytosolic buffer concentrations as low
as 0.1

in

mM.

This finding supports both the hypothesis that calcytokinesis, and the validity of the following

cium controls

equation (4) in Xenopus eggs:

B = rC-(D Ca /D B )-[(l +f) 2 /f]
where:

B

needed to

is

the total concentration of buffer within the cytosol

facilitate

calcium diffusion

r-fold;

C

is

the concentra-

tion of free calcium within the biologically effective, dynamically

D

D

maintained high calcium zone; Ca and B are rough values for
the cytosolic diffusion constants (640 and 38 /r/s) of free calcium

and of BAPTA-type calcium buffers respectively; f = K D /C,
where K D is the calcium dissociation constant of the particular
buffer employed.

Further support for these points emerges from two further
tests. First, the total calcium found in Xenopus eggs

quantitative

during early cleavages is about 8 m-mole/liter egg (6). which
about equals the 7.5 m-mole/liter egg of EGTA in the highest
dose injected by Vincent el al. This rough equivalence is con-

our assumption that a combination of release from
some entry from the medium, provided
enough calcium to neutralize the EGTA injected by Vincent et
al. Second, the observed inhibitory buffer concentrations are

sistent with

internal reserves, plus

I

Inhibition of Xenopus egg cleavage by the injection of5.5'-dibromo-

BAPTA

calcium buffer

division in half the eggs, while blocking second

first

cytosolic

Table

1

on cytokinesis; but

delayed

is

(

mM

final cytosolic

Buffer cone.
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Hydrogen Peroxide on Preventing or Contributing to Polyspermic Fertilization
in Sea Urchin: Modification by Tamoxifen and Macroglobulin
Margalit Rosenkranz, Jong S. Lim, Krystyna Frenkel, and Walter Troll
(New York University Medical Center)

Effect of

The

sea urchin has been described recently as "the

most

facile

experimental system for studying molecular mechanisms of fertilization"
). A major contributor to successful fertilization is
(

1

O

the induction of hydrogen peroxide (H : 2 ), which is produced,
with the participation of protein kinase C, by the oxidative burst

caused by the sperm's entry into the ovum. During the oxidative
burst, NADPH reduces oxygen to superoxide anion radical

(Oi

in a NADPH-oxidase catalyzed reaction, and HiCK is
formed by dismutation of -O 2 HiCK could prevent entry of
other sperms in two ways: conversion by myeloperoxidase to
hypochlorite, which would kill excess sperms (2) that are ready
to enter and fertilize the ova; and by hardening the cell envelope
)

.

by a cross-linking reaction catalyzed by a peroxidase that couples
the tyrosyl residues between proteins
The oxidative burst
).
(

1

induced by the sperm's entry has a mechanism similar to that
induced by a tumor promoter, such as 2-0-tetradecanoyl-phor1

bol- 1 3-acetate

(TPA)

the production of

in

HO
:

:

human
.

neutrophils:

In contrast,

i.e..

both involve

many chemopreventive

agents, including protease inhibitors (that are capable of inhibiting

chymotrypsin) and tamoxifen (an anti-cancer agent), supH : O : in TPA-treated human neutrophils

press the formation of

phils. to

glycol,

O

) H :
report four primary results of this year's work.
:
induces the formation of a fertilization envelope in the absence
1

of sperm. 2)

H O
;

:

initiates

an irregular division of the ovum.

3)

Tamoxifen (a suppressor of HiO : production in neutrophils),
added before fertilization, prevents the formation of a hardened
fertilization envelope.

Moreover,

if

sperm are added,

irregular

division follows. In contrast, a pure antiestrogen (an activator

of

H O
:

:

formation

tion envelope,

in neutrophils)

induces a hardened

and the addition of sperm

ization. 4) Finally, the addition

roglobulin (purified from

fails

fertiliza-

to lead to

fertil-

of the protease inhibitor /i-mac-

human

plasma) before

fertilization

prevents the formation of the fertilization envelope, and irregular
cleavage follows the addition of sperm.
Exogenous hydrogen peroxide added to sea urchins forms a

hardened

fertilization

envelope as expected

(1). In

addition,

uneven division mimicking the type of division produced by the entry of multiple sperms when a hardened fertilization envelope has not formed. We speculate that the entry of
many sperms forms hydrogen peroxide by causing many oxifinally

sperm, and
hardening the envelope. Hydrogen peroxide has been

shown

in

many

may

contribute to faulty division in

tumor promotion.
Chemopreventive agents that are capable of interfering with
tumor promotion also suppress the oxidative burst mediated by
the tumor promoter, TPA, in human neutrophils. The same
sea urchins, as in

agents inhibit the oxidative burst initiated by the entry of the
fertilizing sperm and cause fertilization envelope formation to
in turn, results in polyspermic fertilization.
For example, tamoxifen, the agent designed to interfere with

fail; this,

estrogen-mediated breast cancer, suppresses the oxidative burst
in human neutrophils and prevents formation of the hardened

envelope

urchins as well. This activity is distinct from its
because we found that

in sea

ability to interfere with estradiol's effects,

the specific antiestrogen ICI 164,384 has the opposite action.

It

mediates production of H : O : in neutrophils, as well as the formation of a fertilization envelope, thus preventing fertilization.
Estradiol slightly inhibits H : O 2 production and causes poly-

spermy but

at a

concentration about ten times higher than that

of tamoxifen.
/i-Macroglobulin [the universally occurring inhibitor of virpolyspermy in sea urchins at

tually all proteases (7)] causes

nanomolar concentrations. Perhaps its not as yet established
function is to modulate the oxidative burst, which could cause
multiple types of damage including tumor promotion.
We especially want to thank Dr. Catherine O'Brian for her
advice and for providing samples, and ICI Pharmaceuticals
(Cheshire, England) for their generous

gift

report was supported in part by

NIEHS

ES 04895 and ES 00260, and by

grant

CA

37858 from the National Cancer

of antiestrogens. This

numbers
P42
numbers CA 53003 and
grant

Institute. Its

1

contents are

and do not necessarily
views of the National Cancer Institute.

solely the responsibility of the authors

represent the official
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Evaluation of Spermatocidal Activity of Water Soluble Gossypol on the Sperms
of Arbacia punctulata and Spisula solidissima

Hiroshi Ueno (Rockefeller University), Tatsuji Haneji, Yumiko Ueno,
Samuel S. Koide, and Sheldon J. Segal

Gossypol (GP), a phenolic aldehyde isolated from cotton seed,
exhibits various biological activities. In vitro effects include inhibition of sperm motility ( ), inactivation of some parasites (2),
and inhibition of the infectivity of HIV (3). GP is lipophilic and
has a maximum attainable concentration in aqueous media of
1

about 100 iiM. Although an effective dose for the in vitro activ0-fold higher doses are required when
ities is around 1-10 iiM,
1

present in the medium. In some studies,
high concentrations of GP are desired to establish dose-response
relationships, and this proves difficult because of the limited

5% serum albumin

aqueous

solubility.

is

V
fc.

This problem has hampered the development

of potentially useful pharmaceutical preparations of GP, such
as a protective vaginal cream (4).

Water soluble gossypol (GP-S) was prepared at the Institute
of Bioorganic Chemistry, Uzbek Academy of Science (Tashkent,
USSR). The content of gossypol in GP-S was determined by
optical absorption spectrophotometry.

The spectrum was ana-

lyzed for its shape by log-normal curve fitting analysis, as described by Metzler et al. (5). GP-S contains 7.5% gossypol (w/
w), based

upon

its

spectral analysis in

1

TVNaOH and an apparent

molar absorptivity of 22,000 cm" A/~'. We were able to prepare
to 6 m.M GP-S solution in aqueous media (i.e., O.I
po1

M

up

pH

tassium phosphate buffer,

Spectra at different pHs (2as observed with the GP standard.
8.0).

showed the identical shift,
Arbacia and Spisula sperms were used, as described before (6).
to examine the potency of GP-S to inhibit sperm motility. Figure
shows the effect of GP-S on the fertilizability of Arbacia sperms.
1

1 )

1

Fifty percent inhibition

inhibition

is

observed

observed

is

at

at

10^,1/ofGP-S. Complete

doses greater than 100

nM

Identical

Kan war a

al.

(7).
(

10

nM)

45

uptake was further examined with whole sperms from Spisula.
Sperms were collected from clams, suspended, and washed in

Ca ++ -free
ration of

the

artificial

4:i

Ca*

+

seawater (MBL). Time-dependent incorpo-

into intact

sperm suspension with

sperm was examined
45

Ca ++

(

by:

1

)

incubating

10 nC\) at time zero, 2) taking

aliquots at various time periods, 3) placing the aliquots

on

filter

papers (Whatman GF-C) under the vacuum for repeated washing
with the solution containing EGTA, then 4) counting the label
filter paper with a Beckman scintillation
++
45
observed an immediate incorporation of Ca
into intact sperm, which occurred within the first minute; a steady

incorporated into the
counter.

state

We

was then maintained during the subsequent 40 min,

lowed by a

45

Ca ++

sperm suspension in filtered seawater was incubated with the indicated amounts of GP-S for 5 min. Aliquots of sperm
suspension were mixed with an oocyte suspension prepared in filtered
freshly prepared Arbacia

seawater and maintained at room temperaturefor 2

was derived by counting 50-200
was described earlier (6).

h.

Percent fertilization

eggs, in triplicate. Detailed

procedure

of sperm suspension were placed on the filter paper, washed
++
45
and then counted for Ca
incorpo-

three times with water,

The concentrations above 10 ^Al GP-S inhibited calcium
30% compared with the control, which was
similar to the results reported for isolated plasma membrane
uptake by about

10 \iM,

GP-S

than 30%.

A

and

( 1

GP (8).
0.

1

However, the concentrations below

nM) enhanced calcium

similar paradoxical effect

uptake by more

was observed when

studying the influence of GP on oxygen uptake of intact sperm
(9). At high doses (above 10 nM). gossypol inhibited oxygen

consumption, but at lower doses it increased oxygen consumption. This was probably due to GP acting to uncouple sperm
respiration. The present results suggest that the respiration and
calcium uptake mechanisms in sperm are tightly coupled.
In conclusion, water-soluble gossypol is an active spermatocidal agent that retains the spermatocidal activity

and properties

of GP. This water-soluble gossypol can be used to develop a
vaginal cream with spermatocidal and virucidal activities.

The work was supported by

a grant

GAPS-9032 from

the

Rockefeller Foundation.

fol-

slight reduction.

of pre-treating intact sperm with GP-S was tested.
Sperms were suspended in calcium-free seawater and preincubated with GP-S (0-100 nM) for 5 min prior to the addition of

The

.

vesicles treated with

(8) previously reported that gossypol

Ca ++ uptake (25%) of isolated human spermatozoa!
membrane
vesicles. This effect of GP-S upon calcium
plasma
reduced the

Effect of water soluble gossypol (GP-S) upon the fertilizability
Figure 1
Arbacia sperm. The percent of fertilization of Arbacia oocytes was
plotted against the concentration of GP-S in the incubation medium. A
oj

ration.

were obtained with Spisula sperms (data not shown). The
present results reveal that GP-S can inhibit sperm motility at
results

concentrations equivalent to those of GP

(MM)

[GP-S]
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KCl-Induced Calcium Rise

in

Rui Wang, Lingyun

and Lionel

Sperm break
by somehow
2+

([Ca

F. Jaffe

Ca 2+

for the increase in

2+

[Ca

],

1

plays a major role in the regenerative and explosive increase in

[Ca

in

],

deuterostome eggs. By contrast, extracellular Ca

2+

entry
2+

be more important for the prolonged increase in [Ca
protostome eggs. However, solid evidence substantiating

may

in

]j

this

hypothesis in protostome eggs is limited. Squid eggs are unique
in their size, mode of development, and phylogenetic position
among protostomes (2). We have used these eggs to 1 ) investigate
the existence of voltage-dependent calcium channels in unfertilized egg membranes, 2) establish the methodology of the fura2 fluorescence measurement,
rise

and

3) correlate

KCl-induced Ca

:f

Squid (Loligo pealef) were provided by the Marine Resources
Department of the Marine Biological Laboratory during July
Clear,

et al. 1987.

L. Miller,

Bn>l. Bull

159: 467.

Contraception 39: 431-445.
Biol. Bull 173: 428.

John M. Arnold,

= 5)
only induced a slow increase in [Ca ], (n
2+
min
after
rose
over
30
(slow pattern). Here, [Ca ], gradually
the application of KCI. Only the slow pattern of increase in
[Ca
to

2+

mA/ KC1

15

2+

could be induced by 15 mA/ KC1 in eggs that were exposed
Furthermore, the amplitude of KCl-induced slow

],

CaFASW.

:+

in eggs bathed in CaFASW was approximately
],
of that in eggs bathed in ASW. These results suggest
+
2+
that a high concentration of extracellular K can increase [Ca ],
by acting on both extracellular and intracellular calcium pools

increase in [Ca

37%

(n

=

3)

with extracellular pool as the major source. In eggs exposed to
ASW without a KCI challenge, neither pattern of [Ca :+ ], change

could be observed.
After correcting for the spontaneous activation,

26

6% and 22

we found

that

6% of eggs,

with fura-2, were fertilized

respectively loaded and not loaded
60 min after the addition of squid

alone did not affect the percentage of fertilization
sperm.
of eggs. Morphological observation also revealed that 1 5 mA/

mature eggs were collected from the oviduct

of female squid and washed several times with aerated millipore
filtered artificial seawater (ASW). These eggs were put on covcoated with poly-1-lysine. and maintained in

erslips,

1980.

1989.

DMSO

with egg activation.

and August.

Ueno, H.,

al.

et al.

(Marine Biological Laboratory)

have been hypothesized to be different in deuterostome and pro2+
tostome eggs ). A release of intracellular Ca upon fertilization
2+

H., et

9.

Andrew

Wit,

inducing a large increase in intracellular free

(

M.

Kanwar, U.,

Squid Eggs: Measurement of Fura-2 Fluorescence

the block to development in unfertilized eggs

The mechanisms and sources

],).

Burgos,
8.

x

10"

ASW. A

Photon Technology Inc.)
was combined with the fura-2 technique (3) to measure [Ca 2+ ],.
dual-excitation photometer (Deltascan;

Eggs were loaded with 10 n\I fura-2/AM [the membrane-permeable form, dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)] for 3 h

room temperature, in the dark. Subsequently, the eggs were
thoroughly washed with ASW and then mounted on the stage
of an epifluorescence inverted microscope (Nikon diaphot). The
at

fluorescence ratio obtained with two excitation wavelengths,

i.e..

nm and 380 nm, was used to monitor the relative [Ca 2+
EGTA m.U was added to nominally Ca 2+ -free ASW to make
350

],.

(

1

Ca 2+ -free
bodies

1

)

artificial

seawater

(CaFASW). The appearance of polar
KC1 or sperm was taken

h after the addition of either

as indicating that the squid eggs

had been activated or

fertilized.

experiments were executed with batches of eggs exhibiting
less than 6% spontaneous activation.
All

Intracellular fura-2 loading was reproducible in every batch
+
of squid eggs. High concentration of extracellular K applied to
2+
in
increased
two
squid eggs maintained
[Ca ],;
patterns

ASW

of this

effect

were observed

induced by 15

(Fig.

mA/ KC1 was

1

).

First,

rapid increase in [Ca

seen in eight eggs

2+
],

(fast pattern).

v

The increase in [Ca 2+ was maximally developed within min
and was maintained at this enhanced level for more than 10
min after the addition of KC1. Moreover, this increased [Ca 2+

squid eggs. The eggs were
],
Addition of KCI at a final concentration <>/ 15
induced a rapid increase in [Co?*],. B Addition of
2
induced a slow increase in [Co *],
KCI al a final concentration of 1 5

did not tend to decay subsequently. In another group of eggs.

C

],

1

],

Figure

I

.

KC

'I-

induced increase

bathed with 2 ml AS\\'

in [Ca*

/'/;

in Pelri dish. A.

mM

mM

Addition of 10 M/

ASH" (control)

did not affect [Car*],.
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KC1

0.4% eggs bathed

activated 15.5

in

ASW. which was sig-

nificantly higher than the percentage of eggs that were activated
0.3%; P < 0.05).
spontaneously (5.6

While sperm-induced calcium entry has been demonstrated
protostome eggs, such as those of Urechis, by use of a
45
Ca 2+ uptake technique (4), our report is the first one, using the
in other

fura-2 technique in squid eggs should greatly facilitate further
:+

with fertilization in squid eggs.
], change
This work was partly supported by the Grass Foundation.
The insightful discussions with and sage advice from Drs. Worefforts to correlate

den and

[Ca

Moorman

are acknowledged.
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Differences in Free Calcium Concentration Between Oocytes and Nurse Cells

Richard

Revealed by Corrected Aequorin Luminescence
L. Miller, and Lionel F. Jaffe (Marine Biological Laboratory)

Woodruff, Andrew

I.

In the ovarian follicles of the
Ca ++ is not evenly distributed.

moth, Hyalophora cecropia, free
Luminescence of microinjected
++

aequorin suggests that internal Ca
activity (Ca,) is 50% higher
in the oocytes than in the attached nurse cells. Each follicle
consists of epithelium surrounding

an oocyte and seven nurse

cells;

the latter cells supplying the oocyte with the

early

development. The nurse

by >30 jim wide

used in

communicate with the oocyte
which there is an

intercellular bridges, across

mV.

counts were stored on the Winchester drive of a

Compuadd 200

computer.
Analyses of both the fluorescent and the luminescent images
were performed by selecting representative 25 X 25-pixel blocks
from the background, from the oocyte. and from the nurse cells

and tabulating the number of photons/s recorded from each of

This gradient is such that nurse
are more electronegative than the oocyte to which they are

these areas. After correction for background, oocyte lumines-

movement

cyte fluorescence adjusts for differences in the concentration of
aequorin between the two cell types and also for differences in

electrical gradient
cells

cells

RNA

++

of photoexcited conjugated aequorin, or from the Ca -induced
luminescence of unconjugated aequorin. The acquired photon

attached (1-3).

of 2-10

The

electrical gradient influences the

of macromolecules through the bridges and thus brings about
different equilibrium concentrations in each cell type, dependent

on the charge on the molecules

may

(2-5).

It

now

appears that

dient.

nurse

cell

luminescence

X

nurse

cell

fluorescence

Table

1

tained in physiological

blood was added

salt

solution (PSS) to which

10%

cell free

Following removal of the ovariole sheaths,
the follicles were treated with collagenase
mg/ml PSS) to soften
the basement membrane (3). Microinjections were performed
(6).

( 1

using a Leitz micromanipulator and a Medical Systems Corp.

PLI-100 microinjector system. Microinjected follicles were
viewed with a Zeiss IM-35 microscope coupled to an ultra-senimaging photon detector (7). To visualize the distribution
Ca ++ 10 n or less of a 0.62%' recombinant

of internal ionic

,

1

aequorin solution, luminescence of which
(8),

of each

among

was injected into

follicle.

the

cells,

is

dependent on
one nurse

either the oocyte or

free
cell

may not distribute evenly
know the final distribution of

Because the protein
it is

essential to

the aequorin. Relative differences in virtual path length (thickness

of tissue and relative opacity) through different parts of the follicle
also must be considered. To accomplish this, aequorin to which

had been conjugated was mixed with unconjugated
aequorin, and the two forms co-injected. The imaging photon
detector was used to acquire signals either from the fluorescence
fluorescein

-=-

I

Corrected luminescent ratios between oocytes and nurse

Ovaries were dissected from female Hyalophora cecropia pupae in the 8th day of the pupal-adult molt. Follicles were main-

Ca ++

-T-

Ca ++

contribute either directly or indirectly to this electrical gra-

sitive

cence

cells (N.C.)

oo-
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their virtual path lengths. Thus, data

and continued

croinjection.

for several hours.

either continuously or intermittently

By the following day. injected

cells retained

photon emission comparable to those seen at the beginning of their incubation. This continued luminescence demonstrated that the membranes were still competent to exclude
levels of

external

Ca ++

.

As the corrected luminescence of aequorin

were obtained, which gave

aequonn and also the relative Ca, corrected
for background, path length, and asymmetric aequorin distribution. Observation of follicles began within 40 min after mithe distribution of

Therefore, at least by this criterion, the follicles
after aequorin was introduced into

is

around

3 times

greater in the oocyte than in the attached nurse cells (Table

we estimate
oocytes are

50%

Ca, to be

less

higher in the oocyte

negatively charged

(9).

when compared

I),

Because

to their nurse
++

higher Ca, in the ooplasm can not be explained byCa
following its' electrochemical gradient. Indeed, the distribution
cells (3),

of Ca, between oocyte and nurse

cells revealed by aequorin sugplay a major role in the establishment of
the transbridge potential between these two cell types.
This research was supported in part by a grant from the Na-

gests that

Ca ++ may

remained healthy even 24 h

tional Institutes of Health

the cytoplasm.

grant from the National Science Foundation (DCB-811198,

Microinjected aequorin distribution was measured in nine
follicles and four nurse cell injected follicles. In

amendment

01

(AI28852) (RIW), and

in part

by a

).

oocyte injected

the oocyte injected follicles the electronegative aequorin remained more concentrated in the oocyte than in the nurse cells,
in

agreement with the pattern found previously

tronegative microinjected proteins (1-3). An additional five follicles, into which only unconjugated aequorin had been microinjected.

nurse

showed the same

cell injected follicles

Woodruff, R.

I

I,

two more

2.

Woodruff, R.

I.,

3.

Woodruff, R.

I.,

4.

Woodruff,
231-238.

follicles

aequonn had already
reached the ooplasm by the time the follicles were examined 40
min after the injection.
cell injected follicles,

I.,

W. H.

and

1973.

Telfer.

Bwi

Cell

./.

58:

172-188.

pattern. In addition to the four

indicated in Table

received their injections into nurse cell nuclei, where most of
the microinjected aequorin remained. This nuclear-bound aequorin revealed a continuing high level of calcium activity. In

each of the four nurse
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Protease-Binding Activity of Limulus a^-Macroglobulin
Peter B. Armstrong (Laboratory for Cell Biology, Department of Zoology, University of
California, Davis, CA 95616-8755), At sushi Ikai, and James P. Quigley

ai-Macroglobulin

(rt :

M). a major protease-binding protein in
and invertebrates, has been proposed

the plasma of vertebrates
to be the

mediator of an evolutionarily conserved immune de(1). In vertebrates, binding of proteases by a 2

M

fense system

and covalent modes. Non-covalent
around the protease
binding involves a physical folding of :
molecule to "trap" it in the folds of an n ; M "cage" (2). The

ester. Although tetrameric human
can react successfully with proteases without forming covalent bonds, dimeric and monomeric forms of mammalian

amine. that inactivate the thiol
:

M

2

M

involves both non-covalent

M

in conformation of rt : -macroglobulin necessary for
physical entrapment of proteases can be detected by its faster

change

migration during non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (3). Covalent binding involves the establishment of isopeptide bonds between nucleophilic residues on the protease
and the 7-carbonyI of a unique reactive internal thiol ester that
becomes activated following proteolysis of a 2 M. The covalent

binding can be shown by the presence of protease-containing
high molecular mass complexes following SDS-polyacrylamide
has been proposed that the high molecular mass complexes formed by this mode of covalent binding
contain one or several fragments of :
linked by the protease
gel electrophoresis (4).

It

M

molecule

(4, 5).

The involvement of the

thiol ester in covalent

binding can be demonstrated by the abolition of binding followwith small amines, such as methyling pretreatment of :

M

require isopeptide bond formation for binding (6, 7).
The form of a : -macroglobulin in the blood of the American

LAM

for /Jmulus : -wacroglobulin)
horseshoe crab (designated
reacts with proteases of all major classes to inhibit activity against

and is organized as a homo-dimer ( 10).
binds one mole of protease per mole of dimer (data not
shown). During reaction with proteases,
undergoes a major
protein substrates (8, 9)

LAM

LAM

conformational compaction, as evidenced by more rapid mo-

non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
slower migration during size exclusion chromatography. The
extent of compaction is larger than that of human : M: human
bility in

2

M experienced a 28% increase in mobility in non-denaturing

polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis,

whereas

LAM

experienced

a 38%' increase.

LAM

bonds following reaction with
As determined by reducing SDS-PAGE, the
LAM has a molecular mass of 185 kDa (lane
2). High molecular mass bands of apparent molecular masses
200, 250, and 300-350 kDa were present following reaction with
establishes isopeptide

proteases (Fig. 1).
subunit of native
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all of the high molecular mass products of human cv 2 M, as
evidenced by probing Western blots with horseradish peroxidase
(HRP)-conjugated avidin (lane 10), but trypsin was absent from

with

the high molecular mass products of LAM. In this study, trypsin-

LAM was separated from unreacted trypsin by gel filchromatography, then subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide
electrophoresis (reducing conditions). Western blotting, and

reacted
tration
gel

the blots were probed with HRP-avidin to detect biotinylted
Faintly stained bands, which do contain covalently
linked trypsin, were present at 100 and 120 kDa (lane 5), but
most of the trypsin migrated at the position of free trypsin (e.g.,
the biotinylated trypsin was present at the dye front of the re-

trypsin.

ducing SDS polyacrylamide
Thus, unlike mammalian

formed by

Limitlits

2

M

gel).
:

M,

the

a : M-protease complexes

are predominately non-covalent in

character, involving physical entrapment.

67-

tease co-segregated with

LAM

during

The entrapped

gel nitration

pro-

chromatog-

raphy and during non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, but was released by denaturing conditions. The high

45-

molecular mass products revealed by SDS-polyacrylamide
electrophoresis of proteolyzed

LAM

must involve

gel

direct covalent

LAM, and do
The 200 kDa product may be the 100 and

cross-linking of various proteolytic fragments of

LAM
(10). Meihylamine
Figure 1.
methylamine in 0.1
(MA) treatment involved incubation with 0.2
Tris buffer, pH 8.4 for 12 h. at room T. LAM was reacted with bio/inwas purified as described previously

M

conjugated trypsin (b-lrypsin) for 2

mm.

M

then boiled in SDS-polyacryl-

amide gel electrophoresis sample buffer containing $-mercaptoethanol,
and subjected in electrophoresis on a 6% polyacrylamide gel. Western
were probed with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated avidin lo reveal
the presence of b-trypsin-containing products. Vnreacted
(lane 2)
blots

LAM

had an apparent molecular mass of 185 kDa, similar lo the molecular
mass oj the subunit of human
(lane 7). The Urn- molecular mass
lormed
hands in lanes 2 and 7 are thermal breakdown products oj a :
when the samples were boiled in sample bii/ler just be/ore SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. and are thus an artifact of sample prep-

aM

M

and do not represent contaminants (11). Trypsin-reacled LAM
showed high molecular mass products of apparent molecular masses of
ca. 200 and 250 kDa (a 300-350 kDa product was also present in some
samples) that migrated slower than the native polypeplide, plus uncomplexedproteolytic fragments with apparent molecular masses of 100 and
85 kDa that, based on our understanding of the reaction of human a :
aration

not include protease.

85

kDa

bait region fragments rejoined

linkage of one of the bait region fragments with an 185
unproteolyzed chain. The ability of the dimeric form of
in Limitlits to bind proteases without covalent

with proteases, are

presumed

to

be the

result of proteolync cleavage of

covalent

3).

complexes with b-trypsin (lanes 5 and 6) showed
faintly staining trypsin-containing products with molecular masses ca.
100 and 120 kDa (lane 5) that were absent when methylamme-lreated
LAM was reacted with trvpsm (lane 6). Human a : lormed high mo-

HRP-avulin

means

lecular

mass complexes

with trypsin that contained biolmylated trypsin

(lane 101.

M

(8, 9).

GM

M

Goldman

for the use of specialized

equipment from

his labo-

ratory.
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Calcium Waves Accompany Contraction Waves in the Oryiias latipes (Medaka) Blastoderm
Richard A. Fluck (Franklin and Marshall College), Andrew L. Miller, and Lionel F. Jaffe

Soon after the onset of epiboly in the medaka embryo, the
blastoderm begins to contract rhythmically ( 1 ). Contraction
waves, which propagate in a sub-epithelial (stellate) layer (2),

c
o
o

pacemaker region and propagate across the blastoderm

arise in a

about 15

at

60

/u/s at

20C

(1).

The contractions continue even

blastoderm is separated from the yolk, and the rhythmic
contraction of such detached blastoderms is optimal in a bal-

anced saline solution (BSS) containing

BSS containing higher
:+
mA/) concentrations of Ca (3).

inhibited in

To determine whether

ca.

mM Ca

1

mAf) or lower

(7.2

and

40-

0.

after the

2t

50-

"o

30-

.0

20-

&

is

E

(0.18

13

10-

waves are accompanied by calcium waves, we microinjected recombinant aequorin into medaka eggs, fertilized them, and monitored their
luminescence after about 24 h, by which time the embryos had
begun to contract rhythmically. Photon emission was monitored
with an ultrasensitive imaging photon detector, and the
contraction waves were recorded by time-lapse video micros-

Calcium pulses during rhythmic contractions of the medaka
Figure 1.
blastoderm. Photons were counted in 1 5-square-pixel boxes drawn over

copy

the

these contraction

(4).

We examined
light in

1

5

embryos and saw

regular, periodic pulses of

9 of them. These pulses arose in the pacemaker region,

spread across the blastoderm, and ended on the opposite side
of the blastoderm, near the embryonic axis. We saw no pulses

two eggs

had not quite developed to the stage at which
to
contract
they begin
rhythmically. The interval between calcium pulses at the pacemaker (155
s, x
SEM, n = 9
embryos) was estimated by counting photons for 9-32 min in
in

that

1

a

5-pixel-square box

1

drawn over

this region (Fig.

1

);

the interval

The velocity of the calcium wave
n = 7 embryos) was estimated by
ft/s,
comparing the timing of the pulses at the pacemaker with those
near the embryonic axis. This velocity is in the range of the fast
lapse video tape recordings.
1.1

x

Time, Minutes

9) and near the embryonic axis (O
O),
and advancing it at 15-s steps for 18.25 min. These
represent the beginning and end. respectively, of l he calcium

pacemaker region (9

using a 45-s window

/(> regions

(and contraction) wave;

maker region
ax in at about

at 2.25
3.

thus, for

min gave

example, the calcium pulse in the pacea wave thai reached the embryonic

rise to

75 min.

1

between mechanical pulses at the pacemaker (146
7 s, x
SEM, n = 6 embryos) was estimated from an analysis of time(1 1.9

20

15

10

SEM,

2+
Thus, we conclude that a wave of elevated Ca
accompanies
the contraction wave.
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calcium waves that are propagated by calcium-induced calcium

by some related reaction-diffusion process (5).
The calcium pulses and waves described herein are similar
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Cardioregulatory Peptides in Limulus: Effects of Fl, F2 and an Endogenous
FMRFaniide-like Peptide on the Neurogenic Heart

James

Groome

R.

Logan,
The neurogenic

(Biology Department, Utah State University,

UT 84322-5305)
Limulus poly-

heart of the horseshoe crab,

phcnuts. has been used as a model system with which to study
the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying specific ac-

The peptide
and amine neuromodulators
Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-NH 2 (FMRFamide), or an analog, has been

tions of peptide

( 1 ).

proposed as a candidate cardioregulator in Limulus. FMRFamide-like peptides have been detected in insects and crustaceans
(2),

in

and FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity has been detected
the Limulus CNS and cardiac ganglion (3). Although

FMRFamide

itself is

cardioactive in the horseshoe crab only at

5
M) doses, a potent endogenous cardioactive
(>10
FMRFamide-like peptide has been reported to occur in Limulus

high

We have characterized

and Winsor H. Watson

III

factor is uncertain, it does increase cardiac muscle cyclic AMP,
which underlies the enhancement of contractility by amines (7).
Two FMRFamide-like peptides isolated from the lobster

Homarus (Fl, Thr-Asn-Arg-Asn-Phe-Leu-Arg-Phe-NH :
TNRNFLRFamide; F2, Ser-Asp-Arg-Asn-Phe-Leu-Arg-PheNH : SDRNFLRFamide; 8) produce actions on the isolated
,

,

Limit/its heart that are identical to those

produced by the native

FMRFamide-like cardioexcitatory peptide (Fig. 1). Both Fl
(Bachem) and F2 (a gift from E. Marder, Brandeis University,
Waltham, MA) elicit dose-dependent increases in heart rate, with
a threshold dose of approximately 3

At 10~ 8 M, Fl and F2 produce

X

I0

10

significant

At for either peptide.
and long-lasting in-

FMRFamide-

creases in the burst rate of isolated cardiac ganglia (Fl, 64.4

peptide on the neurogenic heart of the horseshoe crab, and
have compared these effects with those of synthetic identified

1 1.0% in 7
preparations).
inotropic effects of Fl or F2 are dose-dependent, with a
9
threshold of about 2 X 10~ M. They are not as pronounced or

(4).

the action of this native

like

analogs.
A factor partially purified from the

Limulus prosomal CNS
produces characteristic excitatory chronotropic and inotropic

when applied

effects
(Fig.

1

to the intact Limulus heart preparation
This factor also produces FMRFamide-like contracture

).

of the Busvcon radula protractor muscle, a characterized bioassay
for the peptide (5). The peptide character of this factor was de-

termined by enzymatic degradation
with trypsin or pronase.

(loss

of biological activity)

A single peak of cardioactivity is detected

by high performance liquid chromatography of the prosomal

38%

extract, eluting at

to

48%

in

acetonitrile

on a

linear gradient of

66%

70 min.

The chronotropic

effect

of

this peptide factor

on the

intact

probably a result of actions on the cardiac ganglion,
because it also increases the frequency of bursts recorded from
heart

is

the isolated ganglion. Moreover, the factor increases levels of
in the cardiac ganglion, and previous studies have
cyclic

AMP

shown
amines

(6).

AMP

mediates chronotropic excitation by
While the cellular site of inotropic action by this

that cyclic

Limulus peptide

10.1%: F2, 64.0

The

long-lasting as the chronotropic effects, but the simultaneous
increase in heart rate may reduce the force of contraction ( 1 ).

To

directly assess peptide effects

on

contractility,

Limulus hearts

were deganglionated and the motor roots of the cardiac ganglion
removed. The myocardia were stimulated with current pulses
of constant frequency to produce contractions in the absence of
neuronal input. Contraction amplitude is increased by 68.1
7
A/ Fl (n = 9), while the same dose of
13.3% with 3 X 10

F2 produces a 65.1

13.3% increase

in 8 preparations.

When

deganglionated myocardia are not stimulated with current pulses.
Fl and F2 occasionally produce rhythmic contractions and a
slight contracture.

These data suggest that an endogenous FMRFamide-peptide
has a role in the regulation of the heartbeat of the horseshoe
crab Limulus. This peptide may bear some structural similarity

F2 because these peptides produce identical effects and
are cardioactive at low doses. This hypothesis will be examined

to Fl or

by determining the sequence of the native peptide.
This work was supported by a Grass Fellowship to JG and by
NINCDS grant 19053-01 grant to WHW. We thank W. White
for experimental assistance.
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How

Tamm

Sidney L.

We

investigated

how

Beroe Keeps

Its

Mouth

and Signhild Tamm (Boston University Marine Program,
Marine Biological Laboratory)

several species of the ctenophore Beroe,

voracious predators in the marine zooplankton, keep their mouth
shut to maintain a streamlined body shape during forward

swimming

in search

roids [Beroe sp.
that

mouth

tivity,

of prey

(Woods

1

(

).

In

big-mouthed thin-walled bewe found

Hole), B.forskali. B. mitrata]

closure requires neither muscular nor nervous ac-

because the mouth remains firmly closed in 6.75%

MgCU:

seawater (1:1) which blocks muscular and nervous responses.
Instead, mouth closure is due to paired strips of adhesive epi-

on opposing stomodaeal walls. Sections
through mouths that were fixed while closed show that the two
thelial cells located

joined epithelial layers

make numerous close contacts interrupted

by vacuolar intercellular spaces. Electron microscopy reveals
that the plasma membranes are highly folded and interdigitated
with each other at regions of apposition, and are separated by a
uniform distance of about 15 nm. A dense cytoplasmic coat

membranes only

Shut, or Its Lips Are Sealed

adhesion of the stomodaeal epithelia

opening

may

kind of effector response. Food stimuli

muscular contractions that pull the
adhesion processes in

Opening of the mouth

and

shares

is

many

different patterns of

havior

mouth

because peeling

NIH

GM

27903 and

GM 45557.
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The mouth quickly

efficient process,
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receptor cells bear actin pegs and onion-root cilia, and make
synaptic contacts with the nerve net (6). Video analysis of egg

tension.

an

2.

(4).

site

also

and functional properties with the tranformed between moving cells in embryos and

Supported by

prey type or feeding be-

Contact of prey with sensory receptors on the lips triggers
rapid opening of the mouth and engulfment of prey (5). The

but are peeled apart starting from a

cytoskeletal

The

closure and macrociliary ar-

reflect differences in

(i.e.,

structural

macrocilia in these species. In both cases, the adhesive strips

rangement may

strips

and may provide a useful experimental system for
studying the mechanisms and regulation of dynamic cell adhe-

mutually perpendicular orientations of the stomodaeal adhesive strips (circumoral vs. longitudinal), correlated with different distributions of feeding

two

of the epithelial

culture (3).

B. forskali display

coincide with macrocilia-free zones of the stomodaeal wall.

thus signal both
and active de-

apart of the adhesive strips requires much less force than separating them all at once (7). Tissue adhesion in these Berne species

sions.

(2, 3).

sp.

cells

may

lips apart,

streamlining the body of an active gelatinous predator that spends
most of its time swimming mouth-forward in search of prey.

adhesion

Beroe

Mouth

in the adhesive

rearrangements, surface modifications, etc.).
In conclusion, epithelial adhesion in several species of Beroe
appears to be a low energy method for closing the mouth and

sient adhesions

at

readily reversible.

properties of the epithelial cells themselves. The adhesive cells
are innervated by the nerve net, indicating that they make some

such appositions. This morphology suggests that non-specific molecular attraction, such as
London-van der Waals forces, may play a major role in cell-cell
underlies the

is

concomitant changes

also require

S. L. 1982.
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UK.
Tamm.
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and S. L.
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Macrociliary Tooth Patterns in Beroid Ctenophores
Signhild

Macrocilia are

compound

mouth of beroid Ctenophores

Tamm

and Sidney Tamm (Boston University Marine Program,
Marine Biological Laboratory)

ciliary organelles

found inside the

(1,2). Macrocilia are used to ingest

or bite through prey (other gelatinous zooplankton)

(

1, 2, 3).

A

single

capping structure

is

a

common membrane

row of teeth on recovery-pointing macrocilia. F-H.

Longitudinal thin-section electron micrographs of macroc iliary

tips. F.

B

cuciimis

(Woods Hole. MA): 3

middle tooth (from ref. 5). G, B. gracilis (Monterey, CA); long pointed central tooth with
smaller lateral ones. H, B. mitrata (I'illefranche-sur-Mer, France): 1 of the 3 rows of many fine teeth. Scale
bar:A-C, 5 urn; D, E, 10 nm; F, G, 0.35 inn: H, 0.25 pm.
teeth with larger

(1.

4-6).

present at the tip of the macrocilium.

A-E, DIC electronic flash photographs of living macrociliafrom different species oj'Beroe. A, B
Figure 1.
atcumis (Monterey. CA): 4 equally sized teeth at tips of effective-pointing macrocilia. B. B. cuciimis (Friday
Harbor, WA); 3-toothed claws of recovery-pointing macrocilia. C. B gracilis (Monterey, CA): single long
teeth of effective-pointing macrocilia. D, B. forskali (Monterey, CA): one of the 3 rows offine teeth is visible
on effective-pointing cilia (left). All 3 rows of teeth are revealed on recovery cilia (arrowheads, right). E, B
forskali (Monterey, CA): bottle cap-like profile of top

+ 2
A giant

macrocilium contains hundreds or thousands of 9

axonemes surrounded by

The
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cap

is

formed of extensions of the

A and

central-pair microtu-

which are firmly bound together by electron-dense material
into rigid, pointed projections, or teeth (5) (Fig. 1F-H). To accommodate sliding displacement of the axonemal microtubules,
bules,

the tip changes shape during the beat cycle. At the end of the
effective stroke, the tip is straight, and at the end of the recovery

hooked; these configurations are thought to
facilitate the feeding function of macrocilia by acting as a
"non-return" surface vs. grappling or tearing instruments, restroke, the tip

is

spectively (5).

We investigated the types of teeth and the sizes and arrangements of macrocilia in different species of Beroe. Motile macrocilia were examined by video light microscopy, and fixed organelles by thin-section electron microscopy. Beroids can be di-

of the macrociliary
proximally.
Macrocilia of

tip,

with the open side of the horseshoe facing

B cucumis (Woods

1C, F, G). In B. gracilis. the central tooth

morphological character for resolving unsettled problems of
phores

We

(7).

and B mitrala have bigger macrocilia (80-100

(8).

nm

long, 12-15

of the stomodaeum, but in B. forskali. the macrocilia are arranged in tapering longitudinal stripes that run aborally from
the lip edge.

The

distal

ends of macrocilia

in B. forskali

mitrala bear three rows of very short (1-1.5 M

m

and

B.

long) pointed

appearance when viewed
from above (Fig. ID, E, H). There are about 12 teeth per row,
or about 36 teeth on a single macrocilium. The rows of teeth
teeth, giving the tip a finely serrated

run parallel to the rows of axonemes,

i.e..

at right

angles to the

particularly long

evolution, speciation, and classification of beroid cteno-

lated to the diet or feeding

diameter) that cover a large area of the stomodaeal cavity.
In B mitrata, the macrociliary field extends over the oral half

is

and pointed, like a single fang (Fig. 1C, G).
The above patterns are characteristic of a given species, and
do not vary with developmental stage, body size, or feeding history. By analogy to dental patterns of vertebrate jaws, macrociilary tooth types, sizes, and distribution may provide a reliable

vided into two groups based on the relative sizes and distributions
of their macrocilia. Large-mouthed species such as B. forskali

^m

Hole) and B. gracilis (Hel-

goland, Germany, and Monterey. CA) have only 3-4 teeth, but
the middle tooth is longer and wider than the lateral ones (Fig.

imagine that the diversity of macrociliary patterns

The

methods of particular

different types of macrociliary teeth

tions for eating

and processing

is

re-

species of Beroe

may

be specializa-

different types of prey.

For ex-

ample, the finely serrated tips of macrocilia in B. forskali and
B. mitrata may be adapted for rasping or scraping. The single
long-fanged tooth of B. gracilis macrocilia suggests that it may
serve to pierce or cut through prey. A search of published reports
selection and feeding behaviors of various beroids was
not helpful in accounting for the various macrociliary patterns
we found. A more complete investigation of the preferred menus

on prey

and dining manners of different beroids

is

obviously necessary

to understand the remarkable diversity of their eating utensils.

beat plane (Fig. ID, E).
All other beroids examined to date possess smaller macrocilia
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DNA

Variation of Copepods: Markers of Species Identity
and Population Differentiation in Calanus
Ann Bucklin (Marine Biological Laboratory) and Lisa Kann (University of Rhode Island)

Mitochondrial

DNA

amplification and restriction

enzyme

gene portions also demonstrated the genetic differentiation of
conspecific populations of C. padficus. based on comparison of
a northern (Puget Sound,

WA)

and

a southern (off

San Diego,

CA)

population.
Samples of each species were collected by net tow and preserved in alcohol. The sample of C. marshallae and the northern

sample of C. padficus were collected from Dabob Bay, Puget
Sound. WA, in April, 1990 and identified by Bruce Frost (University of Washington). The southern sample of C. padficus was
collected from the California Cooperative Fisheries Investigation
survey in November, 1989 (station number 83.42) and identified
by Michael Mullin (Scripps Institution of Oceanography). The
C. finmarchicus sample was collected from the Gulf of Maine
in April, 1991 by Ted Durbin (University of Rhode Island).
amplifications were done using genomic DNA exfrom alcohol-preserved copepods. (Identical results have
been obtained using fresh, frozen, and buffered formalin-preserved samples.) DNA was extracted from individual copepods
All

DNA

tracted

and from pools of 50 conspecific individuals. DNA extraction
from individual copepods yielded amplification and restriction
enzyme digestion patterns for both gene portions that were identical to those from pools of the 50 individuals. Since there was
no variation among the individuals of any sample of any spewe assayed, these results are based on the

cies or population

pooled DNA.
A 360 base pair (bp) portion of cytochrome b and a 650 bp
portion of cytochrome oxidase I were amplified in a Coy Thermocycler. Vertebrate consensus primers were used to amplify
cytochrome b ( ); consensus primers from a variety of taxa am1

(2). The usual amplification program was: denaturing at 94C for min, annealing at 37C for
2 min, and extension at 72C for 3 min. Amplification was
carried out for 30 cycles and was followed by a 9-min extension
period. The amplification product was purified on a .4% agarose
gel and reamplified at a higher annealing temperature (42C).
The second amplification tightened the cytochrome b product
band. The reproducible artefactual bands that resulted from the

plified

cytochrome oxidase

1

1

1

cytochrome oxidase I amplification of all samples were
eliminated in the second amplification for the two C. padficus
samples, but not for the C. finmarchicus and C. marshallae samfirst

ples.

Attempts to purify the cytochrome oxidase

I

amplification

product of C. finmarchicus and C. marshallae by filtration (Milfilter units, Millipore Prodlipore Ultrafree-MC 30,000

NMWL

ucts Div., Bedford.

MA) and by

hot phenol extraction of excised
in both cases were too low to

bands were successful, but yields

allow visualization of the digestion fragments.
The amplification products were digested with a suite of restriction

enzymes

to yield restriction fragment length

phism (RFLP) phenotypes.

All results are based

Table

digestion of por-

two mitochondria! genes have provided molecular
markers of species identity for three species of the copepod genus
Calanus: C finmarchicus. C. padficus. and C. marshallae. These

tions of

polymoron four replicate

I

Fragment sizes (in numbers of base pairs) resulting from restriction
enzyme digestion of the 360 base pair cytochrome b amplification
product lor samples (>/ Calanus finmarchicus, a northern and southern
population ofC. pacificus. and C. marshallae. DNA was extracted from
50 pooled individuals for each sample: fragment sizes were determined
on the basis of four replicate amplifications and digestions /or each
sample.

Enzyme
Taq

I

DNC (did not cleave).
C

finmarchicus

C

pacificus-N

C

pacificus-S

C

marshallae
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SYSTEMS AND ECOLOGY
Investigations into the Life Cycle of Calliobothrium verticillatum,
a Tapeworm of Mustelus cants
1

Bryan Cherry

Allison S. Neese

,

2
,

Robert A. Bullish and Gerhard A. Schad*

2

University of Georgia,

University,

C Michigan

State

*

University of Pennsylvania)

Calliobothrium verticillatum. a tetraphyllidean cestode, is a
parasite in the spiral valve of the smooth dogfish, Mus-

common

was known about the life
and Ruhnke
identified a

telus canis. Until recently, nothing

cycle of this species; then Caira

( 1 )

plerocercoid larva from the hermit crab, Pagurus pollicaris. as
C. verticillatum. The identification was based on the appearance
of three suckers on the apical region of each bothridium, a characteristic
differ

known only

from adults

in this species.

in the

Advanced plerocercoids

absence of bothridial hooks and the

presence of a central apical sucker, which degenerates to a muscular pad in the adult.

We

hypothesize that this larval stage
represents the immediate precursor to the adult tapeworm, but
the intermediate stages have not been seen. Here we report the
identification of an incompletely

that

developed adult C. verticillatum

represent one stage in the metamorphic process.
intermediate stage was discovered as we were attempting

may

The

to follow the

metamorphosis of the plerocercoid to the

adult.

Predicting that dogfish stomach fluids would induce maturation,
a smooth dogfish, which had not been fed for at least 48 h, was
isolated

and fed four

P. pollicaris.

We

could assume that these

crabs would be infected because plerocercoids infect more than
95% of hermit crabs from the Woods Hole area. Five days after

being fed, the dogfish was sacrificed, and its gastro-intestinal
contents analyzed. Four plerocercoids, found in association with
hermit crab exoskeletal and tissue remnants in the stomach and
spiral valve,

were transferred to a culture

medium

used to sim-

ulate the spiral valve environment; they did not survive.
Also present in the spiral valve were several unique specimens.

They were

similar in size to the plerocercoids, but

Immature Calliobothrium verticillatum adult taken from a
Figure 1.
smooth dogfish fed hermit crabx injected with C. verticillatum plemcercoids. Boihndium (A), bothridial hooks (B). three suckers til
apex of
bolhndiiim (C). Specimen length = I mm.

upon

careful

inspection, they differed from the typical plerocercoids of C.
verticillatum: all showed two distinct pairs of hooks on each

and culture media containing urea have induced metamorphosis
in other species of tapeworms found in elasmobranchs (2, 3).
However, we have yet to succeed with these techniques.
The discovery of an immature adult, and the paucity of plerocercoids in the experimental dogfish, suggest a potentially useful

bothridium of the scolex, and none of these specimens possessed
the distinct central apical sucker normally seen on the plerocercoid scolex (see Fig. 1 ). In fact, these are adult characteristics

time-frame for plerocercoid metamorphosis. Interrupting the
experiment in under five days should reveal developmental stages

we had seen in numerous adult C. verticillatum obtained
from other smooth dogfish. However, typical adult C. verticillatum are several centimeters in length and possess a long, seg-

adult, while later interruption should yield adults with a greater

that

mented strobila. whereas our new specimens were under
and lacked evidence of strobilization.

2

mm

These immature adults could have developed from plerocercoids in the hermit crabs. Alternatively, they may have been
present in the dogfish before the experiment began, a possibility

we cannot

exclude. However, no typical adult C. verticillatum

were seen in the

spiral valve, suggesting that no infection existed
before the experiment. In either case, adult C. verticillatum like
those seen in this experiment have not been reported previously.

They probably represent one stage of development in the metamorphic change of plerocercoids into adults of this species.

We have also tried to induce
in vitro.
is

metamorphosis in plerocercoids
High urea concentration in elasmobranch spiral valves

thought to be a starting signal for

this

metamorphic event.

between the plerocercoid and the newly discovered immature
degree of maturity. Continued efforts to culture plerocercoids
of C. verticillatum in vivo and in vitro are needed to shed further
light

on the

life

cycle of this species.

This study has been supported in part by an Internship from
the Woods Hole Marine Sciences Consortium (Cherry); an

AQUA VET

Fellowship from the Madison Trust (Neese); and
from the National Center for Research

Grant No. P40-0 1333-1

1

Resources, NIH. The authors thank D. Abt, M. McCafferty, P.

Moniz, R. Smolowitz, and
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Wadman
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Role of Olfaction

in

Recognition of Dominance in the American Lobster (Homarus americanus)

Christy Karavanich

and Jelle Atema (Boston University Marine Program,
Marine Biological Laboratory)

important tor the reproductive success of male
American lobsters (Homarus americanus). Studies in semi-naturalistic environments have shown that only the dominant male

Dominance

tank

is

mate

Communally held lobsters will engage
upon initial introduction (3, 4, 2).
Through such encounters, a dominant male will usually emerge.
in the

will

359

c

o
o

c
2.0

(1,2).

-,

in agonistic encounters

After establishing dominance, the relationship between dominants and subordinates remains stable with little overt aggression
required.

Dominance

in lobsters

has been correlated with

size,

0)

Q

1.5-

l_
0)

c
c
1.0--

sex, prior experience (5).

and molt

state (6).

Because

many

of

these factors are affected hormonally, we hypothesize that a
dominant lobster has a different internal hormonal state than a

subordinate, and that this aggressive state
lobsters as a

is

broadcast to other

unique dominance odor. Olfactory cues

fore be involved in regulating stable

dominance

may

QJ

0.5-

E

0.0

relationships.

Lobster antennules are a major site of odor reception and
function in distance orientation and in social responses (7). Individual receptor cells of the lobster antennules respond to

234

there-

1

JD

Boxing Matches

or

amino

and other compounds that act as feeding cues. (8). Specific
"pheromone" receptor cells have not been identified. Behavioral
responses to urine and body odors have been demonstrated,
however (9, 10). In this study, we investigated the importance
of odor cues in male lobster dominance relationships.
When placed together in a small, enclosed tank, two lobsters
acids

dominance, as seen in the larger scale of
These artificial "boxing matches" can be used
to study the effect of olfaction on dominance relationships. Adult
male intermolt lobsters (76-81
carapace length) were iso-

Mean fight duration (SEM)

of 2nd, 3rd. and 4th fights relative
duration of the 1st fight. This ratio decreases for the control pairs
(solid circle) and remains at .97 or greater for the treatment pairs (open
Figure

1

.

to the

circle).

The difference between the average ratios
significant (Paired Student

pairs

is

ment

for 2nd, 3rd.

P<

and

's

oj control

and treatment

comparing control and treat< 0.001 for 2nd and 3rd fights:

t-lest

4th encounters:

P

0.01 for 4th fights).

will fight to establish

communal

tanks.

mm

and chemically for 48 h in individual holding tanks
with separate water and air supplies. Pairs were formed by size,
lated visually

matching two lobsters that had no known prior knowledge of
one another. Boxing matches between members of pairs were
held for 20 min on four consecutive nights. The winner and

match was determined by observing the stereotypbehaviors of dominants and subordinates (5). Dominants

loser of each
ical

displayed aggressive behaviors such as pushing, boxing with their

opponent and raising their claws high
above their opponent's head in a behavior called a meral spread.
Subordinates showed avoidance behaviors such as backing away,
running away, or rapidly jumping backwards from the fight area,
and generally avoiding the approach of the dominant. By obclaws, rushing at their

serving these behaviors, we could determine the time required
for a winner to be established. Before the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
fights, 7 pairs

had

their antennular

chemoreceptors inactivated

by a 5 min exposure to distilled water (treatment pairs). This
treatment effectively eliminates their olfactory capabilities for
at least

24 h

(10). Eight pairs received

(control pairs).
In all boxing matches,

sham

lesions

continued to be significant

The

established during the
s;

control: 526

all

s).

This

four fights, but for

subsequent encounters, the time it took to determine a winner
differed between control and treatment pairs. Control pairs

(Fig.

1

Student's

results suggest that olfactory

/-test;

P<

0.01).

communication occurs

in

recognition of dominance in male lobsters. Re-matched, anosmic

animals continued to

fight to re-establish

one member of the pair demonstrating
the

first fight.

The dominance

dominance despite
dominance during

clear

relationship of the control pairs

remained well-established with a greatly decreased fight duration.
From the subordinate's point of view, avoiding additional fights
with an opponent he recognizes as dominant to himself is beneficial since re-fighting increases

The

the chance for injury.

may be based on dominance
may also involve individual odor. If lobsters recognize
individual, they may assign relative dominance status

olfactory cue in question

odor, but
a specific

dominance was

(mean latency: treatment: 435
dominance was maintained throughout
first fight

seawater

showed a decrease in time needed to establish a winner during
the 2nd (mean latency: 188 s), 3rd (94 s) and 4th (67 s) fights.
Often no fight occurred when control pairs were placed together
again. The loser from their first encounter would immediately
back away and avoid the dominant. In the treatment pairs, however, the average latency until a winner was determined remained
the same for all four boxing matches (2nd mean latency: 628 s;
3rd: 415 s; 4th: 458 s). The difference between treatment and
control pairs in average fight duration of the 2nd encounter was
highly significant; differences in third and fourth encounters

it

to that individual based

on prior knowledge. The

then adopt appropriate behavior

lobster

when encountering

can

familiar

Experiments are in progress to separate out the posof dominance relationships based on individual recognition versus dominance odor.
individuals.

sibilities
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The Response of Oceanic Mixed Layer Depth to Physical Forcing: Modelled vs. Observed
M. M. O'Brien (Biology Department, University oj Massachusetts, Dartmouth),
Al Plueddemann, and R. A. Welter

Mixing within the upper ocean

is

essential for resupplying

the recorded data. Specifically, the analysis focused

nutrients to the depleted surface layer from the nutrient-rich,

that suggests that the surface

wave driven

deeper water. Because productivity

in the open ocean is often
dynamic features of the mixed
layer may have a significant impact on such biological phenomena as planktonic patchiness and seasonal blooms. The goal of

and on what the impact of

this

limited by nutrient availability, the

vertical structure

this report

is

to discuss the vertical structure of the

upper ocean.

concentrate on the physical mechanisms that contribute
to fluctuations in the depth of the mixed layer.
It

will

The mechanisms of

may

LC may

on evidence

have occurred,

three-dimensional flow on the

be.

To illustrate the responses of the vertical structure to the forcing agents, the data from 4-7 March was evaluated (Fig. 1).
There was an initial 24-h period of high wind from a steady
direction.

Waves were

maximum

building continuously and reached a

height almost 2 h after

maximum wind

stress

was

surface forcing at the air-sea interface

include wind stress, heat flux, and surface waves. Traditionally,
emphasis has been placed on the instabilities produced by wind
stress and heat flux as the major causes of mixing. In most surface-forced upper ocean models
a high wind stress is accom(

1

0.40

</>

0.20

-

)

panied by a negative heat flux, which results in an increase in
the depth of the mixed layer. Conversely, if a low wind stress

and a

positive heat flux co-occur, then strong stratification is
expected to develop and vertical mixing should be inhibited.
Surface wave growth usually lags wind events, with maximum

wave heights occurring

after the

maximum wind

stress.

Waves

wave breaking, or inwave-related
such
as Langmuir cirprocesses
through

increase mixing either directly, through
directly

culation (LC)

(2).

LC

is

a flow pattern consisting of organized,

counter-rotating helical vortices with the longitudinal axis aligned
parallel to the direction

To determine
waves on the
Surface

of the wind

the effect of

wind

vertical structure of the

WAve

Processes Program

(3).

stress,

heat flux,

and surface

upper ocean data from the

(SWAPP)

(3)

was analyzed.

Instruments were deployed from the Research Platform FLIP,
moored offthe coast of California, for a period of 22 consecutive
days during February and March of 1990. The measurements
used are averaged over 15-min time intervals, and include wind
surface wave height, heat flux, and the vertical profiles of

stress,

temperature, salinity, density, and velocity of the upper 150 m.
A one-dimensional, surface forced model was used to simulate

3

0.4

r

i

changes

in the vertical structure,

based on classical theories of

mixed layer dynamics (4). Using the known wind stress and heat
flux, the numerical model calculated velocity and density profiles
as well as the penetration depth of mixing.

structure

predicted vertical

was compared to the observed density and

profiles to isolate

wind

The

stress

velocity

time segments when the model, applying only

and heat

flux, failed to accurately predict

and describe

63.50

6400

64.50

65.00

65.50

66.00

66.50

67.00

Year day (1990)
I.
SWAPP data (March 4-7, 1V90). (a.) Wind Stress (N/m**2).
Heat Flux(\V/m**). (c.) Model simulation, dashed line. vs. Observed

Figure
(h.)

i/iiiu.

\olid line.

Rapid deepening occitm
(d.) Thermal

nl

day

64, inhibition oj strati-

fication occur* a! ilay 65.

Stratification, spikes indicate

large temperature ditjercnccs in upper 10

in. (e.)

Wave Height

(m).
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when waves,

The model predicted a gradual increase in the depth
of the mixed layer during the entire period of high wind stress.
The recorded mixed layer depth shows that an initial brief, but

a period of high

rapid, deepening occurred. The depth of the well mixed layer
was then maintained until the wind decayed (Fig. Ic). The im-

model underestimates the depth and rate of mixing. Although
further research must be completed, I contend that it is the activity of the surface waves that is largely responsible for the discrepancies between the modelled and observed mixed layer depth

recorded.

plication

is

that a

mixing mechanism, which

is

not accounted

for in the model, plays a significant role in

changing the vertical
structure. Following the wind event was a 36-h period of low
wind stress. Wave height was initially high but proceeds to decay.
Stratification

is

itive heat flux.

expected because of the low wind stress and posa slow shoaling of the mixed

The data shows only

and never restratifies to the modelled depth (Fig. c,
becomes positive again at the onset of the next
successive diurnal cycle and, because the wind stress has remained low. the mode! predicts nearly the same rate and depth
of stratification. The observed data shows the restratification
that the model predicted (Fig. Id). The interesting difference is
that during the first period of positive heat flux wave heights
were stil' relatively high, because of the preceding high wind
stress, but by the second period of positive heat flux the waves
have decayed. A possible explanation for the lack of thermal
layer depth

d).

The

1

heat flux

during the

first

period

is

riods of high
at

wind

stress.

And

second, stratification did not occur

the rate, or to the depth, predicted

if

immediately following

This corresponded to

series. Simple models of the response of the vertical structure
of the upper ocean to surface forcing are not adequate because
they do not account for the presence of waves or of mixing
mechanisms such as Langmuir circulation. The possibility exists

that after the decay of the wind, the
to fuel

waves

still

contain the energy

mixing processes and inhibit the expected onset of strat-

ification.

Whether or not

this

is

possible through

LC

merits fur-

ther study.
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Responses of a Rocky Shore Gastropod to the
Effluents of Predatory and Non-predatory Crabs:
Avoidance and Attraction
PETER

B.

MARKO AND
1

A.

RICHARD PALMER

2

Department of Zoology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2E9 and
Bamfield Marine Station, Bamfield, British Columbia I'OR I BO Canada

Laboratory experiments revealed that the
rocky shore gastropod, Nucella lumellosa (Gmelin), could
discriminate between the effluents of predatory and non-

with a predator and may be mediated by both physical
and chemical stimuli, while an avoidance behavior is ex-

predatory crabs. N. laniellosa turned away from seawater
that had passed over the large predatory crab. Cancer pro-

(Phillips,

Abstract.

clusively a response to substances diffused

from two

localities that,

based on differences in

1 ;

producta (Randall) and Lopholithodes mandtii Brandt had
no effect on the turning behavior of snails from either
Surprisingly, snails

from both

the scent of a small shore crab,

moved

random

sites

a re-

minent attack by a faster moving predator.
Marine gastropods exhibit both escape and avoidance
Feder and Chrisbehaviors (for reviews see Kohn, 196
tensen, 1966; Ansell, 1969; Mackie, 1970; Snyder and

shell

form, presumably experienced different levels of predation
intensity. The scent of the non-predatory crabs Pugettia

site.

is

sponse to a distant threat, and may be adaptive for slow
moving organisms that cannot otherwise escape from im-

ductus Randall. This avoidance behavior was observed in
snails

from a predator

1977). Hence, an avoidance behavior

Snyder, 1971; Feder, 1972). However, these responses
are usually to slow-moving asteroid and gastropod predators (e.g., Hoffman et al., 1978; Fishlyn and Phillips,

were attracted to

Hemigrapsus mtdiis

common

prey item Balanus glandula Darwin.
These results suggest that N. lamel/osa can assess from

1980; Schmitt, 1981), and few have involved predatory
crabs [except see Geller (1982)]. Although predatorspecificity of avoidance behaviors has been examined in

a distance the relative risks posed by different species of

some gastropods (Edwards,

(Dana), but

at

in response to a

and respond appropriately. The unexpected

attrac-

1968; Phillips, 1976, 1977;

tion to H. niidus suggests that N. lamellosa may use this
effluent to home in from a distance on potential refugia,

Hoffman, 1980), the specificity of responses to highly
mobile predators has not been investigated. In addition,
few studies have tested for differences in responsiveness

because H. nitdus are often associated with crevices and

among

crabs,

the undersides of boulders where N. lamellosa
less

would be

vulnerable to larger predators.

The recent discovery that the scent from predatory crabs
can influence the rates of feeding and growth, and the
shell morphology of two thaidine gastropods, the north-

Introduction

eastern Pacific Nucella lamellosa (Gmelin) (Appleton

Many marine invertebrates exhibit escape and avoidance behaviors (Bullock, 1953; Gore, 1966; Phillips, 1975;
Lawn and Ross, 1982; Palmer el al,
1986). An escape behavior is a response to

1982;

Miller,

extent are these responses specific to predatory crabs rather
than a more generalized response to crab effluents? A sec-

direct contact

ond question we addressed was whether

to

whom

snails

from pop-

ulations that had experienced different predation regimes
exhibited different specificities or magnitudes of avoidance

1

Author

and

Palmer, 1988) and the North Atlantic N. lapillus (L.)
(Palmer, 1990), raises an important question. To what

Received 18 June 1991; accepted 20 September 1991.
Present address: Department of Zoology, University of California,
Davis, CA 956 16.
2

populations experiencing different predation

pressures.

behaviors.

correspondence should be addressed.
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Materials and Methods
Collection sites

Nuce/la lamello.su individuals were collected from two

Right

sites in the vicinity of Bamfield, Vancouver Island, British
Columbia, during the summers of 1989 and 1990: (a)
Grappler Inlet (48 50' 00" N, 125 06' 49" W), a quiet
estuarine bay that receives little or no exposure to breaking
waves; and (b) the Ross Islets (48 52' 24" N, 125 37' 38"

Back

W), a group of small islands in Barkley Sound that exWith one exception,

periences intermediate wave action.
fresh snails were collected for each

Left

Right

during low tide
and held in air in the main aquarium room at the Bamfield
Marine Station until used later the same day. However,

one

series

trial

of 100 snails from Grappler Inlet ('Grapplerin running seawater for four days

lab')

was acclimatized

with

ad libitum food (Balanus glamliila Darwin on small
were used only once and then
of origin. Care was taken not to

stones). In all trials, snails

returned to their

site

from the same area on the shore.
The effluent sources were acclimatized in the laboratory
for four to five days after collection. In total, 4 Cancer
product us Randall, 40 Hemigrapsus nudus (Dana), 9
Pugettia producta (Randall),
Lopholithodes mandtii
Brandt, and approximately 600-900 Balanns glandula on
small stones, were used as stimuli. Only male crabs were
collected and were weighed wet in air. Because of large
collect again

Schematic diagram of the choice apparatus used to assay
Figure 1
behavioral responses of Nucella lamellosa individuals to various effluents:
.

(a) front view, (b)

(ii),

which

The effluent source was placed into one of
The holding tanks emptied into header tanks

top view.

the two holding tanks

(i).

emptied onto sloping, textured glass plates (iii). A thin
from each plate mixed on the central platform (iv) and was

in turn

film of water

drained there by small holes (b). Snails were placed on the central platform
with the coiling axis of their shells perpendicular to the flow of seawater.

1

differences in

body

we could not

size,

precisely standardize

the weights of crabs or barnacles in different

productus and

P.

trials.

C.

producta individuals were collected from

Grappler Inlet, //. nudus individuals from Dixon Island
(48 50' N, 125 06' W), and the single L. mandtii from
near Wizard Islet (48 51' N, 125 09' W). All crabs were
offered frozen fish (sole

and flounder) and blades of kelp

C

(Macrocystis spp.) while held in the laboratory.
produclus and //. nudus consumed the fish; only P. producta
ate kelp.

The

L.

mandtii did not eat any food but was

down each

plate. The holding tanks were placed within
header tanks to minimize the effect of crab movement on

Two complete apparatuses
two separate seawater trays oriented perpendicular to each other. Experiments were conducted under
ambient light levels during the late morning and early
afternoon of the day snails were collected from the field.
A trial began by placing an effluent source, either one
this thin film of flowing water.

were used

in

species of crab or stones covered with barnacles, into either
the right or left holding tank and allowing it to acclimatize

20 min. The opposite holding tank contained only
running seawater. Four to six Nucella lamellosa were
tested at a time, depending on their size. Snails were placed
for

on the perforated center platform

retained for only one week.

[Fig. la(iv)]

with their

axis of coiling perpendicular to the flow of water. Adjacent

were placed in alternating orientations, with their
siphonal canal pointing either to the front or back of the
snails

Experimental procedure and rationale
Nucella lamellosa specimens were exposed to effluents
choice apparatus similar to that used by Pratt ( 974).

in a

1

Two

plastic holding tanks [Fig. la(i), 20 X 15 X 18 cm]
supplied by a common seawater source each emptied into
separate plastic header tanks [Fig. la(ii), 30 X 40 X 10

cm].

The header tanks overflowed onto

glass plates that sloped

inclined, textured

toward each other

[Fig. la(iii),

25

35 cm] and met at a central horizontal platform of
plexiglass [Fig. la(iv)]. Seawater from the two sides only
<

mixed on the center platform and drained from there via
small holes (Fig. Ib). The flow rates into both holding
tanks were adjusted to be equal (80 ml/s), and sufficient
to

produce a thin film of water (1-2

mm

deep) flowing

apparatus.
free to

come

They were placed 2-4 cm

move without

in contact, they

apart so they were
contacting each other. If two did

were removed from the experiment.

When

approximately half the snails collected for a particular trial had been tested, the effluent source was re-

moved, the apparatus rinsed out with seawater, and the
same effluent source switched to the opposite holding tank.
The remaining snails were then tested as before. This protest for movement biases induced
by the apparatus.
To determine whether behavioral responses varied with
snail size, snails were scored as either shorter or longer
than 30
in shell length (tip of siphonal canal to apex

cedure allowed us to

mm
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offive factors on the direction of movement hv Nucella lamellosa relative to the choice apparatus
/'-values for snails turning to right

and

left

side of apparatus vs.:
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Behavioral responses
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PALMER

II

Nucella lamellosa to effluent from five crustaceans

Effluent source

Species

A. R.

Source on right

Source on

left
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Table
Stti/islical tests

of the

effects
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III

offive factors on the response r/Nucella lamellosa

to the effluent from five crustaceans

f-values for snarls turning towards and away from effluent source

vs.:
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far back as the mid Palaeozoic (Signer and Brett, 1984)
and appear to have increased in importance throughout
the Mesozoic (Vermeij, 1977).

Discussion
Potential sources of experimental bias

Of the many possible sources of experimental bias we
examined, only one had a statistically significant effect,
and the effect was small. The preference of Nucella lamellosa to turn towards the apertural lip was slight, and
appeared to have little effect on statistical inference
whether incorporated in the analysis (Fig. 2) or ignored

Although other explanations are possible,
our handling protocol seems most likely to have been
(Table

II,

PALMER

A. R.

Fig. 3).

To

In contrast to the extensive studies of shell morphology,

the behavioral responses of gastropods to highly mobile
shell-breaking predators has received very little attention,

presumably because the passive defense provided by the
is usually considered the only option. Thicker shells,

shell

however, entail a greater cost (Palmer, 1981). Geller ( 1 982)
suggests that the lightly armored Tegitla funebralis has

evolved an avoidance response to a predatory crab as
for

having a relatively thin

Our

standardize starting
orientation, snails were placed with the coiling axis perpendicular to the flow of water. However, because the

compensation

foot emerges from the apertural side, its long axis would
generally have pointed toward one side of the apparatus,
and snails thus may have been more likely to move in

havioral adaptation.

that direction.

reduce their vulnerability. An avoidance
response, if adaptive, functions to reduce the probability
of encounter between predator and prey. Hence, it does

responsible for this turning bias.

to different species of crabs

might have arisen as an

artifact

of differences in crab biomass. Biomass differences, however, seem unlikely to have influenced our results for two
reasons. First, although the wet masses of Pugettia producla, for

which no

were the lowest of

significant preference
all

was detected,

crabs tested (125.1-148.8

g),

the

wet mass of Lopholithodes mandtii was the second highest
g), and no turning preference was observed for this
stimulus either. Second, different sized C. productits in(440.5

dividuals had

no consistent

effect

on the magnitude of

turning preference we observed: the largest crab (575. 1 g)
was associated with one highly significant response and

one nonsignificant response, and the two most

significant

responses occurred with crabs of quite different size (575.
and 339.3 g; Table II).

Responses

1

to stimuli

results

Although slow by comparison to the speed of

their

predators, the behavioral defenses of N. lamellosa

may

nonetheless

Another possible source of bias in our experiments was
the wet mass of stimulus used, because different responses

shell.

indicate that N. lamellosa, a temperate species capable of
secreting very thick shells, has also evolved a similar be-

still

not necessarily require quick movement. Its effectiveness
would presumably increase as the distance to which the

prey could detect the predator increased. Furthermore, in
the heterogeneous environment of rocky shores, a refuge
may be only a few centimeters away, also reducing the

need for a dramatic response.
Adaptive significance of specificity. The avoidance of
crabs by N. lamellosa appears to be specific to predatory
species. Predator-specific defensive behaviors have been
observed in other gastropods in response to both predatory
and gastropods (Edwards, 1968; Phillips, 1976;

asteroids

Hoffman, 1980), and have also been observed in barnacles
(Palmer et ai. 1982), anemones (Lawn and Ross, 1982),
and echinoderms (Shaw and Fontaine, 1990). Such specificity presumably evolves because avoidance behaviors
are costly in terms of time lost from foraging. Dogwhelks,
for example, require from several hours to a day to handle
a single barnacle (Dunkin and Hughes, 1984) or mussel
(Hughes and Dunkin, 1984). Time spent retreating to and

Adaptive significance of a behavioral response to shellbreaking predators. The morphological responses of gastropods to shell-breaking predators have been well studied
in both ecological and evolutionary time. The shell form

remaining in a refuge in response to a distant predator
could otherwise be used for foraging. Avoidance behaviors
should thus evolve to a level of specificity that minimizes

of thaidine gastropods varies rather dramatically among
local populations, and empirical evidence suggests that

inappropriate responses. Numerous studies suggest that
invertebrates can weigh these tradeoffs between risk and

thick shells, characteristic of quiet-water shores, reduce
vulnerability to predatory crabs (Kitching et ai. 1966;

reward while foraging

Hughes and Elner, 1979; Palmer, 1985). Defensive attributes of these shells can also be amplified by substances
from predatory crabs (Appleton and Palmer,
1988; Palmer, 1990). Geographic variation in shell morphology suggests that predation intensity increases toward
diffused

(Sih, 1986;

Burrows and Hughes,

1989).

The

attraction of N. lamellosa to the scent of

Hemi-

grapsus nudits was initially quite puzzling, because large
H. nudus can break the shells of small Nucella in the

Ash and A. R. Palmer, unpub. obs.). This
was observed in three separate experiments with
from two different populations (Table II) and hence

laboratory (V.
attraction

tropical latitudes (Vermeij, 1978; Palmer, 1979; Bertness

snails

and Cunningham, 1981). Finally, shell-breaking predators
appear to have been an important source of mortality as

was not a sampling
attraction

may have

artifact.

On

reflection,

we

feel this

a rather intriguing explanation. Be-

SNAIL RESPONSE TO CRAB EFFLUENTS
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cause snails rely on olfaction as their primary sensory
mechanism (Kohn, 96 ), N. lamellosa may use the water-

Geerat Vermeij and an anonymous reviewer for comments on the MS. This research was supported by an

borne cues released by H. nudiis to locate potential refugia,
such as crevices or the undersides of boulders, from a

and

1

1

distance. Without such distance chemoreception, snails
would have to rely either on local cues encountered

NSERC undergraduate summer research award to PBM
NSERC operating grant A7245 to ARP, for which

we

are both grateful.

through random movement (e.g., rapidly changing light
levels or reduced water movement) or on their ability to
retrace a path

nudiis

back to a refuge

commonly

left earlier.

Because H.

occurs in crevices and under rocks on

almost any rocky shore in the northeastern Pacific (Kozloff, 1987), they would consistently be associated with potential refugia. Although N. lamellosa might possibly have
been attracted to what was perceived as a 'familiar' scent
in the unfamiliar surroundings of the laboratory, the lack

of an attraction to barnacles (Table

II)

would seem

to rule

Ansell, A. D. 1969.
Proc.

Defensive adaptations to predation in the Mollusca.

Symp. Mollusca

lack of a response to barnacles,

common

2:

487-512.

by predatory crabs and damaged prey induce more predator resistant
shells in a marine gastropod. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 85: 43874391.

M.

Bertness,

and C. Cunningham. 1981.

D.,

dation and gastropod architectural defense.

N. lamellosa, was surprising. The experimental procedure
was designed to minimize the effects of the laboratory on

Predator recognition and escape responses of some

M.

of starfish. Behavior

T.,

and R. N. Hughes. 1984.

Dunkin, S.

normal foraging behaviors. Snails that experienced the
slight 'trauma' of being detached and handled may have
only been sensitive to risk-related stimuli rather than for-

Edwards, C. D. 1968.

aging-related stimuli.

5:

1

30- 40.
1

and R. N. Hughes. 1989.

Natural foraging of the dogwhelk, Nucella lapillus (Linnaeus): the weather and whether to feed.
J Moll. Siud. 55: 285-295.

Burrows,

behavior by using animals as soon as they were
brought back from the field. However, this procedure may
have been mildly stressful, and may thus have suppressed
snail

Crab shell-crushing preJ. Exp Mar. Biol. Ecol.

50:213-230.
intertidal gastropods in the presence

prey for

Water-borne stimuli released

Appleton, R. D., and A. R. Palmer. 1988.

Bullock, T. H. 1953.

this out.
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Kinetics of Fertilization in the Sea Urchin

Strongylocentrotus franciscanus: Interaction of
Dilution, Age, and Contact Time
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laboratory observations of fertilization and field observations of water flow conditions. Because of inherent

Abstract.
Determining fertilization success of free
spawning organisms in the field requires knowledge of
how eggs and sperm interact under varying encounter frequencies and durations. In the laboratory, we investigated

problems with both approaches, a combination of methodologies would provide the best understanding of the
processes involved in field fertilization success and the
most powerful predictive abilities. Problems with in situ

the relative influence of sperm concentration, egg concentration, sperm-egg contact time, and sperm age on fer-

measures of

urchin Strongylocentrotus francisOur results indicated that sperm concentration,
sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, and individual varitilization in the sea

were sequentially the most important factors

in-

Egg concentration was not
A theoretical model of
over
the
tested.
significant
range
fertilization (Vogel-Czihak-Chang- Wolf model) was used

relevant data during rare spawning events (Petersen, in
press, Petersen el al., in press). Problems with the con-

fluencing fertilization success.

to estimate the

two

rate constants

struction of fertilization

and

models include gathering accurate

estimates of water flow and turbulence during periods of
spawning (for a model of fertilization in wave-swept shores

of fertilization kinetics:

the rate constant of sperm-egg encounter

fertilization include

experimental artifacts
of
fertilization
that may influence estimates
(Pennington,
1985; Yund, 1990; Levitan, 1991; and Levitan et al, in
press) and the serendipitous nature of being able to collect

canus.

ability

1

Gamete

rate constant

of fertilization. This model explained 91% of the variation
in fertilization success, provided estimates of the rate con-

see

Denny and

Shibata, 1989)

and knowledge of how

ga-

stants involved in fertilization, .and indicated the propor-

metes interact under various encounter frequencies and
durations. Here we investigate, in the laboratory, the in-

tion (3%) of sperm-egg contacts that result in fertilization.

teraction of gamete concentration, age,

and contact time
in light of measures of sperm swimming velocity and egg
size, and theoretical predictions of fertilization kinetics.
This is by no means the first attempt to describe fertilization success in the laboratory. There is a rich history
of research on fertilization kinetics aimed at describing
how the number of gametes, age of gametes, and other

Estimates of sperm swimming velocity and egg diameter
were used to independently calculate the rate of spermegg encounter and confirm the predictions of the model.
This model also predicts the non-significant effect of egg

concentration on fertilization success found empirically.
Introduction

factors influence fertilization (e.g., Lillie, 1915; Rothschild

two approaches can be used to resolve questions
concerning the fertilization success of free spawning organisms. The first is to collect field data during spawning
events, and the second is to construct models based on

and Swann, 1951; Hultin and Hagstrom, 1956; Brown
andKnouse, 1973; Vogel et al., 1982; Pennington, 1985).
fertilThese previous studies have documented that
ization is sensitive to sperm concentration and sperm age

At

least

(

(references above), (2) fertilization
Received 13

concentration

May 99 accepted 5 August 1991.
Correspondence address: Department of Zoology, University of
California. Davis. CA 95616-8755.
1

(Lillie,

is

1

)

insensitive to egg

1915), (3) fertilization

is

sensitive

1 ;

to the time of eggs

*

spend

and Swann, 1951) and
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in a

sperm solution (Rothschild

(4) fertilization kinetics

should be
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a function of gamete concentration, sperm age, sperm
velocity, and egg size (however, the dependence of fertilization

on egg

and sperm

size

not tested empirically

velocity

Vogel

et al.,

was predicted and
1982). These con-

AL.

V

did not account for changes in
as sperm concentration
varied
see results) and using a nonlinear model deter-

mined the best
X 10 4 mm Vs.

fit

However, no study to date has addressed these factors
simultaneously under the range of values normally encountered in nature, or has used estimates of sperm velocity and egg size to predict rates of fertilization.

ization predicted

we

address four parameters of gamete
kinetics and their interaction: sperm concentration, sperm
age,

sperm-egg contact time (the time an egg spends

at

1982

see below) to predict the rate constants of fer-

tilization

and sperm-egg encounter frequency. Third, we

the model's predictions of these rate constants against
empirical measures of egg size and sperm velocity. Finally,
we use the fertilization kinetics model to evaluate the reltest

sperm and egg concenknowledge
about the kinetics of fertilization will enhance the accuracy
of future theoretical models, and provide insight into the
ative sensitivity of fertilization to

trations normally encountered in nature. This

interpretation of empirical field data.

I

'ogel-Czihak-Chang- H
et

'olf

model

al.

V

ft,

tilization,

"

and

3.3

suggest that be-

is

Materials and Methods

General

8

Experiments were conducted between 27 February and
1990 at the Bamfield Marine Station on the west

May

coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada. All

urchins were gathered from the mouth of Bamfield Inlet
50' 30" N, 125 08' W), at a depth of 9 m, from rock
and cobble substrata. Animals were maintained in flowing
(48

seawater tables

at

12C

based on sperm-egg contact and the

fertiliza-

of the egg). This model assumes that sperm attach
to the first egg they contact regardless of whether fertilbility

ization takes place.

The Vogel-Czihak-Chang-Wolf (VCCW) model
scribed by the following equation (Vogel et

al..

is

de-

1982;

p.

203):

Gametes

prior to experiments.

were collected by inducing urchins to spawn with a 5 ml
injection of 0.55 AI KG. Sperm were obtained by inverting
male urchins over a glass finger bowl. Sperm were kept
"dry" and cool at 12C until needed for experiments.
Eggs were obtained by inverting female urchins over a

bowl

filled

with

1

^m

filtered seawater.

Eggs and all experiments were maintained at
running seawater table.

(of sperm-egg contact, based on egg cross-sectional area and sperm swimming velocity) and fl (of ferstants

10

ft/ft, is

large glass finger

(1982) proposed a fertilization kinetics
model that predicts fertilization based on sperm and egg
and two rate conconcentration, the half-life of sperm

Vogel

X

by Denny and Shibata (1989) in their
model of fertilization success on wave swept shores.

a

sperm concentration), and egg concentration.
Second, we use a fertilization kinetics model (Vogel et

The

to be 3.8

first

particular

al..

ft,

respectively. Vogel
approximately 0.01, only 1% of the egg surfertilizable. This value is critical to the low fertil-

cause

In this study

and

f3

et al.

clusions are crucial to our understanding of in situ fertilization (e.g.. Denny, 1988; Denny and Shibata, 1989).

face

of

12C

in a

Sperm concentration in each experiment was determined by fixing 5 ml of a 10 ; dilution of dry sperm with
five drops of 100% formalin. At this dilution, sperm counts
were made using a hemocytometer

X

(8 replicate

counts of

7

ml sub-samples). Eggs were collected with a
10 ml pipette and then diluted until there were between
6000 and 6500 eggs per ml in the stock egg suspension.
2.5

10

For all experimental treatments, three replicates were
conducted. In all but the preliminary sperm dilution experiment, each replicate used a different male and female.
were from the same
male and female. In all but the sperm-egg contact time
experiments, eggs and sperm were placed into small vials,
swirled for 5 s and the degree of fertilization assessed
after 3 h. The percentage of eggs fertilized was estimated,
In the preliminary study, the replicates

1

/

$00

==

1

-exp \

Where:

The

itfSn

(1

-

-

e

\

rt)E " r

Poto

(1)

)

/

= Sperm concentration
(#//ul)
E = Egg concentration (#/jtl)
S

ratio of

ft/ft, is

either the fertilizable area of the

egg, the proportion of sperm able to fertilize an egg (Vogel
et al.. 1982), or the number of sperm contacts needed to

allow for the penetration of a single spermatozoan. Vogel
et al. (1982) suggest the first explanation, although these

using a

compound microscope, by the presence
membrane or later cleavage stages in

tilization

of a

fer-

100 un-

eggs randomly sampled from each experimental
treatment.

damaged

For statistical analysis, an arcsine transformation was
performed on all percent fertilization data. An analysis
of covariance was used for differences in the percentage

alternate hypotheses have not been directly tested.

of eggs fertilized in the sperm age, sperm-egg contact time,
and egg concentration experiments. Sperm concentration
(log transformed) was the covariate. These initial exper-

Vogel et al. (1982) estimated 13 and ft, for the urchin
Paracentrotus lividus. They observed
to be 1500 s (they

tifactorial

V

iments establish the range of responses used

in the

mul-

experiment and most importantly provide data
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for the fertilization kinetics

model. In the multifactorial

experiment, we used a step-wise regression to analyze the
contribution of each factor in explaining variation in fertilization success

Sperm

and an analysis of covariance to analyze
urchins in gamete quality.

among

the variation

concentration experiment

Egg

This experiment investigated how egg concentration
influences fertilization over a range of sperm dilutions.

We

2, 4, or 8 ml aliquot of a dilute egg
6500 eggs per ml) into a vial and then
added a ml aliquot of a dilute sperm suspension (dilu7
3
5
tions of either 10
10 or 10 and filtered seawater to a
ml 3 sperm dilutions X 4 egg dilutions
final volume of

placed either a

1.

suspension (6000 to
1

dilution experiment

the range of sperm concentration over
which fertilization success declines from 100 to 0%, we

1

X

(

= 36

3 replicates

)

,

,

To determine

vials).

conducted a preliminary dilution experiment. A 1 ml aliquot of a diluted egg suspension (6000 to 6500 eggs per
ml) was placed in a small vial with 8 ml of filtered seawater.
Fresh "dry" sperm were diluted in a series of 10, 10-fold

Sperm-egg contact time, sperm

A ml aliquot from one of these sperm suswas
then placed into the vial, to bring the final
pensions
volumes to 10 ml 10 dilutions X 3 replicates = 30 vials).

neously. Egg concentration

dilutions.

Sperm age experiment

We assessed the influence of sperm

age on fertilization
20.
10,
40, 80, and 160 min)

using six levels of age (0,
2
over six levels of dilution (\Q
10

7
).

6

b

\0\ 10\ 10 10 \ and
The range of dilutions was determined from the re,

,

A

ml aliquot of a dilute
was
in
a
vial
with 8 ml of filtered
sperm suspension
placed
seawater. A
ml aliquot of a dilute egg suspension was
added to the vial at the appropriate time: at 0, 10, 20, 40,
80, and 160 min after the sperm were diluted (6 dilutions
sults

of the previous experiment.

1

dilution

experiment
In this experiment, three factors

1

(

and sperm

age,

were varied simulta-

was not manipulated because

it was not significant over the range tested (see results).
This experiment had four levels of sperm age (5. 15, 25,
and 35 min), four levels of sperm-egg contact time (7, 15.

30,

10

and 60

6
).

and

s),

five dilutions

2

(10

,

The experimental protocol was

10

3
,

10

4
,

10

5
,

and

identical to the

sperm-egg contact time experiment, with the exception
of the 7 s contact time trials. In these trials, the containers
did not

sit

in the

sperm solution since the time needed

to

discharge the 40 ml of sperm solution was 7 s (4 sperm
= 240
ages X 4 contact times X 5 dilutions X 3 replicates

1

X

6 times

X

3 replicates

=

108

vials).

Although both sperm

containers).

Sperm

velocity

in this experiment, previous research
has shown that sperm are much
1985)
(e.g., Pennington,
more sensitive than eggs to age effects. Nevertheless, as-

We estimated sperm swimming velocity by analyzing
slow motion videotapes of sperm at a concentration of
7
1.50 X 10 /ml. Sperm were diluted and immediately

suming synchronous spawning, sperm and eggs would age

placed in a depression slide on a cooled stage of a compound microscope and video taped at 400X. The video

and eggs were aged

simultaneously in the

field.

recorded time with an internal stop-watch. Sperm swim-

Sperm-egg contact time experiment

The

ming was analyzed by

influence of the duration of sperm contact on ferwas assessed by manipulating the time

tilization success

eggs were in contact with a diluted suspension of sperm.
A 1 ml aliquot of a dilute egg suspension was pipetted
into a plastic cylinder (66
in diameter and 30

mm

Sperm were
10

diluted into six concentrations (dilutions of:
6
45
10
10-\ 10
10\ and 10 ) each to a volume of 200
4

2
,

,

The

,

was placed in a clean petri dish
and then 40 ml of sperm (from one of the dilutions) were
discharged from a syringe into the cylinder. The sperm
remained in contact with the eggs for one of four time
periods (0.5, 2, 8, and 32 min). The container was then
rinsed with filtered seawater to remove excess sperm, and
ml.

egg-filled cylinder

placed back into the petri dishes filled with filtered seawater (6 dilutions X 4 contact times X 3 replicates = 72
containers).

on

measured with a graphics tablet and velocities calculated
by dividing distance moved by the elapsed time.

mm

deep with 35 n mesh Nitex covering the base). The cylinder
was then placed in a petri dish filled with filtered seawater.

tracing individual spermatozoa

acetate sheets attached to a video monitor. Distances were

Results

Sperm

dilution experiment

2
High percent fertilization was noted at the 10 dilution
7
(4.7 X 10 sperm/ml) and showed a slight decline until
6
the 10 (4.7 X 10' sperm/ml) dilution when fertilization
decreased to 18% (Fig. 1). No fertilization was observed
s

beyond the 10 dilution (47 sperm/ml).
For this, and in all other experiments, sperm in the 10 2
dilution were still actively swimming after 3 h and development was generally halted with a raised fertilization
membrane. The halted development at this high sperm
concentration was probably due to polyspermy. At other
dilutions, sperm movement was not detected after 3 h,
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SPERM CONCENTRATION (sperm/ml)
10

10 9

10

10 8

10 6

10 7

10 4

10 s

10 3

10

2

Figure

DILUTION

2.

Fertilization as a function of sperm age

Mean

in Strongylocentrotus franciscanus.

Figure

I.

Fertilization as a function of

sperm concentration (#/ml)

were arcsine transformed,
the mean and 95% CI are plotted after back transformation (n = 3).
;
Sperm concentration estimated from hemocytometer counts at the I0
in Strongylocentrotus /riincixcaniix. Percent data

dilution (4.7

x

and sperm dilution

percent fertilization plotted,

error bars were omitted for clarity. Because
slightly

between

replicates,

sperm concentration varied
sperm dilution was plotted for clarity.

7

I0

sperm/ml).

sperm

dilutions, the influence of

fertilization

and development seemed

to be progressing normally (e.g.,
developmental times consistent with Strathmann, 1987).

decreased

sperm contact time on

slightly.

Sperm-egg contact time influences fertilization most
between the 0.5 and 2 min interval. This result suggests
that sperm-egg contact time

may be important at even
time intervals. Thus, in the multi-factorial experiment we chose intervals of 7, 15, 30. and 60 s.
finer

Sperm age experiment

The

results indicated a highly significant effect

age and sperm concentration on

(ANCOVA, P <

of sperm
success

fertilization

0.0001 for both the covariate of sperm

concentration and the main effect of sperm age). Figure
2 is a three-dimensional contour plot of fertilization as a

Egg

concentration

The

results indicated

no

significant effect of egg con-

centration, but a highly significant effect of

sperm con-

function of sperm age and sperm dilution. Sperm age had
little influence on fertilization at the highest sperm concentrations. In fact,

sperm

at the

:

10 (9.85

X

10

7

sperm/

ml) dilution were still active after 7 h. A 10-fold dilution
of this aged (7 h) concentration resulted in nearly 100%
fertilization.

Sperm age had

ization at the

10

?

the most influence on

dilution (9.85

X

10

7

fertil-

sperm/ml). At

greater sperm dilutions, the influence of sperm age
ened due to an overall decrease in fertilization.

less-

Sperm-egg contact tune

The

results indicated a highly significant effect of spermcontact
time and sperm concentration on fertilization
egg
success (ANCOVA, P < 0.0001 for both covariate of

sperm concentration and the main
contact time). Figure 3

is

effect

of sperm-egg
contour

a three-dimensional

plot of fertilization as a function of sperm-egg contact
time and sperm dilution. Sperm-egg contact time had the
greatest influence

lution of 10

4

on

-

(3.83

X

fertilization at the intermediate di-

Figure 3.

sperm-egg contact time and

in Strongylocentrotus franciscanus.

ization plotted, error bars

were omitted for

clarity.

Mean

percent

fertil-

Because sperm con-

centration varied slightly between replicates, sperm dilution was plotted

5

10 sperm/ml). At lesser or greater

Fertilization as a function ol

sperm dilution

for clarity.
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centration on fertilization success

(ANCOVA, P <

0.0001

for covariate of sperm concentration and P > 0.25 for
main effect of egg concentration). Figure 4 is a three-dimensional contour plot of fertilization as a function of

egg concentration and sperm dilution.

Sperm-egg contact time, sperm

age.

sperm dilution

A

forward step-wise regression analysis tested percent
transformed) with the following variables: sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, and sperm concentration (log transformed). All variables were highly
fertilization (arcsine

(P < 0.0001) with sperm dilution (Fig. 5A),
sperm-egg contact time (Fig. 5B) and sperm age (Fig. 5C)
70.1% of the
explaining cumulatively 61.8, 67.6, and
significant

regression generated from these results

The

variation.

is:

- 0.846
F = S(0.262) + 7(0.006) + A( -0.007)
Where:

F = Percent fertilization (arcsine transformed)
S = Sperm concentration (sperm/ml, log trans-

80

<
N

60

formed)

T = Sperm-egg contact
A = Sperm age (min)
With

ca.

time

40

(s)

6250 eggs

20
DC

The remaining 30% of the
to three factors; within
in

gamete

quality,

variation can be attributed

111

a

and between individual variation

and using

The
approximations for the relationships described above.
cofirst two factors were addressed with an analysis of
variance used to compare the percentage of eggs fertilized

60

40

20

linear or log transformed

CONTACT TIME

(sees)

100 n

(arcsine transformed), with gamete variability (individual
male and female used for a series of experiments) as the

80

60

40

20

10-20

0-10

20-30

SPERM AGE

30-40

(mins)

Fertilization in the multifactonal experiment;
Figure 5.
centmtus franciscanus. Percent data were arcsine transformed, the mean
and 95% CI are plotted after back transformation (3 replicates, 5 dilutions,
4 sperm-egg contact times, and 4 sperm ages). A) Sperm dilution, B)
Sperm-egg contact time. C) Sperm age.

MLS OF EGGS
Figure 4.

Fertilization as a function of

(ca.

6000-6500

dilution in StroiiKylm-cntrolus franeggs/ml) in 10 ml volume and sperm
for
ciscamts. Mean percent fertilization plotted, error bars were omitted
varied slightly between replicates,
clarity. Because sperm concentration

sperm dilution was plotted

for clarity.

and sperm concentration (sperm/ml, log
transformed), sperm-egg contact time (s) and sperm age

main

mis of eggs

effect

were
(min) as covariates. All factors were significant; there
differences in the level of fertilization between gametes

from individual urchins

(P< 0.0001

for all covariates

and
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X

?

10

=

mmVs (SE

X

1.072

of sperm-egg encounter (/3
3
= 6.971
X 10~ 3
/s (SE

mm

5

and the rate constant
was estimated to be 1.761
X 10~ 4 ). Both these estimates
10~

)

)

one order of magnitude larger than estimated for
Paracentrotus lividus by Vogel et al. (1982). The ratio of
0/0 is calculated to be 0.0343. This ratio is about three
are

times higher than the ratio estimated by Vogel et al. 1982)
and used by Denny and Shibata 1989) to predict fertil(

(

ization in the field.

-10123456
Log Sperm Concentration (#/ul)

Figure 6.

Sperm

half-life

(V;

when sperm was

freshly diluted. Triangle

symbols

represent sperm age trials where fertilization never dropped to
initial fertilization.

50% of

00

Where:

These points were calculated beyond the range of the

experiment and were not included in the regression equation (Log sperm
2
half-life (si = [Log sperm concentration (#//il) < 0.391] + 2.818, R
= 0.51, n = 12).

would therefore

v
<TO

=

et al..
V

X

1982; p. 208):
(2)

(7

= Mean spermatozoan
velocity (mm/s)
= Egg cross-sectional area (mm 2
)

We analyzed a total of

6 spermatozoa from 4 urchins
There were significant differences in swimming
velocity between individual urchins ANOVA, P < 0.0 ).
These differences and perhaps similar differences in egg
1 1

(Fig. 7).

1

(

the

main

effect).

The remaining problem of assuming

lin-

ear or log-linear relations between the variables has been

addressed theoretically by Vogel

ct

til.

(1982).

quality are possible reasons for individual variance in fertilization success. The mean sperm velocity was 0.149

mm/s
The Vogel-Czihak-Chang- M 'olf model
using only manipulations
with fresh gametes (n = 199), to the
model using

VCCW

"14" (Vogel

203) which
substitutes 't' (the sperm-egg contact time) with
(the
sperm half-life). However, when 't' exceeded V, we used
their equation

et ai,

1982;

the latter value, because higher values of
estimate the vitality of the sperm.

We

sperm-age experiment

at

p.

't'

V

would over-

V

by fitting the results of the
each dilution separately to an

calculated values of

exponential regression equation. For each equation, the
half-life was calculated from the predicted time when fertilization

was half the

initial

value at time "0." These half-

values were then plotted as a function of sperm concentration (log transformed. Fig. 6) and a linear regression
to predict

V values for the range of sperm

concentrations used in the analysis.

To

VCCW model we iterated the Marquardt
Gauss and Dud methods gave similar results)

test the

method

(the

of non-linear regression (SAS
the best fitted values of (3 and

program) to find
our values of sperm

statistical

for

concentration (#/n\), egg concentration
(s), and the observed fertilization ratio.

(#//ul),

't'

or

'T'

The model of Vogel et al. (1982) appears to be quite
it explained 91% of the variation in fertilization

robust as

in Strongylocentrotusjranciscanus (in spite of the unex-

plained individual variation in gamete quality). The rate
constant of fertilization (ft) was estimated to be 6.044

and egg

13).

Using

this estimate of

cross-sectional area of

swimming

0.014314

mm

2

(egg diameter 0.135 mm; pers. obs., Strathmann, 1987),
3
= 1.61 X 10~ 3 ).
0o was calculated to be 2.13 X 10~ (SE

There was no significant difference between this estimate
of 0o and our estimate from the VCCW model (Student's

V

=

0.075,

P>

0.9).

(1982) did not measure sperm swimming
directly, they estimated velocity (v) by solving equation
and egg diameter. Their
(2) using their estimates of

Vogel

el al.

estimate for Paracentrotus lividus was 0.040

(1955) measured sperm

Psammechinus
Gray

life

was performed

(SE = 0.01

velocity

We fitted a subset of our data,

in-

can be made from the

independent estimate of

following equation (Vogel

concentration (log transformed) in Strongylocentrotusjranciscanus. Each
datum represents the sperm age when fertilization dropped to 50% of
initial fertilization

ratio

Shibata's predictions of in situ fertilization by a factor of three (from approximately 1 to 3%
in highly turbulent water).

An

log transformed) as a function of sperm

Use of this

Denny and

crease

Ib

14

miliaris

swimming
and found

mm/s. Gray

velocity directly for
rates

of 0.190 mm/s.

also reviews studies of several other echinoid species
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and reports rates of between 0. 120 and 0. 190 mm/s (1955
and references within). Because we found significant differences between individuals, it should not be surprising
to find differences between species.
Sensitivity of egg concentration to fertilization

Because
it

seems

fertilization is a result

of sperm-egg encounters,

intuitive that egg concentration should be im-

portant to fertilization success, yet our empirical results
suggest otherwise. To evaluate the sensitivity of fertiliza-

we again iterated the
of
non-linear
method
Marquardt
regression to find the
This time we chose a subset
best fitted values of fi and l3

tion success to egg concentration,

.

of our data using only experiments with fresh gametes
and constant egg concentrations (n = 40). to predict what
fertilization should be in our egg concentration experi-

ment. The empirical data indicated that the greatest effect
of changes in egg concentration was a non-significant de-

and highest egg conthe lowest sperm concentration. The VCCW

crease of 4.9% between the lowest

centration at

model, using the subset of the data, predicted a decrease
of only 6.3% over the same range of gamete concentration.

There was no significant difference between the observed
and predicted values (Student's T = 0.492, P> 0.5). Figure 8

is

a three-dimensional contour graph of fertilization
sperm and egg concentration, using

Figure 8.
for a range of

the gonopore at a concentration of approximately 8.60 x. !0%<l- Eggs
:
are extruded at a concentration of approximately 3.25 X 10 /M'-

sperm concentration has been shown
profound decrease in
factors
that change before
fertilization success. Thus, only
fertilize
too
dilute
to
eggs are of relevance
sperm become
1

990; Levitan,

VCCW

pi was there a slight impact on
Because eggs of S. franciscamis are extruded
a concentration of 325/^1 (range 169-499/^1, n = 5

was over 100 eggs per
fertilization.

at

and rapidly diluted in seawater, egg concentration would only be important to ferurchins, subsample counts),

tilization success within the first

few seconds of release.

We

found no significant effect of egg concentration
age.
on fertilization. Part of the reason for the order of importance was associated with the relative range of each
(but, see above for egg concentration).

Sperm concentration was

varied over 100,000-fold, con-

and 8-fold in the
multi-factorial experiment, and sperm age was varied 160fold in the first and 4-fold in the multifactorial experiment.
Ranges were chosen based on results from the single factor
results and our estimates on the probable interactions in

tact

time was varied 64-fold in the

first

the field (see below).

Sperm

Such a decline

in

to estimates of fertilization success.

as

Factors influencing fertilization on the same time scale
sperm dilution are egg concentration and gamete con-

tact time.

forces

An

additional factor not

on gametes which might

examined

is

shear

further decrease the chance

of fertilization in turbulent water (Denny and Shibata,
1989; Denny, pers. comm.). Egg concentration did not
significantly affect fertilization success within small con-

would enhance sperm competition. Lillie
found no significant effect of egg concentration
on fertilization with Arbacia. The VCCW model confirms
tainers that

(1915) also

Sperm-egg contact time did have a

Sperm concentration had the greatest effect on fertilization followed by sperm-egg contact time and sperm

examined

991).

these empirical observations.

General discussion

factor

1

to cause a

as a function of both

model.
the original data set (n = 199) in the
it
the
of
the
fertilization
Clearly,
predicts
insensitivity
process to egg concentration. Only when the concentration

VCCW

model
Predicted fertilization as estimated by the
sperm and egg concentrations. Sperm are extruded from

dilutes rapidly within a few meters

from a sperm

source (modelled by Denny, 1988; Denny and Shibata,
1989; empirical evidence by Pennington, 1985; Yund,

significant effect

on

time

in-

fertilization success, particularly within the small

tervals

most

likely to

be important in the

field (less

than

a minute). Rothschild and Swann ( 195 1 ) came to a similar
conclusion with Psammechintis miliaris. Hence it seems
evident that in the future, this factor should be incorporated into fertilization models. As sperm and egg plumes

expand into the water column, the rate of dilution influences both the concentration of sperm and eggs and the
time spent

at a particular concentration.
finding that the lifespan of a spermatozoan is related to concentration has been termed the respiratory

The

and Bickell, 1983). The rate of spermatozoan oxygen consumption increases with dilution;
the total amount of oxygen consumed by a spermatozoan

dilution effect (Chia

its lifetime, however, is independent of dilution.
Thus, a spermatozoan in a concentrated medium can

over
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maintain a longer lifespan

at a

LEVITAN ET

lower metabolic level com-

pared to a spermatozoan in a dilute medium. This dilution
has been attributed to carbon dioxide levels, pH,

effect

and possibly levels of cyclic AMP (Chia and Bickell, 1983).
In most cases, sperm longevity would not play a major
role in fertilization (Pennington, 1985). However, the increased lifespan of concentrated sperm may be important
when gametes are released in low flow conditions (e.g.,
tide pools). In nature, released

to disperse into the water

Chia. K.

column (Pearse

et

al.

and L. R. Bickell. 1983.

-S.,

Echinodermata. Pp. 545-620

in

Reproductive Biology of Invertebrates. \'olume II: Spermatogenesis
and Spain l-'unction. K. G. Adiyodi and R. G. Adiyodi, eds. John

Wiley and Sons, NY.
Denny, M. \V. 1988. Biology and the Mechanics of the \\'ave-swept
Environment. Princeton University Press. NJ. 329 pp.

M.

Denny,

M.

and

\V.,

F. Shibata. 1989.

Consequences of surf-zone

turbulence for settlement and external fertilization.

Am.

Nut. 134:

859-889.
Maturation and spawning. Pp.
\'ol. 9. General

Giese, A. C., and H. kanatani. 1987.

gametes have been observed

252-329

1988;

Levitan, 1988; pers. obs. MAS, DRL) as well as pooling
around the gonopores Pearse et al, 1988; pers. obs. MAS,

AL.

Reproduction of Marine Invertebrates

in

Aspects: Seeking Unity in Diversity. A. C. Giese,
V. B. Pearse, eds. Blackwell Scientific Publication

J.

Pearse,

S.

and Boxwood

and

Press,

CA.

(

DRL).

sperm can stick together in
they travel downstream (pers. obs.

In addition, released

strings or thin wisps as

MAS, DRL). The

increased longevity of released but concentrated sperm might increase the likelihood of fertilization when spawning is not completely synchronous or
if

is

great.

The above experiments provide information on

fertil-

ization kinetics in the laboratory. Estimating fertilization

success in the field requires information at the gamete,

and environmental

levels.

Gamete

can best be studied in the laboratory. Knowledge of gamete kinetics along with estimates of flow conditions in the field allow for the construction of in situ
level factors

fertilization

models (e.g.. Denny and Shibata, 1989). These

models can then be compared to

field

estimates of

fertil-

Pennington, 1985; Yund, 1990;
Grosberg, 1991; Levitan, 1991; Levitan et al.. in press).
In addition, observations of natural spawning events are
ization

needed

and

success

Randall

J.

Exp. Biol

Grosberg, R. K. 1991. Sperm-mediated gene flow and the genetic
structure of a population of the colonial ascidian Botryllus schlosseri.
Evolution 45: 130-142.
1

1

nil in. K.,

and B. F. Hagstrom. 1956.

The

variability in the fertilization

Exp. Cell Re*. 10: 294-308.
Levitan, D. R. 1988.
Asynchronous spawning and aggregative behavior
in the sea urchin Diadcma antillarum Philippi. Pp. 181-186 in Echi-

nodcrm Biology: Proceedings of the Sixth International Echmoderm
Conference. R. D. Burke, P. V. Mladenov. P. Lambert, and R. Parsley,
eds. A. A. Balkema Press, Rotterdam.
Influence of body size and population density on
Levitan, D. R. 1991.
fertilization success and reproductive output in a free-spawning invertebrate. Biol. Bull. 181:
lA'vitan,

M.

D. R.,

et al..

et al.. in press), to determine under what demographic and environmental conditions organisms release gametes. A combination of these techniques will ul-

Petersen

timately provide a robust understanding of patterns of
fertilization success in nature.

261-268.

A. Sewell, and F. S. Chia.

How distribution

in press.

and abundance influences fertilization success
St n >ng\ icenlrol us fraud scan us. Ecology.

in

the sea urchin

'/i

Studies of fertilization. VII. Analysis of variations

F. R. 1915.

l.illie,

(e.g.,

1964; Pennington, 1985; Giese
Kanatani, 1987; Levitan, 1988; Pearse et al.. 1988;
(e.g..

movement of sea-urchin spermatozoa.

rate.

the distance between spawning individuals

individual, population,

Gray, J. 1955. The
32: 775-801.

in the fertilization

28:

power of sperm suspensions

of.-trhucia. Biol. Bull.

W.

C. Austin, A. Perez-

229-251.

Pearse, J. S., D. J. McClary,

Ruzafa, and

M.

of echinoderms

M.

A. Sewell,

Simultaneous spawning of six species
Barkley Sound, British Columbia. Invert. Reprod.

Byrne. 1988.
in

Dcv. 14: 279-288.

Pennington, J.

I.

The ecology of

1985.

fertilization

of echinoid eggs:

the consequence ol sperm dilution, adult aggregation, and synchro-

nous spawning.

W.

Petersen, C.
fish,

Biol. Bull. 169:

417-430.

Variation in fertilization rate in the tropical reef

1991.
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Growth, Size Rank, and Maturation of the Freshwater
Prawn, Macrobrachium rosenbergii: Analysis of
Marked Prawns in an Experimental Population
Z.

RA'ANAN,

A.

SAGI

1

,

Y.

WAX

2
,

I.

KARPLUS

Aquacultwe Production Technology,

P. O.

Box

G.

HULATA\ AND

A.

KURIS* 4

4330. Jerusalem. Israel 91042

orange claw prawns and suggests that the inclusion of a
small proportion of large "target" blue claw males might

experimental population of Malaysian giant freshwater
prawns (Macrobrachium rosenbergii). Small immature

stimulate the rapid growth of orange claw males in a population of smaller prawns.

female prawns had high growth rates. Growth of female
prawns nearly ceased after maturation. This compensatory

Introduction

growth process produces adult females having a unimodal,
symmetrical size distribution with a mean above the size

Growth of

threshold for maturation (about 18-26 g). The small male
morphotype has a low growth rate, while the orange claw
rate.

.

ductivity includes the stimulatory effect on the remaining
prawns of selectively harvesting the largest blue claw and

For four months we marked and followed
maturation and adult male mophotypic
female
through
differentiation, the growth of all 150 individuals in an
Abstract.

male morphotype has a high growth

3

individuals within a population

highly variable.

is

The causes vary, involving genetic,

often
social,

Because body size often affects
and
survivorship, variation in growth
reproductive output
is a very important component of individual fitness. How

and environmental

As the orange

claw males transform to the blue claw morphotype, growth
ceases. Examination of changes in size rank during the

factors.

intraspecific interactions cause variation in growth will
be crucial to the evaluation of life history tactics. Variation
in growth of aquatic animals is also of practical interest,

maturation process supported the leapfrog phenomenon.
The fastest growing, largest orange claw male is the first

metamorphose to the blue claw morphotype (at a size
g). As other orange claw males exceed this size, they
transform in a sequential process so that the most recent
blue claw male is generally the largest blue claw male in

to

as

of 35

systems.

it

influences the harvest of fisheries

The

giant freshwater prawn,

and aquaculture

Macrobrachium rosenber-

particularly interesting with respect to variation in
growth and the role of size in the social structure of pop-

gii. is

the population. Thus, growth of males is depensatory
throughout the process of morphotypic differentiation,
leading to a wide size range of orange and blue claw males.

ulations. Starting with a cohort of postlarvae

having a

normal size distribution (Sandifer and Smith, 1975;
Ra'anan and Cohen. 1984). growth of juvenile prawns is

The

leapfrog phenomenon is discussed in terms of the
reproductive success of the blue claw males and compared
with related growth processes in male poeciliid fishes. Implications of this growth process for aquacultural pro-

depensatory (Malecha, 1980), the variance increasing
more rapidly than mean size (Ricker, 1975). About half

Received 8 January 1991; accepted 8 August 1991.
Present address: Department of Molecular & Cell Biology, The University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269 and Marine Biological Labo-

ins,

of the population grows rapidly and variably, while the
other half grows slowly and relatively uniformly, leading
to a markedly, positively skewed size distribution (Wick1972; Forster and Beard, 1974; Ra'anan, 1983;
Ra'anan and Cohen, 1985). Both sexes have similar size
frequency distributions in populations of immature

1
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:

3
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prawns (Ra'anan and Cohen, 1985). As the individuals
mature, the size distribution becomes quite different for
males and females. Mature females grow more slowly than
males of similar size, and the size distribution of the fe-
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males regains an approximately normal pattern (Cohen
1981). For the males, the skewed distribution is

el a/..

extended, even reinforced, upon maturation (Fujimura

andOkamoto.

1972; Smith

ET AL
morphotypic status as operationally defined

in

Kuris

et

ai (1987).

The marking procedure

also enabled us to define the

relationship between growth rate

physiologically,

and maturation of the
female prawns. Little attention has been paid to growth
of female prawns. Although individual juvenile female

and behaviorally distinctive adult male morphotypes
(Ra'anan. 1982; Ra'anan and Cohen, 1985; Ra'anan and
Sagi, 1985; Kuris ct ai, 1987; Sagi and Ra'anan, 1988;

prawns show variation in size and growth rates comparable to juvenile male prawns, the adult female population
has a normal size distribution with a small mean size.

Malecha

ai,

el

differentiation

1984),

ct ai.

and

this

1978; Brody

associated with the

is

of three anatomically,

Sagi et ai, 1988). Small males include about
adult males
a

normal

and have small

grow

50%

of the

grow slowly, and exhibit
Orange claw males have rel-

claws,

size distribution.

atively larger claws,

1980;

et ai.

rapidly, are highly variable in

and include about 40% of the adult males. The remaining 10% are blue claw males. These are also highly
variable in size, but grow slowly if at all. Blue claw males
size,

dominant over the other morphotypes,
and orange claw males are dominant over the small males.
Dominance is expressed in several ways, including retreat
of subordinate males in the presence of a dominant male.
An individual prawn may proceed from a small male to
an orange claw and then to a blue claw male in a developmental sequence (Ra'anan and Cohen. 1985; Ra'anan
and Sagi, 1985; Kuris et ai. 1987, Barki, 1989).

Tracking the growth of marked females enabled us to determine how such a size structure resulted during the process of maturation. Finally,

attempting to attach spermatophores
in the vicinity of the vertical surface of the abdomen of
females protected by blue claw males. The orange claw
reproductive

tactics,

males do not show appropriate reproductive behavior,
although they have mature sperm and can achieve mating

when
and

isolated with receptive females in aquaria

Sagi,

1985). Karplus et ai (1986) have

(Ra'anan

shown

that

the proportion of male morphotypes varies significantly
with density. At densities as low as
prawn/nr, the pro1

portion of blue claw males may rise to 20%, while the
proportion of small males decreases to 33%. Variable

a

model

for

rosenbergii.

Materials and Methods

are behaviorally

Blue claw males sequester females prior to mating,
guard the females, and place spermatophores close to the
female genital opening. Small males engage in "sneak"

we formulated

the relationship between growth, maturation, and morphotypic status of both male and female Macrobrachium

Source of the animals
Juvenile prawns, averaging
selected haphazardly

(SD)

10.83

8.55 g were

from a

larger prawn population of
same age in a secondary nursery pond operated at the
Nir David fish farm. The nursing period was 4 months.
An experimental population of 150 individuals was es-

the

tablished in a large, 4500-liter tank. All individuals were

sexed and weighed. This population was composed of 80
males (average weight SD 10.6
9.9 g) and 70 females
(average weight
individually

mounted

SD

11.1

6.1

marked by tattooing

g).

All juveniles

their

were

uropods with a

method developed
Kuris
and
later successfully
(1971),
by
to
et
ai,
(Kuris
1987).
adapted
prawns
insect pin, according to a

originally for crabs

Management procedures
The tank was connected

to a biological

filter in

a closed

recirculating system in a

prawn hatchery at Ein Hamifratz.
Water temperature was regulated between 26-28C by a
thermostat. Substrate, in the form of horizontal hanging

etui. 1977; Cade, 1981; Thornhill, 1981; Ward, 1983),

nets composed of three layers of three-square-meters each,
was provided to increase the submerged surface area and
shelter subordinate and newly molted individuals. Prawns
were fed once a day with ground fresh fish fillet, supplemented with carp pellets (25% protein). Food was offered
in excess, and leftover food particles were removed daily

and crustaceans (Shuster, 1987).
Ra'anan and Cohen 1985) proposed

by siphoning the tank bottom. The observation period
was 42 days.

growth and differing reproductive tactics associated with
morphologically distinctive types of males have also been
recognized in

many

species of fishes (Parker, 1970;

Moav

and Wohlfarth, 1974; Gross and Charnov, 1980; Dominey, 1980; Warner, 1984; Gross, 1985), insects (Alcock

(

that the

first

male

claw status was one of the most rapidly
growing orange claw males and that it would be subsequently surpassed by other orange claw males in a "leap-

1

to attain blue

frogging" process such that the most recently metamorphosed blue claw male would generally be the largest blue

claw male

in the

population.

To

hypothesis, we
individuals in a populatest this

followed the growth of marked
tion, paying close attention to their rank in size and their

Routine measurements
all prawns were removed from the
and individually weighed. The tattoo idenmark was renewed whenever necessary (mainly

Every two weeks,
tank, sexed,
tification

following ecdysis).

Females were classified into one of four groups. These
were (a) pre-reproductive females, with narrow brood

GROWTH, RANK, AND MATURATION OF PRAWNS
chambers and no visible gonads: and (b) ripening females,
with narrow brood chambers but having visible gonads
(Sagi and Ra'anan, 1985). These first groups were immature as males never placed spermatophores upon them.
Mature females were either (c) ovigerous with enlarged
brood chambers bearing eggs or (d) post-ovigerous, with
enlarged brood chambers but no visible gonads. Thus, the
appearance of an enlarged brood chamber operationally
defined the onset of maturation.

Males were

classified

stage within the

1985;Kurisrt

male

according to their morphotypic

social

system (Ra'anan and Cohen,

al, 1987).

of each individual while maintaining the same morphotypic characteristics. The direction of the changes in rank
all individuals within a given morphotype were evaluated using the sign test (Pratt and Gibbons, 1981).
Analysis of female growth characteristics. For each female, body weight was plotted over time. Females were

of

grouped into two categories (immature and mature) and
mean weights and PCV were calculated as for males. For
each category, the median body weights at different times
were used to generate growth curves. Individual growth
rate was measured using G. The variance of growth rate
and the linear relationship between G and nW for each
1

female category were established following similar routines
described for analysis of the males.

Statistical analysis

Analysis of male growth characteristics. For each male,
body weight was plotted over time. Males were separated
into three categories: (1) individuals that were initially
and remained in this morphotype until the end of the

SM

observation period; (2)
to the

SM

individuals that transformed

OC morphotype during the observation period; and
which were initially OC males, that trans-

(3) individuals,

formed to the

mean

BC

morphotype.

On

each sampling date,

weight, standard deviation (SD),

and the

coefficient

of variation, PCV, were calculated for each group of males.
As the size distribution was skewed, the median body
weights for each of these groups of males on each date
were used to generate growth curves.
Daily growth rates ( standard error of the mean) were
described using the instantaneous rate of growth (also
called specific growth rate or relative growth rate), G.

where

G

=

100(1

nW, -

1

nW

)/t,

with

W

respectively, the weights recorded initially
(Fisher, 1946; Ricker. 1975;

Kaufmann,

and W, being,
and after t days

The

regression of

G

on

Results

Evaluation of male growth characteristics

Median growth curves. Figure shows growth curves
obtained by plotting the medians of the InW distributions
of individual males for each morphotype against time.
1

For the

SM

morphotype, growth

rate

was low compared

with growth rates of animals that transformed to the OC
morphotype. Following transformation to the BC morphotype, growth ceased, as reflected in the plateau in the
growth curve after 12 weeks. Examination of individual

growth curves revealed the same general pattern, although
transformation from one morphotype to another occurred
times (i.e., different individuals spent different
lengths of time in each morphotype). The growth rate
phase (as measured by the slope of the
during the
growth curve) always remained higher than the growth
at different

OC

1981). This per-

mitted the comparison of growth rates at different body
sizes. The variance of the growth curve parameters was
estimated for each morphotype according to Kaufmann
(1981).
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InW was

4-

calculated for

each of the morphotypes, using simple linear regression
analysis (Weisberg, 1980). In the case of the OC male
category, it was concluded, after assessing the sensitivity
of the regression analysis to outlying observations ac-

cording to Cook and Weisberg (1982), that two (of the
67) observations were outliers. These were excluded from

The correlations between G and InW
morphotypes were compared using the
Zeller-Theil-Gupta statistic (Ali and Silver, 1985).
further analysis.
for the different

The

relative size

ranking of each individual within the

male population was determined by scaling the total
weight range at each measurement as 99, attributing to
each male a rank according to its relative position between
the smallest individual (1) and the largest (100). To examine whether individuals of a particular morphotype
tended to gain or lose in relative rank within the male
population, we plotted initial rank versus terminal rank

Median growth curves of small males (SM -* SM), SM
Figure 1.
animals that transformed to OC males (SM - OC), and OC animals
that transformed to BC males (OC -* BC).
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and morphotype. Figure

Relationship between size rank

between the

3 describes the relationship

initial size

rank

of an individual, when first categorized into a specific
morphotype, and its terminal ranking determined at the

2.7

last

1.8

measurement before

transformation into the next

its

on the Initial rank
morphotype.
=
Terminal rank line represent individuals that did not
change their size rank during the time they were in a particular morphotype. All points below the line represent a
All points that are located

.9

OD

loss in rank, while those located

a gain in rank.

-0.9

time
2.6

0.2
In

4.2

3.4

1

-tailed

males increased (sign

W

SM

Scatter plots and regression lines for the association of
Figure 2.
instantaneous growth rate (G) and the natural logarithm of body weight

(InW) of

(sign-test,

individuals of the three male morphotypes.

males,

1

above the

line represent

The rank of all BC males decreased with

P<

test,

1

.0005) while ranks of
-tailed

P<

7 individuals lost in rank,

.0003).

As

all

OC

for the

while 28 individuals

gained. There was a tendency to gain in rank while in the
SM developmental stage, but this was not significant (sign
test, 2-tailed

P=

.072).

Evaluation offemale growth characteristics

same individual

rates of the

in either

SM

or

BC morpho

typic phases.

An

examination of the male

size distribution within

Growth curve ofM. rosenbergii females. Figure 4 shows
a growth curve of the medians of the InW distributions
of individual females (both immature and mature). Prior

the three morphotypic categories, over the entire obsermales
vation period, revealed that the weight range of

to sexual

4.0 g, PCV
was between 1-15 g (average weight 6.5
= 61.5%), that the weight range of OC males was 10-50
PCV = 25.3%), while the
31.2
7.9

maturation, growth ceased. A comparison of individual
growth curves of females revealed a similar pattern, al-

SM

g,
g (average weight
weight range of BC males was relatively narrow, 35-50 g
3.4 g, PCV = 7.5%). The smaller
(average weight 45.0

maturation, females grew exponentially, as
demonstrated by the linear increase of n W. After sexual
1

though growth rate prior to sexual maturation, and the
time of maturation, varied.

BC males were individuals that were the first to transform
into the BC category.
and morphotypic
males showed the highest growth rate (G
while the BC males had the lowest growth

Relationships between growth rate
status.

=

1.22

rate

OC

The

0.4).

(G = 0.07 +

0.09).

Growth

a male transformed into the

effectively ceased

males had an intermediate growth rate (G = 0.83
indicating that this
rate

growth

when

BC morphotype. The SM
0.33),

morphotype has a relatively slow

compared

to the

OC morphotype.

Differences

mean G-value between the three male morphotypes
were significant (t-test, P < .001
in

).

We examined the relationship between G and
each morphotype
the
test

(Fig. 2).

The growth

rate of

1

n

W for

males

in

morphotype decreased with increase in InW (tfor significance of slope, two-tailed P < .001), while

OC

BC and SM males were relatively conWhen growth rates of SM and OC males

the growth rates of
stant over size.

were compared within the range where their 1 nW overlapped (2 < InW < 3). the OC males had a significantly

G (95%) confidence band for the difference between
mean G of OC and SM males with the same InW

60
Initial

-

80

100

ranking

higher

the

There was also a narrow overlap in the weight
range of BC and OC males (3.5 < InW < 3.8), where Gvalues of the OC males were significantly higher than those
values.

of the

BC

males

(t-test.

two-tailed

P<

.05).

and terminal size rank for
ofan individual
entered the indicated morphotype (initial) and when it was last

Figure

3.

The

relationship between initial

the different morphotypes. Each point represents the rank

when

it

recorded in that morphotype (terminal).

The diagonal

line represents

growth with no change in rank. Points above this line represent individuals
that gained in rank when they were in a particular morphotype.
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appearance
mature

O---Q sexually mature
0.3

immature ??

I

I

I

The relationship between female instantaneous growth rate
Figure 5.
(G) and the natural logarithm of body weight InW). Triangles represent
growth of females that were immature throughout the experiment. Circles
represent growth of females prior to maturation for females that did

I

(

2

6

10

14

18

22

Weeks
Median growth curves of females before and

Figure 4.
maturation.

after sexual

mature during the experiment. Diamonds represent growth of females
after maturation.

A comparison

of the size distribution of females before
and after maturation revealed that the weight range of

immature females was relatively wide, from
(W = 6.12 5.0 g, PCV = 81.7%), while that of the sexually mature females was relatively narrow, from 15.2 to
= 21.35
PCV = 15.1%). Part of the
3.22
27.2

0.5 to 24.8 g

g(W

g,

mature females may
be attributed to the presence of eggs on ovigerous females.
This comprised 10-15%- of their weight (Ra'anan, pers.
obs.). For the entire female population, it is notable that
variation in weight of the sexually

parallel to the increase in average weight with time, there
was a continuous decrease in the coefficient of variation.
Relationship between female growth rate and sexual

G

maturation. Figure 5 presents the relationship between
and InW for all females that matured (n = 24), and all

weight (Fig.

were

=
7, r

initially larger

The

-.712,

P <

matured

The females

.002).

earlier

that

than the smaller ones.

largest females at stocking usually

remained the

matured
largest throughout the experiment, whether they
or not (Fig. 8). Further, while both immature and mature
females spanned a similar initial weight range, the weight
of mature females was both higher and less variable than
that of the

immature females.

Discussion

These

results

confirm (Ra'anan and Cohen, 1985; Kuris

1987) that small males grow slowly, that orange
claw males grow rapidly, and that blue claw males molt
et u/..

infrequently,

if

_

30

they molt at

all.

Regression analysis in-

females that remained immature throughout the experi-

=

rate was inversely proportional
However,
to weight
comparing animals of
for
G-values
similar body weight,
growth during the immature phase of females that ultimately matured were

ment

(n

24).

Growth

for all females.

usually higher than those calculated for females that did

20

10

not mature. G-values for females after becoming sexually

mature were lowest, 0.2

.12, indicating that

growth

468

2

ef-

Time

10

12

maturation

to

14
(

16

20

18

weeks

)

fectively ceased at maturation.

Relationship between female age. size, and initiation
of maturation. Of 48 females, 24 became sexually mature

during the observation period. The females began to mature between the sixth and eighth week {Fig. 6 A). For the

remainder of the period, a relatively constant proportion
(range 9-21%) matured per two-week interval.
At maturity, ovigerous females exhibited an approxi-

W

= 21.12
mately normal weight distribution (Fig. 6B,
=
5.20 g, PVC
24.6%). The age of females when first
correlated with initial body
was
negatively
ovigerous

B
20

12

20

16

Weight

at

32

28

24

maturation

(

g

)

Figure 6. (A) Frequency distribution for the age (in weeks) at onset
of maturation of females. (B) Frequency distribution of female body

weight at onset of maturation.
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o

=20

12
o- immoture
-

oj

-10123

4

04

8

12

20

16

Weight at stocking
Figure

_L

I

E

The

7.

mature

(

24
g

In

28

)

Figure 8.

correlation between age at maturation of females

and

The

W

at

stocking

relationship between weight of females at stocking

and upon termination of the observation period.

their initial weight recorded at stocking.

A few orange
dicated that growth rate of small males did not vary with
size (Fig. 2). Thus, absolute size did not affect the relative
size

rank of these males throughout the observation period
The significant tendency for small males to gain

(Fig. 3).

claw males transformed to the blue claw

morphotype while

still

in

differentiated, Drach,

smaller orange claw males indicates that the size disparity
between small males and orange claw males increases with

exceeded

time, furthering the differentiation between these morphotypes. As the orange claw males increase in size and

more

rank

is

the largest

molt stage D, (when new cuticular details are
1939) to the time of ecdysis. If a
male that committed early was slow to molt, it could be

form

accounted for by the particularly poor growth
performance of a few individuals. The high G for the
in

somewhat smaller than

previous blue claw male. This variability may be due to
variation in the time lag from the commitment to trans-

in size

by a prawn that committed

at a later

time, but which passed through the proecdysial process
rapidly.

Recently, Barki ( 989) showed that the largest blue claw
male in a mixed population of blue claw and orange claw
1

approach their metamorphosis to the blue claw morphotype (Kuris ct ai, 1987), growth rate slows. Perhaps this
decreased growth of the largest orange claw males is an

blue claw males. This dominance provides the

energetic cost of morphotypic differentiation.

advantageous access to resources. Larger males presum-

Ra'anan and Cohen (1985) observed that the size of
blue claw males in a population was inversely proportional
to the amount of algae adhering to their cuticles. Because
coverage by epibionts is an indicator of time since the

ably acquire larger or better territories and are

previous ecdysis (Smith

el ai.

1979), this led to the hy-

pothesis that the larger blue claw males were the
recently

more

metamorphosed. Hence, Ra'anan and Cohen

males

is

dominant over

orange claw and the smaller
-male

all

more

likely

to sequester reproductive females for

mating (Ra'anan
and Cohen, 1985). Thus, the reproductive success of the
early transforming, smaller, blue claw males probably declines over time as larger blue claw males enter the population.

The
tion

leapfrog model for male morphotypic differentiamaturation of certain male

superficially similar to

(1985) proposed the leapfrog hypothesis that orange claw
males continue to grow and transform to the blue claw

poeciliid fishes (Borowsky, 1973a, b; 1987; Sohn, 1977;

morphotype when they exceed the

Campton and

in the population.

Our

size

largest blue

claw males

is

Gall,

1988).

In small groups, the

first

rank analysis provides direct

support for the leapfrog growth phenomenon and permits
a more explicit description of this unusual, socially mediated growth pattern.
Generally, the most rapidly growing, largest orange claw
male becomes the first male to metamorphose into a blue

claw male

(Fig. 9).

males soon exceed

Other rapidly growing orange claw
claw male and become

this first blue

the new, larger, blue claw males. Consistent with this
model, the orange claw and blue claw males exhibit a
similar range in sizes, and the largest male in pond populations may be either a blue claw or an orange claw male.

Time

The

leapfrog growth pattern is probably due to social interactions among males, because males isolated in small

cages did not follow this pattern (Karplus

el al.,

1991).

F'igure 9.

growth

A model

in males.

for the relationship

between maturation and
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male fish to mature
mature later do so at

385

usually the smallest. Males that

is

larger sizes. In fishes this pattern is
socially mediated. But the size variation exhibited by these
male fishes is much less than that of M. rosenbergii, and

maturation

Growth

prior to

Growth

after maturation

RANGE AT THE POINT OF MATURATION

SIZE

some experimental and natural circumstances, males
frequently matured when smaller than other males in the
in

population (Borowsky, 1978b, 1987). Behavioral dominance is associated with adult male size for Xiphophorus
macitlatus (Borowsky. 1973b) but not for Girardimts melallicus (Fair. 1980). In contrast, the presence of blue claw

males suppresses neither growth nor metamorphosis of
orange claw males [although the presence of either blue
claw or orange claw males suppresses the growth but not
the maturation of the small males (Ra'anan

and Cohen,

1985)]. Experiments with poeciliid fishes have usually
been conducted with a paired or small group (e.g.. 4) experimental design; thus the consistent replacement based

rank that distinguishes the leapfrog model has not
shown in these fishes. The socially mediated
been
yet
model
of male morphotypic differentiation is a
leapfrog
distinctive
growth and maturation phenomenon,
highly

on

size

TIME
Figure 10.

A model

growth in females. The shaded
at maturation (see Fig. 6A).

size range

is

between maturation and

the normally distributed size

males should prove interesting. The presence of such
males might provide a "target" for rapid growth of orange
claw males by preventing metamorphosis to the blue claw
morphotype at sizes below that of the target males.

perhaps unique to M. rosenbergii and related prawns that
may have a similar morphotypic system (Kuris et ai,
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Reproductive Ecology of an Intertidal Brachyuran
Crab, Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum),
from the Gulf of Mexico
TODD
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ZIMMERMAN AND DARRYL

L.

FELDER

University of Southwestern Louisiana, Department of Biology, and USL Center
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The

works concerning S. reticulatum (which have, to
carried out on the Atlantic Coast; Crichton,
been
date,

and reproductive ecology
of a presently undescribed marsh crab endemic to the
Gulf of Mexico were studied in both the laboratory and
the field. Weekly sampling of populations in coastal LouAbstract.

natural history

logical

1960, 1974;Mulstay, 1975;Seiple, 1979a, b, 1981;Seiple

and Salmon, 1982, 1987) by closely examining the reproductive ecology of the Gulf populations. However, during
other studies treating genetics (Felder and Staton, in prep.)
and morphology (Felder and Zimmerman, in prep.), it
became apparent that populations endemic to the Gulf
are distinctly different from the east coast S. reticulatum
and should be considered a distinct species. As its closest

isiana allowed us to determine the periodicity of molting

and ovarian development, as well as the seasonal variation
in egg laying and size of individual egg masses. Timing
of molt, egg laying, and egg hatching were monitored in
individual females under simulated tidal cycles in laboratory mesocosms. Peak periods of reproductive activity
in Louisiana coincide with favorable temperatures and

reticulatum serves as the best source of backto supplement what little is known
information
ground
about the Gulf crab.
relative. 5.

elevated primary productivity in coastal waters. Size cohort and fecundity differ between these periods. Egg-laying, larval release, and molting observed in individual fe-

males

in the laboratory

laying and

and extrapolated dates of

larval release for those in field

Collections by one of us (D. L. Felder) indicate that
the undescribed

egg-

samples exhibit

to as

a semilunar influence throughout the season. Female receptivity to mating is tied to egg-laying. Rate of embryonic

Behavior related to larval release

is

Adaptive
habitat

discussed.

is

Present distributional records for the burrowing grapsid
Sesarma reticulatum (Say, 1817), suggest a range

crab,

from Woods Hole, Massachusetts to Volusia County.
Florida along the East Coast of the United States, and
from Sarasota County, Florida to Calhoun County, Texas

salinities

(1-15 ppt) but

may

also occur in hypersaline

habitats. Teal (1958) considered S. reticulatum to be

within the Gulf of Mexico (see Williams, 1984). The original purpose of this study was to expand upon the eco-

important member of the salt marsh community
gia,

while

S. sp. (nr.

high as fifth

May

ranges from Sarasota

1984). Sesarma reticulatum inhabits estuarine environments with salinities ranging from less than 2 ppt to 35
ppt (Allen and Curran, 1974), prefers a mean of about 16
ppt (Seiple, 1979a, b), and is found commonly in intertidal
areas along stream banks and in well-drained salt marsh
habitats above mean tide level (Teal, 1958; Crichton,
1960, 1974; Allen and Curran, 1974; Mulstay, 1975; Seiple, 1979a, b). Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum) lives in similar
habitats. It is generally found in areas of relatively low

marsh

Introduction

Received 16

sp. (nr. reticulatum)

(hereafter referred

while Sesarma reticulatum ranges from Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, to Volusia County, Florida (Williams,

described.

significance in relation to the intertidal

Gulf of Mexico form

County, Florida, to Barra del Tordo, Tamaulipas. Mexico,

development was associated with decreases and increases
in egg size.

Sesarma

biomass

1991; accepted 20 September 1991.
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among
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Geor-

reticulatum) was found to rank as

and
marsh (Subrah-

species in terms of both density

one Florida Gulf coast

salt
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Sesarma

vary from those reported from the Atlantic Coast, both
because of latitudinal differences and genetic divergence.

cinereum (Bosc, 1802), Ewytium limosum (Say, 1818),
Panopeus obesus Smith, 1869, Rhithropanopeus harrisii

In the present study, we investigate aspects of
reproductive ecology and life history in S. sp. (nr. reticulatum),

(Gould, 1841), and t/ozspp. (Subrahmanyam

Atsaides, 1968, U.

an abundant and previously unstudied inhabitant of the
most expansive intertidal estuarine and salt marsh habitats

rapax (Smith, 1870), and U. spinicarpa (Rathbun, 1900).
The burrows of S. reticulatum are important in reworking
the soil and often interconnect with those of other species
(Crichton, 1960; Allen and Curran, 1974).
Sesarma reticulatum is primarily nocturnal (Crichton,

conterminous United States. We present information on annual female population changes in reproductive states, such as ovarian activity and growth, and
factors that influence female reproductive cycles and
molting throughout the year, such as lunar and tidal

el ai.

reticulation)

is

1976). In

habitats, S. sp. (nr.

often found sympatrically with

especially U. /ongisignalis

Salmon and

e/a/., 1976),

1960; Palmer, 1967; Mulstay, 1975; Seiple, 1981), and

burrow networks (Crichton, 1960; Allen and
Curran, 1974; Seiple and Salmon, 1982), in mean densities
inhabits

2

as high as 25

crabs/m (Seiple, 1979a, b). Several females
(Crichton, 1960; Seiple and Salmon, 1982) and juveniles
(Mulstay, 1975) can be found in the network associated
with a mature male. During the breeding season, males
patrol

and defend burrow entrances (Mulstay,

1975).

Food

in the

phases. We also describe details of events that take place
during a single female reproductive cycle from mate receptivity,

intertidal habitat

on the marsh surface during overcast days
(Teal, 1959).
varies depending
on latitude (Mulstay, 1975; Seiple 1979a, b), and factors
such as temperature and lunar phase influence reproducto feed actively

The reproductive season

tion (Seiple, 1979a, b).

Sesarma

reticulatum, other

Sesarma

species,

and many

intertidal brachyurans exhibit reproductive periodicities
corresponding to lunar and tidal phases (Saigusa and Hidaka, 1978; Seiple, 1979a, b; Saigusa, 1981, 1982. 1988;

and Stancyk, 1982; Forward, 1987;
DeVries and Forward, 1989). Larval release rhythms for
Sesarma species also coincide with solar day and tidal
cycles (Saigusa, 1982; DeVries and Forward, 1989). The
Christy, 1982; Christy

onset of the breeding seasons
(Pillay

and Ono, 1978;

of reproductive cycles

may be cued to temperature

Seiple, 1979a, b).

The synchrony
1

poorly developed in 5 reticulathe beginning and end of the season (Seiple, 1979a,
is

.

tum at
The spring asynchrony phenomenon has been recorded
for other crabs as well (Wheeler.

1978; Dollard, 1980;

Semidiurnal tides have been shown to entrain biological
rhythms in many intertidal crabs (Fingerman, 1957; Palmer, 1967; Saigusa, 1982; Decoursey, 1983; Christy, 1986;

Forward,
riodicities

1

and latitudinal variations in breeding pehave been reported for populations of the in987),

crab Helice crassa Dana, 1851, in New
Zealand (Jones and Simons, 1983). Also, larval release
rhythms for fiddler crabs from the west coast of Florida,
which are subject to diurnal tides, differ from those on
tertidal grapsid

the Atlantic coast (Christy, 1978). Thus, periodicities in
Gulf of Mexico Sesarma populations may be expected to

discussed.

Materials and Methods

Mature-sized female specimens of Sesarma

sp. (nr. re-

ticulatum) were collected (n/collection = 17-44) periodically from 21 March 1989 to 21 March 1990 in coastal

Louisiana habitats near Cocodrie, Cypremort Point, RedRockefeller Wildlife Refuge, and Cameron.
These areas are all under similar tidal regimes and have
salinities under 12 ppt. The majority of samples were collected from a fresh marsh dominated by bulltongue (Sagfish Point,

and deer pea [ 'igna luteola
Females brought to the lab were chilled
on ice, examined, measured, and dissected. An impending
molt was noted if a crab's exoskeleton was discolored and
it taria

lancifolia L.), Iris sp.,

I

(Jacq.) Benth.].

brittle

with a thickened underlying integument, and a reif the exoskeleton was soft or ab-

cent molt was noted

normally thin and clean. Carapace width (CW) was mea0.01 mm. When eggs were present, developmental
stage (after Boolootian el ai. 1959; Brown and Loveland,
sured

Wet weight of the egg mass (if presbody, and ovary were determined to the nearest 0.
0.03 mg. After weighing, egg masses were preserved in

1985) was recorded.
ent),

7%

1

formalin.

b).

Christy, 1982).

is

Field samples

reportedly consists primarily of live vegetation such as

SpartinaalternifloraLoisel(CrichtoTi, 1960, 1974; Seiple
and Salmon, 1982). 5". reticulatum has also been observed

through egg laying and embryonic development,
The adaptive significance to a low salinity

to larval release.

An

analysis of 18 egg masses

was used

to

number of eggs per gram wet weight of egg

estimate the

mass. Calcification of the genital opercula (after Hartnoll,
1968), presence of spermatozoa in the spermatheca, and
maturation stage of the ovary [as determined by color,
(after Pillay

and Ono, 1978)] were recorded. Spermatozoa

were present

in the spermatheca of all but the smallest
females throughout the sampling period.
Voucher specimens from each field site were archived

in the University

Collections,

of Southwestern Louisiana Zoological

USLZ

3484-3493.

Laboratory mesocosms
Laboratory habitats consisted of two fiberglass tanks
X 1.12 X 2.3 m) each with a permeable partition

(0.3
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separating the tanks into four equal mesocosms. A layer
of gravel 5 cm thick was placed under 10 cm of topsoil

with marsh

Weed-X porous landscaping barrier and
nylon window screening, to provide adequate drainage

mentary food in the form of commercial rabbit and guinea
pig pellets was added and seemed to be much preferred
over any of the previous foods. To maintain an optimal

separated by

and enable a shallow layer of soil to be used. The area of
the tank near the partition was free of soil and gravel and
was a source of standing water at low tide periods. Soil
was held back from the standing water area by a 10 cm
high burlap covered board resting on the edge of the gravel.
This enabled crabs to climb

down

to the water with ease.

Topsoil was replaced with soil from the collection site on
6 June 1990, and this was replaced again, on 4 August,
with soil from the same site. Four boards (approximately
30 X 40 cm) were placed on top of the soil in each section
to provide cover under which crabs could take refuge.
Water level was controlled by two (1/70 hp) pumps, one
to

pump

water from storage tanks into the habitat tanks
and the second to reverse the process

to simulate high tide

to simulate low tide.

Each

pump was controlled

by a sep-

arate 24-h timer providing a high water period of 4 h per

day. These were controlled by a third timer that advanced
the high water period by 1 h each day. This tidal regime
was for experimental purposes only, as the fluctuating

natural tidal cycles could not be duplicated. Salinity was
adjusted by mixing full strength seawater with dechlori-

nated water, and maintained at 5 ppt to represent a salinity
value that is intermediate for the coastal Louisiana habitats

sampled. Water was changed weekly.
Mesocosms were contained in a light proofroom where
fluorescent overhead lighting provided a 14 h light: 10 h

dark cycle. In addition, 1500 watt halogen lights (controlled to turn on and off 1 h after and before the overhead

were installed over each tank on 2 July 1990 to
simulate the high temperatures characteristic of the natural summer habitat after sunrise. Light intensity reached
lights)

a

maximum

of approximately 150

temperature ranged from

^E

23-30C

s~'irT

2
,

while

durin'g the

soil

day and

dropped to 23C at night. These temperatures approximated those in the field.
One hundred crabs (80 females and 20 males) of mature
size were collected from Cypremort Point on 4 and 9
April 1990. Carapace width was measured, and a numbered plastic tag was glued to the carapace using cyanoacrylamide glue. Twenty-five (20 females and 5 males) crabs
were placed in each mesocosm. This did not correspond

found in the field, but provided adequate
breeding interactions and an increased sample size of females. Individual crabs were inspected every few days until
crabs began laying eggs, at which time they were checked
every 2-3 days for egg laying, developmental stage of the

to the ratio

diameter (as an average often
and molting. Crabs were initially fed Tetramin
eggs, egg

and Hartz

eggs), larval release,

flake

food

supplemented periodically
Shrimp-el-etts
with lettuce and Spartina before the topsoil was replaced

soil

and the halogen

this time, the crabs did well

number of crabs

lights

were

installed. After

without feeding but supple-

of the mesocosms, this initial popinto two of the four
was
consolidated
ulation of crabs
from the same
were
collected
and
new
crabs
mesocosms,
marsh on 7 June 1990, measured, marked, and placed
into the empty mesocosms. This consolidation was repeated again on 5 August.

I

in all

"idea observation

To determine

timing of genital operculum decalcifiand larval release, 90 females were col-

cation, egg laying,

lected in early August, measured, marked, and whenever
possible placed individually into 1 1 cm finger bowls with

cm

of 5 ppt salinity water. Water was changed every
crabs were fed commercial rabbit pellets every
and
day,
other day. Crabs were checked daily for softening of the
genital opercula by unfolding the abdomen and pressing
on the opercula with the tip of a forceps. Very light pressure was needed to depress the opercula after the hinge
had softened, and movement could be easily detected.
Date and time of detection were recorded, and the crab
1-2

was then monitored, with a time-lapse video system, for
egg laying and subsequent egg hatching. Developmental
stage of the eggs was recorded daily and these ovigerous
crabs (along with those from the mesocosms with eggs
approaching hatching) were placed under video observation. Video observation chambers consisted of four
polystyrene boxes (30 X 15
mid-length by a 3 cm wide,
taining 5 ppt seawater in

X

each spanned at
deep wax trough conwhich larvae could be released
1

8 cm),

cm

gill water replenished. A plate of glass was placed
over the boxes to prevent escape, and an infrared light
source was used for night observations. Activity was

and

monitored using a video camera connected to a time-

min

VHS tape.

28C, and

a 14:10 h

lapse video set to record for 72 h per 120

The room was

kept at a constant

light:dark photoperiod

was maintained with overhead

fluorescent lights in addition to the constant infrared light

The

source.
at close

larval release of a single crab was videotaped
range and at real time speed to precisely record

the event.

Larval rearing

Larvae from two females were reared
I

1

cm

finger bowls

(initial densities

in

two

sets

often

= 20 larvae/bowl)

in

seawater diluted with deionized water to 25 ppt
salinity at 28C. Larvae were fed newly hatched Anemia
nauplii daily. These procedures were followed to ensure
filtered
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maximum

yield results similar to those
in the field.
conditions
optimal

survival

expected under
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Reproductive and molting peaks

Crabs with newly laid eggs were found in field collections as early as April 14 in 1989, and April 4 in 1990.
Sampling throughout 1989 indicated a peak in the percentage of females carrying eggs from late April through
late May, followed by another larger peak extending from

mid-July through early September. Other ovigerous females were found in late July and from late September
to mid-October, and the last egg carrying female of the

was taken on October 12. Egg carrying
to a maxfemales ranged from a minimum of 11.1

collection period

mm

mm carapace width.

A

peak in molting for
the population began in mid-May and extended to late
June and was followed by another peak molt during midof 26.9

crabs also molted in late July and early
August. Molting activity was not observed during the
winter months, although collections were not made as

October.

Some

frequently during this time (Fig.

1

).

Size differences
Careful examination of peaks in molting and egg-carrying across all size classes sampled indicated that timing
of crabs carrying eggs and crabs molting varied between

mm CW

were
two size cohorts. Crabs smaller than 17.5
found carrying eggs only in the latter part of the season
from July through September. Larger crabs were found
with eggs throughout the reproductive season. Those crabs
were found to molt only from
larger than 23.5

mm CW

September through October while smaller crabs
CW) were found molting during the May(<23.5
June peak, somewhat during mid-summer, and again in
late

mm

October

(Fig. 2).

Reproductive

effort

of 20,400.8 (2469.2 95% CI) eggs per gram
wet weight of egg mass was determined from egg counts
of 18 individuals. When multiplied by the wet weight of

A mean

each individual egg mass, this estimated value resulted in
average egg numbers ranging from 2,728 for the smallest

mm CW) to

egg bearing females (11-13
females (25-27
CW). The

mm

1

8,087 for large

maximum number of eggs

estimated for a single brood was 27,847 found on a crab
with a carapace width of 24.5 mm. Estimated numbers
of eggs per crab increased with body size in all but the
largest size

grouping of crabs

(Fig. 3).

Seasonal differences
Fecundity data (wet weight of egg mass/carapace width)
for spring pre-molt and non-molting ovigerous females

FELDER
^] Ovigerous

and to

Results

imum

D. L.

100-

|

Molting
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Figure

2.

Reproductive and molting cohorts for female Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum) taken in field
989 and 1990. A. Ovigerous crabs < 17.5
carapace width. B. Ovigerous crabs > 17.5

samples during

1

mm carapace width.

C. Molting crabs

<

23.5

mm
mm carapace width.

D. Molting crabs

>

23.5

mm carapace

width.

that seen in the laboratory. Instead, peaks in egg laying

and

larval release

moons throughout

occurred near dates of

new and

the reproductive season (Fig.

full

5).

in

samples after the cessation of vitellogenesis

sity

Ovarian wet weights, expressed as an index of grams
wet weight ovary per millimeter carapace width, were
compared to ovary color; yellow ovaries were the lightest,
which suggested inactivity, orange ovaries were slightly

which suggested rebuilding or oogenesis, and redblack ovaries were the most massive because of vitellogenesis (Table I). Vitellogenic ovaries were seen in 37.5%
heavier,

of the sample as early as mid-January, and the numbers
of crabs possessing vitellogenic ovaries increased through
the reproductive season until August when nearly all female crabs of mature size had reproductively active ovaries.

This percentage dropped to near zero in September,
which a slight increase occurred in October before

vitellogenesis

ended

Septem-

of the sample possessed orange ovaries.
When only vitellogenic ovaries were considered, inten-

Ovarian growth

after

in

ber and October. Ovarian rebuilding for the population
quickly followed inactivity so that by 22 November 77.8%

for the season (Fig. 6). Inversely, the

percentage of inactive yellow ovaries increased markedly

and

of yolk deposition began to increase in
April,

and

late

March

to peak in late April. Intensity of yolk

deposition declined during the May-early June molting
period, and increased to a high level throughout the sum-

mer reproductive peak. High values near 0.02 g/mm,
which would indicate eggs are ready to be extruded, are
absent during the two sampling dates (May 9 and June
that fell during peak molting periods (Fig. 7).
Rate of ovarian growth was measured for those crabs
carrying eggs by plotting relative ovarian wet weight (g/
1)

mm) against developmental stage of the eggs. Early in the
season, ovigerous crabs collected before, during, and just
after the molting period showed little increase in ovary
weight throughout the period that the eggs were carried.
After the molt period, during peak reproductive activity,
ovarian weight increased throughout the period that car-
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crabs collected in early April, at X = 21.7 days later, and
the fall molt followed the last brood after a minimum of

30

34 days (X = 47.8) (Table

25

II;

Fig. 9).

The brood number

and date of egg laying for those crabs collected on 7 June
and 5 August were estimated on the basis of field data

20

and developmental

stage of the eggs, respectively.

15

Semilunar periodicities

in the laboratory

10-

Dates of molting, egg laying, and larval release were
plotted to determine whether there was an apparent lunar
rhythm in events in the laboratory. The number of crabs

5

12.5

14.5

16.5

22.5
20.5
Carapace Width (mm)
18.5

24.5

26.5

Estimated numbers of eggs per egg mass plotted against
Figure 3.
crab size as shown by 2-mm increments of carapace width (bars indicate

95%

confidence levels) for female Scsarma

in field

sp. (nr.

reticulatum) taken

samples during 1989.

molting increased during full moon periods. Molting usually occurred in the open water portion of the mesoeosms,
and when directly observed, it always occurred during

release slightly

were developing. Females bearing eggs (ovigerous) after 30 August possessed very light colored, inactive
ovaries that showed no increase in weight while eggs were
being carried (Fig. 8). Inferential statistical analyses were
not performed on these data because of small and variable

sample

sizes.

Decalcified opercula

The only day (5 July 1989) in which softened genital
opercula were found in a large percentage of the sample
(37%) during the study was near full moon. While few
ovigerous females (10.5% of females sampled) were found
on this date, laboratory data suggested that the cohort

laying eggs

releasing larvae peaked on the syzygies, with egg laying
slightly skewed (right) to the days preceding, and larval

and
ried eggs

Numbers of crabs both

periods of high water.

and

full

moon

skewed

(left)

to the days following the

new

(Fig. 10).

Mating was observed during the day, both in the mesoeosms (by inspecting under the refugia boards there
provided) and in containers holding crabs as they were
brought in from the field to be tagged or while they were
periodically removed from the mesoeosms and held together before and after examination and data recording.
In all cases, mating females were found to have softened
genital opercula, and in two cases the same female was
observed mating with more than one male within a few
hours time. Usually pairings were between similar sized
individuals, but unequal size pairings of both kinds were
also seen. In each instance, when tagged crabs from the
mesoeosms were observed mating (either in the mesoeosms or in containers while they were held together dur-

with softened genital opercula should have laid eggs within
24 h. Indeed, 31% of the females collected on the following
1.5

date (6 July 1989) were ovigerous, confirming the laboratory prediction. Because data were plotted at weekly

made on these two dates were comof 23% appears on Figure

intervals, collections

bined and

a value

1

1.2

.

S

Crabs held

0.9

CD
CD

Laboratory mesoeosms

LU

in laboratory

0.6

mesoeosms did not produce

a premolt spring brood of eggs possibly because of inadequate substrate or diet. This problem seemed to have

0.3

been corrected with the substitution of substrate from the
natural habitat and the installation of halogen lights. The

from that recorded from
field samples by approximately one month. A first brood
was produced a minimum of 21 days (X = 34 days) following the early season molt. This was followed by a second brood at X = 27.7 days later, and a third brood at
X = 25 days later. A fourth brood was produced by three
molting period was also

17

offset

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

CARAPACE WIDTH (mm)
Regression of clutch size (wet wt egg mass) on carapace
Figure 4.
width (mm) for Scxurma sp. (nr. reticulatum). Open circles and broken
line represent crabs collected before
(

I

July) 1989. Dots

this date.

and

and during the spring molting period

solid line indicate crabs collected in

1989 after
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Relationship of lunar cycle to numbers of crabs laying eggs (A), and releasing larvae (B), for
Figure 5.
Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum) taken in field samples during the 989 reproductive season. Dates are estimates
based on developmental stage of eggs found on each crab. Lunar series begins on 6 April (first filled circle,
new moon) and ends on 8 October (last open circle, full moon).
1

ing data recording), the females were found with eggs
within 2-3 days when next captured. Females soft from
a molt were never observed mating,

although

soft,

and

genital opercula,

were not functionally hinged when manip-

ulated under a dissecting scope.

Crabs held individually and checked periodically each
day were found with decalcified opercula as early as 1045
h. Six of these crabs were videotaped as they laid eggs out
of water between 2051 h of the same day and 0100 h of
the following day. Visible light was removed at 2015 h,

Table

Ovary

color,

mean

wet weight (mg).

I

95%

number of individual female Sesarma sp.
field collections during 1989 and 1990
Ovarian

confidence interval, and
(nr. reticulatum,) taken in

o
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0012

0.025

E

S

0.02-

0.015-

001/

g 0005-

\

JJA

4567

0000

Developmental Stage

1989-90

Figure 7.

Relative vitellogenic ovary size (g wet wt

ovary/mm

car-

apace width) ofSesarma sp. (nr. retk'ulatwn) taken in field samples from
21 March 1989 to 21 March 1990. Dashes and line represent mean
values,

and bars

signify high

and low values

for

each sample date.

Mean ovarian growth (ovarian g wet wt/mm carapace
Figure 8.
width) of ovigerous Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum) taken in variably sized
= 1-17) during the 1989 reproductive season
samples of each stage (n
crabs
plotted against developmental stage of the egg for (open squares)
and 23 June (before and during the spring

collected between 14 April

molt period), (solid squares) crabs collected between 7 July and 5 August
(mid-season), and (solid triangles) crabs collected between 30 August

found as early as 0800 h the following morning. One crab
was videotaped entering water and laying eggs at 1057 h.
five crabs found with soft opercula, two
did not lay eggs and died shortly after, and three laid eggs
at night but were not videotaped. In all instances, these
eggs were fertilized with sperm stored from a previous

Of the remaining

mating.

Development of the embryo within the egg was divided
III). The total period of emwhich
began when the eggs were exbryo development,
truded onto the pleopods, and ended with release of the
into 10 distinct stages (Table

n = 47). The
1 1 )

(0.3 95%

17.3 days

larvae, averaged

CI;

R

==

15-19;

two embryonic stages (Table III; Fig.
approximately one third of the total de-

first

persisted for

velopmental period. Egg diameter decreased 8% within
two days of oviposition. After the fourth day, egg diameter
began to increase, reaching 125.7% of the day 4 diameter
Neither an initial decrease
at the time of hatching (Fig.
nor any subsequent increase in egg diameter was seen
over the 10-day period that an infertile brood was mon1

1 ).

and

October (end of season).

3

Within minutes, the crab's abdomen appeared to be free
of most empty and inviable eggs. Sixty-five (79.3%) of the
videotaped crabs released larvae at night. The majority
h after dark (Fig. 12) on
of these released larvae within
1

nights near or on the new and full moons (Fig. 1 3). During
the latter part of this study, natural darkness fell up to 2
h before laboratory darkness, and increased locomotory
activity

was observed

in the interim,

but "hyperactivity"

occur until cued by darkness.
Seventeen crabs (20.62%) were observed releasing larvae
during the day. These releases ranged from 0915 to 1907
h. Only two of these, 1907 h on 5 September and 1818 h

and

larval release did not

on 20 September, occurred after natural sunset. None of
the day releases corresponded to either natural or artificial
high tide periods, although in the mesocosms. crabs did
become more active, and larval release was recorded during periods of daytime high water.

itored.

Eighty-two crabs were videotaped releasing larvae. Seventy-nine crabs (96.3%) exhibited a characteristic period
d locomotor activity
dubbed
(herejn
= 20.62
min
47
from
5
to
(X
lasting
"hyperactivity")
min) that ended with release of the larvae (usually in the

of constant incre.

water trough provided). Close-up video revealed that at
the end of the "hyperactivity" period the female stopped
and deflexed her abdomen, at that time her body shuddered and a cloud of larvae seemed to abruptly burst out
of the egg mass. Not until this initial hatch had occurred

and most of the larvae were free did the crab begin to
pump her abdomen and pick at the empty egg casings
with her chelipeds in an attempt to clear her pleopods.

Table

II

(X) and minimum (Min.) number of days separating molting
and egg laying events for individuals o/Sesarma sp. (nr reticulatum,)
held in laboratory mesocosms

Mean
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BROOD 3

-

AUGUST
Figure 9.

Mean

NOVEMBER

SEPTEMBER

dates and standard deviation of molts and egg laying for individuals of Sesarma sp. (nr.

reticulation) held in the laboratory in 1990.

The

larvae reared in the laboratory passed through three

and one megalopal stage before the

zoeal stages
stage was reached.

first

crab

The minimum number of days from
second zoeal, third
crab stages was 3, 5, 8, and 16

hatching required for a larva to reach

and

zoeal, megalopal,

first

days, respectively.

While a variety of factors may be responsible for the
onset of the reproductive season for Sesarma sp. (nr. reliculatum), temperature is often considered to be the single
factor in determining the beginning of

the reproductive season in such temperate marine invertebrates (Geise, 1959). However, the effects of temperature

vary strikingly between populations and between
closely related species that are adapted or acclimatized to

may

differing latitudinal regimes (see Vernberg, 1962, for re-

view).

The onset of

local reproductive seasons

length, cue the onset of reproduction in the spring.
The end of the reproductive season occurred in late

August to early September when ovaries became inactive
after producing their final brood of eggs. At this time,
water temperatures are high, but coastal productivity is

Madden et
beginning to decline (Sklar and Turner, 198
ai. 1988). The majority of crabs held in the laboratory
mesocosms produced their final brood of eggs and molted
1 ;

Discussion

most important

the increase in coastal production. This would suggest
that some factors other than temperature, such as day

may

co-

later

than most

in the field,

but within the period recorded

However, three crabs did produce
a fourth brood of eggs after the end of the reproductive
period recorded for field populations. This suggests that
for natural populations.

rhythm had been offset.
Endogenous rhythms are cued to environmental events

the natural seasonal

that synchronize free running physiological "clocks,"
which run either too fast or too slow (DeCoursey, 1983).

The endogenous rhythms of some

crabs from the mesolack of appropriate
affected
the
been
have
by

incide with increased larval food availability (zooplankton) by way of increased primary productivity in coastal

cosms may

waters (Thorson, 1950). Chemical stimulation in relation
to diatom blooms has also been suggested as a link to

cessation of reproduction in natural populations, the constant photoperiod in the laboratory could have resulted

spawning

in laboratory-held barnacles (Barnes, 1957).

Populations of Sesarma reliatlatiim in North Carolina
begin reproducing at a time when both temperatures and

primary productivity increase sharply (Seiple.
1979a, b). In Louisiana, coastal water temperatures are

coastal

not limiting early in the year, but increases in coastal primary productivity lag behind because of light limitations

caused by riverine-influenced turbidity levels (Sklar and
Turner, 1981; Madden et ai. 1988). Vitellogenesis in 5.
sp. (nr. reticulation) began early in the year with increasing

maximum

ovary growth, and subseoccur until slightly before
not
did
quent egg production
temperatures, but

signals. If decreasing

day length acts as a zeitgeber for the

extended reproductive season for these crabs. The
length of time that some crabs (all of which were collected
in the

early the previous spring) were subjected to laboratory
conditions may have contributed to their offset seasonal

"clocks." Those crabs collected later in the season
also have been affected

by the constant conditions,

brood may have been produced
season than it would have in the field.
their final

may
and

later in the

molting occurred within a short period
of the first brood of larvae in the spring, and
brood in the summer. Both of these times were

In the field,
after release

the last

characterized by low or no ovarian growth. In the lab, the
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Table

Criteria used for ranking the

III

embryonic development

oj

Sesarma

sp.

(nr. reticulatum,!

Egg morphology

Stage

Egg completely

1

filled

with reddish purple yolk droplets.
of cells on one

visible as a small colorless plate

2

Embryo

3

Approximately

side of the yolk filled egg.

4

Nearly
fills

fills

of the egg consists of colorless embryo, yolk

the other

'/>

.

Dark eye pigment and

5
Full

'A

of the egg consists of colorless
the remaining !A of the egg.

'A

embryo, yolk

New Moon

Moon

present, yolk

LUNAR MONTH

fills

traces of dark

approximately

'/:

chromatophores
of the egg.

6

:
Well-pigmented embryo comprises A of the egg the
remainder being yolk.

7

Yolk forming

distinctive "four leafed clover" lobed

appearance, embryo

fills 'A

as

of the egg.

two connected

lobes.

8

Remaining yolk present

9

Traces of yolk remain as two separate patches, each
containing a few droplets.

10

Embryo

hatches as zoea.

Modified from Boolootian

t

cil.,

1959,

and Brown and Loveland,

1985.

Full

New Moon
LUNAR MONTH

Moon

Decrease in egg number per brood after the spring
molting period could be caused by temporal constraints.
The period of an individual reproductive cycle may not
allow enough nutrients to be taken in or enough yolk to

be produced for the maximum number of eggs allowed
by body size. Crabs producing eggs in the spring have the
advantage of an extended period for vitellogenesis; absence
of somatic growth processes that follow a molt may avoid

expending nutrients that are instead used to produce yolk.
Another possible explanation for the lower fecundity
might be an increase in egg mortality in the summer

0.45

Full

Figure 10.

Sesarma

New Moon
LUNAR MONTH

Moon

A. Molting. B. egg laying and C. larval release events for

sp. (nr. reticulatum)

plotted by days of the lunar

recorded in the laboratory during 1990,

month.

constant regime of physical conditions probably affected
the time of molting for those same crabs that had an ex-

tended reproductive season. It cannot be determined from
this study whether the onset of molting is responsible for
inactivation of the ovary in the fall, or whether molting

and cessation of reproduction are independently controlled.

033
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14 15

16

17

DAYS AFTER EGG-LAYING

Mean change in egg diameter (broken line) and develFigure II.
opmental stage (solid line) of Sesarma sp. (nr. reticulatum) plotted against
the dale from egg laying (bars are 95% CI).
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0.3 95% CI, n
socosms was very consistent 17.3 days,
= 47) for all broods monitored, slightly longer than the
mean of 15.2 days (2.6 SD, n = 10) reported for 5.
(

reticulatum by Seiple and

embryonic

Salmon

The 17-day

(1987).

period positions larval release very near actual

new and full moons when it is used to project
dates of larval release for field-captured ovigerous females
dates of

(Fig. 5).

To accommodate

this

17-day developmental pemay become en-

riod, S. sp. (nr. reticulatum) populations

trained to lay eggs slightly before syzygies.
Species of crabs having reproductive periodicities that
are strongly entrained to lunar or tidal cycles such as S.
cinereum, Uca pugna.\ (Smith, 1870), and U. pugilator
2000

and Dollard
and
Wheeler
978),
(
(
respectively]
may have periodic highs and lows in numbers of ovigerous

(Bosc, 1802) [studies by Seiple (1979a, b)

Number

of individual Sexanna sp. (nr. reticulatum) videotaped releasing larvae versus time of release, in videomonitored exFigure 12.

months. Dirty egg masses (often infested with peritrichous

nematode worms, and the harpacticoid copepod
Cancricola plumipes Humes, 1941) seemed to be more

ciliates,

prevalent in the

warmer summer months. Many decapods

their egg masses, but this behavior

common

980), Christy

1

978),

1

females over the course of a reproductive season. These
fluctuations could be used to estimate the number of days

periment.

groom

( 1

is

relatively

un-

brachyuran crabs (see review by Bauer, 1989)
and seems to be particularly uncommon in the more terrestrial species such as grapsids and ocypodids.
in

between each brood, or even the number of broods produced by a single crab each season. However, species such
as Sesarma haematochier (de Haan, 1835) and S. intermedium (de Haan, 1835) studied by Saigusa and Hidaka
(1978) and 5. sp. (nr. reticulatum), which can be considered moderately entrained by lunar and tidal cycles, may
have relatively constant numbers of ovigerous females in
a population for long periods. Accurate estimations of

time between broods cannot be

made from

periodic field

Cycles within the reproductive season were correlated
with the new and full periods (syzygies) of the lunar

samples when this situation exists. Long-term observation
of some reproductive event such as larval release or mating

month. Such semilunar timing of larval

in the field often yields valuable information

correspond to spring

release, so as to

hypothesized to be an adexport of larvae out of estuaries

tides, is

aptation that facilitates

Uca sp. (Sandifer, 1975; Christy and Stancyk, 1982).
However, Sandifer (1975) found larvae of Sesarma reticulatum concentrated near the bottom, which would fain

cilitate

dividual cycles, especially for Uca spp. Other species do
not readily lend themselves to observation in nature, and

use of an artificially reproduced habitat in the laboratory

retention within an estuary. Larval release during

spring tides in this species,

and possibly

5".

about pop-

ulations that can be used to infer conclusions about in-

1

5-Aug

sp. (nr. reti-

culatum}, would enable females to release larvae under
the protection of high tide in upstream areas not strongly

by tides at other times, and may transport larvae
out of marshes, ditches, and tidal creeks, and into deeper
affected

01-Sep

water.

For mature larvae to be released coincident with optimal conditions for their survival

(i.e..

tides at

new

or
15-Sep

moons), eggs must be produced and laid in adequate
advance of some developmental period, the duration of
which itself varies according to exogenous factors (i.e.,
full

temperature). Thus, selection would most likely favor egglaying rhythms coincident with lunar phase but modulated
to precede

resents the

01-Oct

new and full moons by a time period that repmean period of embryonic development as

would occur under

typical

environmental temperatures
The period of embryonic

during the reproductive season.

development

for S. sp. (nr. reticulatum) in laboratory

me-

5

10

15

NUMBER OF CRABS
Figure 13.

Number

of individual Sesarma

sp. (nr.

reticulatum) re-

and lunar period, in videomonitored experiments. Solid ovals represent new moons, open ovals represent full moons.

leasing larvae versus date
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SEP
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Figure 14.
Hypothetical reproductive season for a fully mature female Sesarma sp. (nr. reliculatum),
Base line represents ovarian growth (ovarian wet wt/mm carapace width) over time, peaks indicate egg

from peaks represent number of days required for embryonic development
followed by date of larval release and duration of each larval instar (shorter lines). Vertical dashed lines
represent metamorphosis to first crab stage. Molts are indicated, and lunar syzygies are represented by new
laying, horizontal lines extending

(solid circles)

be the best

may

way

and

full

(open

circles)

moons.

to learn about reproduction in these

At the beginning of the reproductive season,
is

larval re-

often out of phase with the lunar cycle (Wheeler,

1978; Dollard, 1980; Christy, 1982). However, evidence

of early season synchrony was seen when estimated dates
of egg laying and larval release for field samples were

compared

to dates of

new and

full

moons

in the present

study. Distinct semilunar peaks were found throughout
the reproductive season, although more intensive collecting

would have been required

to test statistically for

rhythmicity.

The previously reported asynchrony of reproductive
phase for crabs sampled

at higher latitudes (Wheeler, 1978;
Dollard, 1980; Christy, 1982) may have been caused by
relatively low winter temperatures just prior to the reproductive season. With a sharp increase in temperature

cueing ovarian growth and maturation, crabs differentially
weakened by winter may not all assimilate nutrients rapidly

enough

moons early

to lay eggs in time to hatch during full or new
in the season. Increased ovarian growth rates,

together with other metabolic effects of increased temperatures,

time that the largest broods of the year were pro-

duced.

organisms.
lease

at this

may

be factors that

later bring

egg production

into phase with the lunar cycle. Relatively mild winter
temperatures in Louisiana, together with available food

An

overview of the reproductive season for a single
based
on the evidence gathered in this study (Fig.
crab,
how reproductive cycles might enable crabs
reveals
14),
to release larvae

dispersal

and

under the most favorable conditions

survival.

The

slightly offset

for

semilunar pe-

riodicity of egg laying, necessitated

by a 17-day embryonic
larval release to take
would
time
developmental period,
or
near
a
full
or
new
moon
and thus to coincide
on
place
with periods of highest tidal amplitude. A combined period of 25 days for oogenesis and vitellogenesis between
broods would result in the hatch of a brood approximately
one lunar month later. The 16-day larval period would
enable a majority of early postlarvae, under optimal conditions, to colonize adult habitats within the marsh during
flood tides on or near the dates of full and new moons.
Ovarian maturation, decalcification of the genital opercula, and subsequent mating is probably under lunar-influenced hormonal control that corresponds to an offset
semilunar rhythm. The minimum period seen between
successive broods in the laboratory (21 days)

emplify an accelerated ovarian maturation

in

may

ex-

an individ-

into phase synchrony with this rhythm.
Following ovarian maturation in these crabs, the short

ual

coming

During the

duration of opercular decalcification and mating receptivity might make it beneficial for females to mate as many

latter part of the season, ovarian growth is constrained by
the duration of each reproductive cycle, but in the spring

times as possible, perhaps without much regard to mate
choice. This might be especially advantageous if multiple

early in the year,
activity

may

even early

facilitate

synchrony of reproductive

in the reproductive season.

ovaries have time to

grow

to their

maximum

size. It

was

broods must be

fertilized

from stored sperm. Delay of egg

SESARMA REPRODUCTIVE ECOLOGY
end of the population's early evening acwould
facilitate females encountering males
tivity period
if none had been encountered in burrows or on the surface
laying until the

during the day. Courtship for females appears to involve
a mature male's construction of a burrow network in

which females are found. While undocumented to date,
it would appear advantageous for the male to inseminate
as many females as possible and guard them within the
burrow from other males. This would be especially true
if, as has been found in some other brachyuran species
(Diesel, 1991), the last male to copulate displaces and

sperm packets with a sperm gel ensuring fertilization by sperm from the final mating only.
Possible adaptations to a low salinity estuarine habitat
seals off predecessor

in 5. sp. (nr. reliciilalum),

when compared

to

Sesarma

higher salinity and more terrestrial
sympatric crab), include an increased duration of embryonic development, increased size of the egg, decreased

cinereum

(a slightly

number of

zoeal stages (development of the first zoeal
stage within the egg), and decreased period of larval de-

velopment (Costlow, I960; Dollard, 1980; Seiple and
Salmon, 1987). When compared to development in the
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ditions. In particular, the river in

and

S.

which

S.

intermedium

liaematocheir released larvae was influenced by

rainfall, and S. sp. (nr. reticulatum) habitats were influenced by wind. Saigusa (1981) found that S. defiaani H.
Milne-Edwards, 1853, which lives in rice paddies and river
bottoms near the sea, did not exhibit a clear semilunar

rhythm of larval release, and the time of larval release
was not correlated to times of high tides. The larvae of
this species tolerated freshwater better

S intermedium and

than the larvae of

haematocheir. Saigusa (1982)
found that time of larval release for a population of S.
S.

haematocheir subjected to high amplitude tides was entrained to local daily and tidal cycles; zoea were released
during periods of nighttime high tides. But crabs from
another population of the same species that experienced
low amplitude

tides

were entrained to a daily rhythm only,
after dark. In both

and these crabs released larvae soon

populations, a semilunar monthly rhythm was retained.
Studies in the laboratory show that S. haematocheir will
retain a natural semilunar

rhythm

in the

absence of moon

but this rhythm can be phase shifted with an
moon light regime (Saigusa, 1980), but not an

light,

majority of grapsid crabs reported in literature to date

tidal

(most with

that larval release takes place can be entrained

five zoeal stages),

both

S. sp. (nr. reticulatum)

and S. reticulatum (see Costlow and Bookhout, 1962)
would be characterized as having advanced development
(Rabalais and Gore, 1985). This adaptation may be advantageous under certain estuarine conditions where low
salinity waters bathe the adult habitat and may, as in
Louisiana, extend well offshore. Reduction in the

of larval instars from

number

regime (Saigusa, 1986). However, the time of day

moon

ratory,

and entrainment

including some grapsids, do not have reduced numbers of larval stages, and they caution making
terrestrial crabs,

any generalized conclusions about evolutionary trends and
adaptive significance of abbreviated development.
Selection for larval release rhythms in S. sp. (nr.

reti-

have occurred because of different pressures

culatum) may
than those resulting in rhythms in the more terrestrial
Sesarma species or those that routinely experience large
amplitude lunar tides. The findings of Saigusa and Hidaka
(1978) for the Japanese land crabs

and

5.

Sesarma intermedium

haematocheir closely parallel

of the present study in that

all

many of the findings
three species were observed

an

artificial tidal

cycle

was not

variable tides occurring in the habitat from which S. sp.
was collected, the intertidal nature of the

tidal

develop profound osmoregulatory
ability (Foskett, 1977). Rabalais and Gore (1985), however, are quick to point out that many freshwater and

to

observed. Entrainment to tidal cycles by moonlight was
not addressed in the present study. The moderate and

and

may

artificial

During the present study of S. sp. (nr. reticulatum), a
natural semilunar rhythm was maintained in the labo-

(nr. reticulatum)

larval instars

by

light (Saigusa, 1988).

2 in certain grapsid crabs has
been postulated to serve as an adaptation for freshwater
and terrestrial habitats by those species (Hartnoll, 1965),
5 to

artificial

artificial

and the observance of larval release during daytime
inundation, would support the hypothesis that S. sp.
reticulatum) releases larvae whenever conditions in-

crab,

(nr.

sure it would be safest to be exposed, either in the early
evening, like in the population of S. haematocheir from
a low tidal amplitude area, or during tidal inundation.

Both

tidal

inundation and darkness

tion for the crab

and enable

perhaps with reduced
lease.

High

risk

it

may

provide protecon the marsh,

to be active

of predation during larval

tide periods also favor larval dispersal

survival as they are followed by ebbing tides,

re-

and

which carry

larvae away. Additionally, high water tends to disperse

small planktivorous

marshes and become

fish,

which may enter the flooded

concentrated along shorelines
or in tidal creeks during high water.
The control of the exact time of larval release appears
less

latum), the areas in which these three species released
larvae experienced tidal fluctuations in water level that

modulated by behavior of the ovigerous female crab
While this event may, in turn,
be brought about by stimuli from larvae, the nature of
such stimuli is unknown. Recent studies of Sesarma cinereum and Uca pugilator suggest that stereotypic larval

were often greatly affected by other environmental con-

release behaviors in these species are not directly

to release larvae shortly after dark

new and

full

moons. Although

liaematocheir are

more

S.

terrestrial

on days surrounding
intermedium and S.

than

S. sp. (nr. reticu-

to be

in S. sp. (nr. reticulatum).

mediated
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by chemical releases from hatching larvae, such as occurs
in some less terrestrially adapted xanthid crabs (see De
Vries and Forward, 1989, 1991; De Vries el a!.. 1991).
The period ot "hyperactivity" observed to precede 5. sp.
(nr. reticulalwii) larval release may be linked to this control

mechanism, and

is

likely
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The Role

of Olfaction in Courtship Behavior of the

American Lobster Homarus americanus
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Abstract.

Courtship behavior

is

well

documented

Engstrom, 197

in

1 ).

To understand the

role

of animal

signals,

captive lobsters. Sex

pheromones contained in female
urine and perceived by receptors on male antennules are

the behavioral context in which a signal is used should
form the basis of experimental design. Before molting,

thought to act as sex attractants or as signals necessary
for pair formation. In this study, the lateral and medial

mature female

antennules of male and female lobsters were removed.

molting. Mating occurs shortly after the female completes

The

result of these excisions

were meant to indicate the

In this study, the behavior of normal lobsters

Removal of male antennules had little
bonding and mating. In contrast, removal

courtship behavior.

on pair

females and males underwent antennule excisions; control

groups for both were also studied. In the female excision
experiment, the antennules of female lobsters were re-

behavior, including postmolt injuries and, in extreme
cases, unsuccessful couplings and mortality. Therefore,
female olfaction plays the more critical role in the normal

moved while

left intact;

the results

courtship and mating behavior. If males must recognize
the scent of sexually mature premolt females before "al-

Introduction

lowing" the females to enter their

on male antennules

shelters,

then pair

bonding should occur between normal males and antennule-excised females, provided that females continued to
produce the proper signals. If, however, females must recognize the scent of a suitable mate (dominant male) before

Previous research on crustacean sex pheromones has
focused on chemical signals found in female urine and

Dunham,

those of males were

should elucidate the role of female olfaction in lobster

Homarus americanus.

detected by chemoreceptors

was comBoth

pared to the behavior of antennule-excised lobsters.

of female antennules resulted in dramatic aberrations in

reproductive behavior of

dominant male and coand after female

ecdysis.

gender-specific role of olfactory chemoreception in lobster

effect

lobsters choose a

habit in his shelter for several days before

(see

1978, 1988; Salmon, 1983, for reviews). For

example, in courtship of the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus.
females produce sex pheromones that are detected by re-

entering the shelter, then females without antennules

ceptors found on male antennules (Gleeson, 1980, 1982,

with dominant or subordinate males.

1984). In addition,

should either

many moth

(and other insect) pheromones that act as sex attractants are produced by females

1981). Because lobsters

(Homarus americanus)

to pair

behavior occurred,

bond or

pair indiscriminately
If

we could conclude

no

differences in

either that female

is not essential for normal courtship behavior
or that other chemoreceptors compensate for the loss of

olfaction

and perceived by receptors on male antennae (Schneider,
1969; Conner et al, 1980). Male pheromones play a role
later in moth courtship, after the male has found the female, but before copulation (Eisner, 1980; Conner

fail

olfaction.

male excision experiment, the antennules of male
lobsters were removed while those of females were left
intact, to answer the following questions. What role, if
any, does male olfaction play in pair formation and
In the

et al.,

are phy-

logenetically related to these organisms, they are assumed
to have similar communication capabilities (Atema and

courtship behavior? Will antennule-excised males "allow"
premolt females to share their shelters? Finally, a com-

parison of the two types of experiments should indicate

Received 9 April 1991; accepted 25 September 1991.
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whether antennule-excision

operations cause similar
aberrant behaviors regardless of sex.
Because it is the female lobster that selects a mate and

moves

my

working hypothesis was that
male
antennules
would
have little or no effect
removing
on pair formation. If antennule-excised males behaved
into his shelter,

normally, "permitting" unexcised premolt females to enand cohabit in their shelters, this result would not only

ter
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resting, position of body and appendpushing gravel, digging, moving rocks, and building

grooming, walking,
ages,

or repairing shelters.
Focal observations concentrated on each animal for 10

min

twice a day, between 0700 and 0900, and between
1800 and 2100, whenever possible. At times, poor visibility made these observations impossible. Information
was therefore quantified based on census rather than focal

serve as a control for the female excision experiments,
but would challenge existing hypotheses concerning the
role of female sex pheromones and the importance of

observations.

pheromone detection by male antennules.

typically begins in the evening. In the aquaria, however,

Times of day for focal observations were
chosen because female molting and mating usually occur
in the morning (Cowan, pers. obs.), and the active period
dependent on both the condition of
molt stage, egg bearing) and the time of

activity patterns are

the animal

Materials and Methods

(i.e.,

day (Cowan, in

Male and female
all

were captured in the wild and
were handled identically. They were removed from
lobsters

holding tanks, measured, sexed, given individual identification marks, and assigned to groups. Each group of
lobsters was composed of five sexually mature females

mm

and two sexually mature males (X = 80.4
2.44 SD
in carapace length) held communally in one of three 5600aquaria. No individual was used more than once.
1

The female

excision experiment consisted of three

groups of lobsters each comprising five antennule-excised
females and two unexcised males. In one of the antennuleexcised female groups no females molted, but molting is
a prerequisite for pairing and mating. Therefore, only 2

of the excised female groups, totalling 10 females and 4
males, were included in the data. The male excision ex-

periment consisted of two groups of

five normal females
and two antennule-excised males. The unexcised controls
consisted of three groups, totalling 5 females and 6 males.
The excision operation was straightforward: the anten1

nules were snipped off at the base with a pair of sharp
Other experimental conditions were similar to

scissors.

those described in an earlier study involving normal lobsters (Cowan and Atema, 1990). Aquaria were provided
with ambient flow-through seawater and a seasonally adjusted light/dark cycle. Live prey items were available at

was supplemented ad libitum with an
excess of freshly killed or frozen squid, fish, and clams.
The control experiments were carried out during JuneSeptember 1983 and May-November 1987, and some of
these data have been published elsewhere (Cowan and
Atema, 1990). Data from antennule-excised lobsters were
collected during July-November 1990 and May-July
all

times,

and

diet

1991.

During censuses (at approximately 0600, 1200, 1800,
and 2400, daily) the following information for each lobster
was recorded: time, date, time of feeding, position and
activity, indications of molt stage or (in females) egg carrying, location and condition of pieces of molt shells. Activities

recorded included social interactions, feeding.

prep.).

Long-term observations, focusing on pre-, post-, and
molting females, were recorded in a notebook and on
videotape. A light-sensitive video camera with a silicone
intensifier tube was used to make video recordings at night.
A color hand-held video camera was used during the day.
Duration of cohabitation for all molting females was
determined during census observations. All cohabitation
information is given as mean days
SD. Cohabitations
were divided into periods of intermittent and permanent,
pre- and postmolt shelter sharing, where "intermittent"
indicates that the female was inside of the male shelter
during

at least one,

but not

all,

of the census observations,

and "permanent" indicates that the female was never seen
outside of the male shelter on a given day. The day of
molting was considered as part of postmolt cohabitation,
because females usually molt in the morning.
When the observations had been completed, the seminal receptacles of the

postmolt antennule-excised females

were dissected and examined for the presence of spermatophores. The lengths of any regenerating antennules
were also measured

at the end of each experiment.
Because females usually mate with dominant males,
male dominance was measured by tallying all observed
male-male agonistic encounters. The animal that avoided

contact, retreated, fled, backed away, or tail flipped was
considered the subordinate of the pair in each group.

Results

Control lobsters

Thirteen of the 15 females chose mates and cohabited
with males.

The average duration of cohabitation was

12.9

5.0 days (Fig. 1). After a brief period of precopulatory
shelter sharing (X = 6.3
3.2 days), each female molted
inside of a

dominant male's

shelter.

Males did not touch

females during ecdysis. When each female gained enough
skeletal support to stand up (usually 30 min after molting),
she approached and turned so that her abdomen faced
the male. The male then mounted and the pair copulated.
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observe. But the two matings that were observed (one in
each group) were between the females and the dominant

A.

male.
Finally, five of six molting females suffered injuries as

a consequence of molting; including one death. In contrast, only one injury was observed among the 1 3 control

B.

Y7////////////////A

females that molted.

Male antenmde

C.

excisions

Three females (of 10) molted. Antennule-excised males
"permitted" all three premolt females to enter their shelters and to cohabit before, during, and after molting (Fig.

\

l

l

l

l

l

i

i

i

Mean

duration of intermittent (open bars) and permanent
Figure
(hatched bars) cohabitations between female and male lobsters /Ioniums
1.

day of female molting (filled bars). A, control
= 15); B, normal females housed with antennule-excised males (n
(n
= 10); C, antennule-excised females housed with normal males (n =10).
anicricumi.i. relative to the

on 13/15 females who molted and cohabited with
on 3/10 females who molted and cohabited
C, data are based on 6/10 females who molted, only two

In A, data are based

males. In B, data are based

with males. In

1 ). The duration of cohabitation was comparable to that
3.2 days versus
of the unmanipulated lobsters (X = 3.3
X = 12.9 5.0 days). Female behavior was similar to
1

r~

of which cohabited with males.

that seen in control females; i.e., females pair-bonded,
cohabited, and mated with antennule-excised males, in

male

shelters.

Subtle changes in male behavior were recorded. For
example, antennule-excised males stood over females and

touched them with pereopods and maxillipeds (chemoreceptor organs involved in taste), while the females were
undergoing ecdysis. In no other instance did males touch

Each pair mated only once. After copulation, the females
3.2 days before
remained in the male shelter for 5.5

females during ecdysis. In addition, two of the females
were injured by their mate during premolt cohabitation.
No other premolt injuries occurred in any males or fe-

leaving.

males.

All thirteen females chose the

dominant male

as a mate;

the remaining two females did not molt, cohabit, or mate.

No agonistic encounters were seen between antennuleexcised males. Therefore, the dominance status of the
males could not be determined.

Female antenmtle excisions
Antennule-excised females rarely pair bonded or cohabited. Six often antennule-excised females molted. Two

Discussion

females cohabited briefly. The mean cohabitation duration for antennule-excised females was 1.0

A single sensory system olfaction plays an important role in pair formation in lobsters. In these experiments, antennule-excised females risked injury to them-

1.7 days (Fig. 1 ). Significantly fewer of the molting antennule-excised females cohabited as compared to controls

was

of these

six

(Fisher's exact test,

P=

0.02759).
Post-treatment dissections revealed that five of the six

two cases (one female did not mate, another
missed an opportunity to reproduce. In contrast, normal premolt females paired, cohabited, molted,
and mated with antennule-excised males. Antennule-exselves and, in
killed),

showed an insignificant deviation from the
normal sequence of mating behavior. These findings con-

molting females had mated (spermatophores present).
Mating was observed in two cases. Both females were in-

cised males

seminated by the dominant male of their group.
The six females that molted showed a number of be-

tradict previous claims that olfactory detection of female
sex pheromones by males is an essential part of lobster

Four of these

courtship behavior.
The possible existence of a female lobster sex pheromone was first suggested by Hughes and Matthiessen

havioral deviations never seen in controls.

females molted outside their shelters and did not cohabit
with males.

One molted

tion of a male.

found

in her

She was

at night

and without the protec-

killed after

spermathecum).

A

mating (spermatophore
second did not mate. Two

other females mated, but did not cohabit with males.

Of the two

females that cohabited with males, one did

two days after molting, and the other for two days
before and two days after molting.
The deviations from normal behavior made copulation
so for

(which occurred

at irregular

times and places)

difficult to

(1962) who wrote, "It appears as if the freshly molted
female exerts a chemical attraction on the male." Their
statement led to research designed to develop a behavioral
bioassay that could be used to isolate and identify a female
lobster sex phermone. In the early 1970's, two laboratories

male lobsters to female odors.
McLeese (1970) reported that male lobsters preferred the
odor of freshly molted females to odors of other conspetested the responses of

ROLE OF OLFACTION
cifics.

Atema and Engstrom (1971) concluded that ".
compound (sex pheromone) is present in

a chemical

.

.

the

water of a newly moulted female lobster that suppresses
agonistic behavior and induces courtship."

Because mating follows female molting, attempts to
identify a pheromone concentrated on physiological correlates

of molting (McLeese

et a/.,

1977;

Atema and Ga-

gosian, 1973). However, efforts to isolate sex pheromones
from female lobsters failed. To gain a better understanding
of lobster courtship behavior, observations were made in
large aquaria, where females initiated pair formation several days before molting and cohabited with a male before
and after mating (Atema et ai, 1979; Cowan and Atema,
1990). Adult lobsters did not cohabit under any other

circumstances. Contrary to the existing hypotheses requiring males to recognize female odors before mating,
the excision experiments reported herein
olfactory perception
tion of courtship

is

show

thai female

critical for the successful

comple-

and mating behavior.

Cohabitations

Female lobsters apparently benefit from choosing a
mate able to protect them from predation and cannibalism
during the vulnerable molting period. In this study, only
of 3 control females suffered a postmolt injury, while
1

1

of the antennule-excised female lobsters suffered postmolt injuries. In a separate experiment, females held to-

all

gether in the same aquarium without males all incurred
serious postmolt injuries (Cowan, in prep.). Therefore,
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males produce odors that females must detect before entering male shelters for cohabitation. Or the communi-

may be more complex. For example, feneed
to smell males before producing female
may
odors that the male detects before allowing females to
enter their shelters and cohabit. Because most females
were inseminated, males were apparently able to recognize
sexually receptive, postmolt females. If male recognition
cation system

males

of sexually receptive females is based on female odor production, these findings do not support the hypothesis that
antennule-excised females failed to produce pheromones.
Rather, the aberrations in the behavior of antennule-excised females were apparently

to detect

due to the

failure

of females

male odors.

Unoperated-control females

moved

into the shelter of

dominant male and cohabited for several days before
and after molting (see also. Cowan and Atema, 1990).
Reliable information about male suitability as a mate may
be contained in male odors detected by receptors on female antennules. If females cohabit with males because
they detect male odors, then a failure to perceive male
a

may lead to female rejection of males. Because females investigate male shelters from the outside, waterborne odors emanating from within may be difficult for
females to detect without their antennules. The use of
odors

contact chemoreceptors for this function seems unlikely,
because females do not have the opportunity to touch
males with other chemosensory appendages during courtship.

This would explain

why most

antennule-excised

fe-

females benefit from male protection during postmolt co-

males

habitation. Wilber (1989) showed that postcopulatory
guarding by male crabs of the genus Menippe serves to
protect the female from predators and to prevent extra-

detect

pair copulations. Shelter sharing in lobsters

At 90-mm carapace length, lobsters norin length.
mally have antennule flagella that are 40-50
After excision, females began to regenerate their anten-

to

mate guarding

in

many

is

analogous

species of crabs that

mate

shortly after the female has molted (see Hartnoll, 1969).

The benefits of cohabitation appears to be greater for
females than for males. Although males may benefit from
cohabitations due to paternity assurance, males need not
cohabit with females before inseminating them. Isolated
females prevented from mating immediately after molting
mated later when presented with males in communal

(Waddy and Aiken, 1990, 1991). The males discriminated between inseminated and uninseminated in-

failed to cohabit, especially if specific receptors that

male odors are located only on female antennules.
Regeneration of female antennules may explain some
of the variability in behavior shown by different females
in this group.

mm

was 10
on the regenerates.

nules; the longest regenerated antennule

aesthetascs were present

mm. Few

In general, antennule-excised females with the longest
regenerated antennules presented the most normal behavior. The female that molted 10 days postexcision did
not regenerate her antennules and showed the most aber-

tanks

rant behavior. She molted outside of her shelter at night

termolt females and mated preferentially with uninseminated females (Waddy and Aiken, 1990, 1991). Female

without the protection of a male and was killed shortly
thereafter. Another female molted 34 days postexcision,
of her antennules, mated successfully,
regenerated 8.5

lobsters extruded fertilized eggs provided that insemina-

some time before egg extrusion, which
many months (Waddy and
in
Cowan,
prep.).

tion occurred at

often follows molting by

Aiken, 1991;

Female antennule excisions

When

deprived of their antennules, 4 of 6 females failed

to cohabit. This failure to cohabit could be explained if

mm

and was unharmed. The female who molted 46 days postexcision, regenerated 10 mm of her antennules and cohabited for 4 days: 2 days pre- and 2 days postmolt.
In contrast to this general trend, one female molted five
days postexcision and cohabited intermittently for two
days in spite of not regenerating her amennules. Her ability to

cohabit cannot be explained by antennule regenhad begun courtship before

eration. Perhaps this female
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her antennules were removed and was able to continue

Chemical

the sequence, although there was

pair formation, whereas

The

no premolt cohabitation.

of regeneration over a short time course

effect

is

un-

afterward

Unexcised females pair bonded, cohabited, molted, and
mated with antennule-excised males. This indicates that
male olfaction is not necessary for the normal sequence
detection or

How,

then,

male

is

pheromone production involved

Two

pieces of evidence suggest that

was impaired by antennule

male

excision.

tacea. Teytaud (1971) described particular behavioral
changes in premolt pubertal female blue crabs (Callinectes
sapidus) in response to male odors coupled with a visual
model. His results showed that females detect and respond

signal

in court-

signal detec-

There were

( 1 )

no observed agonistic encounters between antennule-exAn antennule-excised male wounded two
mates during premolt cohabitation inside his shelter. The
absence of male-male agonistic encounters suggests that
male olfaction is involved in male dominance. The injuries inflicted on unexcised premolt females by antencised males. (2)

nule-excised males suggests that female odor

male aggression toward females.
Atema and Engstrom (1971) hypothesized that females
produce a pheromone that suppresses agonistic behavior
and, therefore, protects soft-shelled females. Although two
of the females were wounded during premolt, protection
by the antennule-excised males during ecdysis suggests
that other

male chemosensory organs

may have compen-

sated for the loss of male antennules. Antennule-excised

males touched the

male blue crab odors. More recently, Gleeson (1991)
tests in which pubertal female blue crabs
showed a preferential attraction to male blue crab odors.
Given a choice between male and female odor, or male
odor and blanks, females chose male odor. However, feto

conducted choice

males did not show a preference when given a choice be-

tween different males.
It

may suppress

of molting females with
their pereopods and maxillipeds. These males may have
soft tissues

been using gustatory chemoreceptors to compensate for
the absence of olfaction. The same detection may not
have been possible when antennule-excised males touched
hard shelled females during premolt. This may explain
unexcised females who cohabited with antennule-

why

excised males suffered pre- but not postmolt injuries.

when

also be important in intermale agonistic encounters. Some
evidence for male sex pheromones already exists in Crus-

ship?
tion

by females is important during
odor detection by males may be
the time of female molting and shortly

the pair mate.
Because females cohabit with dominant males, they
are apparently able to discriminate male dominance. Perhaps females detect a male dominance odor which may

excisions

of lobster courtship behavior.

later, at

important

clear.

Male antenmtle

signal detection

has long been accepted that female odors and male

olfaction play important roles in the reproductive behavior

of Crustacea. The results presented here indicate that

fe-

male olfaction also plays a crucial role in lobster courtship
and mating behavior. Together with previous observations
of lobster courtship behavior (Atema et a/., 1979; Cowan
and Atema, 1990) and studies showing that females detect
male odors (Atema and Cowan, 1986), these data show
that female perception of male odors are of extreme importance in lobster reproductive behavior.
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Pheromone communication
Primer pheromones

may

function in the lobster mating

systems by regulating the timing of female molting and
subsequent mating (Cowan and Atema, 1990). In these

improved

in sequence.

However, the data reported

here neither support nor contradict the primer

pheromone

hypothesis.

Odor communication appears

to be very complex in
and mating probably inproduced by both males

this species. Successful courtship

volves the exchange of signals
and females. Perhaps the effects of antennule excisions

were more dramatic in females than in males only because
of the timing and method by which odors are transmitted.

manuscript.
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experiments, fewer females molted when male antennules
were excised and antennule-excised females molted with

dominant males
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Spatial Information in the Three-Dimensional Fine
Structure of an Aquatic Odor Plume
PAUL

A.

MOORE* AND JELLE ATEMA

Boston University Marine Program, Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Turbulent odor plumes play an important role

Abstract.

Introduction

many chemically mediated

in

behaviors, yet the fine scale
spatial structure of plumes has not been measured in detail.

Many

With the use of a newly introduced microelectro-

chemical recording technique, we have measured, in some
detail, the fine structure of an aquatic odor plume in the
laboratory.

We sampled a turbulent

odor plume

mm

at 10

not only debated the behavioral mechanisms involved in
chemically mediated orientation [Bell and Carde, 1984
(preface); Bell, 1984; Kennedy, 1986], but also whether

Hz

:
with a spatial sampling area of 0.02
approximately
that of a chemoreceptor sensillum of the lobster, Honumts

americanux.
sites in 3

A

,

3-min record was sampled

dimensions

(x, y, z).

at

the odor signal plays a role in directional information
(Preiss and Kramer, 1986; Sanders, 1986). Terms such as

63 different

chemotaxis, klinokinesis, and menotaxis (Fraenkel and
tied to behavioral outputs of ori-

As expected from time

Gunn, 1961) have been

averaging models, the mean values of pulse parameters
such as height and onset slope were greatest near the

enting animals, with a variety of underlying assumptions
of the odor patterns and distributions as inputs. Yet in
all of these studies, biologically relevant quantification of

However, what cannot be described by time avmodels
is the instantaneous distribution of pulses:
eraging
source.

the stimulus signal either in the behavioral testing arena
or arriving at the chemoreceptor organ has not been un-

periodically high peaks with steep concentration slopes

above the local average and far above predictions
from averaging models) can be found far away from the
source. However, the probability of above-average pulse
heights decreases with distance from the source in x, y,
and z directions. The most intense odor fluctuations oc(well

dertaken.

For

Odor

profiles

models of sensory
temporal

filters.

were analyzed with three different

and

Purcell, 1977), or

tsetse flies (Bursell,

It

remains to be dem-

organisms

bacteria (Berg

sample over long time intervals

i.e.,

1984). For animals that operate at

compared

to the

time-averaged models.
Still,

quantification of odor signals at behaviorally rel-

evant time and space scales remains rare (Murlis, 1986;
Moore and Atema, 1988a). Present aerial studies use
5

August 1991.

techniques such as smoke

*
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i.e.,

distributions are quite heterogeneous as

plumes.

East Ninth Ave., Denver,

dis-

Jones (1981) and Atema (1985) have shown that odor

onstrated that animals use such sensory filters to extract
biologically relevant spatial information from odor

Received 14 December 1990; accepted

odor

other time and space scales, this model is a poor predictor
of animal behavior (Elkinton et ai, 1984). Murlis and

structure could be used as direc-

tional cues for orienting animals.

that

for those

that operate either at small spatial scales

filters;

plume

assumed

and Wilson, 1963). This model works

logarithmic, probability, and
This analysis indicates that features con-

tained within the

years, orientation studies

persion could be effectively described by time-averaged
or Gaussian distribution models (Sutton, 1953; Bossert

curred along the x axis (the cross-sectional center of the

plume).

orientation studies have tried to elucidate the

chemical signals in initiating and controlling orientation of an organism to an odor source. Authors have
role of

and quantify odor

trails

and bubble machines

to

1982; Brady
try
et ai, 1989). These techniques only give qualitative de-

80262
408

dispersal (David

et a/.,

3-D
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scriptions of wind patterns. They do not give quantitative
data on odor signals within or around the smoke patches
or soap bubbles. The few studies that have quantified

odor dispersal patterns have sampled
(Murlis, 1986; Murlis

and Jones,

tectors used in these studies

relatively few

sites

and the ion desampling volume

1981),

have a larger

than that of a biologically relevant sampling device, e.g.,
an insect antenna. Aquatic studies have used sensors with
greater spatial resolution than those used in aerial studies,
but thus far, like terrestrial studies, these studies have only

sampled a few points down current from the odor source
(Atema, 1985; Moore and Atema, 1988a; Zimmer-Faust
el

ai, 1988). In addition, these studies involve techniques

409

sensory input from the lateral antennules (Devine and
Atema, 1982). These antennules contain dense rows of
cylindrical aesthetasc hairs,

primary chemoreceptor
ameter at the tip and
1

which hold the dendrites of
in diEach hair is .03

mm

cells.

mm

in length.

The

distal 0.8

mm

of cuticle surrounding the hair is thought to be completely
permeable to odor molecules (Ghiradella et al., 1968).

Thus, it is likely that the aesthetasc hair can sample odor
over the entire distal surface area of the cylinder. To measure at the space scales relevant to this lobster receptor
organ, one needs a device with similar spatial dimensions
as the aesthetasc sensillum, so that fluid

and thus odor

boundary

diffusion, will be similar.

layers,

To accomplish

may not sample at spatial scales relevant to animal
chemosensory detectors (See Moore el al, 1989, for discussion). Finally, to the best of our knowledge, we know
of no study that has quantified odor signals outside the

this,

cross-sectional center of the plume.

receptor cells and electrodes is the matching of their temdefine the temporal sampling rate
poral resolution.

that

Fluid dynamic principles apply equally in air and water;
the difference can be bridged with a simple scaling factor
(Vogel, 1981). The diffusion of a chemical tracer will be

electrochemical electrodes with 100-150

were chosen to model the

eters

dynamics of a

diamand fluid

/urn

spatial scales

single aesthetasc hair.

Just as important as

matching the

spatial resolution of

We

slight dif-

of a chemoreceptor cell as the inverse of the integration
period of the receptor. This is a specific period of time
over which stimulus-generated cellular processes, includ-

plumes in air
versus water. However, the aquatic environment provides
an easier medium in which to measure and model odor

erator potentials events, are summed into a discrete receptor cell response. In realistic terms, there is probably

different in the

two mediums, which

will

cause

ferences in the fine scale structure of odor

distributions for a variety of reasons.

The space

scales in

ing receptor-ligand binding, second messenger,

and gen-

no simple integration time of a receptor cell. Instead, it
a dynamic balance between the cell excitation and adaptation processes. However, for receptor modelling and
signal analysis needs, an integration time must be esti-

an aquatic environment are

much

which allows
for easier physical modelling of plumes. With the introduction of microelectrochemical measurement techniques

is

to chemoreception sciences

(Moore

mated. Unfortunately, temporal sampling rates of chemoreceptor cells and organs are poorly understood. Con-

tification

smaller,

et ai,

1989), quan-

of stimulus concentrations under biologically

and space scales and direct measurement
of boundary layers are possible. Additionally, diffusion
calculations and measurements are easier in water because
relevant time

no partitioning of stimulus molecules at air-water
interfaces and there are no mucus layers surrounding the
sensory surfaces of aquatic chemoreceptors. The compounds for which electrochemical techniques have been
there

is

perfected (dopamine, serotonin, etc.) have approximately
the same molecular weight as many of the stimulatory

animals (e.g.. amino acids,
have
similar diffusion properties.
amines). Thus, they
Since the only difference between the physical dynamics
of turbulent dispersal in water and air are time and space

compounds

for

aquatic

scale differences, the results obtained in

dium

an aquatic me-

are directly applicable to terrestrial environments.

Turbulence

will vary depending on the environmental
conditions. Different conditions will lead to different pa-

sequently, estimates of receptor integration times

must

be drawn from the small amount of neurophysiological
frequency and receptor adand Hildebrand (1988) found CNS
neurons and Kaissling et al. (1987) found peripheral receptors in two different moth species that give distinct
responses to 10 Hz odor pulses. Similar studies in aquatic
animals produced similar results (Marschall and Ache,
1989). Antennule receptor cells of//, americanus begin
to adapt in 500 ms (Voigt and Atema, 1990) regardless
of pulse length. Also, the downstroke of the antennule,
when odor is sampled, takes about 100 ms (Moore and
Atema, 1988a; unpubl. video analysis). Based on these
results, we feel that an integration time is somewhere between 100 and 500 ms. Therefore, a temporal sampling
of 10 Hz in an aquatic medium can give biologically rel-

work involving

flicker fusion

aptation. Christensen

evant resolution of chemical signals.

rameter values.

Our study was designed to describe quantitatively an
aquatic odor plume at both the spatial and temporal sampling scales of the lobster, Homants americamts. This animal samples chemical signals with a variety of receptor
organs. For orientation behavior

it

depends

largely

upon

Materials and Methods

Plume measurements
All

(250

measurements were taken

in a flow-through

X 90 X 20 cm). Water depth

varied from 19

flume

cm

at

410
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the front to 2

ward
1

1

cm

at the rear

due
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an intentional down-

to

of the flume. Unfiltered seawater entered through
5 holes at the head of the tank. Sheets of fluorescent light
tilt

mm

2

holes) wrapped with plastic
grating ("egg crates," 8
2
screens ( 1.5
mesh) served as collimators (four up-

mm

The

stream, one downstream).
1/s (S.D.,

n =

1.00

cm/s

.1

was

.06

10).

(n

carrier flow rate

was

1.8

Average flow velocity in the tank
= 10). The test solution (described

mm

below) was gravity fed through a
pasteur pipette at
2 ml/min (n = 10). The nozzle of the pipette
a rate of 50
1

was placed

in the cross-sectional center of the

tank 9

CD

C
'E
Q_

O

Q

cm

bottom, roughly at the odor sampling plane of a
0.5 kg lobster. As a frame of reference for further plume
off the

descriptions, the source

main

is

=

at x, y, z

0.

The

is

zontal axis.

plume, and the y-axis is the other horiInitial observations of the fluid flow with red

Red dye was

servations

plume was

that the

with respect to the carrier flow.
A total of 63 different sampling
three dimensions (Fig.

1

).

were

3, 9,

(below) and
All sites

15

(above)

all x,

y

sites in

the z

=

plane.

were sampled sequentially, each for a 3-min pe-

electrodes used in these experi-

to be within the spatial

mAI dopamine.

sampling range

Side View

1

single aesthetasc hair has a

sampling area of .06

mm

2

including the top and shaft (surface area of a cylinder plus
= 2;rrh + Trr). Thus, the
sampling area of the elec-

circle

trodes used in this study is similar to that of a single aesthetasc hair. Recordings were made at a sampling rate of

Hz

using the IVEC-5 (In Vivo Electrochemistry Computer System; Medical Systems Corp.). Each 100 ms epoch
Hz sampling rate is composed of a 50 ms epoch
for the
1

at 0.55 v (oxidation) followed

(reduction).

A.

2

mm
mm

.

10

Electrochemical microelectrodes

The electrochemical

is

epoxy capillary type of electrode (Gerhardt et at., 1984)
with a tip diameter of 100-150 fim. The sampling area is
determined by the exposed carbon epoxy surface area. An
electrode with a
5
diameter tip has an exposed sur2
= Trr2 ). A
face area of .02
(surface area of a circle

riod.

ments were scaled

Source concentration

were chosen in
were 25,

sites

Sites along the x-axis

30 cm. Sites along the z-axis
from the flume bottom, i.e., -6 cm

cm

0.

of the olfactory sensilla of a macroscopic aquatic animal,
specifically Homarus americanus. We used the graphite-

20 and

+6 cm

=

and ob-

y

100 cm, y =

One-minute temporal profile of dopamine concentrations
Figure 2.
recorded at a 10 Hz sampling rate. This sampling site is at x = 25, y = z

neutrally buoyant

50, and 100 cm from the source. Sites along the y-axis
were -10, -5, 0, +5, +10 cm at all x-axis locations. In
= 20 cm and at x
addition, at x = 50 cm we added
=

(s)

in the general

also used in the test solution,

showed

Time

the

axis of the

dye did not indicate any large asymmetries
flow.

x-axis

by a 50

ms epoch

at 0.0 v

The recording electrodes were sampled every

50 ms: analog-to-digital conversions of the samples ocKHz, and data were averaged for the 50 ms

curred at

1

time epoch. Further details of recording and digitizing are
explained elsewhere (Moore et ai. 1989). All electrodes
in solutions of dopamine prepared in raw
seawater and exhibited excellent linearity over a concentration range of 0.5 to 500 micromolar. To account for

were calibrated

i.

Top View

effects

of molecular diffusion from odor patches,

we chose

source concentrations similar to those relevant to aquatic
animals, such as the lobster. Amino acid levels found in

mM

the tissues of lobster prey range from .02 to 90
(Carr
and Derby, 1986). Thus we chose a source concentration

of 2

mM dopamine (and 0.5 mM ascorbic acid as an anti-

oxidant).
Figure 1.
Diagram of flow-through Hume used to create the turbulent
odor plume. A: Side view. B: Top view. Flow from left to right. Arrow:
odor tracer source. Dots: sampling sites. Hatched bars: collimators. Drain

Scalloped water surface is merely symbolic and not reflecting
degree of turbulence. See text for details.
at far right.

Definition of terms

Odor signals can be

dissected into various

and these components may be

components
names

called by different
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Frequency (Hz
= 25, y = z
Frequency spectrum of concentration changes at three sites on the x-axis. A: x
= 100 cm. The ordinate is displayed as energy which corresponds to the number of
pulses and pulse amplitude (See text). Note differences in Y-axis scaling. Based on 3-min records.
Figure 5.

=

and 28
the

nM

first

)

0, B: x

=

50, C: x

and many smaller peaks. Using our definition,
and 30 fiAf) are considered

three peaks (11. 38

one pulse (because the value

at valley is

not

less

than

30%

of the previous pulse amplitude, see Methods) and the
last peak (28 n\l) is considered a separate pulse. Note
that peak concentrations are about 100 times diluted from
source strength,

An

i.e..

from 2

initial qualitative

of odor fluctuations
3.

The most

Figure
center of the

is

mAf to

20 pM.

picture of the spatial distribution
shown for the x = 25 plane in

intense odor fluctuations occur in the

sampled (y = 5 and 10 cm and z = 6 cm), these large
and sudden changes in concentration become less fre= -10, z = -6), no odor could be
quent. At one site (y
detected. The z = +6 profiles
but
3) contain
(Fig.

large

considerably less steep steps in concentration but never
exceed 25 nAI dopamine. The z =
6 sites include small,

but surprisingly steep, changes in concentration rarely exceeding 10 fiM dopamine. Similar spatial distributions

were seen
(not

in the x

shown

= 50 and

for the sake

x

= 100 cm sampling planes

of brevity).

rapid changes in concentration are more common than
at other sites. Peak concentrations can exceed 25 nAl do-

values of pulse height (Fig. 4a) and maximum
slope (Fig. 4b) support the qualitative results seen in the
1-min profiles (Fig. 3). The highest values of both pulse

pamine. As areas further outside of

height

plume

(site 25, 0, 0).

At

this site, large

and

this center point are

Mean

and slope are seen

in the center

of the odor plume.

414

P.

25

A

A.

MOORE AND

shows the change in the temporal characteristics of
odor signals with distance down-current (Fig. 4). Most
pulses had slope values that translated into low frequency
(<4 Hz) signals with the majority of the odor signal below
sites

cm

50 cm
100

ATEMA

J.

cm

Hz

1

There

at all sites.

is

also a reduction in the total

number and amplitude of odor bursts with

distance,

which

reflected in the decrease of the overall energy at the

is

(compare ordinate

farther sites

scales): the

more widely and evenly distributed

farther

odor becomes
away from the

source.

When
10

30

20

50

40

60

70

80

90

100

Pulse Slope (uM/s)

considering animal behavior, the

mean

value of

often an inappropriate measure because
this information is not available to an animal that has to
a sensory signal

is

make quick

decisions. During orientation behavior, animals are forced by predation and competition pressures
to make behavioral decisions based on relatively short

cm
50 cm
100 cm

25

B

sampling periods. Thus, we have selected probability distributions as a measure of information that may be available to the animal during short sampling intervals. Along
the plume main axis, the probability distributions of pulse
slopes shift to the

left, i.e.,

decrease in value, with increas-

ing distance from the source (Fig. 6a). Pulse slope values
larger than 15 //M/s are completely absent from the 100

cm
15

10

20

25

30

35

40

45

Pulse Height (uM)
Probability distributions of pulse slope (A) and pulse height
on x-axis: x = 25 (Solid), x = 50 (Dashed), and x = 100

(Dotted). Based

on

3-mm

means (P <

only present

a progressive

change with distance

show

a similar pro-

(Fig. 6b).

the spatial distribution of a range of slope or
height values, we calculated the probability distributions
of slope or height values within 3 logarithmic bins (de-

This tapering is asymmetrical: the
= -5, -10) and right (y = +5.
+ 10) values within a z-plane are indicative of lateral
= +6)
meandering of the entire plume. The higher (z
sampling sites had larger peak values (Fig. 4a) but slower.0

is

To view

with values tapering off considerably to the sides. The (x
= 25, y = 0) values were significantly different from the
differences in the

Thus, overall, there

ability distributions of pulse height

gressive

records.

juA//s are

change from predominantly shallow slopes at 100 cm to
an intermediate range of slopes at 50 cm to a broad spectrum of predominantly steep slopes at 25 cm. The prob-

(B) at three sites

other

and slope values above 55

at the closest site.

0.00

Figure 6.

site,

1 ).

ir

left (y

odor pulses. The lower (z = -6) sampling
sites had low intensity (Fig. 4a), but faster-rising (Fig. 4b)
odor pulses; this will be discussed later. At the x = 50 and

i

-

t

- 10

SS

i

D

10 -

100

0.8

A.

B.

Slopes

Heights

rising (Fig. 4b)

= 100 cm sampling sites, the distributions of mean values were also centered around the cross-sectional middle
x

of the plume

0.6

D
_Q

0.4

with values tapering off (asymmetrically as

above) away from the center. At all sites, the standard
deviation of both pulse height and slope were approximately equal to the mean value at all sites. This is likely

due
and

j

to the chaotic nature of the turbulent

0.2

odor plume

mean

100

25

50

100

Distance From Source (cm)

eter.

Figure

Spectral analysis of the odor profiles (Fig. 5; note change
in y-axis scale) from the three x-axis (z = y = 0) sampling

50

25

value of any parameter is a
instantaneous
value of that paramindicator
of
the
poor
indicates that the

7.

Probability distribution of pulse slope (A) and pulse height
on x-axis: x = 25, 50, 100. Probability values are cal-

(B) at three sites

culated on the three bin

sizes. .1-1,

1-10, 10-100.
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in probabilities are
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seen in the z =

+6 and

z

= -6 planes

(not shown).

Discussion

The

structure of odor

plumes

is

mainly due to turbu-

lence produced by the mechanical forces within a moving
fluid. These mechanical forces create large scale eddies

(compared

to the initial size of the

odor plume) that

transfer their energy to successively smaller eddies until

the energy is dissipated as heat. This cascade of eddies is
called the Kolmogoroff scale and has a lower size limit;

molecular diffusion takes over below this
size limit of eddies

forces,

and

The

is

determined by

limit.

The lower

friction, viscous

fluid velocity (Pedlosky, 1987).

spatial range of eddies is

important because

it

is

the interaction between the size of the turbulent eddies
size of the odor plume that creates the size and length
of concentration fluctuations within the odor plume (Ay-

and

1976;Aylor?/a/., 1976; Miksad and Kittredge, 1979).
As the plume travels down-current, it expands relative to

lor,

the size of eddies within the fluid

medium.

Initially,

when

smaller than the smallest eddies,

plume diameter
plume to meander as a whole. As the plume
to
match the scale of eddies present, the
size expands

the

is

they cause the

plume

is

broken into separate patches of odor. This results
odor signal (Fig. 2). The final stage of

in a fluctuating

plume growth occurs when the plume expands
Spatial distribution of large (> 10

Figure 8.

and

large

(>\Q

tiAt/s) pulse slopes (B) in the z

=

^M)

pulse heights (A)

plane. Source:

P=

1.0

for reference.

scribed in Methods).

The binned distribution of slope and
x = 25, 50, and 100 sites (y = z = 0;

height values at the
Fig. 7) show a progressive change that
continuous distributions in Figure 6.

was evident from

To

illustrate

larger than the largest eddies. At

to sizes

this point, eddies

begin

odor within single patches and begin
to homogenize the odor between patches. This results in
signals that fluctuate less and have less off time (Fig. 3,
to redistribute the

top row).
Thus, as the plume as a whole and the patches within
the

plume

increase in lifetime

taking place in the structure

and

size,

there are changes

of the odor signal

(Fig. 3).

how

these probabilities are distributed in the x-y spatial plane,
we plot one bin value at all of the sample points in this

100

plane. The x-y spatial distribution of probabilities of large

slopes (10-100 ftM/s) in the z

=

plane reveals that these

values increase in the direction of the source (Fig. 8a).
These values range from (all x = 100 cm) to .64 (x = 25,

=
cm). At each x plane, the probabilities increase
toward the middle of the plume with the largest values in

o
Q

"D

O>

O

y

the center. Similar distributions are seen in the z

and

z

= -6 planes

= +6

O
Q_

shown). The

(not
progressive changes
seen in the slope distributions are also reflected in the
pulse height distributions but with larger changes in the

The
the z =

probabilities.

heights in

(10-100 ^M) pulse
plane also increase toward the source

probabilities of large

and the center axis of the plume (Fig. 8b). The probabilities
= 100 cm sites to .5
at all but one of the x
range from
1

at the x

=

25, y

=

cm

site.

As with

slopes, similar

changes

Time

(s)

One-minute odor profiles from sample site at x = 25, y
= z =
plotted on logarithmic (left hand, solid line) and linear (right
hand, dashed line) scale. Dashed line is identical to profile in Figure 2.
8
Baseline on logarithmic scale was set to 10~ A/ (See text for explanation
of and 2).
Figure

I

9.

505
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10

+

O)

Figure 10.

The same one-minute

marks on bottom

axis indicate 5

profiles

Time

(s)

shown

Figure 3

s.

The changes depend on the flow environment around the
sampling point. The bottom row of profiles (Fig. 3) were
sampled 3 cm from the bottom of the flume. The smooth,
solid floor of the

much

flume resulted

in

lower pulse heights but

Near the bottom of the flume, the
eddies are confined to small and fast scales by the rigid,
unmoving surface where fluid velocities must be zero. The
top row of profiles (Fig. 3) were sampled 5 cm from the
water surface. This moving surface allows larger and
slower eddies, which acts as a "low pass" filter and dampens the faster rising slopes. This would result in an overall
increased pulse height but slower rising slopes. These types
faster rise times.

of distributions are highly dependent upon the local sub-

and fluid dynamic conditions.
These changes in the odor plume, with both distance
and time can be seen as decreases in both mean pulse
strate

A
I si,

o,.

00
-0.1

-

in

now

plotted

on logarithmic

scale.

Tick
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may be appropriate for assessing orientation cues
within an odor plume.
It is also important to consider the filter properties of
analysis

the chemoreceptor cells

when analyzing odor

signals.

Physiological properties of receptor cells, such as integration time, adaptation, disadaptation, and dose-response
curves, can

filter

the odor signal

and

alter its

"perception"

by the chemoreceptor cell (Moore and Atema, 1988a).
Analyzing odor signals with biologically realistic filters
will begin to give us insights into how the CNS views odor

how

and may
a plume are made.
For example, an animal with a chemoreceptor organ
containing three types of receptor cells (A, B, and C)
lead to

signals

behavioral decisions within

"tuned" to different ranges of pulse heights or intensities
(range fractionation). As the animal moves within a turbulent odor plume, these three cells would respond differentially at the different intensities within the plume

and could lead the animal to the source. At the most
distant points in an odor plume, where only small peaks
are found in highest probability and large peaks are rarely
encountered (Figs. 6, 7, 8b), cell A would fire the most
and cell B would have only occasional output. As the
animal moves toward the source, a different pattern of
firing would occur across a cell population. Directional
information on the source can then be derived from different firing patterns (across fiber pattern).

Odor plume
moreceptor

cells

normally plotted on linear
1988a), but che-

profiles are

scales (Murlis, 1986;

Moore and Atema,

often have linear responses to logarithmic

in concentrations. Plotting the x

changes
odor profile
ferent

=

25, y

=

z

=

type of filter (logarithmic) enhances concentration changes
between odor bursts, but diminishes changes within the
bursts.

The two marks

(#

1

and

identical concentration changes

2; Fig. 9)

on a

10-100 pM) probability grouping performed
on the data in this study was repeated on the filtered data.
shows the changes in the probability distribuFigure
tions of the onset slopes from the raw data as it is filtered
the model. At both the x = 25 (Fig.
la) and x
(.1-1, 1-10,

1

indicate nearly

1

through
= 50 (Fig.

1

1

Ib) sites,

raw data.
Within

all

of these different

appears. Although turbulent odor plumes
odor
produce
signals that seem random and chaotic, there

are biological and computational methods of analysis that
can track changes occurring within the structure of odor

plumes.

Which

(#1).

concentration changes.

have the temporally dynamic

properties of adaptation and disadaptation that cause
changes in the receptor cell output, response threshold,

and dose-response functions (Borroni and Atema, 1988,
1989; Voigt and Atema, 1990). These two properties can
function together to filter turbulent odor signals (Moore
and Atema, 1988a, b). To examine how adaptation and
disadaptation affect

=

25, y

=

z

=

introduced in

plume

sampling

structure,

site

we analyzed

with the 10s temporal

Moore and Atema

(

and used
plume? To

structural features are detectable

by the animal for orienting within a turbulent

answer this question, we must measure different turbulent
odor signals at biologically relevant time and space scales

and then analysis those results with biologically relevant
spatial and temporal filters; i.e., logarithmic, adaptation,
and sampling behavior of the chemosensory organ.
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linear scale, but the

These same changes
are also seen in the cross-sectional view at the x = 25 cm
sampling site (Fig. 10). Thus, the initial onset of the odor
burst seems (on a log scale) to have the most dramatic
cells also

methods, one

filtering

common theme

concentration change (#2) of an odor burst is much
more prominent on the log scale than the concentration

Chemoreceptor

model enhances the probability

amplitude, slower rising peaks that are evident within the

initial

change within the odor burst

the

of detecting slopes in the middle range of values. This
temporally dynamic filter seems to eliminate the smaller

this

on a log scale produces a quite difview of the odor signal fluctuations (Fig. 9). This
(Fig. 2)
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Abstract.

The

smallest difference in concentration de-

tected between a chemical stimulus

and background

is

diate predator-prey interactions (Peckarsky, 1980; Croll,

1983; Zimmer-Faust, 1989; Sih and Moore, 1990),

com-

called the threshold of "just noticeable difference" (jnd).

petition (Caldwell, 1982;

Measurements of jnd thresholds have been made extenon olfactory and taste
perception by terrestrial mammals, but not on chemoreception by marine organisms. Marine organisms live in

and mating (Gleeson et a/.. 1984;
and sociality (Zimmer-Faust
and Spanier, 1987; Jensen, 1989), and habitat selection
(HadfieldandScheuer, 1985; Raimondi, 1988;Sweatman,

a persistently noisy chemical environment, because stim-

1988; Morse, 1990). Several properties of chemical cues,
including molecular structure, concentration, and distribution in time and space, contribute to the stimulation
of a behavioral response.

sively in psychophysical research

ulatory

compounds

ground

in

are often

components of the backseawater. Measurements of jnd thresholds,

therefore, should be especially appropriate in the

marine
environment and were the focus of this study. Laboratory
assays were used in measuring the ability of spiny lobsters,

(DOM)

in seawater,

is

abundant

is

slightly

es-

urally as dissolved organic matter in seawater,

marine organisms face the problem of resolving chemical signals
from environmental background, or chemical "noise." In
particular, free

lower than

amino

acids, nucleotides, sugars,

and

or-

ganic acids function as signals of food (see reviews of Carr,
1988; Laverack, 1988), but they also occur abundantly in

humans and

The effects of chemical stimulus concentration
have been considered in many studies on marine animal
behavior (Ache, 1982; Carr, 1988; Zimmer-Faust, 1989),
seawater.

but in no investigation have response thresholds to applied
stimuli been measured relative to background concentra-

Introduction

tions. Because many chemoreceptors function as detectors
of relative changes in concentration, threshold determinations may be products both of animal sensitivity to

Chemical stimuli are important factors controlling the
behavior of aquatic organisms. Chemical cues often me-

tested
99

is

provide information about the quantity or quality of the
resource. Because many stimulatory molecules occur nat-

changes between concentrations of stimulus and background, a facility that may be important in the ecology
of this animal.

compounds, and

to

background chemical

levels in

seawater.

accepted 26 September 1991.
*
Present address: Department of Biology and Marine Sciences Pro1

concentration differences

and direction from the odor source (Moore and Atema,
1988; Zimmer-Faust el a/., 1988). The source may be
food or a mate, and chemical concentration might also

in

other terrestrial animals. Consequently, the olfactory sense
of lobsters appears to be well constructed to detect subtle

Received 19 February

ability to detect

aged gradients in chemical concentration may provide
animals with valuable information about their distance

formance liquid chromatography. The jnd threshold that
was estimated in this study for glycine detection by lobsters
was about 2-8% above the background concentration of
ones demonstrated for odorant detection by

1986), courtship

Miller, 1989), gregariousness

The

prey tissues, and is excitatory to the appetitive feeding
phase of P. intemiptus. Chemical determinations of glycine in seawater were made by reverse-phase, high-per-

glycine in seawater. This threshold

<//.. 1983;LaBarre

pecially important, because instantaneous or time-aver-

Pamilirus interruptits. to detect a glycine stimulus against
a background concentration of glycine. Glycine was chosen as stimulant because it is a major component of dissolved organic matter

et a!..

Sammarco

1 ;

The threshold of "just noticeable difference" (jnd) is
the smallest difference detected between the concentration

gram. University of South Carolina. Columbia. South Carolina 29208.
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A

of the stimulus and that of the background. The jnd

ments of water

threshold has been used extensively in psychophysical re-

carried by polyethylene tubing from a head-tank to a
stimulus reservoir before it joined the primary flow at the

search on olfactory and taste perception by vertebrates,
humans (sensit McBurney et al., 1967), but has

especially

not been applied to investigations of chemoreceptive behavior in marine organisms. Yet measurements of jnd
thresholds should be especially appropriate to marine organisms, which live in a persistently noisy chemical en-

vironment. In

fact,

threshold determinations of jnd should

be essential to understanding the environmental constraints imposed on chemical detection. For these reasons,
during the present study, analytical procedures useful for
measuring jnd thresholds of chemical detection by marine

organisms were developed. The procedures were then applied in estimating the threshold of jnd for chemical detection

by the spiny

lobster,

Panulirus inlerruptus.

Materials and Methods
Collection

and maintenance

of

Lobsters were captured by SCUBA divers and were
brought immediately to the laboratory where small groups
of individuals were placed in large, outdoor circular tanks

m

(see

Zimmer-Faust and Spanier,

diameter X 0.6

m

height) having excess shelters
1987).

secondary flow

122 ml/min) was

(

adaptor. Test stimulant solution was introduced (10 ml/
7 s) when a three-way valve that connected the stimulus
reservoir to the secondary flow system

A

was opened.

fit-

ting in each adaptor eliminated back-flow, ensuring that

seawater and test stimulants would pass from the secondary to primary flow before entering a chamber.

Choice ofglycine as

test

Glycine was used as

stimulus

test

stimulant because

it is

excit-

atory to the appetitive phase of feeding by P. interruptus

(Zimmer-Faust et al., 1984; Zimmer-Faust, 1987). It is
also abundant in the tissues of invertebrate prey consumed
by lobsters (e.g.. Bowlus and Somero, 1979; Zurburg and
DeZwaan. 1981; Yancey et al., 1982) and is released by

some prey

animals

(1.5

flow.

A

continuous

^m filtered) of 8 1/min maintained the
5- 6C) of each holding tank.
aeration and temperature

as a metabolite (Zimmer-Faust, unpub. data).
Because glycine is one of three most abundant amino
acids in coastal seawater (Clark et al.. 1972; Dawson and
Pritchard, 1978; Garrasi et al.. 1982; Mopper and Lindroth, 1982;

Fuhrman and

Bell, 1985),

it is

an ecologically

relevant stimulus molecule that lobsters must naturally
detect from background noise.

seawater flow (5

(

1

Incoming animals were tattooed on

their ventral thoracic

permitting individual recognition (Kuris, 1971),
while gender and reproductive status were noted. Only
sternites,

60-69

mm

carapace length, were
used in the experiments. All animals were fed ad libitum

hard-shelled animals,

mussels (Mytilus californianus and M. edulis), sea
urchins (Strongylocentrotus piirpitratus), and polychaete
worms (Phragmatopoma californica), but were deprived

on

Experimental procedures

1

live

Lobsters were placed in experimental chambers 45 to
60 min before testing, and they usually acclimated within
min
30 min. Observations of behavior were initiated
before the introduction of a test or control solution and
1

were continued for 3 min afterwards; the observer was
unaware of the solution being tested. In each trial, a lobster
:
5
was presented with 10 ml of either 10
10~-\ 10 \ 10
7
6
8
8
or 10~
10~
10~
5 X 10~
glycine added to the
,

,

,

,

,

M

of food for 24 h before testing.

seawater as described above. Each concentration ofglycine
was tested 20 times, each time on a different animal. In

Experimental chambers

40

trials,

trol).

Individual lobsters were tested for responses to chemical
solutions presented in rectangular chambers, 30 X 30 X 15

cm, constructed so

as to allow careful control of test stim-

ulus flow characteristics.

chamber permitted us
disturbing them.

A

Opaque

blinds around each

to observe the test animals without

diffuse red illumination, completely

confined by the blinds, was provided, and the surrounding
laboratory was maintained in darkness. Seawater (singlepass; 5

nm

filtered)

entered each

chamber by a

min) from a head-tank to an adaptor positioned above
each chamber; from the adaptor, the seawater was delivered to the center of the chamber, 0.5 cm below the water

A

test

were presented only with seawater (con-

and control solution was prepared

fresh

immediately prior to assay. Individual lobsters were tested
only once in 48 h, for a maximum of three times during

an 8-day period. Chemical solutions and their order of
presentation were selected with a random-numbers table,
except that identical solutions were never repetitively
tested

on the same animal.

Preparation of chemical solutions

delivery

system held under constant hydrostatic pressure. Polyethylene tubing carried a primary seawater flow (936 ml/

surface.

lobsters

Each

valve in each delivery line enabled fine adjust-

Special care was taken in preparing test solutions. First,
stocks were made by dissolving glycine in artificial seawater prepared with HPLC-grade DI water and analytical

grade salts according to the Marine Biological Laboratory
formula (Cavanaugh, 1975). The concentrations of the
stock solutions were 100-times higher than those of the
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ml aliquots and
Stocks were divided in
were made by
Test
solutions
frozen at -20C until used.
9.9
ml seawater;
to
stock
adding 100 ^1 of an appropriate

test solutions.

1

control solutions

were made by adding

seawater to 9.9 ml seawater. In

fact,

100 n\ of artificial
each solution was

made with seawater drawn from the same experimental
chamber that was to be used in the assay. Test concentrations, measured by high-performance liquid chroma= 14 trials), were very accurate and
tography (HPLC) (n
deviated only

2-13% from

values estimated volumetri-

brane

filters

were washed with 10% HC1 (Baker Altrex
HPLC-grade DI water, and then rinsed

grade), rinsed with

again with sample seawater before use. Chemical determinations were made by reverse-phase HPLC.
Chemical analytical procedures followed those described previously by Jones et al. ( 1 98 1 ) and Manahan el
al. (1983). Samples were reacted with ortho-phthaldi-

aldehyde (OPA) in the presence of mercaptans to form
fluorescent products. Sub-samples ( 100 ^D of OPA-derivatives were withdrawn and separated on an Altex ultra-

ODS

column (150 X

4.6

mm;

particle size

=

5

maintained in
cally. Glycine concentrations that were
not
did
seawater
chamber
measurably change during the

sphere

3-5 min required to prepare a solution (see Results).
Consequently, the glycine added with each test solution

sodium acetate/methanol buffers (solvent A; 400 ml sodium acetate, 95 ml methanol; solvent B: 100 ml sodium
acetate, 400 ml methanol) (see Jones et al.. 1981), held
at pH 6.8 to improve separation of phenylalanine and

was an accurate representation of the stimulus introduced
above seawater background.

/um; length 15 cm).

A

gradient was created between two

ammonium. The eluant
Behavioral assays

antennule wiping, leg probing, and
mouthpart labiating were all used as behavioral assays.

Antennule

flicking,

Both electrophysiological and behavioral investigations
have shown that flicking is associated with the detection
of chemical stimuli (Snow, 1973; Pearson and Olla, 1977;
Price and Ache, 1977; Pearson el al, 1979; Schmitt and
Ache, 1979; Rebach ct al. 1990). Antennule wiping
against the mouthparts is believed to function either in
cleaning or resetting those antennule chemoreceptors that
are important to feeding (Snow,

1973; Fuzessery

and

buffers

were controlled by a Gil-

son (Model 42) gradient analytical system with dual
pumps (Model 302) interfaced with a PC-based programming module (Gilson Model 704). Peaks in the eluant
stream were monitored with a Gilson (Model 121) fluo-

rometer and identified by elution time, relative to known
standards. Reagents and solvents all were HPLC grade,
degassed prior to use.

Determination of the ratiometric dilution associated
with introduction of a test stimulus solution

The

dilution associated with stimulus delivery

was de-

Childress, 1975). While leg probing is used in contacting
food and passing it to the mouth (Derby and Atema, 1982;
Zimmer-Faust and Case, 1982), mouthpart labiating in

termined for a fluorescent dye (sodium fluorescein) in= 24
troduced in place of the test or control solutions (n

preparation for eating is carried out with the endopodites
on the third maxillipeds. The following responses are defined: ( 1 ) "glycine detection" is an increase in the rate of

channel fluorometer sampling continuously at 10 ms intervals over 3-min trials (Zimmer-Faust et al.. 1988). The
fluorometer was equipped with an optical fiber probe (500

or longer, within the 3-min test period;
(2) "glycine-mediated appetitive feeding" is the
co-occurrence of flicking, wiping, leg probing, and
flicking,

over 15

s

whereas

mouthpart labiating, all within the 3-min
combined, the four acts constitute the

test period.

initial

Thus

phases of

feeding (Zimmer-Faust el al, 1984), and they differ
markedly from the incipient phases of other behaviors,

such as socializing and predator avoidance (Zimmer-Faust
et al.

1985; Zimmer-Faust

and Spanier,

1987).

trials).

Fluorescence was monitored with a

fast,

multi-

yum diameter) placed about cm below the point at which
the stimulus entered the test chambers. Optical fibers, as
a distinct advantage over
light collecting devices, have
1

other fluorometric and spectrophoto metric methods; i.e.,
because flow cells and pumping are eliminated, water flow
is not disrupted. The placement of the probe ensured that
the dye and seawater would be sampled as they entered
the chambers and before contacting either the olfactory

(antennules) or taste (mouthparts, leg tips) organs of P.
interruptus. Because the dilution of the fluorescein dye

Chemical determinations

was estimated from values determined

Concentrations of glycine, ammonium, and 13 other
free-amino acids in the seawater sampled from test solutions and experimental chambers were determined.

cence, subsequent calculations of stimulus concentrations

Each aliquot
ml) was collected with a polypropylene
and
teflon
tubing immediately prior to an expersyringe
imental test. Samples were filtered gently (<10 psig) to
0.22 p.m, then placed in cryogenic vials, put on liquid
nitrogen, and stored at -76C. All labwares and mem-

pendages.

( 1

for

peak fluores-

were conservative and probably over-estimated

slightly

those concentrations actually contacting the sensory ap-

The

dilution of fluorescein dye

measured

in

each

trial,

then averaged over all trials, was 0.056 (0. 1 1 SD) times
the initial concentration introduced. This value is only
slightly

lower than 0.074, which

is

the dilution, calculated
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Table

volumetrically, from the point of stimulus (and dye) input
to the point of entry into the experimental

chamber,

as-

suming uniform mixing during transport and delivery.
Consequently, volumetric measurements, which are more
easily obtained, also accurately estimate stimulus dilution.

Results

The

glycine concentrations in the seawater of experi-

mental chambers were sampled prior to 40 selected trials.
Each of these trials was chosen at random from among
of those performed, except that determinations were
among days. The sources and mag-

all

distributed equally

nitudes of within-day variation in glycine are difficult to
Duplicate seawater samples were occasionally taken

assess.

same time from single chambers. The average range
of glycine concentrations determined from the duplicate
at the

analyses
large,

it

is

the

is

mean

(e.g.,

1%. While this range seems rather
found by other investigators

typical of those

that have previously

water

1

measured

Fuhrman and

free

amino

acids in sea-

1985). Sixty-five percent

Bell,

of the variance in glycine concentration

is explained by
between days. The between-day
variation does not differ significantly from the variation
measured within each day (One-way ANOVA: d.f. = 7/
32, F = 1.93, P > 0.10); thus the data justifiably can be

differences occurring

pooled. Means and variances are given in Table I for concentrations of glycine, ammonium, and 13 other free

amino

acids in the seawater of experimental chambers.
Glycine also was measured for seawater drawn each
day from a pair of experimental chambers randomly chosen, one tank holding a lobster and the other not. Mean
concentrations in the seawater of paired tanks were found
to be nearly equal before, and again 60 min after placing
lobsters (Table II). These data suggest that the glycine

concentrations in seawater were stable over intervals that

were longer than the duration of the behavioral bioassay.
Nevertheless, small, instantaneous fluctuations in glycine

might well have occurred during

would have been to

trial intervals.

The

effect

limit the detection of the glycine

stimulus by the lobsters and to increase the threshold of

jnd proportional to the magnitudes of the fluctuations
(see arguments of Cain, 1977a). Because a very low jnd
threshold was determined (see next section), it is unlikely

much, if at all, during the trials.
seawater of experimental chambers
increased significantly when lobsters were being held (Ta-

that glycine fluctuated

Ammonium

ble

II,

in the

and Student's Mest:

/

=

3.96, d.f.

=

14,

P<

0.01).

Similarly, concentrations of alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, histidine, and lysine all increased, but to a
lesser extent. Sixty minutes after lobsters were placed in
the seawater, the mean total concentration of free amino

acids

was 556

(131 nMSD),

Concentrations (nM) of dissolved glycine. ammonium, and 13 other
amino acids in the seawater of experimental chambers,

free

immediately before stimulus introduction

Compound
alanine

Chemical determinations

as

compared

to

497

(1 10

I

Concentration

423
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Table
Concentrations (tM) of dissolved glvcine.
with lobsters present or absent

ammonium,

anil 13 other free

II

amino acids

in the

seawater of experimental chambers

Lobsters absent

Lobsters present

Compound
alanine

Time =

Time = 60

Time =

Time = 60
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of peak fluorescence recorded in

trials in

which dye was

released. Consequently, dilution associated with stimulus

delivery

was the minimum observed. Second, the threshold

by the method of estimating ratiometric dilution, whether fluorometric or volumetric.
of jnd

is little

affected

Substituting a value calculated volumetrically, 0.074,
produces a threshold of /w/ that is 2.4% above background.

H} are very robust. It follows
from equation 2 that H'f increases as .v increases, as c
decreases, and as .Y increases, while
c decreases. Substi-

delivery of stimulus solutions to the experimental chambers, of the glycine concentrations in the stimulus solutions,

C

in the seawater

levels.

The threshold of jnd reported here

Third, values calculated for

C

and of the glycine concentrations

of the experimental chambers. The threshold determination was found to be very robust, changing little as a
consequence of variation in stimulus dilution and glycine
for lobsters

(2-8%)

slightly lower than those (4-33%) found for olfactory
and gustatory detection by terrestrial animals, including
is

Shumake

tuting a value of .v two standard deviations above the
mean, while also substituting a value of c two standard

humans (McBurney

deviations below the mean, yields a threshold of jnd that
is 8.0% above background. Finally, the duration of in-

1977). Direct chemical measurements of applied stimulus
and background were made in only one of these studies
(Cain, 1977a), and background concentrations fluctuated
significantly. Because the applied stimulus was not always
maintained above the mean background concentration,
signal detection theory was used in estimating the likelihood of a given difference between stimulus and background (Green and Swets, 1974; Egan, 1975). Signal detection theory was not required in this study of lobsters
because the applied stimulus was assumed always to be

C

creased antennule flicking was shortened in response to
the lowest stimulus concentrations tested. For example,
8

M

by
responded to glycine applied at 5 X 10~
s
over
a
20-30
interval,
beginning
only
increasing flicking
about 10 s after the initial introduction of the stimulus
lobsters

The onset of detection coincided with the timing
of peak fluorescence as measured in trials in which dye
was released. Therefore, the detection of glycine at low
concentrations of this stimulus appears to be restricted to
solution.

Pfaffman

et ai.

et al..

1967;

el ai,

1971; Cain, 1977a, b; Slotnick

1969;

and Ptak,

the period during which the level of introduced stimulus

above background. The application of signal detection
theory neither increases nor decreases estimates of jnd

peaks.

thresholds, but explains

Interestingly,

38% of all

lobsters tested increased their

antennular flicking in response to seawater (control);
in the absence of an applied glycine stimulus (Table

i.e.,

III).

Possibly, the lobsters were detecting substances introduced
as contaminants during solution preparation, or issuing

from other unspecified sources. Alternatively, antennule
flicking may have been triggered by small changes in water
flow, or by air bubbles produced when a valve was opened

how

variation in

background

stimuli influences threshold estimates.

An emerging theme

in

chemoreception research con-

cerns mechanisms by which animals distinguish a stimulus
from the background noise. Carr(1988) has hypothesized

compounds containing novel structural moieties
provide the best chemical cues to marine animals. This
hypothesis is appealing because it is advantageous for an-

that

imals to detect signals that maximize the contrast between

and closed during the introduction of solutions. To distinguish these possibilities, 20 trials were performed in
which the valve was opened and then closed without
stimulus or seawater being introduced. Six of the 20 lob-

stimulus and background. Alternatively, substances ocalso serve as feeding cues to marine ancurring as

responded with an increased rate of antennular
flicking. The proportion responding (30%) is nearly identical to that when the seawater (control) was applied.

lowest levels in seawater. Because glycine is abundant in
seawater, yet is an effective stimulus detected by P. inter-

sters tested

Consequently, increased flicking in response to the seawater (control) is probably caused by the valve being

opened and

closed, not by the lobsters detecting

unidentified, stimulatory

some

compound.

Discussion

To my knowledge, this is the first measurement ever
of a threshold of "just noticeable difference" for chemoreception in an aquatic animal.

The threshold concentra-

DOM

imals (Laverack, 1988). In such instances, the compounds
providing the best cues may be those maintained at the

rupt us at concentrations only slightly above background,
the results reported here suggest another alternative. It

be beneficial for animals to maximize differential
sensitivity for signal molecules that otherwise lack unique

may

structural moieties, but are strongly correlated with a

valuable or limiting resource. Glycine, for example, is
consistently one of three or four most abundant free amino
acids in marine invertebrate flesh (Carr, 1988), occurring
at 30-200 mAf. Glycine, therefore, clearly signals the

presence of potential prey, because marine invertebrates
are the principal food resource exploited by lobsters

tion for glycine stimulus detection by the spiny lobster,

(Lindberg, 1955).

Panulirm intermptns, is about 2-8% higher than the glycine background in seawater. Repeated measurements
were made of the ratiometric dilution associated with the

The mechanism by which lobsters detect small differences between glycine stimulus and background is unknown, although sensory adaptation may be involved.
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Adaptation is a change in sensitivity to an applied stimulus
resulting from continuous prior exposure to a background
stimulus. Stimulus backgrounds maintained for 2-3 min,
or longer, are enough to influence the physiological response thresholds of chemoreceptors on the antennules

of the Florida spiny lobster, Panulirus argus (TrapidoRosenthal et al. 1990). and on the walking legs of the

American

Homarus americanus

lobster,

Atema, 1988).

In both cases, the effect

parallel shift in dose-response functions

is

corresponding to

from investigations on vision and hearing. Adaptation is
thought to maintain the auditory and visual senses in
states that allow the detection of small, instan-

working
taneous changes in stimulus intensity; i.e., <1% above
background (sensu Keidel et al., 1961). In this way, adaptation may act as an early filter, processing information
and tuning animal responses to small differences between
applied and background stimuli. Additional investigation
will clearly be needed to more fully explore the interactions
between sensory adaptation and chemical detection by
Panulirus interruptus.

There is also an urgent need for future investigators of
marine chemoreceptive behavior to measure background
stimuli in seawater. Numerous studies have assayed responses by marine animals, representing nearly every
major phylum, to a broad suite of stimuli, including amino
acids, organic acids, sugars and nucleotides that also occur

DOM (see reviews of Linstedt,

1971; Carr, 1988; Lav-

erack, 1988). In several previous studies, the relationship
between applied dose and animal response has been ex-

amined, yet in none of them were the background levels
of stimulant in the seawater of the experimental chambers
measured.

If the

concentrations of stimulus in seawater

between studies, then the differences in threshold response measured in these investigations may have been more apparent than real. Given that
marine organisms live in a noisy chemical environment,
measurements of the ability to distinguish between stimulus and background are required. Determinations ofjnd
thresholds, therefore, are critical to an understanding of

had varied

significantly

chemically mediated behavior in the sea.
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Proteins of Crustacean Exoskeletons: I. Similarities
and Differences among Proteins of the Four
Exoskeletal Layers of Four Brachyurans
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Most of the proteins extracted from
endocuticle, and membranous layer of four
Abstract.

Oak
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University.

Johnson

proteins of the

exocuticle,

City,

same
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Ridge, Tennessee

Tennessee 37614

size separated

by differences

in charge

species of
anecdysial (intermolt) crabs (the Bermuda land crab Gecarcinus lateralis, the rock crab Cancer antennarius, the
shield-backed kelp crab Pugettia producta, and the south-

during isoelectric focusing.

ern shield-backed kelp crab Taliepus nitttalli) were 31 kDa
to all
or smaller; proteins of similar
r were common

of developmental changes that occurs prior to ecdysis
ec(proecdysis) and in the period immediately following
are
of
events
After
the
metecdysis
dysis (metecdysis).
completed, the molting process is considered to be finished

Introduction

Arthropods grow by molting, a programmed process

M

three layers. Proteins from the

membranous

layer were

More
qualitatively indistinguishable in all four species.
proteins 3 1 kDa or smaller were similar in size and pi to

and the animal enters anecdysis, the intermolt period
during which there is no further increase in external di-

proteins from other exoskeletal layers than were proteins
larger than 3 1 kDa. Proteins extracted from the epicuticle

mensions. During each proecdysial period, the epidermis
underlying the exoskeleton synthesizes a new epicuticle
and exocuticle, the two outermost layers of the new exoskeleton. Concomitantly, the epidermis degrades about

of G. lateralis included a group of five ranging from 54
45
Ca ++ in vitro. The group was not
to 42 kDa that bound
seen in other layers of the exoskeleton of G. lateralis or,
with the exception of 44 and 42 kDa protein bands that
were in the epicuticle of C. antennarius, in any layers of

75% of the old exoskeleton, the remainder of which is
shed as an exuvia at ecdysis (reviewed in Skinner, 1985;
Stevenson, 1985; Skinner et al. 1991).

the exoskeletons of the other three species. During proecdysis, the

membranous layer
31 kDa or smaller

proteins
from the exocuticle and

is

completely degraded, and

The exoskeleton of an anecdysial (intermolt) decapod
crustacean consists of four layers. From the outside in

are preferentially degraded
endocuticle of the old exoskeleton

they are epicuticle, exocuticle, endocuticle, and membranous layer. The epicuticle is thin [about 7 ^m; thicknesses
are given for the Bermuda land crab Gecarcinus lateralis

which is cast as an exuvia at ecdysis. The
relative amounts of proteins in extracts of epicuticle from
(1) anecdysial exoskeletons and (2) exuviae were very
similar, suggesting that there was little degradation of ep-

of G.

lateralis,

and composed of proteins, lipids and
but no chitin (Travis, 1955; Welinder,

(Skinner, 1962)]

calcium

salts,

during proecdysis. Some of the proteins of the
inner
three
layers of the exoskeleton of G. lateralis have
characteristics similar to those of flexible cuticles of insects;

975b; Stevenson, 1985). The epicuticle is thought to render the exoskeleton impermeable (Mary and Krishnan,
1974), preventing both water loss and solubilization of

they have acidic pis and they form "charge trains,"

exoskeletal

icuticle

1

i.e..

1960).

The

components

in

aqueous habitats (Dennell,

exocuticle (about 30 ftm)

is

a calcified matrix

of chitin and protein.
epicuticle and exocuticle form
the soft shell of the newly exuviated crab. These layers

The

Received
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South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama 36688.
'

-

are thought to harden during metecdysis by tanning

(Vacca and Fingerman, 1975a,b) and calcification (Travis,
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The endocuticle (about 200-400 ^m) is also a calmatrix of chitin and protein. Its synthesis and cal-

Durliat,

.

it is

the innermost layer

apical cell

and abuts the epidermis

membrane. The membranous
C, (Green and NefF,

layer

sized during Stage

is

1972),

at the

C4

;

Skinner, 1962, 1985).

layer has not

been described

A

discrete

in reviews

membranous

of insect cuticle

and of exu-

These characteristics of the crab exoskeleton also

permit the recovery of significant amounts of protein from
individual layers. It is much more difficult to separate the
individual layers of the cuticles of most insects (Hackman,
1974).

Despite the recoverability of the separate layers of crustacean exoskeletons, amino acid compositions have been

determined only for entire exoskeletons of the crayfish
Astacus fluviatilis (Welinder, 1974, 1975a; Herzog et ai,
1974),

Cancer

and Carcinus
Norway
norvegicits; and the shrimp Penaeus duorarum
(Welinder, 1974). Tyrosine, which is a rather rare component of most proteins, constitutes 3 to 7.5% of the total
amino acids in most analyses. Such a result might be exmaenus; the

pagurus,

lobster

Nephrops

pected if tyrosine is involved in protein cross-linking in
crustacean exoskeletons (Vacca and Fingerman, 1975a,b).
In general, exoskeletal proteins are rich in glycine,

which

play a role in covalent binding of protein to chitin
(Herzog et a!., 1975). Acidic amino acids account for ap-

may

proximately

20%

of the

Intact proteins of

total.

some exoskeletons have

also

been

analyzed. Exoskeletons have either been extracted directly

and

their proteins displayed

on polyacrylamide

gels (S.

Hackman,

1974), or prior to analyses, fractionated
into three parts: epicuticle plus exocuticle, endocuticle,
and membranous layer (C. pagurus: Welinder, 1975b).

serrata:

In both of these investigations, the positions of the extracted proteins in polyacrylamide gels after electrophoresis were diagrammed, but the actual gels were not shown.

The amino

synthesis of crustacean integumentary proteins, both exoskeletal and cellular. The effects have been monitored

and

r

Traub
)

and Skinner, 1988) in G. lateralis.
effects were on the synthesis of small

in vivo (Stringfellow

The most

M

1986;

1987) and both in vitro (Paulson and Skinner, 1991

significant

proteins.

We

isolating individual layers of the exoskeleton

(Hackman,

to

in vitro in A. leptodactylus (Bielefeld et ai.

to the exoskeletons or cuticles of many other

1975); the crabs Scylla serrata

selected

et ai,

its

arthropods, the greater size and thickness of the decapod
crustacean exoskeleton present distinct advantages for
viae.

20-hydroxyecdy-

mimic hemolymph concentrations
throughout the intermolt cycle, have been tested on the
sone,

and

(Neville, 1975; Filshie, 1982; Willis, 1987).

Compared

r

synthe-

completion signals the onset of anecdysis, or intermolt
(stage

M

Finally, different concentrations of

cification begin in metecdysis, several

days after ecdysis
(Stage B of Drach, 1939; see Skinner, 1962), and continue
through Stage C 3 The membranous layer (about 20-30
nm) also contains chitin and protein but is not calcified;

most of the exoskeletal proteins from
smaller than 30 kDa.

1986),

Crustacea had

have been investigating some of the cellular and
molecular events in the molting process. They occur during proecdysis. and include synthesis of muscle in regenerating limbs concomitant with atrophy of muscle in che-

966; Mykles and Skinner, 1982, 1985), and
synthesis of the two outer layers of a new exoskeleton
(epicuticle and exocuticle) concomitant with the partial
lae (Skinner,

1

degradation of the old exoskeleton. The mechanisms that
control such events must be complex. We focus here on
the composition, synthesis, and turnover of the exoskeleton.

we describe proteins present in the four
of
brachyuran exoskeletons, with an emphasis on
layers
C. lateralis, the exoskeleton of which has been analyzed
In this report,

during several different stages of the intermolt cycle. We
show electrophoretic patterns of proteins and compare

meThe
more

the proteins present in anecdysial, proecdysial, and
tecdysial exoskeletons and exuviae of G. lateralis.
distribution of a

number of the

proteins in one or

layers of the exoskeleton (data shown here), as well as the
patterns of their synthesis (Stringfellow and Skinner, 1988;

Paulson and Skinner, 1991 ) and degradation (O'Brien and
make them favorable candidates

Skinner, 1987, 1988),

for the investigation of genes specifically activated during
the molting process.
The exuvia is much more friable than the anecdysial

The

cuticular proteins that are degraded
during proecdysis may be involved in the calcification
and maintenance of rigidity, whereas those that are "pro-

exoskeleton.

tected" from degradation
termining the framework

may be more important in deand shape of the exoskeleton.

Materials and Methods

Experimental animals and preparation oj layers of their
exoskeletons

acid compositions of mixtures of the extracted

proteins have also been determined (Hackman, 1974;
Welinder, 1975b). Exoskeletal proteins of the crayfish As-

tacus leptodactylus have been sized on one dimensional
polyacrylamide gels (Vranckx and Durliat, 1980, 1986).

With the exception of the

which some
kDa (Vranckx and

latter analysis, in

of the proteins were as large as 400

G. lateralis specimens obtained from the

Bermuda

Biological Station were maintained at approximately 25

C

and 12:12 h light:dark cycle. Precocious molts were induced in G. lateralis by autotomy of more than four limbs
(Skinner and Graham, 1970, 1972). Specimens of the rock
crab Cancer antennariits, the shield-backed kelp crab

PROTEINS OF CRAB EXOSKELETONS
Pugettia product a. and the southern shield-backed kelp
crab Taliepus nuttalli, were collected near Santa Barbara,
California.

Anecdysial animals were placed on ice for 0.5-2 h to
separate integumentary tissues from the membranous
layer (O'Brien el al.. 1986). Cell debris was removed from

membranous

the

layer,

and the external surface of the

carapace was cleaned with moist Kimwipes. Epicuticles
from anecdysial animals were removed from the dorsal
carapace with a power rotor (Li'l Crafty, Sears) equipped
with a steel pyramidal bit. Both exoskeleton and rotor
were held inside a plastic bag, which collected airborne
particles of epicuticle as they

were scraped from the car-

apace. The procedure was repeated to collect exocuticle.
In G. lateralis, epicuticle (dark purple in the dorsal carapace), exocuticle (orange),

and endocuticle

(white),

can

be distinguished easily on the basis of color. Following
removal of the epicuticle and exocuticle, the endocuticle

a mortar

and

429
and membranous

pestle,

Samples were extracted

layers

were minced.

Al guanidine thiocyanate, 0.4
EDTA, 5
Pipes, pH 7, (1:10, w:v), with gentle
shaking at room temperature for 2-5 h. Extracts were
centrifuged at 16,000 X g for 5 min in an Eppendorf mi-

M

in 5

mM

and the supernatants were recovered. Samples to
be stored or electrophoresed were dialyzed against Buffer
crofuge,

A (10 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.8) overnight at
4C. Samples to be iodinated were dialyzed overnight at
4C against 0.4 Al NaCl, 2.5 mM NaN 3 5 mM Pipes,
pH 7. Following iodination by the chloramine T method
,

(McConahey and Dixon,

1980), the samples were dialyzed
overnight until radioactivity in
the dialysate was reduced to background. Protein was
measured by fluorescence (Avruch and Wallach, 1971);

against Buffer

A

4C

at

60C. Lyaliquots were then lyophilized and stored at
ophilized proteins were solubilized in appropriate buffers
for

1

2D

or

gel electrophoresis.

Samples

for ash-free dry

55C

was cracked and the membranous layer (ML) peeled away
from the inner surface of the endocuticle; this provided

weights were dried to constant weight at
heated at 500C for 4 to 24 h in pre-ashed

ML C

boats.

(membranous layer adjacent to epidermal cells;
The inner layer of the endocuticle was also
scraped to remove any remnants of membranous layer;
this provided ML E (adjacent to endocuticle; Fig. 2,

and then

aluminum

Fig. 2, lane 5).

lane

4).

The

possibility that particular proteins are associated

with pigmented regions of the exoskeleton was determined
as follows. From the same animals, proteins were extracted
from the pooled three outer layers (epicuticle plus exocuticle plus endocuticle) of the highly

pigmented dorsal
the unpigmented
of
and
from
carapaces
anecdysial crabs,
regions of the branchiostegites. The branchiostegites are
lateral extensions of the thoracic exoskeleton, and cover
the

chambers; their underlying integumentary tissues
comprise an inner and an outer sheet of epidermis sepgill

arated by a layer of connective tissue containing storage
cells, tegumental glands, and hemolymph sinuses (Skinner,

1962). Proteins were also extracted

from the two

newly synthesized outer layers (epicuticle plus exocuticle)
of unpigmented regions of branchiostegites, moderately
lateral branchiostegites, and the purple dorsal
of
the
region
carapaces of metecdysial animals within a
few hours following ecdysis during Stage A (Drach, 1939;

pigmented

Skinner, 1962). Exuviae, remnants of the old exoskeleton
from which the animal emerges at ecdysis, are lined by a

membrane

(Stevenson, 1985) which
was removed. Epicuticles, exocuticles, and endocuticles
were recovered from exuviae by careful chipping with a
transparent ecdysial

sharp scalpel. During
cuticle separated

vacuum

desiccation, pieces of epi-

spontaneously and cleanly from exuviae.

Extraction of proteins
Exoskeletal layers were dried at room temperature. The
three outer calcined layers were pulverized separately in

Gel electrophoresis

A discontinuous gel system was used for ID gels
(Laemmli, 1970). Separating gels were gradients of 5-15%
polyacrylamide (Stringfellow and Skinner, 1988) or 918% polyacrylamide, the latter contained 0-10% glycerol
(O'Brien and Skinner, 1988); stacking gels were 4.5%.

2D

acrylamide. In
the

first

analyses, proteins were separated in

dimension by

mm

X

isoelectric focusing (IEF) using

tube

M

urea, 3.8%
cm) composed of 9
acrylamide, 0.2% bis, and 5% ampholines (O'Farrell el
= 3al, 1977). The ampholines were a 1:1:1 blend ofpH
5, 4-6, and 3-10 (Bio-Rad) that produced an approximate

gels (0.8

1

1

gradient of pH 5-7. Proteins were separated in the second

dimension by size on SDS slab gels (O'Farrell, 975). Gels
were stained with silver (Wray et al., 198 or Coomassie
blue. To compare the efficacy of the two stains, some gels
were stained first with Coomassie blue, destained, and
restained with silver. The relative intensities of bands in
stained ID gels were quantified with an LKB 2202 ULTROSCAN laser densitometer attached to an Apple II
computer (scans not shown). Autoradiography was as described (Stringfellow and Skinner, 1988; Paulson and
1

1 )

Skinner, 1991).

Defection of calcium-binding proteins

Calcium-binding by proteins in gels was detected according to the method of Maruyama et al. ( 984). Proteins
(75-100 jig/lane) extracted from specific layers of G. la1

teralis

exoskeleton were separated by

were equilibrated

in transfer buffer (25

192

20% methanol)

mM glycine,

SDS-PAGE. Gels
mMTris, pH 8.5,

with 3 (100 ml)

X 20

430

J.

min washes.

Proteins were transferred to 0.1

membranes

size) nitrocellulose

nm

J.
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(pore

(Schleicher and Schuell)

with a Trans-Blot Electrophoretic Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad)
for 16 h at 60 V. Membranes were washed with
at

4C

10

pH 6.8, 60 mAl KC1, 5 mA/MgCl,
X 20 min then soaked 10 min in
++
45
mCi/L Ca (New England Numin in 500 ml 50% ethanol and dried

mMimidazole-HCl,

(100 ml)
50 ml Buffer B with

(Buffer B), 3

1

clear),

at

washed

for 5

room temperature.
Results and Discussion

The intermolt

cycle of a decapod crustacean is divided
an intermolt period (anecdysis), a premolt period
(proecdysis), ecdysis, and a postmolt period (metecdysis).
into

Two

layers of the new exoskeleton, the epicuticle (outermost layer) and the exocuticle (the next inner layer) are
synthesized during proecdysis. The animal emerges at ec-

two

layers only; the partially degraded
shed as an exuvia. In metecdysis, synthesis of an endocuticle begins. In G. lateralis, formation

dysis clad in these

old exoskeleton

is

of the endocuticle continues for a month or so after which
synthesis of the innermost layer, the membranous layer,
begins. The completion of the membranous layer signals

the beginning of anecdysis.

Characteristics of the layers of the anecdysial (intermolt)

exoskeleton

Some characteristics of the

four layers of the anecdysial

exoskeleton of G. lateralis are listed in Table

I.

Epicuticle

constituted about 15%, exocuticle 8%, endocuticle 75%,

and membranous

The

layer only about

2%

large contribution of the epicuticle

of the dry weight.
may be related to

role in inhibiting water loss. Desiccation is a major
influence affecting adaptation of crabs to a terrestrial environment (Wolcott, 1988) and G. lateralis has one of the

its

lowest rates of evaporative water loss

among brachyurans
(Greenaway, 1988). Because epicuticle is only one quarter
the thickness of exocuticle but has twice the dry weight,
the water content of the native epicuticle must also be
very low.
The concentration of extractable protein per unit mass
of dry weight was lowest in the epicuticle and increased
progressively with each deeper layer. Although the innermost membranous layer contributed the least to the relative weight of the exoskeleton, perhaps

due

to the lack

of calcium salts, it yielded the most extractable protein
per unit mass. Ash-free dry weights of the exoskeleton

measure the

relative composition of inorganic material,
calcium
salts in the form of calcite (Roer and Dilchiefly
The
laman, 1984).
epicuticle and exocuticle of G. lateralis
had slightly higher levels of inorganic material than the

underlying endocuticle; the relative ash-free composition

Table

I

Characteristics of layers of exoskeleton of Gecarcinus lateralis

PROTEINS OF CRAB EXOSK.ELETONS

X

431

X

ML

N

kDa

ML

kDa

kDa
:

....

31

31,

28
25
23
16
.14

282523'

^28-

1614
13
11-

-16-

25-

I

1514-

10

6

7

8

Comparison of Gecarcinus lateralis exoskeletal proteins stained with either Coomassie blue
Figure 1.
or silver. Lanes are from a 1
gel (9- 1 8% acrylamide; 0-10% glycerol) on which was electrophoresed proteins

D

(30 ^g/lane) of each of the four exoskeletal layers of an anecdysial crab. After electrophoresis, the gel was
stained with Coomassie blue, photographed, destained, then stained with silver and photographed again.

The

two photographs were cut out and the two differently stained lanes of each of the four
Lane 1, low molecular weight standards (Bio-Rad),
stained with Coomassie blue. Lanes 2-9, layers from exoskeleton; lanes 2, 3, epicuticle, P; lanes 4, 5, exocuticle,
lanes from the

exoskeletal layers were placed adjacent to each other.

X; lanes 6,
Coomassie

7,

endocuticle, N; lanes

smaller than 55

kDa

had been used and only low

in Fig. 4)

membranous

layer,

ML. Lanes

Approximate

sizes

1,

2, 4, 6,

and

8,

stained with

of major protein bands equal or

are indicated between the paired lanes; a dash indicates in which lane the

present. Proteins larger than 55

shown

8, 9,

blue; alternate lanes stained with silver.

M

kDa could
r

band

is

not be accurately sized because a high concentration of acrylamide

standards had been run.

was loaded on each IEF tube

gel

and

Although radioiodination

is

the most sensitive method,

electrophoresed, after which the second dimension gels
(9-18% acrylamide) were stained with Coomassie blue.

the intensity of the bands observed depends on the amino
acid composition of the proteins. Tyrosines, and to a lesser

In the gel of the epicuticle, only a group of five proteins,
ranging in size from 54 to 42 kDa, referred to here as the
epicuticular quintet, could be detected (data not shown).

and proteins

No

modifications that

bands were seen

after attempts to

in the gels of the other layers

even

maximally enhance visualization of the

visualized. In addition, iodination

on

amino acid sequencing of individual
amounts of protein (250 jig/gel), iso-

In preparation for

protein spots, large

from each of the four exoskeletal layers were electrophoresed on a second set of 2D gels. The gels were
blotted on PVDF (polyvinylidene difluoride) membranes,
which have a higher binding capacity than other types of
lated

(Graddis, 1990). Fixation with 0.5% glutar-

aldehyde (Karey and Sirbasku, 1989) further increased
the retention of the proteins to the filters. When such
blots were stained with Coomassie blue, many spots were
seen (Table III) that were not detected
quantities of protein were analyzed.

when

smaller

may

may

cause structural

alter the electrophoretic mobilities

banding patterns of proteins
comparison
banding patterns of untreated proteins that are electrophoresed and then visualized by
staining with either silver or Coomassie blue. Nevertheless,
in

proteins.

membranes

extent histidines, are the primary targets of iodination
rich in these amino acids are the most readily

gels and, consequently, the

to the

when populations of proteins are similarly treated, iodinated in this case, the same structural modifications should
be sustained by the same proteins in each population.
Thus, meaningful comparisons can be made among
preparations analyzed by the same method.
Analysis of extractable proteins in anecdysial
exoskeleton and exuvia by ID gel electrophoresis
In the following, proteins of anecdysial (intermolt) animals are considered first, then proteins of proecdysial
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(prior to ecdysis)

and metecdysial
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(after ecdysis) animals.

In each category, layers of the exoskeleton are described
from most external to most internal, i.e., epicuticle, ex-

kDa

and membranous layer.
The members of the epicuticular quintet were promi-

ocuticle, endocuticle,

nent in both anecdysial epicuticle and epicuticle of exuviae
(Fig. 2, lanes 1, 6, 7). Exuviae contain epicuticle and remnants of exocuticle and endocuticle, but

branous

layer,

proecdysis.

most or

all

of which

The presence of

little if

any

mem-

54,
50
48

degraded during

is

the epicuticular quintet

was

44

correlated with the extent of pigmentation (see Fig. 3).
Other proteins ranging from 94 to 80 kDa that were

prominent in anecdysial epicuticle, exocuticle, and endocuticle were missing from epicuticle of exuviae and

25

markedly reduced in the other two layers (Fig. 2). Other
than lacking the 94-80 kDa proteins, the profiles of epicuticle protein extracts were very similar before and after
ecdysis.

Extracts from exocuticle, endocuticle,
layer

from anecdysial G.

lateralis

and membranous

contained

many

protein

ML

PXNECPPXN
Figure

kDa

kDa

3.

Epicuticular quintet occurs in pigmented regions of exofrom P + X +
of the branchiostegite and

N

skeleton. Proteins extracted
'

S
.

177

dorsal carapace regions of

Gecamnus

-164
-138
-118

(9-18% acrylamide, 0-10%

glycerol); 7.5

SDS

silver-stained gel

ng protein/lane. C. dorsal carapace; B, branchiostegite. Numbers to left indicate M,s (kDa) of protein
bands. Lane

1,

lane

80

4.

2. anecdysial unmetecdysial purple dorsal carapace;

anecdysial purple dorsal carapace; lane

pigmented hranchiostegite; lane

-

lateralis.

3.

metecdysial unpigmented branchiostegite.

- 68

54
50

r
48V
44

T

bands 31 kDa or smaller (Fig. 2, lanes 2-5). Although
protein bands of these sizes formed only traces in epicuticle, many were prominent in the other three layers.

55

II

I

While

up a different composition for the
in the
r s of proteins
correspondence of
other three layers does not necessarily imply their identity.

42'
31

'

this result points

28
2523

both fractions of the

14

endocuticle, and

23456789
ANEC.

EXUVIA

Numbers
/jg protein/lane. Abbreviations as in Figure
right of lanes indicate M,s (kDa) of protein bands. Lanes 1layers from exoskeleton of anecdysial animal. Lane 1, P; lane 2, X;

acrylamide), 7.5

5.

1

.

and

lane

3,

lane

5,

tissues,

N; lane 4, membranous layer adjacent to endocuticle, ML E;
membranous layer adjacent to epidermal cells of integumentary

ML C.

Lanes 6-9. layers from exuvia. Lane

by vacuum desiccation, P; lane
scalpel. P; lane 8, X; lane 9, N.

6, epicuticle isolated

7, epicuticle isolated

ML C, closer to epidermal cells);

by chipping with a

low

in

to

M

r

bands were also conspicuous in exocuticle and endocuticle. Most of these major low
protein bands as well
in
25
kDa
band
exocuticle, endocuticle,
as a prominent
and ML C, were present only in trace amounts or missing
in extracts from exuviae (Fig. 2, lanes 6-9). As a conse-

M

Proteins in anecdysial layers of the exoskeleton and layers
Figure 2.
of the exuvia of (jcaiirnui.\ luii-ruli*. Silver-stained SDS gel (5-15%

left

kDa were very conspicuous
membranous layer (ML E, closer

Protein bands of 16-10

16

to

M

epicuticle, the

r

M

proteins
quence of the preferential degradation of small
in vivo during proecdysis, a number of other proteins 55
kDa or larger were relatively more prominent in extracts
from exocuticle and endocuticle of exuviae than from the
same layers from anecdysial animals.
Protein patterns in exocuticle extracts were highly rewas 9-18% acrylproducible. The gel shown in Figure
1

r
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amide and 0-10% in glycerol; the gel in Figure 2 was 515% acrylamide. The different concentrations of acrylamide in the two gels facilitate the clear display of proteins
in Figure
and those of high
of low
in Figure 2.

M

M

1

r

r

433

and electrophoresed on polyacrylamide gels (Stringfellow
and Skinner, 1988). Both proteins are labeled with both
leucine and methionine at relatively high rates throughout
the intermolt cycle. During the stages of proecdysis when
epicuticle and exocuticle are synthesized (Di.eariy and
2 ,iate). incorporation of methionine increases consider-

Comparison of the silver-stained lanes of all four layers
(in which
including the membranous layer of Figure
E and
C were not separated) with the same lanes

ably, that of leucine

in Figure 2

rosine, undetectable during anecdysis

1

ML

ML

(membranous

layer operationally subdivided

into ML E plus ML C) indicates the presence of many
bands of similar
As mentioned above, many of the
bands
that
stained
with silver did not stain with
protein
Coomassie blue; in particular, note those larger than 16

M

kDa

r

.

seen only as traces or not seen at

and endocuticle, and those

all

in exocuticle

kDa also seen
membranous layer.

larger than 28

only as traces or not seen at all in the
Evidence that the protein extractions are reproducible is
also seen in Figure 2, lanes 6 and 7; arrays of proteins on

ID gels of extracts of epicuticle from G. lalera/is that had
been removed from exuviae by either a scalpel or vacuum
desiccation were indistinguishable from one another. Epicuticle from highly pigmented regions of anecdysial exoskeletons (Fig.
1),

exuviae (Fig.

skeleton (Fig.

one day

3,

and 3; Fig. 2, lane 1; Fig. 3, lane
lanes 6 and 7), and metecdysial exo-

lanes 2

1,

2,

lane 3) of G. lateralis, the latter extracted

after ecdysis,

contained the proteins of the epi-

cuticular quintet.

D

dysis,

is

amino

structural proteins of the exoskeletal matrix but

some (or all) of the ACPs and
from integumentary tissues participate in the
degradation of the exoskeleton of the land crab during
proecdysis. Other proteinases, as yet unidentified, may
and

9) suggests that

isolated

also contribute to the degradation.

be

derlying integumentary tissues or in extensions of cells
within pore canals that permeate the exoskeleton (Green

and

Neff, 1972;

Halcrow, 1976; Roer, 1980).

In addition to the quintet, a major 25

kDa

protein

band

seen in samples of pooled epicuticle plus exocuticle
plus endocuticle from both pigmented and unpigmented
is

regions of anecdysial crabs (Fig. 3, lanes 1 and 2). The
sources of the 25 kDa protein band are, in all likelihood,
exocuticle and endocuticle; note the intense staining of

kDa

protein in those two layers relative to that in
with lanes 2 and 3).
compare lane

epicuticle (Fig. 2,

The

protein

is

1

not seen immediately after ecdysis (stage

of metecdysis) even though the newly synthesized ex-

is present. Since the protein is extractable from
anecdysial exocuticle, which should be considerably more
rigid than metecdysial exocuticle, it seems unlikely that

ocuticle

the protein is not extractable because the exocuticle has
begun to harden (Fig. 3, lanes 3 and 4).

Distinguishing individual proteins by 2D gel
electrophoresis: anecdysial exoskeleton

Correlation of the epiculicular quintet with pigmentation

Analysis of

The

may

metabolically active proteins in epidermal cells of the un-

A

APs

The absence

1988).

may be due to a rapid turnover of
these proteins as compared to longer-lived structural proteins of the exoskeleton. Alternatively, these may not be

proteinases with acidic pH optima ( APs) that preferentially
degraded membranous layer proteins 26 kDa or smaller.
The absence of small
r proteins from exuviae (Fig. 2,

lanes 8

and Skinner,

other than epicuticle

the 25

M

almost as high as that

acids (Stringfellow

that of ty-

and early proecof the other two radiolabeled

of significant stainable quantities of the 54 and 42 kDa
proteins from all layers of the exoskeleton of G. lateralis

As previously described (O'Brien and Skinner, 1987,
we have isolated from integumentary tissues two
alkaline cysteine proteinase activities (ACPs) and two
1988),

more than doubles, and

2D

gels of radioiodinated (Fig. 4;

Table

II)

of any other layer, was prominent in extracts of pigmented

exoskeletal proteins from each layer gave a somewhat different pattern of overlaps than the analysis of 2D gels of

dorsal carapace of both anecdysial (epicuticle plus exocuticle plus endocuticle combined; Fig. 3) and metecdysial

ertheless, the principal conclusion

epicuticular quintet,

which was not seen

in extracts

animals (epicuticle plus exocuticle combined), but much
less prominent in extracts of unpigmented regions of

proteins stained with Coomassie blue (Table III). Nevis the same in either

case: proteins 3

1

kDa or smaller show extensive similarity
M and pi) among
kDa show very

branchiostegites of anecdysial and metecdysial animals.

(percentage of proteins of equivalent
the layers, while proteins larger than 3

A

much less similarity.

48

kDa

protein

band conspicuous

in

unpigmented

re-

gions of branchiostegites from metecdysial animals (Fig.
3, lane 4) is discussed in the section on proteins from
metecdysial animals, below.

Two

proteins of 54 and 42

kDa

are

major components
maintained in vitro,
integumentary
3
35
labeled with 'H-tyrosine, H-leucine, or
S-methionine
in extracts of

tissues

In

any

case,

r

1

whether the overlapping

amino acid sequencing.
Epicuticular proteins (Fig. 4A), especially those 3 kDa
or smaller, displayed the most distinct pattern when comproteins are in fact identical awaits

1

pared to proteins extracted from the other three layers.
Epicuticle differs from the other three layers in:

( 1 )

the

presence of the epicuticular quintet (Figs. 1-3); (2) having
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138

B

118

88

,

55

28

24
16

.

16

16
14
14
11

10
10

138
118

88

88

68
55

55

28

28

28
25
24

23
16

16

16

*

16
14

14

14

11

10

11

10

Figure 4.

Analyses on

2D

gels

2D

of proteins from the four layers of the anecdysial exoskeleton ofGecaranus

gels. SDS gel for second dimension was 9-18% polyacrylamide, 0-10%
6
Approximate M,s (kDa) of proteins are indicated adjacent to spots. (A) epicuticle; 3 X 10 cpm,
0.81 jig proteins. Streak in upper right corner is an artifact. (B) As (A) except 15.2 ^g exocuticle proteins.
(C) As (A) except 10.6 ^g endocuticle proteins. (D) As (A) except 13.2 ng membranous layer proteins.
Autoradiographs A-C exposed 48 h; D exposed 42 h.

laterahs.

glycerol.

Autoradiographs of
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Table
Overlap on

and labeled

2D

gels (similar

with

i:i

l

M, ami pi) of proteins maimed from

I lie

II

four different layers of anecdysial Gecarcinus lateralis e.\oske/elon
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approximately 90 kDa (PCP-28) that are specific
3
to pupal cuticles of M. sexta were also labeled by Hleucine and focused at about the same pi (Kiely and Ridteins of

diford, 1985) as did the crab protein.

were not degraded

The 88 kDa proteins

in vivo or in vitro

by proteinases endogenous to the membranous layer (see Fig. 5 in O'Brien
and Skinner, 1987) and were prominent in iodinated exof exuviae of G. lateralis (data not shown).
For Coomassie blue stained proteins smaller than 3

1

kDa (Table III), the degree of similarity was 36 to 68%
among extracts from the exocuticle. endocuticle, and
membranous layer. Twenty-three of the 49 proteins in
matched 23 of the 45 proteins in endocuticle.
proteins (total) in extracts of membranous layer were
also quite similar in size and pi to those extracted from
exocuticle

The

layer proteins,

and 44%

Charge

41% were

Of a

total

of 45

I-labeled protein in the 14

membranous

similar to proteins of exocuticle

the gel,
in

membranous

These data agree with those of Welinder (1975b),
reported fewer acidic amino acids in proteins extracted from the membranous layer than from epicuticle

acids.

plus exocuticle or endocuticle. Cox and Willis (1987a)
described three groups of proteins from flexible insect cu-

those with acidic pis, (2) those that formed charge
trains, and (3) those that formed elongated vertical streaks.
ticle:

( 1 )

Crab exoskeletal proteins showed similarities to the first
two groups of insect proteins, but not to the third. Such
streaks are observed in gels that contain urea in the re-

solving gel, which ours did not.

in acidic

layers

and
size,

but that

pH

5

and

These patterns are
from flexible insect
1986; Cox and Willis, 1987a,b).
7 (Fig. 4).

el al,

(Andersen
There were more charge trains

28

(

in

membranous

layer ex-

than in extracts from other exoskeletal layers; these
at 28, 25, 24, 16, 14,

kDa

11,

protein band, minor

docuticle (Figs.

1, 2),

(Fig. 4D). A
both exocuticle and en-

and 10 kDa

in

focused in the acidic region of the

gels (Fig. 4B, C). The major component of a 28 kDa charge
train in the membranous layer focused in the neutral to

first

1987) to be true of proteins of "flexible" cuticle

in

are physically hard due to calcification. Our data indicate
that many crustacean exoskeletal proteins are acidic, simto those of flexible insect cuticle; thus they support
Welinder's observation that crustacean exoskeleton has
ilar

some of the

Proteins were extracted from the newly synthesized epwhich encase the animal as it

emerges

and Riddiford, 1986), equivalent to the crustacean membranous layer. In ID gels stained with silver, the 25 kDa
protein band was very intense; the 24 kDa band barely

gel (Fig. 5).

The 24 kDa proteins may thus be expected to
be very rich in tyrosine or histidine and consequently be
detectable.

highly labeled in vitro with

I25
I.

In fact, in integu-

removed from animals at the time that
and
exocuticle
are being synthesized (D 2 ea riy
epicuticle
and D : Jalc and incubated with 'H-tyrosine, a 24 kDa protein band is very heavily labeled (Stringfellow and Skinner,
1988). The 24 kDa charge train was specific to the exocuticle and membranous layer but was present in only
trace amounts in the former (Fig. 4B, D).
Proteins extracted from the inner three exoskeletal layers also had 16 and 14 kDa charge trains. The most heavily
mentary

tissues

,

)

characteristics of "soft" cuticle.

Proteins of newly synthesized exoskeleton: metecdysial

basic region (Fig. 4D), similar to a 27 kDa charge train
in the innermost layers of M. sexla endocuticle (Wolfgang

more

The

non-polar amino acids,
characteristic is one found

in

between

cuticle

were

(3) highly soluble.

by Willis

poor

nonpolar amino acids and (2) less soluble (Welinder,
1975b). Welinder observed that the exoskeletons of all
crustaceans he examined were "soft," even though they

similar to those of proteins extracted

tracts

acids, (2)

gels. All

trains in isoelectric fo-

four layers of the exoskeleton from anecdysial crabs had proteins with acidic pis, and some of the
proteins from the three internal layers formed charge
trains

amino

of insects. By contrast, hardened crustacean exoskeleton
had a low chitin content and proteins that were ( 1 ) rich

form charge

differ in net charge,

cusing

layer focused in the neutral to basic re-

appears that proteins from the membranous layer
are comprised more of neutral rather than acidic amino
It

gion.

(

trains in proteins ofanecdysial exoskeletal

same

charge train in the ex-

Welinder (1975b) categorized the exoskeletons of arthropods as "soft" or "hardened"; soft cuticles had a high
chitin content (63-72%) and proteins that were 1) rich

to those of endocuticle.

Proteins that are approximately the

kDa

and endocuticles focused in the acidic region of
whereas the most heavily labeled 14 kDa protein

ocuticles

who

tracts

exocuticle and endocuticle.

i:5

icuticle plus exocuticle

at ecdysis. Those proteins that became heavily
iodinated had acidic pis; all except members of the epicuticular quintet migrated to the bottom of the IEF tube
I25
l-labeled metecdysial
Although three of the
similar mobilities
and
48
had
5;
57,
54,
kDa)
proteins (Fig.

to proteins present in extracts ofanecdysial epicuticle (Fig.
4 A), none was similar to those in anecdysial exocuticle

(compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 4B). Perhaps the proteins missing
from extracts of the anecdysial layers have been tanned
and thereby rendered insoluble in guanidine thiocyanate
as appears to have happened to a 48 kDa protein band.
It was prominent in extracts from comparable regions of
i.e.,
unpigmented branchiostegites of
metecdysial animals (Fig. 3, lane 4), but was absent from
branchiostegites of anecdysial animals (Fig. 3, lane 2),

the exoskeleton,

suggesting that

it

had been altered during tanning of the

PROTEINS OF CRAB EXOSKELETONS

fering from one another by net charge (charge trains; Fig.
4B-D). Gels of iodinated proteins are shown in Figure 4;
similar results were obtained when gels were stained with
Coomassie blue (data not shown). In part because the
protein bands 28 kDa or smaller in D gels are seen to
be composed of multiple components in 2D gels, the

98

1

number of proteins

74

than 3

57
48

54

kDa

1

3

1

kDa

or smaller exceeds those larger

for the three internal layers of the anecdysial

exoskeleton (Tables

II, III).

Interspecific similarities

I

41
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Most of the proteins extracted from exocuticle, endocuticle, and membranous layer of the three crabs other
than G. lateralis were also small. With few exceptions,
the most intense bands on silver-stained ID gels were 31
kDa or smaller (Fig. 6). Similarly sized protein bands (25,
23, 16, 14 and 10 kDa) were seen in extracts from a number of these layers; proteins 3 kDa or smaller showed

330
19
17

1

very similar patterns in the

this similarity

species. Again,

+

Proteins from newly synthesized metecdysial epicuticle
Figure 5.
exocuticle ofGccanimis lateralis have different charges from those in

layers of anecdysial animals. Autoradiograph of 2D gel; SDS
v \(f cpm, 1.1
second dimension as in Figure 4;
Mg proteins.
Autoradiograph exposed 96 h. Approximate protein sizes are indicated

the

same

gel for

1

(kDa).

membranous
is

layer of all four
a
only suggestive prelim-

inary observation; it does not necessarily imply their
identity. Several of these small proteins, which appear as

D gels,

formed charge trains on 2D gels
to those formed by some of the
smaller proteins of G. lateralis (Fig. 4B, C). As was seen
with G. lateralis, extracts of epicuticles were more likely
to have unique proteins (Fig. 6).
single

bands on

(data not

1

shown) similar

exoskeleton and was no longer soluble. Similar changes

have been reported for some cuticular proteins of the meal worm Tenebrio molitor (Roberts and

4}

Ca ++

in solubility

Proteins that bind

These proteins may play an important role
during hardening of the exoskeleton. Gunthorpe el al.

used to distinguish proteins

Willis, 1980b).

(1990) suggested that newly synthesized proecdysial crab
exoskeleton contains unbound proteins that inhibit cal-

In addition to

implying Ca

++

amino

may

//;

and

cification,

that the cross-linking of these proteins to

7,

calcification.

Prevalence of small proteins

The protein composition of the exocuticle, endocuticle
and membranous layer of the anecdysial G. lateralis exoskeleton is dominated by small proteins (Figs. 1, 2, and
4;

Table

II),

(Fristrom

and

as are particular layers of some insect cuticles

et al..

Willis,

Cox

1978; Roberts and Willis, 1980a;

1985; Silvert, 1985; Riddiford

et al.,

and Riddiford,

1986;

1,

2,

and

4).

Although the small proteins are seen
bands on ID gels (Figs. and

as only a few very intense
2),

on

2D

gels they separate into

1

numerous

proteins, dif-

Ca ++ binding

vivo).

in vitro (not
Proteins rich in acidic

l45

++

)

(Fig.

Ca ++ -

oskeletal layers.

The

more than three
Ca ++ in vitro as ex-

anecdysial epicuticle contained

times as

many

proteins that

bound

45

ocuticle or endocuticle. In extracts of anecdysial layers,
45
Ca ++ bound to 1 3 epicuticle protein bands, ranging in

from 141

to 14 kDa, to three exocuticle protein bands,
endocuticle protein bands, and to a 25 kDa protein
band from membranous layer. Extracts of newly synthesized metecdysial epicuticle plus exocuticle had more
five

(Figs.

///

a third property that can be
is

dependent (Kunitz, 1947; Laskowski, 1955). We have
used the in vitro binding of calcium by exoskeletal proteins
as a characteristic to distinguish between similarly sized
proteins found in extracts of several of the different ex-

size

yielded the most intense protein bands on gels stained
with either Coomassie blue or silver or were I25 l-labeled

binding

pi,

exhibit nonspecific affinity for calcium
(Maruyama et al., 1984). For example the 2 1 kDa

acids

1

Except for the epicuticular quintet, the smallest proteins
extracted from exoskeletons of anecdysial land crabs

Wolfgang

1986; Horodyski

and

marker, soybean trypsin inhibitor, bound Ca
even though its inhibitory activity is not
lane

1989).

et al.,

r

size

chitin following ecdysis creates a configuration that pro-

motes

vitro

M

in vitro

45
Ca ++ in well defined bands than
proteins that bound
did layers from exoskeletons of anecdysial animals; proteins ranged in size from 71 to 15 kDa (Fig. 7). Six of

these metecdysial protein bands (71, 66, 59, 57, 27,

and
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ENDOCUTICLE-<>-MEMBRANOUSLAYER

Co
t-EPICUTICLE-i
Co. In.

P.

p. G.I.

Tn Pp

G.I.

Co.

T.n Pp. G.I.

i-EXOCUTICLE-i

Co

Tn. Pp. G.I.

kDa

70
kDa

55

-54
-48
T44

M2

28
?

5
3

22

-16

-14

-14
t

-11

r

-11

-10

Proteins in the exoskeletal layers of four species of brachyurans. 9-18% ID SDS-PAGE of
Figure 6.
with silver.
proteins extracted from layers of exoskeletons of anecdysial crabs. Gels as in Figure 2; stained
Cancer anti-nmiriiix. C.a.; Talu-pnx nuitalli. T.n.: Piigcilia prciliiciu. P.p.; Gecarcinus la/era/is. G. 1. (A)
Epicuticle

and exocuticle (B) endocuticle and membranous

24 kDa; Fig. 7, lanes 2 and 3) were absent from extracts
of anecdysial epicuticle and exocuticle. Conversely, a 14
kDa protein band in separate extracts of epicuticle, exoor endocuticle of anecdysial animals bound
while a similarly sized protein in metecdysial extracts did not (Fig. 7, compare lanes 2-4 with lane 6).

cuticle,
45

Ca ++

,

layer.

Even though membranous layer appears to share a high
fraction of its protein complement with endocuticle and

number of proteins with exocuticle (Table
contains proteins not seen in other layers, i.e.. a 24
charge train, large amounts of 88 and 28 kDa pro-

a considerable
II), it

kDa

teins,

of which there are only traces in other layers, and
++
in vitro (Fig. 7). These
protein that binds Ca

kDa

Determination of a number of amino acids of the two
indicate whether more than one pro-

a 25

kDa proteins should

differences suggest that

tein

cified endocuticle.

14

is

present (see Willis, 1989).

++
proteins that bind Ca
//; vitro in metecdysial extracts than in anecdysial extracts
of comparable layers suggests that proteins are altered

it is

more than simply an

uncal-

The presence of many more

during the hardening of the exoskeleton, as discussed
++
above. The biological significance of in vitro Ca
binding
requires further investigation.

Individuality of certain layers of the exoskeleton

Significance of the similarity of proteins in the
membranous layer of all four brachyuran species

and C. antennarius are marine
one of the few brachyurans to
have adapted to a terrestrial habitat. Yet proteins of the
same sizes (31 kDa or smaller) and similar pi's are found
in the membranous layer of all four brachyurans examined
P. prochtcta. T. nnttalli,

crabs, while G. lateralis

is

complement of proteins,

despite the evolutionary distance of their taxa (Sections:

many of the proteins from the exocuticle and endocuticle are similar to each other and to proteins of the

Oxyrhyncha, Cancridea, and Brachyrhyncha). The protein
patterns of all four exoskeletal layers of the two majids
T. nnttalli and P. producta) are much alike. However,

Epicuticle has

its

own

specific

while

M

membranous layer in both
r and pi (Table II). Travis
(1960) referred to the membranous layer as "the fourth
major layer" of the crustacean exoskeleton and noted that

(

M

r
except for the presence of several similarly sized small
proteins in layers other than the membranous layer, in

and

C. antennarius, exoskeletal protein pat-

was distinguishable from endocuticle in: (1) staining
properties, (2) thickness of its lamellae, and (3) absence
of calcium. Babu et al. (1985) refer to the membranous

terns are recognizably different; they are also different
when compared to those of the two majids (Fig. 6). Re-

layer as the "lower one-fourth region" of the endocuticle.

lationships

it

G. lateralis

and homologies of the proteins

in the exoskel-
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kDa

Std.

membranous layer, but do not
much of the larger M proteins

the major proteins of the

N ML P+X

X

P
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degrade as

141,

found

kDa

many

or as

r

in other layers.
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Modes

of Feeding in Aggregations of Barnacles
and the Shape of Aggregations
JULIE PULLEN'

[

2

AND MICHAEL LABARBERA

2

form of a barnacle aggregation, its flow environment, and the feeding
behavior of each individual was determined in unidirectional flows, both models of barnacle aggregations and

largely expressed in the

interactions between the

extension feeding (Crisp and Southward, 1961; Trager el
ai, 1990), switching from sweeping their cirral baskets

hill-shaped profiles captured significantly more
particles than downstream rows. Living barnacles located
at, or upstream of, the peak of natural clusters captured

through the water, to simply holding their baskets against
the flow. These two feeding behaviors are also known as

of, all

active

are

gains,

cluster will shift

gregarious

settlers

the central barnacles to be constrained to the
rection; "barnacle shell

Acorn barnacles are sessile suspension-feeding animals.
The feeding apparatus, the cirral basket, is a sieve-like net

whenever

Okamura,

Received
*

1990).

Changes

elicit different

in

food con-

all

is

upward

very plastic and

forces are applied to the shell,

its

.

di.

.

shape becomes

captured more food than their neighbors, they could only
display their good feeding fortune by upward growth. Because taller barnacles feed higher in the flow boundary
their shorter
layer, they sample a higher flow velocity than

feeding behaviors.

accepted 9 September 1991.
correspondence should he addressed.

5 April 1991;

To whom

growth

modified" (Bourget and Crisp, 1975; also see Crisp, 1960).
Crisp and Bourget (1985) suggested that food capture
played a pivotal role in the development of hill-shaped
aggregations. If some barnacles in a heavily settled area

984) that typically is oriented perpendicular
to the direction of ambient flow (Crisp and Bourget, 1985).
Barnacles can draw upon a repertoire of feeding behaviors
1

centration or flow rates

Wethey.

ery" (Barnes and Powell, 1950).
Several explanations have been put forward for the origin of hill-shaped aggregations. Barnes and Powell (1950)
suggested that pressure from neighbors caused growth of

peak of a

upstream over time; in oscillating flows,

Introduction

(Hazlett, 1988;

1953;

viduals enormously elongated at the centre of the hummock, and decreasing symmetrically towards the periph-

differ in their

the clusters will develop a symmetrical profile.

(LaBarbera.

(Knight-Jones,

dividuals (clusters) that generally display a hill-shaped
contour. A common form consists "of a cluster of indi-

dividual barnacles within a cluster differ in their feeding
that, in unidirectional flow, the

et at.

1984). a behavior that often leads to aggregations of in-

cirral net against the flow. Flow was laminar up to the
highest point in natural clusters, whereas flow was both
reduced and turbulent over the downstream portions. In-

and net energy

passive, respectively (Jorgensen, 1966).

(1990) focused on single barnacles in analyzing this flowinduced behavioral change. However, barnacle cyprids

the highest point in a natural cluster fed passively, whereas
barnacles downstream of the peak actively swept their

rates

and

Both Crisp and Southward (1961) and Trager

significantly more food particles than did barnacles located
downstream. Living barnacles located at, or upstream of,

growth such

A

cirral basket.

(Crisp and Southward. 196 1 ). When flow velocity exceeds
some threshold value, barnacles shift from fast beat to

barnacles were used. Hill-shaped aggregations of
model barnacles captured significantly more particles than
flat aggregations. In general, rows upstream of, and at the

and therefore

motion of the

feeding barnacle may use any of three patterns of cirral
basket movement: normal beat, fast beat, and extension

live

peak

*

Macalester College. 1600 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55105, and Department of
Organ ismal Biology and Anatomy. The University of Chicago,
1025 East 57th Street. Chicago. Illinois 60637

The

Abstract.

2

neighbors (Crisp and Bourget, 1985). Faster flow implies
442

FEEDING MODES AND SHAPES OF BARNACLE AGGREGATIONS
a larger

volume of water sampled and hence more food

encountered (Vogel, 1983); thus, if all else were
equal, taller barnacles would tend to grow still more (Crisp
particles

and Bourget, 1985).
A combination of mechanisms probably underlies the

were constructed; the profiles produced were flat
rows 0.6 cm tall), symmetrical (1.8 cm high peak in
row 3), shifted upstream (peak in row 2), and shifted
downstream (peak in row 4). We adopt the convention
(Fig. 1)
(all

that

row

origin of the hill-shaped form; constraints to lateral growth

5

the extreme

from the presence of neighbors, and

engaged

food capunravel the relative

differential

To

on the assumption

is difficult

is

among

individual barna-

that differences in food capture

will translate into differences in relative

species of barnacles.

growth

rate for

Our primary emphasis was on

the

form of hill-shaped aggregations. Such aggregations can
be viewed as either a transitory stage in the evolution of
the shape of a cluster of barnacles, or as a stable assemblage

which, once achieved, remains relatively constant despite
its constituents and recruitment

the continued growth of

of new individuals. As

we will show,

these

are in fact compatible

and converge

to the

To

address this

two perspectives
same outcome.
we
have
chosen
to examine
question,

the distribution of food capture across hill-shaped arrays
of "mock barnacles," using real clusters of barnacles to
verify the relative particle capture rates observed with the

models, and to determine the influence of different modes
of feeding (active vs. passive). Our goal is to explore the
correlation between local flow environment and location-

dependent

feeding rates in a barnacle cluster.

This explo-

central to an understanding of food distribution
and
the feeding behavior of individual barnacles
patterns

ration

is

in a cluster.

angles (base

was

All statistical analyses were performed using StatView

Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, California)
run on a Macintosh SE/30 computer. All descriptive and
(ver. 1.03;

of normalized capture values (NCV's; see
below) were calculated after transforming the data as arctest statistics

sin

VNCV

(Sokal and Rohlf, 1981); the statistical values

given below were back-transformed to normalized capture
values. Unless otherwise specified, we have used a signif-

icance level of

Mock

5%

in all statistical comparisons.

tri-

distal to the cylinder

Plastic cylinders of two heights (0.3 and 0.6 cm) were
cut from commercial polybutylene tubing (0.97 cm di-

The cylinders were filled with plastacene and positioned in direct contact with one another in 4 (wide) by
ameter).

Each row

and horizontal.

arrays were placed midway between the walls of a
15X15 cm cross section flow tank, designed following
Vogel and LaBarbera (1978), that was filled with fresh

The boundary layer at the leading edge of the array
was approximately 0.5-0.8 cm thick, as estimated from
the distortion of vertical dye fronts injected just upstream
of the arrays. The tank was seeded with freshwater-soaked
Anemia salina cysts stained with rhodamine dye. The
number of Anemia cysts added was only roughly (10%)
water.

standardized, but the nature of the comparisons made
correct for variation in absolute particle concentration.
In the

of measurements, each of the four

series

first

mock

barnacle arrays was placed singly in the tank and
exposed to a unidirectional laminar flow of 4-5 cm/s for
10 min. The number of Anemia cysts captured by each
mock barnacle was determined by removing the mesh net
after

each run and counting the stained cysts trapped on
Once attached to the net, the eggs were never

the net.

observed to become detached either during removal from
the tank or during counting; the cysts lodged in the mesh
netting, and only after the mesh was dried could they be

removed. Each

profile

was

tested four times.

Num-

bers of particles captured by each cylinder in a row were
summed to give total row capture. Because the concentration of suspended particles varied

between experimental

runs, total capture by all rows in an array for each run
was normalized to 100 particles and individual row totals

appropriately scaled to yield normalized row capture valNormalized row capture values are thus equivalent

ues.

to percentage of total capture

by the array.
In a second series of measurements, two arrays representing different profiles were tested simultaneously in

the flow tank. These tests were conducted to allow

com-

parison of absolute numbers of particles captured. The
arrays were placed at equal distances from the flow col-

barnacle arrays

of cylinders perpendicular
to the flow direction) consisted of cylinders or stacks of
cylinders of the same height. Four mock barnacle clusters
5 (long) arrays.

suspension feeding, isosceles right

1

The

easily

Materials and Methods

II

in passive

row of a profile; row
To mimic barnacles

of each cylinder so the plane of the triangle was perpendicular to the flow direction; the hypotenuse of the triangle

them

derlie differential food capture

all

the extreme upstream
downstream row.

is

because

the interplay between

cles,

1

probably highly specieshave chosen to focus on factors that un-

contributions of each of these factors

We

is

cm) were cut from 250 ^m (diagonal) mesh
plankton netting and inserted into the plastacene on top

ture are probably both involved.

dependent.
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(line

limator, symmetrically about the longitudinal midline of
the tank, and exposed to a 4-5 cm/s flow for 10 min.
Particle capture was quantified as described above. Sym-

metrical and
trials,

flat

and the

profiles

shifted

were simultaneously run

downstream and

flat

profiles

in six

were

simultaneously run in seven trials; the other potential
combinations of profiles were not tested.
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Living barnacles

Dome-shaped clusters of mixed Balanus amphilriteand
Balanus tintinabulnm were collected from rocks and
buoys near Boca Raton, Florida on 7 August 1990. Flows
in the environment where the barnacles were collected
were primarily tidal; mainstream velocities in the vicinity
of the clusters were approximately 5 cm/s as measured
by timing movement of natural particles along a known
distance. The clusters were shipped in Styrofoam containers to Chicago, where they were held in a 300-1 aquarium filled with artificial seawater and fed every other day

on newly hatched Anemia nauplii. Barnacles fed avidly
on Artemia nauplii in the aquarium; molting was common, and the animals appeared to be healthy. Because B.
lintinahulnni was uncommon in these clusters, our observations were restricted to B. amphitrite.

Food capture was

each of three positions (upstream, downstream, and
peak) on the midlines of two clusters. For a third cluster,
in

data were gathered only for barnacles in the peak and
downstream positions. Clusters were placed individually
in the flow tank (filled with artificial seawater)

hatched

Anemia

bouts of 3 min each.

To determine
clusters, the

above with a 0.5
of the

light

velocity distributions

and sub-

cm/s carrying newly
were ob-

nauplii. Individual barnacles

served to switch from active beating to passive suspension
feeding at local flow speeds of 2-3 cm/s. [Threshold ve-

cm

wide collimated

beam was

mm

tographs were taken using a 35
lens; exposure durations were either 0.5 or 0.25

length of the streaks were measured
by digitizing the tracings on a Houston Instruments HiPad
connected to an Apple lie computer. These values, appro-

manual

tracing.

The

priately scaled to reflect true distances in the flow tank,
were divided by the camera shutter speed to calculate the

flow velocity along the streak. Accuracy of velocity
measurements was approximately 0.05 cm/s.

mean

using a 3.5X binocular magnifier; data were restricted to
continuous feeding bouts of at least 3-min duration. Ar-

portrayed graphically in Figure

temia nauplii captured during a 3-min interval were recorded using a mechanical tally counter; a capture was

was seen to contact the cirral
basket of the barnacle and the cirral basket was subsequently retracted completely into the shell. Those barnacles for which food capture values were quantified were
also videotaped while feeding, and the length of the extended cirral baskets were measured on a video monitor.
Assuming that cirral basket growth was isometric, the rela brine shrimp

ative areas of the cirral baskets of the barnacles observed

The average frequency of

their

cirral

measured

basket

lengths.

movement of

individual barnacles was determined by measuring the
duration of a sequence of either 10 or 20 retractions (for
passive feeders) or beats (for active feeders). (Passively
feeding barnacles frequently retract their cirral basket and

then rapidly re-extend it. This behavior is distinct from
the rhythmic beating of actively feeding barnacles.) A series

of observations of 10 or 20 beats was recorded. Timing
either at the retraction (for passive feeders) or

was begun

Anemia

(by their path) and local velocities (by their length). The
negatives were projected and the streaks superimposed by

Mock

was approximated by squaring

s.

individuals illuminated by the light beam were imaged as
streaks as they were carried with the flow; the streaks re-

from active to passive suspension
was
determined
by observing peak animals in
feeding
natural clusters (which essentially see mainstream velocities; Fig. 2) while the mainstream flow speed in the tank
was varied.] Feeding of individual barnacles was observed

when

beam; the plane
Phocamera and macro

light

parallel to the flow direction.

locity for switching

scored

around the barnacle

midline of the cluster was illuminated from

corded on the negatives indicated both flow streamlines

quantified for at least one barnacle

jected to a unidirectional flow of 4-5

on the downstroke (for active feeders). Beat frequency of
at least one barnacle in each of the three positions in a
cluster (upstream, downstream, and peak) was determined. Beat frequency was measured only on animals
whose particle capture rate had been determined; typically,
we measured cirral basket beat frequency of a barnacle
after we had measured particle capture in four feeding

Results

barnacle arrays

The mean normalized row capture

values for the four

profiles tested singly are given in Table

formed on

As

is

I;

the results are

ANOVAs

were per-

arcsine transformed normalized capture values

for each profile (Table

differ

1.

II),

with the data grouped by row.

apparent, patterns of particle capture across rows
between the profiles. For the flat profile, the extreme

upstream row (row

1)

showed

Table

significantly higher nor-

I

Normali-ed row panicle capture values for the four
barnacle arrays (see Materials and Methods)

profiles of

mock

FEEDING MODES AND SHAPES OF BARNACLE AGGREGATIONS
malized capture values than all rows downstream. The
most downstream rows (rows 3-5) showed no significant
differences in normalized capture values. The three hill-

shaped profiles differed drastically from this pattern. For
the symmetrical and shifted upstream profiles, the peak

row and

all

rows upstream of peak showed significantly

higher normalized capture values than did the rows
downstream of the peak. The values for rows downstream

of the peak were
shifted

statistically indistinguishable.

downstream

profile, the

peak row and

For the
all

rows

upstream of peak (except row 3) showed significantly
higher normalized capture values than did the row downstream of the peak.

row capture values of
barnacle arrays were tested using two sample t-

Differences between normalized
the

mock

tests

(Table

III).

Table

III

reveals significant differences

normalized particle capture between rows 1, 2, and 3
of the symmetrical and flat profiles; row of the flat profile
in

1

had a significantly higher normalized capture value than
row of the symmetrical profile, while rows 2 and 3 (the
peak) of the symmetrical profile had significantly higher
normalized capture values than the same rows of the flat
1

Table

445
II

Analysis of variance of the differences in normali:ed panicle capture
between rows in the four profiles of mock barnacle arrays
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III

Student's unpaired l-lests of differences in arcsine-lransformed normalised row capture values for the

barnacle arrays tested singly in

I lie

flow lank

mock

FEEDING MODES AND SHAPES OF BARNACLE AGGREGATIONS
Table
Paired

V

Student's t-tests of differences in

panicle capture for
barnacle arravs tested simultaneously in the flow tank

Symmetrical
t-value

Row

1

vs.

Flat

Shifted

t-value

mock

down

v.v.

Rat
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and width, we believe

that our laboratory experiments are
representative of the field situation. Both a single mock
barnacle array and a live barnacle cluster occupied about

25%

of the width of the flow tank and 12-20% of the

depth, but only about 4% of the total cross sectional area
of the flow. Nowell and Jumars (1984, 1987) suggest that

blockage effects will not be significant if the height of an
obstacle to the flow is less than 35% of the depth of the

profiles, the

peak row and each row upstream of peak

generally captured a significantly higher proportion of the
total particles captured than did rows downstream of the

peak, regardless of the particular profile of the array. For
the flat profile, the extreme upstream row was functionally
a "peak," capturing a significantly higher fraction of the
particles available

than did rows downstream.

(2)

Rows

flow

downstream of peaks showed no significant differences in
proportional particle capture among themselves, regard-

mended

less

and 25% of the width. For a flume of their recomproportions, such an obstacle, semicircular in
cross section, would block 4% of the area of the flume,
the same value as both our models and live barnacle clusters.

When two mock barnacle arrays were placed simultaneously in the flow tank, they occupied at least 50% of
the width of the tank and

8%

of the cross section. Signif-

icant alteration of the flow patterns certainly occurred,

and portions of each array were overlapped by the boundary layers on the side walls of the flume. Because both
arrays were equally affected, these flow modifications do
not compromise the comparisons
arrays.

The

fact that the

we make between

row-by-row

the

relative capture pat-

terns of profiles tested singly in the tank are in accordance
with the results of two arrays tested simultaneously implies
that the patterns of particle capture in these arrays are

immune to details of the flow regime, although
absolute capture values will certainly be affected.
Barnacles apparently acclimate to the ambient flow rerelatively

gime; when exposed to altered flow velocities or flow cycles, they may refuse to feed until they become acclimated

new conditions (Trager

would
a
of
mainstream
flow
the
existence
of
help explain
range
velocities below or above which the barnacles in our study
were reluctant to feed. At mainstream velocities greater
than around 7 cm/s, the barnacles in our study retracted
into their test, while at mainstream velocities less than
cm/s, the barnacles would often beat and retract in a nonto the

el a/.,

1990). This

1

rhythmic fashion.

We

take this as indirect evidence that

the clusters in our study had been exposed in the field to
a mean mainstream flow velocity of 4-5 cm/s and believe
that the single value we have for field flow velocity reflects
typical conditions.

Mock

barnacle arrays

In terms of particle capture, the mock barnacle arrays
exhibited the following general features: ( 1 ) For hill-shaped

Figure

2.

(A) Cluster

I.

of the specific profile of the array. (3) Hill-shaped

profiles captured significantly

than did

more

particles as

The triangular mesh used as a "cirral basket" mimic
on the mock barnacles was an imperfect model of a barnacle cirral basket:
) It was flat rather than concave upstream and thus is likely to be less efficient as a filter (Warner, 1977; Baumiller, 1988), and (2) the triangular shape
we used was only a rough approximation of the outline
( 1

of a barnacle's
is

cirral

basket (the distal edge of cirral baskets
straight line). The mock barnacle

an arc rather than a

mimicked barnacles passively suspension
was
not possible to represent actively feeding
feeding;
barnacles. Because barnacles show plasticity in feeding
behavior, the feeding behavior and feeding ability of live
barnacles in a cluster must be considered before conclusions can be drawn from these modeling studies about
arrays only
it

the location-dependent feeding of barnacles.

Positional effects on feeding in living barnacles
It is

clear that live barnacles in a cluster displayed dif-

behavior that was correlated with location
Those barnacles surveyed at upstream and

ferential feeding

in the cluster.

peak locations displayed a significantly lower cirral basket
beat frequency than did those barnacles situated downstream. No differences between upstream and peak locations in cirral beat frequency could be demonstrated.
The mechanistic link between barnacle location and behavior

is

local flow

environment; barnacles tend to be
(<2-3 cm/s) and

active feeders in slow flow environments

passive feeders in higher velocity flows (>2-3 cm/s) (Crisp
and Southward, 1961; Trager et al, 1990). Figure 2A-C
documents the linkage between barnacle location in clusters and local flow environment. The downstream tur-

bulence apparent in the figure apparently arose from vortices shed from the cluster, a feature common to bluff"
bodies in flows at moderate to high Reynolds numbers

Streamlines and local flow velocities around the three Baltinnx amphitrile clusters observed.
II. (C) Cluster III. All clusters were observed in a unidirectional, laminar flow of

(B) Cluster

approximately

5

cm/s mainstream

velocity.

Note

that flow

is

laminar and similar

in

speed to mainstream

flow for regions of the clusters upstream or at the peak in height of each cluster, but that flow is turbulent
and markedly reduced in speed in the wake of each cluster, downstream of the peaks. The locations of the

barnacles whose feeding and beat frequency were quantified (Table VI) are indicated (U = upstream, P
= downstream). Direction of mainstream flow is indicated by arrows.
= peak.

D

an entity

flat profiles.
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Vogel, 1983). The Reynolds number for a cluster of barnacles 2-3 cm in length exposed to a flow of 5 cm/s is on

nacle clusters does not increase food supply to downstream
barnacles.
believe that the contrast between our results

the order of 10\ Although this study was carried out only
at a mainstream flow velocity of 5 cm/s, the flow dynamics

and Patterson's

(

will

obtain for velocities

much
on a

higher than

this.

Absolute

We

arises, in part,

cluster will, of course, be

polyp deflection

a function of mainstream velocity, but the qualitative differences in flow pattern upstream and downstream of the

interact with the

velocities at different sites

peak of a cluster and the strongly reduced velocities
downstream of the peak should be present in a broad
range of mainstream velocities.

The observed flow dynamics around clusters provides
an explanation for the location-dependent food capture
and feeding behavior differentials. Whereas barnacles located upstream and at the peak of a cluster will experience
a high flux of particles due to the high flow velocity
through their cirral baskets, barnacles located downstream
in a cluster will see a

lower flux of particles because of

both the decrease in local flow velocity and the recirculation of fluid in the cluster's wake. Our data indicate that

an upstream or peak position capture
significantly more particles than those in a downstream
position. No differences between upstream and peak loliving barnacles in

cations in particle capture could be demonstrated. Barnacles located at upstream and peak locations need only
hold their cirral nets against the flow to feed successfully.
In contrast, barnacles located
their

own

baskets.

downstream must

from the difference

in

me-

chanical compliance of octocoral polyps and individual
barnacles. The plasticity of the octocoral colony due to
in

response to flow-induced forces

downstream turbulence

may

to create particle

transport conditions that are not present in the case of
barnacle aggregations. Deflection in response to current-

induced drag forces also seems to underlay differences
between food capture rates of the hydroid Ohelia in uni-

and oscillating flows (Hunter, 1989). In unidirectional flow, hydroid colonies were bent over and
pressed toward the substrate; in oscillating flow, the coldirectional

onies remained relatively upright, bending from side to
side (Hunter, 1989). Deformation resulting from flow-

induced forces can have a profound influence on both
and LaBarbera, 1985) and

local flow patterns (Harvell

feeding rates (Sponaugle and LaBarbera, 1991

suspension feeders.

However, because of their

short (seconds) to

medium

where

differential

)

of passive

rigidity,

on

(days to weeks) time scales

growth of individual barnacles can be

ignored, the flow patterns around barnacle clusters are
fixed.

The ontogeny

of barnacle cluster shapes

create

feeding currents by actively beating their cirral
faster beat frequency and the qualitative dif-

The

ference in cirral motion implies a higher rate of metabolic
on the part of downstream animals during feeding,

Barnacles are

sessile

animals.

Though barnacle

cyprids

have a prolonged competent period to sample
sites, once a barnacle cyprid cements to the sub-

typically
settling

is

committed

to

remain with the aggregation

activity

strate,

but even given this increased activity, they exhibit significantly reduced feeding success.

hasjoined or that develops around it (Buss, 198 ). Because
the extreme upstream row in a flat mock barnacle array
captures significantly more "food" than downstream rows,

Patterson (1984) studied the location-dependent feeding
success of a passive suspension feeding colonial octocoral,
Alcyonium siderium. His work demonstrated greater capture success by upstream polyps when the mainstream
flow was slow (2.5 cm/s), equal capture by upstream and

downstream polyps at an intermediate flow velocity (9.0
cm/s), and greater capture by downstream polyps when
the flow was rapid (19 cm/s). The morphology of Alcyonium colonies modified the flow as it passed through the
colony; flow was decelerated as it encountered the closely
spaced polyps and feeding tentacles (Patterson, 1984). The
flow experienced by most of the colony was both more
complicated and substantially reduced in speed from the
mainstream flow. Patterson (1984) suggested that these

it

upstream animals in an even-height cluster of living barnacles should grow taller than downstream animals. The
peak and rows upstream of peak of hill-shaped clusters

mock or living barnacles feed considerably better
than rows downstream of peak; living barnacles in regions
upstream of, or at the peak of, a cluster should show higher
of either

rates

growth

is

the stable configuration;

profiles

upstream

in pipes

many

of the

tivities

in unidirectional flow, all

profile. In nature, strictly unidirectional

past barnacle aggregations

experience

contrast,

i.e..

should tend, over time, to grow into the shifted

increased might be due to changes in the contribution of
turbulence to the eddy diffusion of food particles in the

downstream polyps. By

than animals in downstream regions, thus

exaggerating height differences over time. This implies
that, in a unidirectional flow, the shifted upstream profile

alterations in the pattern of feeding success as flow velocity

vicinity of

it

1

is

probably

strictly unidirectional

rare,

flow

but barnacles

flow on ship hulls

and

through which water is pumped by human ac(e.g.. the seawater systems in marine laboratories,

the cooling systems of

power generating plants). We preprofiles would be the dominant

barnacles in a cluster experience quasi-mainstream flow,

dict that shifted

and our observations, although only conducted at a single
flow speed, indicate that turbulence downstream of bar-

shape of groups of encrusting barnacles in these flow situations, but data are lacking to check this prediction.

upstream

FEEDING MODES AND SHAPES OF BARNACLE AGGREGATIONS
All of

our data was obtained in a unidirectional flow

regime, but barnacles in nature experience various combinations of unidirectional and bidirectional flows. Cau-

must be used .in extending data obtained in one flow
regime to a different flow regime. At least two aspects of

tion

oscillating flows are potentially significant for suspension

feeding animals

the alteration in flow direction per

and the effects on flow patterns (Denny, 1988) of the
that arise

when

fluids are accelerated.

The

se,

forces

influence of

on the flow patterns
can be assessed via the period parameter, K (Denny,
= u m T/L (u m is the maximum velocity
1988), where K
acceleration effects in oscillating flow

T

the period of oscillation
and L is the characteristic length of the cluster). In a waveswept subtidal or intertidal environment, the period parameter, K, for a barnacle cluster may be large. [For exin

each direction of flow,

is

ample, a cluster of Balanus amphitrite 3 cm in diameter
in a (mainstream) flow of 5 cm/s oscillating with a period
of 15

s

would

yield a

K

of 25.] This means that, in one
than the

oscillation, the flow travels a distance longer

length of the cluster; that is, the flow can be considered
to be essentially steady (Denny, 1988). The influence of

waves of shorter periods, which tend to dominate in intertidal protected areas, could not be approximated by
steady flow, but the flows in such protected environments
are more likely to be dominated by tidal than wave-generated currents. Thus the flow patterns around a cluster
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peak row. In oscillating flows, a shifted upstream profile
is functionally transformed into a shifted downstream
profile

on flow

reversal

and

two profiles
same asymFrom the data on

vice versa: the

actually represent alternative views of the

metrical profile in an oscillating flow.
our model arrays, the extreme row closest to the peak in
such an asymmetrical profile should average 53% of the
average particle capture of the peak row, while the extreme
row furthest from the peak should average 43% of the

average capture of the peak row. Similar logic can be applied to the live barnacle clusters. For example, if in Clusthe two upstream animals switched positions with
downstream animal on flow reversal, these animals
would capture, on average (correcting for differences in
ter

II

the

area of the cirral baskets), about

53% of the particles caught

by the peak animal (Table VI). In Cluster III, if the upstream and downstream animals exchanged positions on
flow reversal, these animals would, on average (again correcting for size differences), capture approximately the

same number of

particles as the peak animal; however,
note that the peak animal would capture these particles
exclusively by passive suspension feeding, while the other

animals would spend half of their time actively beating
with a concomitant increased cost. In an oscillating flow
from waves, or long period
(whether of short period

from

tides), all profiles

should tend over time to grow into

in oscillating flow will probably not differ substantially

the symmetrical profile. Barnes and Powell (1950) encountered symmetrical barnacle hummocks near the

from the flow patterns resulting from the unidirectional,
steady flow we used in our investigations. At the level of
the individual barnacle, the length scale is smaller and K

shore in areas exposed to both tides and wave action.
Their observations are consistent with our prediction that
symmetrical hummocks should form from prolonged ex-

thus larger. In addition, the cirral basket of barnacles
has distinct polarity (concave upstream) and is actively

posure of aggregations of barnacles to oscillating flow.
The data from both mock barnacle arrays and clusters

oriented into the flow. Barnacles must reorient the cirral

of living B. amphitrite indicate that aggregations of barnacles will grow into hill-shaped clusters due to the in-

is

basket

when

flow direction reverses; by

the time a barnacle

the flow will be essentially steady and the effects
of accelerated flows will be unimportant. Hence justifi-

does

so,

teractions of cluster shape, flow,

and feeding. Location in
environment of a bar-

a cluster determines the local flow

the proximate cue determining

cation exists for extrapolating our data to predict the shape

nacle which, in turn,

of barnacle cluster profiles in oscillating flow.
Even though the effects of fluid acceleration on flow

the barnacle's feeding behavior (active or passive). Note
the positive feedback present in this situation. Barnacles

patterns around individual barnacles
are probably not large in

most

and barnacle

clusters

situations, the effects of

change in flow direction per se will still be patent. Because
upstream and downstream rows will be reversed every
half period of oscillation, an end row of the cluster will
only receive the benefits of being an upstream row half
the time; the average food capture of an end row will be

diminished relative to the peak row. In a unidirectional
flow, the extreme upstream row of the symmetrical profile
captures approximately 60% as many particles as the peak
row (Table I). In oscillating flow, this value would be averaged with the value for the extreme downstream row;
the end rows of a symmetrical profile would, on average,
capture approximately

35% of the

particles caught

by the

is

feed passively by virtue of the fact that their local flow
is relatively rapid (i.e., above threshold for

environment

passive feeding),

and the

local flow

environment

is

rela-

tively rapid because the barnacle is located at the peak or
upstream end of the cluster. Passive suspension feeding
is correlated with more successful feeding; successful

feeders grow more rapidly and thus draw the cluster further towards one of the hill shaped profiles. Active suspension feeding is a metabolically more expensive (and

mode to which barnacles apwhen ambient flows are too slow to
food particles at some minimal rate. The precise

apparently

less successful)

parently resort only
deliver

shape of a barnacle cluster will depend on the flow situation. A cluster with its peak shifted upstream will be the
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an aggregation of barnacles in a unidi-

rectional flow, while a symmetrical cluster will be the sta-

end point of the evolution of cluster shape for barnacles
an oscillating flow.
Barnes and Powell (1950) noted that barnacles in the

ble
in

center of

hummocks become

elongated to the point that

they are often dislodged. Because barnacle cyprids preferentially settle in areas already populated by barnacles
or barnacle remains (Knight-Jones, 1953;Wethey, 1984),
the areas previously occupied by the dislodged barnacles

would

recruit a

new settlement of barnacles and the growth

of the aggregation form would be subject once again to
the influence of feeding and flow.
Hill-shaped arrays do better at feeding as a unit than
arrays. This indicates that there may be benefits to a

flat

barnacle in being in a hill-shaped aggregation even if that
barnacle is not located at the peak. This will be true particularly for clusters in oscillating flow, for there will

be

a perpetual alternation of the barnacles favored by rapid
flow, leading to a more balanced distribution of good
feeding fortune across the whole cluster than in unidirectional flow.

A

barnacle's position relative to flow is crucial in determining its relative and absolute feeding success in an

location-dependent differential food
capture between individual barnacles in an aggregation
that gives rise to the morphology of the whole aggregation.
aggregation.

It

is

Although our data on

living barnacles are limited to a

we believe that the patterns of flow and of
feeding success we describe will be true for any aggregation
of acorn barnacles in which some of the individuals in
single species,

cretanii.i

P.

upstream for unidirectional flow, or symmetrical for os-

tute

Summer

Chicago.
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Oligomer Composition and Oxygen Binding of the
Hemocyanin of the Blue Crab Callinectes sapidus
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In the blue crab, the ratio of

hexamers

to do-

poorly separated in their experiments by atmospheric

hemocyanin varies in natural
populations. Isolated dodecamers have a lower O 2 affinity
and greater cooperativity than isolated hexamers. The dif-

pressure permeation gel chromatography.
In C. sapidus, the He oligomers are built of five to six
different polypeptide chains, four of which (in our ter-

Abstract.

decamers of the

O

2

carrier

O: binding can also be resolved in native mixpolymer composition. A high content
of dodecamers in native mixtures is, in fact, correlated
with the presence of an invariant polypeptide chain that
is believed to link two hexamers to form dodecamers. On

and

ference in

minology, Nos.

tures that differ in

titative variability in natural populations. In the labora-

tory,

so low that they
in the blood.

monomers can be

must not be represented

(Mason

dodecamers

Callinectes sap-

was not

Rainer, 1988; Rainer,

is

total material in their purified

He

prepa-

immunological properties, Markl (1986, for review) has

monomeric chains of the arthropod Hcs into
four categories that differ in their interspecific variability
and their putative role in the assembly of the native poly-

not known. While

his

definitive because the

20% of the

classified the

el al. (1982) and Johnson el al. (1984)
mentioned that hexamers and dodecamers do not differ
in O 2 binding, neither reported the data. Brouwer (pers.

finding

Mangum and

of a seasonal change. Recently, we have found that the
ratio does in fact vary in nature (Greaves et al., 1991).
On the basis of a combination of electrophoretic and

both Brouwer

comm.) has kindly communicated

1983;

Brouwer et al. (1982) and Johnson et al. (1984)
mentioned similar figures. Herskovits et al. (1981), however, specified a range of 30-50% and raised the possibility

are stable aggregates, not

respiratory significance, if any,

et al.,

rations.

members of a chemical equilibrium. Oligomerization is
important in optimizing the physical properties of the
blood (Snyder and Mangum, 1982; Mangum, 1986) but
its

are

1989;deFurrta/., 1990).
The nature of the hexamers that do not form dodeca-

idus Rathbun, like that of most crustaceans, exists in the
blood as a mixture of hexamers (1X6) and dodecamers

The two oligomers

monomeric subunit composition

mers, but remain as such in the blood, is unclear. Hamlin
and Fish (1977) described them as comprising "as much

The hemocyanin (He) of the blue crab

6).

of two to three of the

O

as"

X

quan-

2 affinity, which can
highly adaptive changes in intrinsic
be specifically attributed to the levels of chains 3 and 6

Introduction

(2

in the concentrations

the alterations in

present in levels

in all

6) exhibit considerable

four (Nos. 3, 5, and 6) can be induced by prolonged hypoxia or a change in acclimation salinity. Accompanying

the other hand, the content of a variable chain that has
been postulated to play a role in hexamer pairing is correlated with a low content of dodecamers. The variable,

but not the invariant,

changes

1, 3, 5,

mers.

The chain (No.

4) that

is

believed to serve as the

dodecamer-former in C. sapidus (Stb'cker et al., 1988) is
one of the two essentially invariant ones in our ongoing
sample, which presently totals about 1000 individuals

opinion that the

two oligomers were

(Rainer,

1989;

Mangum,

shown by Johnson
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Densitometric scans
however, indicate that

1990).

et al. (1984),
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the concentration of chain 4 was at least as high in a

hexameric fraction as in a dodecameric fraction. Moreover, their hexameric fraction lacked all but perhaps trace
quantities of chains 5 and 6, two of the most variable ones
in nature.

They suggested

that these chains,

presumably

4, play a role in dodecamer formation.
in which the variable chains influence
2

instead of chain

The way
binding

is

O

Those

presently unclear.

No. 3) may have
affinity. Chains that do

important role in hexamer pairing
simple and

participate in

hexamer

influence indirectly

if

O

on

direct effects

2

do not play an

that

(e.g..

pairing, however, could exert their

O

2

binding of the two oligomers

differs.

We attempted to circumvent the

problem of poor sep-

aration at atmospheric pressure by developing a protocol
for HPLC, which proved to achieve clean separation
ct al., 1992). In the present investigation we used
the procedure 1 ) to examine the respiratory properties of
the two fractions and 2) to correlate the ratio of 2 X 6:1

Time

(Greaves

X

6 aggregates in native mixtures with their subunit

92.5

85.0

77.5

70.0

(min)

An example of the separation of
Figure 1.
HPLC. Absorbance was monitored at 337 nm.

oligomers obtained by

com-

position and O : binding. We also tried, without success,
to compare the respiratory properties of native hexamers
with those of hexamers prepared as dissociation products

centrifugation (Centricon 30), or on unfractionated aliquots of the same samples analyzed by HPLC, following

of dodecamers.

dialysis against 0.05

mol

1~'

Tris maleate buffered saline

(specified above). Because reconcentration is a lengthy
process, aliquots of the isolated oligomers were examined

Materials and Methods

He levels reached an absorbance at 337 nm
of 0.25-0.58 (2-3 h centrifugation), using a tonometric
procedure suitable for dilute samples. Precision mixed,
as soon as the

Large adult males (>80 g wet wt) were obtained from
either the seaside (Eastern Shore of Virginia at Wachapreague) or estuarine (York R.) populations studied earlier
et al., 1983; Mangum and Rainer, 1988; Rainer,

(Mason

Blood samples were taken from the infrabranchial
and declotted as previously described. In the present investigation the samples were also filtered at 0.22 /urn
1989).

sinuses

for injection into the

HPLC

system.

humidified gases were passed across rapidly shaken samples at constant temperature and atmospheric pressure,
determined
and the changes in absorbance at 337

nm

(procedure described in detail by Mason et al.. 1983) with
a Mervyn Roy 501 spectrophotometer. Rather than dissociate the remainder of the available material for elec-

trophoresis,

HPLC

we chose to

use the cell respiration procedure
1979) to document more ex-

(Mangum and Lykkeboe,

HPLC

was carried out on a Perkin Elmer Series 4 system equipped with one or two (connected in series) Ultrahydrogel 1000 size exclusion columns (7.8 X 300 mm;
Waters Associates). The mobile phase was a saline conNaCl, 25 mmol T MgCl : and 10
taining 300 mmol
mmol 1~" CaCl 2 this saline was also filtered at 0.22 nm
immediately prior to use. The Perkin Elmer Model LC95 variable wavelength LJV absorbance detector was set
at 337 and 280 nm. Further details of the protocol were
described by Greaves et al. (1992); an example of the sep1

1

I

tensively the preliminary findings of the

O

tonometry by

binding measurements on the two
intact oligomers. The procedure required further reconcentration for a total of 7-8 h. Native mixtures of the two

performing repeated

2

oligomers, aliquots of which were analysed by electro-

,

phoresis, were also

examined using

this procedure.

These

;

aration

is

shown

as Figure

1

.

samples were dialyzed overnight against buffered

saline.

Electrophoresis

mmol 1~'
T EDTA to dis-

Samples were dialyzed overnight against 50
Tris HC1 (pH 8.9) containing 10 mmol
sociate the native oligomers into their

1

monomeric

sub-

0j binding

units. Alkaline dissociation electrophoresis was carried

These measurements were performed on the fractions
separated by HPLC, after reconcentration by membrane

out, as described
(

1

by Mangum and Rainer 988). The
with a Shimadzu densitometer.
were
scanned
2%)
( 1

gels
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lines to the data for

poor because, like many
show an increase
higher oxygenation states. Because of

dodecamers

is

native mixtures of crustacean Hcs, they
2.0
in cooperativity at

was estimated in Figure
fit, cooperativity (n 50
= 6) in
from regression analysis of only the points (n

the poor

)

1.0

3

o.a

Figure 2 that exceed

30% HcO 2

region suggest that

dodecamers have a

;

the available data in this
significantly

(P

.015) higher cooperativity than hexamers. The cell resnumber of deterpiration procedure, with which a larger

<

0.4

minations was

made

(Fig. 3), yielded

very similar results:

the hexameric fraction has a significantly higher

0.2

O

2

affinity

(P = .0325 according to Student's / test) and lower coop= .0495). Neither mean value for O 2 affinity
erativity (P
of the isolated oligomers differs significantly from the intermediate value for the native, unfractionated mixture

0.1

(P = .25 for the dodecamers and .12 for the hexamers)

P0 2
O

and reconalthough, following the dilution, fractionation
in
both cases
fallen
centration, cooperativity had clearly
which
native
mixture,
(P < .0005). The value of n 50 for the

20

10

B

6

(Torr)

had not been

binding properties of isolated hexamers
Figure
and dodecamers. 25C, 0.05 mol 1~' Tris buffered saline containing 10
mmol r' CaCl 2 25 mmol 1~' MgCl : and 300 mmol 1~' NaCl. Ton2.

of

Hill plots

:

is

diluted, fractionated,

and reconcentrated,

conditions
typical of this species under the experimental

,

,

ometric data for one aliquot of hexamers (circles, pH 7.49) and two of
dodecamers (triangles, pH 7.52). Lines are regression lines and their 95%
confidence intervals.

Results

HPLC
We did

not observe the material larger than the about

900 kD dodecamers that had been reported by both
Hamlin and Fish ( 977) and Herskovits el al. (1981). Be1

cause this material (which has a sedimentation coefficient
of 33S) should have a molecular weight in excess of the
as a
separation range of our gel, it should have appeared

shoulder on the peak of the dodecameric fraction. Moreover, as pointed out earlier (Greaves el al.. 1992), the
ratios of the

mer
uals,

280:337

fractions

were

and

nm areas, obtained for the two oligo-

for the

samples from different individ-

statistically indistinguishable, despite

o
in
C

the vari-

two oligomers described below.
The optical evidence, then, indicates that no material
other than He was present and that the condition of the
active site of the two oligomers does not differ.
ation in contents of the

1x6

1x6

2x6

1x6

2x6

+
2x6

O 2 binding
The results obtained

in three

tonometric determinations

lower
suggest that isolated dodecamers have a significantly
than isolated hexamers (Fig. 2), despite a
2 affinity

O

slightly higher

tervals

do

experimental pH.

The 95% confidence

not overlap even though the

fit

in-

of regression

O 2 binding of isolated hexamers and dodecamers. 25C.
Figure 3.
Panels at left show tonometric data (pH 7.49-7.52) from Figure I, with
95% confidence intervals. Panels at right show cell respiration
data for 6 replicate measurements of isolated hexamers (pH 7.40), dodecamers (pH 7.40), and the dialyzed but unfractionated (77% dodeerror as

camers) sample (pH 7.38) from which the two fractions were prepared.
Buffered saline as in Figure

I

.

Mean

values

S.E.
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employed here

(e.g.,

Mason

Rainer, 1988).

O

Table
Suhitnii

binding properties of two undiluted and unfractionated samples with a high content of dodecamers

The

:

from one another (according
for both P 50 and n 50 n = 6);

similarly,

/

2

.2

;

binding

distinguishable

O

P =

test,

two with a low content of dodecamers had in= 6). The
O:
properties (P > A; n

affinity

of each pair

the alternative pair (P

of dodecamers

is

=

differs significantly

from that of

.004); specifically, a high content

accompanied by a lower affinity. The
which are well within the range

cooperativity values,

usually observed in this species, are also significantly
greater in the sample with the higher dodecamer content

(P=

.005).

We attempted to

create artificial hexamers by freezing
and thawing (11X over a two-day period) unreconcentrated dodecamers. Following
all

O

:

binding activity

membrane

had disappeared

centrifugation,

in this fraction,

as well as that containing native hexamers.

We

then ex-

amined the polymer composition and O : binding of the
remainder of the unfractionated and never diluted sample
from which the two fractions had been prepared, which
times. Prior to freezhad also been frozen and thawed
of
77%
consisted
of
this
dodecamers, and it
sample
ing.
had the O 2 binding properties shown in Figure 2. Following freezing and thawing, 76% consisted of dodecamers,
and it exhibited an indistinguishable O 2 affinity and
(P = .63).
1

1

cooperativity

Subimit composition

The monomer and oligomer compositions of samples
from 13 individuals collected in the summer from the
seaside population are shown in Table I. After first transforming the percentages to a normal distribution (arcsin),
the relationship between the quantities of

we examined

each chain and the content of dodecamers by linear
regression analysis. There is no indication of a correlation

4.0

3.5

-

_L
g

3.0

C

2.5

-

2.0

1.5

65.5 70.6 84.9 90.9

65.5 70.6 84.9 90.9

Dodecamer content
Figure 4.

Hcs with

O

;

(%)

binding properties (cell respiration procedure) of native
dodecamers. 25C, pH 7.50. Buffered

different contents of

saline as in Figure

1.

Mean

S.E. (n

=

6).

I

and oligomer composition ofhemocyaninsfrom 13

individuals

Callinectes sapidus

<>/

%

(Fig. 4) are indistinguishable

to Student's

AL.

Mangum and

1983;

et ai,

MANGUM ET

No.

1

Total peak area*

2

6-mers
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75

o
"9

70

65

E

60

I

CM

55

50
25

30

35

40

20

15

10

chain 4 (th.ta)
Figure

The

5.

35

30

25

chain 5 (th.ta)

relationship between the fractional composition of

dodecamers and chains 4 and

5

of

Callinecles sapidiis He, expressed as arcsin transformed percentages. Lines are fitted regression lines.

cernible effect
that

it is

on

more

C. sapidiis He,

stable than those

we can only conclude
examined by Morris

with

The

present data provide further information on the
natural variability of the two native oligomers in this spe-

They provide no evidence

that chain 6 plays a role

hexamers. However, our data strongly
support the inference of Stocker et at. (1988) that high
levels of chain 4 promote dodecamer formation. Morein the pairing of

over, they

Johnson

et

do not support the conclusion reached by
al. (1984) that chain 5 promotes dodecamer

formation.

Finally,

of chains

not

Johnson et al. (1984) concluded that the levels
and 6 indicate that they comprise '/6 th of the

dodecamers. The present data indicate that they (as well
as chain 1 ) may occur in either considerably higher or
lower levels, which suggests heterogeneity of the dode-

some heterogeneity would
the changes in subunit composition that
are responsible for the observed adaptability of respiratory
properties of the He are physiologically labile.
camers

in the blood. In fact,

be expected

if

much larger samples (Rainer, 1989), we have
previously found nearly as much variability, and we

Acknowledgments
Supported by

chain in

suggest that the present sample
its

small

size.

In addition,

is

misleading because of
that chain

NSF DCB

we have no evidence

responds to an environmental stimulus or that it influences respiratory properties. The high and constant levels
of chain 2 are intriguing because this monomer is not
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Biological Activity of Biosynthetic Rainbow Trout
Growth Hormone in the Eastern Oyster,

Crassostrea virginica
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end of the

five

hormone were significantly
weights 50% greater than did

longer and had dry tissue
the lowest treatment group or the control group. Continuing in vitro experiments on isolated oyster tissue

showed that

the

hormone treatment

reproduction has been a major focus. In the snail Lymnaea
however, an endogenous growth-promoting

stagnalis.

hormone has been

significantly increased

oxygen consumption. Boiled hormone had no effect. In
both sets of experiments (whole animals and isolated tissues), the % dry wt (dry wt/wet wt) was significantly higher

hormone,

animals and tissues that responded to rtGH. The
results demonstrate that rtGH has biological activity in

and

and

this activity

may

identified

and

well characterized. This

called the molluscan insulin-like peptide (MIP),

has been isolated from

Lymnaea neuroendocrine

cells

and

reported to affect various aspects of growth, metabolism,
shell formation in the snail (Geraerts, 1976; Dogterom

in all

oyster tissues,

Maryland 21202

In general, comparative endocrinological studies of
mollusks have been limited to gastropods and cephalopods, and in many of those studies, endocrine control of

weeks, the animals treated with the two

highest concentrations of

Baltimore,

complex endocrine systems (Joosse
and Geraerts, 1983), and several recent findings suggest
that bivalve growth may be regulated at least in part by
an endocrine system.

M

,

Lombard St.,

that mollusks possess

Juvenile oysters were exposed to seawater
7
9
8
1CT and 1(T
biosynthetic rainbow
containing 1CT
trout growth hormone (rtGH); the treatment was applied
for one five-hour period per week for five weeks. At the
Abstract.

,

E.

el al.

,

1979;

Dogterom and Jentjens, 980; Dogterom and
1

Robles, 1980; Smit

be directly associated

with growth regulation in the whole animal. The results
further show that bivalve growth is not directly limited

While much

is

el al.,

1988).

known about

the physiology of the bi-

attention has been paid to the endocrine regulation of their metabolism and growth. In early, rather

valves,

by environmental parameters.

little

crude experiments, for example, the growth of oysters was

had been extirpated
were obtained with
the gastropod, Crepidula fornicata, by Lubet (1971)].
arrested after their cerebral ganglia

Introduction

(Galtsoff, 1964), [and similar results

The growth of many marine and

estuarine pelecypods

has long been thought to be determined by environmental
conditions. Many studies have revealed specific correlations between bivalve growth rate

More recently, Toullec et al. (1988) reported that extracts
of cerebral ganglia prepared from Mytilus edulis stimulated the incorporation of leucine into the macromolecular

and such environmental
and

factors as water flow, salinity, temperature, oxygen,

fraction of mantle cells that

MacDonald
Brown and Har-

food availability (Dame, 1975; Hall, 1984;

and Thompson, 1985a,b; Brown, 1988;
twick, 1988a,b). Yet endogenous control of growth by
neural or hormonal systems has been investigated in only
a few species.

A

significant

had been isolated from several

bivalve species. These studies suggest that bivalve growth,
like that of snails, is controlled by endocrine mechanisms
that are not species specific.

Conservation of sequence and function

body of knowledge indicates

among

verte-

hormone polypeptides is also well established. Furthermore, bovine growth hormone (as well as
insulin) has been shown to accelerate the growth of abalone larvae (Morse, 1981, 1984), and a growth hormone

brate growth
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*
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polypeptide has been identified in the abalone (Moriyama et a/., 1989). Therefore, we have begun to inveslike

tigate the effects

of biosynthetic rainbow trout growth
the growth and metabolism of the

T. T.

Mean

CHEN
values of final height, total weight, shell weight,

wet tissue weight, and dry tissue weight were calculated
for each treatment group. Values were statistically com-

hormone (rtGH) on

pared using a

eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica. Here we report that
exogenously applied rtGH stimulates the growth of juvenile oysters and increases oxygen consumption in iso-

Oxygen consumption of isolated

lated oyster tissues.

Materials and Methods
Oyster larvae (Crassostrea virginica) were obtained
from the Virginia Institute of Marine Science. The larvae
were raised according to standard hatchery techniques.
All competent larvae were induced to undergo cultchless

metamorphosis (not attached to substrate) by treatment
6
with epinephrine ( 10
M) in the seawater. The resulting
juvenile oysters were raised in downwelling chambers in
the hatchery at the Chesapeake Bay Institute (CBI) of the

Johns Hopkins University.
Biosynthetic rtGH was prepared as previously described
(Agellon et a/.. 1988). The complementary DNA (cDNA)
of rtGH (Agellon and Chen, 1986) was cloned and introduced into E. coli for large scale production of the polypeptide. GH inclusion bodies were isolated from E. coli
cells,

dissolved in a 5

and the

Mguanidine hydrochloride solution,
denatured GH polypeptide was re-natured by dif-

ferential dialysis against

buffer
in 10

(pH

10.0).

The

amounts

mM ammonium bicarbonate

lyophilized protein

mM ammonium

concentration of 10

50

was resuspended

bicarbonate buffer

mg/ml and used

in

pH

10.0 at a

appropriate

to inoculate the experimental seawater.

t-test.

tissues

Respirometry was conducted according to standard
manometric procedures. Oyster gills (two gill pairs per
individual) were dissected and split into gill pairs. One
pair from an individual was used as a control, the other
was treated with boiled or native rtGH. Therefore, oxygen
consumption was compared in gills that were taken from
the same animal, but that were treated differently. The
gill pairs were immediately placed in manometric flasks
containing 2 ml filtered seawater inoculated with buffer,
6
boiled rtGH, or native rtGH 10
A/). Native and boiled
insulin and bovine growth hormone (BST) were also
tested. The flasks were affixed to a differential respirometer
(Gilson), immersed in the water bath (25C), and allowed
(

to equilibrate for

30 min. After equilibration, the respi-

rometer system was closed and initial readings on all manometers were recorded. At 5-min intervals thereafter,
manometer readings were recorded. Incubations typically
1

lasted for 2 h.

Oxygen consumption was

after the

5-min reading. Any samples not showing
oxygen concentration were discarded.

first

1

usually linear

linear decreases in

After the respirometry had been completed, the tissues
were removed from the flasks, weighed, dryed in a

60C

oven for 72 h, and reweighed.
Because oxygen consumption rates in gill pairs from a
single individual were being compared, the oxygen consumption data were analyzed by means of a paired t-test
to minimize the effects of between individual variation.

Oyster growth

September and October 1989, during the natural
growing season of the oyster in the Chesapeake Bay region,
an experimental hormone treatment was begun. Four
groups of 25 juvenile oysters were constructed such that
the initial mean heights of the groups were not different.
One group (control group) was incubated in seawater inoculated with buffer, the other three groups were incubated
7
9
8
in seawater containing 10
A/, 10~ M. or 10~ A/ rtGH,
respectively. Each group was incubated for 5 h, once per
week, in Petri dishes containing 50 ml of ^-filtered ambient seawater (=s 8 %o) at 23C. Initially, and before each
treatment thereafter, the shell height of each oyster was
measured from the umbo to the ventral shell margin. The
animals were maintained in an upwelling system with a
continuous flow of 00 ^ filtered seawater during the entire
experiment. After five weeks the oysters were sacrificed,
and the final height, total weight, shell weight, wet tissue
weight, and dry tissue weight were determined for each
individual. Whole oyster volume was calculated as the
difference between total animal weight and shell weight.

Results

In

1

1

After three weeks of treatment (Table

I),

the oysters

treated with the highest concentrations of rtGH for five
7
and 10~ 8 A/) were significantly larger with
weeks ( 10~
respect to shell height and dry tissue weight than either

M

9

the control group or the lowest treatment group ( 10~ A/).
7
hormone had
But only the oysters treated with 10~

M

weights that were significantly larger than those of
the control group. Increases in total weight and wet tissue
shell

weight were not significantly different from controls; variation was high in these categories due to the large contribution of water to the weights. Tissue hydration, as

measured by the dry wt/wet wt

ratio,

was

significantly

higher in the highest treatment groups when compared
to the control group. There was no mortality in any of
the groups.

Trout

GH

induced significantly higher rates of oxygen

consumption in isolated gill tissue (Fig. 1). The control
oxygen consumption values for both boiled rtGH and
native rtGH experiments were not different and were

EFFECT OF

GROWTH HORMONE ON OYSTERS
Table

Effect

of exogenously applied Iroul growth hormone on oyster growth

Treatment

I
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although sufficient nutrients must have been available for
the enhanced growth to occur, the control oysters did not
use them.

We

trols regulate

conclude that endogenous metabolic con-

growth rates with respect

and

limited by, the environment,

but not directly

to,

that exogenously applied

growth hormone causes a shift in that regulation. If the
concentration of food in the upwellers was not limiting,
the treated oysters

may have

On

their faster growth.

fed at a greater rate to support

the other hand,

limiting, or nearly so, the treated oysters

more

if

food levels were

may have become

and may have been able to assimilate and
use a higher percentage of ration. These possibilities will
be directly tested by performing feeding, assimilation, and
utilization experiments and other scope-for-growth studies
on treated and control oysters.
efficient

Our

of rtGH in oys-

results also indicate that the effect

ters, like

that of its evolutionary relative, prolactin, in fish

(see Prosser, 1974),

because

it

may be

involved in osmoregulation,

influenced tissue, and possibly cellular, hydra-

on growth could be even more
indirect. Oysters grow faster at higher salinities where tissue hydration is normally slightly lower (Paynter and
tion levels. Thus, the effect

Mallonee, 1991; Paynter, pers. obs.). Changes in tissue
hydration could affect numerous physiological functions,
including feeding and digestion rates, which would ultimately lead to more rapid growth. Studies are currently

underway

to

examine the

in vitro effects

of rtGH on var-

CHEN

T. T.

oyster, Crassoslrea gigas

Brown,

Absolute and allometric growth. Aqua-

J. R.,

and E. B. Hartwick. 1988b.

Influences of temperature,

and available food upon suspended culture of the Pacific
Crassostrea gigas II. Condition index and survival. Aquacullure

salinity

oyster,

70: 253-267.

Dame, R.

F. 1975.

Day

degree growth models for intertidal oysters.

Conlrih. Mar. Sci. 19: 107-1 12.

Dogterom, A. A., and B. R. Robles. 1980.

Stimulation of ornithine

decarboxylase activity in Lymnaea stagnalis after a single injection
with molluscan growth hormone. Gen. Comp. Endocrinol. 40: 238240.

and T. Jentjens. 1980. The effect of the growth horpond snail Lymnaea stagnalis on periostracum formation. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. A 66: 687-690.
Dogterom, A. A., H. Van Loenhout, and R. Van der Schors. 1979. The
effect of the growth hormone of Lymnaea stagnalis on shell calcifi-

Dogterom, A.

mone

A.,

of the

cation. Gen.

Galtsoff, P. S.

Comp. Endocrinol. 39: 63-68.
1964.
The American oyster. Crassostrea

Gmelin. U. S Fish
Geraerts,

W.

of the

P.

Gen Comp

virginica

1976.

Lymnaea

hormone
stagnalis.

Endocrinol. 29:61-71.

A

Hall, S. 1984.
2:

M.

Sen:, Fish. Bull 64: 480 pp.
Control of growth by neurosecretory

li'ildl.

green cells in the freshwater snail

light
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Reversible Epithelial Adhesion Closes the Mouth of
Beroe, a Carnivorous Marine Jelly
SIDNEY

L.

TAMM* AND SIGNHILD TAMM

Boston University Marine Program, Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Abstract.
We investigated how the ctenophore Beroe, a
carnivore of the marine zooplankton, keeps its mouth
shut to maintain a streamlined body shape during forward

adhesion

swimming in search of prey. In big-mouthed, thin-walled
beroids we found that mouth closure requires neither
muscular nor nervous activity. Instead, mouth adhesion

experimental system for studying the mechanisms and
regulation of dynamic cell adhesions.

in

Beroe shares

many

structural

and functional

properties with transient adhesions formed between moving cells in embryos and in culture, and may be a useful

due to paired strips of adhesive epithelial cells on opposing stomodaeal walls. The two joined epithelial layers
make numerous close appositions interrupted by vacuolar
is

"Loose

lips

Sink ships."

-U.

At regions of apposition, the plasma
membranes are highly folded and interdigitated with each

S.

Navy

slogan,

WW

II

intercellular spaces.

other,

Introduction

and are separated by a uniform distance of about

nm. A dense cytoplasmic coat underlies the membranes
such appositions. Synapses of neurites are found on
the basal ends of the adhesive cells. We found two or1

Ctenophores are important members of the gelatinous
marine zooplankton and are significant predators in

5

at

planktonic food chains (Thorson, 1971). Beroid Ctenophores have a large mouth and a voluminous stomodaeum

thogonally different orientations of the stomodaeal adhesive strips in B. sp. vs. B. forskali, correlated with dif-

occupying most of the body, and are voracious predators
of other Ctenophores (Swanberg, 1974; Harbison et ai,
978). Beroe actively seeks prey by swimming mouth forward, powered by the beating of giant ciliary comb plates.

ferent distributions of feeding macrocilia inside the sto-

modaeum.
Mouth opening

1

food requires muscular
contractions of the lips. However, the stomodaeal adhesive
strips are not pulled apart all at once, but are peeled apart
starting

mouth

from a

in response to

site

of vigorous muscular tension.

Yet the mouth remains closed, with the body shape
streamlined, until prey is encountered. Then the mouth
opens rapidly and the stomodaeum expands to suck in

The

functionally

the prey (Horridge, 1965a; Tamm, 1982). Alternatively,
the lips may spread over the prey, using the saber-shaped

Beroe appears to be a useful

macrocilia lining the stomodaeum to bite off pieces (Horridge, 1965a; Swanberg, 1974; Tamm, 1983).

re-seals after feeding, or after

being experimentally

pulled open, showing that tissue adhesion

is

reversible.

Epithelial adhesion in

method

for closing the

mouth and streamlining

the

We have investigated

the mechanism whereby a swimming Beroe keeps its mouth shut. We have found that
mouth closure in certain beroids is due to a functionally

body

of a gelatinous predator that spends most of its time
swimming mouth-forward in search of prey. Opening of

mouth appears to be an efficient process as well, because peeling apart of the adhesive strips requires a smaller
applied force than does separating them all at once. Tissue

between paired strips of epion the stomodaeal walls. Muscular activity is

reversible type of adhesion

the

thelial cells

mouth shut, but is necessary to
the
mouth
in
open
response to food. The adhesive seal is
not separated all at once, but is peeled apart starting at a
not required to keep the

Received 31 July 1991; accepted 24 September 1991.
To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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of muscular tension.

The mouth of Beroe may be

a
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Figure
slit.

1.

The body

L.

TAMM AND

S.

TAMM

Berne milrata swimming mouth forward (to the left) with the lips closed into a wide curved
is flattened in the stomodaeal plane with a blunt front end and tapering rear. Longitudinal

rows of ciliary swimming plates (cr. comb rows) extend from the aboral end toward the mouth. Photograph
kindly provided by Dr. Claude Carre, Station Zoologique, Villefranche-sur-Mer, France. Natural size.

useful

model

for studying the

mechanisms and control of

reversible tissue adhesions, as well as the

biomechanics

of feeding behavior in soft-bodied marine animals.

Tracings of selected video fields were
etate directly from a video monitor.

made on matte

ac-

(DIC) images of living
were
made
with Zeiss 16X or
strips
40X objectives and recorded with an Olympus OM-2N
Differential interference contrast

stomodaeal adhesive
Materials and Methods

camera on Kodak Tech Pan

film by electronic flash.

Animals

in

Beroesp. was collected at Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
fall, 1990. This unidentified species is similar to B. sp.

Electron microscopy

Closed mouths of B.

and

B. forskali were fixed as
relaxed in MgCl : -seawater.

Woods Hole in fall, 1985, after Hurricane
Gloria (Tamm and Tamm, 1988). The comb rows of this

follows.

beroid run on high ridges that project from the flattened

Simultaneous glutaraldehyde-paraformaldehyde-osmium
fixation was then performed and tissue was processed for

collected at

body

surface.

B. forskali

was collected

at

Monterey Bay, California,
by Freya Sommer of Monterey Bay Aquarium, and
shipped to the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods

first

electron microscopy as described previously

Tamm,

(Tamm and

1985).

Hole.

Results

Beroid ctenophores have a conical body flattened in

Observations on living material

An

sp.

The animals were

isotonic

MgCl 2 -seawater mixture (6.75% MgCK:

seawater =1:1) was used to block nervous and muscular
responses in whole animals or in dissected preparations.
Experimental observations on the stomodaeal adhesive
or B. forskali were made under a Wild
dissecting microscope and recorded with a Panasonic
video camera and
model 2051 video re-

the stomodaeal plane to varying degrees in different species. Beroe swims mouth forward at speeds of several cm/
:

s

or faster

cies

end

when

such as B.
is

seeking prey. In flattened thin-walled speand B. mitrala, the front

sp., B. forskali,

wide and blunt with the

lips closed into a

long

playback and analysis. Still-fields
were photographed from a Sony video monitor with an

and the body tapers towards the rear (Fig. 1).
This streamlined body shape depends on the mouth remaining closed during forward swimming.
We examined how beroids with flattened streamlined
bodies and thin flexible body walls (/.t'. B. sp. and B.

Olympus OM-2N camera on Kodak Tech Pan film.
Mouth opening responses of whole animals pinned

forskali) keep their mouth shut while swimming. B. sp.
and B. forskali differ dramatically from each other in the

strips

of B.

sp.

GYYR

CCD

corder allowing

still-field

to

Sylgard were induced by a suspension of fresh egg white
in seawater (A. Maselli, pers. comm). Responses were re-

corded with a Nikon macrolens on a Panasonic

CCD

video camera using the procedures described above.

curved

slit,

t

and arrangement of their feeding macrocilia; as we
show, this difference in macrociliary patterns is correlated with orthogonally different orientations of mouth

size
will

closure.

MOUTH CLOSURE

IN

BEROE

465

Zone of adhesion between Mg-rela\ed lip segments of Btvwsp. under imposed tension (large
The paired lip segments (left and right) are joined symmetrically along a zone (arrowheads)
of stretched stomodaeal walls (w). The lip edges and furrowed macrociliary fields (M) are at the top; the
stomodaeum (s) is down. Note that the attachment zone is located a short distance aboral to the macrociliary
Figure

2.

arrows). A,B.

fields. B,

Continued tension narrows the adhesive contact between the stretched

lip surfaces

(arrowheads).

A

short time later the lips snapped apart. C, Face view of the adhesion zone between stretched, separating
stomodaeal walls (w) by darkfield microscopy. The adhesive contact runs medially (arrowheads) and scatters

more

First pattern

light

than the stretched surfaces. Scale bar: A,B. 165 j/m; C,

of mouth adhesion: B.

if

sp.

1

10

nm.

they were stuck shut. After being forcibly opened, howstomodaeal walls and mouth of MgCl : -anaes-

ever, the

Treatment of
traction of the

B. sp. with excess

MgCl :

abolishes con-

body wall muscles and blocks neurally me-

diated ciliary responses

(i.e.. ciliary inhibition). Mg-relaxed
animals swim forward continuously with their mouth
closed. The lips resist being pulled apart with forceps, as

thetized animals gradually close,

and the

lips re-seal

within

10-15 min. Similar observations were made on dissected
oral ends. These findings show that mouth closure is
functionally reversible and requires neither muscular nor
nervous activity to maintain or re-establish adhesion.
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left;
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S.

DIG view

Figure 3.
to the

L.

of the surface of a peeled apart lip of Beroi- sp. in MgCI : /seawater. The lip edge is
is to the right. The adhesive strip (bracket) runs parallel to, and a short
the macrociliary field (M). The surface of the adhesive zone is covered with numerous

the aboral direction

distance aboral

to.

small vesicles or craters. Suhepithelial transverse muscle fibers (tm) run vertically and appear out-of-focus.

The

finer

and more

closely spaced longitudinal muscles (1m,

the area between the adhesive strip

and the macrocilia. Scale

The adhesive region in the mouth was located by examining segments of adherent lips excised from Mg-relaxed animals. We found that lip segments are fastened
together along a narrow zone of the apposing stomodaeal
walls (Fig. 2). The belt of tissue adhesion runs around the
inside of the mouth, a short distance aboral to the band

cf. Fig.

bar,

ifications

The

macrocilia on apposing

surface

seemed

We

likely to us.

next investigated the adhesive properties of closed

Adherent lip segments were pulled apart by forceps,
starting at one end of the joined pair. Tension initially
stretches the joined stomodaeal walls without separating
the adhesive zone (Fig. 2 A). Increased tension further
draws out the two attached surfaces, which appear as mirlips.

ror images of each other (Fig. 2B,C).
strips

on

Then

the adhesive

either side separate at the site of greatest tension

and the lips peel apart. This is followed by elastic recovery
and flattening of the stretched stomodaeal walls.
Darkfield microscopy of joined, stretched lips under
tension shows that the zone of stomodaeal contact scatters
more light, and thus appears brighter than the adjacent
walls (Fig. 2C). The increased light scattering is correlated
with the greatly elaborated surface area of the adhesive
cells (see below).

in

cation of the adhesive strips (Fig. 3). These vesicles or
vacuoles are 2- 1 ^m in diameter, and appear to be modcells.

a possibility that initially had

run horizontally and are visible

By DIG light microscopy the surface of mechanically
peeled apart lips displays a well-defined tract of densely
packed vesicles or vacuoles, that coincides with the lo-

of macrocilia encircling the lip edge (Fig. 2). Therefore,
mouth closure is not due to Velcro-like attachment of
lips,

5)

30 ^m.

^m

of the apical surfaces of stomodaeal epithelial
tract is 200-300 ^m wide and runs about 150

aboral to the band of macrocilia.

on either side of the adhesive
smooth and featureless.

The stomodaeal
tract

is

relatively

Toluidine blue-stained thick sections through fixed,
mouths show that the stomodaeal epithelium is

closed

markedly thicker

in the

adhesive

strips,

due

to the in-

creased height of cells in this region (Fig. 4). Even by light
microscopy, it is evident that the two epithelial layers
make numerous close contacts, interrupted by many vacuolar intercellular spaces (Fig. 4B).
Corresponding electron micrographs through adherent
epithelial strips show that apposed cell surfaces are folded

and

interdigitated with each other (Figs. 5, 6). In such
appositions, the two plasma membranes conform to each

other and run parallel, separated by a uniform space of

about 15

nm

(Fig. 6).

contains dense

The

amorphous

intercellular space frequently

material, but there

is

no ob-

vious structural continuity between the apposed cell surfaces (Fig. 6). The cytoplasmic sides of the membranes
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Synapses of neurites are also found on the basal ends
of the adhesive cells, indicating that some function of the
adhesive

must be under nervous

cells

sibility that cell-cell
is

appositions

may

The

control.

pos-

be neurally regulated

discussed below.

The stomodaeal adhesive

strips also

contain

cells bear-

ing actin pegs and onion-root cilia. Such cells are found
in the epidermis of many ctenophores (Horridge, 1965b;

Hernandez-Nicaise,

1974;Tamm andTamm,

are thought to function as
(see

Tamm and Tamm,

1

1991), and
chemo- and mechanoreceptors

99

1

).

In closed mouths, the actin

pegs project into the vacuolar intercellular spaces between

apposed

The cells bearing actin pegs and
synapse directly onto underlying longi-

epithelial layers.

onion-root

cilia

tudinal muscle fibers, suggesting a pathway for sensory
control of stomodaeal muscles in response to food (see
also below).

Glandular

cells are

abundant throughout the stomo-

daeal epithelium, including the adhesive strips. Large
membrane-bound secretory droplets are packed into oval

groups,

B

many

of which are larger than the

cell

nucleus.

The

secretory granules contain finely granular material,
or coalesce and appear electron-lucent with coarse dense
Toluidine blue-stained longitudinal thick sections (0.5

Figure 4.

^m)

through a closed mouth of Beroe sp. A, Survey view, lip edges at left.
The stomodaeal walls are joined together by paired strips (here cut trans-

ma-

versely) of thickened epitheha (arrowheads) located aboral to the
crociliary fields (M). S.

ened joined

Stomodaeum.

epithelial strips.

Apposing

B,
cell

Higher magnification of thicksurfaces

make numerous

contacts interrupted by vacuolar spaces. Scale bar. A,

lOO^m;

B,

close

17^m.

deposits and

fibrils.

spumous gland

cells

These gland cells are similar to the
described in the epidermis of various

ctenophores by Hernandez-Nicaise and colleagues (Hernandez-Nicaise, 1991).
The adherent epithelial layers are structurally identical

and have a mirror-image symmetry about the plane of
apposition. This suggests that each epithelial strip of the
pair makes an equal contribution to adhesion, and that

and wispy filaments that
run parallel to the membrane. These close appositions are
found almost exclusively between plasma membranes of
are coated with dense material

adhesive

cells,

being rare or absent

between

cells

within

both surfaces are necessary for adhesion. In fact, the epithelial strip of an excised lip segment will adhere to an

unmodified region of the stomodeal wall, but such heterophilic attachments are weaker than adhesion between

two

either epithelial layer.

lips.

The

regions of close apposition alternate with widely
separated, vacuolar spaces between the epithelial surfaces
(Fig. 5).

The plasma membranes

in the

widely spaced

Mouth opening

re-

We

gions do not bear dense cytoplasmic coats, and so are
readily distinguishable from closely apposed membranes.

The widely spaced
spond

regions seen in sections

to the edges or rims of the

uoles, seen

by

DIG on

round

may

corre-

vesicles or vac-

the surfaces of adhesive strips pulled

apart by forceps (Fig. 3).
Numerous thin muscle fibers run parallel to one another
between the basal ends of the adhesive cells next to the

mesoglea

(Fig. 5).

direction of the

These muscles extend

body

in the longitudinal

for long distances

under the entire

stomodaeal epithelium, and are not restricted to the ad-

Neuromuscular junctions are

common and

characteristic presynaptic triad

structure of

hesive strips.

show the

ctenophore synapses described by Hernandez-Nicaise
(1973).

investigated

how Beroe

separates

its

stomodaeal

adhesive strips to open its mouth so widely and rapidly
upon contact with food. Egg white pipetted onto the closed
mouth of a Beroe pinned in seawater first triggers a series

of

brief, local

muscular contractions of the

lips

perpen-

dicular to the adhesive seal. These muscular twitches occur

various locations along the mouth edge, until one contraction pulls apart the adhesive strips at that site (Fig.
at

7A, B). The strips then rapidly peel apart from this point
by coordinated muscular activity of the lips, leading to
opening of the entire mouth (Fig. 7C-E). Without repeated
stimulation, the mouth slowly relaxes and closes. Similar
responses to egg white were observed in dissected oral
ends. MgCli-relaxed animals cannot open their mouths
due to inhibition of muscular and nervous activity.
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Survey electron micrograph of adherent epithelial layers in a closed mouth ot Bcnicsp. The
Figure 5.
zone of adhesion runs diagonally from lower left to upper right (arrows), and consists of numerous close
appositions of the cell surfaces alternating with vacuolar intercellular spaces (s). The plasma membranes
have a cytoplasmic coat and appear darker at the contact regions (see Fig. 6). Thin longitudinal muscle
fibers (1m) abutting the

mesoglea are cut transversely. X9300.
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Using transverse segments of the body of MgCN-relaxed
we found that the flattened stomodaeal walls

B. forskali,

are joined by paired macrocilium-free ridges that run longitudinally down the midline of the stomodaeum, effectively dividing the

stomodaeal cavity into two

lateral

pockets (Fig. 9). These adhesive strips begin near the lip
2
edge and extend /3-V4 the length of the stomodaeal cavity
(Figs. 8, 10).

Pulling the flattened sides of the stomodaeum apart
with forceps shows that the paired longitudinal ridges of
B. forskali possess adhesive and tensile properties similar
to those of the circumoral adhesive strips of B. sp. In

addition, light and electron microscopy reveals no morphological differences between the adhesive strips of B.
forskali

how

vs.

B. sp.

We have not

B. forskali or B. mitrata

yet

made

open

their

observations on

mouths

to feed.

In B. mitrata, the macrociliary field covers the entire

stomodaeal cavity, except for two bare
zones that extend longitudinally and medially through
the macrociliary fields on either wall of the stomodaeum.
oral half of the

Although we have no data at present to show that these
macrocilium-free zones are adhesive and keep the wide
mouth closed, their location suggests that they do so in a

manner

similar to the longitudinal adhesive strips of B.

forskali.

Discussion

Our
mouth

how

curiosity about

a

swimming Beroe keeps

its

shut led to the discovery of a novel, reversible type
found that the stomodaeum is fasof tissue adhesion.

We

tened together by a matched pair of apposed epithelial
strips. The remarkable, and obviously necessary feature
of this tissue adhesion

bonding

is

to ingest prey,

B
Figure 6.

Appositions of plasma membranes of adherent stomodaeal
mouth of Bcnwsp. Although folded, the apposed

plasma membranes run
distance of about 15

terial.

and

is

functional reversibility: tissue

when Beroe opens

its

mouth

readily reformed after feeding.

Mechanism of adhesion

epithelial cells in a closed

space.

is its

rapidly broken

parallel to

mm. Note

each other and are separated by a

floculent material in the intercellular

The cytoplasmic side of the membranes
A. X 108,400; B, X93,400.

is

coated with dense ma-

The

reversible appositions of stomodaeal adhesive cells
Beroe are similar in several respects to the transient
adhesions formed between moving cells in embryos and
in

in culture (Trinkaus, 1984). In

membranes
tated, (2)

Second pattern of month adhesion:
B. forskali

and

B. mitnita differ

broad areas,
B. forskali

and

from other beroids

that they possess considerably larger macrocilia;

in

more

importantly for this study, their macrocilia are not restricted to a band around the inside of the lips, but cover

stomodaeal cavity. In B. forskali, the
macrociliary field comprises longitudinal stripes that extend almost half the length of the stomodaeum (Figs.
a large area of the

8, 10).

(4)

typically

conform

( 1 )

both cases, apposed plasma

are highly folded

to each other

(3) are separated

show no obvious

them. These features are

and run

and

interdigi-

parallel over

by a distance of 10-20 nm,
between

structural continuity

in

marked

contrast to the stan-

dard types of structurally differentiated localized contacts
found between cells, such as tight junctions, gap junctions,

desmosomes,

etc.

cell membranes of Beroe adhesive
and moving cells in embryos and culture are not
structurally bound to one another, "bonds between the
cell surfaces in such appositions would be more readily

Because the apposed

cells
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Surface

Figure 8.

at the oral

end of one of the two stomodaeal walls

of B. forska/i (darkheld). The curved lip edge is at the top of the figure.
Macrocilia appear brighter and extend downward from the lip edge as
tapering longitudinal stripes

(s).

The adhesive

strip

runs longitudinally

along the midline of the stomodaeal wall (arrowheads). Scale bar. 2.3

mm.

made and broken and remade

again than in junctions"

(Trinkaus, 1984, p 171). These cell-cell appositions in fibroblasts are believed to be "a prime candidate for the

kind of adhesion that moving cells require" (Trinkaus,
984, p 7 ). Similarly, such appositions would seem well1

1

1

designed for the reversible type of tissue adhesion required
to seal Berne's mouth.

The physical or chemical mechanisms of such cell-cell
adhesions are not well understood in any system (Trinmechanisms range from non-spemolecular attraction, such as London-van der Waals
forces (Nachtigall, 1974; Trinkaus, 1984), to chemical
kaus, 1984). Suggested
cific

bonding by molecular "glues" or

specific cell

adhesion

molecules (Takeichi, 1990, 1991; Edelman and Crossin,
1991).

Month opening and possible

regulation of tissue

adhesion

Using egg-white as a feeding stimulus to induce mouth
opening, we found that the mouth does not open all at
once, as assumed previously (Tamm, 1982), but is peeled
apart starting at a site of vigorous muscular tension on

7.
Mouth opening of Berne sp. induced by egg white (viewed
muscular twitches pull the left sides of both lips away
Local
A.
orally).
from the adhesion zone (line inside the lips). B. Muscular tension separates

Figure

and pulls open the lips on the left side of the
mouth. C, Continued muscular activity peels apart the adhesive seal
from left to right (2 s later). D, Peeling apart of the adhesion zone and

the adhesive zone (arrow)

opening of the mouth has almost reached the right side (3.5 s later). E,
The mouth is fully open and gaping (6.5 s later). 3X natural size. Tracings
of video fields from monitor.
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Stomodaeal walls of Beroe forskali are attached by paired longitudinal adhesive strips. A, The
Figure 9.
stomodaeal cavity of a transversely cut body segment is viewed along the oral-aboral axis from inside the
animal. The stomodaeal walls on the left side have been cut and pulled apart (white arrows) to show the
adhesive strips (s) running longitudinally on each wall. The strips are still joined like a spot weld at the
arrowhead. The right side of the stomodaeum remains closed. B, Frontal view of a dissected mouth being
pulled open with forceps. The middle of the mouth remains fastened by the longitudinal adhesive strips that
divide the stomodaeal cavity into two lateral pockets. Scale bar:
mm.
1

the

lips.

Because peeling apart of two adherent surfaces
much smaller force, applied over a longer time,

requires a

than pulling them apart
1988), this

method

is

all at

once (Steinberg, 1964; Vogel,
reduce the amount of mus-

likely to

cular tension required to separate the stomodaeal adhesive
strips

of Beroe.

Mouth opening may

also require concomitant
adhesive properties of the epithelial cells
themselves. The presence of synaptic contacts on the

changes

adhesive

in the

cells suggests that these cells

make some kind

of neuronally triggered effector response. Such responses
may involve changes in the cortical cytoskeleton or cell
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bepatterns are believed to reflect differences in feeding
havior and prey type (Tamm and Tamm, 1990). In B. sp.

and most other species, macrocilia are relatively small
and are restricted to a narrow band around the margin
of the lips. The adhesive strips in B. sp. also run around
macrocilia.
lips, just inside the band of
In contrast, B. forskali and B. mitrata have larger macrocilia that cover a much greater area of the stomodaeal

the

The adhesive strips in B. forskali run longitudinally
midline of the stomodaeum, between the stripes
the
along
of macrocilia. The mutually perpendicular orientation of

cavity.

stomodaeal adhesive

strips in

B

sp.

and

B. forskali

is

probably due to the different arrangements of macrocilia
in the two species, because adhesion between the stomodaeal walls seems to require macrocilium-free zones

We

therefore predict that the paired macrocilium-free zones that run longitudinally through the wide

of contact.

macrociliary fields of B. mitrata are also adhesive

Diagram of mutually perpendicular orientations of stoFigure 10.
modaeal adhesive strips (as. black bars) in Bcroe sp. (A) vs. B forskali
is shown. Ma(B). The inside of one wall of the flattened stomodaeum
indicated by stipple.

crociliary fields are

The number of

longitudinal

macrociliary stripes in B forskali (B) is reduced for clarity (see Fig. 8),
and the relative width of the adhesive strips in both animals is exaggerated.

Oral ends face down.

Mouth

closure in other beroids

Do all
mouths

beroids use epithelial adhesive strips to keep their
closed? Our preliminary observations on B. cu-

cumis from Monterey Bay, California, suggest that this is
not the case. B. cncwnis differs from B. sp., B. forskali,

and

B. mitrata in several respects:

compressed
surface that modify the adhesive properties of the epithelial strips.
If so,

require cellular de-adhesion

processes as well as muscular activity.

Mouth opening

is

How

might

this

be

triggered by contact of prey

with sensory receptors on the lips. The presumed receptor
cells bear actin pegs and onion-root cilia, and make synnet (Hernandezaptic contacts onto neurites of the nerve
Nicaise, 1974;
is

connected to

of the adhesive

Tamm

and Tamm, 1991). If this pathway
muscles acting on the lips and also to cells

strips,

then food stimuli could signal both

apart as well as
de-adhesion of the epithelial cells themselves.
The gradual closure of the mouth after food-induced
or experimentally forced opening does not require muscular activity. The voluminous extracellular matrix, or

muscular contractions that pull the

lips

mesoglea, of ctenophores consists of a ground substance
containing muscle fibers and other cells, as well as a feltlike

meshwork of collagenous

microfibrils linked to gly-

coproteins (Franc, 1985). Passive return of this fibrillar
matrix to the resting state, following stress-evoked defor-

mation,

may be

responsible for restoration of normal body
and adhesion of the epithelial

shape that allows contact
strips

on the two

sides of the

stomodaeum.

Patterns ofstomodaeal adhesive strips

Beroids can be divided into two main groups based on
differences in macrociliary size

and

distribution; these

and

it

is

in the tentacular plane, but

in cross-section.

thicker

mouth opening may

controlled?

strips.

B

A

not appreciably
round or oval

is

Moreover, the body wall

firmer,

and the mouth

is

is

markedly

considerably smaller

than those of the species described in this report. B. cucitmis swims with its mouth closed or slightly ajar, but
we have found by direct observation and dissection of
living

nor the stomodaeal
manner.
any
opening and the relatively

animals that neither the

walls are fastened together in

lips

Evidently, the small oral
body wall of B. cucumis provide sufficient re-

thick, rigid

normal body shape during forward
swimming without the necessity of mouth closure mechanisms. Other beroids with a similar body plan (i.e.. B.

sistance to maintain

ovata) are likely to use the

same

strategy.

Significance ofstomodaeal adhesion

At the moderate Reynolds number of a swimming Beroe. the streamlined body shape should be effective in
with
reducing drag (Vogel, 1981). In thin-walled beroids
renot
does
closure
mouth
adhesive
stomodaeal
strips,
adhesion
or
neural
muscular
activity. Epithelial
quire
therefore seems to be a useful

method

for closing the

body of an active gelatinous
of
its time swimming mouth
most
that
spends
predator
forward in search of prey. Beroe also appears to use an
efficient method to open its mouth, because peeling apart

mouth and streamlining

the

the adhesive strips should require a smaller applied force

MOUTH CLOSURE
than pulling them apart

all

at

once (Steinberg, 1964; Vogel,
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P. Madin, and N. R. Swanberg. 1978.
On the
and distribution of oceanic ctenophores. Deep-Sea

Harbison, G. R.,

I..

natural history

1988).

From a comparative viewpoint, it is interesting that
many hydrozoan polyps (but not other classes ofCnidaria)
lack a permanent mouth; a mouth is created by muscular
stretching and rupturing of the

tissue in the oral region

(Campbell, 1987). Breaching of the epithelia involves
breaking of intercellular attachments (septate junctions).
Berne's adhesive strips allow effective joining of the stomodaeal epithelium without obliterating the mouth, and

muscular contractions are required to open it. In the simplest to the most complex metazoans, then, mouth opening is usually a motile process, but only in the most primitive cases does the mouth completely disappear when

Res 25: 233-256.

The nervous system of ctenophores.
Hernandez-Nicaise, M.-L. 1973.
III. Ultrastructure of synapses. / Neitrocytol. 2: 249-263.
Hernandez-Nicaise, M.-L. 1974.

motor neuron

Westfall, eds. Wiley-Liss,

Beroe share
functional
with
and
reversible
properties
many
adhesions formed between moving cells in embryos and
tissue culture. The ctenophore system may provide unique
experimental advantages for studying the mechanisms and
cellular control of dynamic adhesions between cells and
Finally, the epithelial adhesive strips of

structural

tissues.

We

Aquarium, CA, and Friday Harbor, WA, respectively.
Andrew Maselli devised the egg white method for inducing
feeding responses of Beroe, as part of his research project
in the
Physiology Course. Dorothy Hahn once
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The

Abstract.

ultrastructure of the radial

neuromuscular

phisticated behavioral repertoire of

lying crumpling behavior

cnidarian spe-

cies (see

all species of hydromedusae exhibit presame behaviors, recognizable individual components, such as swimming, feeding (pointing), crumpling,
turning, righting, and tentacle posture have been defined
(Hyman, 1940; Mackie, 1975; Mackie and Singla, 1975).
The morphological substrate involved in these behaviors

Although not

the folding of the margin into

the subumbrellar cavity by radial muscle contraction. These

cisely the

smooth muscle bands
and extend over the
subumbrellar surface to the margin, along the radii. Axons
are present in the radial system and attain appreciable dencontractions are produced by the four
that run the length of the peduncle

sity at the

many

Donaldson et al., 1980; Roberts and Mackie,
1980; Mackie and Meech, 1985).

system of the trachymedusa Liriope tetraphylla was examined to determine the morphological substrate under-

base of insertion of the peduncle; contact between

in different species, are not necessarily the

same. For ex-

nerve net and the inner nerve ring may occur
at the margin. Gap junctions were not encountered within

ample, crumpling a protective response involving contraction of the radial musculature and infolding of the

the ectodermal radial system. These various observations
are discussed with respect to the control of crumpling in

of at

this radial

this

margin into the subumbrellar cavity

and other species of hydromedusae.

least three

pathways:

( 1 )

is

effected

through an entirely

by one

epithelial

conduction), whereby excitation
of the exumbrella into the
from
the
ectoderm
spreads
endoderm, at the margin, and then to the effectors of the

pathway

Introduction

(epithelial

response (Mackie, 1975); (2) through the involvement of
neurons, which presumably act as an intermediate link

Structural differences apparent in the anatomy of the
central nervous system of related species are often associated in a causal way with manifested behavioral differ-

epithelial conduction and radial muscle activa(Mackie and Passano, 1968; Spencer, 1975; King and
Spencer, 1981); or (3) by a pathway composed entirely of

between
tion

ences.

The Cnidaria

are

among

the

first

metazoans to possess

subepithelial networks of bipolar or multipolar neurons,

neurons (von Carolsfeld, 1976).
In most hydromedusae so far investigated, the

which exhibit chemical or electrical synapses. In certain
taxa, these elements are concentrated into well-defined

the exumbrellar epithelium to propagate action potentials
(epithelial conduction) has been attributed to the presence

tracts

or ganglion-like structures (see Passano, 1982;
Spencer and Schwab, 1982. for reviews and references).

of gap junctions, which are abundant in their tissues (Mackie,

The cnidarian nervous system may be considered
structurally simple, but that does not necessarily mean

1980; Spencer and Satterlie, 1980; Westfall

identifiable neural elements.

that

it

is

Members of all classes

possess

1975; Laat

Dunlaptf

et ai,

a/.,

1980;

ability

of

McDowall and Grimmelikhuijzen,
et at..

1980;

1987;Frazerrtfl/.. 1987).

Liriope tetraphylla Chamisso and Eysenhardt, 1821, is
most conspicuous behavior of which

functionally simple, particularly given the so-

a trachymedusa, the
is

Received 14 September 1990; accepted 25 September 1991.
Present address: Departamento de Biologia, FFCL-RP. Universidade

de Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto. 14049 SP,

swimming. This occurs

as irregular bursts of pulsations

interrupted by periods of quiescence (Scemes and Freitas,
1989). Its other distinct behaviors are pointing and crum-

*

Brasil.
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pling. Pointing is produced by asymmetrical contractions
of the radial muscles, and occurs frequently, even in the

absence of a food stimulus. Crumpling is produced by
simultaneous contraction of the four radial muscle bands

and of the muscles

in the peduncle,

and

is

only infre-

to induce

crumpling through
quently observed. Attempts
mechanical or electrical stimulation of the exumbrellar
epithelium have not been successful (Scemes and Mendes.
1986, 1988; Scemes and Freitas, 1989), suggesting that L.
tetraphylla lacks epithelial conduction, at least within the

ectoderm (Scemes and Mendes, 1986; Scemes and Freitas,
1989). However, when this jellyfish is exposed to cholinergic agents, crumpling behavior does occur (Scemes and
Mendes, 1986, 1988), and the involvement of a neuronal

pathway in the crumpling behavior of L. tetraphylla thus
has been surmised.
In the present paper, we describe the fine structure of
the radial neuromuscular system of Liriope tetraphylla
and provide ultrastructural support for the existence of

the putative neuronal pathway involved in the control of

crumpling behavior in

this species.

Materials and Methods

Specimens of Liriope tetraphylla were collected by
plankton net from the Sao Sebastiao Channel, Sao Paulo
State, Brazil.

The

jellyfish

were anesthetized with

mAf MgCl : Body

artificial

seawater

was dissected in
ice-cold fixative under a stereomicroscope, and fragments
of the radial system were immersed (for 2.5 h at 4C) in
a primary fixative containing 0.25 A/ glutaraldehyde and
sodium
0.
paraformaldehyde, buffered with 0.2

containing 200

1

.

tissue

M

M

cacodylate, in diluted artificial seawater (Pantin, 1948).
The fragments were washed three times, for 5 min each,
in 0.2

M cacodylate-buffered
0.2 M cacodylate-buffered

fixed in

taining

seawater and postartificial seawater con-

artificial

1% osmium

tetroxide. After dehydration in a series

1.

Figure

(A) Schematic transection through the body wall of the

trachymedusa Liriope tetraphylla showing the disposition of the radial
neuromuscular system and radial canals. (B) Detail of insertion of the
peduncle into the suhumbrella, showing radial smooth muscles, radial
canal, and network of ectodermal neurons. (C) Detail of radial smooth
muscles and folded, striated swimming muscles

of cold graded ethanols, the material was passed through
propylene oxide, infiltrated overnight in a propylene oxide-Araldite mixture (1:1). and embedded in Araldite.
Thick sections (0.5 ^m) were stained with equal parts

(dm), ectoderm

of 1% methylene blue and 1% toluidine blue in 1%
aqueous borax and analyzed and photographed with a

and (C) =

Zeiss photomicroscope. Silver-gold, thin sections (50-80
nm) were contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate

and were examined in a JEOL 100C electron microscope
at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
Results

Micro-anatomy of the neuromuscular system o/Liriope
tetraphylla

The anatomy of Liriope tetraphylla is summarized in
Figure 1. The neuromuscular system of the subumbrellar
surface consists of a radial system and a circular system.
The radial muscular system is composed of four muscle

at the

margin showing

the relationship of the various structures to the mesoglea. inner and
outer nerve rings, and circular canal. Circular canal (cc), dense mesoglea
(ec),

(fm), folded, striated
(inr),

manubrium

(re), radial

umbrella

endoderm (en), exumbrella (ex), fibrous mesoglea
swimming muscle (fsm), gonad (g), inner nerve ring

(m). outer nerve ring (onr), peduncle

ectodermal neurons

(su), tentacles (t),

0.5

(rn). radial

and velum

(v).

(p). radial

smooth muscle
Scale bar: (A) =

canal

(rsm), sub0.5

cm, (B)

mm.

bands. These run from the mouth, along the manubrium
and peduncle, out over the subumbrellar surface, where
they overlie the radial canals, to the margin.
In the manubrium (0.33
diameter) (Fig. 2), the
four ectodermal muscle bands, which in cross section

mm

measure 24 nm high by 100 nm wide, are diametrically
opposed and occupy almost the entire manubrium
wall. The endoderm is reduced to a single cell layer in
these regions, but thickens considerably in the areas
between adjacent muscle bands. At the insertion of

the peduncle into the subumbrella, the four muscle
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Figure

endoderm

2.

Light micrograph of a transverse section through the manubrium showing ectoderm (ec).
= 50 pm.
mesoglea (m), and four hands of ectodermal smooth muscle cells (*). Scale bar

(en),

Figure 3.
Light micrograph of a transverse section through the radial system at the margin showing
ectodermal, radial smooth muscle cells (rsm), striated swimming muscle cells (sm), inner nerve ring (ir),
outer nerve ring(or), dense mesoglea (dm), fibrous mesoglea (fm), exumbrella (ex), subumbrella (su), velum
= 30 jim.
(v), and ectodermal (ec) and endodermal cells (en). Scale bar

hands surround the peduncle, subsequently diverging
to follow each of the four radial canals out to the

um-

brella margin.

The

circular

neuromuscular system consists of the
muscle layer which lines the subum-

striated, circular

Figure 4.
the

and the inner and outer nerve rings
the margin. The striated muscle layer exhibits extensive infolding where it meets the radial neubrellar surface,

which

lie at

romuscular system, from which
mesoglea (Fig. 3).

it

is

separated by the

Electron micrograph of a transverse section through the ectodermal smooth muscle layer in
filamentous mesoglea (m) and areas of desmosomal contact (d) between adjacent

manubnum. The

=
pm.
myofibrils are visible. Scale bar
Area of synaptic contact (s) between two ectodermal neurons in the peduncle, showing a dense
Figure 5.
1

cored vesicle (dv) and a mitochondrion (m). Scale bar = 300 nm.
Transverse section of a neuron (n) juxtaposed to ectodermal smooth muscle
Figure 6.
bar

=

0.8 MTI. Insert: clear vesicles from ectodermal neuron. Scale bar = 140

nm.

cell

(m). Scale
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Endodermal myoepithelial cells showing myofilaments (f), vesicles (v) and the filamentous
pm.
Endoderma! myoepithelial cell showing extensive myofilament bundles (f). areas of rough (er)
Figure 8.
and smooth (ser) endoplasmic reticulum, ribosomes (r) and a Golgi body (d). Scale bar =
nm.
Figure

7.

=
mesoglea (m). Scale bar

1

1

Umbrella margin showing part of an ectodermal smooth muscle cell (ec), striated swimming
Figure 9.
muscle (sm), mesoglea (m), and radial neurons (n). Scale bar = 1.5 ^m.
Dense, anlamcntous mesoglea (m) separating the endodermal cell layer (en) from the swimming
Figure 10.
muscles (sm). Scale bar = 1.5 pm. Insert: gap junction between adjacent endodermal cells. Scale bar = 50

nm.
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Three types of muscle

cells are

found

in the

manubrium

and peduncle: two are located within the ectoderm, the
third

is

restricted to the

endoderm.

The predominant muscle type in the ectodermal muscle
bands is a smooth muscle cell that measures 2 to 4 ^m
These
by at least 10 to 20 ^m in length (Fig. 2).
and
structures
desmosome-like
are connected by

in width
cells

and neurons of the radial
neuromuscular system of the manubrium and peduncle
connect the manulie parallel to the radial canals that
Neuromuscular synbrium to the circular canal (Fig.

The smooth muscle

Ultrastnicture

form a well developed layer (Fig. 4), the basal surface of
which interdigitates extensively with the mesoglea. Their
axis
myofilaments are oriented parallel to the longitudinal
and
of the manubrium
peduncle.
Axons, 0.4 to 1.5 nm in diameter, containing either
dense cored vesicles of approximately 140 nm diameter

or clear vesicles of about 200 nm diameter (Fig.
the muscle cells. While these
6), are interspersed between
found
axons are
throughout the manubrium and pedun-

(Fig. 5)

are parpresumably forming a diffuse nerve net, they
which
around
the
of
base
the
at
dense
peduncle
ticularly
interstructure.
a
Although
form
to
ring-like
they appear

cle,

neuneuronal, chemical synapses (Fig. 5) are common,
romuscular synapses were never observed between the

neurons and smooth muscle cells.
The second type of ectodermal muscle

cells

1 ).

the radial system, but their
apses were not observed within
for
existence cannot be refuted. No evidence was found
muscle
cells,
or
neurons
gap junctions, between either

within the entire radial pathway. Where the radial and
a fibrous
circular muscles overlap, they are separated by
layer,

and the underlying,

striated circular

Axon

is

profiles are very

heavily infolded (Figs. 3, 9, 10).
evident in the fibrous layer that separates the two muscle
with the muscle,
types (Fig. 9), and these axons, together
nerve ring at
inner
the
come into close proximity with

the margin.

These ectodermal layers are separated from the endoderm by a layer of electron-dense mesoglea that apparently
lacks filaments (Figs. 3. 10). Many gap junction-like
of 3 nm), and areas exhibiting an interstructures
(gap

width (10 nm), were observed be-

cellular space of fixed

tween the endodermal
The striated muscle

cells (Fig. 10).
cell layer,

which covers the entire

subumbrellar surface of the bell, is innervated by neurons
are char). These contacts
of the inner nerve ring (Fig.
1

was encountered only infrequently. It is distributed from the
mouth throughout the manubrium and peduncle and is
cell

muscle

cleft

acterized by a synaptic

1

(15

nm)

that separates plas-

malemmae underlain by electron-dense plaques of finely
filamentous material and by the presence of spherical to

nm

characterized by a spheroidal aggregation of myofilaments
electron-lucent
(3.5-5 nm diameter) surrounded by an
cells lie close to the exThese

were not observed between the
junction-like structures

ternal surface of the ectoderm, their innermost surface

seen
tissue layer, they are far less frequent than those

of ectodermal
being apposed to the underlying layer
smooth muscle. The functional relevance of this cell type
ectodermal
is not clear, but they could be myoblasts, or

within the endodermal layer (Fig.

cytoplasm.

myoepithelial

smooth muscle cells undergoing lysis.
The endodermal myoepithelial cells are 1.3 ^m in diameter and at least 17 ^m long, and contain 6- to 8-nm

irregular, clear vesicles

striated

muscle

cells. If

of about 75

diameter.

Gap

such junctions do exist within this
10).

neurons within both the
Synaptic contacts between the
characterized
are
by a synaptic
nerve
outer
inner and
rings
of 20-23 nm and irregular to roughly spherical vesand about
icles. In the inner nerve ring, these are clear
nerve
outer
in
the
ring, the
in
diameter
nm
12);
90
(Fig.

cleft

dense cored and about 140 nm in diameter
were not observed within the
(Fig. 13). Gap junctions
nerve rings. In the inner nerve ring, single neurons were

diameter myofilaments that are oriented perpendicularly
to the long axis of the manubrium. These cells also contain
nm
clear vesicles and dense cored vesicles of about 160

vesicles are

diameter, mitochondria, smooth and rough endoplasmic

observed to make at least three neuro-neuronal synaptic
contacts of the chemical type, all at the same locus.

reticulum, ribosomes,

and Golgi complexes

(Figs. 7, 8).

This endodermal muscle layer is well developed in those
areas where the four ectodermal muscle bands do not
endodermal
predominate (Fig. 2). The existence of an

axon proquestionable, because any putative
endothese
of
may, in fact, represent transections

nerve net
files

is

dermal myoepithelial

cells.

Synaptic contact
Figure 11.
= 300 nm.
surface. Scale bar

(s)

between neuron

Discussion
inCrumpling behavior was originally defined as the
and
folding of the margin into the subumbrellar cavity
the subsequent cessation of swimming activity (Hyman,

(n)

and

striated

muscle

cell

(sm) from subumbrellar

neurons from the inner nerve ring showing irregular clear
Synaptic contact (s) between two
=
nm.
200
vesicles (cv). Scale bar
neurons from the outer nerve ring showing dense cored vesicles
Synaptic contact between two
Figure 13.
=
nm.
100
(). Scale bar
Figure 12.
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1940). In the species so far investigated, the
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main

effectors

of this behavior are the radial muscle systems of the peduncle and subumbrella and the longitudinal muscles of
the tentacles. That the same effectors of crumpling act in

J.

C.

McNAMARA

chanical stimulation of the tentacles; this behavior

is

en-

dependent on the integrity of the margin, where
neuronal elements are present, and is prevented by high

tirely

suggested by the high degree of devel-

concentrations of magnesium.
Further, the olindiad Gonionemus vertens does not

opment of the longitudinal, ectodermal muscle bands of
the manubrium and peduncle and the radial muscle bands

possess an excitable exumbrella and does not crumple,
yet gap junctions are common in its exumbrellar epithe-

on the subumbrella.

lium, subumbrellar lamella, and

L. tetraphylla

is

in

Crumpling

hydromedusae appears

to be coordinated

pathways: one entirely dependent on epby
ithelial conduction, one that employs both epithelial and
neuronal substrates, and the third, an entirely neuronal
at least three

pathway.

The purely epithelial pathway has been proposed for
Stomotoca atra (Mackie, 1975). In this species, electrical
stimulation of the exumbrella evokes action potentials
that radiate over the exumbrella ectoderm and spread by
way of the endodermal lamella to the subumbrella, where

endoderm of the

radial

much as is found in other
epiconduction has been described (von Carolsfeld,
1976). Clearly, causal relationships between either the
presence of an excitable epithelium and the manifestation
species in

canals,

which

thelial

of crumpling behavior, or the presence of gap junctions
and excitability, cannot always be established.
In L. tetraphylla, the only specialized intercellular contacts

observed between the radial muscle

cells

were des-

mosomes (Fig. 4); gap junctions are apparently absent.
This observation suggests that excitation of these muscles

they elicit contraction of the radial muscles. Stimulation
of the exumbrella also directly inhibits the animal's

achieved exclusively by way of chemical synapses, although the possibility of limited electrical coupling

swimming rhythm. Significantly, gap junctions with a gap
space of 3 to 4 nm, have been found within the exumbrella

through very small gap junctions cannot be excluded. The
absence of identified neuromuscular synapses is problematic, but the abundance of neuronal profiles with either

epithelium of

Crumpling

atra (Mackie

5.

in S. atra

and

Singla, 1975).

can also be induced by extracts

of

the predatory hydromedusa Aequorea aequorea
(Schwab, 1977). But the response so evoked differs from
that elicited by electrical or mechanical stimulation, in
that the exumbrella

ectoderm

is

not involved, and tetanic

contractions of the peduncle are absent. These differences

is

clear or dense cored vesicles suggests that such synapses

must be present.
Epithelial conduction

in the exumbrellar epithelium is
in
the crumpling response of L.
involved
probably not
neither
electrical nor mechanical
because
tetraphylla.
induces radial muscle conof
the
exumbrella
stimulation

imply that crumpling in this species can be achieved by
at least two pathways, one of which remains unknown.
In contrast, crumpling in Sarsia tubulosa (Mackie and

traction (Scemes, 1985;

Passano,

pled,

1975),

1968),

and

Proboscidactyla flavicirrata (Spencer,

Polynrcliis penicillatus

(King and Spencer,

1981) involves neuronal elements that are thought to provide an intermediate link between epithelial conduction
(sensory element) and radial muscle contraction (effector).
Specifically, the absence of temporal correlation between

muscle potentials and endodermal pulses in Polyorc/iis penicillatus. prompted King and Spencer ( 98 1 ) to
radial

1

propose that epithelial pulses do not excite the radial
muscles directly, but rather do so by way of the inner or
outer nerve

rings. In P. penicillatus, cells in the radial

muscle bands, which are organized

in the

same way

as

those described here for L. tetraphylla. are connected laterally by desmosomes. Gap junctions are also present but
rare (Spencer,

1979). While

direct

communication

be-

tween the ectodermal epithelium and neurons might occur
at the margin, specialized junctions have not been encountered (Spencer, 1979).
Conversely, the olindiad Epiretnuis typusdoes not posan excitable exumbrella or endodermal lamella (von

sess

Carolsfeld, 1976),

and

electrical or

mechanical stimulation

of these structures does not result in muscle contraction.

Crumpling, however, can be triggered by

electrical or

me-

Scemes and

Freitas, 1989). Fur-

thermore, although the endodermal cells are connected
by gap junctions, and so are presumably electrically cou-

any action potentials generated in this layer would
be prevented from spreading to the ectodermal muscles
and nerves by the presence of the dense mesoglea that
separates the tissue layers.
bridges

(f/.,

Mackie and

Transmesogleal, epithelial
Singla, 1975; Spencer, 1979) were

not encountered. In general, gap junction-like structures
were observed only in the endodermal cell layer and were
not found between muscle and nerve cells. Symmetrical
contraction of the radial muscles and retraction of the

and manubrium (i.e.. crumpling) can, however,
be induced in L. tetraphylla pharmacologically. Application of muscarinic antagonists (atropine) and nicotinic
agonists (nicotine) to whole animal preparations induces
tentacles

the crumpling response (Scemes and Mendes, 1986, 1988),
and under these conditions, with or without mechanical

stimulation, exumbrellar potentials are not observable

(Scemes, unpub. data).
As noted above, the exumbrellar epithelium in Polyorchis penicillatus has a sensory function, furnishing inputs
to the neural elements that trigger the contraction of the

crumpling effectors. Given that stimulation of the exumbrella elicits partial crumpling, while stimulation of
the margin leads to a

full

crumpling response. King and
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Spencer (1981) proposed that radial muscle contraction
is achieved either through the nerve rings

in P. penicillatits

(the marginal

pathway) or through the radial nerves in

the peduncle (the apical pathway).

The marginal pathway,

particularly the inner nerve ring,

probably involved in the crumpling behavior of L. tetraphylla, based on both morphological and physiological
observations. The radial nerves and inner nerve ring are
is

in close proximity at the margin, providing for possible
interaction. Furthermore, electrophysiological studies

have shown that crumpling in L. tetraphylla is associated
initially with an increase in swimming activity and then,
as crumpling persists, by inhibition (Scemes and Freitas,
1989). Whether the interactions between the radial and
circular systems are uni- or bidirectional requires further
investigation.

The abundance of chemical synapses in both

nerve rings, and specifically the presence of polysynaptic
contacts within the inner nerve ring, suggest that highly

complex neuronal interactions are

possible.

An apical pathway, of the type suggested by King and
Spencer (1981) for Polyorchis penicillatus. may also be
present in L. tetraphylla, given the abundance of neurons
what may be a nerve ring at the base of the peduncle.
Such a nerve ring may serve to effect the synchronous
contraction of the four radial muscle bands that are necin

essary for crumpling.
Clearly, electrophysiological

studies are required to

mechanisms underlying crumpling behavior
hydromedusae, and to reveal how the various con-

elucidate the
in

ducting systems interact to modify observed behavioral
output. The data obtained here, for L. tetraphylla, suggest

by the nervous system through
chemical synapses, implying the existence of a functionally
complex nervous system despite the apparent morphological simplicity. Comparative studies will be valuable
that

crumpling

is

effected

in establishing the degree of participation of the epithelial

and neuronal elements involved in the behavioral repertoire of the Cnidaria, and will provide much needed
insight into the means by which different mechanisms
have evolved to bring about essentially similar behaviors.
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Immunohistochemistry of Diverging and Converging
Neurotransmitter Systems in Mollusks
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Abstract.

This series of studies was undertaken to com-

cidating the role of these agents in controlling the

pare the distribution of several transmitter-specific neuron
systems in the nervous systems of the marine mollusks,

ics

Aplysia californica and Pleurobranchaea californica. Several specimens of each of the major ganglia of both species

were sectioned

serially,

munohistochemically

The

Introduction

and each series was stained imone of the neuron systems.

Adaptive systems, whether they be chemical, cellular,
or organismal, are composed of many components that
must communicate with one another if the systems are

to reveal

present paper reports the results of stainings for
histamine, serotonin, gamma-aminobu-

to generate coherent responses.

acetylcholine,
tyric

acid

(GABA), vasoactive

intestinal

polypeptide

cholecystokinin (CCK), Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-NH 2
(FMRFamide), and small cardioactive peptide B (SCP B
).

all

the transmitter-specific sets of neurons examined,

relatively few neurons send diverging projections to large
areas of the neuropil in one or more ganglia. Moreover,
different transmitters converge onto similar areas, and

several transmitters evidently project

The nervous system

rep-

form of communication between cells
characterized by the anatomical connection of the neurons
with each other and with target cells. Communication
occurs in two forms: electrical potentials are propagated
along the neuronal membrane, and they are relayed to
recipient cells through chemical neurotransmission. Acresents a special

(VIP),

For

dynam-

of neuronal responses.

cording to the classical view, nonspecific electric signals
are prevented during conduction through mechanical

onto the same iden-

neuron. Many of these diverging and converging
projections are sufficiently extensive and overlapping that
they are unlikely to be specific for a particular motorpattern. The overall findings are consistent with our pre-

isolation

tified

by

glial cells,

and chemical

signalling

is

locally

limited at the synapse through rapid breakdown of the
transmitter substances. These arrangements allow indi-

vidual neurons to be connected specifically with other
neurons so that fixed circuits are formed. Many examples

vious neurophysiological data. These indicate that activity
does not necessarily arise through circuit-specific, iden-

show

connections. Instead, appropriate response patterns, often containing mixtures of several behaviors,

that simple reflexes are

cific circuits.

tifiable

produced by response-speHowever, recent evidence suggests that even

such as the Aplysia gill withnot necessarily be produced by stereotypically identified neurons (Leonard et al.. 1990). Furthermore, our analysis of molluscan feeding and other
relatively simple reflexes,

These findings are also consistent with recent reports from other
laboratories indicating that even light topical stimulation

drawal

generates highly distributed neural activity, and that the
responses of identifiable neurons are not constant. The

buccal-oral behaviors, and of the neuronal activity producing them, has suggested that such behaviors may not
be based on behavior-specific circuits (Cohan, 1980; Co-

emerge variably through

diffuse connections.

anatomical data presented here should be combined with
physiological experiments aimed at verifying the neurotransmitter action of the substances examined and elu-

reflex,

may

han and Mpitsos, 1983a, b; Mpitsos and Cohan. 1986a,
Mpitsos and Lukowiak, 1985).
More specifically, our findings on the Pleurobranchaea
buccal and cerebral ganglia indicate that the neurons prob;

Received 28 December 1990; accepted 25 September 1991.

ducing oral-buccal behaviors are multifunctional, so that
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the

same

shown

set

Our

haviors.

that

branchaea

of connections generates many different bephysiological and behavioral studies have

many

arise

mouth-related behaviors of Pleuro-

from a matrix of highly interconnected

485

operate through neurotransmitters by adjusting the bifurcation dynamics of the system, as shown in computer

membranes (Chay, 1985). Anbe to control the effects of noise

simulations of neuronal
other

mechanism may

neurons showing the following characteristics:
) extensive divergence occurs by which a single neuron connects
with many others; (2) convergence occurs by which many
neurons innervate the same neuron; (3) neurons feed back
to neurons that drive them; (4) motor neurons are coupled

(Burton and Mpitsos, 1991).
An understanding of the transmitter-specific connec-

one another; (5) and the most important feature may
be that the nervous activity and the corresponding be-

we have mapped classical
and putative neurotransmitter systems in the major ganglia of the sea slugs Aplysia californica and Pleurobranchaea californica. Special emphasis has been paid to the
buccal and cerebral ganglia, because they contain the
neurons responsible for feeding behavior, and many forms
of feeding behavior have been correlated with the activity
patterns of particular neurons (Mpitsos and Cohan, 1986b;
Mpitsos and Lukowiak, 1985). Although several transmitters have been mapped in these ganglia, most work
has been performed on whole-mounts and, to our knowledge, no systematic study on complete serial sections is
available. Furthermore, these ganglia have not been
mapped for such important transmitters as GABA and
ACh. Also, since most previous mapping studies have
dealt with one substance at a time, we have made an at-

(

1

to

haviors are variable, noisy and chaotic (Mpitsos and Cohan, 1986a; Mpitsos
itself,

el al,

1988a,

b). Variability

expresses

example, through the ability of neurons to draschange their temporal firing order [e.g.. Fig. 5 in

for

tically

(Mpitsos and Cohan, 1986b], or the ability of a characterized set of neurons to reorganize into coherent action
after a critically

important neuron that controls the pat-

terned activity has been functionally removed from the
16 B and C in (Mpitsos and Cohan,
Our simulation studies indicate that even random

circuit [e.g., Fig.

1986b].
noise may have a controlling role in the ability of animals
to learn or to generate activity patterns that are appropriate
for a given

environmental situation (Burton and Mpitsos,

1991).

The

basic issue, therefore, in such parallel, distributed

systems is to understand the implications of self-organizing
action of groups of neurons that emerges from the underlying converging and diverging connections, and the

such processes (Mpitsos, 1989; Burton
and Mpitsos. 1991). The traditional way to define neuroanatomical connectivity has largely been one based on
role of variability in

characterization of individual neurons. This

method has

been valuable in revealing hierarchically different forms
of neuronal activity. But it is bound to be incomplete
it only accounts for contributions by the identified
elements of the system. The possibility that the unidentified elements may or may not affect the system is, by

because

provides a necessary foundation for eluboth
the
cidating
emergence of cooperative activity in distributed neural networks and the generation and control
tivity, therefore,

of variability. Toward this end,

tempt to gather the pieces together to allow for comparisons. In the present paper we summarize the results obtained on eight transmitters or neuropeptides: acetylchohistamine,

line,

serotonin,

(GABA), vasoactive

gamma-aminobutyric acid

intestinal polypeptide (VIP), chole-

cystokinin (CCK), Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-NH 2
and small cardioactive peptide B (SCP B ).

(FMRFamide).

In the experiments summarized here, we have asked
whether the neurotransmitter-specific systems of each
ganglion are distributed with high selectivity or whether

they follow the same divergence and convergence strateobserved when these systems are examined

gies as those

for evidence

neurophysiologically. For most substances studied, our
observations are consistent with the latter possibility.

significant proportion, if not most,

accumulating that even simple reflexes may involve a
of the neurons in a

behavioral modulatory action of neurohumoral agents,

ganglion. Studies of Aplysia gill withdrawal movements
elicited by light tactile stimulation of the siphon skin in

and

definition, neglected. This
is

omission

is critical,

Aplysia show that 300 to 400 of the 1000 neurons present
in the ganglion

become

active (Zecevic et

a/.,

1989).

Moreover, as has also been observed
Pleurobranchaea,
neurons in Aplysia become active
in

different subsets of these

in response to successive stimulations

(Wu

et al..

1989).

By contrast, the identified neurons constitute only a small
fraction of the total neuron population (Kandel, 1979),
and detailed analyses of variability

in their responses are

neuronal responsiveness
view, controlled by a variety of mechanisms.
variability in

on invertebrates have demonstrated the neuro-

produce specific motor pattern changes
Marder, 1984, 1988; Weiss et al., 1986a, b; Dickenson and Marder, 1989; Rosen et al., 1989; Dickenson
their ability to

(e.g.,

The

extensiveness of the divergence and
our
experimental systems favors the notion
convergence
that the neurotransmitter systems collectively form anel a/..

1990).

in

other dimension of neurointegration, in addition to the
neurophysiological variables. Many transmitters may act
simultaneously, and the effect of a given substance depends on the context of all others present. This principle

has been demonstrated recently for three interacting neu-

presently lacking.

The

Studies

is,

in

our

One may

ropeptides in the rat hypothalamus (Albers et al.. 1991).
Much as behavior emerges from the melange of impinging
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sensations in whole animals, so

Antisera

of interacting neurohumors

Polyclonal histamine antiserum was obtained from Dr.
P. Panula (Department of Anatomy, University of Helsinki, Finland). Its specificity has been characterized in a

it may be that the effect
may emerge nonlinearly from

the aggregate dynamics rather than through the effects
arising from the experimentally enforced action of single

previous report (Panula et ai, 1988), and it has been
shown to stain the previously reported histaminergic cell
in both species studied (Soinila et ai, 1990). It was used

agents.

Materials and Methods

at a dilution of 1:10,000.

Experimental animals

and Pleuro-

The marine mollusks Aplysia californica
branchaea californica were obtained from Dr. R. Fay (Pacific Biomarine, Venice, California) and maintained in
an open seawater system held at 15C for Aplysia and
1
C for Pleurobranchaea. The animals were anaesthetized by injecting approximately 'A of body weight 0.3
1

M

MgG

into the

2

body

cavity.

The nervous system was

sected in seawater, the nerve roots were identified

preparation was pinned out

(Dow

Immunoreactivity was com-

pletely inhibited by preabsorption with

dis-

and the

in a dish coated with Sylgard

Corning).

jug/ml solution

1

of histamine-protein conjugate.
Polyclonal serotonin antiserum was raised in rabbits
to the
against serotonin-albumin conjugates according
method of Steinbusch et al. (1978). It was used in dilution

1:1.000

and

it

stained identifiable serotonergic neurons

in rat sympathetic ganglia, but
containing catecholamines or histamine (Rathouz and Kirk, 1988, Soinila et al.. 1990). Immunoreactivity was completely inhibited by preabsorption
with 10 Mg/ ml solution of serotonin-protein conjugate.

in

molluscan ganglia and

failed to stain cells

in rabbits
Polyclonal acetylcholine antiserum was raised

The antiserum
against choline-hemocyanin conjugates.
was used in dilution 1 :500, and it stained previously iden-

Histological sections

One of the following fixatives was used. For serotonin,
CCK, and VIP: Bouin's solution overnight at 4C. For
h at room
histamine and GABA: 4% carbodiimide for
1

temperature, followed by Bouin's solution overnight at

4C. For FMRFamide and SCPB: 0.5% p-benzoquinone
room temperature,

followed by Bouin's solution
For acetylcholine: Bouin's solution was
supplemented with 0. 1% glutaraldehyde overnight at 4C.
The specimens were rinsed and transferred into phosfor

1

h

at

overnight at 4C.

and in rat
brain and spinal cord. Immunoreactivity was inhibited
Mg/m' solution
by preabsorption of the antiserum with

tified cholinergic

neurons

in Aplysia ganglia

1

mA/ acetylchoof conincubation
line. Specificity was also checked by
raised
secutive sections with antiserum
against glutarylated

of choline-albumin conjugate or with 10

phate-buffered saline (PBS),

stain any neurons indicating
with
obtained
that the staining
acetylcholine antiserum
to
was not due
immunoglobulins directed against the carindication of specificity was obtained
Further
rier protein.

crose.

from dot blotting experiments

pH 7.6 containing 20% suThe ganglion was placed on a horizontal freezing

for Aplysia
plate so that the dorsal surface (caudal surface
the
and
showed
buccal ganglion)
left-right oriupwards

entation corresponded to that
tioning was adjusted

;/;

parallel

situ.

The plane of

sec-

to the freezing surface.

pm) were cut and placed on chromealum-gelatin-coated glass slides and rinsed in PBS containing 0.25% Triton X-100. The slides were incubated

Cryostat sections (16

with 10% normal swine serum for 20 min at room temperature, then with the primary antiserum diluted in PBS-

4C, and

finally with fluoresceinswine immunoor
rhodamine-(TRITC)-labeled
(FITC)-

Triton for 24 to 48 h at

globulins specific for rabbit IgG
diluted 1:100 in PBS-Triton for

(DAKO
1

h

F205 and R156)

room temperature.
humid chamber. Af-

at

were performed in a
ter rinsing in PBS, the sections were covered with glycerolPBS (50/50) and examined and photographed with a Zeiss
Universal microscope incorporating an HBO mercury
All incubations

lamp and

filter

maximum

blocks 487712 for

TRITC

546 nm, emission barrier

(excitation

> 590 nm) and

F1TC (excitation maximum 450-490 nm,
emission barrier > 520 nm).

487709

for

hemocyanin, which did not

in

which the antiserum

but not
readily recognized the choline-protein conjugate
other related conjugates.
antiserum was raised in rabbits
Polyclonal

GABA

was used in diagainst GABA-hemocyanin conjugates. It
lution 1 :500, and it stained known GABAergic structures
was confirmed in dot
which the antiserum recognized

in the rat cerebellum. Specificity

blotting experiments

in

GABA-protein conjugate but not the conjugates containIming glutamate, glutamine. aspartate, or beta-alanine.
munoreactivity was completely inhibited by preabsorption
with

1

/ig/ml

GABA-hemocyanin

solution.

Polyclonal antisera against VIP,

FMRFamide, and

CCK were purchased from Incstar (Stillwater,

Minnesota),
1:250-1:500 for VIP, and
1:500 for FMRFamide and CCK. Specificity of these antisera has been characterized by the manufacturer.

and they were used

in dilution

Monoclonal antiserum against SCPB was obtained
from the Monoclonal Laboratory, Department of Zooland it has
ogy, University of Washington (Seattle, WA)
been characterized
1987).

in a previous

study

(Kempf

et al.,
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Electrophysiologicd identification of neurons

The abdominal ganglion was bathed in artificial seawater (Instant Ocean from Aquarium Systems, Inc.) consucrose, and its surface was desheathed metaining 0.3

M

Neuron R15 was located in the right dorsalcaudal region and neuron L10 in the left ventral-caudal
region, based on previously established maps (Kandel,
chanically.

1979). Electrophysiological criteria of identification

confirmed by intracellular recordings using standard

was
elec-

trophysiological methods
potassium chloride (0.8

and micropipettes filled with
M) or Lucifer Yellow (Sigma; at

50%

4C). Physiological recordings
seawater solutions maintained at

saturated solutions at

were made

in artificial

12C. Following

intracellular recording,

some

cells

were

iontophoretically injected with Lucifer Yellow by passing
hyperpolarizing current from the recording micropipette
for at least 2 h before being fixed

and processed

for serial

sectioning and immunohistochemistry. Examination of
several preparations under bright light optics indicated
that R15 can be reliably identified based on morphological
criteria alone, as ascertained by examination of the same
sections under UV-light, which makes the Lucifer Yellowinjected neurons visible.

buccal ganglion corresponds to dorsal-ventral in the Pleurobranchaea buccal ganglion. For reconstruction, the

ganglion was divided into three zones: the coelomic zone
contains the sections from the caudal (Aplysia) or dorsal
(Pleurobranchaea) surface to the level where the comappears; the commissural zone consists of
the sections showing the commissure; and the buccal zone

missure

first

consists of the rest of the ganglion.

Cerebral ganglion; four zones.

from

The

dorsal zone extends

where the neuropil
extends to the
zone
subsurface
dorsal

the ganglion surface to the level

appears. The
dorsal edge of the anterior (Aplysia) or the larger (Pleurobranchaea) tentacular nerve. The commissu'al zone
first

contains

all

sections showing the commissure, and the
form the ventral zone.

sections ventral to that level

Abdominal ganglion; four zones. The dorsal zone extends from the surface to the level where the neuropil first
appears. The dorsal and ventral subsurface zones contain
the sections showing the commissure, divided equally between the two zones. The sections ventral to the com-

missure constitute the ventral zone. The Pleurobranchaea
(visceral) ganglion is tiny and could not be

abdominal

subjected to the above division.
Pedal-pleura! ganglion; three zones.

The dorsal and
from the respective surfaces to the
of the neuropil, and the central zone contains the

ventral zones extend

Cobalt back-injection technique

The

level

cerebral or the buccal ganglion

and approximately

of the ganglion.

mm

stump of the cerebral-buccal connective were disand the connective was meThe
desheathed.
ganglion was pinned out on
chanically
a Sylgard-coated dish and the distal end of the connective
was immersed in an isolated compartment of the dish
5

rest

Results

sected out into seawater,

that contained 0.5 A/ cobalt chloride in seawater. After

incubation for 12 h at

4C,

the preparation was rinsed in
ammonium sulfide for 15

seawater and immersed in 1%

min

or until black cobalt precipitate appeared. The prepwas dehydrated and cleared in alcohol-xylene se-

aration

Buccal ganglion.

in Aplysia californica

Histamine immunoreactivity was

confined to a pair of 100 nm neurons located ventrally
in the commissural zone in each hemiganglion and to a
very dense plexus throughout the neuropil (Figs. 1 A-2A).
This plexus contained both fine varicose terminals and
coarser nerve fibers which were confined to the neuropil
region.

ries.

Mapping

Mapping of transmitters

No
oj transmitter-specific

neuron systems

serial cryostat sections

through each ganglion

Complete
were obtained for immunostaining. Due to the large
number of sections 70- 1 20 per ganglion ), the distribution
(

TO?<w//Mmmunoreactive neurons were seen

in the

buccal ganglion, although the neuropil showed a dense

serotonin-immunoreactive plexus throughout

(Figs.

IB,

2B). Serotonin-immunoreactive varicose fibers were very
thin

and were

closely associated with the

somas of most

buccal neurons.

of stained

cells in individual sections was reconstructed
on diagrams representing consecutive zones. Definition
of the zones was based on identified structures in serially

Each hemiganglion contained eight acetylcho/ine-immunoreactive neurons, two on the coelomic (caudal) surface, three in the commissural zone, and three on 'the

sectioned ganglia stained with Cresyl fast violet.
Buccal ganglion; three zones. In Aplysia, the ganglion

buccal (rostral) surface (Fig. 1C). Acetylcholine-immunoreactive nerve terminals formed a dense plexus, evenly

is

located on the caudal, sometimes the ventrocaudal, as-

pect of the buccal mass; in Pleurobranchaea, the ganglion
is consistently on the dorsal surface of the buccal mass.

The plane of sectioning was adjusted

parallel to the buccal

mass, so that the denotation caudal-rostral in Aplysia

A large proportion
of buccal neurons showed Ach-immunoreactive varicosdistributed throughout the neuropil.

around their soma (Fig. 2C).
G^R-1-immunoreactive neurons consisted of a paired
cluster on the caudal surface containing less than 10 reities
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cells was located just ventral to the commissure.
group of VIP-immunoreactive cells was located
on the buccal (rostral) surface. A VIP-immunoreactive
fiber plexus was seen throughout the neuropil (Fig. 2E).
CCA'-immunoreactivity was seen in 10-15 cells, most
of which were located on the dorsal edge of the coelomic
(caudal) surface. Two to three small cells were found on
the rostral surface. A CCK-immunoreactive plexus was

few small

A

t) C3

oo

larger

present throughout the neuropil (data not shown).
FMRFamide immunoreactivity was observed in a large
number of cells throughout the ganglion, including most
small neurons of the S-cluster and such identified neurons
as Bl
fibers

ropil

and B2 (Fig. IF). FMRFamide-immunoreactive
formed a very dense plexus in all parts of the neu(Fig. 2F). This plexus was similar in appearance to,

although considerably denser than, the histamine-immunoreactive plexus.

SC/Vimmunoreactive neurons were fewer

in

number

than those showing reactivity for FMRFamide. Notably,
neurons B and B2 were immunopositive. A dense SCP B 1

immunoreactive plexus extended throughout the neuropil
(data not shown).
Cerebral ganglion. A total of 30-40 histamine-imnainoreactive neurons were found in each hemiganglion.

They consisted of a small

cluster in the dorsal subsurface

zone, a pair of 100 ^m neurons and a cluster of small
neurons in the frontal region, a large cluster including the

neuron C2 in the lateral region in the commissural zone,
and another large cluster on the ventral surface (Fig. 3A).
Histamine-immunoreactive varicose fibers were distributed throughout the neuropil region.

5TO/o/>7-immunoreactive neurons consisted of 20-30
each hemiganglion (Fig. 3B). These include the
neuron Cl and a cluster of smaller cells around it. Additional serotonin-immunoreactive neurons consisted of
cells in

Figure
tified

I.

Schematic presentation of immunohistochemically idencircles) in Aplysiu huccal ganglion showing im-

neurons (black

munoreactivities for histamine (A), serotonin (B), acetylcholine (C),

GABA

(D),

VIP

(E).

and

FMRFamide

the location of neurons Bl (lateral) and

drawings summarizes the observations

(F).

B2

Open

(medial).

made

A

indicate

set

of three

circles in

Each

in

complete series through
the ganglion. The top drawing represents the most caudal zone and the
bottom drawing the most rostral zone, be = buccal commissure, cbc
= cerebral-buccal connective, dbn = dorsal buccal nerve, en =
esophageal
nerve. Ibn = lateral huccal nerve, rn = radular nerve, sn =
nerve,
salivary

vbn = ventral buccal nerve.

active cells per cluster (Fig.

ID).

The GABA-immuno-

and terwas distributed throughout the neuropil

reactive neuropil consisted of fine, varicose fibers

minals,

and

it

region (Fig. 2D).

Each hemiganglion contained approximately 30 VIPimmunoreactive neurons (Fig. IE). A single 100 yum cell
and a cluster of small cells were located on the coelomic
(caudal) surface. In the commissural zone, a group of a

a large cluster in the central region of the dorsal surface
and of 4-5 100 /^m neurons in the posterior lobes. Sero-

tonin-immunoreactive

fibers

were found

in all parts

of

the neuropil.
j
Approximately 20 fla /j7<Vj0//WMmmunoreactive neu-

rons were found in each hemiganglion (Fig. 3C). They
consisted mainly of two compact clusters: one in the lateral
region, and the other in the rostral-medial region of the
commissural zone. In addition, a few single cells were
located on the ventral surface. The acetylcholine-immunoreactive fiber plexus was sparse, and it was located close
to the two compact clusters.
The cerebral ganglion contained 15-20 GABA-immunoreactive neurons in each hemiganglion (Fig. 3D).
These cells were small and formed two clusters, one in
the lateral region and the other in the rostral region. The
GABA-immunoreactive neuropil formed a dense plexus
that extended from the lateral region around the neuron
C2, to the frontal GABA-immunoreactive cluster and

MOLLUSCAN NEUROTRANSMITTERS

Figure

2.
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Photomicrographs of the neuropil region ofAplysia buccal ganglion showing immunoreactivity
GABA (D), VIP (E), and FMRFamide (F). Cross in C

for histamine (A), serotonin (B), acetylcholine (C).

indicates

immunoreactive neuropil and the arrowhead shows immunoreaetive terminals around nonreactive
pm (A, D, E. F) or 50 pm (B, C).

neurons. Bar = 100

to the same regions of
The other regions of the neuropil
contained only few GABA-immunoreactive fibers.
Twenty to thirty neurons in each hemiganglion showed
r/P-immunoreactivity (Fig. 3E): two large (200 nm) cells
on the anterior edge, and some smaller solitary cells were
found on the dorsal surface. The dorsal subsurface zone

further through the

commissure

the contralateral side.

contained a large cell lateral to the outlet of the superior
labial nerve and a few small cells on the medial and lateral

commissural zone, three large neurons were
and small cells were scattered
in the inner neuron rind. A cluster of four to seven neurons
was located in the posterior region. The ventral surface
contained several small VIP-reactive cells. A dense network of VIP-immunoreactive fibers was seen throughout
edges. In the

found

in the anterior region,

the neuropil.

About 50 neurons showed immunoreactivity for CCK.
large CCK-immunoreactive neurons were located

Three
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along the dorsal edge of the ganglion. The other cells were
small neurons along the inner neuronal rind. A dense

CCK-immunoreactive plexus was present throughout

the

neuropil region (data not shown).
A large number of neurons showed immunoreactivity

FMRFamide. These

cells were found in all parts of
and were especially numerous in the posterior
region where several large neurons stained (Fig. 3F). The
neuropil showed a dense FMRFamide-immunoreactive

for

the ganglion

plexus.

Fewer neurons were immunoreactive
for

FMRFamide,

for

SCP% than

but the staining revealed a dense plexus

of the neuropil.

in all parts

Abdominal ganglion. Histamine-immunoreaclive neurons were found in three small clusters: one each on the
and left margins of the dorsal subsurface zone,
one on the posterior edge of the ventral subsurface zone (Fig. 4A). A plexus of histamine-immunoreactive fibers was seen throughout the neuropil.
Sm>/w;//;-immunoreactivity was localized in several
small neurons throughout the ganglion, but none of the
large identified neurons showed immunoreactivity (Fig.
lateral right

and a

third

4B). All large neurons, including R2, R14, R15, L2-L7,
and L10, received serotonin-immunoreactive innervation

on

their

soma

(Fig. 5A).

Serotonin-immunoreactive

were diffusely distributed

fibers

over the neuropil region.
Of the large identified neurons, only L10 showed acetylcholine immunoreactivity; R2 was nonreactive (Fig.

4C).

A

all

cluster of relatively large

(

1

50

^m) neurons

in the

right caudal quadrant and several small neurons throughout the ganglion showed intense acetylcholine immuno-

The neuropil showed an evenly distributed
network of acetylcholine-immunoreactive fibers.
No G.-l,B.-l-immunoreactive neurons were seen in the
abdominal ganglion, although the neuropil contained an
reactivity.

extensive,

widely
plexus (Fig. 4D).

distributed

GABA-immunoreactive

Each hemiganglion contained 7-8

large

JY/'-immu-

noreactive neurons and four clusters of small cells (Fig.
4E).

A

VIP-immunoreactive plexus was found throughout

the neuropil.

FAlRFumide-immunoreactive neurons

Several large

were identified

Figure 3.

in the serial sections,

such as R2, L2-L5

Schematic presentation of immunohistochemically iden-

neurons (black

circles) in Aplysia cerebral ganglion showing inimunoreactivities for histamine (A), serotonin (B). acetylcholine (C),

tified

GABA

(D). VIP (E) and FMRFamide (F). Each set of four drawings
summarizes the observations made of complete series through the ganglion. The top drawing represents the most dorsal zone, and the bottom
= anterior tentacular nerve, cbc
drawing the most ventral zone, atn
= cerebral-buccal connective, iln = inferior labial nerve, on = optic nerve,
= cerebral-pedal connective, pic = cerebral-pleural connective, ptn
pdc
=
tentacular nerve, sin = superior labial nerve, stcn = statocyst

posterior

nerve.
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Figure 4.
tified

Schematic presentation of immunohistochemically idencircles) in Aplysia abdominal ganglion showing

neurons (black

immunoreactivities for histamine (A), serotonin (B). acetylcholine (C),
(D), VIP (E), and FMRFamide (F). Each set of four drawings

GABA

summarizes the observations made of complete series through the ganthe most dorsal zone, and the bottom
glion. The top drawing represents
= branchial nerve, gn = genital nerve,
bn
zone,
ventral
most
the
drawing
= right connective, shn
=
=
left connective, pn
Ic
pericardia! nerve, re
= siphon nerve.

(Fig. 4F).

R14and R15.

nonreactive themselves, received

FMRFamide-immunoreactive innervation on their soma
neu(Fig. 5B). In addition, a large number of unidentified
rons throughout the ganglion, and a very dense and
extensive fiber network in the neuropil, showed
FMRFamide-immunoreactivity.
SCrVimmunoreactivity was distributed similarly to
FMRFamide immunoreactivity. Thus, neurons R2 and
L2-L5 were immunopositive, whereas R14 and R15 were
nonreactive but received SCP B -immunoreactive innervation on their soma.
Pedal and plewal ganglia. All antisera stained neurons
and a uniformly distributed plexus of nerve fibers and
terminals in the neuropil region of both ganglia.
histamine-, serotonin-,

A

few

GABA-, and CCA'-immunoreactive

neurons were dispersed throughout the neuronal rind of
the pedal ganglion.

The flcr/y/r/jo/w^-immunoreactive

neurons formed clusters on the rostral-medial and caudal-
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Neuron RI5 of Aplvsia abdominal ganglion. Serotonin- (A) and FMRFamide- (B) immuFigure 5.
noreaelive terminals surround intimately R15 soma (A) or its axon hillock region (B). Bar = 100 ^m.

immunoreacwas found in only one

medial corners and on the caudal edge. The 1'IP-immunoreactive neurons were located mainly on the dorso-

(Cl), stains with both methods. Serotonin

medial region. The number of FMRFamide- and SCP B immunoreactive neurons was greater than those for other

large axon profile. No serotonin-immunoreactive neurons
were observed in the target tissues of the buccal ganglion,

stainings.

the esophagus, salivary gland, oral cavity mucosa, or the
buccal muscles.

Back-injection <>/Aplysia cerebral-buccal connective. To
examine the origin of the serotonin-containing innervation of the buccal neurons, the cerebral-buccal connective

(CBC) was back-injected with cobalt

chloride. Precipita-

tion of cobalt-containing neurons in the cerebral ganglion
revealed all cells that project into the
(Fig. 6). Dis-

CBC

tribution of the serotonin-immunoreactive neurons

obtained from

serial sections (Fig. 3B).

was

Comparison of

the neuron populations revealed by the two techniques
indicated that only one cell, the metacerebral giant cell

tivity in cross-sections of the

Mapping

oj

CBC

neun transmitters

in

Pleurobranchaea

californica

Buccal ganglion. As in Aplysia, two large neurons on
the dorsal surface showed liistamine immunoreactivity.
In addition, a cluster of about 10 small cells in each

hem-

iganglion stained for histamine. All regions of the neuropil
contained a very dense histamine-immunoreactive plexus

MOLLUSCAN NEUROTRANSMITTERS
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B
Whole Aplysia cerebral ganglion back-injected with cobalt chloride through the cerebral-buccal
Figure 6.
connective (black nerve trunk). A = ventral side, B = dorsal side. Arrow indicates neuron Cl. Bar = 1 mm.

no acetylc/toline-imin
was
observed
this
munoreactivity
ganglion. A paired
cell on the central coelomic (dorsal) surface and a cluster
of small neurons on the buccal (ventral) surface showed

^m) and numerous

immunoreactivity for GABA antiserum. A sparse GABAimmunoreactive plexus was present throughout the neu-

cells in

(Fig.

7 A). In contrast to Aplysia,

ropil (Fig. 7B).

Only two small

clusters of

I'lP-immu-

noreactive cells were found in each hemiganglion. The
ventral VIP-reactive cluster found in Aplysia was not
present in Pleurobranchaea. VIP-immunoreactive plexus
was present in the neuropil region. Several large (200300 urn] FMRFamidc- and SC/Vimmunoreactive neurons, including the neuron Bl, were seen on the dorsal
surface and on the posterior margin of the ganglion. The
ventral surface contained a few immunoreactive neurons
of varying size. Dense FMRFamide- and SCP B -immunoreactive plexuses were present in

all

the dorsal surface

smaller neurons scattered throughout

showed FMRFamide- and SCPB-im-

munoreactivity. On the ventral surface, several large neurons along the posterior margin, and two pairs of 1 50 nm

The

the frontal region, showed SCP B immunoreactivity.
neuropil contained a very dense plexus of both

FMRFamide- and SCPB-immunoreactive

VIP revealed a few immunoreactive neurons and an immunoreactive plexus throughout the neuropil. FMRFamide antiserum stained a large number of neurons
throughout the ganglion, whereas the SCP B antiserum
stained only two clusters. Both FMRFamide and SCP B
antisera revealed a dense fiber plexus throughout the neuropil region.

parts of the neuropil

Discussion

region (Fig. 7C).

We

Cerebral ganglion

Approximately 20 histamine-immunoKactive neurons
were found in this ganglion, and they were distributed in
all

four zones. Histamine-immunoreactive fibers were seen

A few small acetylcholineimmunoreactive neurons were seen on the frontal lateral
in all parts of the neuropil.

region of the dorsal surface. A distinct acetylcholine-immunoreactive plexus was present in a limited area close

immunoreactive cells. Several small GABA-immunoreactive neurons were seen in the dorsal subsurface,
commissural, and ventral surface zones located in a relatively narrow sector in the frontal part of the ganglion.

to the

A

diffusely

distributed

fibers.

Pedal-pleura! ganglion complex. Staining with antisera
against histamine. serotonin, acetylcholine, GABA, and

GABA-immunoreactive

fiber

plexus was seen in the neuropil. Three clusters of small
neurons, a pair of 50 ^m neurons and a plexus in the
neuropil showed \'IP immunoreactivity.

Many large (300

report on the distribution of established neurotransmitters (histamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, GABA)
and neuropeptides that are considered as putative neu-

rotransmitters or -modulators (VIP,

SCP B

)

chaea.

CCK, FMRFamide,

nervous systems of Aplysia and Pleurobranconclude, based on comparison of stained sets

in the

We

bodies showing only little overlap, that the immunochemically identified neuronal populations repre-

of

cell

sent largely separate pools. This conclusion is also supported by the observation that staining of the neuropil
often exhibited a different pattern for different substances.

Although examples of coexistence of a transmitter and
neuropeptide have been described in individual Aplysia
neurons (Brownstein eta/.. 1974; Lloyd et at., 1987; Ono,
1989; Cropper

el al..

1990), the present material indicates

no systematic colocalization of any two substances studied. With a few exceptions, we do not know
that there

is
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on converging and diverging systems remains un-

ization

known.

Of the substances discussed here, histamine-, serotonin-,
CCK-, FMRFamide- and SCP B -immunoreactive neurons
have been previously described in Aplysia ganglia (Ono
and McCaman, 1984; Brown el ai, 1985; KJstler Jr. el
al., 1985; Longley and Longley, 1985; Ono, 1986; Lloyd
el al..

1987). In addition, identified molluscan neurons

have been demonstrated to contain or use as transmitter
histamine, acetylcholine, or GABA (c.f.. Leake and
Walker, 1980). Our results, which are based on a complete
series of sections, agree with the previous results largely
obtained from whole ganglia. The use of serial sections
has not only allowed us to study the distribution of stained
nerve cell bodies, but also to examine transmitter-specific

systems both in the neuropil and around neuronal
somata. Acetylcholine, which now has been localized imfiber

munohistochemically in a molluscan nervous system for
first time, is of particular importance in Pleurobranchaea. because the muscarinic cholinergic nervous system

the

may

be involved

in associative learning in this species

(Mpitsosrtrt/., 1988c).

Evaluation of the technique

The present study demonstrates

that neurotransmitter

whole ganglia can be most effectively visualized
systems
and reconstructed through an examination of immunohistochemically stained, complete serial sections. In our
study, reconstruction was performed manually and recorded on schematic drawings. For selected regions, this
method can be supplemented by computer-assisted 3-diin

mensional analysis using commercially available programs. Serial sectioning offers the following advantages
over whole-mount preparations:
) uneven penetration
of the reagents is largely avoided; (2) consecutive sections
(

1

of the same ganglion can be used for double-staining or
for controls with pre-immune serum; (3) better resolution
of individual neurons and nerve terminals

is

obtained. In

addition, the complete serial section technique allows regional analysis of the neuropil and visualization of somatic

innervation of individual neurons, both features that have

not been successfully revealed in whole-mounts.

disadvantage of the current method
borious reconstruction. Moreover,

Kigure 7.
Photomicrographs of the neuropil region of Pleurobranchaca huccal ganglion showing immunoreactivity for histamine (A),
GABA (B), and FMRFamide (C). Bar = 100 iim.

is

that

no

it

The main

requires

single

la-

fixation

method preserves the immunogenicity of all the substances studied, so staining of consecutive sections, each
for a different transmitter, is often precluded. For example,
is lost with formaldehyde
immunoreactivity disappears even in
low concentrations of glutaraldehyde, and peptide im-

histamine immunoreactivity
fixation, serotonin

whether colocalization means corelease, or to what extent
two colocalizing substances can be regulated independently. Consequently, the effect of transmitter colocal-

munohistochemistry is superior in benzoquinone-fixed
tissue. We have deliberately chosen the optimal fixation
method for each substance. Another reason for staining

MOLLUSCAN NEUROTRANSMITTERS
complete

series

of sections for each substance

is

that

some

transmitter-specific cells or cell clusters are very small

and

might easily be missed if the series is not complete.
Although specificity of immunoreactions was confirmed by preabsorption with synthetic antigens, or in the
case of small molecules (histamine, serotonin, acetylcho-

GABA), with corresponding conjugates, the reservation must be considered that immunoreactivity does
not necessarily represent the presence of the substance
line,

closely

which the antiserum was raised. For example,
related peptides and their precursor molecules, or

totally

unknown

against

components may cause

tissue

false in-

problem is inherent in all immunohistochemical techniques, and the findings should be
confirmed with pharmacological and chemical techniques.
terpretations. This

However, the observed immunoreactivities are
for directing further physiological tests

essential

of the proposed
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et al., 1985).

Lloyd

endogenous

Except for B2, these

ACh (McCaman

addition, evidence has been presented that

acetylcholine from

contain

L10

releases

terminals (Koike et al., 1974). (2)
Electrophysiological responses of the target cells of B4,
B5, B15, B16, and B13 of the Aplysia buccal ganglion
its

can be simulated by exogenous ACh and reversibly inhibited by cholinergic blockers (Gardner, 1971; Cohen et
al..

1978; Ono, 1989).

We

consistently found eight pairs of ACh-immunoreactive neurons in the buccal ganglion. One of the ACh-

on the coelomic (caudal) surface
B13 (Ono, 1989). The location of the cell close to the commissure correlates closely
to that of B4 (Gardner, 1971). Two cells were found on
immunoreactive

(Fig.

1)

cells

locates identically to

the buccal (rostral) surface at locations that correlate

B15 and B16 (Cohen et
B2
did
not
al..
stain, and no ACh immunoreactive cells were found in the region of B5 or B7.
ACh immunoreactivity was also observed in several cells
closely with those reported for

1978). In contrast,

hypothesis.

Comparison with previously reported transmitter maps

in the cerebral ganglion (Fig. 3).

We

cells also

1973; Ono. 1986). In

et al.,

have described

in detail the distribution of hista-

mine-immunoreactive neurons of Aplysia and Pleiirobranchaea in a previous study (Soinila et a!.. 1989, 1990)
which has recently been confirmed by others (Elste et al.,
1990). Both studies failed to detect histamine immunoreactivity in L32 neurons of the Aplysia abdominal ganglion. Lack of histamine uptake by L32 neurons (Elste et
al..
1990) supports our immunohistochemical finding.
These cells have been considered to be histaminergic be-

No

cholinergic neurons

have been physiologically characterized

in this ganglion,
contains
choline
although
acetyltransferase at levels
in
to
those
found
the
buccal and abdominal
comparable
it

ganglia (McCaman and Dewhurst, 1970). We found several small cholinergic neurons in the Aplysia abdominal

ganglion (Fig. 4C), but only one of the three previously
reported large neurons claimed to be cholinergic stained

cause the responses to their intracellular stimulation are
mimicked by exogenous histamine and blocked by specific

ACh immunoreactivity of L10 was
confirmed by electrophysiological recording and subsequent Lucifer Yellow injection. We also found a relatively
large neuron in the dorsal-caudal region, possibly LI 1. In

histamine antagonist (Kretz

contrast, R2,

et al.,

this discrepancy, the possibility

1986). In explaining

must be considered

that

on L32 neurons also receive histaminergic
innervation from other sources, the blocking of which
would in some way inhibit the response to stimulation of
the target cells

L32

which was readily

Our maps of serotonin-immunoreactive neurons are in
accordance with those published previously (Ono and
McCaman, 1984; Kistler et al., 1985; Longley and Longley, 1985).

No previous mapping studies on ACh

immunoreactivity in Aplysia or Pleurobranchaea ganglia have been published, although several individual cholinergic neurons
have been described in Aplysia (Ciller and Schwartz, 1971;

McCaman and

Dewhurst, 1970; Gardner, 1971; Cohen
etal., 1978; Ono, 1989). The current evidence supporting
the cholinergic nature of certain identified Aplysia neurons

comes along two lines
Choline acetyl-transferase acand conversion of exogenous choline into acetyl( 1 )

tivity

choline have been reported in microdissected B2, B4, B5,

B7, B13, R2, L10, LI

1,

LP1 (McCaman and Dewhurst,

and Schwartz, 1970; Eisenstadt

et al..

1973;

identified in sections

without Lucifer Yellow injection, was consistently nonreactive. Likewise, the left pleural giant neuron LP1. a
proposed homologue of R2, did not stain for ACh anti-

serum.

The following

cells.

1970; Ciller

with our antiserum.

factors

must be considered

the discrepancies described above.

choline injected into the

cell is

L10 and R2 (Koikes al., 1972,
conditions most ACh synthesis

in explaining

Although exogenous
converted into ACh by
( 1 )

1974), under physiological
in these

and other cholin-

occur in the terminals. Indeed, the cell
bodies of R2, L10, and Lll synthesize only minute
amounts of ACh when incubated in the presence of excess
ergic cells

may

exogenous choline (Eisenstadt et al., 1973). (2) Contamination of microdissected neurons by nearby unidentified
cholinergic cells may affect ACh measurements from single cells, as discussed previously by Giller and Schwartz
(1971). In fact, we often found small ACh-immunoreactive cells close to R2 (Fig. 4C). (3) Simulation and blocking
of the electrophysiological responses to stimulated, idenneurons as a sole method of transmitter identifica-

tified

tion

must be interpreted with caution,

as

demonstrated
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cluster (Elste el ai.

1990; Soinila
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1990).

Because systematic correlation of histochemistry to

elec-

trophysiology was not the aim of this study, the conclusion
that, so far, only L10 identifies as cholinergic with chem-

histochemical, physiological, and pharmacological
criteria is only preliminary and subject to extensive reinical,

vestigation (Soinila
after

and Mpitsos,

in prep.). In conclusion,

confirming the specificity of our method by comACh staining with that produced by an anti-

paring the

serum against glutarylated carrier protein, we believe that
the cells stained by our method are cholinergic, although
the possibility cannot be excluded that the sensitivity of
the method may limit visualization of neurons containing
very low

ACh

ervation,

we

concentrations. Notwithstanding this resconsider the method useful for the purpose

of the present study;

to

i.e..

map

the distribution of

ACh

containing neurons and nerve fibers.
The distribution of GABA-immunoreactive neurons
has not previously been studied in either Aplysia or Plenrobranchaea. Our findings, together with previous reports
on the presence of GABA receptors in Aplysia neurons

(Yarowsky and Carpenter, 1978; King and Carpenter,

GABA
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estimate the

number of stained neurons

in

both ganglia.

Accordingly, the number of immunoreactive neurons in
the Aplysia buccal ganglion was two for histamine, none
for serotonin, eight for acetylcholine, less than

GABA,

about 10 for

CCK, and about

10 for

30 for VIP. The

20-30 histamine-immuno20-30 serotonin-immunoreactive neu-

cerebral ganglion contained
reactive neurons,

20 acetylcholine-immunoreactive neurons,
15-20 GABA-immunoreactive neurons, about 50 CCKimmunoreactive neurons, 20-30 VIP-immunoreactive

rons, about

neurons, and a large number of FMRFamide- and SCP B immunoreactive neurons. As revealed by cobalt back-injection technique, only about 40 cerebral neurons project
into the buccal ganglion. In this study, however, the dis-

immunostained set of neurons overlapped
only partly with the distribution of cobalt-labeled neurons.
Therefore, maybe fewer than 40 of any set of transmittertribution of any

specific cerebral

As

neurons project into the buccal ganglion.

for possible peripheral sources, Aplysia contains

no

ganglia between the buccal ganglion and its target tissues,
and the stomatogastric ganglion of Pleurobranchaea is tiny
and can therefore be neglected in the present discussion.

a neurotrans-

In both species, some target tissues, such as the esophagus,
contain a few intramural neurons. These neurons might

Although VIP-immunoreactive neurons have been dehad not
previously been sought in either Aplysia or Pleurobran-

send their axons to the buccal ganglion, but their number
is small, and their possible contribution in the buccal

chaea.

Based on these estimations, we propose that, for each
transmitter system, a set of relatively few neurons gives

1987), support the notion that

is

mitter in these species.
scribed in other mollusks (Osborne, 1984), they

Our results agree with those of other investigators on
the distribution of immunoreactivities for
(Ono,

CCK

1986),

FMRFamide, and SCP B (Brown

eta!..

1985; Lloyd

etai. 1987).

neuropil

is

negligible.

dense plexus of terminals distributed diffusely

rise to a

throughout the buccal neuropil. This implies that each
neuron branches extensively and contacts many target
neurons;

i.e.,

it

shows anatomical divergence.

Evidence for diverging projection of transmitter systems
in the

Cerebral neuron Cl as a source of diverging inner\<ation

buccal ganglia

In the buccal ganglia,

immunostaining with each

anti-

serum revealed a plexus of varicose fibers in the neuropil
region. Although there were marked differences in the
densities of the transmitter-specific plexuses, each plexus

was observed throughout the depth of the neuropil. The
diffuse, rather

than regionally

specific, distribution sug-

gests that each system affects a large

number of

neurons. In the case of histamine, serotonin,

target

GABA,

FMRFamide, and SCP B the immunostained plexus is so
dense that most, or perhaps all, ganglionic neurons could
be contacted by these plexuses.
,

On

the other hand, our observations suggest that the

Cl

known

serotonergic neuron showing extensive
divergence (Schwartz and Skolnik, 1981), so we examined
how much of the serotonergic innervation in the buccal
is

a

ganglion originates from this particular cell. The buccal
neuropil contained an extensive serotonin-immunoreac-

and most buccal neurons received serotoninimmunoreactive terminals on their somas. Because the
buccal ganglion contains no serotonin-immunoreactive
neurons, the serotonin-immunoreactive terminals must

tive plexus

We

did
originate in neurons outside the buccal ganglion.
not observe any peripheral serotonin neurons, therefore

we anticipated

this innervation to

come from

the cerebral

A

source of each transmitter system is limited to a relatively
small number of neurons. In both Aplysia and Pleuro-

comparison of cerebral ganglia that had been
ganglion.
back-injected through the cerebro-buccal connectives with

hranchaea. the potential sources of buccal neuropil include the buccal ganglion neurons themselves and those
cerebral ganglion neurons that project into the buccal

ganglia that had been immunostained with serotonin
antiserum and reconstructed allowed us to determine

ganglia. Reconstruction of

could contribute to the buccal neuropil and, indeed,

serial sections

allowed us to

which of the cerebral serotonin-immunoreactive neurons
in-
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dicated that the neuron

the only neuron revealed
possibility that Cl is the sole

Cl

by both techniques. The

is

source of buccal serotonin innervation was substantiated
in crossby the observation that serotonin antiserum stains
sections of the

CBC

only one, large axonal

profile.

plexus of

fibers.

in the
convergence of innervation was obtained mainly
in
distribution
buccal ganglion, anatomical similarities
will be common for
patterns suggest that these properties

in the buccal

Evidence for converging innervation

to give rise to an extensive
These plexuses (with the exception of
GABA- and acetylcholine-immunoreactive ones in the
cerebral ganglion) do not show regional specificity in their
on divergence and
projection. Although our evidence

number of neurons seems

ganglion
All of the antisera studied stained the buccal neuropil

other ganglia as well.

We

therefore
extensively and without regional specificity.
is
innervated
neuron
buccal
by
propose that any given
different transmitter systems;

many
many different

i.e..

innervation from
target neu-

In the present study, divergence and convergence were
anatomically demonstrated in individual identifiable

studied, notably the neu-

neurons. For whole ganglia, the evidence for divergence
is indirect and comes from the observation that the num-

same

sources converges on the

rons.

Some

of the substances

we

ropeptides FMRFamide, SCP B VIP, and CCK, may
colocalized in the same terminals with one of the classical
transmitters: histamine, acetylcholine, serotonin, or

be

,

GABA (Lloyd el al.

1987; Ono, 1989). Although this may
be the case for selected cells, the distributions of immunostained neurons on the whole showed distinct patterns,
in
indicating that colocalization of any two substances

molluscan ganglia is not complete. This strongly suggests
that the multiple immunoreactivities reported in this study
represent truly multiple innervation.

cerebral ganglion

is

small in comparison to the

extent of contacts each system seems to make. Because
our material consisted of complete serial sections, the

number of immunoreactive neurons can be

reliably es-

We

timated.
stipulate that additional neurons may contain
these substances in levels too low to be detected immu-

nohistochemically. In some systems, evidence has been
reported that transmitter or neuropeptide concentration
in the

neuronal soma

is

considerably lower than that in

seems reasonable because the stained neurons, except

Several physiologically identified neurons can be recsize and loognized in histological sections due to their

Cl of the

ber of contributing neurons

the corresponding terminals (Storm-Mathiessen and Ottersen, 1986). However, our assumption on divergence

Potential models of convergence in identified neurons

cation, including

Conclusions

and R2 of

the abdominal ganglion. Furthermore, our preliminary

FMRFamide-immunoreactive
fraction of the total ganglionic

ones,

represent

neuron population.
is based on two

Our conclusion on divergence

for

only a
as-

are identifiable

sumptions: (1) that the density of varicose terminals correlates with the extent of innervation; and (2) that lack

morphological characteristics alone. Some preas the
viously physiologically identified neurons, such
histaminergic neuron C2, can be identified in sections

of regional specificity in the distribution of terminals indicates that most, if not all, ganglionic neurons are targets
of that particular system. The first assumption can be

Our

because, in a wide variety of species, chemical synlocated in terminal boutons that are visualized
are
apses
as varicosities at the light microscopic level. In the present

studies indicate that

on

neurons Rl

5

and

R 16

their

due

to

its

transmitter content (Soinila

survey suggests that

R

1

et al..

5 is a potentially useful

1990).

model with

which to study convergence of innervation at the level of
a single neuron; i.e., we observed somatic connections on

R15 by

serotonin-,

FMRFamide-, and SCP B -immuno-

reactive terminals. In addition, studies

gators indicate that

R15

is

by other

investi-

innervated by acetylcholine-,

GABA-, and dopamine-containing neurons (Leake and
Walker, 1980). Other candidates for multi-innervated
neurons include Cl, which is innervated by FMRFamideimmunoreactive terminals, as well as by histamine-im-

munoreactive terminals (Ono and McCaman, 1980),
and C2, which receives innervation by GABA- and

FMRFamide-containing terminals.
Other ganglia

The

distribution of transmitter-specific systems in

ganglia had as a

common

all

feature that a relatively small

made

number of fibers is clearly correlated with
number of varicosities. The second assumption rests

material, the

the

on the argument

that, if diffusely distributed terminals

contact only specific target neurons, there should be a
innerprecise recognition mechanism guiding the right
vation to the right targets during the ontogeny. Also, in
such systems, the circuits must be strictly isolated electransmitters
trically and protected against the diffusion of
from nearby terminals. The ultrastructure of the mollus-

can neuropil is incompletely described, so such a possibility cannot be excluded.
Our conclusion about the convergence of innervation
in whole ganglia is based on the deduction that the more
extensively several systems diverge, the more probable
that any given neuron receives multiple innervation. Al-
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Seattle,

New approaches are

and

No significant cross-

needed for investigating planktonic
interactions
in situ, free from enclosures
prey-predator
and long term incubations. Lengthy incubations can lead

protocols will be presented elsewhere.

to several artifacts, including selective mortality of plank-

and metazoans (cross-reactions were analyzed by
dot blots, using at least 200 ng protein per spot). However,
a significant cross-reaction was found with larval anchovy,

reaction was found between saA-Strombidium IgG

(3).

and modification

whole larvae.
drawn from five rabbits and tested individually by dot blots also showed a strong cross-reaction
with larval anchovy. We do not know the reason for this
dissected from the larvae as well as with

Pre-immune

a feasible alternative only if prey leave digespredators
tion-resistant hard parts. Here we describe a different apis

We

report
proach involving immunochemical methods.
the development and first application of an immunoassay
that permits detection of predation on soft-bodied, non-

and

anchovy bound

(Strombidium sp.). Polyclonal antibodies
Strombidium sp. recognize both intact cil-

We

natriegens

(6).

here;

it is

derived from

M

mide-activated Sepharose 6MB overnight at 4C. Unbound material was washed away with coupling buffer,

At ethThree washing cycles were

then the remaining active groups reacted with

Immunoglob-

anolamine (pH

8.0) for 2 h.

then done,

with

first

A/ NaCl (pH

G

(aati-Strombidium IgG) was isolated from the
antiserum by precipitation in 45% (w/v) ammonium sululin

method

M

and to the predator's ingestion rate.
Polyclonal antisera were produced in New Zealand
white rabbits (5) against Strombidium sp. cultured on a
'ihrio

column.

affinity

briefly present the

,

tional to prey density

I

an

the

(Engraulis mordax) on nonloricate ciliates. The intensity
of the immunochemical reaction, quantified by enzymelinked dot blots and reflection densitometry, is propor-

bacterium

to

recommendations of the supplier of Sepharose 6MB
(Sigma Chemical Co). A group of 100 unfed first-feeding
larvae was homogenized in coupling buffer (0.1
NaHCO 3 0.5 NaCl, pH 8.0), then sonicated in an ice
water bath. This extract was mixed with cyanogen bro-

partially assimilated ciliate antigens occurring

in a predator's gut. We demonstrate, by both immunochemical and conventional methods, unequivocal predation by first-feeding larvae of the northern anchovy

diet of the

sera

unexpected cross-reaction, but we successfully eliminated
it by immunoadsorption against homogenates of larval

loricate ciliates

iates

cil-

Engraulis mordax, the predator of interest in this study.
The reaction occurred with homogenates of isolated guts

of natural search and avoidance behaviors of predators
and prey (4). Microscopic analysis of the gut contents of

raised against

and

iates,

tonic organisms ( 1 ), lysis of some taxa upon fixation (2),
alteration of prey-predator encounter rates through perturbations of the turbulent flow field

natriegens or 25 other species of planktonic algae,

V.

0.5

4.0),

M NaCl (pH

0.

1

M acetate buffer containing 0.5

then with
8.0).

1

0.

1

A/borate buffer containing

The Sepharose beads were then

packed into a capillary pipet to form a micro affinity column. hnti-Strombidium IgG was adsorbed against the
affinity column-coupled larval extract after the procedure

desalted by gel filtration, then fractionated by diethylaminoethyl ion exchange chromatography. Detailed

fate,

in reference (7) (section 10.3.1. substituting 0.1

HC1,

Received 7 June 1991; accepted 20 September 1991.

500

pH

2.5, as elution buffer).

The

A/glycine

residence time of the
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0.20

IgG solution in the column was 24 min. Dot blot immunoassays revealed remarkably effective elimination of
the cross-reaction with anchovy larvae by this procedure.

The

016

optical density of the dot blot reaction with dissected

anchovy guts decreased from a mean of 0. 54 (maximum
1

0.225) prior to adsorption to a

mean of 0.049

after ad-

O

0.08

I

sorption.

Q.

Following immunoadsorption, the optical density of

immunochemical dot blots varied with the quantity of
Strombidiwn antigen (Fig. 1). Log-linear calibrations of
this kind are not uncommon (e.g., ref. 8) and may reflect
quenching at high antigen concentrations. The antibody
used for this calibration curve and for all other assays was
affinity-purified

anii-Strombidium IgG

of 0.4 Mg IgG ml

at

a concentration

'.

In predation experiments, the quantity of ciliate rein the gut contents of first-feeding anchovy

mains detected

larvae varied as a function of prey density (Fig. 2A).

Even

prey concentration, 0.8 ciliates ml~', ingestion of ciliates occurred. The mass of Strombidiwn protein
detected per larval gut was estimated from the calibration
at the lowest

1,

and

0.89,

P<

relation in Figure
significant (r

=

is

illustrated in Figure 2B.

0.05) linear relation

A

000

100

50

10

200

Strombidium protein (ng)

Figure

1.

Calibration relation between the optical density of im-

munochemical dot
-0.131

+

blots

0.141 [log,

and the quantity of Strombidium protein (OD
r = 0.987. P < 0.001). The outliers

protein],
indicated by open squares were excluded from the regression. Overlapping
data points are offset. Dot blot assays were done on 0.45 jim nitrocellulose

and Schuell) by a modification of the methods in refs. (17)
Following incubation with the primary antibody (anli-Stromhidnirn Ig), the blots were reacted with secondary antibody (goat antirabbit IgG conjugated to alkaline phosphatase). then with chromogenic

(Schleicher

and

(27).

substrate for alkaline phosphatase (8). Optical density was read at 530
with a calibrated reflection densitometer interfaced to a microcom-

nm

puter.

was found

between the density of ciliate prey offered and the amount
of ciliate protein in larval guts. (The values in Fig. 2A
have been corrected for the blank.) Visual examination
of larval gut contents at the end of the incubations confirmed that guts were at times packed full of amorphous,
nearly transparent,

0.04

and otherwise unidentifiable

ciliate

remains.

The time course of uptake of Strombidiwn sp. was
evaluated in a separate experiment. The first sample of
fed larvae was taken after 80 min, based on earlier results

There was a significant positive relation between immunochemical estimates of gut contents (G; ciliate protein
larva' ) and ingestion rates (I; ciliates larva" h" ) from
1

1

1

= 9.53 + 0.22 (I), r
prey disappearance experiments:
= 0.834, P < 0.05. For this comparison, the ingestion rate
was estimated from the curve illustrated in Figure 4, using

G

the average prey density in each of the immunochemical
is a static measure of gut contents,
treatments. Note that

G

while

I

is

a rate. This relation (and that in Fig. 2B) should

not be extrapolated to x =

amount of Strom-

0, which would imply a positive
There
appears to be a threshold prey density
y-intercept.
below 0.8 ciliates ml" that elicits a rapid, nonlinear in-

bidiwn antigen in larval fish guts did not reach a maximum value until 2 h after the experiment began (Fig. 3).

crease in capture rates of ciliates by anchovy larvae.
have demonstrated the ability to detect soft-bodied

(P > 0.05, ANOVA) in ciliate
was found from 80 min onward, but the
protein larva
high variability among individuals could have masked a
trend. The mean quantity of immunoreactive gut contents

nonloricate ciliates in the gut contents of predators using

(9) suggesting that

capture a

No

new prey

naive larvae take 1-2 h to learn to
item. Indeed, the

significant variation
'

appeared to decrease after 2 h, perhaps due to the egestion
of fecal matter, and then to attain the previous maximum
after 6 h of feeding.
Prey disappearance experiments were carried out to
describe the dependence of ingestion rate of first-feeding
anchovy larvae on the density of the ciliate Strombidiwn
sp. (Fig. 4).

Again, even

tested (4 ciliates

The

ml

'

),

at the lowest prey concentration

ingestion of ciliates

was detectable.

can be converted to daily carbon-speassuming 9 ^g C larva" and 12 h feeding per

ingestion rates

1

cific rates,

Accordingly, the carbon-specific ingestion rates
reached 85-95% per day (right hand ordinate in Fig. 4).

day.

1

We

immunochemical methods. Unlike
which leave

tintinnid

ciliates,

can be identified by microscopy
ingested nonloricate ciliates cannot

loricae that

in predator guts (10),

be recognized by conventional means. Because nonloricate ciliates are

more abundant and

biomass than tintinnids

in

constitute greater

most regions of the ocean

(11),

technique permits a potentially significant food web
linkage (12, 13) to be investigated in situ. Although we

this

have

initially

establish

the

used controlled laboratory experiments to
relationship between immunochemical

measures and ingestion
here

is

rates, the

immunoassay presented

suitable for analysis of field-collected predators.

Overviews of marine ecological applications of immunochemistry can be found in refs. (14) and (15). Feller
et al. (16) identified

unanticipated prey-predator links in
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first feeding anchovy larvae as determined from
95%) and the concentration of ciliate prey. Optical density readings have
the reaction blank from starved larvae. (B) As in part A, with gut contents expressed as

(A) Relation between the gut contents of

2.

immunochemical dot
been corrected

for

blots (x

ingested ciliate protein content larva

Anchovy

Strombidium density

'

from the relation

in

Figure

1.

from eggs collected in surface waters off La Jolla, California, and maintained
2
seawater at 15C under fluorescent lamps (12 ^Ein m" s ')ona 12:12 light:

larvae were raised

in glass-fiber

(GF/F)

filtered

dark cycle. Containers for predation experiments were black polypropylene beakers containing 800 ml of
filtered seawater, covered with Mylar lids. Only first-feeding larvae (3-4 days post-hatch, 4.0
standard

mm

(Strombidium sp. clone AH) were grown on a monoxenic diet of the bacterium
\'ibrio natriegens (6). The dimensions of stationary phase Strombidium sp. are 25 x 30 ^m (width * height;
3
preserved in 2% acid Lugols and thus reflecting cell shrinkage), cell biovolume 12,500 ^m (live volume),
length) were used. Ciliates

1.4

ng protein

ciliate"',

and

1.6

ng

C

ciliate"' (6). All

Strombidium used

stationary growth phase. Larvae were incubated for 6-8 h with

in

predation experiments were in

Strombidium

sp.

Seven to 13 individual

larvae were analyzed per treatment.

80C

After predation experiments, larvae were quickly frozen in liquid N : then transferred to a
freezer.
Control first-feeding larvae (maintained continuously in filtered seawater) were treated in the same manner.
For all immunoassays, guts of thawed larval anchovy were individually dissected onto a glass microscope
,

slide.

A

The

PBS

gut contents were teased into 2-4 n\ of

standard of

known

concentration of Strombidium

buffer, then blotted

sp. protein

onto pre-washed nitrocellulose.
to ensure consistent reaction

was blotted

intensity.

a marine benthic assemblage using the precipitin reaction.

Theilacker

el

til.

(17) estimated the frequency of occur-

rence of euphausiid predation on larval anchovy using
dot blots. Hentschel and Feller (18) established a quantitative relation between the intensity of the precipitin
reaction (determined by rocket immunoelectrophoresis)

and the mass of prey

in the proventricular contents

of a

penaeid shrimp.
Our dot blot method, quantified by reflection densi4
tometry, appears to be 10 times more sensitive than the

immunoelectrophoretic methods employing the precipitin
reaction (18, 19). Still greater sensitivity could be obtained

by use of chemiluminescence to visualize the reaction, or
perhaps with ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays), provided the antigens of interest bind effectively to

ro 48

polystrene surfaces.
_S

The dot

blot procedure has the ad-

relatively fast (about 4 h), is
of
and
antibody,
provides a permanent record of
sparing

ditional advantages that

.36
a>

o

it is

the reaction.

a...

makes it possible to quantify
amount of dye product formed from a known quantity

Reflection densitometry
the
-5

1

of ciliate antigen, as exemplified by the calibration curve
above (Fig. ). However, quantification of the gut contents

E
5

o

c

TIME

456

1

of predators requires the following additional assumptions:
molecules
(
) a constant number of secondary antibody

(hr)

1

Time

course of uptake of planktonic ciliates, as measured
Figure
95%). The values at 6 h were obtained
by immunochemical dot blots (x
3.

in a separate

hidnim ml

'

experiment.

The

initial

prey concentration was 22 Slrom-

for all treatments. Five to eleven individual larvae

were

analyzed per treatment. Optical density readings were corrected for the
reaction blank from starved larvae and converted to protein from the
relation in Figure

1.

bind to the primary antibody; (2) the antigenic fraction
of ciliate protein bears a constant (or known) relationship
to total ciliate protein; and (3) the gut residence time of
antigens

is

known.

Assumption ( ) appears to be reasonable over the range
of antigen concentrations used here (Fig. 1). Assumption
1
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)

ciliates
Figure 4.

Ingestion rate

(I)

of first-feeding anchovy larvae as a function

of concentration of the ciliate Strombidium sp. (C), determined by prey
disappearance experiments. The right hand ordinate indicates daily carbon-specific ingestion rates, assuming feeding for 12 h each day. The
ingestion rate

is

639.5*C

This curve was

fitted

by nonlinear

+ C

least

squares using the Simplex

comparable

to those

when

larvae

al-

= 1000) based on standard deviagorithm. Monte Carlo simulations (n
tions of replicate cell counts indicated that the coefficient of variation

sp. is

may enhance

their detectability to visual plank-

tivores.

Ingestion of ciliates by larval anchovy was detectable
prey concentrations as low as 0.8 ciliates ml" An es1

at

.

meet the daily
metabolic requirements of first-feeding anchovy larvae can
be obtained from Figure 4 combined with reported respiration rates (9, 23). Strombidium densities of 5-8 cells
ml are sufficient to meet basal metabolic requirements.
timate of the

described by:

54.6

at rates

somewhat surprising, given the relative transparency of these cells when in stationary growth
phase and their size at the lower end of the range (22100 ^m) of prey previously documented from field-caught
larvae (22). The distinctive swimming motions of these

0%
40

mm

unarmored

on Strombidium

co
20

for 4.5-4.9

dinoflagellate that is thought to be
optimal prey item. The high rate of successful attacks

O

_ro

fc

captured

are fed an

CO

!

'

anchovy larvae feeding on Gymnodinium sanguinewn
(=splendens, 40-50 ^m), and implies that 25-35 ^m cil-

v
T3

80%

400-

min

ciliate

density required to

'

Ambient

densities of ciliates in the habitat of the northern

anchovy range to at least 45 ciliates mK (11). This is
likely an underestimate due to difficulties in preserving
some ciliates (2), combined with undersampling of mi1

about individual ingestion rates was approximately 15%.
Seven to twenty-five first-feeding larvae were incubated for 6-8 h with
ciliates in

illuminated 800-ml containers. Aliquots were preserved in

2%

acid Lugols solution, then four subsamples settled overnight by the Uter-

mohl procedure and

enumerated by inverted microscope. Control
containers lacking larvae were run at each experimental density (average
ciliate recovery 102%). Predation rates were calculated from the equations
ciliates

in (28).

croscale layers of organisms in the sea (24).
Among other evidence for the importance of ciliates in

bream (Lithognathus
and with lower mor-

the diet of fish larvae, larval sea

mormyrus)

when
and Govoni
tality,

appeared to

grow

faster,

were available as prey (25). Stoecker
(10) observed disproportionate consumption
ciliates

of antigenic and
course
of this rethe
time
occurs,
non-antigenic protein

of the tintinnid Favella

larval gulf

voortia patronus),

that

must be determined. The antigenic properties
of the prey ingested by a penaeid shrimp did not change
over time during digestion (18), although this was not the

noflagellates lacking hard parts

(2) implies that if differential digestion

lationship

case with a carid shrimp ingesting different prey (20). The
immunochemical detectability of ingested prey varied

sp. by
and noted

many

menhaden
ciliates

may have been

(Bre-

and

di-

overlooked

in larval fish feeding studies.

Despite their small size and relative transparency, nonloricate ciliates are captured readily

anchovy,

by first-feeding larval
low prey concentrations and with high ingesSoft-bodied ciliates lacking hard parts may be

at

with location in the intestinal tract of Octopus vulgaris
(19). However, because first-feeding larval anchovy have

tion rates.

a relatively simple tubular gut, we do not expect digestion
to be compartmentalized. As an alternate solution to the

planktonic predators. Small scale "Lasker" patches of
nonloricate ciliates, in addition to dinoflagellates (26), re-

issue of differential digestion,

we have produced

antibodies

against partially assimilated ciliate protein, rather than

significant links

quire attention as enriched sites of prey for teleost larvae
and other planktonic predators in nature.

against intact ciliates; these results will be reported else-
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axon adhesion of em-

I disrupts

bryonic pioneer neurons. Haig keshishian, Yale University

with this combinatorial model, ectopic expression of prd caused these

en stripes to be expanded posteriorly. Surprisingly however, ectopic
expression of a prd gene with a deletion of the conserved paired box
resulted in loss of these odd-numbered en stripes. This effect is a phen-

ocopy of en expression in prd-mulanl embryos, and suggests that the
paired box is necessary for prd function at ectopic sites. A similar deletion
of odd-numbered en stripes was also observed following ectopic expression

of a chimenc fushi lara:u (ft:) gene containing a substituted prd gene
homeobox; in addition, in these embryos the even-numbered en stripes

were expanded anteriorly, as observed when the unaltered ft: gene is
ectopically expressed. These effects suggest that the chimenc protein may
have DNA or protein targets of both the normal Ftz and Prd proteins.

Poster Session

The Cytoskeleton and

Video Session
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Pattern Formation
Integrin phosphorylation

Non cell-autonomous control of leaj morphogenesis in cotton (Gossypium barbadense). LIAM DOLAN AND R.
SCOTT POETHIG (Plant Science Institute, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
The primordia ot'angiosperm
of

cells

PA

Integrins are

19104-6018).

leaves are derived

from a

large

number

sequestered approximately one plastochron before the visible

outgrowth from the meristem surface. In cotton, -y-ray induced sectors
on plants homozygous for the v 7 mutation demonstrate that the leaf is
derived from a population of over 100 cells, which gives rise to characteristic, though not invariable, regions of the mature leaf. Examination

transmembrane mediators between

specific extracellular

integrins but organize them into focal contact-like structures only
upon the retinoic acid and cAMP induced differentiation into parietal
endoderm. The assembly of focal contacts coincides with the accumufi\

dihydrocytochalasin B

mutation increases the degree of leaf lobing by reducing
the growth of the lamina and increasing the length of the wild type lobes.
Allometnc analysis suggests that this mutation acts early in development.
(/./)

in

by which integnn-mediated adhesions are regulated during morphogenF9 teratocarcinoma stem cells synthesize abundant amounts of the

indicate that marginal cells contribute equally to the growth of the

The Okra

assembly

esis.

tegrin.

leaf.

focal contact

matrix components and the cytoskeleton at points of close cell-substrate
adhesion. A great deal of interest has therefore been focused on the process

of sectors induced late in development of the lamina suggest that cell
first at the tip of the leaf and subsequently at the leaf
base. The frequency and the area of sectors induced at the leaf margin

division ceases

and

dihydrocytochalasin B treated differentiating F9 cells.
M. E. LENBURG AND L. B. GRABEL (Department of
Biology, Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT 06459).

lation of cell associated fibronectin fibers, the dephosphorylation

and the polymerization of actin microfilaments.

We

of

in-

show here

that preventing actin polymerization with the actin destabilizing agent

(DHCB) reversibly inhibits the organization of
integnn and the accumulation of fibronectin fibers, although integrin
continues to undergo the normal pattern of dephosphorylation and the
cells

continue to express other characteristics of the parietal endoderm

Genetic mosaics comprised of Okra and wild type tissue indicate that
the mutation acts in a non-cell-autonomous fashion. The presence of

phenotype. When DHCB is added to parietal endoderm cells that have
already assembled focal contacts, although actin is disrupted, fibronectin

the mutation in different histogenic layers of the meristem results in

and integnn remain organized. These

phenotypes. Periclinal chimeras containing a mutant epidermis and wild type internal tissue have a partial Okra phenotype.
Okra tissue in the sub-epidermal (L2 derived) has an even more severe

filaments are not necessary for the expression of the parietal

distinctive

mature

leal

mutant phenotype, while the presence of Okra in the inner most tissue
of the leaf (L3 derived) has no effect on the growth of the lamina but
alters the length of the lobes. No distortion of leaf tissue is observed in
mosaics, suggesting that there

is

compensation

wild type and mutant tissue in the developing

for differential

leaf.

These

that integrin dephosphorylation alone

1

'oltage-dependent -L-type

Dissection of ectopic function of the paired segmentation

Drosophila embryos. D. MORRISSEY, D.
ASKEW, L. RAJ, AND M. WEIR (Department of Biology,
in

Wesleyan University. Middleton,

CT

An

embryos was used

06459).
to in-

Ca :+

channels

I

'DCCs particDENIS

ipate in regulating neural crest development.

MORAN
at

ectopic expression assay in Drosophila

not sufficient for focal contact

is

assembly, and demonstrate that integrin dephosphorylation is developmentally regulated and not merely a result of integrin reorganization.

growth of

in

gene

endoderm

phenotype, but do play a crucial role in the assembly of focal contacts,
and are not required for focal contact maintenance. They also suggest

results illustrate

which the histogenic layers of the menstem interact during morphogenesis in the leaf primordium and clearly show that the epidermis
can play an important role in morphogenesis.

ways

results suggest that actin micro-

New

(Developmental Biology Lab,
Paltz,

New

:+
Modulation ofCa

processes.

We

is

Paltz,

NY

SUNY,

College

12561).

important in the control of many morphogenetic

investigated whether neural crest cells develop

VDCCs

migration and establishing
3
cytomorphology. Autoradiography with H-verapamil, which binds
VDCCs, indicates that in vitro migrating and differentiating neural crest

whether they function

and,

if so,

cells

develop

in regulating

VDCCs. Blockage of these channels by verapamil

vestigate the role of pair-rule segmentation genes in the spatial regulation

dipine both in vivo and in

of the segment-polarity gene, engrailed (en). It is hypothesized that the
regions of overlap in expression of two genes, paired (prd) and evenskipped (eve), define the odd-numbered en expression stripes. Consistent

cell-to-cell

vitro,

leads to a dramatic

and

or nife-

reversible in-

hibition of neural crest migration. Alterations are manifest in vitro in

and cell-to-substratum contact.

Indirect

immunofluorescence

indicates a disrupted organization of the actin cytoskeleton. In

whole

ABSTRACTS-NORTHEAST REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
embryos, verapamil or nifedipine inhibits pigment pattern formation.
Moreover, blockage of the VDCCs in whole embryos or cultures, after
cells

have already migrated and differentiated, results

change

in individual cell

shape and in the overall pigment

Interactions that regulate the availability of

may

in a significant
cell pattern.

Ca 2+ through

VDCC

the

provide coordinate control of motile and adhesive interactions at

the cell-substratum interface.

cell biological

l(l)mys

alleles,

properties of integrins. morphological studies

and temperature

shift studies

role

of the Drosophila gene armadillo in cell inter-

and wingless signaling. M. PEIFER,
SCHAUS, B. RlGGLEMAN, AND C. RAUSKOLB
ton University, Princeton, NJ 08544-1014).
actions

WIE-

E.

(Prince-

and

interactions are thought to be important in

cell

regulating both the fate

and

the behavior of cells during development.

In the past several years, the Drosophila system has provided connections

between molecules known to be involved

known

in cell interactions

and genes

proper embryonic development. One of the
is the process of setting up

to be required for

best characterized processes in this context

an anterior or posterior pattern within each Drosophila segment. This
process involves

on a graded
Cells,

cell interactions,

and

now

is

thought to

rely primarily

encoded by the wingless gene product.
of this signal, determine their position within

con-

for the

of the PS integrins during Drosophila wing and eye development. Our
posit that integnns prevent the detachment of the dorsal and ventral

epithelia of the pupal

wing blade during the separation of these cell layers
(Milnerand Muir 1987. Roiix's Arch. Dev. Biol 195: 63-73). In addition,

membrane

at the basal surface

of the

thought to provide support for the photoreceptors (Cagan and Ready
1989. Dev. Biol. 136: 346-362), requires integnns to remain attached to

retina,

its

underlying basement membrane.

The

integrin functions

bryogenesis are also under study.
To dissect further the mechanisms of
constructs, transformed into

Cell adhesion

flies

models

they propose that the fenestrated

The

on various

using transformed

we have designed working models

taining Hsp70-l(l)myscDNA,
role

507

dunng em-

integrin function, l(l)mys

/i

have been used to investigate the function of a region of the molecule that is derived from the alternative
splicing of the 4th exon of the gene. Both forms of the integrin protein
tlies,

have the ability to rescue at least partially the mutant eye and wing
phenotypes. //; vitro mutagenesis in combination with P-element transformation is also being used to define functional domains within the
cytoplasmic region of the integrin molecule.
This work is supported by the HHMI and The American Cancer
Society.

extracellular signal,

by reading the level

the segment and decide

on

their fate.

The

wingless/int-1 signaling

Growth Factors and Signalling Molecules

pathway

controls patterning not only in insects, but also in vertebrates.

We have been working on armadillo, a gene also involved in setting
up patterns within each segment. We have shown that armadillo seems

Inositol phospholipid

to be required by cells to perceive the wingless signal. This signaling
pathway operates both in the embryo and in the imagmal discs which

give rise to the adult cuticle (Peifer el

We

protein plakoglobin, a

many

is

homologous

component of all adhesive

and Wieschaus 1990. Cell 63:
share

1991, Development, in press).

al.

have further shown that armadillo

features; they

forms, are polarized within
types but not in others.

1

cell-cell

to the

in

cells,

and

co-localize with actin in

The armadillo

protein

is

modular

some

cell

in function:

severely truncated proteins retain activity. In response to the wingless
signal, the intracellular distribution of the armadillo protein seems to be
altered.

Our results with armadillo suggest a

role for adhesive cell junctions

both development and in signal transduction, and
to investigate this connection in greater detail.
in

A

we

are

now

trying

GRiNBLAT 2 GENE H. YEE', FOTIS KAFATOS 2 AND
RICHARD O. HYNES' ('HHMI/M.I.T.. Cambridge,
,

The

University, Cambridge,

vertebrate integrins are a family of

linking extracellular molecules

(i.e..

MA 02139).

transmembrane glycoproteins

fibronectin, laminin, collagen) that

are involved in cell adhesion with the cytoskeleton. These molecules are

thought to play an important role in the morphogenetic events associated
with the formation of a multicellular organism. We have examined the in
vivo functions of integrins in Drosophila. a system amenable to both genetic
and molecular techniques. The
subunit of the Drosophila PS integnn
family is encoded by the lethal(l)myospheroid gene (l(l)mys). An analysis

oflethal(l)myosphewid~ somatic clones induced during larval development
has demonstrated postembryonic requirements for PS integnns in the development of the Drosophila wing and eye (Zusman et al.. 1990, Devel-

opment 108: 391^102). Mutant clones result in wing blisters, in which the
and ventral epithelia of the wing blade have separated, and disor-

dorsal

ganized photoreceptor

cells.

reinhardtii sheds

stresses.
is

Taking into account these phenotypes, the

is

involved in dejlagel-

We

CT

06269).

when exposed to certain environmental
shown that inositol phospholipid turnover

its flagella

have previously

associated with deflagellation induced by

shear.

The

deflagellation response of C.

signalling steps: the

pH shock or by mechanical
remhardln involves at least two

communication of stress

to the molecular apparatus

responsible for deflagellation and subsequently, or concurrently, the
communication of the deflagellated condition to elements controlling

gene expression and flagellar regeneration.
duction of inositol l,4,5-trisphosphate(IP,
signal pathways,

dissection of the functions of PS integrins during Drosophila development. SUSAN B. ZUSMAN', YEVGENYA

MA, 2 Harvard

C

junctions (Peifer

Both armadillo and plakoglobin
soluble and membrane-associated

occur

versity of Connecticut, Storrs,

human

167).

metabolism

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. RICHARD C.
CRAIN, LYNNE M. QUARMBY, AND YIR G. YUEH
(Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, The Unilation of

we have used

To determine whether
)

is

pro-

involved in either of these

agents that perturb inositol phospholipid

metabolism and have obtained evidence linking IP, formation to the
Treatment of cells with mastoparan. an activator
deflagellation event.
(

of

1

)

G proteins, results in both accumulation of IP, and deflagellation.

Pretreatment of

(2)

with levels of neomycin, an inhibitor of phospholipase C activity, that block accumulation of IP,, prevents deflagellation
in response to both pH shock and mastoparan. (3) Signals that cause
cells

deflagellation in wild type cells cause IP, production in the fa-1

which does not

deflagellate; these cells

mutant

appear defective in the excision

apparatus (Sanders and Salisbury 1989, / Cell Biol. 108: 1751-1760),
not signal perception. (4) Preincubation of cells with 2
EGTA. a

mM

calcium chelator, blocks accumulation of IP, and inhibits deflagellation
in response to mastoparan. These results suggest that extracellular calcium
may be required for both deflagellation and IP, production.

Genetic analysis of hormone regulated seedling develop-

ment
G.

in

Arabidopsis thaliana. J. KIEBER, P. GUZMAN,
A. WOLLENBERG, AND J. ECKER (Plant

ROMAN,

Science Institute, Department of Biology, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104).
The molecular mechanisms of plant hormone reception and signal
transduction are poorly understood. We are studying the action of eth-
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ylene, a gaseous plant

thaliana.

The

hormone, using the

"triple response" of Arabidopsis

"triple response" in Arabidopsis consists

The effect ofgravity on cytoplasmic streaming in characean

of three distinct

University, Ithaca,
A. CARL LEOPOLD.

The

and auxin.

One

class

of mutants displays the

response phenotype in the
absence of exogenously added ethylene. These can be divided into two
types, those revertible

by

silver

and

triple

AVG

(eto)

and those non-revertible

AVG

a non-competitive inhibitor of ethylene binding and
a potent inhibitor of ethylene production, clol mutants were found
Silver

(ctr).
is

to

produce

is

recessive

is

more ethylene than wild type plants, elol
map to chromosome 5. Several independent

at least sixty-fold

and found

to

EMS, x-ray, and DEB alleles of eto I have been isolated. A second eto
mutant, clo2, has been identified; it is dominant and also maps to chromosome 5. The second type of constitutive mutant is represented by
ctrl-

This mutant

displays the triple response in the presence of
ethylene antagonists, and so is most likely affected at, or downstream
of,

1

still

second class of mutants, which

in the

fails

to display the triple response

Two loci were identified; eiiil
map to chromosome and 4. re-

presence of ethylene, was identified.

(dominant) and

t'/n_ (recessive);

they

I

14853),

cell is

STAVES,

AND

independent of the direction of streaming. Howthe downwardly directed stream

when a cell is oriented vertically,
moves 10% faster than the upwardly

ever,

eliminated

if

may

UV

polarity

that a protein at the cell

We propose that the protoplast

falls

the rigid extracellular matrix, putting a tension or compression

plasma membrane on the top of the
respectively, as a

cell

by observations that a turgid

more dense than

reversed

is

membrane is required for
when cells are placed in

the protoplast,

and

within

on the

and the bottom of the

consequence of gravitational pressure. This

the graviresponse

is

ends are surgically removed or

microbeam. indicating

be the gravireceptor.

The

directed stream.

either or both of the cell

irradiated with a

ends

Biology, Cornell

MARK

velocity of cytoplasmic streaming in a horizontally oriented char-

acean internodal

Ca :+

ternal

is

cell,

supported

the graviresponse,

solutions that are

that applying a differential pressure

contributes to the gravity-induced signal transduction chain.

At concentrations above
is

1

n.M. there

reversed. Mathematical modelling

in the falling

spectively.

A

NY

between the two ends hydrostatically emulates the gravity response. Ex-

the receptor.

A

RANDY WAYNE (Section of Plant

cells.

morphological changes in seedlings upon exposure to ethylene: inhibition
of hypocotyl and root elongation, radial swelling of the stem, and exaggeration of the apical hook. We have exploited the "triple response"
to isolate a collection of mutants altered in their response to ethylene

is

a normal response, otherwise

shows that there

of the protoplast within the

cell wall

is

to

sufficient

it

energy

open enough ion

ethylene responses, was also identified. These include his I. a mutant

channels to realize the graviresponse. Furthermore, our model indicates
that the gravitational pressure model can explain gravisensing in higher

which does not show an apical hook and

plant cells

final class

the root

is

of mutants, which

is

affected in only a subset of the

eirl.

a

mutant

in

which only

if

the statoliths are considered to be ballast.

insensitive to ethylene.

The epistatic relationship of the genes is being examined to begin to
analyze the order of action of the gene products. Second site revertants
are being isolated for the etol. Ctrl, and cinl mutants. Finally, we are
beginning to isolate the genes that correspond to some of these mutations.
This analysis will facilitate the understanding of regulatory mechanisms
that govern ethylene action in plants.

Identification in Drosophila of a

superfamily of

13

cell

new member of the TGF-

signalling molecules.

KRISTI

WHARTON AND WILLIAM GELBART

(Cellular and
Harvard
Developmental Biology,
University, Cam02
138).
bridge,

MA

The transforming growth factor-0 (TGF-/3) superfamily of proteins
have been implicated in the control of cell growth and differentiation in

Regulation of a Drosophila growth factor homolog, decapentaplegic (dpp) in imaginal disks. MICHELE
SANICOLA, LAUREL A. RAFTERY, RONALD K.

BLACK.MAN,
sity,

AND W. M. GELBART

Cambridge,

(Harvard Univer-

the developing organism. Approximately 16 membersofthe family have
been identified in vertebrates and, until recently, only a single member,
the decapentaplegic (dpp) locus, has been found in invertebrates.

PCR

to amplify Drosophila

Based on

its

Using

a second TGF-/i-like gene was isolated.

chromosome localization, this gene is currently
The conceptual translation of sequence from cDNA

polytene

referred to as 60A.

MA 02138).

DNA.

ORF

clones identifies a single
with a signal sequence and multibasic
residues preceding a clearly defined region showing TGF-0 homology at
the C-terminus. These results are consistent with the gene product being

The dpp gene of Drosophila encodes
ecule that

a

TGF-0 growth

factor-like

mol-

needed for multiple developmental events including proximal-distal outgrowth of the adult appendages derived from
imaginal
is

disks. Previous

work has demonstrated

that a functional

dpp gene is
required on the anterior side of the anterior-posterior (A/P) compartment
boundary for the formation of a complete wing and notum. lac'/, reporter

gene construct experiments that dissect the complex 3' cis-regulatory
region which governs dpp's expression along the A/P compartment

boundary are presented. LIsing confocal microscopy to obtain single cell
resolution, we examine the relationship of dpp-driven /3-galactosidase
expression to the posterior compartment marker, engrailed (en) in both
1
wildtype and en mutant disks. We have determined that in wildtype
disks, the majority of cells expressing the <//>/'-dnven reporter gene about
those cells expressing en. In en' mutant disks, where the

boundary

is

disrupted,

we observe

A/P compartment

ectopic expression of the </pp-driven

reporter gene in the posterior compartment. These observations will be
discussed with reference to the A/P compartment boundary.

a secreted protein with proteolytic cleavage sites that

growth

factor-like molecule.

similarity within the

TGF-0

The 60A sequence shows
region to the

would

release a

greatest sequence

human bone morphogenetic

BMP-5, BMP-6, and BMP-7. with small regions of similarity
proposed "pro" region in the N-terminus. The fact that 60A shows

proteins
in the

stronger

homology

to these

mammalian

proteins than

it

does to dpp

suggests that the duplication of sequences leading to the existing multiple

TGF-/Mike proteins pre-dates the divergence of chordates and arthropods.
The 1.7 kb mRNA transcribed from 60A transcript is present in 4-10h embryos, climbing third instar larvae, pupae, and adult males. The
f>0. 4 transcript is expressed throughout the germ hand of embryos during
which time the germband is forming and extensive movements associated
with gastrulation take place. The expression is most intense in the mesoderm and ventral ectoderm, unlike the localization of dpp. The isolation
of'MIA will now allow us to investigate molecularly and genetically the
developmental relationship between two TGF-fJ-like proteins.
was a recipient of an NIH postdoctoral fellowship.
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cell-lineage expression patterns

elegans cell lineage gene lin-11.

GWEN

ROBERT HORVITZ (HHMI, Department
MIT, Cambridge,

An

analysis ((/'abnormal oocyte, daughterless-abo-like,
and wavoid-like in Drosophila melanogaster: related

of Biology,

MA 02139).

genes that

have mutations in the
Caenorhabditis elegans nematode worms that
in their movement and are unable
uncoordinated
are
lin-11
slightly
gene
in their
These abnormalities are probably due to defects
that form the hernervous system and in the division patterns of cells
Molecular cloning and subsequent semaphrodite vulva and gonad.
revealed that this gene encodes a
cDNAs
lin-11
of
quence analysis
and a highly conserved
homeodomain
a
both
contains

of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269).

to lay eggs.

protein that

potential metal binding

domain,

called

LIM

(Freyd

el al.

1990. Nature

of a cysteme344: 876-879). The LIM domain contains tandem copies
rich motif that

is

found

in several other proteins that also contain

homeodomains.

To determine

in

which

cells lin-11 is expressed,

we constructed

a

corresponding to the uptranslational fusion between genomic
end of lin-11 and a restream regulatory regions and amino terminal
fusion
the
plasmid into worms and
porter gene, lacZ. We injected

on a chroobtained a strain in which the fusion was stably integrated
in the six
is
fusion
-lucZ
expressed
lin-11
mosome. We find that the
nerve cord. The Hn-11-lacZ fusion is also
in the head: two pairs of amphid sensory
expressed in eight neurons
neurons are
neurons and two pairs of interneurons. Some of these
in lin-11 mutant
defects
the
behavioral
to
candidates for contributing
Hn-11-lacZ fusion is also expressed in a subset of cells

neurons

in the ventral

The

animals.

division
form the hermaphrodite vulva. These cells have altered
animals. We have examined the affects of
mutant
lin-11
in
patterns
on lin-11 -lacZ
various mutations in neuronal and vulval development
of linto confirm cell identities and analyze the regulation

that

expression
1 1

Abnormal <>c\ie (aba. 2^4),
like (wdl. 2-44) are related

and wavoiddaughterless-abo-like (dai 2-44).
effect defects which interact with het-

maternal

for aho. wamidexternal phenotype has not been reported
wing abnormality, and, recently, an embryonic phenotype
dal females often
for dal. Embryos derived from homozygous

erochromatin.

An

like displays a

was reported

failure in cenreduced nuclear density probably caused by a
of DAPI
examination
Our
1-13.
nuclear
cycles
trosome formation during
revealed defects similar
stained
embryos from the above three mutants

cellularize at

1

early

The synchrony of the mitotic cycles is lost, and gaps in the otherwise
in preblastoderm embryos.
uniform distribution of nuclei can be observed
the plane of the division
below
found
be
can
nuclei
just
In most cases,
which we have generated displays a more severe
dal
of
allele
A
new
figures.
mutants display
mutant morphology at all preblastoderm stages. All three
the mutant derived ovanes
a similar ovanan phenotype. In about 30% of
or too few nurse
examined, using Hoescht 33258, there are either too many
be absent. We have not seen any impact
cells, and the gametic nucleus may

to dal.

DNA

VC

N. BROOKS,

OSWALD,

C.

and embryos. K. ALBRECHT,
AND H. KRIDER (Department

affect oocytes

expression by other genes.

on
In

follicle cells,
all

but aberrant nurse

cases, the aberrant

cells

may

number of nurse

alter follicle cell distribution.

cells

can be explained

if divisions

in a cystoblast lineage. Two new
either ceased early or persisted too long
this phenotype. On occasion, a
alleles of abo (abif and ubJ) also display

The embryonic
is found in wdl oocyte cytoplasm.
the result of an imbalance of maternally derived products
conclude that abo.
defect.
during oogenesis and not a separate zygotic
be part of a complex of
dal. wdl and other genes in close proximity may
nuclear cluster or rosette

defects

may be

We

occur during oogenesis.
related functions affecting early events that

mec-3, a homeobox-containing gene that
in C.
controls mechanoreceptor neuronal differentiation
JEFFREY C. WAY (Biology Department, Rut-

Regulation

<>/'

elegans.

gers University, Piscataway.

NJ 08855).

*Ionic changes at fertilization alter the orientation of pig-

ment granule saltations in Arbacia eggs. P. G. ALLEN,
BEGG (Harvard Medical
J. M. BALTZ, AND D. A.
School, Boston,

MA 021 15).

Pigmented granules (PG)

throughout unfertilized A. punctitlala
PG are found

saltate

The mec-3 gene promotes differentiation of the Cacnorhabditis elegans
touch receptors and two other sets of mechanoreceptors, probably by

After fertilization.
eggs in a cytochalasin-sensitive process.
anchored to the cortex. Increased adhesion alone could

for mechanoreceptor function. In
turning on structural genes necessary
set of genes:
the touch receptors, mec-3 is part of a sequentially activated
itnc-86 is a member of the POU family of hom-

alterations in the paths followed
the change in distribution observed. However,
DIC
could enhance this redistribution. Using time-lapse,

unc-86->mec-3->mec-7.

cell
eobox genes and is expressed in the parent of each mec-3-expressing
mec895-905).
63:
Cell
1990.
Ruvkun
and both daughters (Finney and
not divide and
3 is expressed only in the anterior daughter, which does
Dev. 3: 18231989.
Genes
Chalfie
and
into a neuron

(Way

differentiates

1833).

mec-7

is

a touch receptor-specific 0-tubulin subunit that

is

nec-

Our goal is to understand how
essary for the function of this cell type.
mec-3 is regulated in order to understand how a stereotyped cell lineage
works.

by saltating

PG

video microscopy,

we have

direction of saltating

the speed, distance, and
quantitatively analyzed
after fertilization.
report that

We

PG, both before and

saltations. In the unfertilized
changes only the direction of these
fertilization,
no
have
that
polarity. After
follow
apparent
paths
egg, saltations
become radially aligned, and the majority of saltations become
fertilization

the paths

this transition
directed towards the cortex. Analysis of the signals regulating
and pH are necessary
indicate that both alterations in cytoplasmic calcium
the same ionic signals that
to activate this process. These results suggest that
also induce the
the reorganization of cortical actin at fertilization

trigger

mec-3 promoter contains four non-coding regions
These regions
that are conserved between two Caenorhabditis species.
Maintenance
contain presumptive binding sites for unc-86 and mec-3.
is mediated primarily by site II and partially by
of mec-3

We

account for

strongly

find that the

site III,

expression
which contain presumptive mec-3 binding

sites.

Repression

mutation of several different
appears to be controlled by several regions:
in the sisters of some
sites causes expression of a mec-3-lacZ fusion
mec-3
the
promoter appears
cells that normally express mec-3. Thus,
cell division by mediating asymmetric expresto mediate

asymmetric

sion of mec-3.

reorientation of

PG

saltations.

This work was supported by

NIH RO1 HD20140

Localization of differentiation-specific
entiating

F9 embryoid

bodies.

LAURA GRABEL (Biology
versity,

Middletown,

Primitive

endoderm

ferentiates into

two

CT

in the

to

DAB.

mRNAs

in differ-

SANDY BECKER AND

Department, Wesleyan Uni06457).

pen-implantation mouse embryo

separate lineages: visceral

and

parietal

dif-

endoderm
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PE). F9 teratocarcinoma cells,

(VE and

when grown

in the presence of retinoic acid, differentiate into

in

suspension

embryoid bodies

(EBs) consisting of a rind of VE, surrounding a core of stem cells.
is also added to the culture medium, a
When dibutyryl cyclic

AMP

rind of PE forms instead. These cells can therefore be used as a

model

system to study the role of cell interaction in the spatially appropriate
induction of visceral- and parietal-specific gene expression. We have
used a whole

mount

in situ hybridization technique, using digoxigenin

(BMB Genius) to visualize directly the
AFP and PE-specilic tPA mRNAs in EBs

labelled probes

localization

of VE-specinc

during their

differentiation.

show that, whereas AFP and tPA mRNAs become localized
endoderm layer in mature EBs, at earlier timepoints these

Results
to the

endoderm-specinc

mRNAs are

gests a two-step process

found

of the EB. This sug-

in all cells

wherein generalized up-regulation of expres-

along the proximo-distal axis. We have found that the AER of the
chick limb expresses GHox-8, while the cells directly subjacent to,
of. the AER express GHox-7. This observation suggests that GHox-7 and -8 may be involved in the function
of the AER or in the ability of cells subjacent to the ridge to respond

and under the influence

to

GABA

)

among

the VE, but to a low level of transcription of

the VE cells. We never see cells staining for endodermspecinc markers scattered randomly throughout the EB at early time

tPA by

distinct,

predetermined lineage programs.
This work was supported by Grant #CD-314 from the American Can-

function in locomotion

GABA

is

the major inhibitory neurotransmitter of the central nervous

system in mammals. We are studying GABA function in C. elt'gans and
have identified genes required for GABA neurotransmission.

in

he regulation of pattern formation during chick limb
development. CAROLINE N. D. COELHO, WILLIAM B.
I

UPHOLT, AND ROBERT A. KOSHER (Department of
Anatomy, University of Connecticut Health Center,
Farmington,

Muscimol, a
animals.

in wild-type

immunoreactivity, display a hypercontracted (shrinker) phenotype.
Killing the

GABAergic

CT

leased from these

polarizing activity

(ZPA)

at the posterior

margin of the

We

have found a gradient of gap junctional communication, as
assayed by intercellular transfer of lucifer yellow dye, along the A-P axis
of the limb bud, with extensive communication among posterior cells

more

ZPA and

anterior

communication among cells
regions of the limb bud. Such a gradient, possibly regprogressively less

ulated by local RA concentrations, might generate a graded distribution
of a low molecular weight intracellular regulatory molecule involved in

specifying

A-P

motorneurons inhibits body muscle contrac-

positional values.

Homeobox

containing genes have also been implicated in the regulation of pattern formation during limb development. We have studied,

the inhibitory

GABA

input, unc-

49 mutants are similarly hypercontracted and are completely resistant
to muscimol, which implies that unc-49 encodes either a GABA receptor
or a postsynaptic

component required for receptor function.
provide a stimulatory function in defecation, une-25 animals lack contractions of the expulsion muscles during defecation and
are constipated. Furthermore, killing two GABAergic neurons, AVL and

GABA may

DVB, phenocopies
released

06030).

limb bud appears to be the source of a diffusible morphogen, possibly
retinoic acid (RA), that specifies the anterior-posterior (A-P) positional
values of the skeletal elements of the limb according to its local concen-

in

VD and DD motorneurons also leads to the
GABA re-

hypercontracted phenotype. These results suggest that

from

alternatively,

adjacent to the

GABA inhibits muscle contraction in C
GABA agonist, inhibits muscle contractions
By contrast, unc-25 mutants, which lack GABA

The neurotransmitter
elegans.

The unc-4V gene product mediates

Gap junctional communication and homeobox genes

tration.

death.

tions.

cer Society.

The zone of

cell

and expulsion in CaenoERIK JORGENSEN, STEVE MC!NTIRE,
AND H. ROBERT HORVITZ (HHMI, Department of Biology, MIT, Cambridge MA 02139).

all

points, then accumulating at the periphery as differentiation proceeds.
This supports a model of embryogenesis in which lineage decisions
are determined by cell position rather than sorting out of cells with

programmed

rhabditis elegans.

AFP mRNA

aberrant cells

influence.

involved in regulation of

sion of these transcripts throughout the EB precedes the restriction
of expression to the outer differentiating layer. Results show also that
is localized to the apical edge of the VE in RA EBs,
although other probes did not show such restriction. We also show
that the low level of tPA previously reported in the VE of RA EBs
(Sabbag el al. 1989. Development 106: 195-201 is due not to a few

its

The shaping of the contours and digits of the developing limb is thought
to occur through programmed cell death in localized regions of the limb,
including the posterior necrotic zone (PNZ) and the interdigital mesenchyme (IDM). We have found that Ghox-8 and -7 are expressed in
the PNZ and IDM, suggesting that these homeobox genes may also be

this expulsion defect. In the simplest

AVL and DVB directly stimulates
AVL and DVB may act through an

model,

GABA

muscle contraction;
intervening neuron.

Because iinc-49 mutants have normal expulsions, GABA cannot act
through the unc-49 product in expulsion muscle contraction, and a second
receptor

mechanism must

A GABA

exist.

agonist induces muscle contraction.

More

direct evidence

GABA

can stimulate muscle contraction comes from experiments
with muscimol. iinc-25 unc-49 double mutants lack expulsion muscle
that

contractions and are resistant to inhibitory effects on muscle contraction

such animals can be restored by muscimol
This rescue is not blocked by killing

by muscimol. Expulsions

in

or high concentrations of

GABA.

AVL and DVB, indicating that muscimol is acting postsynaptic to AVL
and DVB. perhaps directly on the muscles.
AVL and DVB use exogenous GABA. Providing exogenous GABA
at

low concentrations to unc-25 worms also rescues the expulsion defect.
GABA rescue at these concentrations can be blocked by

However,

meobox genes GHox-7, -8, and -4.6 during chick limb development.
Ghox-7 and -8 were localized to the anterior compartment of the limb,

both AVL and DVB, or by adding nipecotic acid, a GABA
reuptake blocker. We conclude that GABA at low concentrations is
not acting directly on the muscle, but rather is taken up, presumably

while Ghox-4.6 showed the opposite pattern and was restricted to the

via a specific

GABA

DVB. Thus,

the only functional defect in unc-25 appears to be a lack

by

in situ hybridization, the patterns

of expression of the chicken ho-

ZPA containing region

killing

transport protein, and then released by

AVL

and

of the limb. These complementary patterns of expression along the A-P axis of the limb may suggest that interacting opposing gradients of expression of various molecules may be

of GABA.

involved in determining positional values.

expulsion defects (S.M. and H.R.H., in prep.;

The apical ectodermal ridge (AER) is responsible for the outgrowth and formation of the various skeletal elements of the limb

us to distinguish mutations causing presynaptic expulsion defects (af-

posterior

A number
1

of mutants exist that display the shrinker phenotype or
Thomas 1990. Gcnelicx

24: 855-872).

The pharmacological techniques described here

will

allow

ABSTRACTS-NORTHEAST REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
AVL

fecting

and

DVB or a

preceding step) from those causing postsyn-

aptic expulsion defects (presumably in the muscle).

and development

*Cell motility

Dictyostelium cells.
Connecticut, Storrs,

CT

size

in wild-type

DAVID KNECHT
06269),

with

and mutant

(University of

HEDI KERN, DIANE

cDN As from early
was

resenting a novel

homeobox sequence. This novel homeobox appears

most closely related to human HOX-3.6. This
band on a Southern blot when the genomic DNA
to be

different

SOLL.

that

its

expression

We

is

restricted to the outer

are currently

species backcross technique,

insert gives a single
is

cut with several

in situ hybridization analysis suggests

enzymes. Preliminary

ferentiation.

Dictyostelium amoebae undergo a variety of motile behaviors during
These include random crawling, chemotactic migration

PCR product of the expected
Among the sub-cloned PCR

products were representatives of previously identified mouse genes including Hox-1.3, -1.6, -1.7, -2.4, -2.8, and -3.1, as well as a clone rep-

Cox, JOHN CONDEELIS, DEB WESSELS, AND DAVID

their life cycle.

EBs as template. The
and sequenced.

isolated, subcloned,

51

mapping

edge in embryoid body

this novel

and constructing a

gene using the

cDNA

dif-

inter-

library to obtain

the entire coding sequence of the gene.

toward bacteria during feeding, chemotactic migration towards endogenously produced

cAMP to accomplish aggregation, and morphogenetic

movements during development. In an effort to define the role of cytoskeletal components in driving and controlling these processes, we have
begun to construct and analyze mutants that lack

DC and AC field effects on early sea urchin development.
MICHAEL LEVIN, JORGE L. GONZALEZ, AND SUSAN
G. ERNST (Department of Biology, Tufts University,
02 155).
Medford,

specific cytoskeletal

MA

proteins.

Dictyostelium cells have a single myosin II heavy chain gene. Mutants
that do not express myosin II have been obtained by gene disruption

to incomplete cytokinesis, while during

DC magnetic fields and
development of two species
of sea urchin: Strongylocentrotus purpiiratiis and Lytechinus pictus
Batches of developing eggs were exposed to the AC field (produced by

alterations in chemotactic motility

a coil system) at different field strengths, or to the

and antisense
growth,

RNA inhibition and have been described previously.

some mutant

cells

During
become giant multmucleated syncytium due
development, cells show severe
and are unable to perform morpho-

movements. We have recently obtained new mutants by both
antisense and insertional mutagenesis using a different parental cell line
genetic

(AX3). These mutants share most of the phenotypes of the earlier

cell

however, they are able to grow normally on a plastic substrate.
The morphology and timing of cytokinesis appears similar to wild-type
lines,

cells,

indicating that these cells are able to accomplish cytokinesis in the

absence of myosin

This study examined the effects of 300 Gauss

60 Hz weak

AC

controls, in the

divisions

is

mm

5.

There

is

capable of cross linking actin filaments into orthogonal arrays.

Mutants that do not express ABP- 20 are overtly normal in growth and
development. However, high resolution computerized analysis of their
motility reveals significant alterations in the rate, directionality, and me1

chanics of movement. In addition, synchronous biochemical analysis of
the cAMP response reveals a significant reduction in F-actin incorporation

when ABP-120 would normally be
new pseudopods. Therefore, ABP-120 appears to play a role in

into the cytoskeleton at the time

found

in

pseudopodal motility, however,

and

cells

accomplish development using other mechanisms.
258 3, 40599,
8577 and a training grant from
Supported by

HD

1

1

NIH.
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mouse homeobox regions
F9 embryoid body formation.
PATRICIA A. LABOSKY, MICHAEL P. WEIR, AND
LAURA B. GRABEL (Department of Biology, Wesleyan
expressed

in the first

DC fields produced

development; the

ration.

to identify novel

during

University, Middletown,

field.

pre-fertilization. resulting in

The

effect

is

two

cell

dependent on the time

The optimum time of L pictus is
a delay of 22 min. The optimum

mm

purpuratus is 15
pre-fertilization, resulting in a delay of
is not a simple dose-effect relationship for exposure du-

DC

fields

caused up to 8-fold increases in the incidence of

exogastrulation in L. pictus, but not in S. purpuratus.

*The cytomechanics ofgrowth cone-target interactions in
Aplysia bag cell neurons. CHI-HUNG LIN AND PAUL
FORSCHER (Department of Biology, Yale University,

New

Haven,

CT

065

1

1

).

Growth cones (GCs) of cultured Aplysia bag cell neurons are chardomain that exhibits directed microtubule-based organelle transport and a peripheral lamellar domain rich
acterized by: a central cytoplasmic

in F-actin.

The use ofPCR

The speed-up
field strength.

can overcome the loss of this protein

still

GM

cell division).

of initiation of exposure to the

17 min.

and

fixed,

dependent on the

second

linearly

cAMP pulse

newly formed pseudopods following a

DC field of a permanent

1

time for

localized to

early

Samples of the
and scored for cell division. It was
demonstrated that AC fields between 7 and 88 Gauss in intensity produce
a significant acceleration of early development (up to 90 min relative to
continuous cultures were taken,

constructed by insertional mutagenesis. This protein is believed to play
a role in pseudopod formation or stability during chemotactic motility,
it is

on the

fields

starting at different times relative to fertilization.

magnet

a significant delay in

II.

Mutants lacking the actin binding protein ABP-120 have also been

since

magnetic

CT

These actin networks are assembled along the leading GC
at rates of 3-6 ^m/min. The

margin and are translocated centripetally
resulting cortical actin flow

polycationic beads

bound

is

also capable of driving the

to the

membrane

movement of

surface (Forscher

and Smith

1990, in Optical Microscopy for Biology. Wiley-Liss, Inc. pp. 459-471).
In this study,

GC-bead. GC-GC, and GC-neurite interactions were

in-

vestigated using video-enhanced differential interference contrast mi-

06459).

croscopy and

We

digital

substrates, isolated

treated with retinoic acid in suspension culture, develop into

came more

embryoid

two

GCs

imaging techniques.

When

plated

on poly-L-lysine

GCs

migrated slowly (<0.5 ^m/min). However, when
encountered each other, ruffling in the peripheral domain be-

are interested in identifying genes involved in mediating early
lineage decisions in the mouse embryo. F9 teratocarcinoma cells, when

intense at the contact

site,

domain

followed by outward extension of

of 2-6 ^m/min. The

GC

bodies (EBs) with an inner core of stem cells and an outer layer of visceral

the organelle enriched central

endoderm. This mimics the

then turned and migrated along the neunte of the interacting
at the
rates of 1-3 ^m/min. Using rhodamine-phalloidm and anti-0-tubuhn

early events seen in the peri-implantation

mouse embryo and provides us with a model system. We are using PCR
homeobox containing genes that could be involved in
establishing the visceral endoderm lineage. Degenerate primers most
similar to the :cn homeobox of Drosophila were used in PCR reactions
to identify novel

at rates

GC

double immunofluorescence staining at different time points during these
interactions, F-actin was first observed to accumulate at the contact site,
followed by microtubule extension, which correlated with preferential

POSTERS AND VIDEO SESSION
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migration of the central

domain toward

the contact

These

site.

inter-

mononucleated myoblasts and

actions were reversibly inhibited by an actin poison, cytochalasin B.

was strongest

During the chronic exposure, the drug blocked both the GC-target
and neunte outgrowth.

tubes. Additionally.

in-

in

myotubes

CAT

in short

myotubes at the onset of fusion,
and was weak in mature myo-

at late fusion,

was expressed

at high levels in quiescent cul-

teractions

tures, at intermediate levels in control cultures,

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant
NS28695 and The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience.

tures with

enhanced contractile

CAT under these conditions may
Supported by grants from

Distribution within dorsal root ganglia of horseradish peroxidase transported from the hindlimb bud of Rana

KAREN MONTGOMERY AND HAROLD D.

pipiens.

(University of

Rhode

HRP and,

are able to transport

BIBB

R. E.

second, the distribution of these

transporting neurons in the spinal ganglia. Horseradish peroxidase was
placed in the hindlimb rudiments of Rana pipiens of Taylor-Kollros
stages

bud

HRP pellets (0.15-0.33 mm)

and X. The

IV, V,

III,

remained

in

and the lumbar spinal cord and limb-associated
ganglia were then fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde. The tissue was treated
with diaminobenzidme, and 10 >jm serial paraffin sections were cut. At
the limb

stage

III,

for

when

48

h,

neural fibers are just entering the limb bud, fibers from

three ganglia demonstrate the capacity to transport

HRP. The

a

HAUSMAN

versity,

Cognin

is

Boston,

The

and

at

low

levels in cul-

differential expression

reflect preferential

expression of

of

MLC

1

.

MDA and the Smith College Blakeslee Fund.

cDNA

encoding the

molecule, retina cognin. A. S.

RI 02881).

Island, Kingston,

The aim of this study was to determine, first, that time in development
when the neural fibers extending to the hindlimb bud from ganglia 8, 9,
and 10

Identification of

activity.

cell recognition

M. KRISHNA RAO AND

(Department of Biology, Boston Uni-

MA 02215).

a developmentally regulated 50

kDa

cell

surface glycoprotein

enhance the reaggregation of embryonic retinal cells
from chick and mouse, but not cells from other tissues. We report here

that acts in vitro to

the cloning ofa
chick retinal

cDNA encoding embryonic chick cognin. An embryonic-

cDN A

was constructed

library

in

a Xgt

1

1

vector

and screened

with polyclonal antiserum to cognin. This screening yielded several im-

munoreactive clones. Antiserum was prepared to the fusion protein pro-

duced by one recombinant lysogen. This antiserum recognized a 50 kDa
protein from retinal cell membranes, produced a developmental staining

labelled

pattern in the chick retina similar to that seen with cognin antiserum

neurons range in size, from the largest ones, to those with scant cytoplasm
:
and with nuclear cross sectional areas as small as 40 ^m At stage X,

and inhibited the in vitro aggregation of retinal cells. In vilro translation
of RNAs from cDNA subclones yielded a 50 kDa protein that was recognized by cognin antiserum on Western blots. Using these criteria, we

all

.

when limb size permits a discrete placement of pellets, the 9th ganglia
show labeled cells throughout their anterior-posterior extent, with the
middle regions of each ganglion containing the largest number of labeled
cell bodies. Similar numbers of labeled neurons are present dorsally and
ventrally,

and

and medially. This distribution of labeled

also laterally

neurons suggests that fibers converging on a localized target area
from cell bodies that are randomly distributed within the ganglia.

Developmental stage and contractile
expression

ofCA T transgene in

activity

skeletal

arise

regulate

muscle in

vitro.

JOHANNA L. PHILLIPS, OLIVERA JANJIC, AND JEANNE
A. POWELL (Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063)

cDNA clone as that encoding retina cognin. In addition.
Northern blot analysis of embryonic chick retina with this cDNA probe
detected two transcripts: a major 1.3 kb mRNA that, although present
identify the

throughout embryogenesis, was most prominent
.9 kb mRNA.
ina, and a less abundant

el

al 1989.

expression

is

light

PNAS 86:

chain

7780-7784). The transgene

specific to skeletal

is

driven

promoter-'A enhancer, so CAT
muscle. The transgenic mice were bred

(MLC)

1

ret-

ROGINA, CAROLINE N. D. COELHO, ROBERT A.
KOSHER, AND WILLIAM B. UPHOLT (Department of

MLCCAT

by the myosin

embryonic

Cloning of the chicken homologs of the human homeoboxcontaining genes Hox4F and 11 and analysis of their
expression during chick limb development. BLANK.A

BioStructure and Function, University of Connecticut
Health Center, Farmington, CT 06032).

founder line 7 carry 45 copies (per
Transgenic mice from
haploid complement) of a transgene encoding the bacterial enzyme
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) integrated into the germlme
(Rosenthal

in early

1

Homeobox-containing genes are thought to be involved in the reguand specification of positional information
during vertebrate limb development on the basis of their regulated temlation of pattern formation

under the regulation of the MLC1
of
promoter-'/) enhancer since expression of the two isotorms differs in

during embryogenesis. To study the relamembers of the Hox-4 gene cluster and the specification of positional identity, we have used polymerase chain reaction
techniques to isolate the chicken cognates of mouse Hox-4. 6 and human

developing (Periasamy el al. 1984. / Biol. Chem. 259: 13,595-13,604)
and denervated muscle in vivo (Barton el at. 1989. Development 107:

the

homozygosity (cat/cat) with respect to the transgene to achieve maximum CAT activity from individual transgenic nuclei. We were interested

to

CAT

in the in vitro expression

819-824).

We

examined

three different stages of development: prolif-

erating myoblasts/early fusion, early myotubes/late fusion,

myotubes

that occasionally exhibited cross striations.

and mature

We also examined

three levels of contractile activity generated by maintaining cultures in

media with

K

+
),

different

K+

concentrations: quiescent myotubes

sporadically contractile

myotubes

(3

mA/ K +

).

myotubes

CAT

(

5

mAt K* and
),

(

1

3

mA/

highly contractile

expression was detected biochemically by

reacting culture cell extracts with a fluorescent derivative of chloram-

CoA. The reaction products were separated by thin
chromatography and visualized with UV illumination. In addition,
CAT expression was detected immunocytologically, using an FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-CAT antibody. CAT expression was detected in some
phenicol and acetyl
layer

poral

and

spatial expression

tionship between

5'

Hox-11 from a chick limb bud

cDNA

human Hox-4F homeobox and

library.

Published sequences for

paralogs were compared and used
to design oligonucleotides to be used as amplification primers in PCR
reactions with aliquots ofa limb cDNA library as template. The amplified
its

DNA fragments were used to screen the cDNA library prepared from
RNA isolated from 4-6 day embryonic chick limbs. Based on nucleotide
and deduced amino acid sequences, six out of nine isolated cDNA clones
have been identified as the chicken cognate of mouse Hox-4. 6 (human
Hox-4F), and three have been identified as the chicken cognate of human
homeobox-contaming gene Hox-11, a paralog of Hox-4. 6. Our chicken
cognate of the human Hox-11 differs in one amino acid from the human
sequence, and our chicken cognate of human Hox-4. 6 differs in two
amino acids from human Hox-4F. The GHox-4.6 probe was hybridized
to Northern blots of limb RNA from various stages and showed a band
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kh present at similar levels in stages 22-3 In situ hybridization
is restricted
analysis showed that at stage 24, high expression of GHox-4.6
o!'

1

1

.4

to the

ZPA

.

(zone of polarizing activity (-containing posterior

mesoderm

or no expression detectable in the mesoderm
in the middle or the anterior limb mesoderm. The ZPA is the putative

of the limb bud with

little

limb bud.
pattern along the antero-posterior axis of the developing chick

data,

Northern blotsofGHox-11 mRNA showed a band at 2.7 kb. The intensity

periodic cortical contractions that

clusters.

Supported by

NIH

Grant HD22610.

Retina cognin mediates cholinergic differentiation in the
embryonic chick retina. G. D. VIVEK SAGAR AND

HAUSMAN (Department

R. E.

versity,

Boston,

of Biology, Boston Uni-

MA 02215).

less

than 30.

the vegetal pole

988. Development 103:507-518). However, experiments
drugs, as well as parthogenetically activated egg

observations

in stages 22-28. GHox-4.6 and GHox-ll share considerable
homology with each other over their entire lengths but do not contain
the conserved amino terminus and conserved pentapeptide domains
characteristic of the more 3' homeobox genes of the major homeobox

move towards

where they subsequently ingress into the embryo's interior along the
is microtubule depencleavage furrows. The aggregation of germ plasm
dent and microfilament independent, consistent with Ressom and Dixon's

source of diffusible morphogen. and this distribution of GHox-4.6 tranof
scripts suggests that GHox-4.6 may be involved in the specification

was similar

numbering usually

aggregate into larger patches, eventually
Concomitantly, these patches actively

(1

using pharmacological

show

that ingression

cleavage dependent.

is

We

also discovered

occur between cleavage divisions, which
Our
appear to drive the aggregated germ plasm towards the vegetal pole.
efforts are presently focussed on understanding the mechanisms of these

dynamic movements.

Modulation ofprogrammed cell death and gene expression
in mouse limb development. HARLEEN SINGH, MARCELLO CURTO, AJIT ALLES, AND ZAHRA ZAKERI (Department of Biology, Queens College of CUNY, Flushing,

NY

11367)

Programmed

death in interdigital areas strongly influences the
mouse limbs. This process shows

cell

correct morphogenesis of developing

Previous work showed that cholinergic differentiation in developing
chick retina depends on insulin and cell-cell interactions. Here, we investigated the molecular nature of the dependence on cell interactions,

the histomorphology of apoptosis (Kerr et ai 1972. Br.

of retina cognin. a 50 kDa, retina-specific, cell recand occurs
ognition molecule. Cognin mediates cell adhesion in vitro
that
exhibit
retinal
neurons
the
same
on
cholinergic
during development

with mechanisms

specifically the role

We

probed two markers of cholinergic differentiation: choline
Both
acetyltransferase (ChAT) activity and high affinity choline uptake.
markers.

parameters show developmentally dependent increases during differentiation of retinal neurons in culture and can be measured by techniques
published previously (Hausman cl ai 1991. De\ Brain Res. 59: 31-38).
Here,

we blocked cognin-mediated

cell

interactions with antibodies spe-

cognin and found a developmentally dependent reduction
activity but no reduction of high affinity choline uptake. Thus,

cific to retina

in

ChAT

the action of cognin-mediated cell interactions in cholinergic differentiation was by a pathway different than that of insulin, which stimulates

ChAT and choline uptake. This effect on the normal developmental
ChAT activity was seen only in retinal tissue, not in cerebrum
or cerebellum, where ChAT activity increases normally with development.

both

increase in

The

effect

of cognin antibodies was tissue specific and dose-dependent.

Other molecules that bound to the surface of retinal neurons such as abungarotoxin or antibodies to the cell adhesion molecule Ng-CAM, did
not inhibit

ChAT

diated

contact.

cell

Supported by

activity.

NIH

Thus, the

effect

was

selective for

cognin-me-

cell

death (PCD) requires

still

unknown.

We

J Cancer 26:

RNA and protein syn-

thesis, suggesting genetic control (Alles et al. 1991.

FASEB

J. 5:

2127),

used retinoic acid (RA), a gene

to
expression regulator (Evans 1988. Science 240: 889) and morphogen.
study interdigital cell death in embryonic limbs of Swiss Webster mice,

where

We

cell

death normally reaches maximal levels at day 14 of gestation.
TRPM-2, which has been

also analyzed the expression of the gene

correlated with apoptosis in rat prostate involution (Buttyan 1989. Mel.

RA 100 mg/kg was administered to 13 day
The embryos were removed after 12 h. Dying cells

Cell Biol. 9: 3473-3481).

pregnant females.

were detected by Nile blue
death, suggesting that

it

sulfate.

may

RA

expands areas of normal cell
PCD. Co-adminis-

play a role in normal

D (33

mg/kg) reduces this effect, indicating that
by apoptosis. The effect of RA can also be seen
in in vitro limb culture. Northern blot analysis of RNAs isolated from
embryonic limbs and hybridized with a TRPM-2 cDNA radiolabeled

tration of actinomycin

the

mode

of cell death

is

12.5
probe showed progressively increasing levels of expression from day
The RA
(appearance of apoptosis) to day 16.5 (absence of apoptosis).

treatment also lowered

between

cell

death and

TRPM-2 expression. The negative correlation
TRPM-2 expression suggests that in different

may be activated during apoptosis.
This work was supported by a grant from March of Dimes to ZZ and

tissues different sets of genes

a fellowship from
grant

AIRC

to

MC.

EY04461.

*Germ plasm dynamics in Xenopus early development.
R. M. SAVAGE AND M. V. DANILCHIK (Biology Department,

239-257). Programmed

Wesleyan

University,

Middletown,

CT

06459).

We

have been studying the dynamic movements of germ plasm in
of the germ
early cleavage stage Xenopus laevis embryos. Components
plasm can be selectively labeled with the fluorescent dye DiOC 6 (3),

Sea urchin Endol6
cessed,
ride.

and

its

mRNA

is

expression

MARGARET

potentially differentially prois

sensitive to lithium chlo-

SOLTYSIK.-ESPANOLA, CATHERINE

NOCENTE-MCGRATH, ROBERT MClSAAC, AND SUSAN
G. ERNST (Biology Department, Tufts University,
02 155).
Medford,

MA

Northern blot and

in situ hybridization analyses

of spatial and temporal

enabling us to track, using confocal laser-scanning microscopy and
timelapse video, the movements of germ plasm in live embryos. We

patterns of expression demonstrate that Endol6 encodes an endoderma role in
specific product and suggest that the Endol6 protein may play

have defined three distinct phases of germ plasm movements during
are initially
early cleavage. Approximately 500 islands of germ plasm

gastrulation.

distributed throughout the vegetal subcortex in the unfertilized .Vivio/w.v
these islands
egg. During the first cell cycle cortical cytoplasmic rotation,

As development proceeds, the transcript is expressed in cells
of the invaginating archenteron, and becomes progressively restricted to
the stomach as the archenteron differentiates into a three-part gut. In-

move

with the vegetal yolk mass. In early cleavage, the islands begin to

Endo

1

6

mRNA

is first

detected in the vegetal plate, a group

of endodermal and mesenchymal precursor
trulation.

cells that will initiate gas-

POSTERS

514
terestingly, the 6.8

kb message

cating that the function of the

is

AND VIDEO

not detected in the adult tissues, indi-

Endol6 gene product may be

specific to

embryogenesis. Indirect immunofluorescence studies reveal that the
Endol6 protein appears to be localized on the surface of endodermal

during gastrulation (Nocente-McGrath el al. 1989, Dev. Biol 136:
264-272). To determine the function of Endol6 in sea urchin develcells

opment, we are using two approaches. (1) obtaining and analyzing the
cDNA sequence of Endol6, and (2) examining the Endol6
expression when normal development is disrupted. The sequence analysis
entire

SESSION

FITC and

digoxigenin-labeled probes identified with an antidigoxigemn

Fab fragments conjugated to rhodamme. ER was localized with the hpophilic dye. DiOC6(3). Actin was labeled with FITC or rhodamme
and 2 type I collagen mRNA colocalized, however,
labeled phalloidm.
1

type

I

and

II

mRNA

did not have the

same

to

and penderm

cells.

The

actin cortical

mat

Endo 6. as well as an increase of up to
.7 fold in the proportion of endoderm tissue in the vegetal plate of LiCltreated embryos. The increase of endoderm tissue as established by stain-

staining

mesenchyme blastula embryos dissociated to single cells with both
DAPI and Endo 16 antibodies is proportional to the concentration of
LiCl used. In addition, we observed a delay in development in lithium-

both type

1

ing

treated

embryos

late class histone

Work
Fund
*

that

is

H2B

supported by

accompanied by a delay

in the expression

of a

gene.

BRSG,

the Betty

for Biological Research,

and an

Vernon

to

SGE.

spatial localization of act in, cndoplasmic reticiihnn,

mRNA

MA

combined with confocal

scanning analysis, was used
to investigate the distribution ol endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and collagen
mRNA in whole mount preparations of freshly isolated corneal epithelia.
laser

and a(2) type
probes specific for the C-propeptide region of a(
I, and a(l
type II collagen were labeled with biotin-16-dUTP or digoxigenin-1 1-dUTP. The biotin labeled probes were visualized with avidin1 )

)

both the penderm and basal
in the center of the basal

was pennuclear

three-dimensional reconstructions.
I

and

II

collagen

in the central region

The

;/;

cells, then appeared
which were tubular in

situ hybridization pattern for

mRNA was similar to the ER staining pattern

of the basal

cells.

Video recordings were made of

the z-series images (Leica) and the double label in xiiu hybridization.

This work was supported by
Health Science Fund.

NIH

grant,

AR

38960, and the Whitaker

Construction of preimplantation mouse cDNA library by
polymerase chain reaction. Rui YAN AND ANNA W.

SEITZ (Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Amherst.

MA

in

Previous studies have shown that 6-day chick corneal epithelial cells
produce types I, II, and IX collagen. In the current study, in situ hy-

cDNA

in

epithelia isolated

as discrete spots in the individual optical section

and

embryonic Avian corneal epithelia.
KATHY K. H. SVOBODA (Department of Anatomy and
Neurobiology, Boston University School of Medicine,
02 11 8).
Boston,

bridization,

was localized

and

& Charles Taylor Vernon

NSF grant

Application of confocal laser scanning microscopy for

collagen

ER

compartment of
+BL.
cells. The basal cell

in the basal

the basal cells was visible in whole corneas

1

There also

mRNA

I

of three independent clones suggest the possibility of alternative splicing
at the 3' end of the message. Lithium chloride, a well known vegetalizing
agent, causes overexpression of

distribution.

be more type than type II collagen
in the corneal
epithelial cells. Actin staining defined the cell borders and microvilli of
the penderm cells and was prominent at the interface between the basal

appeared

01003).
Construction of

cDNA

libraries

is

a

common

approach

for identifi-

and charactenzation of differentially expressed gene products. The
difficulty in obtaining a large number of mouse preimplantation embryos
cation

hampers

this

approach.

We

used polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to

cDNA synthesized from total RNA prepared from 200 morula-stage embryos was amplified to microgram
quantities using PCR. The size of the amplified cDNA ranges from less
circumvent

this

problem. The

than 0.5 kb to more than 4.0 kb. After fractionation
0.4

kb was used

The

library' is

poly(AT

for cloning

and

a library of 8.3

x

characterized for insert sizes and

RNA

population

in the

!

cDNA

10 clones
its

morula embryo.

larger than

was obtained.

representation of the

INDEX

A

A

breeding population of the Western Pacific crab Hemigrapsis sanguincus (Crustacea: Decapoda: Grapsidae) established on the Atlantic
coast of North America, 195
dissection of the functions of PS integrins during Drosophila devel-
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requiring culture techniques.

combines

It

inten-

COURSE: AUGUST 2- AUGUST 14, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1. 1992

range of basic principles relevant to the culture
of marine organisms. Visits are

An

A series of lectures and

planned to research laboratories throughout
Mole as well as to local clam, scallop and

investigators

with reviews of a wide

and maintenance

Woods

lobster manculture facilities. Director Roger

Manne Biomedical Institute,

well as established
postdoctoral students as

Texas.

who

desire to

become competent

a

working with a broad range of microbes. Limited
to 20 students. Directors Martin Dworktn, Univer-

designed

for a class of

60 established

in

1

6 gradu-

investiga-

of Minnesota andlohn Bre/nak, Michigan State
sity

tors, postdoctoral fellows, and advanced graduate students. Director MikheBL. Sogin, Manne

University.

Bblogkal Laboratory

and

neuroscience,

pharmacology, and chemoreception.
to learn the art and practice of in vivo

computer laboratory for phylogenelic and
analysis. This two week program is

sequence

intended for

investigators with interests

discussions exploring
and
multiple approaches to molecular evolution,

microbiological techniques for isolating and

in
T.

Catveston,

intensive course intended forgraduate or

is

ate students, post-doctoral researchers,

COURSE; JUNE 14 JULY 30, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE; MARCH 2, 1992

sive laboratory training

Hanlon,

20

for

of major issues in the experimental analysis of

the laboratories and will

applications to specific problems

intended

curgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows
rently training in molecular biology, cell biology,

a scholarship

1992

course intended (or graduate

level

doctoral fellows, and established investigators

accompany

is

NIH]

1992

1992

Texas Health Science
Papermaster, University of

intensive course for graduate students, post-

cussions will

1,

direct laboratones of

COURSE; JUNE 14 -JULY 25, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 2, 1992

and ecological

MAY

This laboratory- lecture course

research in this

biology and their application to physiological

TECHNIQUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
FOR PROVIDING MARINE ORGANISMS
FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
COURSE; MAY 17 MAY 29, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 20, 1992

AUGUST 29.

and experimental approaches to fundamental research problems in vision so that the
students can evaluate the potential for active

Wolf,

Worcester foundation lor Experimental Biology.

COURSE: AUGUST 16 APPLICATION DEADLINE:

retical

engineers interested

state-of-the-art optical, electronic,

[SPONSORED BY
THE NATIONAL EYE INSTITUTE,

who wish
elect ro-

chemislfy as applied to studies of the CMS. The
course will address the theory and practice of
these techniques, and will encompass a combination of lectures, demonstrations, and hands-

on use of these methods and technologies.
Directors CregA Cerhardt and Paul A Moore,
Rocky Mountain Center for Sensor Technology, UniHealth Sciences Center.
versity of Colorado

MICROINJECTION TECHNIQUES
IN

CELL BIOLOGY

NEURAL SYSTEMS AND BEHAVIOR

COURSE: MAY 26 - |i Nl 1, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 2O, 1992
I

COUBSL JUNE 14

-

AUGUST

This research oriented course

Intended

(or

from leading practitioners.

many o( the

latest

methods

In

addi-

theme

of this course

tion with microinjection. Director Robert

ontogeny
pate

of light

microscopy, including the use ol fluorescence
and video techniques, will be used in conjuncfl

graduate and postdoctoral students

as well as established investigators.

learn techniques of microinjection into a variety

tion,

1992
1992

intended for 24

is

graduate students, postdoctoral researchers, and
investigators- It will provide an opportunity to

of Irving cells

7,

MARCH 2,

APPLICATION DEADLINE.

in

is

The central

the neural bases and

of behaviors.

Twenty students partici-

intensive laboratories/lectures

combine
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state-of-the-art neurobiological tech-

niques with behavioral and developmental analyses. Directors

Konald Calabrese, Emory University

Silver,

and Martha Constantine-Paton,

Cornell University.

Yale University.

METHODS IN
COMPUTATIONAL NEUROSCIENCE
COURSE: AUGUST 2 - AUGUST 29, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY IS, 1992
For 20 advanced graduate students and postdoc-

engineering, computer science,

and psychology.

A background

(preferably

is

[SPONSORED BY
THE NATIONAL LIBRARY Of MEDKINE]
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1,

to

1992

1
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designed to

train

30 individuals
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the application of computer and information science in medicine. Participants will use computer
-assisted learning tools, access compulert/ed

data bases, use

work

in

an advanced stage
of their graduate training are particularly encourwill
be the functions
aged to apply. The themes

and use

a knowledge base for an
expert system,
and work with software lor analysis of biologic

at

of neural cells, the molecules involved in these

functions,

communication networVs, build

and the organisation

components required
ty.

BowerandChristofKoch, Com-

and Neural System Program,

California

Technology

Directors Leonard

and Irwin Leviton,

of molecular

to generate cellular activi-

K Kac/marek,

Yale University

Brandeis University,

Admissions Coordinator
Office of

Sponsored Progrems

Marine Biological Laboratory

Woods

Hole,

MA 02543

SOS 548-3705, ext 216
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and young

faculty

who

are not currently

knowledgeable but can become change agents
in their institutions.

versity ol

Director

Homer Warner,

Utah School of Medkine

Uni-

Financial Aid IK available to Qualified Applicant*

The

Ma

Is

an

SO Affirmative Action Institution

22 research

scientists,

and advanced

animal, plant, and medical
sciences as well as non -biologists with experience

graduate students

in

in
microscopy and university faculty planning to
develop courses on similar topics. The course
covers the fundamental theory and practical use

of

modem optical

microscopy. Special attention

be given to different optical techniques and
the newest photographic and video methods

will

used

in

biological

Directors

For Further Information and Application Forms Cunt ac t:

Florence Dvuane

for

physicians, postdoctoral trainees,

and biomedical

Nina Stromgren

and

Colin S

York at Albany

sequence data.This is a National Library of
Medicine fellowship program directed at medical
educators, medical librarians, medical adminis-

Designed primarily

versity,

2 pre-

Postdoctoral and students

This course

and computer laboralones.

lamesM

Institute of

and postdoctoral fellows who intend
cellular and molecular neurobiology.

in

and neural networks from a computapoint of view and isorgani/ed around lec-

COURSE; JUNE 14 -AUGUST IS, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE MARCH 2, 1992
For

programming

highly desirable. This course pre-

single cells

Directors

NELJROBIOLOCY

in

sents the basic techniques necessary to study

tures, tutorials,

MEDICAL INFORMATICS -

COURSE: SEPTEMBER 23 - 30, 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 1, 1992

toral fellows in neurobiology, physics, electrical

C and UNIX)

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY AND IMAGING
IN THE BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Allen,

research.

Wake

forest Uni-

tuard. State University of

New
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